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This 111a~:izi:ic seeks to present themes that will cause its rea.<lers t.o
stop and think. W c aim tu te:1d1 Truth, re~ardless of creed or precedent. und hl'rcl•v dis:t\'OW alll·~i:lll<:c b forlll or 1logma that tcm.ls to .rui<l~
0
the Tn1tii·sl l'l;e.r thrl•ug:li p:1tlis l'i. .-11it•111:; .
\Ye l''.'''"'.!llize the i:.q •urt:lllt 11il'l1« whid1 reli:.rivus and educational or,.anizations lill i;1 the 111iml of tfrilize•I m::n. :uvl wf;ile wn know that tlicse ,:;:cat
adjuucts to euli;.d.1te1111wnt am! lJl'"'...!:''1·s..; arc for below theit intended pIU:7i~ uf
usefulness, yet we rcal:ze that th·~ fault n•sts not wholly with them, Lut
with the massPs, u111itkd to recei\·e tlil'ir Leuefits or :1ppreciate their teachings. l:ntittl'd, bet':ws1· of their i11aliility to think for themselves.
The Esott-rie l:JlaJI'>' t<> c111T1•t:t lliis Wt':1k11,•ss in m:!ll S nature, aU<i set-k:;
to bring ltim to a consc:ousness of t'.lc life within; to show him tl.ic
fallney an.cl sin of combat and :;tru~~!t• with his 1'i · l~ ' "v; i11 fine to Lrin" abo11t
that :i\mv Ortl<'r of liviuf!. t•> wuid; sdtislrncss. au.c!.1·:-. am:il!ly, and a "'uost uf
the e\·ils <:>f to-d:i. v, nre strall!!;crs.
Onc> of our detinitc and d~arly outliuetl ohjeets is this: To encour:l!?t'
each rc:Hk·r in study und thou~ht in that fie!Ll of research to whil'h he is, 1,,.
capacity and prcfcrenec, hcst uda:ite1l. \\rheu one line of study has U(' i·iJ
mastered ; when one tr:t<lc, art, or science, had been learned as thorou«hl" ""
the knowlc·lgcs of this nge c:111 tc:tt'h it, then may the Searcher for Li~ut expect Illumination, anti a sp<'l'•ly <"omprehension of other br:iuehl~s . This is
true inspiration, urnl it n.,1·t•r ruislc:uls, for it is wei;.d.wd u.nd measi<:-L·d 1,~
a. mind from which error has been er:ulicutc<l. Within such n mind then• j',,
no room for c,·il. Crim<'s arc not committed bv ti.Jose who have svstew;.i.tic
ally striven for knowledge, nud for correct morai cont·l'pt::J.
•
Evil-minded men nnd women are not those who study for
mental and moral improvement. People witli high iutellectuul au•I
mornl endowment cannot voluntarily tlo injury to a ft·llow Leing.
Gi\·e to every person a true <lesire for knowlctlgc, antl our law-makers
will hal'e no further employment; our penitentiaries will be tenantless.
Progressh·e minds throu~ilout the world are invited to co-operate in tl.iis.
our work of love.
Our methods of uplifting humanity and guiding man to his highest ~oal
are not considerl'tl perfect, nor do we ilope to cst":1pe tilat censure imd opposition which c\·ery effort to b1!acfit m:rnkiwl reef'in's. This, howe\ 1•r, will
not detract from our efforti:i to unselfishly aid our fellow bl!ings.
0

0

0

0

To Contributors: We desire that tl1l~ 1·ontri!1ntions to thl) E... ot0ric
srinll ho acceptable and useful to its readers. \\Tith this end in view il'C solicit your co-operation, and will cheerfnll.v es::imine all MSS. submittetl.
The Editors hold themselves responsible only for article• of their own
writing.
Yearly Subscription, Sl.50; six montils, 75 cents. Single copies, i~
cents. Forci;.!n subscriptions, per year, $1.'i.'l. Sample copy free.
Domest.i1· money orders, <hafts, etc., should be made payiihlc to the
"Esoteric Publishing Co.," and never to an officer or employee.
Fril'nd,; of the rnoveID1·11t who d<'sire to forward ti.Jc work t·:lfl .i .. ""
either by 1k11al:ons or Ly contributions to- st.ock. The latter is $10.UU p1!r
ahare, an1l th1~ holder is entitled to large book anrl magazine discounts. Full
particulars upon application.
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IN THE MISTS .
.BY BELLA FRENCH SWISHER.
PART FIRST. A METEMPSYCHOSIS.

CHAPTER

I.

The Inval.id.
NOVEMBER in a southern seaport city, - a warm sunshiny day, the air
fragrant as a breeze's breath in June, and a summer halo resting on sea
and land. One after another, the white-crested waves came slowly up,
breaking upon the beach in glittering diamond drops, then, retreating,
were overwhelmed by others bound landward. The ceaseless moaning of
the gulf told nothing of anger or of warning, yet it resembled what we
imagine to be the cry of a lost spirit, forever doomed to find no rest.
Beyond the beach, inland, were pretty white houses, surrounded by blooming gardens, as yet, unvisited by the frost-king. Oleanders in full bloom
sha<led the sidewalks bordering the broad streets. Rose-vines laden with
buds and blossoms, clambered up trellis and wall. Richly dyed chrysanthemums nodded to modest sweet violets. Luxuriant rose-geraniums exhaled their fraO'rance to the warm, moist air, and star-like jonquils looked
up at the cloudless, blue sky, with, seemingly, no thought of the biting
" norther " already on its way southward ..
In one of the pretty houses, overlooking the beach and embowered in
blooming shubbery,from which it peeped like a white rose-bud from among
its green sepals and glossy leaves, were an invalid mother and her fair
young daughter. There was an anxious expression on the latter's face,
and she was saying :
•• Mamma, I cannot understand how you can be so interested in those
heathenish old books. In your feeble condition, I really believe that pondering so much upon them is no less than slow suicide. The doctor
says-"
The person addressed waved her wan hand as if to command silence,
ahruptly interrupting the speaker with the words :
.. Not at all, my child. Just the opposite. My hour of departure is
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nigh, as you well know, but my interest in this subject is delaying not
hastening it."
" But, dear mamma, you cannot believe anything so absurd ! " pleaded
the young woman, the tears glistening in her large blue eyes.
She was a mere girl in form, features and years - this Ruth Halliday,
yet she had been ten months a wife. A blonde, with a b.mutiful face and
the sweet, clinging nature of a child, she yet possessed considerable firmness and self-reliance ; and she was more inclined to be thoughtful than
frivolous.
.
The mother, Mrs. Grace, had scarcely reached middle age. A sufferer
from some disease of die heart, for several years, sickness had made rapid
inroads upon her constitution ; yet Ruth could remember when her beautiful and brilliant brunette mamma was a reigning helle of the social gatherings, taking captive the truant hearts of many a young girl's lover holding him by her witcheries, while the forlorn damsel mourned her loss
in silence, until the capricious matron turned her attention to some new
admire1· and sent him, wounded but repentant back to the one who loved
him. Even now, though the invalid lay half exhausted on a low, whiterobecl couch, there was a bright twinkle in her dark eyes, telling that the
body more than the mind was suffering from the fatal disease.
Her tones were a little grave, as she replied to her daughter's question:
"The doctrine of metempsychosis is not absurd, my Ruth. I would·
rather believe that I would pass into another body and have another life
upon this beautiful earth, than to carry with me the thought that I must
be eternally p\lnished for the sins which I have committed during my
present existence. I have been a gay, worlJly woman - a wicked one,
I daresay from a Christian stand-point, though I have done nothing that
human laws punish. I have captured a few hearts and crushed them as
the owners would have delighted in crushing mine, bad the opportunity
been offered, and a few foolish women have pined away and died, cursing
me for robbing them of a love that, at best, was not worth the having. I.
have sipped the ruby wine of life, recking not who paid for it. I have
danced and reigned a queen, while others slept ; and slept while others
worked, and though I sought not to do evil, I know of nothing good that
I have clone, except the giving birth to a noble daughter. But you are
not a part of me. You are your father's own self. Even that good work
is not the outgrowth of my example or of my teaching. Without faith,
without works, how could I be saved by the Christian's God?"
"But mamma, if you will only believe and repent, Jesus will forgive,
even now at this late hour : "
There was a volume of pleading in the clasped hands and tearful eyes.
"Yes, yes," impatiently, "I know all about it. I have heard it a
hundred timtis. But I do not repent and I cannot believe. In fact, I do
not wish to believe. This world is gay and beautiful. I am satisfied with
it. I love to think that I shall not leave it, but shall have another space
of living here. I would like it, just the same as the past thirty years
have been."
" The old theories of transmigration have long since been exploded,"
said Ruth.
" You are wrong, my love. Hundreds of the people of the present day
in our own lancl believe in them. Excluding the Hindu and Bra.min por......
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tion of the world, transmigration finds believers in every land under the
sun, numbering more souls than any one denomination oan claim. I have
heard devout church members express a private belief in the doctrine of
metempsychosis. Even among the .Jews it is not without its followers.
The "Sohar, or Book of Light" say11 that all souls are subject to the tt-ials
of transmigration, and many learned Rabbis have taught the same doctrine. They believed that David had the soul of Adam who will again
appear in the Messiah. Thamar was said to have the soul of a man, which
ag-din became the soul of Ruth who could not bear children until the Lord
implanted within her the spark of a female soul. Many mysterious Bible
passages are explained by transmigration. We progress upward toward
God or downward toward the brutes, just as wa live for good or evil in
each of our earth lives. As I said before, I have been a worldl.r woman
a1ul I can not reasonably hope for any marked progression. You, my
love have, I daresay, brought back into this world some gentle spirit of
your father's kinfolks. Perhaps that of his sweet sister, Bessie, who died
at sixteen, whom you a.re said to resemble so closely. You have ever been
a most obedient child - even to the fulfilling of your dying father's wishes
in marrying his partner, Robert Halliday."
}lrs. Grace closed her book and her eyes at the same moment; aud,
with a sigh, sank back upon her pillows, from which, in her ea.O'er explanation of her favorite doctrine, she had partly raised herself. The effort
had completely exhausted her and she was obliged for a time to be silent.
Ruth caught her breath as she thought of her brief married life. She
hail not loved Robert Halliday; neither had he loved her. It had been
a marriage of c9nvenience - to keep the business and the property of the
two men together. Mr. Grace imagined that he was placing his chilcl beyond want by asking her to marry his partner, and that he was giving
her at the same time a guardian, who would not squander her fortune.
As her affections were not otherwise engaged, she bowed in obedience to
the wishes of her dying parent, and was married. by his bedside, only a
few hours prior to his death. Thus, Robert Halliday, who had had only
a third interest in the firm of Grace & Co., commission merchants, found
himself sole owner, not only of the business, but of a valuable property.
But though he had looked forward to a marriage with Ruth as a business
speculation, he had never loved het". Being a man of the world, twenty
years her senior, he considered her a mere child, unable to understand
the graver subjects which engrossed his attenti~n. So the marriage had
been unproductive of happiness to either. They grew apart. They were
not congenial. Neither was at rest in the other's company. Indeed, Ruth
saw very little of her husband. Business kept him employed during the
day-time, and the larger portion of his nights were spent among gay companions, he not often returning home before midnight, and sometimes not
at all. Thns, before she had passed out of her teens all hope of happiness had vanished, ancl she often found herself longing for the sleep that
knows no awakening.
These thou~hts ran rapidly through the girl's mind, as she sat listening
to bet' mother s labored breathing. There was a dull pain knocking at
her heart and a feeling of terrible loneliness weighing clown her spirits.
She would soon be alone, with nothing for which to hope, and no one to
whom she could turn for sympathy. Her worldly-m_i_n~le~ . mother had
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never been a soul-companion, but she had no other, and her lonely, loving
heart clung to her one friend with an intensity worthy of a better object.
She would he entirely &lone when her mother should be called away.
Then she chid herself for thinking thus. A companion was surely cori.iing to her very soon - a little life, a part of her very self, - a bright,
pure soul, direct from God, that would give her love for love. In it,
should both lives be spared, she would find a recompense for her suffering.
Though with no thankful feelings, she thought of her husband, her soul
kneeled in humble adoration to bless God for her child.
Mrs. Grace's labored breathing gradually ceased, and she sank into a
gentle slumber. Seein~ this, Ruth removed the book, which she had been
reading from her unresisting fingers ancl with a sigh put it away.
.
"I can not understand why mamma should accept such a philosophy,"
she murmured, thinking &loud. "To me, the idea that the soul of some
sin-soiled, careworn man or woman taking possession of the body of my
child is most revolting. I would rather that its eyes should never open
on earth. I can only think of its spirit, as of one coming direct from God,
pure and innocent, as I am sure it will come."
The warm sunlight streamed through the windows, and a ray rested on
the pale face of the sleeper. Thinking that the light might not be conducive to slumber, Ruth closed the blinds. Then she went quietly from the
apartment, in fulfillment of a wish for pure air; yet not beyond the sound
of her mother's voice.
As she stepped upon the rose-covered piazza, she found to her surprise
that her husband was there, having apparently just arrived. He was a
tall, slim man, delicately fair, with dark hair and eyes, and a silken, black
mustache which he seemed foncl of stroking. Handsome he was, ancl very
gentlemanly in manner, yet a certain coldness, a lack of sympathy for hi's
kind in his expression, gave him a repellant air. )\'hen his body was being formed and the deities supplied the brain with the different organs.
they left out love ; and he came into the world, a proud, cold, ambitious
man, like some poisonous tree, to cling about which is death. He imagined himself good, honest and just. Instead, he was worldly, scheming
and cruel.
" How is your mother? " he asked in a tone so mechanical that Ruth
knew his thoughts were far from the subject.
'' Much the same as in the morning " she replied. " A little weaker
perhaps for she has persisted in reading "Lessing's Essay " to the end.
"A little light in the upper story," returned Mr. Halliday, touching
his head, but with a far away look in his eyes.
...
"No, I believe that whenever mamma did turn her thoughts to the after-life of the soul, she always advocated the doctrine of transmigration.
Her illness causes her to dwell on the subject, hut she is not the least wandering in her mind."
Huth spoke calmly, her voice giving no index to the multitudinous and
conflicting thoughts which rushed, pell mell through her brain, or of the
dull aching of her heart.
" I am thankful that she is no worse " the man said after a. pa.use, "for
business compels me to be away from home during the ensuing week."
The young wife caught her hands together with a gasping sigh.
" What if she should die while you are gone? " she asked, realizing
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her uttt>r helplessness and loneliness in imch an event.
·•Do not make a scene out.of doors, Mrs. Halliday," the other returned
coldly. " People might imagine us to be quarreling - a thing that I
never do. Such bits of acting are pretty enough in a parlor, with the
lights turned low, but not admissible in the streets. Your mother, I do
not imagine, to be in any immediate danger. If I did, I would certainly
not think of being absent for even a day. If, however, the disease should
take some unexpected turn for the worse, while I am a.way, your good
sense will tell you what to do. Friends and acquaintances will assist you,
until I can be reached by telegram."
His cold, even ton,es chilled Ruth, like the sudden breath of a Texas
norther when it sweeps through the sun-lit air, unheralded, unthought of.
Her lips could not even frame the words to ask where such a telegram
might be sent.
As he passed into the house to prepare for his departure, she stepped
from the piazza into the garden. A desire had seized her to be beyond
the sound of his voice and the cold scrutiny of his gaze. Behind a. wide
spreading pomegranate bush, was a bed of jonquils, which had been her
especial care. How pure, how sweet were ·the starry blossoms ! How
unflinchingly they faced the zenith I She laid her hand upon them with
a caressing touch.
"You look to Heaven," she said, "and so will I. It is so sweet to
think when earth's cares are many, and happiness is drifting away from
us, that we have Heaven left."
Presently Mr. Halliday came out of the house, satchel in hand. He
did not see his wife, or even send his eyes in search of her. He went rapidly down the shell-paved walk and sprang into the carriage which was
waiting at the gate for him.
"Gone without even telling me where to· address him I " murmured
Ruth.
'
But there was more of relief than of sorrow in her tone. After the
first shock consequent upon the knowledge of his leaving home while her
mother was so ill, she felt that her grief would be best endured were he
not there to speak of it as "acting."
"I think," she mused as she went slowly back into the house, "if
mother's theories are facts, Robert must have been born without a soul."
CHAPTER II.

Awakened .Memories.

Tai: sun was setting, when Mrs. Grace awoke, her sleep having lasted 1
for more than three hours. She roused herself by calling her daughter's
name.
" Ruth ' where are vou l "
" Here, mammal " ·
The girl stepped out of the shadows to her mother's side and bent tenderly over her, saying in a tone of forced cheerfulness:
"What a nice long sleep you have had I"
" ls it night ? " asked the invalid.
"J nst sunset, mamma. I closed the blinds so that the light might not
interrupt you ; " letting in a flood of level sun rays, while she spoke.
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The sick woman turned her ga.ze toward the western sky with evident
enjoyment, and Ruth noticed an unusual spiy-kle in her clark eyes.
••How beautiful! " she exclaimed, reaching out her pale hand.<; to catch
the sunlight. •• What a precious gift a life on this earth is ! I am glad
that I shall not go away-that I shall live it ag-ain."
"How different your feelings are from mine ! " cried Ruth passionately.
"I should like to float away into forgetfulness and know nothing more of
earth!"
" Strange ! " returned the invalid. " You, so young, so beautiful, so
surrounded by all that heart can wish, to talk so absurdly! But it is your
delicate health, child, that makes you feel so. I can .remember of feeling
despondent wberi I was in your condition. You will be happier when the
trial is over."
" I trust so," the girl answered with bowed head. Bitter words were
in her thoughts, but she forced them back before they found attention.
Her mother did not know of her misery. She would say or do nothing
to hasten the inevitable parting.
"Your sleep seems to haYe refreshed you," she said afte1· a pause, chang·
ing the subject.
" Yes. There ! the sun is gone, and in this life, I shall see it no more ;
turning her ga.ze with a sigh, from the window.
"0, mamma ! Do not talk so I You will break my heart!" cried ·
Ruth.
" There! there! my child! Do not unnerve me for J have much to
say to you before the end comes, and I need all the strength that is left
to me. Open all of the blinds and the door ; send the nurse out for an
airing; then you sit here and listen to me."
With a suppressed sob, Ruth turned away to do the bidding of her
mother.
''Do not go beyond call I " she whispered to the nurse, a neatly dressed
mulatto woman, who was leaving the room in obedience to the sick woman's
command.
The perfumed breeze soon filled the apartment. How pleasantlv warm,
how balmy it was I Even Ruth felt its deliciousness, thinking meanwhile
with a shiver :
" We will have a norther before morning."
Presently, she seated herself by her mother, but a little in the shadow.
"Not there, my dear. Come nearer. Turn your face that way. There,
that will do. I want the after-glow to light your features, while I talk.
I feel stronger since my vision."
"Dream, you mean, mamma."
"No, dear. I did not dream. Neither was it a vision. It was simply
an awakened memory, or rather awakened memories- the full action of
the brain while the body lay in a quiescent state. During that time, I
fully realized my immortality."
" As a soul coming from and going back to its Maker?" inquired Ruth
with much eagerness.
"No. As a soul living one life after another on earth."
The girl's hands dropped in disappointment, but she uttered no sound.
The mother went on.
" $c,·eral existences passed, like a panorama, before my eyes. I am
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not strong enough, neither have I sufficient time t.o tell you of them.
Their history would fill many volumes. Mine has ever been a wild untamable spirit, that has beeD. many times punished by being retrograded
to a lower plane. It would ahock you if I should tell you of some of the
bodies that I have occupied. Do you know, my love that it is sometimes
a mercy to kill animals? A miserable, imprisoned spirit is often thus
let free."•
••Don't talk so, mother; " exclaimed Ruth with a visible shudder.
"You have had an ugly dream in consequence of reading those terrible
books. But don't tell it. Let us talk of something else."
•• Perhaps my memories may as well be buried with me," responded the
sufferer, in slow, measured tones. •• But I must tell you my destination for that too was revealed to me. My spirit will not leave this house that is. will not go far from you. A body awaits it. I shall live again
in your child."
"God forbid l " cried the daughter, springing to her feet. 44 Mamma,
do .not unnerve me with such wild talk. I know that your mind wanders,
yet I can not listen patiently. I have a soulless husband; do not make
me think that my child is soulless, too."
"All are soulless until they draw their first independent breath."
•• And they · swallow th&ir souls with the first draught of air," Ruth
laughed hysterically. " Dear mamma, you are dreaming. Rouse yourself. Is the afterglow not beautiful? What a breathless silence pervades
all nature ! It is the lull before a storm. Even now I can imagine the
whiz of the •norther' that will bend the heads of our sweet flowers."
"So death is the lull before an active life, my child. But for me the
lull will not be long. You will recognize me 10 the first tones of your
baby's voice - will see me in its bright eyes."
With a low cry, Ruth clasped her ears with her hands and ran out of
the room. She felt that to remain there another minute was to go mad.
" Go to your mistress ; " she said to the waiting nurse, as she rushed
down the piazza st.eps into the garden.
Once more alone, she tore the lace drapery from her neck, and opened
her mouth, pantingly, to catch a breath of air; for she felt herself to be
choking. A soft twilight was wra11ping filmy shadows about the verdure
of plant and tree, yet their outlines were perfectly distinct. The hues of
the flowers, the blue of the sky, the waves breaking upon the beach came
t.o her senses like a dream of a lost Paradise.
"My life was like this onec," she thought, "but now - "
'Vhiz, whiz, whiz, sang a roaring voice, approaching upon the air, frnishing the sentence for her.
Nearer, nearer and yet nearer, it came, rustling among the branches,
casting showers of leaves upon the ground, and bending low the beads of
the star-like jonquils.
The keen wind struck Ruth's bare neck like a blow from an ice-cold
weapon, sending a shiver through her delicate frame.
"The norther l" she exclaimed, "and mamma's room is all open."
She went rapidly back to the house, forgetting for the time being the
sad thoughts which had so lately burdened her.
• Thia ~eut muat not be 00111trued to the end of ezouaing the needl- slaught.er of ani1nals.

In oar opimoD the taking of life in any form is ainful, ei:oept the a.ct is perfom1ed in eelf-defeDSe,
or to l&ft prolonged 1ulfering.

·

(Ed.)
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How the wind howled ! How the windows rattled and shook ! How the
branches of the low trees snapped ! How the sea roared! How quickly
datkness dropped its pall upon the earth, shutting out from view all the
brightness and beauty. What a terrible night for death to be abroad in
search of victims ! Yet there he was, waiting on the very threshold of
that pretty home.
The strength which had sustained the sick woman during her conversation with her daughter was short-lived. Ruth found on approaching
the bed, after having seen to the closing up of the house that her mother
had fallen into a stupor, half waki11g, half sleeping, and was talking incoherently and in a very feeble tone of voice.
A neighbor dropped in, in the cour86 of the evening, who, seeing the
state of affairs, and learning of the abseuce of Mr. Halliday, kindly offered
to remain as a watcher during the night. Rut Ruth did not retire, although
urged to clo so. She had marked the sudden change for the worse of the
disease, and she felt sure that the end was nigh.
·
Her fears proved to be not without foundation. As the first streak'
of tlawn brightened the eastern horizon, the freed spirit of the sufferer
left its house, tenantless.
"I shall live again in your child. Ruth," were the last coherent words
that the cold lips uttered.
•
fTo be continued 1

VI:-;TJE VITJE.

(Continued.)

BY ll. T. llARTIN, M. D.

AND uo tax can reach the landlord, nor the owner of the mill,
For not either wealth produces, though the gold o'erflows his till;
But the burden grinds the tenant, as he works 'from dawn to night,
And the greedy lancll<ml watches for the hard-earned pennies bt·ight,
And it weighs upon the workman at the forge, and lathe and loom,
While the master takes the proceeds, and they toil in joyless gloom.
But how strange that those who labor fail these patent truths to see,
All the mills ancl all the owners without hands would idle be.
All the owners would be paupers, and their fortunes never made,
For the workmen make the fortunes, and the meager wages paid ;
And no millionaire has money not produced by human slaves,
And he gains his fame and riches stepping on the toiler's graves.
And they bow in humble homage to the man with iron heart,
~faking legal all his plunder just because they say he's smart;
That the worlcl is his by birthright, just because he's sly and shrewd ;
That the poor should be his servants, just because they're dull and rude.
So the tax strikes not the merchant nor the man with bonds and notes,
But it falls upon the toiler and his servitude promotes.
Government makes prince and peasant, makes the beggar and the peer ;
Makes the high-born and the lowly, rich man's taunt and poor man's tear ;
Makes the servile, cringing coward, titled pride's envenomed sting;
}lakes nobility and station, royal president and king ;
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llakes the dude and idle gentry, with their jeers so harsh and keen;
Makes the parliament and c,)ngress, makes th~ vain and foolish queen.
Government makes corporations all the people to enchain ;
Sells their only means of living, gives away their great domain.
While the men who hold the title and the very world control,
Grant it to their starving brother for a mortgage on his soul.
Still be thinks he is a freeman, though he works till bent and gray.
While the idle fandlord clutches all the proceeds for his pay.
Government makes hut and mansion, makes the hovels and the halls ;
:Makes the poor-house and the palace, makes the prison's massive walls;
Makes the millionaire and beggar, makes the robbing board of trade;
Makes the overflowing warehouse o'er the starving cast its shade;
Makes the thin and weary seamstress, leads the shop-girl to the tomb;
Makes the frail and wayward sister early end her days in gloom.
Government makes war and battle, makes the cannon, sword and shell ;
:Makes the gunboat and torpedo and the horrors they foretell ;
Butchers thousands without mercy causes torture, dearth and woe ;
:Makes a tidal wave of crimson all the land to overflow.
And they tell us to be grateful that the nation kindly shields,
And affords this great protection to our homes and waving fields.
Politicians start the quarrels but were never known to fight;
So they call upon the army. while the statesmen take to flight.
And they cheer the soldiers onward, as they do the fighting dogs;
And the armies meet and murder just to please the demagogues.
And the soldiers face tqe bnllets, while the officers in glee,
Draw the largest pay and rations safely lodged behind a tree.
And the people are deluded by the chiefs to whom they kneel,
And they think Jehovah sanctions when they pillage, slay and steal.
When the ruler gives an order, they obey his slightest noel ;
Ru~hing on to do his bidding as they would the voice of Goel.
Thinking that ten thousand murders or as many thefts performed,
Are exploits to be applauded, if the men are uniformed.
80 they haste to war and carnage, killing men beth good and true ;
Killing men both pure and guiltless, just to please a. craven crew;
J nst to please the ruling cowards, who rejoice to stir up strife ;
But who, terrified at fighting, force the poor to risk his life.
And they gladly speed to conflict, at the potentate's behest;
And they pray for God's assistance, as they stab their brother·,; breast.

When at length, the war is over and the murderers return ;
They demand a place in office, and for handsome pensions yeam.
They proclaim their wondrous valor, and for further pay implore :
And, though large is the donation, they are sure to beg for more.
They repeat their tales of slaughter, and each time the last exceeds;
Boast of shooting some poor fellows, while recounting bloody dee<ls.
Then the chieftains have grand pensions, those who fought behind the trees:
While the men who hnwed the danger are content with smaller fees.
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And the wives of dead commanders yearly draw a princely sum,
While the wives of those who battled, for a beggar's pittance come.
Yet this pleases all tho soldiers, for the dit1cipline depraves,
And, so long the,Y were commanded, they are willing to be slaves.
Government kills benefactors, those who love the human race;
Those who strive to raise the people from the servile and the base;
Those who teach the love of freedom, and the equal rights of man ;
Those who tear the cloak from despots, and their naked foulness scan ;
Those who fail to praise the rulers, and before them do not bend;
Those who stand before the tyrants and the people's cause defend.
Government hangs pure and noble, gives to knaves judicial gowns;
Crucifies the country's saviors, and the vile Barabas crowns ;
Takes the lives of great reformers by a trav!'StY on law;
Pays the artful perjured witness, pays the faithless to withdraw ;
Fabricates a false indictment, and the innocent ensnares ;
Pays the judge to garble justice while the prisoner despairs.
[To be oontinned.]

VOYAGE OF THE ARGONAUTS.
[Bnrritt'a Celeatial At.la]
PART III.

"Be telleth the number of the atan; he oalleth them all by t/ieir names."

(Paa. CU.VII : 4.)

THE fourth sign in the sun's course was Aries, which saw Greece in its
glory ; this sign in the grand body comes in the brain or reasoning function. · The R.9.m well symbolizes the principle here repre3ented, for it attacks with the head by which it brings to bear its greatest force. The
fact is suggestive in this connection that the Ram figures so largely in the
Scriptures as an emblem of sacrifice. The Hebrew and Arabic names of
the stars in this sign have that meaning. "Mesartin, the bound. Al
Sharatan. the bruised, wounded. Al Nath, slain." (Mazzaroth.) No
one will dispute that the Greeks possessed the hi~hest intellectual power,
but we do not ascribe to them an eminently religious character. ••The
sign with them was in the head, and not in the heart," as the ancients
would have expressed it ; and therefore a great development of the emotional or devotional nature was not to be expected. An abnormal degree
of intellectual growth naturally restrains the spiritual, and we believe this
was the state of mankind in Aries, in other words the race had retrograded
to that point where the intellectual was the dominant and controlling
power. In paying court to intellect as the world does to-day it will be
hard to see 1·etrogression in the race of whom we are speaking, but we are
thinking of man's original, spiritutl.l condition. Like the Ram his stt·ongest point of projection to-day is the head, and to carry the correspondence
farther, the bound and crippled horns of this animal, signify the disabled
powerR of man in consequence of his fettered understanding of spiritual
truths: for the letter of the word killeth, it is the spirit that maketh alive.
Tho hi~her nature of man has thereby been slain, sacrificed to the mate1·ia1 interpretation of truth.
..:
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~ionoceros, or the Unicorn, the third constellation on the Ai·go's path,
belongs to Aries. As we have previously said, the Unicorn typifies the power
of the Read or intellectual principle. This term, "one horn," is suggestive of the fact that with full intellectual power man is even then but half
equipped. The Unicorn was an ancient symbol of purity ·; there is a tradition that it would never be captured except by a virgin stainless in mind
and life. Herein is embodied a truth which the race is slow to apprehend. "A young Unicorn signifies the false understanding of truth by
the natural or sensual man."
The fifth sign in the sun's course was Pisces, or the Fishes ; this came
in the Feet of the Grand Body, for head and feet join in the great matr~
of Nature, as the line of progress is always that of a clo11ed curve. Pisces
saw Rome in its rise and decline; and the enigma which this nation presents in history is here solved. The sign was in the foot, the point farthest removed from the vital part of the body, and here was reached the
lowest point in the declination of the race. " Fish signifies the ultimates
of the natural man, and so do feet denote the same." Pisces was the
southerly or lowest node of the Cosmic Body, where was ushered in
the true vernal equinox of the race ; the Son or Christ crossed the world's
path leaving that presage of spiritual bloom which will have its full fruition vnly when the great midsummer solstice is reached in the Heart of
the Grand Body. ''The heart corresponds to the Lord who is the source
and centre of the divine life as is the heart of the physical life.
The constellation belonging to Pisces and the fourth in the Argo's path
is " Orion, the splendid." Well did the wise men who waited on our
Saviour's birth understand the science of the stars. We are told that the
equinox passes directly through the middle of this constellation, and that
the centre is midway between the poles of the heavens. All Christendom
recognizes the fact that the spiritual ecliptic of the Race took place in
Pi8<le8 ; and the science of correspondence proves the truth of the promise as regards the poles. The feet of man stand upon the earth, but with
his heart only can he aspire to reach heaven. The fact is not without
significance, that while our spring equinox really commences in Aries,
it is always reckoned from Pisces, that is, &iuce the Christian era. There
are correspondences here that are striking to one who understands them;
lessons which the race have yet to learn in the fallacy of appearances.
.Aries or Intellect seems to be the spring of man's vernal bloom to-day,
but the real source is the Christ ; the Lowly One, whose coming in the
feet typified the faot of His being the Server dnd Saviour of the whole

body.
The sixth sign in the sun's course is the present one Aquarius, the water
bearer. This we believe should be i·elegated to Great Britain which directly
succeeded Rome, and in a sense sprang from her. In the great body thi:i
sign is in the lower limbs, which are the propelling, locomotive powers.
The activity and restlessness of these two signs appear in the diffe1·ent
ages which they represent. Rome overran the world, and Great Brita.in
has not confined herself within her island limits. "Aquarius means the
out-pouring; the pouring forth of spil'itual blessin~s; " which we think
is being exemplified to-dav. The promise of this sign as symbolized iu
its three Decans are of wonderful import, but an exposition of them here
is not in place. We would remember however, that it is only in the nwa:;.
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ure which we give that we can expect to receive. Whether the present
age is true to the sign of the Water Bearer we leave our readers to judge;
but before they do so we would ask that they carefully inform thimselves
as to what the last hundred and fifty years have done for missions.
The constellation belonging to Aquarius, the fifth in the Argo"s path,
is Gemini, or the Twins; this typifies the fact that the race are yet but as
children, though children of great promise. " Mankind is not yet man "
as the poet has truly said. The feet only of the Grand ·Body have entered the Path, that narrow way which leads to life.
The next sign in the sun's course after the present one Aquarius, is
Capricorn, which signifies the horn of the goat. This sign comes in the
knees of the grand body, and we think symbolizes our own country,
America. The first great joints of locomotion are the knees, which are
also "the feet of prayer:' Here the race will take an upward stride, for
it will come to its knees literally no less than figuratively. "Knee signifies the conjunction of natural good with spiritual good. Bending the
knee denotes acknowledgement, adoration." The goat was peculiarly au
emblem of sacrifice, and thus bore off the sins of the people. It is a
climbing animal, seeking elevated places, and its signification in this sign
ha.8 been thought to symbolize the sun at the winter solstice. The son, or
man, does indeed make a stand here, for in the ~'iign Capricorn occurs the
great midwinte1· sohitice of the race.
The constellation belonging to Capricorn, the sixth in the Argo's course,
is the zodiaeal Bull, which here threatem1 to intercept the path. This typifies uot only a menace from sensuality, but also from science, or the intellectual principle in man; for it is the northern as well as the southern
horn of the Bull that intrudes upon the way. The Christ power, however, represented by Orion and Auriga is shown a.s staying the onslaught.
In this period of expiation, atonement, which the sign Capricorn indicates,
we believe that woman will be the victim and the Saviour, since it is otily
in the perfect correspondence between the natural and the spiritual world
that life on our planet can continue. It is peculiarly the office of woman
to bear, bring forth ; and in this sign a great truth is struggling for birth.
Capricorn is really the horn of man's dilemma; for the path of the earth's.
orbit lies directly between the horns of the Bull, as the science of astronomy truly tells us. The great star in this constellation is Aldebaran in
the left eye of the Bull. " The eye signifies uuderstanding," which here
is in obscurity as regards truth. ''The left eye is the intellectual principle.
The sight of the left eye corresponds to the truths of faith." "The
name Aldebaran, means leader, governor; which office intellect has to-day
assumed. El Nath, a prominent star in the northern horn means wounded. slain," (as spirituality is to-day.) "North signifies those who are in
obscurity as regards truth, but are yet in the life of goocl."
The eighth sign in the sun's course is Sagittarius, the Centaur or Bowman. This comes ip the hips of the grand body, ancl has a still more mystical signification. Here man comes into a higher and clearer recognition
of truth which is the steed that bears him on. " Horse signifies knowledge, or understanding of the Word. Again he is the Bowman or Archer;
which signifie~ he who defends himself by truths." Truth never fails to.
hit the mark. The fable of Chiron, the centaur, very beautifully illustrates
the truth here symbolized. All the energies of the Bowman are directed.
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against the next sign, the Scorpion ; for in Sagittarius man discovers the
eause of his woes.
" Midat golden stars he standa refulgent oow
And thl"D8ts the Soorpiao wtth his bended bow."

The constellation belonging to Sagittarius is Auriga, the goat-herd, which
is the seventh on the Argo's course. Here we find the shepherd of the
kids, or ewes who is assisting Orion on the celestial map in holding back
the Bull. This principle kept in check through these two signs is of no
small import. The power which is here represented as held in restraiut,
will endow man with a spiritual aml intellectual acumen of which to-day
he can have little concept; for Nature, if conserved only to its highest
uses. will bring in a race worthy to bear the name of man.
The ninth sign in the s.un's course is the Scorpion. "This comes.in the
generative function of the great body, and is Nature's reproductive force,"
by which she is ever striving to multiply her types. The anow of the
Centaur is aimed at the tail of the Scorpion, for therein lies its veuemous
sting. We are told that the sting of the scorpion does not produce death,
but great suffering, while no redness or swelling is to be seen. " Scorpion
signifies a deadly persuasion, for a scorpion when he stings a. map, produces stupor upon the limbs, and, if he be not cured, death." This stupor
is upon the great body of humanity to-day through the deadly persuasion
under which it labors in regard to the reproductive function.
The constellation belonging to this sign, the eighth m the Argo's course,
is Perseus, the winged messenger of good tidings. The head of the Gorgon is captured ; this human face surrounde(l by serpents, to us, tells its
-0wn story. In this sign the great body reaches its northerly node, or point
of full ascension; the regeneration of the race is accomplished.
1'he tenth sign in the sun's course is Libra, the balance or scales. This
comes in the reins or centre of the grand body, and here a perfect equilibrium is attained, the natural and the spiritual are in complete equipoise.
This is the divine b("trothal which is embodied in the freeing of Andromeda. Now man comes into his espousal with the heavenly maid, whose
material correspondence is woman; the spiritual nature is no longer in
fetters, chained to the rock of materiality ; bqt is again the companion,
or other half of man which he lost in the Fall, for the proprium of the
ancient church is hete typified.
The eleventh sign in the sun's journey is Virgo, or the virgin, who is
represented as bearing the sheaf of wheat and the palm branch. " Virgin
signifies the chufoh as a spouse who desires to be conjoint>.d. to the Lord.
They who desire this union love truth ; and when a hfe is led according
to that, conjunction is effected." The sign Virgo contains a principle so
profound that it is difficult to embody it in the material language of toclav. and we can only give the vaguest hint of the glorious truths here
typified. ln the sign of the Winged Virgin or Virgo the heavenly mar1-iage is consummated; for here man comes into the full possession of his
divine proprium, that heavenly spouse whose office it is to conceiVfi and
brin"' forth those celestial truths of which to-day the race has no oouception.0 Of this conjunction is born Immanuel, for God is indeed with man.
We believe a state of life will be reached in this sign, grande1· and more
complete than has eV"er been portrayed by seer or dreamer.
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The reverence paid to :Mary, the mother of our Lord, by the Roman
Catholic Church ha.<l its origin, or spiritual significance, in the symbolism
of Virgo; but the heavenly wisdom therein contained was lost to m:m
with the knowledge of correspondence ; and what the world regards only
as a heautiful myth found its present material interpretation. So far as that
1•hurch to.day holds this truth in its purity we profoundly join in her reverence for the Virgin ; the immaculate mother of the Christ. The Arabic name of this sign is " Sunbula. who bears; " the Coptic, " Aspol ia,
station of the desired ; " while the Hebrew and Arabic designation of stars
denote this as the poiut to which all prophecy is directed.
The constellation belonging to this sign, and the tenth on the Argo's
course is "Cassiopeia, the enthroned, the beautiful." 'V c refer our readers to the fable regarding her for those truths which are veiled from the
irreverent soul. The square described by stars in this constellation is
from its very position pregnant with truth.
The eleventh, and last sign into which the sun enters in our great precessional cycle is Leo, or the sign of the Lion. This comes in
the Heart or vital function of the great hotly. Here is the ripening and
ha1·vest time of the race; the sickle in the Lion is not without siguificance.
"The Lion signifies divine truth in power; also the executing of judgment, the separating of good froru evil; the true from the false." This
is the peculiar aymbology of this sign. The Hebrew names of the stars are
as follows. •·Regulus, called the Heart-star signifies the treading under
foot. Zosma, the shining forth. Al Giebba, the exaltation." (Mazzaroth.) "The Heart corresponds to the celestial kingdom of the Lord.
"Sickle signifies harvest, the state of the church as to <livinti truth; it
also implies its last stage. By reaping, which is clone with a Sickle, is
signified to put an end to the state of the church, ancl to execute judgment,'' in other words to separate the wheat and the tares. "The circle
of the earth signifies heaven."
· The constelfotion belonging to this sign is Cephem~, King of Ethiopia.
" Ethiopia. signifies the knowledges of love and faith. King denotes the
annointed of Jehovah."
Having here completed the great cycle, or the Twelve Labours of Hercules om work is done, as will be that of the race when it has reached the
Heart of the Grand Body, the source and centre of Life and Love.
"Our thanks be to the prophet paid who saw with vision clear,
In the quaint types that marked the month, the I.aw that ruled the year,
Then gave his thonght to the learned friend that knew the starry ways,
Who from such germ brought flower and fruit, to both a deathlesa praise;
Have thou my thanks, my gift receiv.,, thou spirit keen and fine,
I give but what I got, the i:;old that takes my stamp was thine."

LEO.

Let therefore those who wi>1h to acquire •• Magic," ·i.e., spiritual or divine
powe1·, follow thi>1 advice; let them rise meutally into the highest region of thought
and remain therein M its permanent residents. Let them cultivate their physical
bodies and their mental constitutions in such a manner that the matter of which
they are composed will become less gross and more movable and penetrable to the
divine light of the spirit. Then will the veils that separate them from the invisible world become thinner.

Magic, White and B/,ack.

.....
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BIBLE REVIEWS.
Ce.u>TER 11, verse 1 : " Thus the heavl?ns and the earth were finished
and all the hosts of them." "Thus" in this manner, by this instrumentality and in this order.
Verse 2nd: "And on the seventh day God ended his work which he
had made ; and he rested on the seventh day from all his work which he
had made."
Verse 3rd: ••And God bleflfled the seventh day, and sanctified it: because that in it he had rested from all His work which God created and
made."
There is an evident distinction made here between creating, and making; the only reason apparent for this distinction is found in the evolutionary idea. God formed or created the thought and sent it forth endowed
with the will and it began to produce conditions that in the lapse of time
would ultimate the purpose and make the thing or condition intended.
.. And he rested on the seventh day from all His work which He had
made." ••And blessed and sanctified it," the word sanctify means to set
apa1·t, something separated from all other things, to free it from all that
was impure. The fourth commandment repeats this same idea. But was
the work of creating and making ended at that remote period, or was this
only a stat.ement of the method and order of the work'? Let us ask ,Jes us
the Nazarene. John v, 16 and 17: "Therefore did the Jews persecute
Jesus and sought to slay him, because he had done these things on the
Sabbath day. But Jesus answered them, my Father worketh hitherto,
(i.e. up to the present) and I work."
Thus it is clear that Jesus denied that God had yet ceased the work
of creation, this utterance was at least two thousand years after the acoount
of these events, and Ussher says, 4004 before Christ.
And do we not see creation going on in every department of nature.
When the cold winter is passecl and the sun warms the earth, there springs
into life millions of insects. All the animal world begins to generate their
kind, in short, everything is busily engaged in the work of creation ; then
it follows that the Sabbath (which means seventh) was a prophesy of a
time to come when man will cease from his own works, for it not only appears plain that here creation's method is generation, but in the law of
Moses it is brought out more clearly that such was the idea.
It was well known, or at least most generally believed, that there had
preceeded this time an age of great attainment, wherein man walked and
talked with God, and all through the prophet's writings and the words of
Je3us, that there were periods in the world's history of evolutionary development which are called "ages." Wherever the words occur in Jesus'
teachings, ·•The end of the world," it should be rendered "end of the age."
It was the doctrine of the prophets that an age was about seven thousand
years and that six thousand years was a time for animal propagation and
mental development, and at the close of that time the earth would bring
forth its ripened fruit sufficient for man to come to an understanding of
God's methods, and to be able to see that as long as they are generating
thei1· kind, there could be no rest or high attainments. It will be seen
as we proceed that the " covenant " of God with man was only intended
for such&~ had arrived at this stage of understanding, and coulcl not be
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ratified so that the oneness could obtain between God and man until they
ceased the work of creation, viz. generation. Then the intent of the words
" multiply and replenish the earth," will have been obeyed, and the work
accomplished, and during the seven thousandth year, there will
be no generation, and none of the consequences of " the fall " which were
labor, sorrow, and death. Then the "last enemy death will be overcomP-,
And they shall live and reign with him a thousand years." This is the
period many of our Chrh1tian friends look forward to as " the millennium."
'Ve merely state the above and will observe as we proceed that it is
fully justified by the teachings of this book all through from Genesis to
Revelations.
It will be observed that in the 3rd verse, last sentence, that the marginal reading of the words "(\reated and made," is "created to make."
Verse 4th: "These are the gene1·ations of the heavens and of the earth,
wlien they were created, in the day when the Lord God made the earth,
and the heavens," here the statement we think is clear that creation was
by generation.
Verse 5th: "And every plant of the field before it was in the earth,
and every herb of the field before it grew : for the Lord God had not caused
it to rain upon the earth, and there was not a man to till the ground."
This fully corroborates the former statement that ,all things were the
thought-forms of the creator's mind, and that all these things were only
mental formations and were a.waiting conditions to materialize into form
through nature's methods of growth.
We think it is clear enough from this ve~e that the entire preceding
chapter was intended to convey the idea that all things were in the thought;.
form or "word of God" (see John 1, 1 to 3.) and therefore only the
statement of the order ancl method that ·all these become manifest by materialization through the generative power in the word. In other words,
as they primarily existed in the astral ether before they materialized bv
growth and development, and therefore it follows that all the laws of
nature are the workings of the Creator's mind, and that matter itself is
thought crystallized, from the mind of the thinker.
Verse 6th : " But there went up a mist from the earth, and watered
the whole face of the ground." This is the method now which nature
uses to water the earth, therefore we have no reason to look for any statement here of supernatural phenomena, in fact there can be nothing superior to nature for all that is can be at most only the workings of the
Supr~me mind and there is nothing superior to it.
Verse 7th : '' And the Lord God formed man of the dust of the ground,
and breathed into his nostrils the breath of Jife; an<l man became a living
aoul." Now we are told in the former chapter - verse ~7th, that man
was created by the word of God and now he tells ns that hP. came from
the "dust of the ground," he does not tell us by what process, and as to
how long a. period the Lord God took to accomplish it he does not say. He
next says that he breathed into him the breath of life and he became a
living soul; herein we find two points of general misunderstanding.
First that it was speaking of the physical creation of the man, supeose
we admit and then see what is really said here: "The Lord God
formed man of the dust of the ground." Well that is certainly the phy-
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sical hody, but are not all phy!lical structmes formed of the dust and do
we not well know nature's process of accomplishing this work? Does it
not clearly teach " evolution ? " We think it does. Then " He breathed
into hill nostrils the breath of life and man became a living soul." Was
that the natnral breath common to all animal existence? Many will say
no, that was wherein man was made an immortal soul ; we will grant that,
for we all unite that " God is spirit," and if God <lid come into such direct contact with man it must have been to make him spiritually conscious,
that is the only way his purpose, as before announced, could be carried
out, ultimately, for he said," Let us make man in our image and like us;"
if God is spirit, man to be like Him must be spirit also. But is that
a universal rule that every man has that spirit of life in himself, fo1· if
God placed it in him then he had it in himself a.s Jesus said: "As the
father hath life in himself so hath he given to the son, to have life in himself; then he and Adam both had that life, and he (Jesus) announced his
commission to us by saying " I come that you might have life, and that you
might have it more abundantly." But does this teach that all men t•ontinue to have that spiritual "breath of life? "
What is this spiritual breath? If Moses was a master he knew what
it was and a.S the Occult was the common science of his day, he took it
for granted all others would understand that there was a point in the attainments of all who become conscious of spirit, where they obtained an
interior respiratory breath ; wherein they breathe without inhaling the natural atmosphere ; an inner lung motion, that will, at times, enable one to be
comfortable for a long period with the air passages closed. The physical
body may still need to breathe, but they will be vividly conscious of anot/1er
respiration, and this condition comes just prior to the person's becoming
master of all their own nature, and leads to the condition svmbolized
in the following words :
·
•
Verse 8th : " And the Lord God planted a garden eastward in Eden,
and there he put the man whom he hac.l formed." Observe the words:
"The Lord God planted," he who created by a word now plants a garden,
none of us accept the idea that he came as a man ancl planted trees, etc.
No! there was some other meaning here. Isaiah. the prophet, LXI, 3, says:
(speaking of spiritual men) " That they might be called trees of righteousnt"ss, the planting of the Lord, that he might be glorified." Then we
can logically conclude that this garden was the planting of those states or
principles, that would bring forth righteousness. It was "eastward in
Eden ; " the word " east" and " ward," the sun rising, is used as synonyms
all through the Bible. The east was also often used as a symbol of the source
of light and life ; then this garden was toward life and light. Was this
a garden planted in the ground, or was the man's body the ground? Ezekiel, xxx1, 9. •• I have made him fair by thA multitude of hie branches ;
so that all the trees of Eden, that were in the garden of God, envied him."
Isaiah says, v 7 : " For the vineyard of the Lord of hosts is the house of
Israel."
This we think sufficient to justify the assertion that this garden was
the physical body of "the man " and all the trees were attributes to bring
forth right actions, thoughts, impulses, ancl feelings, for the word Edenmeans "pleasure or delight," as will be seen by what follows. Then it
appears plafn that the thought expressecl in these symbolic words. " eastDigitized by
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ward in Eden," had reference to the fact that one who makes these at;..
tainments is in position to receive life and light direct from its source.
The same idea was carried out in the building of Solomon's temple at
Jerusalem. It was built upon the top of the mountain facing the east,
so that the first ray of light from the rising sun would shine into it and
through first and second parts and through the "holy place," and even
into the " Holy of Holies " if the .. veil " were lifted. So the man who
is created and ma.de, or become a "master," is placed in a condition to
receive the first ray of spiritual light that reaches the earth from God,
the source of all knowledge.
Verse 9th : •• And out of the ground made the Lord God to grow every
tree that was pleasant to the sight, and good for food ; the tree of life
also was in the midst of the garden, and the tree of knowledge of good
and evil." Herein he was supplied by Divine Providence with all the
requisites for happiness and not only that but the " tree of life," a tree
producing fruit, brings forth "after its kind." Therefore it is plain that
if the gardt&n is the physical body imbued with productive attributes and
everv attribute grows, generates or produces its kind, then it follows that
the tree, or attribute, of life produced its kind. According to the "revelation" made to John on Patmos, chap. xxn, 2. "The tree-of life, which
bare twelve manner of fruits, and yield her fruit every month: " (Greek,
moon.) We think no one believes this was a tree, as we exoterically understand that word, for herein is stated that which we recognize to be
contrary to all the laws of fruit-gr<>wing; first," twelve manner of fruit"
secondly, producing its fruit ''every moon." Aided by Solar Biolo;y.
this subject is made plain. We find from this new science that every
time.the moon enters the sign of the zodiac which the earth was in when
a person was born, that there is a psychic germ matured in the body.
whether it be man or woman, and we find that every sign of the zodiac
produces a different quality of life in persons born within £heir boundaried,
and that the same is true in relation to the fruit of the " tree of life,"
within every man and woman is also true. This is demonstrated from
the fact that with a woman living the generative or marital life, the periods
of the moonl;r weakness can be pointed out for years past, and to come,
from the motion of the moon, and therein is found that the life-producing
capacity is "twelve manner of fruit, and that its fruits ripen every moon."
" The tree of knowledge of good and evil " was also there, that all intelligent persons have within themselves the power to experiment on and
know the consequences of obedience to the laws of nature and of goin(J'
counter to them. is in their capacity to reason, and the sense of paiu and
pleasure. But those who possess these high attainments do not need to experiment upon these things, for they have direct access to the All-knowing
mind, that created all things, and can know all things from that source.
Verse 10th: "And a river went out of Eden to water the ga.rden; and
from thence was it parted and became into four heads.'"
If we find conclusive evidences that the trees of the garden were p1·0ducti ve faculties in the human body, then we may look for this "river"
to be something belonging to it also. We must however bear in mincl
that this is a mystic symbology given by a master and that he was giving
the conditions obtained by the master; or the man who is not only created in God's "image." but the process of "making" him into his or their
likeness is also known to him.
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If this were a symbol of something in the body or mind-action of Adam,
then what does this matter of the river signify? Let a master· explain;
(see Ezekial, XLVII. (Zachariah, XIV, 8, says: ••And it shall be in that
day that liviug waters shall. go·out from Jerusalem," etc. And the angel
revealed to John (Revelations, xxn, 1.) "And he showed me a pure
.. river" of water of LIFE, clear as crystal, proceeding out of the throne
of God and of the Lamb.
From this it a!lpear!l clear that this river was life that flowed out of
Eden ; out from the man.
They well understood, at that time, that methods of " regeneration "
were the control of. the generative function, and thus turning the course of
the life generated in the body, back into the system. And for this, nature
has made ample provisions, for the same law that produces the el~
ments from which another living orgll.Dism would grow under proper conditions, will also transmute that germ substance into a pure crystal fluid
and the lymphatic will take it up into the body and conduct it back into
the blood and that will create in the system a feeling of peacefulness and
constant activity. We a.re confident that the •• spleen" is the organ
that ca.uses another change into what is commonly called " magnetism, animal electricity, etc." These gifts are possessed in abundance by all who
••live the life " of chastity. This quality is the element from which
thought is formed, and the refining power of the law of regeneration in
the body gives increased sensibilities and consequent additional consciousness and added powers.
Thus, life regenerated in the body, follows the well-known law of generation, in that its quality is governed by the nature, loves, sympathies,
desires and general mental tendencies of the person, and as the human
body is a labaratory in which the divine chemist is taking the elements of
earth (food) air and sunlight and creating thought-forms and elements
with great rapidity, therefore such an one becomes a fountain-head from
which there will constantly flow the refined substances of his life like an
ever flowing river. As Ezekial said, XLVII, 9: ••And it shall come to
pass, that everything that liveth, which moveth, whither soever the rivers
shall come, SHALL LIVE."
Jesus referred to this same grand truth in the plainest of language;
John, vu, 88, ••He that helieveth on me AS (in the manner) the Scriptures ha.th said, out of his belly shall flow rivers of living water." In the
next verse the apostle attempts to explain and says, verse 89 ; ••But this
spake he of the spirit which they that believed on him should receive."
True, for this regenerate life is the only vessel capable of receiving and
holding the spirit, which endows it with divine magic-power, a.ml all who
come within its influence are ''redeemed" and the mature soul will be
led by its potency into like conditions.
.. And become into four heads." This law of regeneration being governed by the movement of the earth, moon, and all the solar system, we
look there for the more complete explanation of these four rivers. There
are twelve divisions, or "signs" of the zodiac; these are divided into four
trinities. From September 22nd to January 21st is the reproductive trinity ; from January 21st to March 21st is the serving trinity ; from March
21st to June 21st is the intellectual trinity; from June 21st to September
22nd is the maternal trinity.
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Each of these periods of the year produces three kinds of life. The
first of each of these are natural heads, and as such are especially related
to the physical world; the second of these comprise the interior, and are
natural heads in spiritual things or spheres of service ; that is, from April
~9th to May 20th is the period of tho intellectual trinity, and therefore
their sphere of service is the senses.
From July 22nd to August 22ncl is the period of the interior of the
maternal, and is related to natural law that produces living things. October 23rd to November 23rd is the time of the reproductive interior and
is related to the service of the creative mind. January 20th to February
19th is the serving interior and relates to dealing with the public mind
and with men in general.
In the generation, man is born into one of these signs and possesses
the qualities and attributes of it, and all their consciousness and thought
arises in and from that quality. When we say to a student of "Solar
Biology," a person was born in Aries, we express to that one all the leading characteristics of a person, but when one begins to regenerate themselves (by control of the sex function) they begin to re-create in themselves the qualities of each of the other signs. In women this is more
apparent, (it is however, none the lesg true with men.) When woman
begins the work of regeneration in herself, the moonly weakness will appear one sign earlier each moon, until they have reabsorbed into the body,
the ripe fruit of the tree of life, in it<J twelve qualities. Then the periods
change and their monthly periods come so that the ripened germs will be
the heads of each of the trinities. The third year they are regenerated
into the interior trinities, then re-generative waters will be divided into
four heads, TI1 (Scorpio,) :::: (Aquarius,) tJ (,Taurm~,) and Q (Leo.)
Then the river begins. to flow out from Eden, the state of happiness, and
is actually parted into four heads. This has been demonstrated in the
lives of many. This truly "watt:rs the garden."
Water makes all the plants in a garden to grow and prosper ; so this
regenerate "water of life" is the onlymethocl for growing all the virtues
and faculties of the brain and soul, therefore Jeremiah the prophet said:
"Their soul shall be like a watered garden," Jeremiah, XX.XI, 12 (read
from the 10th to the 14th verses.)
Verse 11th: "The name of the first is Pison : that is it which compasseth the whole land of Havilah, where there is gold:
· Verse 12 : "And the gold of that land is good : there is the bdellium
and tht: onyx stone, (v. 13.) And the name of the second river Gihon:
the same is it that compasseth the whole land of Ethiopia. (Verse 14.)
And the name of the third river is Hiddekil: that is it which goeth toward
the east of Assyria. And the fourth river is Euphrates."
That the above has a metaphysical meaning, there can be no doubt,
therefore we will examine it a little from that stand-point.
"The name of the first river is Pison." The meaning of this name is:
"Change or doubling." And it "compasseth the whole land of Havilah."
This word means, that suffers pain; '"that brings forth; or that speaks."
Thus it appears that this first river doubled in its power to bring forth,
aud through its mystic power the spirit speaks to the consciousness of the
individual, it "compasseth " that is, embraces all that knows, thinks and
speaks. and is the means by which man knows the thoughts of God, the
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spirit. There is gold and pr~ons stones ; that is, all that is goodly and
excellent.
The second river is Gihon, ·i. e., " Valley of grace," and it compasseth
or takes in the whole land of " Cush " i.e., blackness. This is truly the
valley of grace, i.e.," favor," for this water of life is the only vessel that
can hold spirit, (see ,Jeremiah, 11, 18,) "For my people have committed
two evils; they have forsaken me, the fountain of living water, and hewed
them ont cisterns, broken cisterns, that will hold no water."
When this water is held, then the spirit of life and light will dwell
within and illnminate all that is dark. The third river is Hid<lekel, i. e.,
•• a voice or sound," Assyria i.e., incomparable; east of Assyria, the illuminat.ed side. Therefore this would be interpreted, that this third river produces a condition within to hear the incomparable sounds of the spiritual
world, " The music of the spheres," and the universal tones that lift the
soul into ecstatic state of heavAn on earth.
The fourth river is Euphrates, waters of fruitfulness. That implies
success in all they do, as the prophet Isaiah, LXV, verses 2~ and 23 says :
"They shall not bnild, and another inhabit ; they shall not plant, and
another eat : for as the days of a tree are the days of my people (some of
the trees in Palestine are known to be over a thousand years old) and
mine elect shall long enjoy the work of their hands. They shall not labor in vain, nor bring forth for trouble, for they are the seed of the blessed
of the Lord (Yahveh,) and their offspring with them." Read the balance of this chapter, for it all belongs to this attainment.
There is a much deeper meaning covered by this language than we are
permitt.ed to express here. When one has reached this high and holy
state, which you may reach . here in this world and body, and now at
this time ; then these high and exalted knowledges will be yours ; then
will be realized within your .own person the force of the words of the
angel who gave John the Revelation, XXI, verses 4 and 5: "And God
shall wipe away all tears from their eyes ; and there shall be no more
death, neither sorrow, nor crying, neither shall there be any more pain:
for the former things are passed away. And he that sat on the throne
said behold, I make all things new."
SoHEONE may wonder why I go about in private giving advioe and busying myself with the concerns of others, but do not venture to come forward in public and advise the state. I will tell you why. You have
often heard me speak in times past of an oracle or sign which comes to
me, and is the divinity which Meletus ridicules in the indictment. This
sign I have had ever since I was a ohild. The sign is a voioe which comes
to me and always forbids me to d" something whioh I am going to do, but
never oom.mands me to do anything.

Socratea' Apology.
" What are fears but voices airy ?
Whispering harm where harm ia not;
And deluding the unwary

Till the fatal bolt ia shot ! "
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MIRA.
Myst.erious star, I fain would know
The secret of thy light,
Why shinest now with brilliant glow,
Proud jewel of the night?
From far off realms thou cam'st to view,
For only yest.erday
•
Thy path, frail mau could not pursue ;
Thy place was vacancy.
From out of black and boundless space
Thy rays burst forth and shone ;
To us of earth thy beauteouR face
Seems near to God's white throne.
Thy beams seem brighter now by far
Than when you came before ;
There's not to me another star
Shines out with grandeur more.
Unconscious to this sleeping world,
Silently, unseen,
Swift from space in quiet whirled
To view in heavenly sheen.

'

Along thy path, so vast, so grand
Thy course unfailing keep,
Held by law, that magic wand
That acts, tho' all else sleep.
Cheering other worlds than ours,
Making light fmm gloom ;
Blessings shed in welcome showers To them a priceless boon.
And so we cannot bid thee stay
For other duties call;
From night we know thou hringest day
And there give life to all.
CHAS.

H.

MACKAY.

NOl'JI. - Min (the " Wonderful ") is a variable atar of that group known aa Cetus, the Whale,
lq a period of elenn month&, Mira emerges from
bnisibility and pa-. through all degrees of bright11988 until it attains t.o a star of aeoond magnitude ancl then alowly reoedea, boooming, finally in'riaible again. D~ the first weeks of
August ( 1890) it reaches its maximum of brightoeee and may then be with great diati.uem-.

a -.tielladon of the Southern hemisphere.

C.H. M.
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THE DAWNING OF A PERFECT DAY. (Continued.)
PART THREE: BRIDGED OVER.
CHAPTER I.

Cleansing.
9.
THE work has begun, lay the ax at the root of the tree, and cast into
the fire of purification those branches which bear not good fruit.
Evil fruits are false doctrines, false teachings, pride, envy, malice, deeeit, which if entertained by man, go to make up parts of his mortal body,
and unless denied, (cast out) their presence hinders worj in the fields
which are "white already to harvest."
Those who never give of their substance, or of their love to others who
are in need, are like the false fruit-hearing tree~ the effect of which
poisons the atmosphere and leads to death. The consuming fires
kindled in the mortal temple, by the~ harmful mental issues, smoulder
until they have gained sufficient force to break out into a destroying blaze
when they sweep through the imperfect structure leaving it a blackened
and charred ruin, manhood gone and self, the all-ruling power within.
But even in this consuming state, there is help for such souls, the germ
for the Good, which the Infinite wisdom placed in the soul of the first
man, always remains, ancl may be savecl, for another trial, through the
quenching waters of God's love, which will extinguish the fires of envy,
pride, malice, and deceit as effootrially as literal fire is quenched by literal water. On the other hand, fire is nse<l as a purifier. If we cast a
germ into the fire, its impurities are consumed leaving the genuine
qualities unscathed.
The more perfect the germ the larger is the part remaining after the
purifying process. All that is unreal ancl impure is again cast into the
crucible and condemned to a repetition of the cleansing process - mortal
~pression - or damned as our orthodox friends would say - while the
perfect part when gathered is brighter for the purifying.
A picture here presents itself to the mind of the writer in which we see
the thousandth part of a soul of a man going to make up the immortal,
and ages upon ages must roll by before it attains the first plane upon
which it can start out for God's knowledge, or gain sufficient light to be
able to shecl a single faint ray upon other human beings, but we see mercy
in this plan of an all-wise intelligence, for nothing is wholly lost, and in
His good time all are gathered into His harvest.
LUKE III,

CHAPTER II.

Faith.
THE work of soul-growth can be done by and through the spoken word,
and at any distance being far, yet near. The bridge spanning this space is
Ghrist,faith and obedience.
The condition in which the supplicant goes to the Father has all to do
with the fulfillment of the work, if it is to him as it is to the Father all
will be well, loosed on earth, loosed in heaven.
MATr, XVI, 19.
All must harmonize, the Spirit, the supplicant, and the Father. God's
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first law atlmits of perfel~t harmony thl'Ougi1 which man may gaiu the a..cceptance of the Spirit, and by di vine wisdom he is enabled to grasp <md
hold fast the ~ood. If this law of harmony did not exist, man would be
unable to retam his blessings as they came to him.
A clean and purified heart will engender faith which may be kept alive
by drawing upon the never-failing source, whence comes man's every
good and perfect gift. All conditions being harmonious the supplicant
ha.'1 only to place himself in communication with the source of all health,
by asking that the spirit may take possession of him and in the name of
the lowly Nazarene, work tl.rough him the result desired, and waiting in
silence he will hear the "still small voice " as it speakR to his soul.
When this consciousness settles down upon him, he will he.ar the "let there
be," and knotv that it is his " there is," and that the blessing is his to
claim. Asking for, and obtaining a blessing, is not such a task as has
been thought, it is simply the pouring out of faith, from a heart empty of
self and the world, in words so few that the supplicant feels a very child
who is hearing the.first lessons of life. The Father, in His merc_r, and
love, grants the request thus made and proves the words of the Son who
said, "except ye become as little children you can not inherit the kingdom of heaven."
When Christ said "broad is the way to death" (sin.) " And many there
be who walk therein, and straight and narrow is the path to life everlasting and few there be who find it." He foresaw the difficulty in bringing
the mind of man into a state of uuison with the Holy Spirit that they
might go to the Father. His teachings upon th~s point are so plain th:i.t
a. little child may comprehend them, and the greatest minds of to-day have
left off delving in theology for light upon the subject, and are simply coming back to the truth as it is written in the Word. When a.ll reaching
out, and delving shall have ceased and men learn simply to t;\ke God at
His word then can man and angels unite in singing "glory to God in the
highest, peace on earth, good will toward men." God reigneth and we
walk in the true light free from sin, free from pain and in the knowledge
of His power.
There is never an actual turning back in faith; God in His goodness
sends something to the wavering soul to give it a lesson whioh, (it may
be in years after,) will ca.use it to take a new hold upon the life-giving
principle thus saving it from absolute sinking. In many hearts faith
never becomes full and well-grounded and the self-impoverished. soul falls
by the wayside.
With a thorough understanding of the true principles of the laws governing the universe, there is raised in the heart a GibraJ.ta upon which
faith may build works as mighty as the heavens, as vast as space, and as
enduring as eternity. The towering peaks of the temple builded upon
this rock will pierce the ethereal blue, and reaching far beyond will enter
the very heavens.
CHAPTER III.

Unnpruse,d Thought. Purity of Heart.
THOUGHTS are the offspring of the mind, and in the realm of spirit,
they are the only recognized issue of man. As these children are born
to man he casts them ont upon the ocean of eternal life, tiny barks to be

....
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guided into harbor by the white light of intelligence as it i;hiues upon
them from the tower of the mind which gave them birth. Mau is responsible for the safety of his mental offspring in proportion to his capacity
for right thought, and he is accountable for their safe and useful entrance
upon the plane of life when they become conscious, living beings controlled
by universal will.
Thought is often smothered, and like smouldering fire, when once it
breaks forth it burn11 with a more rapid and vigorous sway.
If we subdue the thoughts which cume to us like instantaneous flashes
of an electric spark, seeming to give us faint glimpses of the future, or
seience of life, we cast the shadow of our own bigotry between ourselves
and the light of understanding. When a child starts out for its first steps
we do not say "take care, you will fall," unless we wish to see the little
one immediately lose all confidence in itself, and fall to the ground. No,
we give a reassuring word and soon the second step is taken, and the
third and on and on until it has passed over a space which astonishes the
beholder. The same is true of the human soul when it catches the first
rays of divine light. We should bear in wind the advice given by St.
Paul in Thesalonians v, 19, and not stand in the way of the light, or attempt to check its influx, but lay hold of that which uomes to us from the
sou.rce o~ all.light and ~k fo~ m.ore, for throng~ this act works the law
which will give us the hght m its fulness. Discourage not your better
nature in its efforts to gain an affinity with that whence it originally
sprung.
The word is light and the word gives to us the light as we fit our mental part for its acceptance. The degrees of light are set forth in th~ firmament, stars, moon, sun. 'Vhen the shadows of night fall upon the earth,
the Infinite mind sets the moon and stars in the heavens as a sign to the
dwellers upon this planet that the greater light is to oome.
When the first rays emanating from the Infinite Mind pierce the pall
of superstitious ignorance which hangs over the mind of man, it is the
star set in his mental firmament as a sign that he may know of the coming
of a greater light.
Like the moon and stars ma.n's lesser light comes from lesser forces,
which are controlled by the Infinite Mind, and which with the signs set
in the firmament tend towru:d the same end viz., the glory of God and the
proof of His works.
Thus the spirit works within man for the all-good. Many use the light
they have attained, and are willing to impart it to others, to such as give
of the knowledge they have, much is given them in return. Those who
do not speak of the gifts coming to them dim the lustre of their blessing
proving that" whosoever hath, to him shall be given, and he shall have
more abundance: but whosoever hath not,from him shall be taken even
that which he hath.
"Be ye not deceived," but accept the works of the Infinite Mind as
works of truth, for it was this same far-reaching, all-powerful Intelligence
which set the everlasting signs in the vaulted dome above, that His people
might kn:>w of His power and glory and be assured of the source from
whence they came, and of their return to the spheres of light which He
bolds for them in His keeping, if they make use of the knowledge already
given for the acquirement of greater knowledge.
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Dear Header, do you not think if you were sure that your light could
shine as ;i planet in the everlasting arch of God's architec'"ure, you would
work indefatigably to place it there?
It is possible for souls to attain to this position and as they reach the
goal they may control all power, which is there, for good. fhis fact explaim~ the gentle leading of the unseen influences which actuates man to
reach out and lay hold upon the truth, that it may grow and brighten
with every change which takes place in his existence. Human mind is
not vast enough to grasp the thought of the everlasting power which is
the inhe1·itance of those who, through faith and works, reach this. plane
on which our Creator set His seal of approval. Man is placed upon this
planet for a work : '' worlc for himse(t; and unless he has come as near
finishing it as mortal man can when he is called hence he must take it
with him for completion. None other can claim his bles!!ing, none other
can reach out and take his work and carry it on for him in the beyond.
God in His fullness bas permitted mortals to complete their life-work
here, that in the beyond they might take up a higher work.
Work complete or incomplete constitutes heaven or hell.
Those who leave this stage of existence with an incomplete work must
make that worlc complete, even though it require many returns to the
mortal state to accomplish the end. The mission of each soul must be a
finished work.
The Intelligence which plans the lives of all will not permit His laws to
be circumscribed, hence the re-occurring process continues until all work
. ,along the line of the divine thought with plea.'lnre, and there is no wearying in well-cloing and finally heaven begins where earth leaves off because
the soul findR its greatest joys and its brightest thought-gems awaiting
the finishing of the mission. When through repeated mortal expression
man shall have worked out the sins done in the body, he will no longer
be subject to the laws of re-embodiment, then begins the resurrection, and
through the laws, framed by the all-ruling- thought, the freed and perfected soul starts on its upward flight towards the Source of universal
knowledge.
0, mortal man, with an immortal soul ! why ask "is earthly life worth
living?"
You have a position to gain, a future to reach in the world of spirit,
you must choose between the advancement of the soul, or the retrogression of intellect. If you would leave this world for a better life you mn:<t
set your mark high, and with a steady aim press on to the haven of pe1·fection which is reached through faith, wisdom and trusting in the promises of Him who faileth not to reward the faithful. As you near the better life, grasp the good, hold to the promises, and your reward comes; for
as you gain the heights and step across the threshold of the beyond, you
are fully prepared to beckon on the doubting ones, and like a bright star
to send your rays to penetrate the darkness of those whom on earth you
loved. Thi~ light shed from the effulgence of your own perfecting soul
will lead the loved ones on to the higher life.
This entry into a higher life work. a work of love and a mission of
peace. This being made a messenger of knowledge, does not such a qlorious reward make earthly life worth living'?
·
This height gained the soul goef4 on, on, on into eternity working for
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the good of others. Under the influence of this upward and onward wot·k
of love, souls uneonsciously advance to a perfe<'tion where they ar~ given
divine \visdom which enables them to impart knowledge to those who ask
for understanding.
True it is that the Creator made man for His own work, and in the fol.
ness of time all wiJl reach His standard of perfection, though that standard be gained by trial and dire distress, all have the plans of the Creator
to fulfill.
Since each mortal, while on earth, creates his or her own future atmosphere. the·a..~tr-.il body is in consequence, more or less subject to the influ.
encrui of the worldly environment which governed the mortal, but he this
self-created atmosphere for good or evil each must pass through that of
his, or her own ma~ing, thereby working out self-salvation through the
help given by the Creator, viz., Jesm1, the Christ.
Cleansing and Faith constitute the firs~ two arches of the bridge over th~
mysterious, connecting man's earthly habitation with the realms beyond,
the joys of which are man's rightfnl heritage and which he may reach, if
he will, by adding Purity of Heart as a third arch of the bridge upon
which he now stands in his approach to the Source of all perfection.
The underlying thought of the Christ's sermon on the mount embodies
this arch of purity, and is the one which holds in place the entire structure which we are building.
The pivotal thought in this discourse of the divine man is set forth in
His pronouncing a blessing upon those who attain purity of heart, and
His promise to them that "they shall see God" as a reward for the attainment.
Purity of heart is simply peefection, as the divine Teacher assert(:<
farther on in his sermon when he says, "be ye peefect, even as your Fatlicr
which is in heaven is perfect." Such conditions reached, through the
never-failing laws of the ••Father which is in heaven," man need strive
for nothing more, as man, for he then becomes a demi-god ; all the promises are his to claim, all power is his to exercise and then can be fnlly realize the extent of the words spoken by the Christ as recorded by St. Mark,
x.xvin-18, ••All power is given unto me in heaven and earth."
Du EoICE.
[To be Continued.]

LIBERTY AND NECESSITY.
Prom "The Incoming Age."
BOOK IV.-CHAPTER VII.

WE have expressed ourselves· on various occasions during the progress
of this work on the subject of NECESSITY as we have been inwardly im·
pelled ; we would now like to set beside it an equally divine motor which
is never wanting in universal history. There are two great fot'Ces in the
universe - the centrifugal and the centripetal - or the negative and the
positive, as in electricity. So there are also the two sexes among plants
and animals, and the two principles we are now about to briefly consider
side by side. Either force alone would make null and void, or hurry to
an inevitable .destruction. We may not be able to grasp them very fully
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an<l Jefinitely in all their bearings ; for they pierce and penetrate into.
every conceivable thing or thought; and in doing so they assume such a
variety of form ancl character that it will require no small amount of discrimination, rnd no limited degree of experienoo, to single them
out and accurately identify them under all circumstances. On several
occ.asions we have said that NECESSITY will be found to be that inseparable quality of Omnipotence which meets every possible circumstance of
history with its own fitting requirement, &.nd equally so whether said
manifestation of necessity be positive or the reverse. LIBERTY, on the
other hand, will be found exemplified in the wa[ Necessity is received:
like the centrifugal and the centripetal forces o the universe they will
act and re-act upon each other ; and as they accommodate themselves to
each other, or otherwise, just as it may be, will show either the perfect
smoothness of action ancl harmony that the blending will necessarily produce, or its converse.
In the picture this thought is fittingly calculated to present, - and that
in all its great diversity of color, light and shade, and whether pleasing
or painful,-will be seen all that the will of man and the will of God stands
for. The will of man is simply and solely liberty to will, and do, and be,
and suffer, precisely what necessity, or the will and word of God makes
impe1·ative according to the changeful circumstances of every conceivable
case that arises. Then the will of man has been thoroughly tested on
all points, in its strenuous centrifugal efforts to fly away from the loving
necessity that would control it; and which again by its centripetal attractions to draw unto or int-0 itself, and so to absorb the will of man therein.
Yes: when this liberty has exhausted its power and drained the cup of its
bitterness to the very dregs which it alone can furnish, then it will fly into.
the very arms of necessity in the depths of its own despair, and that with a
newly-begotten and certain hope that deliverance is at.hand; nor will it
be disappointed.
The LIBERTY spoken of here as being seen is all on the side of man's.
will, which is a perfect embodiment of IMPOTENCE; the NECESSITY
is all on the side of the divine and perfect will . of God, which
is the very opposite, therefore the perfect embodiment of OMNIPOTENCE. How very happily and accurately these two may meet, then, and
harmoRize ! Then it becomes apparent that the normal state of perfection and happiness, so far as man and all created as dependent intelligences are concerned, can only be attained or realized by means of an unreserved submission to the will of God ; and thus it becomes equally apparent that the 1101 mal state aud expression of perfection on the Divine
side is the never releutingancl unremitting applicatiou of His will fittingly
and appropriately to any and every circumstance that may or can possibly
arise. This being true what is then the essential natnre of the liberty
the selfhood formulates, loves, and greedily insists upon? What can it.
be but a torturing instrument of more exquisite fashion and capacity than
all the physical horrors of the Inquisition! The only liberty to which selfhood is tied is the very liberty and reality of hell ; but the necessity by which
the Godhood is characterized and environed is the very liberty and reality
of heaven.
Just give the flesh its liberty, and time will surely tell
It is the whoie of cruelty, the very thing called hell.
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But let it sight necessity, and view it to its core,
It then will bow submissively and love it evermore.
Neceesity, perfection is whatever phase it wears;
Love reigns in its expression whatever name it bears ;
' It meets man's every circumstance, fitting so exact,
And whether be may Hinch or smile it ever keeps intact.
'Tie wonderful ! Omnipotence is manifestly true !
It touches man at every point, he can but be and do
And suffer, as necessity hiR liberty commands,
And so man is but impote:1ce, whate'er his high demands.
Truth stranger is than fiction; and the mocking selfhood will
It.a impotence and folly exhibit thus, until
Its limit it has run through ; and its tethered pasture eaten
And then it must surrender at its stron15est points well beaten.

Is not this presentation of our subject the prnblem of the free will of
man and the sovereignty of God, happily and perfectly solved in the light
of their own history, so far as they are showing? When in the hist.ory
of t.he race was man ever hindered from doing all that was in his heart?
Never. Why? Because every possible circumstance that could arise
would meet with its counterpart by the never failing environment of necessity that each event would occasion or enkindle. When in the history
of the race did any circumstance whatever its character - fail to meet
with the very fitting necessity it demanded? Again we say - Neve1·.
So then we see that the will of man is absolutely.free, and yet the will of
God is absolutely sovereign; the former being like unto the centrifugal
01· negative force, the latte• like unto the centripetal or positive force.
Man is always quite free t;o will what he may do; but God always determines what man shall realize as the consequence of his doing. If man
will to do a pernicious thing he has perfect liberty to do so, but the will
of God irrevocably and unfailingly determines the exact nature of the
consequences t.o follow or attend every action. And man may, and in
the natural order of development will, elect to try in every imaginable
way, and so t.o explore the utmost resources of the selfhood until they are
exhausted; and until he has learned the wholesome and salutary lesson by
a thorougp experience that safety and happiness is only to be realized by
resting in the pure and perfect will of God, the state that Goel is determined eventually t;o evolve from man's helpless chaos and confusion mnst
continue to be simply an impossibility. And what do these very thoughts
tend in themselves t.o establish as au exigency of the case? Just this:
that until man is quite prepared to yield himself cheerfully and entirely
to the will of God, the sovereignty of God can and will only exercise its
power in its own perfect way, ancl that is t;o make man's will thus pliable
by punishment exactly fitting the exigency of each ancl every case. God
may and does ask and variously plead with man to surrender. Every man
of God in like manner must and will ply the same wholesom~ counsel and
treatment. But let not man think that his own dear liberty is going to
be by God in the least interfered with ; it is no part of the perfect purpose of the Almighty t;o bring His naked might to bear. while the twoedged sword of necessity and pure right is always sharp and effective
enough t;o serve His purpose fully. Not till man comes to God with JT.,
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whole heart, and brings the free will or liberty of choice he has been endowed with, and casts it, so to speak, into the vortex of the Divine Will
to be swallowed up for ever, will man ever he privileged to taste and enjoy all the sweets and possibilities of life, that future for which he was
brought into being.
How far it is true that man is fearfully and wonderfully made let the
above thoughts help to determine. By being made subject to a law which
lea,·es him free to do or not as he chooses to be, and really is, the arbiter
of His own destiny. Let him ignore the Perfect Will of God &.nJ use his
own - and which he will do until he has learned better - then he is like
the centrifugal force alone, and by it will be hurled into the boundless or
bottomless abvss, and there realize the inevitable destruction such a couNe
involves. I£ clestmction and misery are desiderations, thus we may consummate them ; fo1· he is quite free to be the arbiter of his destiny to that
extent if he 30 chooses. But should he be induced in any way, by the
wrath of God kindled out a little, w stand in the ways and see, and to ask
for the old paths, and where is the good way to walk therein, he may still
be the arbiter of his destiny, hut this time in the opposite direction; always providecl that he will throw away the selfhood, and coalesce with the
God-hood. .Man has all liberty to act equally and always in every case;
nor can we suppose the possibility of any circumstance arising when he
would or could be in the slightest degree coerced or otherwise dealt with.
For this centrifugal force of liberty to he sufficiently quiescent to seek
the wholesome limitations of necessity, then it would almost seem to be
necessary for it to go into and through all the t..itkr consequences of its
own self-sought and self-col'rupt blunderings. When these bitter consequences have been sufficiently entered upon to have filled human nature
to repletion, and so to its disgust and discomfiture, then the experience
will become itself a g-reat treasure which will immensely enrich and
powerfully control its future, and will serve as the setting-off background
to a wondrous picture such an one too that can never be dispensed with
prnfitably.
e nderstanding, as this work teaches, that man is only in the process of
being made, what a fearful and truly wonderful process it is that is operative in thus makiug him! Until the centrifugal fly-away force of man's
free self-will yields so thoroughly to the drawings of the Divine ce~tripetl\l
force, which lovingly and unremittingly plies its necessity; and man yields
to the extent of the two forces being welded into one, or more correctly
speaking, wedded by means of choice and attraction, perfect man - that
i:,i the reality the word man stands for - cannot be. The mere physical
form and outline, and added to that the soulish and intermediary interior,
are only stages of development upwards from the animal to the human;
the very human reality is not to be seen or found until the spiritual interior, or the God-hood inhabiting the sanctmn sanctorum of the very heart
and source of all life, is shown to be in all things dominant. To persuade
ourseh·es that this has ever been, save in the man Christ Jesus- the
manifestation of God's will in the flesh - is to expose our own folly and
shortsight. ..:\ll that the word regeneration covers is - from the divine
stand-point - necessary parts and portions of the great six days work of
creation, and preparatory to the Sabbath still in the future. It is by the
diligent employment of the dual forces of human liberty and divine ne-
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cessity unremittingly through the entire process during the whole of the
six days until the end that the great work of creation is - as a finality to be effected. Goel having purposed to do a certain thing, and made
every provision definitively to effect that purpose ; and knowing therefore,
so far as that purpose is concerned, that failure is an impossibility, speaks
very naturally of things that are not-from man's limited stand-pointas though they were ; therefore we read in the book of Genesis of the creation of the man in the image of God - male and female in one - just
as though it were a thing accomplished thousands of years ago, and which
we believe was the case ; yet the \'ery facts of the case in history
speak out most certainly to the effect that the creating process is still operati\'e, and that the finished work of creation is still to come. With God it is
ever an eternal now. He has no future, no past, but an endless present.
What He wills to be is done to Him ; so then human creation having been
purposed is a thing, to Him effected, and human salvation, being
also willed - is i.n like manner effected. To Him human creation and
human salvation a.re one and the same thing; both purposed and therefore both finished and done ; in no other sense is either done, for we are
or may be fully cognizant of the fact before our eyes now that they are
both in progress.
It is hard for man to see what the Word of God can be ;
His littlene88 stultify his efforts to unravel
The great mystery of God, writ in history of blood,
In the many operations of man's wayworn weary travel.
lt is hard for man to stand on the moa:it in holy land
And decry the intricacies of the purposes of God.
Other mysteries appear, if mistakenly - still clear,
And they take his eye and l!atisfy until he feels the rod.
It is vain for man to think while he stands upon the brink,
Of the self-hood's mocking weakness that he may the truth espy;
It is not within his reach, though that same the many prea~h,
Until he learns that he must lead the self-hood forth to die.
It is weak that man should dream he may journey down life's. stream
Leaning on the self-hood's folly, and expect that life to save.
God has never wrote one line, never caused His truth to shine,
Sav"' to hurry on the self-hood to its destiny - the grave.
Self, ' tis easy to deceive and make it so believe
That it may be saved by leaning on the God-hood in it.a stead.
Such is not the truth at all; darkness does the.self enthral;
Or it never could be victimized by liet1 so grossly bred.
Though the self-hood may be shocked, Goi by it will not be mocked;
He has purposed its destruction, and His purpose - it shall stand.
Truth to God-hood He reveals, from the selfhood He conceals ;
So we read the wondrous mystery as written by God's hand.

One more thought as bearing on the two forces of liberty and necessity
which we are now passing under review. As Liberty shows on the human
aide, and Necessity on the divine side; as the former is the negative and
centrifugal force, and the latter the positive and the centripetal force; so
we shall find Reason an adjunct of the human and helpless side, and In-
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tuition or Divine Illumination on the divine and the only helpful side.
we have shown that the pur\>°11e of God rrovides that when lll:\U has
passed through the toilful tuition and trave that his inexperienced and
untutored liberty impels him to take, and mature thereby, so as to record
experimentally a state of no progress; that he will then be contented to
take unto himself as helpmeet, and f1'0m pure affection and choice, the
divine necessity, 'a nd when these two are wedded then the created man in
the Divine image- that is male and female in one -wiU be manifested. While inexperienced and undeveloped man is toiling painfully up to the standard before him, he will call to his a.id the assistance
of reason, and trust it fearlessly without stint or reservation, uutil he finds
that it pierces him through and through, and so shed his very life blood;
or, like a rotten reed, gives way entirely under the weight of his helpless
and tottering form. But he must find out his mistake and then stand
corrected. He can only be taught by experience; be must drink the bitter
cup of disappointment right up to its very dregs.
But sooner or later he must and will find that reason a.lone, unassisted
with intuition, is only a mockery ever lending its worthless assistanc~ to
a weak and depraved side of human nature that cannot in itself make any
discovery worthy of consideration. When he makes this discovery he will
then open to another; man's extremity will be God's opportunity ; he
will then find the still small voice of intuition speaking from within bis
very inmosts, rebuking proud and egotistical reason at every step. and
utterly falsifying the deductions of all merely materialistic science, no
matter what is its pretentiousness. .Man's fi·ee will, liberty, and reason
are together a strong trinity that hold him steadily to bis destiny, and
will compel him to work it out steadily and thoroughly. But as the consequences of such a. course begin to accumulate, and so become more and
more aggravated, they will then begin to tell and fall upon him ; and his
eyes wi.J.l open - it may be very slowly at first-to the stupid blunder
he has committed, and as he stands thus in the ways to see, by degrees
the inner light will show and assert itself, and the potency of intuition
will eventually come to his rescue. Then the Divine Will, Neces.<ity,
and Intuition will form a trinity that will very soon conquer or coalesce
with the trinity aforesaid, and when the two are wedded then will come
the consummation most devoutly to be wished; then will come the fu}.
fillment of the great purpose of God in man's creation and redemption,
and the mystery of God will be complete.
Loving hearts and weeping eyes which the selfhood's ways despise
Are appearing on the scene everywhere ;
And their numbers aye increase as they test the worthless peace
Holding thousands in its worthless snare.
Man, with liberty endowed, by necessity when cowed
Will resignedly and lovingly embrace,
What the will of God prepares to remove all curse and cares,
From the history of all the human race.
Until man has drained the cup of the selfhood's folly up,
And thus turns upon his tracks outright;
· He will never be a man modelled on the perfect plan
()f the Godhood viewing things in clearest light.
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Man at one end of the chain of causation is in pain,
Just because of making free with liberty ;
He must learn the co11Bequence of his folly and pretence
Ere he falls in love with pure necessity.

Where adown the ages now does man's history allow
He is standing, and what has he to expect?
Those who have the gift to say what the signs of timee portra7
Very clearly thus the will of God detect.
Man is either far away from the long expected day
When the mystery of God will be complete ;
Or the rapids now in sight running with resistless might
Will astonish and arouse him as is meet.
Never in the murky past with it.a features V&£Uely cast
Has such lightning 11peed of progress been secured.
What may happen any day now rapidity has sway
None can tell, but come what may, good is a88ured.
When necessity allures human liberty secures
All the pleasures and the profit it desires ;
When necessity is fought cares and misery is bought
And the torment much resembles endless fires.
Can we see the dawn of day ? Will this night soon Bee away?
Yes : we see bright rays of light on hill-tops now.
Light is coming in apace and will save and bless the race
What frail man to urgent needs will quickly bow.
Hasten on the glorious day when necessity will slay
All that lingers of the delfhood and the curse,
Man is but a fool indeed when he does such sentence read
And continues madly on from bad to worse.

VEGETARIANISM.
THE number of eminent medical men who favor a vegetarian diet, at
least in the treatment of a large number of diseased conditions, is oonstantly increasing. The following from Prof. Dujardin Beaumetz, of
Paris, pre&ents arguments in favor of the vegetarian regimen, which, while
intended by the author to apply especially to conditions of disease, tell
with almost equal wei~ht in favor of a vegetarian diet for those who are
suffering with no specific ailments : "The affections of the digestive tube or of the stomach, to which the
vegetarian regimen is applicable, are numerous. This regimen, in fact,
reduces to a minimum the toxines which enter the economy by the food.
"Remember, in fact, what I told you last year, apropos of the ptomaines
and leucomaines. As soon as death smites the living being, and at the
very instant when death appears, the ptomaines manifest their presence.
At first non-toxic, they become toxic from the fourth or fifth day which
follows death, and these substances are sufficiently deleterious to promptly
cause the death of animals to which they are administered. Among these
toxic alkaloids I will mention, particularly, neurine, mydaleine, pntrefao-
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tive muscarine, metltylgani11e, etc. Moreover, according to the animal
species, these ptomaines are more or less active; thus putrefied fish fnl'nish a great number, such as ganidine,parvulhie, and especially elltylenecliamine. Musseb give myloto;dne, which· is the cause of poisoning by
tl1ese mollusks. 'Ve find also certain of these ptomaines in ripe cht..>eses.
Afl man consumes a great quantity of animal substances whose time of
killing often goes back to eight or ten tlays, it is easy to understand what
a fruitful source of poisoning may he here found; this danger is :woided
by those who adopt the vegetarian regimen.
'' If vegetable substances may unde1·go putrescent alterations, these are
much less likely to take place with respect to vegetable than to animal
fot>d. Hence this diet system becomes obligatory ~vhcncver, by the bad
f1~11ctioning of the kidneys or dige;iti ve tube, tlw toxiues may accumulate
in the economy.
" In the first rank we will place all those ca.ses where there exists renal
insufficiency. Whether this insufficiency results from interstitial nephritis, from catarrhal nephritis from fatty degeneration of the kidneys, we
should enjoin a vegetable <liet. I shall i·eturu to this subject when I come
to speak of the treatment of renal insufficiency. In the tlilation of the
stomad1 by ga.stl'ic n1mrasthenics, this same regimen also gives good i;esnlts. Lastly. in the putrid diarrheas, the vegetarian regimen is also
indicated.
" llnt there is anothe1· point of view in connection with which this regimen gives good re:mlts. I refer to the irritations of the gastric mucous
membrane, - acute or chronic gastritis. In fact, this regimen demands
little of the stomach ; the labor of digestion is imposell principally on the
intestines, and the stomach is thereby given an opportunity to rest. Next.
in the dyspeptic troubles, properly so called, which result mostly from
modifications in the gastric juice. \Vhether it be an exaggeration or an
increase in the acidity of this fluid, this dietetic system enables us to cur1!
these affections without imposing any work on the pepsin glands. Lastly.
in the general diseases characterized by hyper:wi<lity, such as the uric diathesis, we can still derive benefit from the vegetarian regimen:
"To sum up, then, and as the conclusion of this lecture, I would say,
if from an anthroptJlogical and physiological point of view, man is omnivorous, aml may, according to climates and according to his necessities.
live on a flesh cliet, or on a mixed diet, or on a ve~etable diet, from a
therapeutic point of view the latter regimen, as applied to our climates,
constitutes a very importa.nt method of treatment, which is demanded in
a great many gastric and renal (kidney,) as well as general affections."
It must be apparent to the most superficial thinker that a substance
which is likely to contain such au array of poisonous substances as is above
presen.tcd by the eminent professor named, can hardly be considered as
entirely wholesome as an article of foo<l under circumstances except those
involving scarcity or other more wholesome articles. Certainly it would
seem that the knowledge that flesh food becomes actually toxic, or poisonous, after the fourth or fifth <lay following death, and that such flesh IDl\Y
contain, according to Prof. Dujardin Beaumetz, neurine, mydalcine mu~
carine, methalganine, ganidine, parvoline, ethylene-diamine, mylotoxine,
etc., is not well calculated to 11tim11late an appetite for flesh in one who
respect.s his body, a,ll(l eonsiders it a. <luty to maintain, to the highest tie-
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gree possible, purity of blood and tissue. And what must be said of the
" Christmas beef," so much enjoyed by Chicago epicures, in which the
changes by which these poisons are formed, has heen in progress for se\·eral months. ? - Good Health.
PHYSIOLOGICAL OBJECTIONS TO FLESH-EATING.

There are a great number of objectiond to the use of flesh a.~ an article
of ordinary diet. We do not propose to attempt to consider all of these
in this article, but would invite the reader's attention to one or two points
of significance : 1. Flesh food contains a.bout three per cent of extractive matter, which
consists of excretory sub!ltances, aud which would have been eliminated
from the animal through its organs of excretion if its life had not been
taken. Within the last twenty years, extensive studitJs have been malle
of the natm·e of these excretory substances. and of their effcets upon animals and human beings when separated, and studied each one by itself.
As the result of these investigations, which have been carried on in the
most exact and scientific manner, it has been prove1l that a large share of
them are poisonous in character, some of them intensely so. Taking into
consuleration the fact that the system of most human beings, especially
those living in civilized countrieii, and more particularly persons of sedentary habits, are all burdened with conside1·a.l>le quantities of these poisonous substances which are on the way out of the body, ancl that life and
health depend upon the rapid oxidation and excretion of these poisons,
it is evident that nothing is to l.>e gained by additions of thi11 chara~
ter .from an outside source, even though the quantity be small.
2. The experiments of Brieger and others have shown that in the digestion of animal fl.brine, an extremely poisonous su,hstance is developed,
which has been termed pepto-toxine. This substance i11 found to be so
poisonous that a few drops of it in water, injected underneath the skin of
a frog, produced death in a few minutes. It has been well known for a
long time that in the digestion of animal food, certain bitter substances
are formed. That these substances are of a poisonous nature seems now
to be very thoroughly established. It is certainly of interest to note that
the bitter principle referred to is not formed in the digestion of vegetable
albumens. - Good Healt!t.
SCRIPTURAL REASONS FOR VEGETARIANISM:. -THE OPINION OF A
VEGETARIAN PHYSICIAN.

Questi01i. Do you base the claims of vegetarianism on hygienic grounds
or rest them on the Scriptures?
Answe1·. I claim there is nothing in the Bible which cannot be reconciled with a diet of fruits, grains and milk. I think it is fair to say that
what the Lord told man to eat in the first place was what was best for
him. He did not have to experiment in order to know what to feed the
creature he has mac:le. It was designed in the beginning that he should
be the best man possible, being created a little lower than the angels.
From the minute directions with regard to the use of flesh in the Mosaic law after the permission to eat meat was given, it is evident that some
meat was so bad that it could not be eaten at all. The hog is a natural
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scavenger and the use of s'\\'.ine's flesh was entirely int~rdicted. The animals allowed to be eaten were all fruit, grain and herbivorous animals.
The permission wa.s for every living thing that creepeth. That does not
include the oyster for the oyster cannot even creep. Now who w.1nts t.o
eat them all? I think it must be admitted that this permission was not
given for the special benefit of mankind.
It was on account of the hardness of their hearts.
Another thing, the Bible does not claim to be a universal text hook • .
It is given as a text book of morals. One cannot study mathematics or
astrcinomv in it ; neither is it a sper.ific guide in matters of hygiene. The
arguments for polygamy which may be adduced from the Bible are · just
as strong as those found there for eating flesh food.
MEAT EATING.

Exka.cts from a parlor question box lecture by J. H. Kellogg of the
Battle Creek Mich., Sanitarium.
Question. Why is it that people live longest who do not eat meat?
Answer. Meat is a stimulant and induces a person to live too fast. Our
systems are wound up to run a certain number of years, the plan being
something like the "Deacon's One-Hoss Shay." But if we undertake t.o
use our "shay" for a lumbe.r wagon or tax one part more than is due, it
will break down. Suppose we stimulate the action of the heart and
liver so that they do their seventy year's work in fifty years ; the other
organs may not be worn out, but as we cannot live without heart and liver~
we must die when they are used up.
Question. Is the large increase of cancerous diseases due to pork eat. ing'?
A nswe1·. I am not sure. The tendency is to show that cancer is a germ
disease and that it may be communicated from the lower animals. In the
last dozen years or so, cancer bas increased thirty or forty per cent.
There has been about the same increase in pleuro-pneumonia and other
diseases of the lower animals. Dr. Letheby of England says that in that
country "more than twenty thousand diseased animals are buried in the
catacombs of the human stomach every year." The animals are quit.e
closely inspected in England befora slaughtering and if this number be
passed over there, what must be the number in this country where almost
nothing in the way of inspection is done? In Chicago if a hog is able to
walk up the gang plank to be slaughtered, ii is a healthy hog ; if· it dies
before it reaches the top it is taken across the city, tried up and made into
steam refined lard and oleomargarine butter !,
HAVE WE A RIGHT TO TAKE LIFE UNLESS IT BE TO SUSTAIN LIFE?

Dr. Kellogg in a recent lecture on Vegetarianism is reported as
saying:
One of my great objections to the use of animal food is that the animals
have a right to live. I have no more right to kill an animal to satisfy
my palate than I l1ave to kill it for sport. In regard to the taking of
bird life nearly every one recognizes something of this ethical principle
only they do not go far enough with it. They do not consider it anything
had to kill a pigeon when probably thev would shrink from taking the
life of a bobolink or from eating one if served on their tables. But the
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voiceless pigeon has just as good a right.to life as the bobolink songster.
The same is true of the barnvard fowls and others which do not address
themselves to our love for the beautiful. Indeed they plead for life as
best they can when attacked. They object to being killed with all the
eloquence of their crieR of fear. "Please don't kill me to-day. Let me
have another day in which to enjoy myself!" Does it take much imagination to under11tand their appeals for life and liberty? Or that their
remonstrances would keep us from the crime of taking life which we cannot give?
Think of the petting and care which is bestowed by those who raise
turkeys and chickens upon their little charges. Sometimes they are even
given a warm bed in a basket behind the kitchen stove upon a wet day.
They show confidence in the hand which feeds and tends t-hem. Think
of ruthlessly killing these feathered bipeds and feasting upon them after
tending and sheltering them a few months! ls it not needles:; cruelty
when the fruits of the earth are luscious and tempting and abundant?
Seriously considered, are not the ethical reasons very strong for a return
to the primitive diet of man?
The best diet for one with a torpid liver, will be composed of fruits,
grains, and milk, avoiding the use of meat entirely. In these articles, the
proper food elements will be furnished, with no excess ; the supply of albumen will be just sufficient ; but if beef be added, there is, of course a
large amount to be disposed of as waste. If the liver and the kidneys
are thus continually overworked, it will not be surprising if some of the
uric acid is not changed into soluble urea, but instead, is left to accumulate around the joints and set up gout. Fruits, grains. and milk make a
perfect diet.
A person with a torpid liver must drink plenty of water. It helps to
wash out waste matter from all the tissues of the body. The skin can
thus be made to do its work more vigorously, and to serve to some extent
vicariously for the liver. Water will he an aid to all the mucous surfaces,
and it will dilute the bile, and make it more easily secreted.-Good Health.

THE HEALER'S -BIRTHRIGHT.
BY MISS SUSIE C. CLARK, CAMBRIDGEPORT, MASS.
'' For aaooncerning this new sect we know that everywhere it ill BpOken against.'' Aota. uno, 2i.

BY my stripes are ye healed. 0 Elder Brother
In thy footsteps dear perchance e'en another
May press on toward dark Gethsemane.
May climb, cross laden, some Calvary
Of self-abnegation, of sacrifice high,
For soul of another may materially die,
May suffer derision, mockery, scorn,
For the truth that in some heart waits to be born.
The hill may be rough, its path rocky and steep.
Where we faithfully search for the wayward sheep,
But the Master hath trodden its wilds before,
Joy and peace cometh when the conflict is o'er,
" By my stripes " - by ours -yes, thus they are healed.
The Soul, March, 1888.
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THE ARK OF THE COVENANT.
IN the sister national Sunday-school lessons a few years ago this appeared as a topic, how we as teachers failed to present the glorious truth,
intended to he conveyed, seeing only the letter and not the spirit. Thank
God a few of His people have learned what will heal and what will give
life. All we see with the mortal eye, or touch with these mortal hands,
are only symbols, types, shadows, of the great I Am.
The Ark of the Covenant, the Mercy Seat, and the two Cherubims are
of particular interest when we know they symbolize a part of our own being. The mercy seat, the cover of the ark, do you catch the thought?
The cover of the a1·k where God in a voice talked with His people. It is
made of pure gold, notice the color, sensation, inner eonsciousness manifest in the crystal fluids of nerve life, or, in other words, the soul of man.
To give you the idea before we go farther with onr mystic symbol, we will
call the ark with its perishable material the human body, inside are the
ten commandments, the covet· ma<le of such substances as to never change.
True, it might be moulded in . the hands of the potter a little like clay~
but it will always be gold.
The cherubims, what mean those mystic figures'? Ezekiel speaks of them
as having many eyes. The form resembles the lion, the ox. and the eagle.
Those ancic11ts wished to convey a fourfold lesson to poor, helpless huwanity. The che1·ubims are ever attendant angels, they have seen the
race; finished the course, have the strength of the lion, the patience of the
ox, the all-seeing eye of Jehovah and the swiftness of the eagle's flight.
You may ask how do we k'now every child of Goel has two guardian angels'?
Behold the two in the sepulchre of the risen Lord, and Swedenborg
firmly believes he conversed with his tw ' attendants.
Those who are living above the common level of humanity, are conscious at times of two angelic beings unlike themselves in close proximity.
(iod is spirit overshadowing cherubims, cover, and ark. Here, then, we
have spirit, soul, an~ body represented by material things. Let us not
lose the thought. How does the ark of the covenant look to you my dear
readers in this light'? Is it clear? Can you write with your fingers on
the dust of the cover book? The clnst is anger, hatred, jealousy. A
passel' by couhl not detect the difference between the cover and the ark
itself.
The reason we do not walk a.ncl talk with God is because the cover is
not polished enough to reflect the sun, the hinge of glory, the soft light of
tender pity will never help me, beloved, to reveal the gold, but earnest,
honest motives bring yom· faults to the surface one by one, da.5hing
them into the sea. of oblivion. This is seeing face to face where, in times
past, we have seen through a glass darkly.
Now and then you catch a glimpse of mellow, golden light just enough
for yon to see that on the hilltops of the blessed shines that light forever.

l\fas. L. M.
" What is glory ? - In the socket
See how dying tapers fare !
What is pride? - A whizzing rocket
That would emulate a st.ar."
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TIIE ZODIACAL CO.NSTELLATIOX8.
LIBRA (~) AND SCOHPIO

(ltl .)

Tm·: positions of the stars as viewed in early ev·ening a month ago, by
ai<l of the diagram in June EsoTElUC, will now be seen thirty degrees farther towaril the weift. The handle of the great di ;lpcr whieh was then
shown as pointing south has swung around well to th~ wc:.;t aml AL'Ctm·us
and :-\pica arc also fm1t approaching the setting sun.

Libra an<l Scorpio, the two zodbcal constellations i1111uetliately west of
the )Iilky Way, can now he vie\l'l•1l to finca1lva.nta~·p, ,June 20th at 9 P. M.
Scorpio iua~· Le founcl occupying a position .:lue so~1th a :tel Lihra, with her
two stars of equal magnitude (2nd,) will be seen a few degrees farther
west.
The :\[ilky \\"ay at this point is a most interesting spectacle for observation and study. It will be noticed that there is a divisiun in the bright
patch of light aml that the two sections do not join again until a point is
reached nearlv overhrnd.
The careful observer will find an object in the constellation of Scorpio
not laid down in onr map. Close consideration will disclose that this ohject is a phnet, for it shines with a steady light, ancl if viewed with a low
power teles1•ope or opera glass will be seen to present a disc, resembling,
on a small scale, t;he edges of the full moon.
This is the planet .Mars and if not carefully located may be easily mistaken for the first magnitude star, Antares of Scorpio.
The long line of stars running from the centre of the Milky Way, well
up towards Aretnrus, show!'! the location of the constellation Ophiuchus,
the Serpent fl1•!ll'<'1 "
C. H. ~I.
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BOOK NOTICES.
" Ignorance and fear are the two hinges of all l'eligions. " Thia sentence occupies the title page of a new book by Marie Farrington, entitled "Facing the

Sphinx''.
The aim of the work aa set forth in the introduction, is to foster the etudv of
symbolism, and of the inner interpretation of the Scriptures.
•
"We have no greater teacher than the heavens and nature. These are the two
great books which contain the wisdom of all nations. The key to them unravels
the mysteries of all ages, and the sooner the world at large is convinced of the
truth of our aasertions, the better it will be for our present race, therefore,
we oiler the present of symbology to the public, not as a complete and exhaustive
treatise of such a complex system of thought, but aa a modest effort towards
helping ot.here still less favored than ourselves. •
•
•
•
If we contribute our mite towards the revival of the ancient mode of thought,
which can be found partly in the Bible, if understood. and partly in the sacred
and profane literature of Egypt, India, Persia, Chaldea, Central America, China,
Greece, Rome, etc., we will be amply rewarded. For to dispel the clouds of ignorance which are still hanging over the human intellect, is to conquer and uproot wickedness. Let us eat of the fruit of the "Tree of Paradise, " so that, by
acquiring the knowledge of good and evil, we may always be wise enough to
choose good and eschew evil.
.
The price of this book is $1.50 postpaid.
"Jesus, Hie Paternity, Genealogy, Nature and Character in the light of the
Covenants." Including also a brief Hermeneutic sketch of the Jews, past, present and future, being two lectures, revised with additions by L. C. Thomas, ~{.
D. Published at Plymouth, Indiana. Paper covers, 160 pages. Price 50 cts.
"Truths that I have Treasured ; or, Studies of Health on a Physical Basis" by
Susan Wood Burnham.
The title page of this attractive little work has this beautiful truth : " The
leaat flower with a brimming cup, may stand and share it.fl dew-drop with another
near".
In the preface the author says : " Quesf:ons which friends and pupils have
asked, I have striven to answer as beet I might. Beautiful thoughts that have
cheered one heart have been jotted down to go on a larger mission. It has been
a labor of love in every sense of the word.
Many who will read these pages will be reminded of the hours we have spent
together. and the sweet counsel we have taken at the feet of these great teachers
whose words are here i·eproduced."
Paper covers ; Eighty-eight pages ; Fifty cents. Purdy Publishing Co.
Chicago, Illinois.
The "Esty Family," by 'Sara E. Hervey, M. D., is a work of more tha.n ordinary interest and merit.
The heroine of the story is Marion Rsty, a young lady who with great persistency and strength of purpose wins her way to the topmost round of the ladder, in
the medical profession.
No one can read this book and fail to be inspired to greater achievements and
deeds of unselfishness. The book has a purpose and will doubtless win its way to
the front and do a vaat amount of good among that class ready to imbibe it.fl truths.
" The Esty Family " has been compared to " Robert Elsmere," aa viewed from
a religious stand-point.
The work contains 276 pages; bound in cloth. Price, post-paid, $1.08.
Atl1lr~Rs the author. Onset Bay, Maas.
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EDITORIAL.
Paoli'. BUTLER'S Bible articles have already attracted considerable attention
r.nd are destined. we believe, to be very widely read.
The following letter from a valued subscriber indicates the field of usefulness
which these reviews are filling :
Esoteril.' Publishing Company,
Gentlemen : - I wish to express my great interest in the " Bible
Reviews" which I am using in my Sunday-school class.
Our pa.,tor has been preparing lessons in Genesis for the \>Choo! and would like
to receive a copy. His address is - - I should like very much an extra copy for another ministerial friend.
Yours Very Truly. F. S. H.
Remember that we will promptly fill all orders for sample copies to the clergy.
Please make up a list of your friends and acquaintances among this class, and you
will be doing the cause a lasting favor.
'
THROUGH the kindness of Mr. J. Shoemaker of the Ame1·ican New Church
Tract and Publication Society of Philadelphia. we have received copies of the following books by Swedenborg, and treating of Swedenborgianism. namely: "Life
of Swedenborg" by Wm. White; ''Divine Love and Wisdom " ; "Heaven and
its Wonders and Hell; " "The Apocalypse Revealed " ; .. The True Christian
Religion " ; and a pamphlet entitled, "Why I am a New Churchman.'' the latter
by Rev. Channcey Giles.
.
All these books are published at remarkably low figures and are now being distributed at prices hardly covering cost of publication. Clergymen may get them
by remitting the amount of postage to the address named above.
.
From time to time we shall make copious extracts from these books for the
benefit of our readers .
• THE ALTRUIST is a monthly paper partly in Phonetic spelling, and devoted to
united lahor, common property. Community homes, and equal rights to all. It is
issued by the Altruist Community, whose members hold all their property in common and live and work together in a permanent home for their mutual assistance
aJUl support, and both men and women have equal rights in deciding on all its
business affairs by their majority vote. Fifty cents a year ; specimen copy free.
Address, A Longley, Editor, 901 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.
ERRATA: on page 459, May EsOTERIC eighth line from bottom of page. the wo1·d
"Magic" should be rendered "Magi."
The word" blind" at bottom of page 483, June issue should be read .. wind,"
and on page 486 \same issue) second paragraph from bottom, " affectional "
ahould be " effectual."
WE allot considerable space this month to the subject of vegetarianism, mostly
in the way of extracts from " Good Health " a hygienic journal, published at
Battle Creek. Mich., and conduct.ed by Dr. J. H. Kellogg. This magazine is, in
oar estimation, one of the most valuable publications in its sphere, to be found in
America. The May number contains articles upon " Social Purity," " Education, ''
·· Popular Science." "Temperance," " Dress," and kindred subjects.

THERE are, even among the constant readers of THE EsOTERIO, comparatively
few who realize how easy of solution would become all the social vices and shortcomings, with which the people are burdened, were the principles of Esotericism
fully embraced.
The question of Intemperance would no longer be the knotty subject which thus
far it ha.<1 proven itself. A man who has thoroughly studied himael.f, and sought
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to be1·11me master of his every weakness, acco1·<ling to the teachings uf our leaders,
is not even tempted by this wily ensua.rer of men's souls. And the same with all
other matters of like import. When the '' kingdom of heaven " is once attained,
i. e., when the body has become servant to the real man within ; when we have
fully awakened to true soul consciousness, there will be no further battles to he
fought on the lineo above mentioned, and the redemption will be full and lasting.
0wING to the space occupied by the title and contents pages of volume third,
printed in the June EsoTERIC, the usual amotwt of a<hertising matter was crowded
out. Several changes will be noticed in the adverti>.1ing department, of this number to which we would call the reader's attention.
l\IANY of our subscribers fail to take the slightest notice of tJ1e repeated effort
which we have made to conu: to a settlement with them. In order to make this
magazine the success that it ma.y easily beeome. we must have a list of pati·ons
upon whom we can depend for a suitable financial 1mpport. \Ve assure our friends
that this phase of our business is indescribably uncongenial to us. We do it from
neces>'ity and we ~incerely trust that those of onr supporter~ who receive ihese
notices unmerited, will consider that among hundreds of delinquent subscribers,
it i8 impossible to always di~tinguish between those who we know intend to pay
u11 and those who are indifferent or carele~~. Our friends who are thus innocently
offended will receive foll apology or explanation by informing us of the true state
of affafrs.
THE BETTER WAY is a forty-eight column weekly paper devoted to
the cause of Spiritualism, containing each week a stenographically report.ed
lecture from prominent inspirational speakers, contributions from good writ.ers,
scientific matters, editorials, or the topics of the day, correspondences, or society
and camp meeting affairs. a ladies' and youths' departmeut, the movements of
mediums, ancl other interesting miscellany. Price, $2.00 per year. Address
and make money orders payable to The Way Publishing Co., Cincinnati, O.
WE have received "copy " from Christian Science Publishing C:ompany, U. S.
Express Bld'g., Chicago, Ill .• for a new advertisement, but too late for insertion
this month. This company will semi free sample copy of their magazine (Christian Science) upon application.
··THE PERFECT WAY" which we advertise elsewhere at $1.15 post-pa.id, is
a st1·iking example of this age of cheap literature. ·• Cheap " in a financial point
of view only, for the work is universally known as one of the most valuable contributions to the literature of the day, consiclerecl from the occultists' stand-point.
We have but i\ limited number of copies of the book in this style of binding,
and can fill orders only so far as the edtion goe~.
For contents of " The Perfect 'Vay " we would refer the reader to the full
page advertisement published in past issues of this magazine. It contains 368
pages and nearly every ,;ubject known to the occult student of to-day is therein
treated.
Herewith we give a few of the questions which its authors consider and explain ,
The recovery of the original system, which was the basis of all religious systems. - Intuition as the complement to intellect. -The knowledge of the ::)oul.in
all its past experiences. - Revelation a proper prerogative of Man. - Nature and
relation of Spirit and Matter. - Relation of ancient to modem systems of Religion. - The Kalpa; Nirvana; Rudimentary Man ; The Sphinx. - Persistence of
religions ideas dne to their reality. - Future development of Chri~tianity foretold
by its Founder. - The need of new revelation to preserYe not only Religion but
Humanity from extinct.ion. - Substitution of the Gospel of Force for the Gospel
of Love. One name by which is salvation, hut many bearers. - The Christs, etc.
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VEGETARIANISM AND HYGIENE.
ANIMAL meat may thus directly engender many painful, loathsome, and
fatal disorders. Nor is it less demonstrable that it is also in a less direct
manner, the origin of a vast number of maladies and pathological diatheses. Scrofula itself, that fecund source of suffering, Qeformity, and death,
not improbably owes its origin to kreophagite habits. It is curious that
the root of the word scrofula is scrofa - a sow. To say that a person is
scrofulous is then to say that he has the swine's evil. We know how common
is the use of pork among all classes of our population, and especially among
the poor. Bacon, sausages and lard are components of almost every meal
of th!" lower and middle classes, both in town and country.
Of all the ultimate manifestations of the strumous or scrofulous diathesis - of which almost everybody in our part o{ the world bears traces in
some form - tubercular phthisis is at once the commonest and the deadliest. Dr. Buchan observes that this malady, so prevalent in England,
appears to be due to the excessive use of animal food, and advises that
when there is a tendency to consumption in the young, it should be counteracted by strictly adhering to a diet of the farinacea &.nd ripe fruits.
Animal food and fermented liquors ought to be rigidly prohibited. This
opinion coincides exactly with that of Dr. Lamb, who expresses his own
views in almost identical terms. Drs. Bannister and Pemberton are also
partisans of the treatment of scrofula, and all strumous manifestations, by
a diet of milk, faranacea, and strict exclusion of all flesh foods.
If it be asked, " ·what then is to become of all the animals? Shall we
not be overrun by them?" the answer to such question is not far to seek.
Cease to breed beasts for purposeR of food. Nature will know how to
right herself and recover the equilibrium which man has violated. The
breeding of cattle and game is far in excess of nature. These creatures
are multiplied intentionally by human intervention, by selection, by importation, and by all imaginable contrivance. It must however be borne
in mind that with the increase of culture and tillage which is ad vocatei
bv the reformed system, a large number of oxen would be required to aid
in agricultural labor-their ancient and legitimate service. AB for rabbits, hares, and feathered game, every one knows that these animals are
maintained in excessive numbers for purposes of sport. That for the time
being, artificial habits have disturbed just balance of nature is proved by
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the fact that those creatures which are not used for food by man do not
increase to any appreciable, still less to any injurious extent. Do we risk
being devoured or overrun by badgers, heavers, squirrels, hedgehogs, donkeys, horses? Or of being pecked out of house and home by ro bbins, starlings, or goldfinches? Have we not even greater difficulty in obtaining
horses and other beasts of hurden at reasonable prices, although these
creatures are never killed for food, except by a few eccentrics in Paris ?
Naturtl indeed, unle:1s man wilfully disarranges her laws, so regulat.es
the mutual relation of things as to prevent the undue multiplication of any
one kind of animal.
Again, it is in the last degree improbable that the conversion of the
world from its present habits to a purer system will he other than gradual.
Therefore those creatures which are now artificially increased will have
ample time to decrease gradually in number as the demand for their flesh
gradually lessens.
Habit blunts the sensibilities of men who are not naturally cruel ; and
besides, there are many people who never realize the fa.ct that •• brute
beasts " can be ma.de to suffer at all. People who would look with horror
at the torture of a man, complacently behold the sufferings of his poor relatibns (the dumb animals.) We are afraid that the pleasures of the
table would be greatly impaired if the guests knew the whole history of
the manner in which the steaming joint of the divinely served chicken
even had been prepared for their use. 'Tis enough to make vegetarians
of us all even to think of it.
In the course of the celebrated Tichhorne case a certain metropolitan
butcher was called to testify to the claimant's identity. This man averred
that employes in slaughtt>r-houses habitually make use of clogs to avoid
soaking their feet in pools of blood which continually inundate the pavements of these places. Really, when one thinks of these unfortunate and
brutalized men, thus condemned by modern" civilization," - heaven save
the mark ! - to pass their clays in the midst of spectacles and practices
so foul and loathsome taking part daily in wholesale massacres, and Ii ving
only to take life, it is impossible not to conclude that such men are deprived of all chance of becoming themselves civilized, and are consequently disinherited of their human rights, and defrauded of their human dignity. And not only the slaughterers themselves, but all those who a.re
directly or indirectly associated with this abominable traffic, - cattle drivers and dealers, meat-salesmen, their apprentices and clerks - all these
live in familiar, if not exclm1ive contact with practices and sights of the
vilest and most hideous kind ; all these are condemned to the degradation
or 11uppression of the most characteristic features of humanity.
'Vith people in general the very look and touch of raw flesh excite a
disgust which only a speeial education can overcome. So that in the
butcher and cook peri.<ons are condemned to work which their employers
deem altogether repulsive. It is absurd to suppose that if kreophagy were
really natural to mankind, the sentiments in regard to butchers and their
trade, to which allusion has been made, would find such spontaneous and universal expression among u::i. The true carnivera and omnivora have no horror of dead bodies ; the sight of blood, the smell of raw flesh, inspires them
with no manner of disgust. If all of us, men and women alike were compelled to dispense with the offices of a paid slaughterer and to immolate
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our victims with our own hand, the penchmit for flesh would not long
survive in pclite society. It would be indeed hard to find a man or woman of the upper or middle classes who would willingly consent to undertake the butcher's duties, and go to the cattle yard armed with pole-axe
or knife to fell an ox or to slit the throat of a sheep or lamb, or even of
a rabbit for the morrow's repast. On the other hand, there is no one,
however delicately bred or refined, who would not readily take a basket
and gather apples in an orchard, or peaches in a garden, or who. if need
should arise, would object to make a cake or omelet~.
·
Pe1fect Way i1'· Diet.
HYGEIO-THERAPY.*

Twenty years ago. not many people west of the Mississippi, had any very
definite idea of what was meant by Hygienic Medication, or Hygeio-Therapy, as it is called. And no doubt many are still at a loss, to know just
what is understood by that tnrm. As a method of treating the sick, or
rather, a system adapted to any and every form of di:iease, it has not indeed
any claim to antiquity. On the contrary, it has come into being almost
wholly in the last half centm·).
Not so with the principles, however, on which it is placed; these are as
old as science itself ; or rather they are the materials out of which science
is made. But the system, like every other product of the human mind,
ha!! been a matter of growth - of recent growth, relatively speaking. As
the waters of the Mississippi are gathered from an area of thqusands of
square miles, its volume increasing as it rolls onward to the great gulf, so
has this system of medicine taken its rise from many different sources,
and the only way to find out its several beginnings, will be to trace back
each little rivulet to its origin.
It was in the very closing year of the last century, that there was born
in Grafenberg in Austrian Silesia, a man whose mission it was to show
how much could be clone in treating the sick, with a single hygienic agent.
He demonstrated that by water treatment alone, all forms of fever could
be dealt with. And did not our own Austin Flint, more than twenty-five
years ago, state to his medical class that he had appplied this same water
treatment to typhoid fever, in the wards in Bellevue Hospital, and that he
had founcl it entirely successful? That nothing else, in fact, was needed
in the way of treatment? But Dr. Priessnitz, our man at Grafen berg,
did not limit the application of water to fevers ; he used it in all forms of
disease, acute and chronic, and found that it worked well. He established
a large cure at Grafenberg, which he continued to preside over until his
death, in 1851. In the meantime a Hydropathio society was organized
in London ; and institutions were opened at Malvern, and other places in
Great Brita.in. Johnson and Gully are conspicuous names in this move·
ment in England.
Already the fame of these institutions, and the wonderful cures that
have been made, reached the United States; and similar establishments
were put into operation in New York, and elsewhere. These were conducted by Trail, Shew, aud others; and the Water-Cure journal and Life
•Thia history of the Rise and ~ of Hygienic Medication was delivered by Dr. Mary
Dodds at the J.l'lrat Annual Commencement of the St. Louis Hygienic College of Physicians and
Surpona, April 4, 1800.
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Illustrated, two very able exponents of this new method of treatment.
began to be published.
While these things were transpiring in this oowitry and in Great Britain, Germany was also coming to the front; or rather, she had already
led the way. Francke had written an able work on the subject ; and Schrodt
had started his celebrated cure at Linde Vesey. In the course of a few
years this method of treating the sick became much better known; not
only in Germany and other European countries, but in the United. States;
and Sanitariums after a little, became the order of the day.
But it was no longer the water-cure, pure and simple; that was represented. Every well-ordered Sanitarium had more than baths. Electricity,
m&88age, the sun-bath, the air-bath, a special dietary, mental quiet, etc.,
etc., had been introduced. Some of these changes began to take place
as early as the middle of the present century. In 1853, Tra.11 had so far
modified the treatment in his establishment in New York, that it could no
longer be called hydropathic. True, the baths and other water appliances
were still administered ; but this was only a single feature in his curative
methods. He gave special attention to diet, fresh air, exercise, rest, sleep.
etc., etc. So great indeed were the changes made, that the term water-cure
was no longer appropriate ; and the treatment in that and other establishments, began to be called by another name - the hygienic. This treatment embraced, theoretically at least, every thing in Nature that was conducive to health; in fact, it corresponded very nearly to what is now known
in Germany, as the Natural Cure.
About this time Mr. Ling, a Swede, came into note. He had found out
from his own experience that health could be restored by the aid of certain
physical exercises, active and passive; these being suited to the needs
and condition of the patient. After he had reg_ained his health by this
method, he traveled extensively in Sweden and Uermany, and introduced
it among the people. This was the beginning of the so called Swedish
Movement Cure, which was afterwards extensively practiced in Sweden,
Germany, France, Great Britain, and the United States.
A little later, Dr. George H. Laylor, of New York City, invented. a system o± machinery for giving vibratory movements, kneading, etc., to invalids. He \Va& - and is still - eminently successful in the treatment
of all chronic diseases. In a few years nearly all the Sanitariums, East
and West, had an outfit of Laylor's machinery, or something similar to it.
Already, electricity as a curative agent, had come to be largely employed,
particularly by the hygienists; thou~h they have never regarded it as a
cure-all; but only as a single agent m Nature's Materi Medica. What
is l)Opularly termed Massage
(I believe it originated in France ) is
a kind of hand manipulation, somewhat different from the "movements"
which Ling introduced.
In this hasty review, I shall have to pass over quite a number of the
minor forms of tr~atment, some of which have been very beneficial in
scrofulous and other diseases. I must now go back to the year of 1853,
when Trall applied for and obtained from the legislature of New York, a
charter for a medical school, which he termed, "The New York HygeioTherapeutic College." In this school, be taught in addition to anatomy,
physiology. etc., the principles, as he understood them, of hygienic medication. He embraced in this system. everything which he conceived to
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have normal relations t.o the vital organism. From this categ 1ry of healing agents, he excluded all inorganic substances except air and water; and
all poisons, animal, vegetable and mineral, eave aa they might be employed
as antidotes, antiseptics, et.c. His plan of treating, as we shall see, was
based upon a few simple propositions, which might be stated as follows :
That all curative power is inherent in the living organism. .That the only
condition of cure, is obedience t.o physiological law. That dead matter
(drug medicines included) cannot act on the living system; that the living system acts on it.
That disease is an action, on the part of the vital organism, by which
it casts out impurities ; and that being an action, the true physician must
regulate and direct it (not suppress it,) until the processes of purification
and reparation are ended.
That drug poisons are causes of, not remedies for disease ; that instead
of curing the patient, they cause other diseases, and thus add to those already existing.
Dr. Trall taught also, that Nature has not provided " remedies," but
penalties, for physical transgression ; and that the only rational cure is
obedience t.o physiological law.
Such, briefly, were the principles- which this great man taught and
promulgated.
He believed that the practice of medicine, properly so-called, consists
in knowing how best to apply to diseased conditions, those agents which
are conducive to health. Nor did he fail to impress the fact, that it is
just as easy to commit fatal mistakes in the hygienic treatment as in any
other. That the agents employed cannot be safely entrusted to those who
do not know how to use them. That it requires not only knowledge 0f the
human body, but skill and experience to enable the practitioner to do his
best work. .Moreover, that it is a very important thing to know when to
do nothing; that ma11terly inactivity is often the one thing needed.
Following out these teachings, all true hygienists agree, that the best
physician is he who knows best how to direct the vital forces ; that as in
health there is balanced vital action, so in disease there is disordereci vital
action. That the vis medicatrix natura, is vital action directed against
things that are abnormal in the human system ; and that the true physician, as already stated, must know how he can best aid this action in its
work of expulsion and purification.
The principles, then, on which hygitinic medication is based, are relatively few and simple; they are such as address themselves to our reason;
and we have only to study the vita.I economy, in order to comprehend them.
They correspond to the needs of our physical organism.
As regards the hygienists themselves, it is sometimes remarked that
they are not always perfect examples of physical health and vigor. It
must be remembered, however, that these individuals, many of them never
heard of hygiene until they were already physical wrecks ; they had tried
everything else and came to hygiene as the last chance - when death was
actually staring them in the face. True, the little vitality still remaining
and carefully husbanded, sufficed to bring them through. · But these individuals can never hope to be strong or vigorous.
I aometimes think that if there is one thing which telli against hygiene
more than anything else, it is the fact that it keeps out of the grave year
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after year, those who otherwise would assuredly go into it. Perhaps bye
and bye, when hygiene is the accepted order of things, we shall be able to
show to the world what cb.n be done where there is good vitality to work
on. For it must be admitted that this plan of treating, wastes as little as
possible of the patient's vitality; and it makes the very best use of that
which is left.
St. Louis Magazine.
THE wisest among the wise of the ancients, law-givers, creed-founders,
and philosophers, not only accepted this (Vegetarianism) as the true
system for man, hut regarded it as essential to the highest physical,
mental, and moral perfection of individuals and nations. From Plutarch to Cuvier, all philosophers have taught that man's physical construction plainly indicates fruits and plants as his proper food ; and
on the first page of the Bible (Genesis I: 29) stands written the
command that the fruits of the earth " shall be to him for meat." Gladly would the wise but harassed Moses have led his people from their perverted ways again to this food of paradise, hut they sighed and murmured
for the flesh-pots of Egypt ; and that whole corrupt generation, after clamoring for meat granted them, met death in the wilderness, and were denied
an entrance into the land of promise, flowing with "milk and honey," not
flesh and blood.
There are many who accept vegetarianism for different reasons, while
attaining the same result. They may be classified as follows : 1. V egetarians from religious convictions; 2. Vegetarians on scientific principles;
3. Vegetarians on sanitary grounds ; 4. Vegetarians from esthetic and humane principles; 5. Vegetarians from economy; 6. Vegetarians necessarily such from their physical condition. It will require but few words to
characterize distinctively ea.ch of these classes.
. Vegetarians from religious convictions have written many volumes
proving their principles from the Bible; and in England this class separates itself from other vegetarians, and its members a.re called " Danielites," from Daniel I : 8; and they also call themselves "Brothers," and
give aid to each other under all necessities, yielding ready . a.ssista.n'1e
whenever called on, thus at once realizing and solving the "social idea
and problem." They carry their convictions and practices beyond all other
vegetarians, even clothing themselves on vegetarian principles, using neither
silk, wool, nor leather in their apparel, their shoes being made of " vegetable leather."
In her compulsory and frequent fasts, the Catholic Church has at least
partially preserved to mankind the blessings of this food of paradise, and
unconsciously rears a memorial to its claims as the true and divinely appointed did for man. The members of her most rigid orders, the Carthusia.ns, Trappists, and Camaldolites, all abstain habitually from flesh;
and it is remarkable that these monks have ever been noted for health,
st.rength, and vigorous old age, and never has a contagious disease been
known in their cloisters.
Vegetarians on scie.ntific principles base their convictions on the writ-·
ings both of antiquity and later ages, and the knowledge of the human
body. The salivary glands, the teeth, the articulation of the bone of the
lower jaw, the zygomatic arch, the masticatory muscles, and, in fact, man's
entire internal construction testifies, in their judgment, that he was created
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as a consumer of fruits, not flesh. Admitting this, then, as the original
design of his existence, the vegetarian logically concludes that man can
find his truest welfare only by obedience to th\s law of his formation.
These deductions are fully sustained by vegetarians on sanitary grounds,
not only by personal demonstration of their value, but also by the testimony
and example of the most noted men of ancient and modern times. Asclepiades, the great physician, ·Whose fame still echoes through the ages, invariably cured his patients by prescribing for them herb and vegetable
diet, and he himself wagered never to be sick so long as he abstained from
flesh.
'
In bis work on the " Art of Prolonging Human Life," Hufeland says :
"The men attaining the greatest age on record have not been flesh-eaters,
but, on the contrary, strict vegetarians." I • • •

Ueber Lartd und .Meer-In Good Health.
IN THE MISTS.
BY BELLA FRENCH SWISHER.
PART FIRST. A METEMPSYCHOSIS.
CBAPl'ER

III.

The Neto Life.
IT was February when the hour of trial ca.me. The effects of the northers had been effaced by the touches of the sweet-breathed spring. The
roses, whose buds had been blighted by the chill winds of December and
January, were again opening their fragrant petals in the delicious sunlight,
and the starry jonquils looked heavenward into a blue sky, undimmed by
a single cloud. All nature was joining in a chorus - a piean of welcome
to the returning spring.
But Ruth Halliday heard not the joyous notes, nor felt the warmth of
the glad sunshine. On ht>r white-robed couch, she lay. more dead than
alive, with no attendants or sympathizers near her, except a physician and
an aged negro woman. She had passed three months of intense misery
since her mother's death, dwelling upon the strange words which the dying lips had uttered, until her nerves were scarcely strong enough to bear
the burden of maternity.
"It can not be! " she bad inwardly groaned many times over. "Much
as I loved mamma, I could not endure to think of her living again in my
child. She was a proud, beautiful woman, but hers was not just the soul
that I would wish to know as emanating from me. 0, God, let my little
one's soul come direct from Thee, pure with Thy holy breath ; let it not
be the sin-stained worldly-wise spirit of any one who has lived upon this
cold, cruel earth I "
She loved to think of the child as a blonde with fair hair, and eyes blue
as her southern skies ; with a face like the Madonna and a voice, so sweet,
that even the birds would feel its charm and imitate its notes.
"Should it come thus to me," she would muse, ''my fears would be
dispelled. I could not imagine my mother's spirit as occupying any other
body except that of a brunette."
Poor Ruth Halliday I In her weakness, she needed a strong arm to guide
her; some heart to respond to her appeals and help her out of the slough
of despondency and doubt; some soul, from which the dewy breath of
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heaven had not been entirely exhaled, to lift her above the thoughts that
so nearly crazed her, to ones, more healthful and progressive. But alas t
she was alone.
Once, su had tried to confide her misery to her husband, but he repelled her with a gleam of soorn and the cruel words, " You will soon seethe inside of the insane asylum, if you <lo much of that kind of talking."
So she suffered in silence, the misery becoming all the more intense because there were none to share it with her.
The cry of an infant aroused the partly stupefied sufferer, and she opened
her eyes with a start.
"0, doctor l " she exclaimed in a feeble voi<'.e, tell me - what is it like ?
Is it dark or fair?"
" A sweet little brunette gir~ with great black eyes - "
He thought to please her, but he was interrupted, before the sentencewas completed, by a piercing scream.
•• My dear Mrs. Halliday! What can be the matt.er?" he asked, in
great surprise, for he knew nothing of the invalid's fears, or of Mrs.
Grace's dying declaration. " Your child is perfect in form and feature."
" She has kept her word - she has come back ! " wailed the young
mother.
"Of whom do you speak?" asked the doctor.
"Of mamma. She declared that she would live again in my child I "
"And so she does, my dear. Even thus early in its little life, I tracea marked resemblance to the grandmother. But that ought to be a pleasure to you," the old man added in a tone of mild reproach.
"Nol no l the invalid returned. "I loved mamma dearly. I would
like to think of her as of a bright angel - my guardian spirit. But I
cannot - oh I I cannot have my mother in my chilcl I It would kill me! "
The physician did not understand. The doctrine of metempsytihosis
was a sea.led book to him. He ha.tl heard of it, of couri;e, and had dismissed it as something belonging to the dark ages - something which thu
refining fires of Christianity bad shriveled into nothingness. A staunch
Methodist, be bad, in his religion, but two places for the soul after death,.
viz., Heaven and Hell. He therefore failed to comprehend Mrs. Halliday's meaning. Hence his response:
" We all live again in our children and grandchildren, my dear madam,
the same as the flowers and grain, and weeds of last year live again in
the crop of this year. We give our resemblance and a part of our lives
to our children. Then, our mission done, we gradually wither and die,.
the same as the .plants do. Only our mission having been a higher one
than theirs, we having come from Heaven to fulfill it, we must return
again to the great Father to be J·udged for acts while upon this earth.
But I see that your face is ftushe and you are very weak. I forbid _vou
to speak or listen to another word before to-morrow. You will be proud
enough of the little girl, when you are well."
He mixed a mild sedative, which he administered to his patient then
he walked out up<>n the vine-wreathed piazza for a. whiff of fresh air.
~Robert Halliday was leaning agaiu.st one of the slender pillars, itUy
thrumming the balustrade with his finger tips. He lifted his eyes a~ th1-,
physician came to his side and said inquiringly :
••Well?"
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'"You are the father of a pretty black haired, black eyed, little girl,"
was the reply.

"Humph I I was in hopes it would be a boy. I do not like girl-children."
The tone expressed great disappointment, and much irritability.
"We should thank our kind Father above for our children, and gratefully accept what ever He pleases to give us," returned the good doctor.
••For my part, I like girls. A boy never thinks to bathe your head or
warm your slippers, or to do any of the hundred and one things that a.
good daughter will do for her parents. But you have not inquired after
the mother ! "
•• No - I forgot. How is she? "
" Very weak, but I trust that she will pull through. She seems worried
because the child bears a resemblance to her mother. I do not know how
to account for the aversion."
•• See here, doctor," said Halliday, putting a white forefinger on his
lips, as if about to tell a secret, "with all your skill, you failed to discover
that the old lady was a little light in the upper story, touching his own
forehead, while he spoke.
•• You surprise me ! " ejaculated the physician.
•• - And," continued the fond husband, " your skill has not yet told
you that the young one is going the same way."
•• I never thought of such a thing ! "
"No?" Well, the old lady declared that her soul would take possession of Ruth's child - that she would really live again upon this earth,
just as she had lived, only in a new body. Mrs. Halliday, being in a delicate state of health, took the declaration for something more than the
fancy of a disordered mind, and she has dwelt upon it, until she is herself
insane upon that subject. l must ask you to watch her carefully, for I
fear injury to the child."
"She is not in a condition at present t-0 injure a fly," returned the other
grnftly. "Women in her condition occasionally have such absurd fancies;
but the absurdity of the same generally becomes apparent to them with
returning health. Had I known hf:'r illusion, I would have treated the
matter differently. l recommend that you b"' very careful of her feelings
when speaking on the subject."
With that. the doctor turned upon his heel, and went back into the
house.
CHAPTER IV.
•' A Message From Beyond.''
THE baby was a month old before Ruth Halliday was able to be out of
bed. A nervous fever had followed the birth of the child, making necessary the rearing of the little one by other sources than its mother's milk.
Indeed, for a long while, Ruth's recovery seemed doubtful ; but youth and
a. strong constitution came to her aid and she slowly regained her health.
But the doctor was too sanguine when he affirmed that her fancies woulcl
disappear with her bodily ailments. She made very few remarks concerning her views, and she loved the child so devotedly that she was not happy
when she was away from it ; yet she never gazed into eyes or hearcl the
tones of its voice, without a perceptible ahudder. While it slept, she was
content. She forgot then her fears, or rather they were silenced by the
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mother-love in her bosom. But its eyes, so wonderfu1ly like those of its
dead grandmother, and its voice, in which her ears detected a similarity
to that of her mother, both brought back to her mind a vivid picture of
the death-bed scene which she was fain to forget.
Her husband watched her narrowly. He believed, or affected to believe,
that she was contemplating injury to the child, and the placing of the
mother in an insane asylum, seemed about the propel' thing to do. He
consulted the family physician in regard to the matter. affirming that as
his wife's aversion to the infant was daily increasing he could not be answerable for its safet1.
" I will converse with her on the subject and then give you my opinion,"
the doctor answered briefly ; and a little later he was asking admittance
at the Halliday cottage.
••I have become so accustomed to calling upon you, that I really do not
know when my visits to you will cease, though you are as well as I am,"
he said, as he gave his hand to Ruth. "Besides, I feel a great interest
in the baby. Have you named her yet?"
"No. I believe that I wi1l call her, Baby, until she is old enough tb select
a name for herself. Very few of us are satisfied with our names ; " and
Ruth raised her liquid e1es to meet the dark ones of the doctor, causing
the old man's heart to give a throb of admiration.
"Zounds I but she is a lovely creature I " he said, under his breath.
" How can Halliday think of sending such a sweet, young thing to an insane asylum? "
Then aloud.
"That is so, Mrs. Halliday. I for one am not satisfied with mine.
Just think of being a Jack I"
The doctor rubbed his hands and laughed good humoredly.
"I like the name of Jack," said Ruth. "I have a cousin Jack who loved
me devotedly when I was a child. He is married and lives in a more
northern part of the state. I have not seen him for years. But the name
has a musical sound to me. Mamma, you know, was so fond of society,
that she did not give much of her time to me. I was very lonely, till dear
Jack came to live with us. He made up all the pleasure that my childhood had. If ever I have a son, his name shall be Jack."
"Then I am proud to call it my name," said the doctor. "Pity, the
youngster there," pointing to the crib, "is not a boy. An elder brother
in a family can always be an escort for his sister - that is until he leaves
them for some other boy's sister."
A shadow fell across Ruth's face.
"I wish it heartily," she said. "Mamma believed that all perfect souls
originally belonged to males - that by transgressing Divine laws, they
were punished by being given a female body, after leaving their first tenement house; and that they can only be reinstated by an unworldlv life
while occupying the female body. Mamma was so worldly- she ~ould
not have come back, had my child been a boy."
" Do you imagine that • Baby' has your mother's soul?"
" I am sure of it," said Ruth with great seriousness. " We are told
that the dying look into the soul's futurity and soo what we can not.
Mamma's last words were: ' I shall live again in your child I ' and oh!
doctor," reaching out her arms in an imploring way, "you do not J:mow
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how unhappy she has mad.8 ID¥ life - how I have longed for some one to
whom 1 could tell my misery! Robert would not listen. When I spoke
to him concerning my fears ; he said that I would soon see the inside of
an insane asylum if I continued to talk in such a way. It is such a dreadful thing to be alone - to have no one to comfort or to sympathize with
us. The human soul needs companionship. I have never known what a
real companion is, since Jack we~t a~ay. Even the baby for which I
prayed, is a curse and not a blessmg !
The doctor wiped a tear that was trickling down his cheek and cleared
his voice before replying.
"My dear child," he all.id, "you have been unduly affected by your
mother's words. lt is a scientific fact that the dying see what they have
been taught to believe, or what they have taught themselves to believe.
The Indian sees his happy hunting ground ; the Turk, his harem, filled
with beautiful women. Believers in Christianity often see the ' River of
Death.' Children see angels. The latter, from their babyhood, are taught
that angels watch over them. Their belief goes no farther than this. Your
mother was a student of the doctrine of transmigration, I am told.
She loved the world and the belief suited her. She read and pondered upon those exploded theories, until she imagined them to be
tme. It is generally easy to believe that which is pleasant to us,
and we catch hold of the smallest proof that will substantiate it. In her
last hours, your mother, in the delirium of disease, saw as a fac' to her
what she wished would prove true. Nothing more natural, my dear.''
" But how do you account for the baby's close resemblance to her?"
•• Easily doue, my child. You ponder over the subject, keeping the
image of your mother continually in your mind, until the child took the
impress of the mind-picture. I once had a patient, who disliked her husband's hired man - a grt'B.t gawky fellow with a large mouth, which made
a square hole in his head whenever it opened. She begged that he might
be discharged, but her husband, thinking that the dislike was merely a
whim on the part of his wife, refused to gratify her. Her child, when
born, was the living picture of the youth, square mouth and all. She told
me that even in her dreams, that ugly mouth wa.s thrust into her face.
Happily, the child died before it was a year old. The youth is still alive
and so you see the little one could not have had his soul."
•• Doctor Thornton, you have taken a great load from my mind. You
have, at least, shaken my belief," said Ruth, placing one of her pale hands
upon his shoulder. "But you must tell me of more cases. Bring me
other proofs that I am following a phantom.''
•·My dear, I will bring you a medical work, wherein you can read of a
hundred like cases.''
'With those words, the doctor arose from his seat to take his departure.
"I am glad," be said, as he clasped Ruth's hand in his, "that you have
made me your confident in this matter. But I advise you to confide in
no one else. Others will not understand you. Your nervous fears are
quite natural, but you must try to overcome them. Pondering long on such
subjects dethrones the reason, in time. Try to rise above them. Accept
your child as a blessing. and not as a curse. Do not let people see that
the sight of it affects.you unpleasantly. It may cause unjust .remarks.
Take my word for it, you are all in the wrong. Your mother is asleep
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and will be, until the judgment day. Good bye. I will bring the work
to-morrow."
'
Ruth felt much relieved by the visit. The poor young thing had been
trying to study out, unaided, the problem of human life, here and hereafter - a problem which has confused older and wiser heads, than hers,
since time began ; and which, probably, will continue to do so, as long 8.8
the earth has an existence. For, unless we ru1cept the teachings of the
Bible, as proof positive of the future existence of the soul and learn there-.
from of its final dwelling place, we have nothing to assure us that metempsychosis is not a reality. Without the Bible for an anchor of faith. the
human life-hark is adrift in the gloom-shadowed, tempestuous waters of
doubt and anxiety. No wonder, then, that so many love it, and cling to
it as the one plank between themselves and destruction.
Ruth's father had been a believer in the Bible, and from him she had
imbibed a faith in Christianity, which her mother's sickness and death
had almost destroyed. The doctor's words had caused it to revive, and
her heart felt lighter than it had done for many months.
As she stepped back into the room - she had accompanied her visitor
as far as the door-'-- she caught sight of the "Daily Morning News," lying unopened upon a table. She took it up, mechanically. What was in
the gre$t world to interest her? Her callers Wt'lre many; her friends few.
Indeed, she did not know a soul on the broad earth. who loved her. She
had no relative, with the exception of her husband and child, save cousin
Jack, and he seldom remembered her with a letter. Should she drop out
of existence, one, at least, would be made glad -- none aorry.
She thought of this with a soh. She was so young too - so young and
yet so utterly hopeless. She had an impatient desire to see something of
life and of the world, and she had means to permit it. But how could
she do it. She was too retiring to start out by herself, and her husband
never thought of having her accompanying him to his evening amusements,
or upon any of the delightful journeys which he was constantly taking.
Her glance wandered down the columns of the paper, finding nothing
of interest for the lonely heart, till it rested on the following advertisement:
CLAIRVOYANCE. Madam Jarvis has rooms at the \Vindsor, where she
will ht glad to see any one interested in hearing from the other world.
Dflad friends described and messages received from them. Positive proof
given of the immortality of the soul.
" I will go to her at once! " exclaimed the young woman. " Perhaps
I may obtain some light that will prove my fears to be groundlees."
She immediately gave orders to have her carriage made ready, and then
she attired herself, with a feverish haste, for the drive.
Bidding the nurse to take good care of "Baby," she left the house and
was soon on her way to the \Viudsor.
Madam Jarvis was engaged, and Ruth had to wait for some time in the
reception room. But her turn finally came, and with a rapidly beatinoheart, she followed the messenger to the clair\•oyant's apartments.
,.,
A delicaw woman of the blonde type wa:i seated at a centre table. 5he
had an air of great weariness about her, as if her vitalitv was exhausted
by some laborious work.
•
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Tbl8 article anewertna "B:i:cep\lone and E::i:planatlone," March EIOTBJUO, 1880, waa de.llnaed to be
prt:nt.ed lD April EllOTllBJO. It waa wrttllln Immediately after the March number, and wonf wae teleSJSPhecl by Prot. Buller aakhlg the &hen editor to bold the April number for lhlll nply. It w• not done,
how...-er, and now, In juetlce to &he founder of TB& BllOT&JUO and &he movement ID pneral, we herewith pruent hie view of the - · him.elf and I.be underslped heartily rearettl.,. t.h&L lhlll •f.pearance
of conuary opinion should have art.en, for tt hM oaoaed mocb lndeclalon amonc UM fallhfu.:: tt:o8Ung
people at whOee dOOl'll we have 1111881Aehly sought to lay TBUTB.
O. 11. Jl.

DUTY compehl me to answer the above article, because of unjust and untrue &88er\1ons Intended to mislead the Esoteric Student. It Is asserted on page 891, third paragraph : "By no poulblllty can you control a law or change lta coane." Now
Web11ter who Is at present the law giver or our language, says of the word Law,
page 8: •·The regular methods or sequence by which certain phenomena or el'eets
follow certain conditions or causes, as the Law of Gravitation," etc.
Now we all know tbatlt ls a la10 in nature for water to rundown hill, bat through an
Intellectual device that has been In 1l8e many years, the el'ort of water to carry oat the
law of Its nature has been used to foret'I lt to run up bill. I refer to what Is commonly
known aa "The Hydraulic Ram." It Is the law of the nature of bolllng water for the
steam to quietly ellCllpe Into the air, but man has barneued lt and forced It to become
an energy to ae"e him. Thousands of like Instances where a law la controlled and
lta coarse changed are too well known to occupy valuable space here.
He further 11&ys: ••Laws do not 1rovern; they are the result of conditions, forces.''
I would like to ask from what dictionary be gets bis deftnltlons? If he had said force·
did not govern, but was the result of conditions qd laws, then It would meet "The
result of millions of experiments." What force wonld there be In the steam of
bolling water without conditions being made to change the normal law of ltll expression ? None of course.
·
He says: " There are •o two sides to knowledge." Now this ls not worthy of
argument, for every reader of THE ESOTERIC knows from bis own experience that
\here are many tblng11 which are known, from an Interior conciousness, and know how
to bring It Into external knowledge sometimes, by experiment with physical things,
but have not the knowledge of in1trumentalU11 to do so. The experience of every
succes11ful buslnes~ man ju11tllles this, that Intuitive knowledge Is the master and
guide to 11ueee11R, and they have learned to apply a selentlftc method for bringing that
knowledge Into physical form; a form of use.
He here 11hows the Ignorance and arrogance or bis nature, by saying : " Such
theories MUST NOT BE ALLOWED to Increase the prejudice against science." If this
were a sample of selentlllc knowledge, I would recommend that we strike oat that word
from general u11e, and substitute In Its place as a cognomen of that cla88 of men, .drroganu. The ~ords of O<JVJPer are here fully verllled. In bis poem, on Wisdom, he says :
"Knowledge dwella In boada replelll wit.II thoogbu of ot.her me.o;
Wlldom, lo mlnda ateeut.lve to t.helr own;
Kaowled1e, a rude unprofitable m. .,Tbe men JIATBBI.Al., wit.II which wlldom bollda,
'TUI aaio .tbed, and oquarecl, aud fitted to lu place
Do.. but encumber whom It _,,,. to emicb.
Knowledge la proud tbal he hM learned ao much,
Wladom le bumble I.bat be know• no more.''

Now If the Nuclri teacher were a sclentlftc man he would not attempt to teach
things he did not know. It Is presumption for the editor of THB EsoTERic, to
pret1ent to the readers one who makes such arbltsry statements as be does nnder such
great pretentlons of authority, who In so many ways shows bis Incapacity to teach
them, he must be judged by the law he has made, viz.: If any one persists In teaching
that which be does not know, be shonld be rejected from the nucleus work. Now
here In this one article by the Teacher of the Nuclei, there are so many things taught
that every student knows at a glance to be untrue, we deem him unftt for a teacher, I
recommend that the G. N. K. R. remove him, and either send us one who is capable to
teach our people, or we wW be neceultated to reject the whole matter and go forward
alone. The aelentlftc work outlined by him ls certainly of no value, for he says:
" They wlll recommend no books unle88 the errors are ftrst marked by the Teacher
of the Nuclei, and then says the students will be expected to make experiments on
those points marked as well as those not marked.'' Then I would ask, what ls the use
of marking the books at all ? Why cannot those Branches organize themselves Into
Mutoal Experimental Societies, and go forward with the work , without the expense
of having the 11Uppoud errors marked and yet. have the same time ancl expense In experimenting upon them afterwards ?
In view of what has been said bv the Teacher of the Nuclei, I would advise
that all the Branches now organized, go on with the experimental work, and study of
aetentlftc books, and above all with the work of maklng·the attainments In tlumulfJU
according to the methods that are or have been taught through the columns or THE
Esonuuo-for we have now hundreds, If not thousands or already demonstrated
proof• of their verity and effectual workings In developing superior powers In body,
mind, and soul-these methods wlll develop In you powers ~
- reelve errors In former
experiments and wtll give yon power to perceive ~W.!l'!Jm
°i
,
character and
wW Illumine the Intellect so that you will readily ~ev~ae' means · .. r demonstrating

-

them.

Thus you will quickly come Into posseslon of knowledge of forces and their

laws, (modes of producing phenomeua), not now known to the world, thereby

will open before yon numerous facilities for a higher order of civilization through
application of those laws ln harnessing the forces for se"lce to humanity.
Not only will ihis enrich you in every way, but it will beneftt the world and give
you "concepts•• and thus enlarge your sphere of conciousness. Also, yon who are preservlnr the new life ~enerated by the body wlll tlnd that you have added capacities
of endurance, and need new spheres of action In order to utilize the new powers,
otherwise it will react upon the body unfavorably for a time at least, and it is evident
that as you Increase the powers in the body, you need to Increase brain structure, or
muscular structare which ever way you wish to use It, for all structures grow only by uu.
We wish further to say, even though the G. N. K. R. should now refuse to carry
out their repeated promlises and should be rejected from the Esoteric movement, that
THEY HAVE NO METHODS FOR INCREASING POWER THAT WE DO NOT POSSESS and NO
KNOWLEDGKS WE CANNOT OBTAIN, therefore we w111 move forward as we have began.
The Esoteric College an<I Colony wlll be built, and all the great things promised by
the Repre11entatlve of V. N. we shall have, through our own experimentation. No
man or number of men can keep one Iota of knowledge from those who apply the
methods for attaining it, now In our posKesslon.
One word more on the criticism made 1>.v the Teacher of the Nuclei. Every
statement made by me In the books he questions have been verified by repeated experhnent. First, in 1876, we saw that there were at least two kinds of electricity (we
call It this for lack of better vocabulary,) com1equently we set about demonstrating it.
We obtained a glass wheel. we placed It on a 11haft with crank to turn it, and we used
glass for the posts that held the exciter and also the attracter. We rejected the
chain theory of drawing the electricity from the earth, which was anti is laid down
as a demonstrated scientific fact In all the hooks up to that date. When all was done, we
began to turn the wheel and It was all alive with electric' commotion; explosions would
take place in the exciter and In the attracter and balls of llre would run up from both
and meet at the top of the wheel cutting the wheel like a diamond. I then lay a wire
acros11 connecting the two and all demonstration ceased. Then we found we could collect two leyden jar11 full of each of these, and discharge one jar Into the other with
deuble the power of only one. There are many \vho will even now deny that one
leyden jar can be discharged Into another, when both have been filled from the same
instrument at the same time, notwithstanding, Dr. Black-a man unknown to me-obtained a patent on the same Instrument two years later, and they may be found in
every store where such Instruments are sold.
In 18i7. we Invented a lamp using a sphere In place of a chimney. We found by
proper proportions we could cou~ume the elements of the atmosphere, and cause a
draft from the top down to the fiame, which served as a filter to take back to the dame
and reconsumt! the carbonated gas, leaving no odor from it, and lutens!fylng light.
My friends Insisted on my having a patent, and when my claim was presented to the
patent Inspector he rejected it a.'! contrary to science. I then went and demonstrated
It to him, then he granted the patent.
Tht> Nuclei Teacher, says: "There ls no up and down current." I ask all who
believe that arbitrary statement to get a magnetic needle, also a dipping needle, ftnd
what the dip ls in your locality, then take a soft Iron rod, about one-eighth
inch in diameter-because a larger one takes longer to polarize -set that rod at exact
right anf?:les with the dipping needle and If It doe11 not polarize from remaining still
In that po11itlon, I will admit I am wrong, but be sure ftr1t that your rod ls not already
polarized before you begin.
Now if there wert no perpendicular current of magnetic energy, only the polar
center. then the only etfect that could be produced would be to polarize the rod acrou
it, and the magnetic needle would be attracted at the north point from one end to ihe
other, but you will soon find that the top of the rod thus placed, will attract the
north pole of the needle, and the bottom the south. the same as it does all iron stand·
Ing perpendicularly for any lengtll of time. This ls only one experiment, though it proves
it conclusively, yet. there are many other methods, but time will not now permit explauatlon.
When a professed scientist attemps to block the wheels of advancing knowl·
edge (under the claimed authority of so much Import), denying demonstrated
factM, 11imply because he doe1.1 not happen to know them, it Is time for his withdrawal.
I make tbe11e remarks, becau1.1e It ls due you, my readers, for In the article he criticises
I made statement!! to the etfect that I w11s not a sclentlftc man, I still feel that
I come far short of what such a term should Imply, but still I will not teach that
which I have not demonstrated.
It is not the scientist (In the g;eneral acceptation of that term) from whom the
great Inventions haTe sprung. It ls the mechanic, rather, humble as be ls regarded who
bas produced seven-eighths of all the new Inventions. The scientist should be nature's
mechanic.
As to my statement that " The Esoteric branch work was under the supervision
of V!dya-Nyalka and your humble servant," was because he (the represen~t!ve) had
asked me to have It so, which I have In writing and that this was the disposition of
V. N. ls seen In his expression of appreclatio of ou wo~k~i,s ·ovember number
Eson:ruc, for 1889, page 218.
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" You are in trouble," she said, motioning Mrs. Halliday to a seat:
"you wish a message from Beyond."
Ruth bowed assent.
•'I must beg you to wait five minutes," Madam continued. , "I am
exhausted by a contact with unholy spirits, and I need a few moments to
recuperate."
Ruth bowed again, and Madam leaned back in her chair, closing her
eyes, as if asleep.
The writer will not attempt to account for what followed. It is enough
that such things do occasionally transpire, and that the investigations of
scientists throw but little light upon the subject. Whether it was a piece
of skillful mind-reading. or guessing-, or really "a message from Beyond,"
aa it claimed to be, is for each reader to decide. All are alike wonderful.
" You wish to ,hear from a particular spirit," asserted Madam after a
short period of repose, but without unclosing her eyes, or moving out of
her recumbent position.
" Yes ; " replied the caller, a little startled at the suddenness of the
remark. "From my mother I "
•• She is not here ; " said Madame in a confident tone. " Your guiding
spirit is a gentleman, who hM not been in spirit-life very long - a man
about fif tv years old, tall, with blonde hair and beard, blue eyes and a
thoughtf~l cast of features. He says that he is your father."
Ruth gave a little scream of mingled fear anJ delight. She had not
even thought of him in connection with her visit to the clairvoyant.
" This." continued Mi.dame, .. is his message: "I am with you, my child
in all your sorrows. Had I seen with a clearer vision in my earth-life, I
woulcl not have urged upon you the acceptance of a measure that would
blight your life. Your mother is not here. She is with your child."
Ruth gave another cry- this time it was one of alarm.
"0, tell me - has her soul taken possession of my baby's body? " she
iuterrupted hurriedly.
" He says," continued Madame after a pause, "that such things are
impossible. But your mother still follows the fallacious doctrine of her
earth-life, and believes that she will yet accomplish what she desires. You
have mediumistic powers. He advises that, if such arrangements
can he made, you take the child a\vay from this place and leave it in good
hands for a few years. You will then b1·eak the chain of magnition, connecting her to you and, through you, t~> the child. You will thus rid yourself of the morbid theories inspired by her, and at the same time remove
the chiltl from her influence. You will do this ; for a circumstance will
soon occur that will render it necessary to your safety, for you to follow
this advice. And do notfvrget the bO'~l''
That was all. Madame awoke with a start, knowing nothing, or pretending to know nothing of what had transpired.
" Was the message satisfactory?" she asked, rubbing her eyes.
" 0, yes. But I wished to ask more - to know more I " replied Ruth,
in a dazed sort of a way.
•• It was not intebded that you should know more," said Madame.
"There are others waiting in the reception room, I believe."
This was a dismissal. Ruth arose, at once, paid the required fee and
departed.
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No matter from what source the message came, it gave the overtaxed
brain of the lonely girl-mother relief ; and in so doing was a power for
good. Ruth had recognized her father in the messenger ; aud even though
she followed another fallacy, it was a better one than that which had
dragged her almost to the brink of insanity.
[To be oontinued 1

VISTJE VITJE.

(Continued.)

BY M. T. MARTIN, M. D.

the government makes martyt·:i of the b~st of hti1n~u kind;
Those who strive to free the bondmen and the captive's chains unbind.
For the rulers claim perfection, and if any dare accuse,
Dismal prisons and the gallows such temerity subdues.
While the people, all unthinking, judge and jury deify;
And to gain official favor, watch their great defenders die.

THUS

But the faithful, trusty victims leave a rare and grand bequest ;
Leave a longing after freeclom planted deeply in each breast;
Leave a more heroic manhood, where no cringing thoughts can dwell;
Leave a brave, undaunted spirit naught but death can ever quell;
Leave a heart both true and steadfast, leave a love for human slaves ;
Leave a cheering inspiration, giving courage from their graves.
Government protects not hearthstone, neither property nor life;
For where government is strongest, sin and shame are ever rife.
And no savage, pagan people, down the corridors of time,
Can compare with Christian nations iu their guilt and depth in crime.
:Murder, robbery and arson hold high carnival abroad,
And the rulers teach the public all the labyrinths of fraud:
Government enthrones dishonor, tramples manhood in the dust ;
Elevates the rogue and rascal, persecutes and kills the just ;
Ruins peace and pleasant concord, sounds the tocsin for the fray ;
Tears the happy home asunder, makes each man his brother slay ;
Reaches fame and selfish glory, riding on a crimson flood;
Gains what fools call rank and gratness, wading through a sea of blood.
Government breaks law and statute, when it serves the ruler's ends ;
Overrides the constitution, when ambition's star ascends;
Rends each just and solemn compact, when the statesman's greed requires ;
8u11<lers sacred obligations ; to despotic rule aspires ;
Strives for universal conquest, strive~ the very world to gain;
Strives to rise by other's downfall. strives all nations to enchain.
Government found earth an Eden, an enchanting land of bloom ;
Where the gentle, sighing zephyrs bore away all thoughts of gloom;
Where the flowers breathed a fragrance that perfumed the happy air ;
Where the sound of sylvan music fell on ears not dulled by care,
Where the skies were ever vernal and the sunshine ever bright,
And the stars forever twinkled with resplendent, lucid light.
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Government found earth enraptured with the joys of s\>irit spheres ;
Where no heart was torn by anguish and no eye was dimmed with tears ;
Where a hope-inspiring rainbow spanned the bright celestial dome;
Where the breast was filled with gladness as iii lands where angels roam ;
Where the gleaming star of freedom banished spectral shades of strife ;
And an iridescent halo crowned the azure arch of life.
Government was sent by satan from the realms of endless pain ;
Sent to lure earth's countless millions to the tyrant's snare and chain ;
Sent to wreathe the world with ravage. ~nd impel to dreadful doom ;
Sent to loose a thousand furies, and the last faint hope entomb;
Sent to shroud the earth with malice, fiendish discord to create;
And to scorch life's bright oasis with the heated breath of hate.
And this dragon of destruction makes the wodd a hateful hell ;
Where the murky tides of rancor through its dismal caverns swell ;
·w here the bloodshot eyes of carnage through the smoke of battle glare ;
Where the air is filled with echoes of the groans of dark despair;
Where the pestilent sirocco of the reptile's loathsome breath;
Surges o'er each luckless household, leaving penury and death.
Like simoom from arid desert, sweeping forth he fiercely files ;
Blighting freedom's fragile Hower, while the bondman's courage dies:
Blasting hope while yet in blossom, and its cheering leaves decay
As the venom-laden vapor drives the sunlight far away.
And the night of death approaches as the lurid clouds o'ersprea<l;
While the captive's aspirations in the bud are lying dead.
Like a cyclone on Sahara, down the course of time he rolls ;
J\.lows a swath of simple mortals as ambition's lust controls;
Makes a vast and ghastly graveyard, where lie buried all the joys,
All the dreams and lofty yearnings, all the hopes which he destroys.
While the willow and the cypress gently droop above the gr&.ves;
And the mournful birds chirp dirges for the la.st sleep of ·the slaves.
But this demon of damnation, with a brutal laugh and yell,
Leaps ancl dances on the coffins, while his footsteps sonntl a knell.
And amid the desolation and the hopelessness of woe,
Freedom sits enclothed in sackcloth, while her loving eye.a o'erflow.
And, in darkness filled with horror on the black tartarean shore,
Shrieks in fear and frenzied terror, "Lost l Lost I Lost! forevermore."
Shall we then, in humble meekness, bow our necks and take the yoke?
Paying homage to our rulers, bare our backs for tyrant's stroke?
Shall we beg the politicians our inherent rights to give?
Shall we praise them ·for our bondage? That they kindly let us live?
Shall we beg our legal masters, when by taxes we are bled,
Beg, like dogs beneath the table, for a few small crumbs of bread?
Shall we talk of choice and suffrage, and of freedom loudly brag,
While the demagogue wears velvet and the working man a rag'?
Shall we talk of right and justice, while our sovereigns steal men's votes?
By the aid of gold and station, forging fetters round their throats 't
Shall we dream of ballot's power, while our votes sell for a song?
And, when cast with truest motive, venal vikings count them wrong?
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Though we try to close our eyelids, lest the truth we chance to see ;
Though we drown our fears and doubtings, loudly boasting we are free;
Still we know that we are vassals, but the politician's tools.
Though we call ourselves enlightened, we are childish, simple fools.
Let us then be slaves no longer, but arise in freemen's night.
Let us burst the bonds of serfdom, aud for perfect freedom fight.
Let us wake from heedless slumber, and with armor girt about,
Let us purge the nation's temple, let us "Turn the rascals ont."
For they gamble with our produce and they sell our very lives.
·we are drugged and robbed by servants, while the gambler's business
thrives.
They control our every action. We obey their slightest glance.
We are puppets for the nabobs; when they pipe, we always dance.
We are ruled by dudes and de&pots. They inveigle us by stealth ;
Bind us with a chain of statutes, while they seize our little wealth.
\Ve allow the few t1J govern, and we patiently submit
'Vhile they break us to the harness and the cruel iron bit.
And we fawn upon the rulers as if made of purer clay.
On a throne we place our idol, then, like cravens beg a.nd pray.
[To be continued.]

CORRESPONDENCE.
The following lett.er touches upon so many points generally cha.ract.eristic of onr people in their
development, that we think it wise to purolish it entire. To us it was peculiarly interesting and
we trust that our readers may discem the true, esoteric spirit "between the U-"
(Ed.)

May 29, 1890.
E. BUTLER : ·
Dear Friend :-A friend indeed who has helped us up
and out of darkness and despair, into light and upon broader fields of observation and knowledge. How glad we are that once again your time or
at least a part of it, is to be given again to the magazine, and the grand
lessons we are to feast upon, so plain - so easily understood in every
respect. I do wish that each number of THE ESOTERIC could contain
one i·eal plain condensed article for beginners, - as each month
finds it falling into new and uneducated hands, - either by subsm·ibing, or by the goodness of some friend more advanced.• Just think how
new metaphysical terms are to so many, how very ignorant the world
at large is on 1;1uch subjects, so like children learning to read
and talk anew.
Like age - forgetting childhood and looking
uncharitably upon youth's follies, - so do advanced minds forget the
poor, yearning, stumbling, ignorant ones who are just a.'! earnest, but
who are dazzled by the brilliant light of the culmination of great
and grand truths too forcibly placed, too well dressed, that is, for poorer
minds to assimilate at once.
I often turn back to early numbers of THE EsOTERIC, to your lectures, and find an answer for all my soul cravings, and so direct, the Spirit
seems there. which my soul craves, lessons for every day living. My Sou
HIRAM

•As every issue cf this Magazine is st.ereotyped we can supply back numbers from com.
mencement of "Practical Instructions" if deeireifby new 1111bacribers.-Ed.

........
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is so wedded to your magazine, he writes me he intends subscribing for
all back numbers bound, if you have them.
Last winter while he was at home from college we sat up quite late
-0ne night i'eading and talking " Esoteric " matters. One idea forcibly
impressed him, that concerning rays of light, that among all the myriad of rays coming from the sun, we could own "hut one, but once coming
direct to any ode of us, as our light. As our "Jacob's Ladder" as it were,
to regions of light.
·
·
In the morning I found scribbled upon some leaves of an old book he
kept for notes, the few verses I send you enclosed.• The idea embraced
is built upon the same, but that at so-called death, or a passing outward
0£ a spiritualized soul, one which has a true consciousness of its selfhood
in God, recognizes perfectly its one ray coming from the throne of God
-0r all-good, and as it falls upon the material casket, it gathers to itself
and draws Godward the beautiful angel of real life. Ascending above
material conditions, this life of struggle through the grand upheld banner
-0f truth, brings the benighted multitudes into peace of undeI'!i!tanding and
freedom. "The truth shalf make you free." Now if you think worthy
it is at your disposal, place as you wish, changing in any way that you
choose.
My son's hope is at some time to be personally near you and where he
can study and improve. He has, for one so young, a fine mind to accrete
graud ideas, and is very intuitional. Before his birth my mind run wholly
upon metaphysical subjects, though not so called, or understood at that
time Yet I scarcely know when I began to think as I do now. I did not feel
happy in my belief. I felt alone, and was often reprimanded for my
uncommon thoughts, at times expressed. I well remember how the idea
of three Gods in one, perplexed me at times almost into illness. 1 could
not understand by any explanation then offered, and the first solvement
which came to set my mind at rest, came from "Dream Land."
'Twas on a lovely dreamy summer's day when I was quite young. I
attended a school some distance from my home and generally remained
at noon recess. The school-house was near a stream of water, a "babbling
brook," and on itS banks were overhanging trees. One, a favorite trvs-'
ting place with my thoughts, one whose roots were so deeply planted a;1d
spread, as to defy the rushing of the waters, hung way out and over the
stream. I sat there, '!DY back against the huge trunk of the tree, after
partaking for my physical comfort the material supply kind hands had
placed at my disposal. As usual, when most alone, came thoughts or conjectures of the spiritual selfhood. Who am I and what relative position
do I really hold to the three Gods in one. And how does God look ? (of
course as all children were then taught he was a personal God.) Gazing
into the clear stream, deepest near where I sat, and where the grand old
branches were reflected as they reached out like arms, there were two
which in semicircles met and seemed to clasp hands, making a kind of
mirror frame to the lovely blue sky reflected in the water, " heaven's blue."
The leaves making a beautiful fret-work around the frame. All at once
came an intense concentration of gaze and deep yearning that in that nature's frame might come to me - a picture of God- that from heaven's
•See the poem La Immortal in this issue.
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canopy he might peep out, just for one moment, and set my heart at rest.
Oh ! what a. picture to think of all through iife.
The air blew softly through the shaded bower, lulling me into dream.
land, which lasted until tho school-bell rang to call att.endance to afternoon
recitations. Awa.king, I held a dream which seemed to come with my
yearning thoughts as my eyelids were fanned into closing, and as they
caught the last glimpse of the picture frame, which, to my waking eyes
had changed position and form, but the dream-picture remained.
At first I saw a man looking much as any other man, though transcendently beautiful, his face beaming with a perfect radiance and expressiu~
love and sympathy supreme. As I looked he began to grow or expand
~radually, until all space seemed filled with the one form, which in growing into all space, lost all semblance to the form first seen, retaining only
the attrib11tes expressed in the lovely face and attitude. But the mystical magnetic substance seemed to iw.netrat.e and take complet.e possession
of all things. I seemed to breathe it in, all abont me seemed to inhale
it, even the birds and leaves were ta.king inyigoratiug draughts. There
seemed to have evolved from the form, an essence so bright, so life-giving,
and like a great kaleidoscope, I could see a constant changing of lovely
scenes. Great silver, lurid clouds, clear crystal founts and streams, birds
of all kinds of bright plumage. Flowers materialized as if by magic from
the very air. As the glare of this all-pervading substance swept the earth,
it seemed to draw from out of grass new life, and from all decomposing
matter, even the dead leaves which nestled close to mother earth. With
a sad, low sighing a new life-principle seemed to issue. All the
grand mass of existence seem~d. from the minutest ripple, to great
waves of light in such sublime harmony of quickened life. And from
and among all seemed to come out familiar faces, so spiritual, but each
with individuality all its own and all with a supreme content. The whole
seemed to move as if to the magic of music, such as mortal never heard,
save some, perhaps. whose soul like " Piganmis " have been carried 011
the wings of music into higher realms than other mortals.
Strange to say that even this dream brought a subtle peace of understanding I could not speak of in those days of orthodox environment. But
I could feel, that J esns the man of God, the enlightened, inspired son,
first came also the way to the all-good, all life-creating Father - that
God is all conscious, active life - all there was and is. And through a
drawing to himself through spirit gives us all life everlasting, there being no
death in God's life. • • • • •
I long so to be where I could give my energies to work, to aiding poor
benighted humanity, but in my quiethood here I send forth helping
thoughts to one and all who need help, and to the noble workers in
the great field of work now spreading all over the land.
I say God bless and give abundant strength I Would I oh would that
I had the material help to offer, that our rich in a worldly way squander
upon the poor shadows of earth, which pass a.way leaving no trace, save
an impoverishment of soul which materialism leaves as inheritance onlv,
to all who neglect the call of the higher needs - soul culture, "while yet
it is called to-day."
Most truly in cordial sympathy in the good cause.
MRS••TULIA

.•
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La Immortal.
LA IMMORTAL.•
SHE was dying, dying, dying,
And each moment in its flying,
And each breath that seemed a sighing,
Seemed hP.r last upon life's shore.
Slowly, sweetly sped each quiver,
Of her life blood's ebbing river.
'Cross her brow as pure as silver,
To the far eternal shore.
And her eyes had all that·lustre,
That a fleeting soul can muster,
And they shone like stars in cluster
As the damp dews gathered there.
A 11 her sense seemed as though dreaming,
Silent, quiet, dreaming, dreaming,
While a shaft of sunshine gleaming,
FeD upon her raven hair.
And it lingered there to hover,
Like some holy beam above her,
As the sacred kiss of lover,
Hovers o'er his lady fair;
Slowly creeping with a quiver
Like a molten silver river,
Or a spirit gleam forever
Born by angels bright and fair.
Downward to her bosom's brightness,
Downward to her hand's fair whiteness,
Downward to her heart's quick lightness,
Sped the light and rested there.
And the air seemed filled with .glory,
Pure and clear with glory, glory,
And that radiance transitory
Lit my inmost spirit there.
And I felt myself borne outward
Ever upward, onward, forward,
And I turned and looked far earthward,
Aud I saw a rolling sea.
And I saw vast human legions
Thousands, millions, legions, legions,
From all earthly climes and regions
Toiling toward the rolling sea.
And I heard those legions tramping
Thousands, millions, tramping, tramping,
And by night I saw them camping,
Camping by that boundless sea:

•"nie Id.- -taiMd within this poem, were sunened by a oonvenatioa whioh die , - .
latlior blld wWa bis mot.her eoooerning the rays of ~lit, eto. See page 59, this i91e.
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And I saw their banners flying,
Thousands, millions, flying, flying,
And on each I stood descrying,
Stars of hope shown fair and free ;
Then I saw a horseman moving,
Proudly, grandly, moving, moving,
And hie hand seemed raised in proving
Som('I grand truth for all to see.
And from all there came a murmur,
Thousands, millions, murmur, murmur,
And I felt a breath like summer
Sweep acro~s that rolling sea.
And I heard loud peals of thunder
Rolling, looming, thunder, thunder,
And the dark clouds rent asunder
And a light broke o'er the sea.
Then the wildness of the ocean,
Tossing, rolling, ocean, ocean,
Ceased its toiling, bubbling motion,
Aud I leaned afar to see,
Broad reigned fair eternal summer
Proudly grandly, summer, summer,
But I heard not the murmur
Of the legions by the sea :
And I heard not legions tramping,
Thousands, millions, tramping, tramping,
And I turned and saw their camping,
Camping far beyond that sea.
For I saw one banner flying,
Pure in sunlight flying, flying,
And on it I stood descrying,
W orde that told me they were free.
Then the vision vanished, vaniRhed,
And the beam of sunshine vanished,
And the soul that God had lavished
Left this earth forever free.
And I stretched my hands out crying,
Through the twilight, joyous crying,
For I felt the soul when dying
Sees a life beyond the sea.
And my spirit feels God's token,
As it comes with love unbroken.
And I hear the murmur spoken,
"There i11 life beyond the sea."
EDWIN LAJUt CABTEBLIM&
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BIBLE REVIEWS.
VERSE 15, Chapter II : " And the 'Lord God took the man and put him
into the Garden of Eden to dress it and to keep it.''
When man has been obedient to the laws, governini rt-generation, to
the extent of causing the river of life to commence to flow, in its spiritual
substance, to the world giving light, life and peace to all who receive it.
then " the Lord God " by His own wisdom puts the man in the condition
of perpetual delight ; but he must " dress it " and " keep it ; " that is,
he must always take proper care of the body and preserve the conditions
requisite to that state.
Verse 16: " And the Lord God commanded the man, saying of every
tree of the garden thou mayest freely eat ; " that is, they were all to be
sources from which he was to derive the needed facilities for the Divine
'
uses.
Verse 17th: ":But of the tree of knowledge of good and evil, thou shalt
not eat of it, for in the day thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely die."
"The tree of the kno~ledge of good and evil" the means by which knowledge is obtained is experience, experimentation. If. a man, after having
reached the point where he knows the mind of God and then begins to
doubt that knowledge because the physical senses do not altogether approve, then to follow those senses in disobedience to the spiritual
knowledge, he then at once knows evil, which closes the eyes of the Roul,
and all the spiritual consciousness. This is spiritual death, for the knowledge that such an one had is ABSOLUTE,_ a~d .to sin against it is the fall.
Verse 18th: "And the Lord God said it ts not good that man should
be alone; I will make him an helpmeet for him:" (as before him.)
When one reaches this high altitude, the Lord God gives his help, the
man d€>es not go out looking for her, but it comes in God's own way, that
it is not good for man to be alone that God knows and the spirit of the
highest makes him conscious of his counterpart the woman no matter where
she may be, they will be brought together by a law that will then be well
understood by all that reach that high pinnacle. May God grant you
wisdom to comprehend " the mystery of the kingdom of Goel " and lead
your mind through this critical passage in safety. Oh I may many see
the great light and follow it, "In through the gate into the city '' of peace.
Verse 19th: "And outof the ground the Lord God formed everybe~t
of the field, and every fowl of the air ; and brought them unto Adam to
see what be would call them : and whatsoever Adam called every Ii ving
creature, that was the name thereof."
Verse 20th: "And Adam gave names to all cattle, and to the fowl
of the air, and to every beast of the field ; but for Adam there was not
found an helpmeet for him." When man has conquered the generation
he finds within his breast an unaccountable love mixed with a longing desire for help. He feels the heart throbs of the Creator's love for his creatures. This consciousness not only makes a. condition of peace within
himself, but all nature responds to it, and the animal kingdom no longer
fears ·such an one. He can, at will, call to him any beast or bird, and
when in his presence they will act their real nature without restraint, and
there will be manifest happiness in them while in hi~ presence, and when
they are dismissed by him they go away with joyous boundings as if they
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bad received a blessing from God. To name these from this high standpoint of attainment is to discern their use in the economy of God in the
work of creation, thus he names their quality and use. All the names in
those days had a definite meaning and were related to their " calling " in
the service of the creative mind. But notwithstanding his aoul is open
to pure nature and he loves it with a love that is di vine, yet nothing of the
animal world can feed the hunger of such a soul, even the purity and beauty
of the virgin of his own specie cannot touch that inner sanctuary of his
soul, and therefore they cannot he the helpmeet for him, he must have
something higher.
Verse 21 : " And the Lord God caused a deep sleep to fall upon .Adam,
and he slept: and he took one of his ribs, and closed up the flesh instead
thereof."
'
We know of one case now living in this world where the man reached
this point, and the "deep sleep" fell upon him and he slept day and night
with small intervals of waking, and then only to a semi-consciousness
sufficient to enable him to feed the body, which lasted the greater part of
two years.These experiences belong alone to those who earn them.
Verse 2~: " And the rib, which the Lord God had taken from man,
made he a woman, and brought her unto the man."
The ideal image which such a soul hungers for is formed in the innermost of the woman and prepares her to stand by his side in all the uses of
that God-likene3s. "And GoD brought her to the man." There is a spiritual consciousness that brings them together in a bond of love which
earth's children know nothing of.
Verse 23 : •• And Adam said, this is now bone of my bones, (Hebrew
for the word bone means good,) and flesh of my fiesh: she shall be called
Woman, because she was taken out of man."
Verse 24th: "Therefore shall a man leave his father and his mother,
and shall cleave unto his wife: and they shall be one flesh."
The glories of this condition are only revealed to those who obtain the
goal.
Verse 25th : " And they were both naked, the man and his wife, and
were not ashamed." How true is the old adage "To the pure all things
are pure." How transcendently beautiful is the perfect human form, nothing in all nature can equal it, but the consciousness of evil brings shame.
Jesus said: "Unless you convert ( i. e., change your course,) and become
as a little child, ye cannot SEE the kingdom of Heaven," that child-like
innocence and purity removes shame, and the consciousness of the glory
in divine uses, creates added beauty because of the angelhood of man and
woman's divine nature.
Let no inverted and passion controlled mind seek in these sacred utterances for an excuse to perpetrate other evils, nor to use it as a means to
deceive the unwary. Remember it is for none until the animal passions
have no more power over you, and when you are a "master " over all the
animal, yes, the souls and spirit workings within yourself then, and not
until then, are these words for you.
Chapter 8, verse I: "Now the serpent was more subtle than any beast
of the field which the Lord God had made. And he saicl unto the woman
yea, hath God said, ye shall not eat of every tree of the garden ?
Verse 2nd : "And the woman saicl unto the serpent, we may eat of the
fruit of the trees of the garden : "
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Verse 3rd : " But of the fruit of the tree which is in the midst of the
garden, Goel hath said, ye shall not eat of it, neither shall ye touch it, lest
ye die.''
The angel said to Daniel, xn, 10: " Many shall be purified, and made
white, and tried; " yes AFTER this high altitude is reached then comes
the trial, the most subtle and deceptive of all the animal propensities is
the serpent-or sex-principle. It produces in the brain, reasonings against
the most positive knowledge, the body being most potent with creative
life it is made to feel in all the senses, that the procreative act is most
divine, the very acme of all human pleasures, and the means by which the
man and the woman are exalted into the consciousness of the Creator
himself, therefore tbe words of verses 4 and 5: " And the serpent said
unto the woman, ye shall not surely die : For God doth know that in the
day ye eat thereof, then your eyes shall be dpened, and ye shall be as gods,
knowing good and evil."
That this temptation comes to woman, is because her nature is more of
passion than man, his is more of reason, hers is the passion of love, and
where love is supported by a most potent body, filled to overflowing with
life, then she cannot feel that there should be any restraint with the object of her love. She lacks reason and is governed more by the impulses of
her nature, therefore, man must be strong enough to control his own nature
and hers too. Even her interior reasonings will be brought to bear upon
his inner consciousness and he is made to feel her feelings, impulses and
passions.
. This state of innocent purity blinds the eyes to anything of evil.
There is nothing evil to sach, for all that is, God made and called it " very
good." And so it is, and so it appears to the truly regenerate soul, but
when they do that which destro~s the perfect life in themselves, then eomes
the consciousness of evil. W hen our own nature is perverted, then we
see perversion everywhere, thus we are allegorically informed that the
man and woman were deceived and fell, while their life was perfect all
was "Eden " - delight - but when in disobedience to the soul's consciousness of the divine law; they used that law in the conception of a
child (Cain) then there was a consciousness of death in their ·own body
and also a ••horror of great darkness" for the light of the spirit could
not shine. The" lamp" (see Rev.) was broken, and there was no vessel
to hold the oil of spirit life. Their eyes were open and they saw the evil;
that which before was very good was made an instrument to bring evil,
therefore they saw it as it was to them, evil, shame, and remorse filled
them as it will every man and woman who passes through the same experiences, and they, also, will feel like hiding themselves from each other
and from God, and plunge into the darkness of the senses and of the material world. Theu the spiritual is only remembered as a beautiful
dream, and the condition which is so near an approach to this Eden state
which young men and women sometimes experience in their virginity during .. courtship," is lost in marriage and therefore it is called by them
the " ideal dream of their youth" and is thought to be a deception and
a condition not to be realized. The reverse is the truth. The condition of
the so called practical mind is the clream, and the one they think to be
the dream is the real, for it is not only the truly natural that might be
perpetuated for three score and ten years, but would perpetuate the youth
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and vigor of mind and body as loi1g as they wished to remain in it.
Verse 6th : " And when the womau saw that the tree was good for food,
and that it was pleasant to the eyes, and a tree to be desired to make one
wise (know,) she took of the fruit thereof, and did eat, and gave also unto her husband with her; and he <lid eat."
"And the woman saw that· the tree was good for food'.' This was true.
Herein is that narrow and dangerous passage, so often referred to by all
the mystics. At this juncture of experience a skilled guide is absolutely
essential, or certain disaster follows ; hecause this was so dangerous a
passage, the words of the master (Moses) are so constructed that
they mislead, or, in other words, they cover the dangerous experiment from
those not under wise teachers.
Verse 7th: " And the eyes of them both were opened," ·i. e., they were
opened to know evil, " and they knew that they were naked ;" here is the
voice of the " accuser who accuses them before our God day and night.''
Rev. xn, 10: let them that have understanding read and ponder well
these words and their iela.tions. "And they sewed fig leaves together,
and .made themselves aprons.'' Here begins the work of self-deception
that has done so much evil in the world. Persons think they can do evil
and secrete it that it may not be known, but divine justice finds them
out, and it is eventually " proclaimed upon the house tops.'' ·
Verse 8th : " Aud they heard the VOICE of the Lord God walking in
the garden in the cool of the day : and Adam and his wife hid themselves
from the presence of the LORD God among the trees of the garden.''
As the sun sets and the twilight gathers upon the earth the soul awakens. This is the hour that the voice of God is heard bv all the senses, calling the Adam within us to communion with him, and. oh, the sadness of
the soul who through sin has hid itself from him. Sometimes while sitting in silence the whole nature is thrilled with the words.
Verse 9th : "And the Lord God called unto Adam, and said unto him
where art thou?" and how many have answered?
Verse 10th: "And he said, I heard thy voice in the garden, and I was
afraid, because I was naked; and I hid myself.''
Verse 11th : "And he said, who told thee that thou wast naked? Hast
thou eaten of the tree, whereof I commanded thee that thou shouldest not
eat?"
Here begins the consciousness of what was really lost. Up to this point.
comparative self-justification answered, but now in the gathering shades
when the soul would prepare to enter its spiritua.1 consciousness, it beholds
the facts as they a.re and then follows the efforts to justify himself in the
light of spirit.
Verse 12th: "And the man said, the woman whom thou gavest to be
with me, she gave me of the tree and I did eat.''
The man knew that had it not been for the loving confidence he had
in the angel of his bosom, and for her interior questioning and reasoning.
producing an effect upon him like that of the spiritual guidance, he would
not have been deceived, but man cannot distinguish between the influence
of one admitted to his soul's consciousness by this divine love and the
voice of the spirit, therefore he from the reasonings of his own mind jus.
tified himself.
Verse 13th : " And the Lord God said unto the woman, what is this
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that thon hast done ? And the woman said, the serpent beguiled me 'a nd
I did eat."
Herein is manifest the subtle power of the sex united with love, " the
serpent (sex) beguiled me" that is, by" expectation" C'Vebster.) They
are more apt to follow their feelings than man, and feelings delude the
mind by expectation that is never realized, therefore, the female must be
governetl by the man in these matters, but notwithstanding the justification from the reasoning side, still the consequence of that act could not
be changed. God's laws never change, therefore the <Jpirit brought to their
consciousness the facts expressed in the following words: in the 14th to
the 19th verses read them over.
'Ve will now consider other thoughts
relative to divine creative law.
Verse 14th : " And the Lord God said unto the serpent, because thou
hast done this, thou art cursed above all cattle., and above every beast of
the field ; upon thy belly shalt thou go, and dust shalt thou eat all the
days of thy lite : "
·
While some may think that the thought herein ~xpressecl is visionary
or far fetched, yet we think that all who can accept the fact that all forms
are the embodiment of principles and are the expression of the word of
God, then it will appear i·easonable that when this psychic force has become fully developed in man and woman and then if they fall, it would
become necessary that it should find an embodiment outside of them.
Again, it is accepted by all who understanJ the evolution of life that man
is the quintessence of all below him and that the overflow of man's life is
taken up by those creatures below him. When this creative power was
inverted- turned downward toward the earth, it formed to itself a body,
which principle being the highest of all in man, it must therefore descend
to the lowest possible form in earth, that of the serpent : for the greatest
good becomes the greatest evil when inverted. That the serpent is the
embodiment of two natures, viz., of spiteful hiite, the opposite of
lo\'e, and of psychic control, is well known. How he will draw to
him his prey by that illvisible and unknown power, these powers
when under the control of the regenerate soul a.re the sources of life and
light, and when inverted become sources of the greatest evil, is expressed
by the words of the prophet Isaiah XIV, 12 to 17 : " How art thou fallen
from heaven, 0 Lucifer, (i.e., 0 light bearer or day star,) son of the
morning ! how art thou cast down to the ground, which ditl weaken the
nations ! " (see verses 13 to 17.) Here the prophet speaks of a man as
the embodiment of this principle through which power he n1led among
men. In its inversion he was a destrover, whereas in its true divine order
it would be a saviour.
•
That this psychic force was the sex passion, which is God's creative
power is clearly taught all through the Bible, and is still most surely believed by the Oriental nations who have retained until now, the old beliefs and customs of magic, therefore they hold the serpent as sacrecl, being the embodiment of that principle through which all occult powers
come.
God's saying " dust shalt thou eat," ~tc., is from the fact that the source
or food for the perpetuation of this power is in the cbhtained Reed, or more
directly, the regenerate life, hut when man fell and lost that life an<l it
formed to itself another body it was necessitated to feed from flesh which
is called "dust " as in verse 19.
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Verse 15th: " And I will put enmity between thee and and the
woman, and between thy seed and her seed ; it shall bruise thy head, and
thou shalt bruise his heel."
That there is an enmity between the serpent and man is well known.
but that enmity is overcome when those high attainments are made is also
known, as a physical fact, but that there is a deep metaphysical meaning here
is evident, it is this, when man has conquered the generation then he destroyK the serpent's power to control or deceive him, the man becomes
Head and controller of that principle and the serpent's headship is broken.
but in doing so the serpent principle rises up against him, friends become
enemies, and the old way of "understanding" (the heel) and method of
reason is bruised or broken for he sees no longer the world as the real.
This was no doubt a prophecy that the time would come when man would
conquer this deceiver and through obedience to divine law "enter in (t.o
Eden) through the gate into the city."
Verse 16th: "Unto the woman he said, I will greatly multiply thy sorrow and thy conception ; in sorrow thou shalt bring forth children ; and
thy desire shall be to thy husband, and he shall rule over thee."
This brings a picture to our mind of a man and woman who had never
known generation and its consequent sorrows, and who after having started
in that way had revealed to thAm the above facts in relation t.o that
course of life. How many a young man and woman before marriage feel
the very pulsation of the divine heart and they are lifted into an ecstatic
state that causes them to feel that their associate relation is heaven. In
this state of purity they get a fair taste of Edenic delights and think it
to be lasting, but also, like Eve, when they fall they hear the voice of the
God of creation saying to them, " I will greatly multiply thy sorrows,"
and " thy desire shall be to thy husband and he shall rule over thee,"
for then comes the mental condition expressed in the following :
Verse 17th: " And unto Adam he said, because thou hast hearkened
unto the voice of thy wife, and hast eaten of the tree, of which I commanded thee, saying, thou shalt not eat of it: cursed is the ground for
thy sake ; in sorrow shalt thou eat of it all the days of thy life ; "
" Because thou hast hearkened unto the voice of thy wife " not because
I am angry at being disobeyed, but because of the act producing the effect. Man in his true normal state would have no desire for the sex relation unless woman reflected it upon him, this is often done unconsciously
by women even though the object of her love be many miles distant,
but if man is strong enough to receive this love passion and control it,
then it fills him with life, wisdom and power, and will really open the
inner consciousness to God and the soul world.
Love gives wisdom to the wise; and weakness and folly to the weak
and foolish. Adam was weak and there are many Adams now but oh, how
few Christs, but there are to be many in this the time for the "manifestation of the sons of God."
Verse 18th : " Thorns also and thistles shall it bring forth to thee ; and
thou shalt eat of the herb of the field ; "
Herein is a deep m~taphysical fact, man's mind bein~ 'nearest like the
Creators, it has a direct mfluence upon all nature, and if man is in a. mental state so well represented by thorns and thistles, be will create in the
earth around him the same, and they will spring forth in material form
from the earth.
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Verse 19th : " In the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread, till thou
return unto the ground ; for out of it wast thou taken : for dust thou art,
and unto dust shalt thou return."
When man has made these high attainments, the soul knows the mind
of God and the eyes of the soul are open before him so that he sees that
whinh is to come as clearly as the present ; the past is not, and knowing
it he has no anxious desire about what is to come, for the inevitable is
met without pain of mind or body, and that which is for him to do he
does with joy. Such a body needs but little, and feeds principally from
the SUBSTANCE of divine life; but wl.en the fall into the waters of generation comes, the eyes of the soul are closed, he then lives in constant
darkness and fear of what is before him and of want and death.
It is observed by those who have had these experiences, that before the
fall all things appear peaceful and abundance appears at hand; five minutes after the fall there is a consciousness of lack, a casting about for
something to do. The disposition of five minutes ago to rest in the supreme
mind and to move by the impulse of its will has gone, now evil is apparent, anxiety and the disposition to struggle for self-preservation has taken
its place. The soul cries out, Oh Lucifer (light bearer or sdo of light)
lune arl thou .fallen 1 and in remorse cries out, I was in paradise, I might
have stayed there, why, oh why, did I fall? I could have overcome but
did not, the same instrumentality that woula have exalted me to heaven,
by my own weakness and folly has thrust me down to hell.
Alas ! alas! " Who among us shall dwell with devouring fire? Who
among us shall dwell with everlasting burnings?" (Isaiah xxxm, 14.)
"For our God is a consuming fire." (Hebrews XII, 29.)
Verse 20th : " And Adam called his wife's name Eve (or "Chevah "
;,. e., living) because she was the mother of all living."
That Adam recognized in Eve the source of life is indicated by the
name. Woman is the embodiment of love and desire, which in the creative laws, gathers, inspires, life from God, or the source of all life. In the
regeneration supplies the husband with spiritual power, of knowing, doing, and being like God his father ; but in the generation, gathers ancl
forms other organisms to take their place when they have reaped the reward of their sin against the laws of perpetuity - death.
For the words in verse 19 : '' Dust thou art and unto dust shalt thou
return" was recognized as the consequence of the fall. These words
clearly teach reincarnation. The word of God saying, •• Dust thou art"
certainly was addressed to the conscious thinking .Adam, not to the senseless clay, then this was the turning of the consciousness from " I am spirit"
to " I am flesh " and as Paul ir. his letter to the Romans, YTII, 6, said :
"For the minding of the flesh is death; but the minding of the spirit is
lif~ and peace," the thought that he was fie~h made him " subject to the
law of sin and death," of the physical body, and then God added, "unto
dust shalt thou return," now he was already dust and he was to return to
it af)'ain then it must be the reincarnation : for God said concerning the
pby~ical bodv, " till thou return unto the ground, for OUT OF IT wast thou
ta.ken."
the soul's consciousness ta.ken out of the ground? No!
after he had loosed the spiritual consciousness, then he thought of himself
as an earthly body, and all the consciousness was of that condition, and
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he must return to that condition when the body returned to its earth ; not
into "hell " nor into "heaven " but into "earth," "dust."
Verse 21st : " Unto Adam also and to his wife did the Lord God make
,
coats of skins, and clothed them."
As to the real meaning of this verse I have no light, I might speculate
on it, as many others have done, but that would be u~less. True it is
that God made skins to grow on animals, antl they might have gotten
them from the •• Heathens" but that w6uld not justify this word-formation, so we leave it, as we do not eonsider its explanation essential to the
further illustration of our subject.
Verse 22nd : " And the Lord God said, behold, the man is become as
one of us, to know good and evil: and now, lest he put forth his hand,
and take of the tree of life, and eat, and live for ever:"
" ONE OF us " here is an unmistakable reference to the plurality referred
to under the consideration of the 26th verse of the first chapter, and also
, that they had passed through like expe1·iences and obtained like knowledges, but these high and wise ones have always been regarded as God
when seen by man, even John, the beloved disciple, in the Revelation, xxn,
8th and 9th verse!! was about to ~vorship him but he said, "I am thy fellow servant and of thy brethren the prophets."
This gives us a clea1· hint of what man in future stages of unfoklment
will attain. It suggests that they may even become God's, creating worlds
and peopling them and controlling all their affairs. The spiritualized
mind of man beeomes like its father; when you are capable of di:icerniug
the phenomenon of the illuminated mind faculties, you will discern therein
marvels that will change all your former ideas of man's nature and possibilities.
The man becoming "as one of us," does not imply he had gained something1 no he had lost the greater and gained the lesser, he had started on
the road to develop mind organs ancl saw therein the necessity of acting
wholly from himself, and when he fully realized from what he had fallen,
he would naturally try to return, and as that was made impossible by reason
of new conditions being created it is said that :
Verse 23rcl : ·•Therefore the Lord Goel sent him forth from the garden
of Eden, to till the ground from whence he was taken."
Verse 24th : " So he drove out the man ; and he placed at the east of
the garden of Eden, Cherubims, and a flaming sword which turned every
way, to keep the way of the tree of life."
A sword was an instrument of death in Bible times, a spear was sometimes called a sword, also any thin9, by which men slew each other in war,
this was a .flaming sword, fiery. The full import of this will be fully
understood only by those who are able to wrestle with God (Elohim) the
God of creation ancl conquer as Jacob did, for man produced conditions
which fully justifies this symbolic language and man must by his own
power developed within by unity with God, be able to remove the sword
and enter in through the same gate out of which Adam was driven. The
word Cherubim, means a keeper, these keepers appeared next over the
" Ark of the Covenant " in ••the most holy " place in the temple.
As we shall have occasion to say much more about this in future, we
will reserve the explanation of these most intbresting objects for a future
time.
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We pray that the time may be near when many will be ready to most
fully under!!tancl the great mysteries herein covered, and are awaiting the
advent of the ••overcomer." to know the mystery of the kin~om of Goel."
fTo 1"' continnM!.l
(Tranalated for TBB EeoTmuc. by Ma. J. F.

H. l<...i. flt:TLER.
CAHILL.)

THE INFINITE .A.ND TH.E ETERNAL.
WE find ourselves on the earth, a fluctuating and revolving globe, which
flies like a whirlwind through space, the toy of more than ten unceasing
and varied movements; but we are so small on this globe and so far away
from the rest of the world that all appears to us immovable and unchangeable. However, night spreads its veil, the evening !!tar shines in the Ea3t,
the moon diffuses in the atmosphere its luminous clew and the star3 shine
in the background of heaven. Let us pass on, let us travel with the velocity of light. After a second we pass in sight of the lunar world which
shows us its open cratel"s and its wild alpine valleys. Let us not be detained.
The sun appears and allow,. us to take a last look at the earth, a small inclined globe which is hardly visible, disappearing in infinite darkness.
Venus is coming nearer, a new earth eq:tal to our own, inhabited by beings in rapid and passionate movement.
'\\' e must not stop yet. Let us pass near enough to the Sun in 01·der
to recognize its terrible explosion, but we will continue our flight. Here
is Mars, with its Mediterranean, its gulfs, its shores, its great rivers, its
nations, its extravagant cities, its, active and industrious population. Time
is precious, let us not stop.
Jupiter, the enormous colossus, is nearing, a t110usand earths do not
equal it. What rapidity in its days! what turmoil on its suiface l what
storms, what volcanoea, what hurricanes umlerits tremendous atmosphere!
what strange animals in its waters I Human beings do not appear there
yet. Let us fly on, fly on constantly. That world as rapid as Jupiter,
adorned with a strange aureola, is Saturn, a fantastic planet around which
eight planets of varied phases re\·olve: fantastical appear to us also the
bt-ings that inhabit it. Let us prosecute our heavenly flight.
Uranus and Neptune are the last known worlds which we find on our
way. But let us fly, always fly.
Pale, disturbed, slow, fatigued, glides in front of us the comet, lost in
the night of its aphelion ; but we can always distinguish the Sun, like an
immense star, shining amidst the multitude of luminous bodies which populate space. With a constant velocity of thousands of miles a second,
four hours have been enough to compass the distance which s~parates us
from Neptune, but it is already several tlays that we Are flying through
aphelions of comets, and during weeks and months we continue crossing
the desert~ which surround the solar family, and we meet nothing but
comets which travel from one gystem to the other, errant stars, small meteors and remnants of ruined worlds. Let us fly, fly yet during three
years and six months before we reach the neat•est sun, a grand furnace,
a double sun, gravitating in a. measured manner and throwing into space
a light and a heat more intense than that of our own sun.
But let us not retard our progress : let us continue our journey during
t.eu, twenty, a hundred, a. thousand years, with the same rapidity of 186,000
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miles a second I Yes, during a thousand yea.1'8, without stopping for anything, let us pass through and examine while passing, tho~e multiple systems, those new suns of every magnitude, fecund and powerful focuses,
stal'S whose light is extinguishing or commencing, those innumerable families of varied and multiple planets, earths populated by unknown beings
of every form and variety ; those multicolored satelUtes, and all those celestial unexpected landscapes ; let us observe those starry nations ; let us
greet their labor, their works, their history; let us guess their customs,
tJieir passions, their ideas, but do not let us stop I Here are another thousand yea.rs to continue our travels in a straight line, let us use them. let
us pass through those multitudes of suns, those far away globes, that flammiferous haze, that milky-way which is rent asunder, that formidable genesis, all succeeding each other throngh the yawning immensity ; let us not
be surprised if suns or stars fall like rain before our eyes, or like tears uf
fire falling into the eternal abyss; let us be preseut at the destruction of
globes, at the ruin of worn out worlds, at the birth of new ones ; let us
observe the fall of whole systems towards the constellations which attract
them. hut do not let us stop I
A thousand years, nay more, ten thousand, a hundred thousand yet, of
this flight, always in a straight line, always with the same velocity of
186,000 miles a second. Let us imagine we were thus flying a million of
years, would we be on the border of the visible universe? There are still
dark immensities which we have to cross. ·But there we sea new stars
shining on the background of the sky. Let us reach them. Another
million of years : new revelations, new brilliancy of stars I new worlds,
a new universe, a new earth, new human beings I And what I never the
enu? never the horizon dosed, always the sky above us'? Always space I
Always vacancy I which way have we gone? where are we?
In the portals of eternity I "\Ve have not advanced one single pace I
We are always at the same point I The centre is everywhere, the circumference nowhere..... Yes, here we have the infinite before us, we have not
even commenced its study..... We have seen nothing, we step back from
fright, we fall down annihilated, incapable of following a useless career.
Ah ! we may fall, we may fall in a straight line into the open abyss, continue to fall, during all eternity: in the eame manner as we failed to reach
the sunuuit, we will never never reach the base ; what do I say '! we will
never get nearer to it I The nadir changes into the zenith. Neither heaven
not· hell ; neither orient nor occident ; neither heighth nor depth ; neither
right nor left. In whatever direction we regard the universe, it is Infinite.
In the infinitude - the associations of suns and of worlds which constitute our visible universe, only form an island in the great archipelago,
and, in eternity, the life of our humanity, so haughty and arrogant with
all its religious and political history, the whole life of our planet, is merely
the (lream of an instant I
CAMILLO FLAMMARION in El pan del Espiritu of Santiago, Chili.
" What is truth ? - A staff rejected ;
Duty ! - an unwelcome clog ;
Joy l -A moon by fits rejected
In a swamp or watery bog ; "
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THE PHILOSOPHER'S STONE; OR, TWO IN ONE.
TBB godd- is within the fold al. enry human
breut·
A bidden form from mortal eye, yet ltill our
colllltant gueet.
The temple where she dwella ia truth divine,
The spint form of God in human shrine.

And vigors of celestial life
Receives he from hie bidden wife,
A heavenly glow throughout his frame
And by this glow proclaims her name.

I and m; Father now are one,
Male and female's in the son;

Binne thou art and all the human race
But with the inward sight alone, canst thou this
wild.om trace.
Behold the God and godd- ; Spirit and the
llOlll;
__ ...._,_ the
Thv binne uaime ; This the eud ,.... WUif

JI.e glorifies the Father'e uame

Two natures have we all while here below, The outward black as uight, the inward white

He olaime his partner of eternal ohoice
Which no one oan annul, or raise diuentiug
voice
This compact made in secret, with epirit and
with "bride
The temple
the shrine
his, wherein the
couple bide.

• goal.

asanow .;

That which is ftesh i• plainl1. seen
That from the ftesh the apint came the aoul t.o
wean.

Here Ii• the secret of our higher life
For every man to find his bidden wife ;
Leh woman too, to find her hiding mate
Concealed within herself; her love,her "fate."

Thia ia a myatery no doubt to some
That we should have two forma, two bound in
one,
And each be iguorant, thus of one another
Until revealed by Father God, who'1 also
Mother.
For God ia male and female bound in one,
And man ia male and female as God's son,
And woman also ii woman-man
Ky.tery e'en aillCle time began.
For man is not without thewoman DI TBB LoBD,
Nor woman without the man, so Mith the word,
No one ia ae:dem in that spirit world;
Foreex pure love, IT makes the child of gold.
Who ere the fleshly lov• forego,
The Isis they eball surely bow
She will unveil herself, to thoee
Her grace and form she will diacloee.

In body and in brain, will make us known
That she is with the true while here below,
And will reveal to IUCli her hidden grace,
And by Pl:BO'CP'ZIO.K fine, aball feel her pure
embrace.

Thia truth we all shall one day bow
By vibrationa soft and low ;
In onr own frame, we shall diloem
The two in one from uight till morn.
The hallowed glow of nuptial ties
From head to foot, in hands and eyes
He feels be knows this l8C?ed truth
Though aged in form ' tis joined to youth.

While this great truth he doth proolaim.
The Bride within and he are one,
The Father's own begotten son;
Alike in nature, in degree
Male and female both are we•

and

are

No mortal eye allowed to gaze upon the bidden
pair,
The biune nature ie the son and also daughter

fair,
This counterpartal life ia given by their God;
He lives in t.liem and ii their everlasting good.
The secret from the first in Adam's Raoe,
Revealed to prophet priest's though wbioh a~
Deep things t.o them made known,
The Biune nature in us sown.
The seed of the woman, it was Aid
Should one day bruise the serpent's bead.
This womim ii within and Love it ia her name
She comes t.o conquer all with her etherial

ftame.
The holv spirit she is called by some,All names are hers, as Father in the BOD;
Far in the future race they must appear
And recreate themaelves from y11ar to year.
Thus God and uature are both one
The marriage ia within, where lives the two in
one;
Throughout all worlds, he ia their life
For God has married nature and nature ia His
wife.
Where ere the wife doth go, he wuat go too;
He's bound t.o pay all debta and bring her
through;
If nature by her fall go down to laell
The Huband'e of her ftesh, and with lier he
must dwell.

Till he imparts his holy leaven,
And mile ner from hell to highest heaven;
Thus shall nature rise unt.o hie throne
For nature and onr God are now the two in one.
C. P. B. A., London, England.
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VIVISECTION.
AN article entitled "Sorcery in Science "by the late Anna Bonus Kingi;ford, M. D., has just been brought to our notice. It treats of vivisection
in a mannet· so thorough aucl impartial, that we cannot refrain from ruakfog generous extracts. After careful reading and consideration of the
subject as presented by this able writer, we cannot think that one of our
readers can favor the prosecution of this infamous practice of animal torture, although it is pursued under the guise of scientific investigation and
the interests of humanity.
Col. Olcott in a finely written introduction to the above named article
says: "The torture-bench aud pincers of our vivisector are but the proof
of his ignorance of the nature of human life, mind and spirit. 'Vere he
not a. gross materialist, he would substitute for the apparatus of his underground laboratory the gentle, painless and divine methods of soul-sight
and psychometry, for studying the problems of vitality, consciousness and
soul. So far back as 1844, I saw Andrew Jackson Davis - then a lad
himself-sitting in a second-story room in Poughkeepsie, and from a lock of
a sick nlan's hair held in his hand, giving an accurate diagnosis of the
disease, its cause and remedy. For this wonderful in-looking vision which.
when fully developed, can penetrate into the innermost ganglionic centres
of the human body- .and see it suffused with the light of the spirit so as
to appear like a palace of ruby, silver, sapphire and onyx, these Knighted
and decorated torturers of Sciem~e would have us permit them to use but why should these horrors be written out by two pens? Read."
"Believers in the conclusions of the exponents of physical science are
apt to bring against the students of Spiritual science the charge of re ..;ving the old tricks and evil doings of sorcery. Some persons who make
this allegation believe that sorcery. whether ancient or moderu, never had,
nor can have, any other basis than mere imposture and ignorant credulity ;
others believe or suspect that it represents a real art of an unlawful and
abominable character. I propose- to show that sorcery has indeed been
revived in modern times to a considerable extent, but that its revival has
takt:n place, not in the domain of Spiritual Science, but in that of physical science itself.
" A further object of my address is to suggest to those who, like myself,
hold as a fundamental doctrine of all Spiritual knowledge, the Unity of
Substance, and who think it incumbent on them to give the knowledge of
that doctrine practical expression in universal sympathy with all forms of
sentient being, that it is high time for them ~ enter the lists actively
against the worst manifestation of Materialism and Atheism the world
has yet seen, and to declare their recognition of the simple and obvious
moral issue of faith in a good God, namely- the duty of Love for all incarnations of the Divine Substance, and horror and reprehension of cruelty
as such, whatever plea may be advanced for its practice.
•
"It would be difficult to find stronger evidence of the banefulness of the
influence exerted by the materialistic spirit of the day, than that which is
furnished by the apathy and uncertainty ot the public generally in regard
to the practice known as Vivisection. To the vitalized minority of persons,
the spectacle thus afforded is as amazing as it is deplorable. That anv
human being, claiming to be civilized, 'should, through indifference or
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doubt, hesitate to condemn an organized system of torture, on whatever
plea instituted, is in itself sufficiently surprising. But when all the aggravating circumstances are taken into the account - especially the innooonce
and helplessness of the victims - the prevalent attitude of the public mind
becomes explicable only as the result of some moral epidemic.
''From the ordinary po\nt of view, the utilitarian and the moral, this
question has already been amply discussed, and with these it is not now
my purpose to deal. There is a third aspect of it, especially interesting
.to the student of physiological and occult science, and one which, for want
of a more precise definition, may be described as the spiritualistic. Persons to whom the chronicles of the modern vivisector's laboratory and the
records of ancient and medi~val sorcery Me alike familiar, must doubtless
have noted the family resemblance between the two, and will need only to
be reminded that the practice whose ethics are now so prominently canvassed in medical conclaves, and on popular platforms, represents no new
feature in the world's history, but is in every detail a resuscitation of the
old and hideous cultns of the Black Art, whose ghost was deemed to be
forever laid.
"The science c,f medicine, pla.Qed originally under the direct patronage of
the Gods, whether Egyptian, Oriental, Grecian, or Teutonic, and subsequently under that of the Christian Church, was among all nations in the
days of faith associated with the priestly office. The relation between
soundness of soul and soundness of body was then held to be of the closest,
and the health-giving man, the therapeut, was one who cured the body by
means of knowledge, Divine alike in its source and in its method. In
Egypt, where tho order of the Theraputm seems to have had its origin,
healing was from the earliest times connected with religion, and there is
good reason to believe that the practice of medicine was the exclusive and
regularly exercised profession of the priesthood, the first hospital of which
we have any record being within the consecrated precincts of the temple,
and the sick being placed under the immediate care of its ministrants.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

" Side by side with true magic, sanctioned by the Gods, taught by the
Church, hallowed by prayer, there grew up, like the poisonous weed in
the cornfield, the unholy art of the black magician or sorcerer, whose endeavor was to rival, by the aid of sub-human or "infernal" mE"..ans, the
results obtained legitimately by the adept in white or celestial magic.
" And, as on the one hand, in order to attain the grace and power neoessary to perform Divine works or "miracles," the true Magician cultivated purity in act and thought, denying the appetites, and abounding
in love and prayer ; so, on the other hand, in order to achieve success in
witchcraft, it was necessary to adopt all the opposite practices. The sorcerer was distinguished by obscene actions, malevolence, and renunciation
of all human sentiments and hopes of heaven. His only virtues -if virtues they can be called -were hardihood and perseverance. No deed
was foul enough, no cruelty atrocious enough, to deter him. As the supremacy of the Magian was obtained at the price of self-sacrifice and
unwearying love and labor for others, so the sorcerer, reversing the means
to suit the o:eposite end, sacrificed others to himself, and cultivated a spirit
of indiscriminate malignity. For the patient and reverent study by means
of which the Magian sought to. win the secrets of Nature, the sorcerer
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substituted violence, and endeavored to wrest from her by force the treasures she gives only to love. In order to attract and bind to his service
the powers he invoked, he offered in secluded places living oblations of
victims the most innocent he could procure, putting them to deaths of
hideous torture in the belief that the results obtained would be favorable
to his wishes in proportion to the inhumanity and monstrosity of the
means employed. Thus, as Ennemoserobserves, "the sorcerer's inverted
nature itself, abused the innocent animal world with horrible ingenuity,
and trod every human feeling under foot. Endeavoring by force to obtain benefits from hell, they had recourse to the most terrible of infernal
devices. For, where mE1n know not God, or having known, have turned
away from Him to wickedness, they are wont to address themselves in
worship to the kingdom of hell, and to the powers of darkness.
"Such, precisely, is the part enacted by the vivisector of to-day. He is,
in fact, a practitioner of black magic, the characteristic cultus of which has
been described by a well-known writer on occult subjects as that of vic&rious death. " To sacrifice others to oneself, to kill others in order to get
life,- this was the great principle of sorcery." (Eliphas Levi.) The
witches of Thessaly practiced horrible cruelties; some, like Canidia., of
whom Horace speaks, buried infants alive, leaving their heads above
ground, so that they died of hunger ; others cut them into pieces and mixed
their flesh and blood with the juice of belladonna, black poppies, and
herbs, in order to compose ointments deemed to have special properties.
The well-known history of Gilles de Laval, Seigneur of Retz and Marshal
of Brittany in the fifteenth century, may serve as an illustration of the
atrocities perpetrated in secret by professors of sorcery. This man, distinguished for the military services he rendered to Charles VII., and occupying an honored and brilliant position in the society of the day (as
also do most of our modern sorcerers,) was yet, like the latter, guilty of
the most infamous practices concei "able. More than two hundred children
of tender years died in torture at the hands of the Marshal and his accomplices, who, on the faith of the doctrines of sorcery, believed that the universal agent of life could, by certain processes conducted under approved
conditions, be instantaneously fixed and coagulated in the pellicule of
healthy blood. This pellicule, immediately after transfusion, was collected
and subjected to the action of diverse fermentations, and mingled with
salt, sulphur, mercury and other elements.• (Eliphas Levi.)
"Ao almost exact parallel to the modern vivisector in motive, in method,
and in character, is presented by the portrait thus preserved to us of the.
medi~val devil-conjurer. In it we recognize the delusion, whose enunciation in medical language is so unhappily familiar to us, that by means
of vicarious sacrifices, divinations in living bodies, and rites consisting of
torture scientifically inflicted and prolonged, the secrets of life and of
Power over nature are obtainable. But the spiritual malady which rages
in the soul of the man who can be guilty of the deeds of the vivisector, is
in itself sufficient to render him incapable of acquiring the highest and
best knowledge. Like the sorcerer, he finds it easier to propa(J'ate and
multiplv
disease than to discover the secret of health. Seekin:
for th~
•
0
•These formule, prescribed by the ancient 110ienoe of alohemy, have referenoe, of OOGl'!le, t,
truths of which the terms used are symbob only. But the aoreerer, not being an initiate, understood these terms in their ordin.a n sense, and acted. aoc ordingly.
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germs of liie he invents only new methods of death, and pays with his soul ·
the price of these poor gains. Like the sorcerer, he misunderstands alike
the terms and the method of knowledge, and voluntarily sacrifices his
humanity in order to acquire the eminence of a fiend. But perhaps the
most significant of all points of resemblance between the sorcerer and the
vivisector, as contrasted with the Magian, is in the distinctive and exclusive solicitude for the mere body manifested by the two former. To secure advantages of a. physical a.nd material nature merely, to discover
some effectual method of self-preservation in the flesh, to incr~e its
pleasures, to assuage its self-induced diseases, to minister to its sensual
comforts, no matter at what cost of vicarious pain and misery to innocent
men and anima.ls, these are the objects, '2clusively, of the mere sorcerer,
- of the mere vivisector. His aims are bounded by the earthly and the
sensual; he neither cares nor seeks for any knowledge unconnected with
these. But the aspiration of the Magian, the adept in ttue magic, is entirely towards the region of the Divine. He seeks primarily health for
the soul, knowing that health for the body will follow ; therefore he works
through and by means of the soul, a.nd his art is truly sympathetic, magnetic, and radical. He holds that the soul is the true person, that her
interests are paramount, and that no knowledge of value to man can be
bought by the vicarious tears and pain of any creature soever. He remembers, above all things, that man is the son of God, and if for a. moment the
interests of Knowledge and of Love should seem to be at variance, he will
say with equal courage a.ud wisdom : " I would rather that I and my beloved should suffer and die in the body, than that to buy relief or life for
it our souls should be smitten with disease and death." For the Magian
is priest and king as well as physician; but the sorcerer, whose miserable
craft, divorced from religion, deals only with the lower nature, that is,
with the powers of darkness, clings with passionate despair to the flesh,
and, by the very character of his pursuit:i, makes himself incapable of real
science. For, to be an adept in this, it is indispensable to be pure of heart,
clear of conscience, and just in action. It is not enough that the aim be
noble, it is necessary that the means should be noble likewise. A Divine
intention presupposes a Divine method. As it is forbidden to man to enrich himself by theft, or to free himself by murder, so also is it forbidden
him to acquire knowledge by unlawful means, - to fight even the battles
of humanity with the weapons of hell. It is impossible to serve humanity
by the sacrifice of that which alone constitutes humanity - justice and its
eternal principles. Whenever the world has followed the axioms of the
vivisector, whenever. it has put sword and flame and rack to work in the
interests of truth or of progress, it has but reaped a. harvest of lies, and
started an epidemic of madness and delusion. All the triumphs of civilization ha.ve been gained by civilized methods: it is the Divine law that
so it should be, and whoever affirms the contrarv is either an imbecile or
a hypocrite. The vivisector's plea that be sins in the interests of humanity is, therefore, the product of a mind incapable of reason, or wilfully
concealing its true object with a lie. That, in the majority of cases, the
latter explanation is the correct one, is proved beyond doubt by the nature
of the operations performed, and by not a few incautious admissions on
the pa.rt of some of the school itself. To multiply pamphlets, "ohservation11," a.nd 44 scientific " discussions, to gain notoriety among followers
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of the cultus, to b~ distinguished as the inventor of such a "method" or
the chronicler of such a series of experiments, and therebyto earn wealth
and position, 1 these constitute the ambitions of the average vivisector.
And, if we go beyond these, if some vague hope of a " great discovery "
delude and blind his moral nature as it did that of the miserable Seigneur
de Retz, we must, in such cases, relegate him to the category of madmen,
who, for the poor gains of the body, are willing to assassinate the soul.
Madness such as this, was rife in those medimval times which we are wont
to speak of as the " dark ages," and the following examples, selected for
the striking resemblance they present to the " scientific " crimes of the
nineteenth century, may, with the instances already given, suffice as
specimens of the abomiuations which the delusions of sorcery are able to
suggest.
(Numeroua examples of the torture of helpless animals are here given. It aeema incredible
that such inbu111&11 practices can be 11&11ctioned by law, but all the incidents are fully vouched for.
We refrain from quoting them however, and simply reproduce a paragraph from "Cyoo' e Handbook for Vivilecton.)

"The true vivisector should approach a difficult experiment with joyous
eagerness and delight. He, who shrinking from the dissection of a living
creature, approaches experimentation as a disagreeable necessity may, indeed, repeat various vivisections, but can never become an artist in vivisection. The chief delight of the vivisector is that experienced when from
an ugly-looking incision, filled with bloody humors and injured tissues,
he draws out the delicate nerve-fibre, and by means of irritants revives
its apparently extinct sensation."
" Have we in this nineteenth century indeed expunged from among us
the foul and hideous practice of sorcery, or rather, if comparison be fairly
made between the witchcraft of the "dark ages " and the "science " of
the present, does it not appear that the latter, alike for number of professors, ingenuity of cruelty, effrontery and folly, bears away the palm'? No
need in this "year of grace " to seek in the depths of remr'te forests, or
in the recesses of m01mtain caves and ruined castles, the midnight haunts
of the sorcerer. All day he and his assistants are at their work unmolested in the underground laboratories of all the medicrsl schools throughout the length and breadth of Europe. Underground indeed, they needs
must work, for the nature of their labors is such that, were they carried
on elsewhere, the peace of the surrounding neighborhood would be endangered. For when from time to time a door swings open below the gloomy
stone staircase leading down into the darkness, there may be heard a
burst of shrieks and moans, such as those which arose from the subterranean vaults of the mediaival sorcerer. There still, as of old, the wizard
is at his work, the votary of " Satan " is pursuing his researches at the
price of the torture of the innocent, and of the loss of his own huma.nitv.
" But between the positions of sorcery in the past and in the present is
one notable and all impo1-tant difference. In the past it was hchl a damnable offence to practice the devil's craft ; and once proved guilty, the
sorcerer, no matter what his worldly rank or public services, could not
hope to escape from death by fire. But now the Professors of the Black
Art hold their Sabbat in public, and their enunciations and the recitals
of their hideous " experiments " are reported in the journals of the day.
They are decorated by princes, feted by great ladies, and honored with
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the special prot.ootion of State legislation. It is held superstition to believe that in former ages wizards were enabled by the practice of secret
abominations and cn1elties to wrest knowledge from nature, but now the
self-same crimes are openly and universally perpetrated, and men everywhere trnst their "effiacy."
"And in the last invention of this horrible cultus of death and suffering,
the modern sorcerer shows us his "devils casting out devils," and urges
us to look to the parasites of contagion - foul germs of disease - as the
regenerators of the iuture. Thus, if the sorcerer be permitted to have
his way, the malignant spirits of fever, sickness, and corruption will be
let loose and multiplied upon earth, and as in Egypt of old, every Ii ving
creature, from the cattle in the field to the firstborn son of the king, will
be smitten with plague and death. By his evil art he will keel? alive
from generation to generation the multitudious broods of foul livmg, of
vice.and uncleanness, none of them be suffered to fail for need of culture,
ingrafting them afresh day by day and year by year in the bodies of new
victims ; paralyzi_!lg t~e efforts of the hygienist, and rendering vain the
work of the true .Magian, the Healer, and the teacher of pure life."

•

SUNSET.

sunset, soft falling twilight,
Bright llow of evening, herald of the night ;
Clouds sparkling gold, pearls of the nightfall,
The West filled with glory ; peacti comes to all.
REAUTIFUL

Symbol of dying day, revealing the depths of space,
Unveil God's wealth of worlds, likeness of His face.
As your azure tint, so may our lives be bright,
Free from all gloom and sin ; filled with endless light.
Oh ! that life's sunset thus calmly might come,
And the last twilight show earth's battles won ;
Oh ! may the clouds of dead and "silent years
Sparkle with bright memories of all our hopes and fears.

CB.AS. H.

MACKAY.

RESURRECTION.
THE resurrection of the spirit from the body, when the change called
death occurs, prefigures that deeper resurrection of the divine spirit from
the death of the soul. As the body now dies in order that · the spiritual
being may emerge mto immortal life - so when through moral decadence
the man" is dead in trespasses and sins," when there is apparently no trace
of divine life left - but all is swallowed up in moral death, then the
life of God within the soul begins to undergo resurrection. The spring
of life comes and rehabitates the growing soul in all the beauties of eternal life filled and radiant with the glory of God.
Life is ever through death.
."Resurrection is a universal law of human progress."
When the winter is deepest, and the hour darkest then is coming the
:reeurrection. God cradles the universe in His arms of everlasting love.
hlOGENE
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THE ZODIACAL CONSTELLATIONS.
No. 4.

Sagittarius. (J.)
Tms constellation may be located at this season (July and August)
occupying a position nearly south an<l in the centre of the Milky Way.
There are no stars of first magnitude within its borders but it is nevertheless a very noticeable group and easily distinguishable.
The Milky Way at this point is of particular inte1·est from the fact
that it divides into two sections and does not re-unite until the constellation of Cygnus (the Swan) is reached. This· constellation (Cygnus) will
be seen occupying that portion of the heavens nearly overhead, and in
form resembling a cross.

Half way from Cygnus to Sagittarius, directly in the brighter portion
of the Milky Way, a very bright star of first magnitude will be noticed.
This is Altair, the principle star of the constellation of Aquilla, the Eagle.
Each side of Altair, and holding equal distances from it will be seen two
smaller stars. These two stars with Altair form a straight line several
degrees in length. Follow this line three times its length t.oward the
south east and the constellation of Capricorn will be found. This will be
the next zodiacal constellation t.o be considered.
Regarding the constellation of Cy~us there are several points of great
interest connected therewith. Within its limits, in the year 1876, there
wa11 discovered a new star which attained t.o a brightness equalling a star
of third magnitude, and then it gradually faded away until it was invisible. Another interesting fact in this particular is that the famous " 61
Cygni" is a member of this group. This star is the nearest to our system
of any of the heavenly bodies beyond the orbit of Ne~tune. From thitt
statement, however, it must not be inferred that 61 Cygni is within an
easily calculated distance of earth's inhabitants. On the contrary, it is
so far distant that light travelling at the rate of 186,000 miles per second
would require six years to traverse the space separating our s~stem from
C. H. M.
that of ol Cygni.
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RE-INCARNATION.•
RE-INCARNATION means, to be incarnated, or live in the fiesh again,
and if we are incarnate now, what is more likely than that we shall be so
again. To me, and I believe to many others, there is unlimited fleasure
in the contemplation of the idea, for while we cannot from actua knowledge proclaim it as a truth, we see it demonstrated in so many ways, that
there is little room for disbelief.
It is not the law, or nature of anything to go backward. Thie is a known
fact, neither does anything stand still. We know from observation that
a constant change is going on in everything.
Take a. tree for example. It first appears to our sight in the form of
a tender little bud. We may liken this bud to a child 6.rst ebtering the
world. The bud grows and strengthens into a sapling and, as time rolls
on, into a tree. It may be symmetrical and beautiful to behold, or distorted and displeasing to the eye, because out of proportion, according to
the nature of the elements surrounding it. So the child developes from
childhood to youth and from youth to manhood, perhaps really perfect in
form, and all hia faculties, or, on the other hand, he may be ungainly
and faulty, acoording to the conditions under which he has grown. The
man and tree are both subject to the changing elements and seasons, but
finally a time comes when they, as to external organization must succumb.
They wither and to all appearances die and crumble into dust. They pass
out of sight and are perhaps forgotten, but who is there among us who
wants to believe that they are completely annihilated, that all this life
and beauty has come to such an ignominious end? Is it not more reasonable to suppose, knowing as we do that in nature nothing is wasted, that
the very elements of which the tree was composed, after undergoing certain processes, will spring into life again, with renewed beauty and activity, and if this is so, shall man the noblest work of God, the grand
masterpiece of the Creator and a Creator himself be less? Never! We
cast off the body, and why should we not? What further use have we
for an old body that hangs upon us as a garment in shreds, and is
only a.Ii encumbrance to the man within? We throw it off as we would
a soiled and ragged garment that we are tired carryin~ about with us.
That alone can ,die. The mind he soul that animated it, still lives and
grows stronger with each renewal of the body, for the All-Wise Provider
bas abundant material at hand to create a new and better body when.the
time is ripe for doing so.
Our very aspirations and soul longings prove that this life is not a complete one for :
" If living ia but the merest breath,
And all our longings end in death,"

why do we feel those longings for a better life, for who was ever satisfied
with the attainments of this life? The soul is continually reaching out
for something higher, and what seemed beyond our grasp yesterday, but
is in our po8808sion to-day, will not satisfy us to-morrow. We are ever
striving for something we have not, but feel that we must have, and in
this struggle wear out body after body ; for surely and steadily the good
work most go on, and the more bodies we wear out the slower will be the
•Beed before the Autia, Te:aa, Baoteric Society b:r Mile Belle Ta:rlor.
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process. Let us then take the best possible care of the present body that
1t may be better able to serve the .higher self within, its master.
The body cannot act except under the direction of the mind and we
should see to it that we govern it well, for a wise and good master makes
an efficient servant.
My idea of re-incarnation or perhaps rather my hope of what it is, is
that all our dreams and desires for something higher and better, all the
aims, aspirations and purposes, that we fail- from lack of opportunitv to carry out now, will come to a glorious fruition in the future. That we
will do nobler and grander work in each successive life, until we have
reached such a state of perfection that there will be nothing left to wish
for. No unsatisfied craving or doubt and restlessness to cause disease, or
afllictions of the body. No evil thoughts in our hearts toward any creature or thing. Then, and not until then, shall we live the true life, and
t;o attain this we should train the within and the without to work so harmoniously together that one cannot keep the other back. 'With this end
in view, it behooves us to begin now to keep our minds and bodies pure
and strong, and drive out all hate and wickedness from our hearts thus
giving love and purity a chance to enter and abide with us, and so hasten
the day when this earth sha,11 be a paradise indeed, and we shall all be
perfect, and glowing with divine life and beauty with a never-ending life
before us, in which to enjoy the fruits of our labor.
OUR Austin branch seems to have been the first to respond to our suggestion to take up subjects from week to veek of a definite character.
The above essay shows that this branch has talent within its borders, and
there is not one of our humblest societies throughout the land, which cannot develop ideas as beautiful and instructive as those contained in Miss
Taylor's effort. It yet remains for our people to put their best energies
into a work, the scope and value of which they have not begun to appreciate. Our modest branch organizations have it within their power to
revolutionize the religious thought of the day. Will they accept the glorious opportunity presented them?
(Ed.)
IT is not allowed any spirit or angel to speak with man from his own
memory, but from the man's ; for angels and spirits have memory as well
as man. 1f a spirit should speak with a man from his own memory, the
mah would not then know but that the spirit's thoughts were his own, when
they are not. It would be like the seeming recollection of a thing which
the man never heard or saw. That such is the case has been given me
to know from experience. Hence the opinion held by some of the ancier.ts,
that after thousands of years they should return into their former life,
and into all its acts, and that indeed they actually had so returned. They
believed so, because occasionally there occurred to them, as it were, a rec- ..
ollection of things which yet they never saw or heard. This appearance was produced by an influx of spirits from their own memory into the
ideas of men's thoughts.
Swedenborg.
" What is youth ? - a dancing billow,
(Winds behind and rocks before ; )
Age? -A drooping, tottering willow
On a iat and lazy shore."
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EDITORIAL.
WE repeat the notice of the past two months, namely that we have a few more
copies of current magazines, upon Theosophical, Scientific and ReligioWI subjects.
These magazines we are selling rapidly at twenty-five cenu per pound.
THE thit·d volume of THE EsOTERIC is ready to be delivered in bound form,
as per advertisement in this issue. It makes a large book of 524 pages, and is of
the same general style, 88 to external appearance, 88 the former volumes.

WE received a letter a short time since from a friend who inquired if it would
be troubling us too much if he propounded to us a question upon aistronomy ! Now
that is exactly what we have desired that the readers of this magazine would do.
We are only too glad to impart, in our humble way, the little knowledge which we
have been privileged to acquire, and it encourages us exceedingly to know that our
modest articles are exciting sufficient interest to provoke inquiry into this grandest of studies. By all means send in your questions. However simple or foolish
you may suppose them to be, do not let tkat deter you, for there are thousands who
are on a level with you and are hungry for a little real knowledge, but are too retiring or too afraid to expose their ignorance in these matters, so abstruse to the
many.
THE PERFECT WAY at $1.15 will doubtless prove to be a very attractive bargain to our many frie:ids and patrons. Already the orders received, point to a
speedy diminution of the stock in hand, and we warn our readers to send in their
orders early or we cannot promise to fill them. In sending for this book after
August first, we would suggest that instructions are given 88 to disposition of money
in case the edition is exhausted.

OUR readeTS do not respond as heartily 88 we would wish, to our call for the
names of clergymen to whom we could send free sample copies of THE ESOTERIC
containing Prof. Butler's" Bible Reviews." These articles are written from the
true esoteric stand-point and are cleStined to be read ancl copied very extensively.
TBE subject of Vegetarianism has been brou,llht up for discussion in some of
our branches, and has met with receptions both hot and cold. according to reports
from heads of branches. Now let us hasten to say that excited arguments in our
meetings mtUt be avo«Ud. Eat meat if [ou will, but keep your temper, remembering that it is that which cometh out o the mouth which defileth. As to any
of the U11eless personal habits of members, do not touchupon them at aJJ,. If you
have started upon this work of regeneration of self, these little affairs of every
day concern will ultimately right themselves. We would that every reader of this
magazine were a vegetarian. And to carry the wish still further we would like
to see all our friends free from every limitation of a fteshly nature. But let us be
patient. Perfection comes not in a moment. Neither does it come through anxiety, argument, or constant quibbling over a contested point of little or no importance in itself.
We have a long, uphill route before us and tint of all we must learn to wait.
Cultivate patience. At moat we can but keep ourselves in the current of Divine
Power and allow that to bear us on to our place of future usefulness, - our destiny.
'
A cOBBE8PONDENT (in whom we repose the most sincere feelings of fraternal
love and trust) has lately written us a few of the moat interesting letters which
· we have ever been privileged to read. He has intensified our ideas as to the present ineffectual methods of perfecting the race, when such efforts are unaccompanied by eqrrfd 6Za'1Apl6. " W orde, words, words," he says " Preaching to the
end of saving mankind has been going on for six thousand years and with what
reeolt? " Oh that we could all bold ourselves upon the height which thia man
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has reached and make our lives perpetual tJIZllimp/M which would compel our brother
to pause and admire, and yearn to reach the aame aoul elevation. It matters not
what your station ; preacher of the gospel or laborer in the streeta, calmly and
without display, pursue your path in thorough con.aisteney and adherence to the dictates of the highest guidance ; aiming not to Ull your virtnes, but make them so
noticeable that no one can mistake your honor, nor the purity of your intentiona. ·
WE question Nature - God - upon this great subject of soul-development and
are taught that we must first of all cultivate patience, and by patience we do not
for a moment understand laziness or indifference, but pat~ simple and Christlike. Take the lily, Christ's basis of his most beautiful parable. After long days of
growth, pe1i.od succeeding period and the same external appearance colllta.Dtly presenting itself, finally, in a night, as if by magic, the beautiful flower bursta
into being and spreads its white petals out to the heavens. So with ns. Day by
day, year by year, the slow work goes on. We are unaware of our growth; we
sometimes chaff and fret that we cannot demonstrate that we are becoming better,
more refined. We would tear open the delicate petals, used by God in the aoulstrncture, and retard His work in childishly gratifying a curiosity. We lack the
faith to believe that beneath the never-changing earth environment there sleeps
an eternal principle whose growth is wisely proceeding according to unchangeable
law, and which principle will sometime burst forth in full beauty and oonsciotu-

nus.
Tu National Constitutional Liberty League, of Boeton, Maas., is conducting
an educational and agitational campaign against
1. Medical monopoly laws.
2. Compulsory Vaccinnation laws; and in favor of
1. Legislative encouragement for improved methods of healing.
2. Legislation protecting the people against danger, deception, extortioa and
fraud in medical practice.
3. Legislation requiring physicians to write prescriptiona legibly and in plain
English and poison labels for poisonous substances prescribed or furnished by
physicians.
By special arrangement, entertaining literature on these vitally interesting subjects will be sent free to such of our subscribers as will send their name and address, mentioning our paper. to J. Wntl'IBLD ScOTr, Sec'y., Boston, Maas.

Tmc ST. LoUIB MA.GA.ZINB, now in its twentieth year, contains Original Stories,
Poems, Timely Articles for advanced thinkers on various subjects, Papers on
Health and Hygiene, Metaphysics, Home and Society Topics, etc. Price Sl.50
a year, sample copy aeut for aix cent.s. Address, T. J . Gilmore, 901 Olive St.,
St. Louis, Mo. We will send St. Louis Magazine and this magazine one year
for $1.75. Address this office.
Tmc annual meeting of the stock-holders of the :Eeoteric Publishing Company
waa held Wednesday, June 20th 1890, at Kittery Maine at which place the company waa incorporated last year, The officers chosen for the enening term are
as follows : Hiram E. Butler, Wilbur H. Manning, Charles H. Mackay, Directors ; Frank E. Rowell, Clerk.
Chas. H. Mackay, Managing Editor of Tm: EeoTnlc and Treasurer of the
:Esoteric Publishing Company.
Prof. Butler continues as President of the Board of Directors and Contributing
Editor of Tm: Eeoo:sa1c, and Mr. Manning as Vice President.
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BIBLE REVIEWS.
Number Six.

Tm: first three chapters of Genesis stand virtually alone. The account
is complete in itself, and lays a foundation for all that is to follow, throughout the entire Bible. It presents to my mind an epitome of the age, period, or " day" of creation in which a higher type of the human race began and divine wisdom held up before the infant race the crowning ultimate
toward which all the forces and laws of nature were to drive them, or lead
them according to thoir ability to elect.
This is apparent from the fact that the very first record, presents the
idea of man's preparation for entrance into Eden ; sin being driven ont
thereby. Then follows all his journeyings through earthly environments
and conditions; God's care and guidance, his informing them of the consequence of sin and f oily ; his finally sending them a pattern or model
(in the person of the man Jesus, filled with the spirit of Christ) of what
they were to be, and of the methods necessary to apply in order to attain that perfect state.
(,'brist knowing his mission, expressed it in these words : " I am the
light of the world: he that followeth me shall not walk in darkness, but
shall have the light of life." John viii, 12. Adam sinned and died thereby:
Jesus here says if you follow me you have the "LIGHT OF LIFE." He was
the light shining upon the mysterious account of Adam in Eden. Paul
understood this and wrote it in his letter to the first Corinthians xv, 22,
where he said : " For as in Adam all die, even so in Christ shall all be
made alive.'' The force of this is in the words "as in Adam" (in his
dQings, character, ways, by doing as he did) all will die "even so" it is
in Christ.
Thus we see that from the time of Adam all the way down to the last
chapter of Revelation this one thought has been perpetuated, through all
the prophets and seers. The experimental method of knowing "good
and evil," rnns parallel with it until the " fulness of the nations " are
come and man has developed knowledge and brain capacity. Then, when
the work of evolutionary development is accomplished, man learns to know
and live in obedience to the ~"reator's laws, thereby they return to the
state shown them at the beginning. ThP-refore, the words of the angel
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to John in the fourteenth chapter of Revelation, venie xxii, ·" Blessed are
they that do his commandments, that they may have right to the tree of

life, and enter in through the gate into the city." Here the extremes
meet. The very first of the "Old Testament" and the last of the New
are brought together thus showin~ conclusively that this thought is the
Alpha and Omega of all in the Bible.
If we should examine the Garden of Eden account from the materia,4
reasoning stand-point, as do the majority of Bible students, the true logical reason would be thus: It is generally accepted that God the Creator,
at least foreknew all things. It is unreasonable to believe that the mind,
able t.o create by a word or thought-form, could be deceived by that which
he had made, and that which he had made could not create something in
addition, and outside of itself, for this book says God created ALL things,
then it follows that God made even that nature which caused the man to
sin and fall.
Thus it follows that it was either intended or He did not foresee the result, for a person cannot get the inclination to do a thing which is not in
the nature to-day. A bird cannot have the desire to burrow in the ground
nor a fish to live on dry land. All impulses and desires arise in the constitution ; therefore unless Adam and Eve had been so constituted by the
Creator they could not have sinned.
Another way of looking at this subject is the strictly literal, which would
be this : God made the man and woman and planted the garden ; placed
in it all the trees and also the serpent. Now did He not know that the
serpent would tempt the woman ? If so why did He put him there, or why
did he create the serpent .in the first pla.Ce ? Again why did he place the
tree of " the knowledge of good and evil " in the garden ? What would
you say of a finite imperfect man who had two children and would place
on a table a quantity of delicious fruits and among them he would leave
one that was poison and should say to tho:Je innocent babes, " Eat any -or
all of these, except one " - a very nice looking one, probably the most
pleasant of the lot - " this one is poison and will kill you ; " and then
go and leave them alone and they should eat the poisoned aP.ple and die ?
Wh9 would not say that he certainly intended to kill his children? Even
our courts if brought to judge on such a case, would condemn such a father
as a murderer, and how much more so if he had sent there, one that told
the children to eat it and to contradict his words as to the effect of eating the poisoned apple, or if he even knew there was one who would do so.
This simply presents the ~ren-.e unreasonablenesil of the ordinary belief of this account. Now to suppose a God to not only do this but after
he had done so .and t)le children had suffered many months or years and
finally died then he would make a place of everlasting torture of " bnrning in fire," and refuse to allow them the boon of annihilation but put
them into that torture to suffer FOREVER. Coald yon conscientiously say
that such a being was GOOD? Would not every high, reasonable and holy
attribute of your nature revolt at such a thought ? Such a God would
be the darkest demon that man could invent even in his most depraved
imagination.
This line of reasoning may seem harsh to some, but in view of all the
evils that have grown out of it, it is not harsh enough. We could not expect a people to be any better tb.an their God. To be as near like hilll
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or at least tp so live as to please him, is " religion." Then with such a
doctrine as this, attached to Christianity, and made the most conspicuous
part of it, we cannot wonder at the long list of horrible crimes that the
devotees of such a theory conld invent during .the " dark age " while
this doctrine ruled humanity, nor at the religious wars that have caused
human blood to run like water.
And we, in this the closing years of the nineteenth century, need not deceive ourselves with the idea that intelligence and cnlture has removed
the danger of its recurrence in this our time, for there is a majority of
those so-called " Christians " who believe this doctrine as firmly as ever,
and that same church which perpetrated these atrocities is daily gaining
in numbers, wealth, and power, only awaiting the opportunity to repeat
the acts of the past. The time of its death draws near, at which time a
great and terrible struggle may reasonably be expected, and who is prepared for it? It is that" day" that Jesus said, "would QOme upon you
as a thief in the night."
But we will leave this to be considered by the prophets who tells us
exactly what to expect.
Genesis iv, verse 1st: "And Adam knew Eve his wife; and she conceived, and bare Cain, (i. e., gotten or acquired) and said, I have gotten
a man from the Lord."
A child conceived under such conditions as Adam and Eve were in,
with that severe remorse for sin, and the consciousness of being deceived
by their own nature, would place the mind in a state of dissatisfaction
that would find expression in a nature illustrated by that of Cain. The
memory of that high and holy state which they had so recently known,
would cause the mother to say, "I have gotten a man from God," the
hope being still active that if they could not again enter that Edenic state,
their son might.
Verse 2nd : "And she again bare his brother Abel. And Abel was a
keeper of sheep, but Cain was a tillt¥" of the ground."
Here we find the personification of two princi pies, covetousness - desire to get, to " acquire " - and the opposite ; to give, to " feed." We
see now manifested in the world, the same two ; covetousness and liberality ; and the former is always the murderer of the other.
Verse Srd : " And in process of time it came to pass, that Cain brought
of the fruit of the ground an offering unto the Lord."
" And Abel, he also brought of the firstlings of his flock and of the
fat thereof. And the Lord had respect unto Abel and to his offering : "
•· But unto Cain and his offering he had not respect. And Cain was very
wroth. and his countenance fell."
The one brought 'the result of his gain, the other brought the reshlt of
the development of life. God has no respect for the acquirement of this
world's wealth, but he has for the development of life, development being
the object of creation His law could not change, bnt selfish greed is al ways
angry when the offering of money is not "properly appreciated." The
wortls of God to Cain are applicable to all under similar circumstances.
Verse 6th: " And the Lord said unto Cain, Why art thou wroth ? and
why is thy countenance fallen ? If thou doest well, shalt thou not have
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excellency? (marginal reading) and if thou doest not well: sin liP.th at
the door : and subject unto thee 11hall be his desire."•
Here as well as all other instances in the Bible, sin as a principle or
act is personified by the personal pronoun "his." The thought expressed
by the words, " Unto thee shall be his desire," is the experience all persons,
that one wrong act necessitates others to cover it, and the first wrong
opens a door into which multitudes of evils rush in and take possession of
the person and binds the soul.
The words of this verse are as applicable to-day as ever, " If thou doest well shalt thou not have Q,Cellency." Whoever determines to do right
and does it in the absolute, that is right, equity equal balance, that which
considers the good of others as much as of self. Equal rights often expressed by the words. "I want to live and let live." But imagine a person thus always thoughtful of other's well-being thoroughly good and true;
for such an one to descend to a wrong act, what struggle always takes
place in such a soul for freedom again, and if it is a strong soul he will
conquer the inflowing tide of evil. If he is not able to conquer, it will
take control of him and he will fall to great depths. Deception, falsifying,
is the handmaid of all evil-doing and often is the first step downward.
It is well-known that after one untruth is told, how bard it is to keep
from telling many others. And no man can excel (have excellence) in
anything which lacks truthfulness. He may gain wealth but it will be a
source of great anxiety and many sorrows or total loss of all at the end,
and usually not only loss of the money gained but of all morals and consequently friends. And from that point comes desperation and ultimately
crimes, as foretold iu
Verse 8th : " And Cain talked with Abel his brother : and it came to
pass, when they were in the field, that Cain rose up against Abel his
brother, and slew him."
This expresses that peculiar freak of human nature that causes one who
is conscious of being evil in themselves to hate and even desire to destroy
one who is known to them to be good. This arises from the effect produced by the presence of a good man upon the interior consciousness of
a bad man, for the very presence of goodness always condemns the evil
in those around without a word being spoken.
We have known instances of men coming into the presence of one who
was making high attainments and without the slightest cause becoming
so angry that they would want to fight them.
But after such persons had carried out their evil ciesires the God within
would intensify the remorse in a way answering to the words of the ninth
to the fifteenth verses ; in the last of the fifteenth verse the following
words have been the source of much speculation: " And the Lord set a
mark upon Cain, lest any finding him should kill him." More than likely
such a condition of mind would give him "marked boldness" which is
the sure11t method for self protection. It would be absurd to suppose as
some have suggested that, "the mark was to make him a black man."
Would that, or does that in the experience of the past, protect him from
• We shall in theae revieWll choose betweon the text and marginal reading Rnd nse as we deem
most expressive of the trne idea, so as tc avoid nnnecessary work. We shall not note ~uch instances
of change from the regnlar text, and the stndent will always find the quotation by looking at
both text and marginal readings.
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being slain ; which was stat.ed as being the object of the mark? Certainly
not! The desperado who robs the travelling public becomes in a "marked"
de~ very brave, that this was the mark as shown by the next verse.
Verse 16th : " And Cain went out from the presence of the Lord, and
dwelt in the land of Nod (i.e., a vagabond) on the east of Eden."
"He went outfrom the presence of the Lord," that is, he left all association that God recognized and dwelt with (or in the land of Vagabond.)
Verse 17th : " And Cain knew his wife; and she conceived, and bare
Enoch : and he builded a city, and called the name of the city, after the
name of bis son Chanach."
Here again much speculation bas arisen with the Bible student, as to
where Ca.in found his wife 'l This account is so brief that it does not give
any idea at all of that part of the matter. It only says, "he knew her,"
ete. We have no account that Eve his mother had any other children
than Cain and Abel, but as there will appear in chapter first unquestionable proofs that there were other people living in the earth beside Adam'11
children we will leave this to be considered in its order.
Then follows in the 18th 19th and 20th verses the generations of Cain's
children, the 21st and 22nd verses show the result of a restless mind which
is the beginning of invention, but still that restless remorse followe<i.
through five generations and in the fifth (see 23rd and 24th verses) it
again found its fullest expression which is the expression of the law of
"heredity " as again brought out in the Ten Commandments visiting the
iniquities of the fathers upon the children unto the third and fourth .generations," etc. ln this case it continued unto the fifth answering to the
five senseR as though it had become so thoroughly wrought into the life of
posterity that all the physical senses partook of it, and it became an insane
imagination to Lamech for according to the marginal reading he did not
say he lwd slain a man but says, (verse 23rd) "I would slay a man in
my wounding, and a young man in my hurt." Although this translation
is vague as to its real meaning, yet in view of what has been considered,
it appears clear that when he speaks of his " wounding" and his "hurt ,.
that it was the maturing in him of the remorse of his father Cain that
wounded and marred all his finer and better nature until he was led to
exclaim, •·If Cain be avenged sevenfold, truly truly Lamech (is receiving
the vengeance now ?) seventy and seven fold." Here ends the history of
Cain's post.erity.
Verse 25th begins the other lineage from Adam, in the second generation. Verse 26th, says : "Then began men to call themselves by the name
of the Lord.'' that is, they acloptetl as a means of distinction between them
and those of Cain's posterity, and of those of the nations or tribes around
them the name, " sons of God " as in chapter vi, 2.
Chapter 5th : "This is the book of the generations of Adam, in the day
that God created man."
Cain being cut off from the lineal branch they began with the third
son Seth. They lived so perfectly in harmony with nature and followed
so nearly the soul's impulses, that they lived to an immense age as man
might do now if he would live in as close harmony with nature as even
the animal world does, for man has a rooreative power in him that no
other creature has. And if they only used the generative principle for
reproduction and stopped there as the animals do, they would have a surDigitized by
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plus vitality that would carry them to a great age, other things being equal.
That is, if they at.e and drank and slept and exercised properly. But all
that we call civilization is so abnormal that we live for other's eyes, eat
and drink from a perverted appetite until men do not "live out half their
da:y~."

Verse 24th : " And Enoch walked with God : and was not ; for God
t.ook him."
Herein again appears the law of heredity, those of Seth's posterity tried
to live in harmony with the revealed will of God. Enoch the seventh
from Adam lived out his time on earth and went home. It is frequently
stated that he was "translated " meaning that he was taken away bodily
into heaven, but the account does not say anything of the kind, it says :
"he was not." Does it mean that he ceased to be, was annihilated? No!
Is it not that he was not to be found any more among his people for the
reason that God had taken him away ; where ?
It does not say I He
may have been taken away to join a brotherhood of men, who have always
existed on this planet since man first attained true manhood, many cycles
before Adam (see ii Esdres, vii, 18 : "For the entrance of the elder world
were wide and sure and brought immortal fruit.")
•
It was not intended to tell us what was done with him. It was considered by Moses enough that God t.ook him. Perhaps Moses' obligation
to the masters, who were his instructors, would not permit him to tell us
any more about it? But that he lived more in harmony with natural
law than his ancestors or his posterity is evidenced in the fact that his son
Methuselah lived to the greatest age of all the others.
Verse 28th : " And Lamech lived an hundred eighty and two years, and
begat a son:"
" Verse 29th : " And he called his name Noah, ( i. e., comfort) saying
this same shall comfort us concerning our work and toil of our hands, because of the ground which the Lord hath cursed." This condition of mind
can be easilv underst.ood when we realize the truth of the statement made
to Esdres vii, where the angel said to him that "the entrance into the elder world was broad and brought immortal fruit, but when Adam sinned
then was decreed that which now is." That is, that the way should be
narrow and very difficult, and few should be able to entet", or obtain immortality, the traditional history of that "golden age" made them look
with eagerness for some one to make amends, and to redeem them from
the consequence of the fall. Undoubtedly much of the wisdom of that
former state still remained with them and thev knew the true law of proper
generation, to make the child what they wished to have it. They undoubtedly lived the life of regeneration until they were well matured as
verse 28th sayi!, Lamech was a hundred and eighty two years old, before
he begat his first child.
Through the purity of the regenerate life they were young and more
vigorous at that advanced age than the men of this age are at thirty.
Years of a regenerate life do not bring infirmity only maturity of mind
and body. That he had the spirit of prophecy is evidenced in the naming of Noah, for he foresaw that Noah in some way waa to be a savior and
comforter to his people.
Verse 32nd: "And Noah was five hundred years old: and Noah begat
Shem, Ham, and Japheth.
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It seems to have been well known at this time that the regenerate life
was not to continue with them and the command, "multiply and replenish the earth" must be obeyed, and when the time drew near for them to
give their physical life to offspring, that they did it with 'the consciousness that death would inevitably follow. So they lived the regeneration
until they obtained maturity of the soul that could not be taken away
from them and then gave the use of their body to raising children.
Though they all lived much longer after they begat children than before yet the fact of first maturing a soul consciousness remains, and in
that mature state, they undoubtedly use the procreative function only for
the generation of children. Unlike the people of our day, wasting their
life for mere sensational gratification.
Noah evidently imbued with the idea that he was in some way to be the
savior or oomforter of his people, lived the regenerate life much longer
than any of his predecessors, and then no doubt, in obedience to the spirit's guidance begun his work multiplying and replenishing the earth.
Such an one would be in condition to know the mind of the spirit, and
to obey the ~dance, and thereby become a savior of his posterity.
Chapter VI, verse 1st : " And it came to pass when men began to multiply on the face of the earth, (i. e., when they 'began to be numerous)
and daughters were born unto them, (verse 2). "That the sons of God
saw the daughters of men that they were fair; that they took them wives
of all which they chose:' The reference to HEN beginning to multiply
in contradistinction to the "sons of God " makes it very plain that from
the third generation through Seth, when men began to call themselves by
the name of God, that they were either instructed by the spirit, or saw
good reason for not intermarrying with either Cain's posterity, or with
any of the tribes that still occupied the vieinity. The inference is stronger
however, that it was Cain's posterity, although there must have been
others from which Cain obtained hia wife. It is evident that they called
themselves the sons of God on account of their effort to live the true life
and walk with God, i. e., in the guidance of the spirit, there being no
mention of the age to which Cain's posterity lived, it would be reasonably
inferred that it was a much shorter time, this record having been made
by Moses from a traditional history.
AB INTRA.
INTO your life like the words of a song
Like the notes of a bird,
Like the voice of the rill,
Like a swift ray of light, whose glory is strong,
Which beams o'er the valley, and hill;
So with a power you cannot foretell
I've cast o'er thee love's potent spell
Binding forever oo. land, or on sea
The love of your soul, with God, unto me.
Look to the east, see the flush of the dawn
Pink and gold, and silver-like beams,
Casting o'er you a gladness unknown
Bringing you hidden gems, all your own,
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Which the toil of years unfolds now to thee ;

Up from the mists of the past now unrolls

Glory of glory, to dwell in our souls;
Biqding us march to the rythm of years,
Casting behind, all sorrows, and fears;
Pointing us up, with a finger of fire
Bringing these words, "I bid you come higher."

Do you see what it means, the depths you have rn>d
When your heart must be given to man, through your God,
When in anguish of tears,
And sorrow of soul,
Your feet crushed and bleeding
Must press to the goal ?
As the Master has trod, so you has he led
In paths sometimes dark, then with glory o'erspread
Until now in fulfillment of a.II that is best
You have entered the "Land of Promise and Rest."
Stand firm, the storms shall trouble no more
A glory ne'er seen on land or on shore,
With purple of amethyst,
Shimmer of gold,
With radiance of sapphire,
Whose effulgence untold,
Enraps and enfolds, you in billows of bliss,
That shall surge in your soul, as love's fondest kiss ;
That shall teaeh you the truth
You have reaehed home at last
And close to God's throne
Our life boats made fast.
FERN.
IN THE MISTS.
BY BELLA FRENOH SWISHER.
PART FIRST. A METEMPSYCHOSIS.

CHAPTER

v.

What a Child Told.
RUTH no longer shuddered when she looked upon her child. Quite th&
reverse. She caught the little thing and pressed it, repeatedly, to her
bosom, murmuring all kinds of fond endearments. Robert Halliday was
surprised, and he decided, at once, that the change in his wife was one of
the freaks of insanity. He began to think more and more of her in connection with an insane asylum, and to pity himself on account of being
bound by law to a mad woman. The truth is, the chain of marriage, light
as it was, galled him. He pined for other and different associations, and
for a gay life such as his wife's money would permit him to enjoy, were
he not encumbered with her. He wished to believe her insane and he tried
to explain her every word and action in accordance with that belief.
The night, following Ruth's visit to Madame Jarvis, she dreamed of
her mother, as was quite natural for her to do, taking into consideration
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the events of the day. In her dream, she saw her child grow suddenly
to womanhood and stand before her, her mother's own self. "You thought,"
said the figure, "to destroy my identity- to tear me assunder from my
beautiful new body. Behold me I Do you now not see that I live again
in your child? "
·
The sleeper awoke with a scream - so terrible, so vivid was the dream
to her.
Robert Halliday chanced, for once to he at home, and he inquired of
his wife what ailed her.
"I dreamed that I saw Baby turn into mamma." she replied.
"You are as mad as a March hare," he returned in cold, even tones.
" Mad, because I had a dream ? " she asked, rousing herself.
"Dreams are the repetition of our wavering thoughts," he returned.
" I heard you once say that you dreamed one night of being the devil.
What of that dream?"
"It occurred a short time after seeing the play of Faust," he said in
the same cool, col)temptuous manner. "The play amused and interested
me and I thought of it several times ; which proves my theory of dreams."
Ruth was silenced. She could not long continue a ·conversation with
the unfeeling man, whom she called husband. He had such a power of
making her feel her own smallness and ignorance, that tho flowers of her
mind folded their petals, whenever his chill breath fell upon them.
She slept no more that night, and when morning came, she was quite
ill from nervousness. Robert looked at her in a way that caused her to
tremble. A dim foreboding of threatning evil seized her, though from
what source it was to come, she could not imagine. She did not rise until after breakfast was over and Robert had gone to his business. Even
then, she felt so ill and dejected that she could scarcely hold up her head.
But a review of the events of the preceding day somewhat reassured
her. She began to see how she must appear to her husband and to others,
and she resolved to put aside as far as possible the terrible thoughts which
had so nearly driven her mad. As the day advanced, the effects of the
dream wore off, and she began to think and reason rationally. She comprehended that her husband was beginning to think her insane. She must
try to dispel such an idea from his mind. 8he would endeavor therefore,
to act and talk as she had done before her mother's death.
While she was revolving these matters in her mind, the nurse entered
with the baby. Judy was an old family servant - a slave, who had refused to leave her old ma.Ster when the emancipation act set her free.
She had been Ruth's nurse and was very fond of her young mistress. But
now a dark scowl rested on her black, honest face, making it still less
attractive.
''What is wrong, Judy? " Ruth asked quickly, noting the frown with
a foreboding of trouble.
"0, Miss Roof, I has something bad to tell ye. I had a hint of it befo'
bnt I was ferd to tell you, cause you be so nervous like. But I must nowsho I"
Ruth straightened herself and a pallor like that of death overspread
her face. She reached out her hands with a sort of a gurgling cry, hut
she spoke no word.
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"You must bah up, honey. We has a little while and Judy and you
can think of something to out-wit him."
"Of whom are you talking, Judy?" aaked Ruth with a gasp.
" Of Massa Robert, to be sho. You know Dr. Jenkins' nuss gal Liz.a?
Well, she heard the whole thing. Massa Robert have been there twioe.
She catched a little of their talk and then she jist liste11ed. She told me
bofe times. But I didn't say nuffin befo'."
"For heaven's sake: Judy, do tell me what you are talking about I"
" ' Bout/ou, Miss Roof. . Massa Robert is guine to put you in a ' sane
' sylum an den he is guine to send " Baby " off to de East somewhar to
. his kinfolks. Den he is guine to rent dis place and, I ' spects,'charge medat is if I doesn't A gasping cry from the sufferer interrupted her. Seeing her young
mistress in a fainting condition, she sprang forward and threw her free
arm about the slender form.
"You must bah up, Miss Roof, for dare is no time to lose. Dey don't
mean to put you in de public' sylum. Dare is some private place and
Massa Robert and Dr. Jenkins have done gone and started for dare dis
day to make de ' rangements. Now doan you see, honey, dat dis is de
time for you to get away. Go to your cousin, Jack Carter. He'll take
care of you. He is a good man - is Massa Jack."
Judy was right, now was her time. But then Robert would be sure to
follow her, and take her child from her.
"Don't let him know wha' you goes:" said Judy, reading her mistress'
thought. " I stays here and lies it out for ye. You can ' guise yourself
and nobody wont notice you to-day wha you go."
" But what time can I go ? " asked Ruth, with clasped hands.
She was dazed by the terrible misfortune which bad fallen upon her,
and but for the faithful servant, she would have been powerless to act.
"De ca's go ebery morning, Miss Roof, but I tink you better take de
boat. It goes in de mornin afore sun-up and dare won't be many folks
about to notice you when you leaves de house. Judy will see to ehery
ting."
" What a dear good friend you are I " cried Ruth wringing her servant's
hand with a passionate gratitude. " How shall I ever live without you? "
" You shall see me, 'fo long. Miss Roof. I has not gone and done like
most niggers wid dere money. I has saved mine and I can pay your way,
Miss Roof, to your cousin Jack's and have 'nough leftto get to you, bine
by."
" Bless your dear old heart, I have saved a little too," replied the other.
" I shall not need yours, hut I thank you all the same for the generous
offer!'
The woman's eye-lids dropped in disappointment. She had hoped to
help her mistress to the full extent of her power.
Knowing that it would not be well for Ruth to draw money on her own
account, considering the circumstances, she had generously counted the
silver and notes which she had hoarded for many years, and found that
she could divide with her mistress and still have quite enough left to carrv
her to wherever she might desire to go - if the distance was not more
/
than a thousand miles or so.
"Besides," continued Mrs. Halliday, "you will be left for a time witliDigitized by
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out a home, and must board with some of your friends. l should feel
sad to know I were leaving you in want."
'
"Dese ole arms can do a heap of washing and sich yet ; dey never let
ole Judy starve, Miss Roof."
·
"I know it. But you might have a spell of sickness or something. I
am glad to know that you have means to keep you in such an event."
And, seeing that the old, black face did not brighten, "though I have
money enough to do me for the present, I may need more before long.
Then how glad I shall be to feel that I have a friend who is willing and
able to help me."
"You may allers be dead sho dat Judy is dat frien' Miss Roof," returned the woman quite mollified. "I hasn't a chick or chile in de world
but you honey, and you know I love you bettah den your ma eber diddat's sho."
Ruth felt a pang of anguish as the last remark fell upon her ears. Her
own mother, devoted to the world of pleasure, had never shown her one
half ot the tender, self-sacrificing affection that the black Judy had done.
That mother with her last breath had cast a blight upon the poor young
creature, whom Judy's love was trying to save.
As the realization of those facts came to Ruth, she reached out her
hands to Judy who had slid to the floor and was sitting at her mistress'
feet ; and drawing the wooly head close to her she kissed it, once, twice,
thrice in the overflow of gratitude that came welling from her very heart.
" God bless you I " she cried. " Your soul is white and true as are those
of the angels I It is only your face that is black."
Then the tears which ha.cl been struggling for an escape, burst forth
and she wept in a perfect abandon of grief, in which the faithful servant
joined, almost outdoing her mistress.
The t.ears relieved the surcharged hearts of the two women, and prepared them for the work which was to follow.
CRAFTER

VI.

The "Emergency Money."
Mr. Grace was yet in perfect health he had one day, during the
absence of his wife, called Ruth into his private room and after locking
the door, had said to her:
"My child, when you were born, I resolved to lay up each year a little
sum of money for you, in gold - not a dower to be used by your husband,
but an egg for a rainy day. Indeed you are never to touch it - never to
touch it - never to let any one know of its existence, unless, in an hour
of great trial, it becomes necessary for you to do so. All I have will be
yours - this is ' emergency money.' Before I show you where it is, you
must swear to me to keep its existence a secret from every one - even
your husband should you marry. If you never need it, bequeath it by a
secret will to your children or next of kin. I have never been able to divest my mind of the unhappy thought that a great sorrow is in store for
you, and that these small savings may yet keep you from a. life of misery;
Here is the Bible, my child - the sacred word of God. You believe in
it?"
" Yes, papa," whispered Ruth.
WIDLE
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"Then pledge yourself here to do my bidding - never to betray the
existence of this 'emer~ency money ' to anyone ; and never to use it excep_t an hour of great trial makes it necessary."
Ruth kissed the book with a solemn earnestness, which,her father could
not doubt.
"With my· own hands," he continued, "I fitted a panel in the wainscotting of this room, so that it can be moved aside by using a little force.
See, it is the fifth from the south corner on the west side - push toward
the south."
Ruth did as she was bidden. The panel moved, disclosing the air.
chamber behind it.
" Feel a little to the north. I pushed the box in so that in case the
loose panel should be discovered, the box would not be exposed to view."
Following his directions, she secured and brought out a small but heavy
Japannned box .
. "Open it," he commanded giving her a tiny, gold key.
She dill so. It was nearly full of gold money- mostly i20 pieces.
"This is your 'emergency money.'" Now, lock the box, and replace
both it and the panel. All right. There, keep the key - wear it as a
charm,and never let any one take it from you. I had a gold key made
so as not to attract attention. People will think it an ornament. I have
made my last deposit in the box."
So, he had, indeed. A few months later, Death took him away.
Ruth recalled the scene. Surely the hour of great trial had come.
Surely she might now use the "emergency money.'' Bnt for it, she must
be dependent upon her cousin Jack Carter aud his wife for support. Jack,
of course, was loyal to his little cousin and would not let h~r suffer - but
the wife. Ruth hall never seen her and was not so sure of a. welcome from
her. True, ,Tack had pi-aised his wife in the most rapturous of terms.
Three yea.rs previous to the opening of this story, he had married a. San
Antonio lady, and had gone into business with her father. But the two
families had never exchanged visits. At the time of Mr. Grace's death,
Jack himself was very ill; and a few months later, when Ruth's mother
passed beyond the silent river, Jeanie Carter, Jack's wife, was confined
to her bed, with a new-born infant by her side. The proud father had
written a glowing description of the baby in a. letter to Ruth ; and that
was the last that she had heard of the family. Indeed, Jack's letter remained unanswered. She had been too anguish-stricken, too ill to write
to any one.
The poor young creature, stranded so early in her life-voyage, recalled
the different events connected with her short and lonely girlhood and, as
well, those of her unhappy wifehood. She remembered too that she was
not at all dependent upon Robert Halliday for means. Unless, of course,
she shoulll be declared insane, she could draw her money without consulting him, for the property had been willed to her individually, in a state
that recognizes a wife's claims, independent of her husband. She also
rumembered that the will said that in case of her death without living issue, the property should be equally dividP.Cl between Robert Halliday and
Jack Carter, or his heirs. But the "emergency funcl" was her own to
use as she pleased, or to bequeath to whom she pleased in case that she
bad no need for it. Not a living soul except herself knew of its existence.
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By its aid, she would be enabled to floo from her husband and thus escape
the horrors of an insane asylum. She would see Jack and obtain his advice and aid ; but she had no inteution of remaining his guest more than
a few hours, knowing that her husband would conclude, at once, that she
bad gone thither, and quite probably follow her.
What Robert Halliday intended to effect hy sending her to a private
asylum was not quite plain to his unhappy wife. She was sure that hA
wished the handling of her money, without asking her consent to the same,
ancl that he was weary of being burdened with her. She knew little of
law, or of the world outside her home; yet she was aware that it is customary for the patient to be taken into the courts to be judged insane, at
which time a guardian is appointed to care for the tistate. It must be that
he feared that the decision would be in her favor, and that he wished by
bad treatment in a private asylum to drive her to either insanity or
suicide.
The longer she thought upon the subject, the more horror-stricken she
became at the bare idea of being incarcerated thus, separated from her
child and her few friends, and every appeal of hers taken as the ravings
of a disordered mind. To be caged, she thought, like a. wild beast with
no chance of escape and no sympathy from her kind, was not to be long
endured without a total giving away of her reason. So excited, did she
become, that she could scarcely resist the desire to fly at once from the
house, and run ·as if for dear life, far beyond the sight or sound of a human being.
She finally calmed herself by a great effort; then, leaving the babe
asl&p in its crib, she sought her father's private room which, strange to
say, Robert Halliday had appropriated to his own use, as a lounging and
smoking apartment, \vhenever he chanced to be at home, frqwning on his
wife, if she made an attempt to share it with him . .
Closing the door, hurriedly, Ruth sought out the loose panel-or rather
the one which she remembered to be the loose panel. This, she tried with
all her strength to move ; but it resisted her wild efforts. It seemed to
be even firmer than did its companions. " The fifth panel from the south
corner on the west side," she murmured repeating her father's instructionR. " Yes. I am right. But what shall I do? It will not move! "
She let her glance run hastily up and down the narrow strip of board,
and by doing so, soon discovered what held it. Someone had fastened it
with a small lath-nail.
There was a hatchet in the kitchen. The cook kept it for use in splitting kindlings. Ruth felt sure that with it, she could break off the nail
and thus loosen the panel. With this aim in view, she turned toward the
door and was about to lay her hand upon the knob, when, to her surprise
it was openetl from without, and, the next instant, her husband stood before her.
" I - 1 - I thought you were gone ! " her astonishment surprised her
into saying.
" Gone where ? " he asked a little amazed.
"You spoke, last night, I think, or I must have dreamed it, of going
to Hou<Jton to-day," Ruth replied recovering herself.
" Yon must have dreamed it, for I had uo intention of going there today."
·
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"Perhaps. I dream so many things."
She tried to speak carelessly, but her heart was beating so violently that
ehe almost gasped for breath.
"Yes. They are becoming dangerous," he said with a sneer.
" Dangerous ? "
" Yes, I said dangerous. They are the effects of a crazed mind. I
have sometimes feared for my safety and that of oul' child."
" Wberefor ? a thought of injury to either of you never entered my
mind."
" Perhaps not. But an insane person is never a safe one to live with."
How maddening was bis cool classification of herself to Ruth t She
was a gentle, clinging creature, yet at that moment the words came to her
lips:
'.' You are a fiend, and I hate you I "
But she did not give them utterance. She must do nothing to arouse
in his mind a suspicion of her intentions.
"I am sure I do not know why you talk that way, Robert," she returned.
"So much sorrow, coming upon me at the time it did, unsettled my nerves,
which Dr. Thornton says, was not to be wondered at. He has explained
the fauses, and I feel quite relieved. I did feel so, before I went to sleep
last night. I am sure that the dream was not the result of my waking
thoughts, for I had none such."
Robert Halliday stroked his mustache before responding.
"I am glad that you are ridding yourself of your absurd ideas," he
said finally. "Th~ have been very trying to me. I think that yon are
alone too much. I did intend leaving the city on a business trip. this
morning ; but 1 found a friend who was going that way and I entrusted
the matter to him. This was done for your benefit. I intend taking a
few days recreation myself and you shall be my companion."
"That will be nice," returned the wife mechanically. "I have often
thought that I would like to go with yon. Is it a sea-trip that we are to
have?"
"Only a short one-three or four days. We will leave Baby with Judy."
" I would rather take her," said Ruth.
.
"But I would rather you would leave her. There is no pleasure in
traveling, if one has to be hampered with children, especially young babies. A boat leaves in the morning, at eight o' clock. Can you be ready
by that time? "
" I think so - yes, I know so."
"Well, then, set about your preparations. I shall not be home until
late - perhaps not at all. If I do not come, I will send a carriage for
you and will meet you on the strand."
With that, he went to his desk- the same which had belonged to Mr.
Grace, and took therefrom some papers which he put into a side pocket.
This was done most likely to make his visit home, at an unusual hour
appear to be one of business.
'
" 0, I forgot to ask," he said, as he again turned toward the doo1-, "why
I fincl yon in my private apartment I Are you in search of anything?"
Ruth's heart stood still. Did he guess her secret? Had she told it
in her sleep ?
"It was papa's room," she said simply. "He loved to have me sit here
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with him ; and even now I like to come to it, for somehow I feel nearer
to him here, than I do anywhere else."
" More vagaries I " grumbled Robert as he took his departure." I trnst
that the trip will cure you of them."
He overhauled Judy at the nursery door. The babe was awake and
the old woman was holding it.
Robert chirruped to the child and it answered him with a broad baby
laugh. Young as it was, it loved to be noticed and was very bright for
·
its age.
" Judy," said Robert in a low tone of voice, "did it never occur to you
tbat{our young mistress is not quite in her right mind ? "
•• done tought so, dis sometime ; " replied the wily black.
"I have uot much faith in the doctors here," continued the man, " and
I have decided to take her to see a n1>ted physician, w}.o lives at some disi&nce - this must not be told to her, of course. We shall leave the child
with you till our return. You must watch Mrs. Halliday well and not let
her out of your sight till we leave to.morrow; I really fear that she may
hurt Baby."
" I takes de care of dis yere chile, Massa Robert. It comes to no drubble while Judy's' roun '."
"Still she might injure it, when you were off your guard, Judy. That
is why I warn you. I am obliged to be away to.night, but I leave both
of them in your care. If you will watch them till I come in the morning,
I will give you twenty dollars in gold. But you are not to let either of
ihem out of your sight for a moment."
"It's a bargain, Massa Robert I Judy will not leave dem -dat's sho,"
replied the woman with a grin.
As soon as she was sure that her husband was gone, Ruth secured the
hatchet, and made a second attempt to move the panel, which hid her
treasure from view.
Not much of a wrench was required to break the nail, which done, she
found that the panel would move. With something of the guilty feeling
that one must have when about to steal, she thrust her band into the opening, first on one side of the loose panel and then on the other. But she
found nothing. The box was not there.
To make quite sure that it was not a mistake, she lit a match and peered
into the space between the walls. It was entirely empty.
She gave a low cry, when she realized the fa.ct that the "emergency
fund " bad been appropriated by some other party ; and a wave of d&tipair seemed to overwhelm her. Surely, her retreat was cut off. She
had a little pin money - perhaps thirty-five or forty dollars, but what
would it do for her in the great battle of life ? She could not take the
cars or a boat with out running~he risk of being overtaken by her husband. What could she do? Where could she go to escape the persecution that she felt sure awaited her should she be compelled to remain? In
her anguish, she forgot that she was in her husband's room; forgot every
thing, except that she was beset with danger on all sides, and no chance
offered to escape them.
Jody found her, after a time, lying prone upon the floor, cold, motion.
less, yet fully sensible of all her misery.
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" Good Lor', honey, what am de matter ? " said the negress, at the same
time lifting the light figure in her anns.
"Judy, I am lost! lost I My money has been stolen!" said the cold
lips.
" Well, never mind, honey. I has anuff to do us awhile."
"And even if I had it," continued Ruth, "I should still be lost. Robert intends to take me to that mad-house in the morning. He will he
down on the Rtrand until time to go, and there is no chance for escape in
that direction. 0, Judy, is there no way for me to die and get out of my
troubles? I do not believe that any one except poor papa ever wanted
me, and he is gone, why can I not go to him ? "
Then across her mind flashed the particulars of her visit to the clairvoyant. " Remember the box I " she had been told. Why should she
remember it, when it had already gone from her? So it was not her
father's spirit, after all that dictated the message." The medium had
simply read her mind. Another disappointment I It had been so sweet
to feel that he was near her, watching over her. But she had been deceived. She was utterly alone.
These thoughts went through Ruth's. mind with lightning-like rapidity,
while Judy stood, silent, scratching her wooly head and wondering how
her young mistress could be saved.
It was a dark hour for both. Neither could imagine in what direction
the dawn would appear. Hope fled from the poor young wife and mother
and she felt as if the mad-house doors had already closed upon her ; but
Judy was firm in the determination to rescue her mistress and the little
one from the threatnening evil.
(To be oontinned.)
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(Continued.)

BY M. T. MARTIN, ll. D.

THEN they build palatial mansions. And their equipage is grand.
And the people smile approval, as amazed they gaping stand.
Then they give great stately dinners for their pure-perfection set;
And inauguration dances to increase the nation's debt.
Building monuments with millions of the people's hard-earned cash.
And if any one opposes he receives the legal lash.
Though they promise to be faithful, and each year the pledge renew,
Yet they grind the people sorely, they are shameless and untrue.
So, we'll shun the olcl deceivers, when for votes they humbly seek,
Though they offt>r bribes unnumbered, though with honeyed words thoy
speak.
When they gain the public office, no more "lower class" they know.
If the "common herd" ask favors, they are told to go below.
Let us trust them, then, no longer, though the hypocrites implore,
Let us not be ruled by robbers, nor the mountebanks adore,
Let us not respect the stations, when the occupants are knaves;
When we place a man in power, let us not be servile slaves,
Let us take a new departure, take a steadfast ~tand for right.
Let us make an overturning, for our future kmdre,l fight ;
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Let us make a wild commotion in the vale of dead men's bones ;
Let us wake the working millions, though the politician groans ;

Let us lift the car of progress from the deep and ancient rut,
Though it roll upon the pavement where the lords and nobles strut;
Though it crush the kid-gloved idler, he who lives on other's toil;
Gaily gambling with the money lured by labor from the soil.

Let us make the prospect brighter for the future toiling arms ;
Strew behind us fairest flowers, fill the air with music's charms.
Let us work, however feebly, to increase the joy of earth ;
Let our death leave morning twilight where the midnight veiled our birth.
Let the coming generations have a cloudless summer sky;
Though we labor for their welfare when the wintry wind is high .

•

Let us not be hound by country, but reach out to other lands;
Strive to elevate the lowly, stay our foreign brother's hands.
Let us not for tempting lucre, every noble thought debase ;
Let our aims be purer, grander, and include our fettered race.
Let us not continue defving with a sordid, selfish frown,
While an angel hovers over, holding out a jeweled crown.

'

Let us leave to every nation a philanthropist's bequest;
Leave a truer, broader freedom, when we pass to endless rest.
Freedom for the poor and humble, those unknown to place or fame ;
Not for chieftains, lords nor masters, not an empty, sounding name.
We must gain the priceless treasure, ere our day of life shall close, ·
Though it hang above the mountain, clothed in everlasting snows.

We must scale the rugged summit, though it pierce the clouded skies ;
Clamber up the icy glacier, and obtain the shining prize.
Though our labor may be thankless, though the rich deride in glee,
Though the poor, through strange delusion, still insist they now are free.
Yet our hearts feel no repining ; we are troubled not with fears
That we'll gain our meed of glory from the friends of coming years.
We must make the earth more happy, though 'tis scourged by storm and
dearth;
Make life's heavy burden lighter, fill the weary heart with mirth.
We must leave the pathway open, clear the obstacles away ;
Leave the future better chances than the world presents to-day.
Let the generations coming share the gain without the loss,
For at death, we're none the poorer, giving gold instead of dross.
We will leave the future people less of worry, pain and care,

Less of ignorance and folly, less of selfishness to bear.

Gh·e them better educations, place them on a higher plain ;
Trammeled not by superstitions which our childish minds enchain ;
Hampered not with mental spectres which make us the. ready tools
Of designing priests and rulers, gorging on the race like ghouls.
Yet, we'll envy not the progress which our coming kinsmen make;

Envy not the boundless bfossings which shall follow in their wake ;
Nor their luxury and comfort nor their independent lives ;
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Envy not a single pleasure which our present state deprives ;
For our fearless predecessors gained the good we now possess ;
Gave their blood to free their offspring, and the after ages bless.
Ancl the pure and happy mortals, farther down Time's silent stream,
Who that golden age inherit which to us is but a clream ;
Though they call us wild and savage as compared with their estate,
·wm remember all their grandeur germinated in our fate;
Their grand &ocial superstructure, which their liberty enthrones,
Found its deep and firm foundations, on our labors, tears and groans.
They vdll honor all the workers who developed humankind ;
Those who turned the stony furrow, those who trained the growing mind;
Those who scanned the mighty heavens, those who searched the rocks of
earth;
Those who studied man while living, after death, preceding birth;
Those who studiecl hidclen nature, ancl, though blocked by bigot's might,
Broke the walls of superstition, brought the day to mental night.
The transplendent dawn is breaking; all the clouds of error rise ;
Rays of knowleclge, bright, supernal, dart far up the eastern skies.
Soon the sun, in gorgeous splendor, forging up the astral vault,
Throwing floods of glowing lustre, sluggish spirits will exalt.
Soon a tide of blazing glory, o'er the sleeping lands will roll,
Waking all who rest in darkness, lighting each benighted s9ul.
Soon this gleaming orb of beauty will project a flaming spark,
Which, upon the highest zenith of the vast celestial arc,
Where the slaves of every nation, with rejoicing turn to see,
·wm inscribe in burning letters that the world at last is free.
Then the god of mental blindness, who so selfishly has reigned,
·wm be exiled and forgotten, and lost Paradise regained.
. Then the earth shall be enlightenecl, sounds of carnage rise no more.
Mars shall mourn lost adoration, mourn in vain for battle's roar.
Then shall every people prosper; then shall thrive new arts of peace.
Nations pause from jealous boasting; all their foolish envy cease.
There will be a brother's welcome, in whatever clime we roam.
All the world will be our country ; every commonwealth our home.
Ahriman is slain by Ormuzcl, with a Titan's fearful stroke;
Ossa rolled upon Mount Pelion, ' mid the clouds of battle's smoke.
Hope escapes Pandora's casket ; on seraphic, wings we soar ;
Joy fills every heaving bosom; sorrow comes again no more.
Heaven's golden portals open; music bursts upon the eat'S ;
Flowing euphony harmonious with the rhythm of the spheres.
Then Hesperian twilight gathers ; sweet Arcadian perfume floats,
Gentle breezes waft from Eden; softly fall Euterpean notes.
Luna breathes a pure effulgence, throwing lucicl, lustrous beams.
Great Arcturus casts his brilliance, flashes forth his vivid gleams.
Angels bear the newB of freedom ; spirit hallelujahs rise ;
Shake the battlements of heaven ; shake the ramparts of the skies.
(THE END.]
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THE PATHWAY OF THE SPIRIT.*
DR. J. H. DEWEY of New York, whose" Way, Truth and Life" has
been so acceptably received by many readers of this magazine, has just
issued another work, which in its own particular field, will be found of
even greater iuterest than former efforts of this excellent writer on Christian Theosophy. vV e can describe the scope ancl intention of the author
no better than to quote his preface. Therein he says:
As Moses was about to descend from the mount of revelation. to carry
out the instruction thet·e received for thfl building of the tabernacle, he was
divinely admonished : " See that thou make all things according to the pattern shewed to thee in the mount."
If in the'following pages the author seems oracular and dogmatic in
the presentation of his message, the reader is kinclly requested to regat·d
it as but the earnest desire to be tme to the pattern shown him in the
mount of vision, and not as an assumption of authority for personal inspiration. Having been caught up in the Spirit to behold with open prophetic vision the ultimate certainty of an emancipated and perfected humanity on earth, and to see that its immediate realization is a divine
possibility and provision, through the perfect co-operation of man, he can'
but sound anew and with emphasis the keynote of the Christ message :
"The time is fulfilled. and the kingdom of God is at hand ; repent
ye and believe the gospel."
"We speak that we do know aud testify that we have seen," tbe gospel of a present and complete salvation, salvation from the thra.lclom a.n<l
limitations of the sensuous life and its liabilities, in the realization of the
supremacy, freedom and illumination of the Spirit. Our appeal is confidently made to the prophetie instinct and spiritual intuition of the
reader. Responses from the divine inmost of the soul, the "still, small
voice" of the Spirit, can be fully trusted. No other authority is needed.
Let but the sensuous mind and the clamor of tradition be hushed to silence,
the voice of God in a living inspiratiou will be heard in the soul.
The world is in :>piritual torpor, bouud in the chains of materiality
and tradition. It ueecls awa~ening to the full recognition of the Christ
message, which opens the true and only door to its emancipation and absolute redemption. It will be asked : ' Does not the church proclaim that
message? ' Alas ! the historic church has made the word of Christ of
little or no effect through its traditions. The Christ ideal for man, whom
be proclaimed a child of God, was the perfect and sinless life in communion and fellowship with the Father in this world. ·The Christ promised
the present realization of this divine possibility through the co-operation
of man, in faith and unity of spirit and purpose with the Father. The
church has blindly transferred that ideal and promise to another world
an<l practically denied its possible realization in this. ln his gospel of spiritual birth ancl regeneration, the Christ gave to the world the la,w ancl conditions for the actualization of this ideal and promise, and demonstrated
their reality in his own experience as an example.
There is an arcanum of wisdom and power in that gospel little dreamed
of by the world, and wholly misconceived of by the church. Under the
personal ministry of Jesus it was opened in marvellous fnlness to the nn••: P..thway of the Spirit"· ca.n be ordered from this office at $1.25,
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derstanding and experien~ of the apostles, and under their ministry t-0
others stilL Aft.er their departure, however, it was closed again to the
world by the misconceptions and misleading speculations of the Fathers.
From th8.t day, the blinding fogs of superstition and tradition have been
sufficient to keep it hidden, save from a few hated and persecuted mystics
of the succeeding centuries. These moral heroes and martyred saints, as
living altarR preserved the pentecostal fire, and kept to our own time the
holy flame from utter extinction. · They were ••the salt of the ea.rth,"
living centres of a transforming energy, channels for the continuous work
of a divine and heavenly ministry.
Under the swelling tide of spiritual advancement thus secured, the
. power of ecclesiasticism and anti-Christ at length is breaking. The reopening to the world of the divine arcana, and a great spiritual awakening in the ptomised return of the Christ in Spirit and power has begun.
The transition age from the reign of materialism, selfishness and superstition, to the era of spiritual enlightenment, freedom and brotherhood is
upon us. A renai88&Doe of apostolic life and power with its gifts of the
Spirit is at hand.
This volume is one of the voices, crying anew, in the wilderness of
modern doubt and creedal distraction ; " Repent ye ; for the kingdom of
heaven is at hand." "The time is fulfilled.,, "Prepare ye the way of the
Lord, make his paths straight." We seek not to build up a new system
of doctrine or philosophy, but to open up a new and grander life to man,
and make clear, as revealed in spiritual vision, the way and means of its
immediate reaIU.a.tion.
Reader, in the spirit of a brother we ask you to read with unhiassed
mind the volume before you, and to follow sacredly the intuitions and
deepest promptings of your own soul which its message shall awaken.
These intuitions will thus become the channel of a divine iuspira.tioo,
which will open to you the secret of " the Word made flesh " in our great
Exemplar, by which that incarnation may be reproduced in your own,
and in universal experience, for which you are divinely called to labor.
"Verily. verily, I say unto you, he that believeth on me the works that I
do shall he do also ; and greater than these shall he do ; because I go
unto the Father." The world has been all too slow in awakening to this
mighty promise of the Master. The standards of the fathers and all the
oreeda of Christendom, over which the churches stumble and divide, are
utterly worthless compared with the secret of that transcendent life which
*1ie Christ promised should be reproduced in all his faithful followers.
Man as a son of God and brother of Christ is, through this higher
evolution, to be enthroned in power over all earthly conditions, the absolute master of the world. The demonstration of this reality in the experience of the Christ u the brother of men, was the opened door of entrance
upon the regenerate life to all, under his Leadership and help. .. I am
the door: by me if any man enter in he shall be saved, and shall go in
and out and find pasture." "I am the light of the world: he that followeth me shall not walk in darkness, but shall have the light of life."
The historic church is honestly believed by its devotees to be the body
of Christ, and its popes, prelates and bishops a true '' Apostolic succeseion;" and the development of its theology, creedal :1uthority and eccJetiutical power to be au outgrowth or unfolding of the tnmlameutal prinDigitized by
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ciples planted by the Christ in the thought and life of the world. Is this
true? Why then has not the church become the re-incarnation of the
)laster's Spirit? Why the decline instead of the unfolding and extension
of the Apostolic life, power and spiritual gifts? Can ecclesiastical pomp,
power and despotism be a development of or a substitute for these? No
greater mistake is po~sible. These are the outgrowth of another doctrine
than the divine sonship and brotherhood of humanity. They are not the
unfolding and establishment of that brotherhood under the immediate inspiration of the Father's wisdom and goodness. Practical efforts to secure this result have had to begin outside the church, and often with its
direct opposition. They are not the legitimate fruits of the Master's
Spirit unfolding in the lives of his followers.
The Christ organized no external church as an instrument to save
souls for another world. He taught no scheme of dm,-trinal theology or
philosophy, and left no creed to be accepted as a means or condition of
salvation here or hereafter. He did teach in unmistakable terms that
man is the child of the. living and infinite God, with corresponding divine
possibilities inherent within him. He did lift up the ideal of a divine and
perfect life for man on earth. He did teach by precept and parable, and
illustrated by a living example the law and conditions under which all
men may enter into its realization. The salvation he preached was this
moral and physical perfection. His ideal church was the realized Fatherhood of God in the actualized brotherhood of man, the enthronement of
the kingdom of God - the love, wisdom and perfection of thP, Father on earth as in heaven.
'
·
The historic church has been true to its ideals and faithful to the work
it set itself to do. That work, primarily, was the saving of souls f01·
another world, not the perfection of life in this. Its ideal of salvation
has been the rescuing of souls from the eternal consequences in a future
world of a fallen condition in this. Its ideal of the kingdom of heaven in
the perfect realization of the presence of God has been for the life beyond,
the benefits of this world being secondary and incidental. It has been true
and faithful to this ideal and work, but such was not the ideal and work
inaugurated by the Master ; and in his name we call attention to the mistake. His ideal and work were, primarily, for this world, the realization
of the presence of God and the kingdom of heaven on earth independent
of any consideration of consequences in another world. His motto was,
"Take no thought for the morrow, for the morrow shall take thought for
the things of itself : sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof."
On the other hand, we are told by the advocates of materialistic agnosticism that this Christ of the gospels is an invention of romance, the
fi~tion of a designing and crafty priesthood, with no just claim to historic
verity. Is he? Who then was the transcendent genius to invent the
divine ideal, and picture the perfection of a life for which no character
of history furnished even the suggestion '? Why clid so skilled an artist
vanish, passing into oblivion - the great unnamed and unknown beuefactor of his race? Compare the grandest inventions of modern romance
with the simple story of the gospel narratives, and how the ideal characters shrink into puny littleness in the majestic presence of the Divine
Galilean. As simple, broken and imperfect as that story is, it has touched
and stirred the profoundest depths of the human soul as no other literaDigitized by
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ture has done. Iu a rude ancl'semi.bat·baric age it lifted up the divinest
ideal our world has known. The loftiest aspirations of the human raet>.
voiced in its seers and prophets, were fulfilled and more than actualizt>il
in that matchless character; a character, however, not to remain t-'Xceptional, but the seed-germ of infinite promise, prophetic of ultimate rea\i.
zation in universal experience. This ideal of priestly origin? The char;e
is too absurd for serious consideration.
'Ve have here the perfect ideal, and that ideal actualized in practical
experience and example, approached by no other character of roma1we
or history. No higher is needed, nor possible of conception. lts r1•alization in universal expe1·ience will bring not only humanity, but the worl1l
it inhabits. to perfection. Wisdom that is divine ancl perfect, taught in
precept an<l parable and illustrated in example, is here; and, "It is the
power of Goel unto salvation to every one that believeth."
No wonder, then, that this record is sacredly cherished, since here
man meets face to face with and touches divinity. " For God who commanded the light to shine out of darkness, hath shined into our hearts,
to give the light of the knowledge of the glory of God in the face of Jesus
Christ."
Two practical questions arise. First : will the impartial study of the
constitution of nature and man, and of the fundamental laws of being,
justify the claim that man as an embodied spirit and child of God, may
attain physical a.ml moral perfection ancl live the, perfect life of mastery
over all mate1·ial and mol'al conditions in 'the body, as represented in the
story of the Christ'? Second: will the method given and illustrated in
the Christ teaching ancl example secure this result in universal experience?
These questions are seriously considered in the present volume, which,
with the deep convictions of the anhor, are now left to the calm judgment ancl disposal of the reader.

WHAT MAN IS MADE OF.
DR. LANCASTER, a London physician and surgeon, recently a.nalyzed a man,
a111l gave the re:1ults to his class in chemistry. The body operated upon weighed
154.4 pounds. The lecturer exhibited upon the platform 23.1 pounds of carbon,
2.2 pounds of lime, 22.3 ounces phosphorus and about one ounce each of sodium,
iron, potassium, magnesium and silicon, Besides this solid residue, Dr. Lancaster
estimated that there were 5,595 cubic feet of oxygen. weighing 121 pout'lds ;
105,900 cubic feet of hydrogen, weighing 15.4: pounds, and 5:& cubic feet of nitrogen in the man's body. All of these elements combined in the following: One
hundred and twenty-one pounds of water. 16.5 pounds gelatine, 1.32 pounds fat,
8.8 pounds fibrin and albumen. and 7.7 pounds of phosphate of lime and other
minerals.
Ha/,fs .Journal of He,alth.

"What is peace? - When pain is over,
And love ceases to rebel,
Let the last faint sigh discover
That urece1leR the passing knell."
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The Neophyte's Prayet;.
THE NEOPHYTE'S PRAYER.
me the way, the perfect way.
The heavenly path of Use,
And all the loves and joys of earth
I'll freely, gladly loose.
My Master, pray withold it not, -, Tis naught for you to grant.
I'll give all earthly happiness
For what my soul qoth pant.
I yearn to know the way so clear
That doubts no more will rise.
I long to help poor suffering man
From depths where now he lies.
But all seems dark to me as yet ;
Oh draw the clouds away
From off my mind, and let my soul
Assert her -rightful sway.
M. A. E.

SHOW

"IN- each human being exist certain elements which are identical with
those existing in allt>ther human beings, and therefore one with the latter.
Consequently, individual man only appP.a?'B to be a separate being; while
in fact the whole of humanity is a unity and one; it is merely the outward expression of the Universal Man, which is manifest in many eepa.rate human forms. The dirtiest beggar in the street, the most vicious
criminal, as well as the greatest king or queen in the world, is myself and
yourself, for there is no clistinction between one human being and another
in the fundamental principle which constitutes a human being, and which
is the Universal Man, the terrestrial Adam and the celestial Ch-rist.
"In other words: Mankind is 'only one, but it appears in many millions of various masks, and sometimes .with very inhuman habits, because
the mask which the forms wear hinclers their free evolutions. This mask
is the personality of each man, the instrument through which A.dam acts,
and which is full of imperfections. He, i 11 whom the terrestrial Adam has
become the celestial Adam. The Christ, sees in every man and woman not
only his brother or sister, but his own self. A person who injures another,
injures himself, for each man constitutes a power which acts upon humanity, and the good or evil lie does, will return to himself.
"Those who desire to become more spiritual and refined should avoid
· supplying their bodies with that which is gross; those who desire to master their passions should not feed themselves with substances in which the
elements of such passions reside ; those who wish to come into possession
of more ethereal forms act unwisely if they supply the latter with substances which must necessarily render them more gross, and material and
dense, and thus hinder the free movements of the spirit within. Instances
may be known, where a person has attained a considerable degree of spiritual development in spite of living on the corpses of animals; but such
instances are very rare, and it may be said without hesitation that one of
the first steps to the acquisition,of .<pfrit1tal re'fl,nement is the abandonment
of animal food."
J-fagic: White and Black.
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FOR LOVE OR MONEY.
BY THEODORE WRIGHT.
THE heavenly principles of Universal Fellowship and Altruism are tryin.,. to assert themselves more and more as time moves on in the historv
ol'the huwa.n race, and the fact we are speaking of, as now being ohserve(1,
may be deemed a portent of events that are coming as fast as they may
or can into the world's experience. The spirit of the Christ is nothing
but the principles above refer1·ed to; and just as fast as human entitie;,
develope sufficiently to become interiorly sensitive to said spirit, an(l to
be impressed and led thereby, tti that extent the principles of Universal
Fellowship and Altruism must and will assert themselves.
Among the universal principles that dominate on every plane of heing
alike is the principle enunciated in the axiom, " Like begets like." 'Vhile
the world is dominated by the hard and exacting principle of selfishness
and competition, its like will be begotten and perpetuated, for •· needs
must while the devil drives;" but by the same universal principle alreacly
stated, so certainly as the powerful sentimen.ts of Universal Fellowship
and Altruism begin to assert themselves they will also begin to multiply
their kind by the operation of the same principle, and so a better state of
feeling and conduct will grow into our mundane society.
Some are now beginning to realize more or less distinctly that they cot1hl
bestow their labor more cheerfully and unreservedly and so to far bet~·~r
purpose for love's sake than for money. There may not be many snch,
but depend upon it there are such. Very evidently then the spirit of Christ
is coming in its own quiet way into the experience of such, for if anythin~
was conspicuous in the Nazarene's life, it was these very principles of
Universal Fellowship and Altruism, seeing that his every effort was bestowed on others of all classes without any partiality or respect of persons,
and also without any thought or concern for self. If any man has not
the spirit of Christ - we are told - such an one is not of the Chri!'t.
Evidently then some have egregiously blundered over this weighty matter.
We must never lose sight of the princi pies that are ever operative i ! 1
human society in producing all its phenomena. W.e cannot find any exception to the Universal Law or principle that" like begets like," try a;
we may for there is none. On all planes of life and action that law is
unceasingly operative; therefort1 if the principles of Universal Fellowship and Altruism are to find multiplied expression in human experience
showing the will of God done on earth as it is done in heaven, there must
be bold, adventurous, noble, self-sacrificing and determined spirits wh.,
will stem the strong tide of mundane sentiment which for ages was set in
the other way; and this even though they are compelled thereby to become
martyrs to their principles ; and then what shall we see ? Why even in the
very sacrifices made by these martyrs will seed be sown that will germinate and multiply of its kind until it comes to its dominancy in our
mundane society.
ls not this the very potency of the Christ mission ? Did he not sow
the seed of the reign of the heavens in his own person by stemmin.,. the
strong tide of human selfishness and individualism when acting out t~ the
full the principles of Universal Fellowship and Altruism, and sufferin(J' a
cruel and an undeserved martyrdom therefor ? Did he not know whe1~"';;o
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doing that he was acting on the lines of a' potent principle that could not
fail, the principle of like begetting like ? Did he not know that all seeds
ha¥e a period varying in length according to their characters which they
must and will t:.¥-e in the soil to enable them to burst their shell and show
themselvo.s above ground? And did he not know likewise that this wondrous seed which he had sown was of such an endurable and imlestructible nature that although nothing short of many centuries would suffice
t-0 enable it to come through the covering that was over it, still it would
accomplish it"? What do the words of the apostle Paul truly signify ?
"Thou fool! that which thou sowest is not quickened except it die. "
If we interpret it in the light o~ the world's history and by the side of the
thought of this article, then we see clearly enough that the world has
utterly failed to catch the spirit of its Lord and Master in its past, for
nothing at all like the spirit of Universal Fellowship and Altruism has
asserted itself in its history until now, and it is even now only in its
tender green blade stage trying to show itself here and there as it struggles through its covering. The ChriRt knew exactly what he was
about. and he knew exactly the lapse of time that would transpire before the seed he had dropped into the world's history would show itst>lf
above the strange and almost impracticable soil in which it was sown.
He knew what was and what was not in man. He knew the many
trying ,·icissitudes that heavenly st:.ed he had sown would be subjected to
and w<>uld require to pass through. He knew that the soil itself was almost impracticable to begin with. He knew that droughts were matters
of course ever through all time in mundane history, and were therefore
to be reckoned upon where that heavenly seed was sown. He knew that
until conditions began to ahow themselves and to operate qualifying the
!;Oil to allow of the seed covering above ground that it would not come ;
but he also knew that let the time be long or short the seed he had sown
was so charged with unending vitality that nothing could prevent it asserting itself whenever favorable conditions operated to permit its growth.
Assuming then that the principles of Universal Fellowship and Altrui!!Ill constituted the seed of the reign of the heavens which the Christ
sowed in his Father's fieJd during his earthly mission, it is very certain
that the world's history up to this time has never shown us the plant above
the surface, that this seed was alone intended or qualified to produce.
The Christ did all for love and nothing for money. The Christ gave
himself up entirely to the service of others, not for one moment considering himself. Yes, even when he had won the hard victory in humau
flesh over all its foes, to such an extent that it was no longe1 in the power
of man to apprehend him or to put him to death unless he consented to
allow of it; still knowing that the full potency of his mission was unquestionably dependent upon his yielding even to that extent, be freely and
lovingly gave himself thus alwavs, yes, sacrificed himself and bv so doing became a curse for us, and hence we have the astounding, and also to
Uie many the confounding phenomena of one who was the very Lord of
tife, and superior to every evil circumstance and influence, handing himself voluntarily over to ignominy and shame, all out of his deep and unutterable lo,•e for degraded humanity I The Christ undoubtedly gave
himself thus for the life of the world and his very death of voluntary
Altruistic sacrifice so becomes the very es8ential life germ of the seed he
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has sown into the world's history, knowing•that in the fulness of time it
. would assuredly assert itself, and sp1fog up to bless and sanctify suffering
humanity.
Until men begin to work freely in the interests of humanity as a whole,
apart from race, nation, or creed, and without any concern for self, we
shall not and cannot see the spirit of Christ; for the spirit of Christ was
undoubtedly the spirit of Universal Fellowship ancl Altruism. Shame'.
shame ! A thousand times shame on those who try to make us believe that
this spirit of Christ is responsible for the principles that have so cruelly
dominated Christendom all along her career up to the present~ It is nothing
at all but a. black ancl a hideous lie! After the Christ had given himself
up as a victim to human malice and ignorance to fulfill to the letter all
the requirements of the Altruistic spirit, it is monstrous for those who
professed to b~ his friends to show and perpetuate an entirely contrary
spirit. Hicle your cowardly heads with shame, you poltroons l Such a
spirit as you arc of is only noticeable by contrast with the reality you
talk about! Talk of glorifying in one's shame ! A more conspicuous
example of it was never furnished in the worl<l's history than Christenclom has herself furnished in her ignorance and unbelief. Shi! has not
known what spirit she was of ; and in her blindness she has laid hold of
every selfish competitive principle to work out her own party and petty
· ends with, not seeing all this time that she was exactly working to the
contrary of everything her avowed Lord required ! Pity the poor blind!
Bless the Lord however that light is now dawning, and all the hideousness of their horrid backsliding is coming plainly into view and ma.v be
reported from. The day draws nigh when man will work for pure love
of the race, and not either directly or indirectly for money at all; for the
spirit of Christ in some of the advanced sons of men who have caught it
again is so beginning to testify. All that is necessary to bring this about
is a beginning which will be made shortly; au<l men and women will
heartily combine ere long to carry out the principles of Unh'ersal Fellowship and Altruism. As they do this we shall see that like will beget like;
good will overcome evil ; light will dispel darkness ; power will trample
down weakness; righteousness will overpower mig/iteousness ; the reign
of the heavens will come instead of the reign of earthly potencies ; and
Universal Fellowship and Altruism will become the dominant controlling
slm and centre of the human system, ancl all the stars and moons meteoric
lights and comets that have tried to lighten our darkness clming the night
we have passed through will quietly be extinguished by reason of the
overpowering light of the risen sun. Amen! Even so let it he.
ALL perfection also increases toward the interiors and decreases toward the exteriors, because interior things are nearer the Divine, and in themselves pm·er;
but exterior things are more remote from the Di vine, and in themselves gros.;;e1·.
Angelic perfection consists in intellige~ce, wisdom, love and every good, and thence
in happiness ; but not in happiness without the former ; for without them happiness is external, and not internal. Since the interiors of the angels of the inmost
heaven are open to the third degree, therefore their perfection immensely surpasse~
the perfection of the angels in the middle heaven, whose interiors are open
to the second degree. In like manner the perfection of the angels of the
middle heaven surpasses the perfection of the angels of the ultimate heaven.
Swedenhorg.
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Altruism.
ALTRUISM.

OUR esteemed correspondent and co-worker, Mr. Theodore Wright of
Queensland, South Australia, has favored us with a copy of the By-Laws
and Constitution of .the Australian Branch, of which Mr. Wright is the
PresidentrFounder.
We find so many ideas therein which we knO\v will be of v'alue to all
our friends in the branch movement, that we reprodnce herewith the entire article as it originally appeared in the SfJuthern World, February

26, 1890.

.

"This comprehensive and expressive term is making its way into current thought very significantly. It stands for " all . truth " and its beneficent consequences. The many will with truth declare that" it is high,
we cannot attain to it:" the few on the other hand have accepted it as their
goal. and will never he satisfied until they have realized its consummation.
The history of the world fully justifies the thought that the word ''Altruism " coming into accepted use is prophetic of the thing itself drawing very near. However few the devotees of such a principle may be
numerically. there are nevertheless what may be termed unique exceptions amongst the race of those who have foresworn all selfish considerations, every merely fleshJy desire and ambition, and all that by the world
is esteemed good and great. These are all more or less imbued with the
conviction that the only possible means for transforming human nature
is on the Universal principle: - ''Like begets like."
Viewing Altruism as the grand finality towards which man is ever progressively moving, aucl having caught the idea that it can only becoRte
fact hy what may be termed a spiritual application of the potency mentioned ; that is by bold and eonrageous spirlts daring to live the very altruistic life in the flesh in <1efi:mee oi. all surroundings, they are beginning
to" move heaven and earth" - so to speak- to ki1u-ae this spirit amon1rst
all who are at all prepared for it, and societies are quietly organizing for
the very high and lofty purposes embraced in the very expressive term
"Altruism."
As a "sign of the times" in which we live, and by way of a contrast
with the prevalent sentiment of the same, we give om· rtladers a series of
resolutions agreed upon by one of these societies as a basis for co-operation here in Brisbane. The society in question departs from all popular
lines in determining to maintain a profound secrecy with reference to its
work in session, and therefore refuses to divulge the names of its
members or promoters, and even the name it has agreed to wear. The
following are the resolutions to which the society stands individually
. pledged:Resolvecl, -That this organization be oalled the Esoteric Branch Society, No. - That its members take to heart and rel!ognize distinctly the supreme
importance of its work; and do therefore holcl themselves bound to l'P!<po1ul to its calls upon their attentions, energies, and 1·esources, and that
without any regard to selfish or personal considerations.
That its members thankfully recognize the inestimable value of the
ripe spiritual experience of those voluntarily and nn;;elfishly undertaking
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to control and direct the movement, and pledge themselves heartily to
submit to their guidance and direction.
•
That its members hold as their one supreme ideal the fervent de11ire of
doing good to the human race unselfishly, and to w01·k as best they may
01· can for the promotion of peace and happiness amongst the human family without regard for self, and without respect of persons.
That its members pledge themselves to maint:tin a discreet silence with
reference to the Society in Session, and only allow themselves to make
free use of acquired improvement in tone, bearing, and character thus
ac·+ually won by them in their daily intercourse with vthers.
·
That its members pledge themselves to vigilance and active interest in
the studies, work, and continual self-sacrifice laid upon them as obligations in furthering the great ends of the society, realizing while doing so
that the measure of personal success attained will always be apportioned
to the same.
That this society aims to realize and develope to usefulness all the ingermed but latent potencies hidden within themselves, and pledges itself
to unitedly co-operate thereby to assist one another in an altruistic, generous, self-sacrificing and unselfish manner to make advaqcement and unfoh1ment therein.
That the constant &im and object of the society shall be to intelligently
realize and employ every spiritual agency and activity for the furtherance
of the highest, holiest, and most pressing needs of humanity as a whole,
and therefore earnestly desires and determines to arrive at those accurate
concepts of themselves and their latent powers with reference to their own
personal relationship to Divinity as to increase their usefulness thereby.
and also enhance the value of their services to their fellows in every dav
life.
•
That the society lays its membership under no manner of restrictions
or obligations whatsoever as to their religious or scientific beliefs, but at
the same time very cheerfully and heartily accepts the obligation to prove
all things, permitting thereby of holding fast the good, and also unreservedly and without compunction eliminating every evil;
That this society recognizes no distinction of sex, and allows nothing
save merit to influence its actions or appointments in any way; either a
brother or a sister being equally eligible for any position therein, provided
oiher qualifications are shown.
That this society will not undertake to recognize any established rule
or custom of mundane society as an obligation binding its course of action
in any way, but determines rather to combine in faithful, patient, and
united efforts to discover the truly spiritual nature and order of things in
every way, and as they make such discoveries to act their part accordingly.
That this society recognizes a.s a fundamental basis of co-operation that
the highest and holiest functions of humanity are beyond and above the
mere physical body, and the scope and range of its five physical senses or
the highest powers of reasoning ; and therefore intensely desires to realize the fulness of satisfying truth, wisdom, love, and power as pertaining
to the spiritual sphere whioh it desires and seeks most earnestly and unselfishly to occupy.
That this society distinctly realizes, or aims to realize, that its very lifeDigitized by
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work cout1ists in ACTUAL DOING, and not INTENDING TO DO or talking about
it; and believes therefo~ that until it is individually or collectively fairly
qualified to do something like good work the less it is publicly known or
heard of the better. 1
That as everything in the Universe operates constantly and steadily
upon the exact scientific basis of like begetting like, and that on every
plane of life and activity alike, it embraces cheerfully as the only possible way of destroying se-lfishne3s and vice of any description the courageous and determined exhibition of its converse in every way in their power,
even unto martyrdom and unselfish suffering and persecution therefor;
and this society hereby pledges itself to further its high ends by just such
pnre, lofty, and self-sacrificing means, ancl to be conten,t with no others."
.'

THE FORM OF HEAVEN.

IT is important to understand the form of heaven, since not only are
. all consociated according to that form, but all communication also is according to it, and therefore all extension of thoughts and affections, hence
all the intelligence and wisdom of the angels. Therefore as far as any
one is in the form of heaven, or is a form of heaven, so far he is wise.
Whether we speak of being in the form of heaven, or in the order of
heaven, it amounts to the same ; since the form of everything is from
order and a.coording to it.
First, something shall here be said in explanation of what is meant by
being in the form. of heaven. Man was created after the image of heaven
and the world ; his internal after the image of heaven, and his external
after that of the world, whether we say after the image, or according to
the .form, it is the same thing. But because man, by evils of the will, and
falses of thought thence derived, has destroyed in himself the image, and
thus the form, of heaven, and introduced in its place the image and form
of hell, therefore his internal is closed from his birth. This is the reason
why man, differently from every kind of animal, is born into mere ignorance. In order, therefore, that the image or form of heaven may be restored te him, he must be instructed in the things relating to order; for,
as remarked abuve, the form is according to order. The Word contains
all the laws of divine order, for the laws of divine order are the precepts
of the Word. In proportion, therefore, as man becomes acquainted with
these, and lives according to them, his internal is opened, and there the
order or image of heaven is formed anew. Hence it is evident what is
meant by being in the form of heaven, namely, living according to the
iruths of the Word.
.
As far as any one is in the form of heaven, so far he is in heaven, yea.
is a heaven in the lea.st form, consequently he is so far in intelligence and
wisdom: for, as was said above, all the thoughts of his understanding,
and all the affections of his will extend themselves into heaven in every
direction according to its form, and communicate in a wonderful manner
with the societies there, and these in turn with him. Some think that
their thoughts and affections do not actually extend themselves around
them, but that they are within them, because they see the things which
they think inwardly in themselves, and not as distant. But they are
much mistaken ; for as the sight of the eye has extension to l'emote obDigitized by
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jects, and is affected according to the order of the things which it sees in
that extension, so likewise the interior sight, which is that of the understanding, has extension into the spiritual world, although man is not sensible of it. The only difference is, that the sight of the eye is affected
naturally, because by things in the natural world, while the sight of the
understanding is affected spiritually, because by those in the spiritual
world, all of which have relation to good and truth. Man does not know
that this is the case, because he is not aware that there is a light which
enlightens the understanding, when yet, without that light, he would be
unable to think at all. There was a certain spirit who likewise imagined
' that he thought from himself, thus without any extension out of himself,
or any consequent communication with societies existing without himself.
To convince him of his error, all communications with the neighboring
societies was taken away, in consequence of which he was not only deprived of thought, but fell down as if dead, - yet he threw his arms about
like a new-born infant. After a while the communication was restored ;
and according to the degree in which it was restored, he returne1l into
the state of his own thought. Other spirits, who witnessed this, thereupon confessed that all thought and affection flows-in according to com·
munication, and - since all thought and affection - therefore also the
all of life; since all of man's life consists in this, that he can think and
be affected, or, what is the same, can understaud and will.
It is, however, to be observed, that intelligence and wisdom vary with
every one according to communication. They whose intelligence and wisdom are formed from genuine truths and goo1ls, communicate with societies according to the form of heaven ; but they whose intelligence and
wisdom are not formed from genuine truths and goods, but still from
things which agree with them, have a broken and rather inc.lherent communication, because it does. not take place with societies in a series agreeable to the form of heaven ; but they who are not intelligent aud wise,
because they are in falses derived from evil, communicate with societies
in hell. The extent of their communication is according to the degree of
their confirmation. It is further to be noted, that this communication
with societies is not a communication which comes to the manifest perception of those there, but it is a communication with the quality [as to
good or edl] in which they are principled, and which flows from them.
All iu heaven are consociated according to spiritual affinities, which
are those of good and truth in their order. So is it in the whole heaven,
so in every society, and so in every house. Hence it is that the angels
who are in similar good and truth, know each other like those related by
consanguinity and affinity on earth, just as if they had been acquainted
from infancy. In like manµer are consociated the goods and truths which
constitute wisdom and intelligence with every angel; they kn•)w each
other iu like manner, and as they l:now each other so likewise they join
themselves together. \Yherefore they with whom truths and goods are
conjoined according to the fom1 of heaven, see the things which follow
in a series, and have an extended view of the manner of their coherence
in all directions. It is otherwise with those with whom goods and truths
are not conjoined according to the form of heaven.
Such is the form in each heaven, according to which the angels have
commnnil'ation and extension of\ thoughts and affections, thus a.ccording
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to which they have intelligence and wisdom. But the communication of
one heaven with another, as of the third or inmost with the second or
middle, a.nd of both these with the first or ultimate, is of a different nat;..
ure; a.nd, indeed, ought not to be called communication, but infiux, of which something shall now be said.
That there is not communication of one heaven with another, but influx, may be manifest from their relative situation. The third :>r inmost
heaven is above ; the second or middle heaven is beneath; and the first
or ultimate heaven is still lower. All the societies of each heaven are
arranged in a simi~r manner. Some are in elevated places, which appe:ir
as mountains, upon whose summits dwell those of the inmost heaven:
beneath them are the societies of the second heaven; beneath these, again,
the societies of the ultimate heaven; and so throughout, whether it be in
elevated places or not. A society of a superior heaven has no communication with a sodety of an inferior heaven except by correspondences ;
and communication by correspondences is called influx.
One heaven is conjoined with another, or a soeiety of one heaven with
a society of another, by the Lord alone, by influx both immediate and
mediate, - immediate from Himself, and mediate through the superior
heavens in order into the inferior. Since the conjunction of the heavens
by influx is from the Lord alone, therefore it is most carefully provided
that no angel of superior heaven look down into a society of an inferior,
and converse with any one thP,re ; the moment this occurs, the angel is
deprived of his intelligence and wisdom. The reason is this: Every angel
has three degrees of life, corresponding with the three degrees of heaven.
Those in the inmost heaven have the third or inmost degree open, and the
second and first closed; those in the middle heaven have the second degree open and the first and third closed; and those in the ultimate heaven
have the first degree open, and the second · and third closed. As soon.
therefore, as an angel of the third heaven looks down into a society of the
second, and converses with any one there, his third degree is closed, and
he is deprived of his wisdom; for his wisdom resides in the third degree,
ancl he has none in the second and first. This is meant by the Lord's
words in Matthew : 44 He that is on the housetop, let him not go down to
take what is in his house ; and he that is in the fielcl, let him not return
back to take his garment." xxiv. 18, 19. And in Luke: "In that day,
he that shall be upon the housetop, and his vessels in the house, let him
not go down to take them away ; and he that is in the field, let him likewise not return back. Remember Lot's wife." xvii. 31, 32.
· There is no influx from the inferior heavens into the superior, because
this is contrary to order, - but from the superior heavens into the inferior. The wisdom, too, of the angels of a superior heaven exceeds that of
the angels of an inferior heaven, as a myriad to one. This also is thn
reason that the angels of an inferior hea,•en cannot converse with those
of a superior one, yea, when they look in that direction, they do not see
them: their heaven appears as something cloudy above their heads. But
the angels of a superior heaven can see those in an inferior one; yet they
are not allowed to converse with them, except with the loss of their wisdom, as was said above.
The thoughts and affections, and also the discourse, of the angels of the
inmost heaven, are never perceived in the middle heaven, because they
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transcend rthe perceptions of the angels of that heaven]; but when it
pleases the Lord, there is an appearance thence in the inferior heavens as
of something flamy ; and the thoughts, affections. antl discourse of those
in the middle heaven appear as something luciJ in the ultimate hea,·en,
·and sometimes as a bright and variously cofored cloud; and .from the
ascent, descent, and form of that cloud, the subject of their conversation
is in some measure known.
From these obser\'ations it may be evident what the form of heaven is,
namely, that in the inmost heaven it is most perfect; in the middle heaven
also perfect, but in an inferior degree; and in the ~ltimate heaven in a
degree still lower; and that the form of one heaven subsists from another
by influx from the Lord. But the nature of communication by influx
cannot be comprehended without knowing what degrees of altitude are,
and what is the difference between these degrees and degrees of longitude
and latitude.
With respect to the form of heaven specifically, and the manner ill
which its motions and fluxions proceed, this is incomprehensible even to
the angels. Some idea of it may be conceived from the form of all things
in the human body, when examined and explored by a sagacious and wise
observer; for it was shown above in their p1·oper chaptbrs, that the whole
heaven resembles one man, and that all things in man correspond to the
heavens. How incomprehensible and unsearchable that form is, mav ap·
pear in some general way from the nervous fibres, whereby ea.ch and all
of the parts are woven. 'What is the nature of those fibres, and _in what
manner they perform their motions and fluxions ( vadunt et .fl,uunt) in the
brain, cannot be discerned by the eye ; for innumerable fibres are t'here
so folded together, that, taken in the gross, they appear as a soft, continuous mass ; and yet all and each of the things belonging to the will and
understanding flow most distinctly into acts, along those innumerable
complicated fibres. How these fibres, a.gain. wreathe themselves together
in the bo<ly, appears from the various collections of them called plexuses,
- such as the cardiac plexus, the mesenteric plexus, and others ; and
also from the knots of them which are called ga.nglions, into which many
fibres from every province enter, and therein mingle together, and again
go forth in new combinations to the performance of their functions, ancl this repeated again and again ; besides similar things in every viscous,
member, organ, and muscle. Whoever examines these fibres with the
eye of wisdom, and the many wonderful things pertaining to them, will
be utterly astonished. And yet the things which the eye sees are few;
those which it does not see are yet more wonderful because they belong
to an interior realm. That this form corresponds to the form of heaven,
is very plain from the operation of all things of the understanding and
will in it and according to it; for whatever a man wills, descends spontaneously into act according to that form; and whatever he thinks, pervades those fibres from their beginnings even to their terminations, whence comes sensation; and because it is the thought form of antl will,
it is the form of intelligence and wisdom. It is this form which correspond.; to the form of heaven. Hence it may he known. that every affecition and every thought of the angels extends itself according to that form.
and that so far as they are in it they are intelligent and · wise. These
facts are adduced, that it may also be known that the heavenly form is of
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such a nature that it can never be exhausted, even as to its general principles, and thus that it is incomprehensible even to the. angels, as wa'J

said above.

SWEDENBORG.

MY IDOL.
impulse of the air, my words attend,
And tell me of thy presence, where thou art;
And of thv friendship dear, - my loving friend, And of "thy blissful state to me impart ;
For in the flowery land must many be
That centre round thy form to worship thee.
SWEET

Do others look upon thy beauty fair,
And draw the radiance from those tender eyes,
And hAar the melodies that fill the air
When wander thou the fields of paradise ?
For in the flowery laud there many be
That think of thee when hearing melody.
And do they follow swift along thy path
To catch the spicy fragrance of thy love.
And see the winsome step thy spit-it hath
That thrills the fancy at each graceful move ?
For in the flowery land there many be.
That feel a love when they thy beauty see.
My Idol sweet! doest thou my soul a.wait
That we together may each joy pursue,
And walking hand in hand, to each relate
The memories of life as earth friends do?
For in the flowery land there many be
That seeing us alone would envy me.

E. B.

ROBINSON.

" MEN fail, sicken and die, through feebleness of will. ' All the potencies of
man reside in the will. To its exerci!lfl is due all motions - physical, mental and
1piritual. Will is God, and 'God is a spirit.' Therefore, the will employed in
an act is the spirit thereof or the motive, or moving force. Man is the focas of
above and below - of without and within. Hence he is susceptible to influences
from each. That some are more open to impressions from within than others, is
evident ; and the same is true as regards externals.''
"THAT which springs spontaneously from the earth is the weed, bramble and
frnit, which man tries to improve. So it is with the loves. That which springs
from impulse is conside1·ed by civilization a.s a thing needing punishment. We
believe in cool, calm judgment and self-control, as better than spontaneity. This
eoolneas and self-poise comes from the exercise of will. All civilization is due to
self-control. It follows, then, as a logical sequence, ttl&t if it is possible for man
to guide and control his loves 'tis far better than for him to be led by his blind
puaion.''
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t50ME EFFECTS OF CIVILIZATION UPON SAVAGES.
Abstract of a Lecture by J. H. KELLooG, M: D., Sanitarium, Battle Creek, Mioh.

SUPPOSE we go into some parts of the earth formerly barbarous a id ·
compare the condition of the people at the pt·esent time with what tl ey
were when first brought in contact with civilization and see whether or
not they are improved. This is really a serious question, especially as to
physical effects. Our vices and bad habits as a civilized people are umost sure to be engrafted or mixed with the good we would do the n.
For instance, a ship sails from Boston with a number of missionaries ) l l
deck destined sav for the " Dark Continent." Boston Bibles and N 1w
England rum are stacked side by side, in the hold, with the same dei tination in view.
Take our own American Indians who have been driven west- is th·iir
condit.ion improved by contact with the whites? The last remnant of a
tribe of the Pottawatomies was removed from the vicinitv of thi<.i town alxi ut
twenty.five years ago. A few escaped and came back, built houses a.1d
adopted in large dtigree the habits of civilization. Half of them diul of.
consumption within a. very few years. Tight houses without ''entilaticin,
the change of food necessary and living in one spot with its accumulation
of filth after the manner of the white man, though with mucli less selfprotection, undermined their once vigorous constitutions. Those who went
west fared little better. Many of them had been in the habit of living
largely upon acorns and the maize they raised, but as wards of the gov·
ernment, they were furnished with salt pork, corned beef and other articles of subsistance and allowed ii life of idleness. They too, began to
die off rapidly. Vice has been propagated among them and· although
some have been christianized and greatly improved, can that be said of the
masses of them ?
Visiting among the Yuma Indians a few year' ago, I found a great
prejudice existed against the schools and civilized life. Both the Indians
and the Catholic Sisters who kept the school agreed in testimony that the
children grew sickly when admitted to the schools whne they adopt<->J
civilized dress and food. The Yumas are Vegetarians. Ii ving upon seeds,
nuts, beans and very delicate cakes which they make from ground corn.
In the schools they are supplied with corned beef, salt pork and other indigestibles of civilization, and almost immediately severe troubles with
the stomach and bowels set in. Catarrh:tl anrl lung trouhles follow next
with ear ache and sore throat. Is it any wo1Hler the olrl ln<l.ians opposed
the school?
The Hindu li\•es in a much simpler manner than the missionary who
goes to convert him. The Hindu will not shake hands with the missionary because if he does he will have to bathe and disinfect himself thoroughly. \\'by? Because the missionary eats "corpses," - dead flesha thing most abhorrent to a good Hindu.
When Captain Cook discovet·ed the South Sea Islanders. he found
them living in a state of health and vigor. a people of most remarkable
physical perfection and beauty. But vices and bac:l habits imbibed from
contact with civilized people have almost exterminated them and tle•.:ra1letl
them below their savage state.
eo
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Rut I am not ackocating barbarism'; I am only saying that civilization
as well as barbarism has serious drawbacks. We have a great number
of blessings and certainly we have a great number of curses as well.
There are many adverse influences at work among civilized nations
which are destined to wipe them out in the course of time unless aiUnded
to. I am sorry for the heathen in Africa, but I am more sorry for the
heathen at home, and consider them full more hopeful subjects of missionary labo1·. Go into the tenement house district in New York City
and see how whole families are Ii ving in dirt and squalor with as little
attention to the decencies of life l1S the most savage barbarians. 'While
a student in New York I visited occasionaily the quarters of the very poor
and degraded. I remember one shanty in the " Hocky " district - among
numerous other shanties built upon blocks whose unblasted rocks make
them still unfit for respectable dwellings - where I found a man and his
wife and two children, a goat, a pig and a half a dozen chickens all living
in the same little room. One of the little boys was dying of the croup
and he received no attention or care. The father was preparing for the
good time he expected to have at the "wake" thatnight by getting drunk,
and seemed absolutely indiff~1·ent to his dying child. ThP- filth and degradation of people like those could not be excelled by savages. They have
not the slightest idea of hygiene and the women know no more about
cookery than they do about astronomy. No wonder the men are driven
t.o intemperance when for bread they receive a stone.
Now who are going to teach these heathen at home better modes of
living, how to cook properly an,{ economically such food as will support
aud nourish the body, and also the best ways of building up muscle and
brain? 'Who is going among the mass of people the country through
and teach them better hygiene and sanitation? Who will help diffuse
information that will do something to prevent the spread of contagious
diseases and contamination of the water supply? Everybody who has
gained any information on these subjects ought to impart it to his neighbors. When one of your friends had typhoid fever last summer, did you
tell him there was death in his well? Did you do anything to keep others
from drinking the same water? Dr. Parks of London says that typhoid
fever is so much a preventible disease that when a person has it, "somebody ought to hang," for somebody is to blame that the man has been
drinking filth. In a little town in Pennsylvania, a man living partly up
the mountain side, had typhoid fever in the winter. The excrete and
everything was thrown out on the snow and in the spring was carried
down into the little river from which the water supply was taken. In
consequence, over a thousand cases of typhoid fever followed and one hundred and fifty died. People get typhoid fever by poisoning one another.
It is becoming unfashionable to die of old age: •iolent deaths are the
n1le. •'Died of a broken liver," "died of an abused stomach," "died as
the result of negligence," '' died from stealing from the reserve of vital
capital designed for old age," might be selected from numerous appropriate epitaphs which nobody uses. '\Ve should all be aroused to these
dangers and the necessity of preaching and practicing reforms. \Ve must
send out medical and sanitary missionaries; we must ourselves preach
the gospel of goocl health upon every possible occasion.
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To tlLe Branche1J and Readers ef the E1Joteric :
Owing to a change regarding the Representative of the G. N. K. R. it
becomes necessary for us to state our present position :
First, the representative that was appointed to conduct the branch
work, proved to be incapable of performing the important work which
spread itself out before him, therefore he has been removed arnl this action leaves the branch work with Mr. Mackay and myself, lint owing to
increasing duties i,ind pressure of business from all sides we find it simply
impossible to give the all-important matter the attention which we dcsirl'.
Secondly, we do not deem it the wiser course to give out, in a public
manner, the knowledge of the new laws, but believe it the mo;;t practirable way of inducing the branches to organize into mutual-scientific-investigating associations, wherein to study whatever line of science the
inclination, opportunity or taste may suggest or allow. An aburnhnt
reason appears for this, which is that the fr>Undation of all this wo!·k
rests entirely upon the attainment ef the student, in the regenerate life as
taught in "Practical Instructions for Reaching the Highest Go:il of Human Attainment" (Vol 1st and 2nd of the Esoteric).
•
Those who honestly and consistently follow the instructions therein
laid down will reach a point where they will knote without question of
doubt, what line of business or what particular profession they are best
fitted for ; and not only this but the work necessary to he done by the
branch worker is simply to familiarize himself with the ordinary knowledges and methods of experimentation in the varied branches of science
to become qualified to use the most delicate scientific instruments, etc.
These studies will lay a foundation fitting you for experimentation on the
new laws; which are destined to overturn very many of the supposed
facts of science, and will lay the foundation so deep and broad that the
records of the Esoteric College will stand the crucial tests of future ages.
THIS BRANCH WORK IS A PRELIMINARY SCHOOL TO
THE REAL PRACTICAL WORK IN THE COLLEGE.

PREPARE FOR

Tlie Fourteen Questions.
It is essential to have the answer to these questions as complete as tht>y
can well be given, iu ortle1· to enable us to select such people as are fittt-1l
to occupy 1~crtain positions in the commencement of our work in the
College.
'Ve should not have asked those questions at this point of your work
had we fully considered this enterprise ourselves; therefore we would
suggest that all who have not sent in their answers, will keep the circular
and await the call for their answer, which call will come through the columns of the Esoteric or by private circnlar.
Que.~tion.'$ Tliat Will Arise.
First, "How does the removal of the Representative of the G. N. K.
R. affect the Esoteric Movement?" Only in this way: It phces all the
branch work in our hands.
Second, "DoP,s it not ta.ke from yon the great knowledge referrc1l to
in his writings'?" Nu! "\VE HAVE ACCF.SS TO ALL, NOW AS FULLY
AS WHILE RE WAS WITH US.

I
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Third, " Will you be able to carry out what has been promised through
the Esoteric and G. R. pamphlet No. 1?" Yes; fully!
·
Fourth, '' ·wm it cause delay in the accomplishment of the work?"
Xo; only so far as it has already hindered us.
The inexperience of this representative was the cau11e of all the opposition which we were obliged to withstand as soon as they made their first
public announcement. This greatly retarded the movement in the beginning. Not only that, but through their direction we spent thousands ot
dollars that did not advance the work and was the cause of all the delay
that has occurred. 'Ve are even now hampered in our endeavors by
our lack of means.
Fifth, "The papers state that yo11 re.ceived a very large sum of money
as a donation to the Esoteric College."
Yes, but the statement was uot true. There was not over $300 in all.
I borr<noed $6,000 on my own responsibility, which was necessitated by
my own money being invested.
Sixth, " Do you intend to ask for means again to put. the work on its
feet?" No. I shall never a;;;k the people again to build their own
homes, or place of obtaining tbe knowledge they need. The people know
that it is only the lack of funds that causes delay. The work is not for
me but for them ·a.nd the rising generation. I shall therefore move forward as fast as the means are obtained, bking no responsibility upon
myself for whatever delay there may be.
Seventh, "Is there any prospect of the work being accomplished
soon?" YES, VERY SOON. We a.re convinced that the men interested
in and actually making the attainments can be numbered by thousands.
Not one of these will fail to see the importance of this work and will give
all they possess to ma.ke it the success it deserves to become. As to the
direct and reliable prospects of its immediate future, not taking the
above into consideration, we ha.ve expectations of which we will not
speak until they become realization. This realiza.tion is in the very near
future.
Eighth," Will the G. N. K. R. have controlling influence in the College Esoteric?" No; Not as heretofore. They have been tried and
found incapable of control in so important an undertaking. If they desire, they may be allowed to fulfil that which they have promised, subject
to Esoteric control.
Kinth, " We do not know ho'( to reconcile your statements in rega.rd
to the G. N. K. R. ; you have told us that this society possessed th.e accumulated knowledge of past ages. If this is true how can we get
this knowledge without them?"
There seems to be a general misunderstanding regarding G. R. pamphlet No. 1. On page 29, we find the following words under the
heading of " The History of the Laws of Ens, Movens, and Om : "
About the commencement of the last quarter of the nineteenth century,
Pantagnomos, delivered into the hands of three people the above mentioned laws, and these three people were charged with the preliminary
organization and management of the special branches of work over which
they had temporary control. These three men were Ethnomedon, Ekphoron,
and Vidya-Nyaika. They were first to organize a Lody of trustworthy
people whose duty it should be to protect and elaborate the laws ; to ar.
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range for their practical application and to guide their use toward the
realization of. the object of Pantagnomos, and this first organization was
the G. N. K. R."
This in itself fully explains that the G. N. K R. is simply a preliminary organization under tpe guidance and control of those who really
have the knowledge in keeping for those who prove themselves worthy
of so sacred a charge.
It was publicly announced by V. N. in the pamphlet to which reference
has been made, also in his articles published in the Esoteric, that your
humble sei:vant has beeu found worthy of the confidence with which he
had been entrusted. Not only did he declare this to be true, but he al~o
stated that our teachings were of a nature fully approved by the G. N.
K. R. as necessary to secure a irustworthy people. Thanks to God and
the Holy Ones, we have intere!!tetl a great number of young men, who
have made attainments that have given them not only control over themselves but their sensibifries and mental capacity have been increased ; all
theit· inherent powers have been more fully awakened, enabling them to
extent! their every faculty far beyond the boundary line set as the limit
of human possibility. These having so far conquered the three evils,
Selfishness, Hate and Passion have also been accepted by the Great
~!asters.

Therefore as soon as the way opens for us to build the Laboratory and
Work Shops; furnish them with all the needed facilities fot· experimenting, and with a scientific library, the students will receive instruction
from "those who know, " that will enable them to put into useful form all
that has been promised the world. Should it be suggested to the materialistic, doubting mind that all there is to be acquired depends upon
their own capacity and effort, we will say that even then we can demoustrate in one year, that in these young men under guidance of what we
now possess there are powers and abilities greater than the world now
dreams of.
These are not visions of a supernatural 1x1wer or of gifts imparted to
the chosen few. No; they are the result of the applfoatiou of natural
laws an<l forces, towarcl the increase of life in the body and the refioi.ug
of its quality through re-generation, to that point where the normal faoulties are increased and intensified until they transcend those of the
ordinary man.
Tenth, "If there were and are now so many persons interested in this
work why is it that a sufficient financial ~atus has nc;t been established..
making it, in this respect, an assured success? "
There are two reasons in explanation of this point: first, the plan
adopted by the Representative was too elaborate. People could not see
any practical way of carrying it out, and there appeared to be unnecessary
secreey about the whole matter. Further, the scandal caused by divers
acts of his, surrounde<l affairs with additional doubt. The other, and the
main reason was this: the report given by the Representative, regarding
the work done by the G. N. K. R. was exaggerated, yet this was done in
so adroit a way that we could not well criticise, for it was so near the
truth that it could not be called a lie, but much was accredited them that
was not justified by the facts of the case : still this was not thought of sufficient impo1·tance to justify a decided opposition upon our part and it
was allowe<l to pass with as little notice as possible.
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However, uo one can, for auy length of time, cleceive the practical stn.
dent of Esotericism, ancl if th~y read a statement wherein something is
hidden or withheld, they stl"c1.ightway look" between the lines" and arrive
at the true inwardness of the words written. Frequently, owing to the
gross deception of business and social envirionments, our good people are
apt to feel even more falsity and deception than the case warrants.
Those who desire the confidence of our people, must speak and write
that which is believed to be ab1Jolutely true, with an open heart, willing
to have it fully known to all ; with no reservation; seeking to conceal nothing, and always aiming to so present their thoughts as to cam~e neither
doubt nor suspicion, and neither of these adjuncts will be suspected where
the man talks from the honest prompting of the heart.
Eleventh, " If there appeared the slightest exaggeration on the part of
the Representative, how did you know that all was not pretence?"
In two ways, first, the facts stated by him in regard to the n~w laws
were known by me to be true from my own experience.
Second, men who had actually experimented and perfected valuable
inventions, informed me that said facts had been riroven.
Twelfth, " How do you know that there exist those wise and good men
who hold this great knowle<lge for the world? "
Simply because I HAVE SEEN AND TALKED WITH THEll MANY TIMES.
This statement is made 'to answer the very reasonable inquiries that
arise 011 account of what has taken place in the past.
When a person has reached a certain pinnacle of attainment in this
life, he straigqtway begins to realize that he has power within himself to
take and apply whatever knowledge he needs.
Those who have wade these attainments in the past lived at a time
when the conditions were such that the knowledge of our day was not required; but other things, not strictly essential to our development wtJre
then existent, therefore the sciences of our day was not inspired and
known by them. They we1·e inspired, which may be called an extension
of that faculty of the mind known to us as recollection. Through'. this
same faculty our people will receive any and all knowledge which they
may need.
,
Do not misunderstand me here. \Ve do not wish you to think that we
reject, or that we will not have access to t11e knowledge referred to by
the Representative of the G. N. K. R. All this shall be ours in adJition
to the intuitioual gifts which are -the natural outcome of esoteric cnlture.
Neither would we imply that the Representative is hopelessly cut off, never
to be re-instated, fbr if at any time he returns to his true mental and spi1-.
itual state and rises superior to the adverse influence of associate minds,
and voluntarily comes back to us, then we shall receive him, but with the
important reservation that hereafter we shall hold absolute control of the
work with which we have been entrusted. Furthermore, we do not regret
having received him as we did, for through him we have had verification
of those laws which we were confident existed but concerning which he
has furnished additional evidence; also these men have given us a plan of
scientific research, which we have not in any way elaborated or had the
time or opportunity to mature. A plan that will make the Esote1·ic Col·
lege and Colony the centre and source of a new and higher order of civili7..:ition; not alone as to the laws an<l methods for a highe1· order of life,
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but also as to instrumentalities and means for self support for themselves
or the entire nation if necessary.
Thirteenth," In what way did the Representative prove unfit or incapable of fulfilling the work he was intended to do'? "
When this great knowledge came to him, lacking mental stamina, he,
like many other good men became egotistical, almost forgetting that
there were others posessing knowledge of as great importance. t;eparated from us and from whatever influence for goocl we might have had
over him, surrounded by the multitude of psychic forces, he succumbed
to their influence, which will either be a severe ancl useful lesson to him
or prove his destruction, as far as this world is concerned.
Fourteenth," Has he finished any of the inventions for the benefit of
the Esoteric work? "
No, not even oue. He went east for that purpose. )Vhile we were bearing the main part of his expenses, he made several inventions and assigned
them to others, who comparitively ~peaking were at no expense whatever in bringing said inventions out, if we make a possible exception of
slight patent fees. For this course of proc~dure we deemed it sufficient
reason to ask for his removal.
Fifteenth, "Then you regard him as a dishonest. bad man ? "
No we do not, for this reason : We know that his desire is to do right, but
he is of a most sensitive nature, therefore subject to the adverse psychisms
.
concentrated upon him as &0011 as he is alone.
It is customary among many of the mystic orders for the master to take
psychic control of the neophyte so that they can the more readily communicate with each other at great distances. The neophyte is always sensitive to the mind that psychologized it, but he is also sensitive to the
action of other minds, and frequently falls through the operation of
this universal law. It is our inviolable rule never to take control of any
mind, or in any way seek to influence a person in the least degree. We
fully recognize the great importance of this force and feel that we have
no right to use it in any way except to make ourselves understood in
speaking 01· writing.
Sixteenth, "If the men who have this knowledge a.re Masters,
why did they not foresee the result of appointing that man as the Representative? "
Perhaps they did aml also that it was a trial necessary to the young man
and useful to us.
)Ve believe that we have here answered all reasonable questioning on
the part of our people. We now would say that it is immaterial to
us as to what others may do, our position is absolutely safe. Our forward course is to teach the application of proven laws and methods by
which increased powers have been obtained by all who have studied these
principles heretofore. All who have tested the methods taught by us in
"Practical Instructions " and elsewhere, have had the experience promised tl1em. Thus it has already been proven that the Esoteric teachings
are practicable for all classes of minds: Materialist, Spiritualist,
the church devotee or the mind that has no affiliation with either, but
seeks for individual improvement.
If we are aided by wise and good men we cheerfully accept everything
good regardless of its source, for all that is good is so because it is what
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we need and is useful to us. Our position is such that we cannot need
anything ex.cept that which will advance this work, for our entire life
is given to it, and we have no other hopes or desires. Thus identified
nothing can affect us in any way without its directly affectin(J' the work
of which our life has become a part, so that nothing can be ~seful to us '
M indit1iduals.
A Few Words to the Branrlies.
It is of much greater importance to belong to and be engaged in this
woric than many realize. A few of the reasons are as follows: first, it is
in harmony with law that no person can receive inspiration for himself
alone. That would be the cultivation of selfishness. In the operation of
Divine law it is shown that any person with an earnest desire for
knowledge for the enlightenment and elevation of humanity will receive it
as soon and as rapidly as they are capable of using it in that direction.
While they continue with an honest purpose to use that which they receive their capacity will be increased to absorb and .impart still more, if
circumstances require. As soon as any form of selfishness is manifest,
either in the development of the Ego (I) or the mere love of possessing
knowledge, or the desire for power, then the heavenly inspiration will
cease, and in its place promptings from the dark regions will follow.
Therefore all who seek these attainments should desire them for the use
and benefit of those whom they are endeavoring to advance. Again, it
is necessary to understand a thing in order to be able to use it to the best
advantage. The Associations, or Branches will give these opportunities
as nothing else is able to do.
The mental conditions necessary to be maintained are as follows :
Abandon all idea of personal advancement, save in so far as it will increase your ability to be of greater use to others; hold to the principle
of working for the good of all. Remember that your little branch is not
a" mutual admiration society ; " on the contrary, every person should
stand as though alone being affected only by the inner guidance, it should
be the place where each member seeks to impart to his co-workers and
all with whom he comes in contact the best he has at his command
for their mutual i.tt!;inment.
Every person should be in search of such knowledge as will help him
in aiding others. Then it matters not through whom the knowledge comes.
If there are objectionable persons in the society, they are the ones whom
you can help to the greatest advantage; at least you can get an experience in the peculiarities of the human mind that will aid you when you
shall meet the same peculiarity in othera. It matters not how much you
know, it is vet possible for you to be taught by the most ignorant. Then
if you are wise, in place of being annoyed and refusing to attend, because of
certain uncongenial persons, you should accept it as an opportunity to
nse the knowledge you hava, by correcting without ojfe11d-ing. ancl at
the same time you may learn from them.
A number of persons met together for a specific purpose, creates an attnosphere that will greatly aid you in developing thought. The criticism
of other minds upon your expressed thoughts enables you to correct
your own errors.
''The best method for making attainments " should be the principle
topic for discussion at all meetings of branches, unless there have been
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special lines of scientific study arraiiged for consideration; in which case let
each meeting be controlled by the presiding officer in an orderly mannt·r.
There are four things that should be constantly kept in view : Search
for truth. Demonstration of the truth. Methods of using it to the best
possible advantage. To know the extent of its usefulness.
Every Esoteric student knows that all natural law is Gocl's law and is
the result of an orclerly, creati vc mind having a definite object in \'i;,•w.
Therefore every law has· one tlefinite object, namely to make all men like
Him, and to work in harmony with natural law is to strive continuall.'·
foi· that end. We know that happiness and even health is dependent
·upon our being in harmony with the laws of our own naturn, and as our
nature exists by virtue of these laws it follows that in order to be happy
aml healthy we must work for the ultimation of the Creator's design.
To live is to wo1·k, ;f not willingly, mother nature will force us to do
the most tlisa.greeable tasks ; but if by exercise of the will we become coworkers with liotl then life will become a satisfaction and a pleasure, hut
work we must. So be" wise and ~ommence at once.
Be an angel of light to enlighten mankind, thus be at peace with your.self and all the world.
"~lay the peace of God that passeth all understanuing, be amongst
you and remain with you always."
Fi·aternally,
H. E. BUTLER.
'
EDITORIAL.
BEFORE saying anything about the branch and nucleus work Prof. Butler
waited long and patiently for some sign from the Teacher of the Nuclei. Letters have been repeatedly sent to the address which he has furnished us, but no
answer has been forthcoming. Relations of a most affectionate charaete1· ha,·e
heretofore existed between the teacher and the editol' of the EsoTERIC and we
cannot for a moment suppose that the former has forgotten hi~ expressed attachment, or that he ·inten{ls to strike a blow detriment.al to the work in which he
knows we have great interest; neither can we think that he would voluntarily
with-hold needed assist.a.nee.
Prof. Butler has given his all to this movement aud it now becomes simply
impossible for him to longer hold his peace in view uf the fact that our i·eaders
· look to him as their only known helper and adviser.
As hinted in the above article tho inventions which were to aid in building the
the College al'e not yet available a:nd no further delay in this direction can be
allowed.
We are nonplussed at hh1 (the teacher's) protracted silence and trnst that an
explanation may soon be found. Our loyalty and good will as well 11o11 Prof.
Butler's, toward tho teacher, remains as firm as ever but we feel that he is in
some way unable, or has shown himself as not adapted for, the work which has
been outlined for the branch members. There are a great number of faithful
students all over the country waiting to be shown the path which thev are to follow. Some one must gitide them ; if not the teacher whose sug~ ,-stions and
advice liave thus far been strictly observed, then the order, in which he is a member in reputed good st.anding, should consider itself thoroughly responsible for
the perfecting of the scheme of a code of occult instruction.
Action i 11 this line has been delayed long enough and our people who have
songht to benefit by the opportunities held out by the Representative of the G.
N. K. R.~ de'llW,nd their 1·igM; hence the above article.

··THE Zodiacal Constellations" is crowded out of this issue for lack of space.
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THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES.
" Thia ia an evil generation : they seek a sign ; and there shall no sign be given it but the
lign of Jollll8 the prophet." -

Lmu: xi, 29.

".foNAS or Jonah represents the Jewish nation."
(Swedenborg.)
The .Jews are the type in all ages of those who crucify and put away
the Christ, in other words they as a nation typify those who deny the
spiritual~ or real side of life, and believe only in what the eye can see and
tht> ear hear.
·· Judaism signifies self love," that principle in the unregenerate heart
which considers personal interest first. It was .Judah who bargained
away Joseph, or the spiritual element. Jmlas has the same signification.
Those who are able to penetrate beneath the letter, or outward shell of
truth (for the letter is but the raiment or coverir-g, the body in which it
must first be manifested) will read in the signs of the times significations
of Klorious promise.
The sun travelling in its mighty orbit, and carrying with it a majestic
syi1tem of worlds, is the outward correspondence or symbol of that Great
Centre of the universe whom we call God. "Its heat ancl light typify
divine love and clivine truth." (Swedenborg.)
•
The great luminary is now in the sign Aquarius. Just how many
poiuts or degrees it has attained in this sign science does not inform us.
It does, however, claim that the sun is seventy-0ne ancl two-thirds years
passing through one equinoctial point, and two-thousand one-hundred and
some odd years in passing through a whole sign. AuthoritieK a~ee that
the sun entered the first point of the equinoctial in tl1e sign of The W aterman, Aq~1arius, something over a century since.
This con~llation is represented on the celestial charts by the figure
of a man pouring out water from an um. This, as all know, is one of
the twelve signs of the zodiac., that great starry circle through which our
earth passes every year.
"From time immemorial these twelve emblems have been called sigus
which denote something that testifies, foreshows. When God placed the
lights in the firmament he declared they should be for signs and for seasons,
for days and years~
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The world has seen in 'these words only their litcr:u meaniugs, and so
has merely associated these signs with the months of the year. " Day
signifies what is perpetual and eternal. Seasons, imply states of 1;he
church." (Diet. Cot•.)
· Nothing exists in the natural world that is not the outward express'.on
or shadow of something in the spiritual.
" The signs of the zodiac in their present form and order are of llllq uestioned authority, unknown origin, and unsearchable antiquity. Th.at
these emblems have any reference to the seasons is of comparatively late
origin, and could not at any time have been sustained consistently with
the climates of their well-known previous existence." (Mazzaroth.)
Scholars have been at fault in deciphering these heavenly hieroglyphics
simply for the reason that they have gi,·en them only modern and material interpretations.
The Historical ages unlike the Mythological have utterly failed to comprehend the fact that these signs in the heavens contain the earliest revelation, a wisdom which was afterwards degraded to a natural science,
and then profanely used on the plane of magic. Like dirt, which is silmply matter out of place, the magic of the ancients was the perversion of
truth.
. These starry emblems give us the key to that divine law of correspondence which makes the natural world a mirror in which we see reflected
the spiritual.
The signification of the emblem Aquarius is an out-pouring, a spiritual
inundation. The principal star in this constellation is in the i;houlder of
the ·waterman, and we are told that its Arabic name Sa' ad Jielik, means
record '!fthe out-poU1·ing.
The overflow of the Nile is said to have formerly occurrell in this sign.
This tradition coming from Egypt's priests, as it did, has to us a. spiritual
signification. 'Ve do not wonder that this river, whose course is north,
should later have been regarded as sacred when the knowledge of correspondences had been lost, and Egypt held but the shell of its old truths.
The four most prominently defined constellations of the zodiac are Taurus the Bull which signifies Generation or the physical era.; Aquarius or
' the quickening of spiritual life ; Scorpio or Regeneration, the perfeet
equipoise of nature aqd spirit; "Leo Divine truth in power;" in other
words the reign of the Lion of the tribe of Judah, the spiritual principle
dominant. " Aldebaran, the great star in the eye of the Bull. Fomalhaut in the mouth of the Fish of Aquarius, the ruddy Antares in the
Scorpion antl Regulus the heart star of the Lion were in Asia called the
four royal stars."
" The constellation of the Lion has been greatly reduced from its former noble proportions; but allow your survey to range over a much
larger space and you will see a very fine Lion, his head lying on Cancer,
his mane reaching to L<10 Minor, his forepaws on the Hydra's head; his
hinder paws extending to the Virgin and the brush of hid tail well represented by Comer Bcrenices. That this was formerly the real extent of
the constellation is shown by the fact that this last is still called by the
.\rabians the Lion's Tail; and there are vague traditions showing that
Leo formerly extended to the constellation Gemini."
"Each of the twelve signs of the zodiac has conjoined with it on the
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~orth 01· the Suutl1 sid~ of the zodiacal belt, three other conspicuous constellations callt>d decans, which implies a part or piece. These can for
the most part be distinguished by the fact that those belonging to any one
particular sigu come upon the meridian-line at the same time with the
sign to which they belong." These by the ancients were called "faces."
"Face denotes correspondence of the interiors with the Grand Man."
The decans belonging to Aquarius we shall note since they have to do
peculiarly with our own time in their interior significance. The one south
of the belt is Pisces Australis or the ~outheru Fish drinking in the stream
from the Urn.
Hsh, we are told is the symbol of multitude, and when we remember
it.s power of propagation we see the force of t:1is significance; into its more
esoteric arcana we cannot here enter.
"The Sonthem Fish represents the church refreshed by the pouring
forth of the Holy Spirit." (Mazzaroth.)
"South denotes light, illumination." "A Fish was thl! earliest of the
ChPistian symbols, and also the most universal. Pisces, the sign of the
Fishes was the era of our Lord's advent. The five Greek letters which
stand for the word fish, form the anagram of the name Jesus Christ. The
fish is found as an emblem of the Christian faith upon the sarcophagi of
the early Christians." Fish has bet•n the accepted symbol of the church
in all ages, and was a constantly recurring hieroglyphic on the walls of
the Catacombs; and also the most frequent figure of speech on our LoNl't1
lips.
In an ancient Persian sphere the constellation o! the Southern Fish is
said to have been represented as a woman with a fish's bead. "The dmrch
in the word is always spoken of as a woman." That receptive or intuitive attitude toward spiritual things which is distinctively feminine i~ ao
attribute of the true church in all ages.
We find the royal star Fomalhaut in the mouth of the Fish. "Mouth
in a sph-itual sense signifies preaching, discourse, doctrine." "From this
star the lunar distance is computed in order to ascertain the longitu<le
at sea." Here is a beautiful correspondence ; for only through the truths
of the word is man able to know anything of his position on the sea of
life.
The myth belonging to this constellation embodies a profound truth
which is readily discerned when we have grasped it::i real significance. It
is the so-called fable of the transformation of Venus (the ancient ideal
of all tM graces) into the shape of a fish when she fled from the advances
of the mom1ter Typhon, the 8e1pent, or enemy. The church in all ages
in its stniggle with evil has transformed its earthly types of love and
beauty into the heavenly.
The Northern decans of Aquarius are the Winged Horse Pegasus, and
Cygnus, the Swan, or bird of pa~sage. As we have previously said the
significance of "North is obscurity in regard to truth," that portion of
our heavens toward which the Dipper is ever pointing. " Horse denotes
knowledges, and here exalted knowledges because winged.
The constellation Pegasus, we are tolcl, is inverted, that is, the winged
horse appears on his back, and partially hidden in the clouds. Cassiopeia, and other constellations also have the same distorted position. This,
however, is entirely due to our own attitude in regard to them. While
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our earth is ever changing its relation toward the constell!tions, the star.
sphere remains ever the same; the most invariable thing in natnre.
"The same cause which has shifted the position of the poles of the
heavens, has tilted the ship .Argo up by the stern, until she resembles
rather one-half of a vessel which has been broken on a ridge of rocks
than as she was formerly described ; " the stern half of a vessel drawn
poop foremost into harbor three thousand years ago."
The positions which the constellations assume towards us now is not
that of past ages, and through this fact will the spiritual history of the
earliest races eventually be read.
The attitude of Pegasus, as we see it to-<lay, is a heavenly reminder
that from our point of view the higher or interior truths of the word are
turned about and distorted. vV e can only see any object in nature from
where we stand, and so it is with spiritual truths. We read into them
our own materiality.
"Wings bear up, exa]t. Cloud signifies an obscure light; also the
<livin~ presence. Pegasus denotes significatives clerive<l from the ancient
church." Here is foreshadowed in this llecan a revival of the knowledge
of correspondences which was possessed by the Ancient Church.
Even as the middle ages, through the cultivation of astrology, kept
alive the knowledge of astronomy which ha<l come down to them, so has
astronomy in later times preserved to us the heavenly emblems, nen while
regarding them as ''relics of barbarism and entirely unwo1·thy modern
civilization." In these starry hieroglyphics, however, the yet unborn generations will find the original revelation; a heavenly message which the
attitude of mankind to-clay toward spiritual thing!! alone prevents them
from receiving.
" Four remarkable stars form a square in ~his dem\n, c:illed the square
of Pegasus, and these constitute an arc of that great circle of the heavens from which the cfo1tances of all the heavenly boilies are measured."
The wonderful import of the sign Aquarius is here signified. Taurus
symbolizes Generation; Aquarius, spiritual baptism; Scorpio Regeneration, and Lt>o, the reign of the Lion of the tribe of Judah. These four
eras of man's spiritual cycle constitute the great arc of his whole precessional circle. Four royal emblems they are indeed as the people of Asia
well knew.
Pegasus (Horse of the Fountain) is the fabled steed which bore to
every 1leed of prowess the heroes of antiquity, a.ml so it will the .true conqueror!! of our own age. Exalted knowledge, heaven inspired wisdom,
which it is man's p1·i vilege to receive \Vhen he.turns ful~y towards its true
source, is the steed of all prowess, all victory. This the old myths, no
less than the stars, are plainly telling.
A blow from the hoof of Pegasus will re-<>pen to moderns the famed
fountain of Mt. H1>licon. " According to Hesiod, Pegasus received his
name from being born near the source of the ocean." "Ocean and sea
signify the collection and gathering together of knowledges anJ scientifics."
These constitute the first draught from the fountain of Mt. Helicon which
the world is to-day eagerly drinking.
The Natural world is ever the mirror of the Spiritual, and to.day electricity is the winged horse whose progres!I is meeting the protest natural
to its sacrifice of material life. The great white light so high above the
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heads of the people, but which for this very reason illuminates a much
larger area, is another correspondence on the material plane, of the fuller
·
effulgence of spirit into which ihe world has come.
Cygnus or the Swan, the last decan of the sign Aquarius is of even
more profound import than the preceeding ones. The Ie.sson of this sy,nbol cannot in the world's present attitude be generally received. The
whole Body-social must first have gotten into a more favorable and responsive position toward its Great Centml Sun. Only its torrid or expansive portions (its bulging centre) is to-day receiving the full light
upon the heavenly mysteries hidden from ages and from generations.
The equator of the lYldy is first to draw ont of line forced forward by
the intensity of its internal fires. This spiritual Jaw lms its perfect mat.erial correspondence in the fact that it is to the tropics the intellectual
world is now going for its light ; and the heart of Africa and Egypt are
giving up their long concealed treasures.
The Swan is represented on outspread wings flying clown the Milky
Way. The principal stars in this constellation are so arranged as to form
a large and regular cross, which astronomers tell us is even finer, so far
as size is concerned, than the famous Southern Cross. The Swan bears
the symbol of expiation upon its body.
"Cross signifies temptations endured. To take up the cross is to fight
againi1t concupiscences." 'Ve have said that the swan is bearing the
cross; so also is man. His fleshly form, even, is in the shape of a cross;
and in coming into this human body (or outward manifestation of spirit)
he assumes his cros:;, becomes a sharer in tpe consequerwes of the Fall.
Those more natural desires which are his inheritance through the flesh
are the nails and thongs which hold him ; and by which he must make
expiation for his descent from Adam. "They that are Christs have crucified the flesh with the affections and lusts thereof." (GAL. v, 24.)
Only as we reach the loftier altitudes of life, - that is, li ''e out of the
natural or mate1·ial nature into the spiritual can the interior truths of
the word be rightly appt·ehende<L ·• He who draws wisdom from God is
like a hirtl soarint; aloft, enjoying a wide and extensive view, and directing its flight to whatever is required for its use."
The constellation Cygnus embraces a large opening in the Milky Way,
that luminous circle which the aneients affirmed to have been the former
path of the sun, and which we hope to treat in a future article. This
opening is called the Northern coal sack; though it is not nearly so black,
we are tol{l, as the ::;outhern coal sack, near the Southern Cross. We
see that both of these are connected with a c1·oss.
\\'hat is the spiritual significance of coal that so singular a name shoul• ~
have been given to these openings?
SweclenboTg, our authority on thi!'I head, tells us that - "coal impli t•s
a burning; also the pride of proper intelligence." A burning zeal fo1·
intellectual light has certainly char:icterized our age. But a. literal burning is precisely what did occur in Cyg·nus no longer since than 1876, when
a great conflagration took place there. A star of remarkable brilliancy
suddenly appeared which emitted a light similar to other stars, but which
ruul besides another radiance, such as comes from intensely heated vapors.
After a time it blazed out in a. manner that attracted the attention of a:;tronomers everywhere. This conflagration continued for a sea.c;on, lmt
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gradually grew dimm1::r and finally died out when the star also disappeal'ed.
~cience has never been able to account for this strange occurrence.
·we think the ancients knew that such conflagrations were periodic,
and also the spiritual correspondence of the same. We claim that it was
not by accident, at least, that the world's attention was drawn to this
part of the heavens, whtire a. wonderful lesson is bJing given.
The Hebrew name of the great star in the head of the cross signifies
judge. This at least is typical of t.he critical spirit of our age which
woultl prove and pass judgment even upon spiritual things from its own
material stand-point. A remarkable double star in the body of Cygnus
has a very eccentric motion which has a correspondence that we leave our
readers to seek. The nearest fixed star in the Northern hemisphere is
also found in the Swan.
The myths uonnected with this constellat.ion all have to do with marvelous transformations which are prefigured throughout the sign Aquarius. The Swan's song has given this bird undying fame.
"Singing birds denote those who arrive at truths by a series of proof15.
Those who receive it on authority imply the magpie-kind; while th~de
who have no inclination for truth are signified by birds of night."
The symbolism of North is found in the ice-bound pole whither man is
ever trying to penetrate from the fact that here is the true magnet ; that
great centre hy which alone we retain our equilibrium as a body. "The
Divine is in the midst like au axis." The Northern half of the zodiacal
circle was called by the ancients the superior hemisphere, and the Southern half the inferior hemisphere; hut this to them had a spiritual significance. The sigus Cancer, Leo aud Virgo a.re in the North, and Aquarius, Capricornus and Sagittarius in the South. •• South implies light.
The land of the south is the state and place where light is found."
The natural or external \Vorld could not continue but for its perfect
correspondence with the unseen. When we read of ,floods and inundations in the South we see in these mundane disturbances the lack of harmony between the great spiritual influx of our time, and the materialism
which it has to encouuter. "If we go as far south as New Orleans we
can in February, the month when the earth is in the sign Aquarius, see
more first magnitude stars than can be observed at any other season in
one quarter of the heavens." Only in this latitude does the keel of the
Ship Argo lie along the horizon with the great star Canopus in the guiding oar. In the old charts .this was given in the mast-head. Canopus,
the Over-shadowing - All-covering Spirit.
The myth belonging to Aquarius is that of the beautiful Ganymedes,
the traditional cup-bearer of the gods. (The eza'lted Waterman.) Those
of our readers.who regard the mingling of gods and mortals as entirely
fabulous are referred to the sixth chapter of Genesis.
The Latin word Aqt:a signifies water, the symbol of washing, cleausincr
baptism. W c have said that the sun is to-day in this emblem, the sign
Pisces having been its previous location, for the great luminary moves
through the zodiac in a direction the reverse of that which the earth
is yearly taking.
Astronomy accounts for this fact in the following way. It affirms that
the equinoctial points move backwards along the path of the ecliptic at
the rate of one degree in seventy-one and two-thirds years, or one whole
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sign in two thousand one hundred and forty years ; ancl that at this rate
they will fall back through the entire twelve signs, returning again to where
they were in the beginning.
The vernacular of tbe day is of earlier origin, and contains a greater
wisdom than is at present appreciatetl, wise as we regard ourselves. We
still speak, as did the ancients, of the sun rising and setting, even though
material science long ago proclaimed this only an appearance. \Ve also
declare the Sun to be in a certain sign when we mean that the earth iR
there, while the great orb appear., to he in exll.Ctly the opposite one. It
is significant that we so constantly confound the relative position of the
earth ancl sun, since they occupy exactly opposite places in the zo1lia.e.
A beautiful correspondence, however, is here found. As our greitt luminary is now in the sign Aquarius we learn that the true place of the earth,
in its great spiritual cycle, must be the opposite sign, that of the Lion.
For only by the Sun's position are we able to ascertain our own.
Astronomy tell~ us that our material luminary is sweeping onward with
its retinue of worlds one-hund1·ecl and fifty million miles per year toward
a point in the constellation Hercules. This is a decan of the sign Scorpio, a symbol of even more profound significance than the sun's present
sign ; for it typifies Regeneration - that spiritual equator of the race
where day breaks suddenly without any interval of twilight.
The kneeling Hercules has a significance so mystical iu its import that
we will not here attempt its elucidation ; but only refer our readers t<>
those myths of this hero where is shadowed forth the super human nature
that man will here take on. "Kneeling denotes the perfect conjunctioD
-0f the natural and the spiritual. To bend the knee siO'nifies love fron.
which the carnal element is entirely eliminated." The Edenic state 10:11.
in the Fall is foreshado,ved in this decan. In the sign Scorpio is the
curse of the i·ace of Adam lifted. Man's night is here ended and his
true day br11aks.
The other two decans of this sign are the Serpent, and Ophiuchus the
Serpent-Holder, which tell their own st.ory. Here we have tracked the
enemy to his lair; no longer is man his slave and victim.
Three quarters of the arc of the great circle are here spanned ; Generation was the first segment, Spiritual baptism the second. Regeneration,
that crossing of the line where takes place the union of matter and spirit
will be the third section or segment; and lastly the reign of the Son of
God, and Son of Man, which terms are synonymous, in the sign of the
Lion. That little symbol of au n (eye) known as the sign of Leo unites
the great circle.
·
Since the Sun left the sign Pisces, or the Fishes, and entered Aquarius,
there has been an ever increasing activity in the religious life of the world.
The church has risen up, as it were, and poured out of it~ st.ore, while
humanitarian ~ffort in all directions has taken on an impetus never before
known "in the history of the world. Every degree that the sun attains
(and each ushers in a new age) wa are confident will be marked by a
greater and still greater out-pouring or manifestation of spirit. This
will find expression on the various planes of life, where man, the instrnment or organ through which it must flow, is found. If on the lower
and more material strata it will prove a disruptive force, tending to confusion and disturbance, as is already evidenced in our own day by the
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presence of anarchy and misrule. On the higher, or more temp~rate
planes of life this iuflux of the spirit will illuminate aud uplift, for here
the material and the spiritual will have a greater degree of conjunction.
Thus, we believe, do the judgments of God take place.
We have dwelt at some length on the esoteric significance of the sign
Aquarius. Now let us consider its more exoteric features a.'I our planet
passes through this part of the zodiac. It is at this pe1·iod that Nature,
in our North Temperate Zone, feels her first awakening thrill, that quickening into life which gradually enables her to throw off the lethargy
induced by the long sleep of winter.
We remember hearing a good old deacon account for the change which
the spring brings about, by the assertion that the earth is then approaching the sun. Is this literally true? Not at all, for the earth is really
nearest the sun in December, Midwinter. The fact is. that our planet
now begins to gradually change its attitude toward ·the great luminary;
the more temperate or responsive portion of our northern hemisphere is
coming into a position where it can receive the sun's rays more directly.
But while it has been winter with us, summer has already come in the
South: at the equator only is continual snmmer kn<,wn .
. We are told by science that as our planet moves thr'ough her orbit
about the sun she describes an ellipse, and that her rate of motion is ver.v
unequal at different points of the way. For instance, as siw approaches
that curve which lies nearest the sun's focus her speed is greatly accelerated, and when she finally passes through this point which is her perihelion, she does so at a pace which is truly alarming, -that is, she roun1ls
this sharp curve by a law contrary to all earthly dynamics. That she
does not here run off her course is due to the fact that the sun is now
pulling her inward with a power of magnetic attraction not exercised at
any other point of her orbit; and this is the period we call winter. Whe11
the planet has rounded this more dangerous part of her way, and is gradually released from the grip of the great luminary she begins to lessen
·her speed, (but now she is approaching that farther focus of her ellipse
about which science tells us nothing). 'Vhen she reaches the opposite
curve of her path, that remotest from the sun, she has attained a pace
which is the exact contrast of her late headlong one; but now she is in
the sign of the Lion, her aphelion or Midsummer. We find that "Midsummer and Noon signify wisdom in its most luminous state. Liou, the
full state of the church which is one of light." "Night or winter implies
spiritual obscurity, a state void of love and faith."
In the motion of our material planet around its great magnetic centre
we find a perfect correspondence between the natural and the spiritual
state of man. Into its more intricate unfoldings we will not here attempt
to enter. 'Ve know that the sun's rays give out no heat until they mingle
with our atmosphere, else the tops of mountains would be warmer than
the valleys. The change in visible nature which the spring brings about
is also owing to the receptive attitude which our portion of the globe is
assuming towards the sun.
During the month of February in our climate Nature gives little outward expression to the mighty thrill which she now experiences ; Lot
could we penetrate beneath her exterior, we should find every nerve and
;1rtery quivering with senimtion. The down-pouring rains are opening
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up her long sealed reservoirs to the light and sunshine ; and she is movetl
to her very centre by the strange new life which is beginning to pulsate
thl'Ough her lately benumbed veins, while a spirit of expectancy seems
brooding over her. \Vhat though her moot! be variable, running the
gamut of the whole scale from mild to wintry sharpness, no great work
is ever accomplished without displacement of equilibrium. Whatever
the ext.erior face that she presents to us, she is all the while ruarshallingber force!! for a grand and mighty effort, the result of which is eventually
to cover the hills and valleys with verdure, transforming the barren eaith
into bloom and beauty, and lat.er to usher in the hanest.
This phenomena of outward nature iu the sign Aquarius we find to
fully correspond with life to-day when viewe1l from itR spiritual side which
is the real one, notwithstanding that the w01·lcl of appearance at present
fills our full vision. In the position of the snn are to be clearly seen the
.
sigus of the times no less than the seasons of the year.
The out-pouring and quickening of which the sign Aquarius is the type
and symbol are already upon us, and their penetrating thrill is felt to the
very heart of the body-.•ocial. Not alone are the latters temperate zont•s
subjected to this gracious overflow, but its outer ancl arctic circles receive
the benign influence as well, in their own meairnre. Its equatorial portion keeps it ever in motion insuring to all its parts the light iu turn.
(When the world shall have its schools of spiritual inductive phllosophy
it will have made a great stride toward the ultimate of wisdom.)
Whatever the seeming aspect;. of life at present a power has no less
surely come into our midst which is doing its work quietly and beneath
the surface, but which is destined ultimately to usher in that Golden Age
which poets have sung and prophets have foretold.
Ours it is to feel the fir~t pulsating throbs of the new life toward which
the world is slowly turning, but which the coming generations will more
ancl more fully receive. The body-social has safely passed its periheleon,
that curve of its ellipse where with an alarming velocity it went down
into its Night or Winter held by the grip of Infinity in the, person of the
very Godhead. Having emerged, however, into the fuller rays of its Great
Focus or Centre, it must complet.e its circuit at an ever more and more
ortlerly pace until its aphelion, or Midsummer is attained in the sign of
The Lion.
A LICE K. fI<)PKINS.
In the above article (last paragraph, page 131) the author refers to the blazing out of a star in the constellation of Cygnus. It seems scnrcely reasonable to
us that such phenomena are explainable upon the hyp1.1thesis that a world is really
destroyed - lru:rne,d up. We believe that the "Star of Bethlehem," (periodically
appearing in Cassiopiea at intervals of 315 years,) "the new star" in Cygnus as
well M the many variable stars in the visible universe, are performing their orbital revolutions around some distant centre, controlled by law as undeviating as
that operative in our own Solar System. The new stnr in Cygnus may have a
period of one thousand years and only for an intinite~imal portion of that time be
visible t.o the terrestrial observer. Because of the fact of the stars disappeanmca
the conclusion should not be taken that it ha.s cea.~ed to exist; we should think
rather 'that it had receded into space on its return cycle and will again come to view
tentnries hence. That brilliant Bash of light which spoke to us of a globe destroyed is doubtleSB a sun - immeasurably larger than ours - the centre and governing power of a great retinue of worlds, all guiJed by a mightier sun or 11yste111.
- another universe among the innumerable systems within the Creator's domain.
(.Ed.)
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IN THE MISTS.
BY BELLA FRENCH SWISHER.
PART FIRST. A METEMPSYCHOSIS.

VII.
Preparations.

CHAPTER

DR. THORNTON called upon Mrs. Halliday late in the afternoon, or
" evening " as southerners term the time between noon and dark. He
ha.cl brought her the promised book as an excuse for the call, but his chief
object in coming was to see Ruth and ascertain her state of mind. He
had seen Mr. Halliday in company with Dr. Jenkins iu the morning at
an early hour, and he was fearful that the pair were brewing mischief,
knowing as he did, that Mr. Halliday ha.cl the idea firmly fixed that the
young wife was insane.
" How is this? " asked the good, old doctor when Ruth laid her cold
band in his. " Pulse fluttering, fiesb cold and dry, eyes unnatural. You
are ill, child. You must go to bed and take a stimulant."
But Ruth dill not heed his advice, even if she heard it, which is doubtful. She grasped his hand with a sudden energy and cried:
" Dr. Thornton, you knew and loved my father; for his sake save his
child I"
.
"Save you, dear? From what?"
" From a mad-house! "
"That is what I am trying to do."
"You do not understand. I am not insane I You know that I am
not; but unless I am sooner saved, my husband will drag me to a madhouse in the morning."
"Impossible. You must have a hearing in court, first."
"It is to 11ome private asylum that he intends taking me. Dr. Jenkins'
nurse girl overheard him plotting with her master about sending me to a
private asylum."
"Nothing but servant's gossip, my dear child."
" Indeed it is not. Robert came home before noon to tell me to be ready
to go away with him in the morning ; and he said that I am insane and
that he fears for the safety of himself and Baby."
Ruth spoke very rapidly, her tearless, burning eyes fixed upon Dr.
Thornton's face as if her only hope of life was in him.
" I feared something of this," said the old man more to himself than
to her. "That was why I advised you as I did."
" Yes, and I felt better in mind after you were here, than I have done
for months and I told Robert so. But he is bound to have me inaane.
He wants to rid himself of me and send the baby awa1. Then he can
have full use of my money and dissipate as he pleases. with no one to call
him to account."
Ruth spoke with great bitterness. Even very gentle people ca·:i be
goaded into hatred by systematic persecution.
"Tut I tut f my dear," returned the doctor. "You must not t~ink
such things. much les~ say them. I find that your husband is unneceasarily alarmed for the safety of the child, but he shall not oe allowed to deprHe you of liberty if I can help it. He can not put yon in a private
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asylum unless he decoys you there or uses force. I don't think that he
would dare attempt the latter course. You are ill. Go to bed. Refuse
to arise in the morning - I much doubt that you will be able to <lo so,
even if inclined that way. He can not <lrag you from the house against
your will and he will have to postpone the trip. That will give me time
to think of some way to save you, if he still keeps to his determination."
Rllth promised obedience and the doctor t.ook his departure, telling
her that he would call early in the morning.
He had left her a mild opiate, but she dicl not take it. She was horrified by the thought that she might fall into a dead sleep and be carried
off without being able to make a protest; She went to bed, however, in
obedience to his commands. She needecl relaxation ; and she felt sure
that her thoughts would flow more freely, were she in a recumbent position. She had not yet abandoned all idea of an attempt to escape. · She
was not as sanguine of her power to postpone the e\·il hom., as was the
doctor. She had read of women .being chloroformed, and abducted while
in an unconscious condition. How easily Rubert might carry her off by
like means; and once a.way from home, he had only to whisper in people's
ears that she was insane, to secure their aid in depriving her of her liberty.
Her island home was almost a prison of itself, as far as escape from , it
was concerned - a broad, level stretch of land, covered beyond the city
limits, ·by low shruhs in places, and elsewhere by high grass; without trees,
except a few salt water cedars and tall oleander bushes, none of which
could scarcely bear so dignified a name. To the nol'th was the bay, emhl'acing the harbor for vessels. A long railroad bridge connected the
island to the mainland, but it was unavailable for teams or even foot
passengers. The beach off the othel' portions of the island was washed
by the waters of the great gulf. Mr. Halliday's place of business was on
the strand near the shipping and also near the depot. She would see no
cha.nee of escape in that direction. Her gaze wandered listlessly out
toward the gulf, in full view from her bed-room window, so nigh, that the
sound of its moaning was never lost to her ea.rs. She saw, not far from
the shore, apparently at anchor, a fishing smack. A new idea came into
her mind. Could she only reach it, she might hire its commander to take
her gomewhere beyond danger. Down by a bath-hou&e, her own little
boat was tied. When she was well and strong, she had often used it in
pleasure rides, at times, when the sea was calm. She had walked on the
beach, the evening previous, and had examined it, thinking that as soon ,
as she should be sufficiently strong, she would a.gain make use of it. Here,
was a way of escape. Even if she failed to secure a passage to somewhere on the smack, her little boat could take her beyond the danger of
a mad-house. True, the waves might overwhelm her, · but even death,
out there, was preferable to the fate that awaited her landward. Indeed,
she did not fear the sea. Born and reared within sight and sound of it,
restless waters, she felt at home upon its bosom; and she could swim a,J.
most as well as a sailor.
Inspired by a new hope, she summoned Judy and confidecl her plan:;
to the trusty negress.
·
·
''Miss Roof, we be jist in luck. Dat sma~~k belongs to old ,Jeff, dough
h?w he eber got it, 1le gooil Lor' only kn:1ws. He got rich 'ma.ziu quick
dis Jeff."
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Huth recalled her father's trusted serving man. He had always lived
. with the family since her earliest remembrance. He had shared with her
the silent watches of her father's last sickness and he had seemed brokenhearted when his master died. But the day after the fullfiral, he gave
up his place, saying that he could not bear to remain in the house " now·
tlat massa was gone." Since then, he had Beemed to be living at his ease,
and to be flush with money ; but as no rogttery to gain it, had beeu
charged upon him, people Jicl not concern themselves about the matter.
He was a kind-hearted mulatto man, who professed a great fondness for
herself, and Ruth was not sorry that the smack belonged to him.
" The night bids fair to be very calm," said Ruth ; "and by midnight
the moon will rise. When the tide ebbs ; we must be ready for a start that is Baby and I must be. I will not ask you, Judy, to risk your life
with me."
·•Now, Miss Roof, l's done gone and made up my mind to see you on
to <lat smack, and dare's no use talkin.' You nebber coulcl do nuffin wid
out ,J ucly. You isn't strong enough to git dare by yerself. Den de baby
is to be fed, and de good Lor' only knows what else. 'Ve must take
some ding too, for you and de baby to lib on, for a little while; dough
Jeff can put into de shore now and den, and get a supply."
" You are very thoughtful, ,T udy. We must have one change of clothes,
as well - our boat will not carry more. I leave the matter in your hands.
I will rest here until you see the way dear. If Robert should chance to
return he will b.e less suspicious, if he finds me in bed."
Her words were almost a prophecy for about ten o'clock, notwithstamling his declaration to the contrary, Mr. Halliday came home and announced
hi:; intention of spending the night there.
Both Ruth and Judy were in despair. How would it be possible f1Jr
the young wife to quit her husband's side without awakening him? She
clutched her hands in dnmb agony, resolving that, in case her attempt to
leave the house should be discovered, she would rush out and cast herself
into the sea.
Unconsciously, Ruth groaned aloud in the misery of the moment.
"What ails Mrs. Halliday?" asked Robert of Judy, who was still
in the room, attending to the baby.
"Good ' Lor Massa Robert she is most awful sick. She fell down in a
clead faint, and I spects 1 hab to set up wid her dis hull blessed night."
"0, no. I will attend to her," he replied, thus dashing aside the hope
that he would occupy another room. "I will call you, if she needs you."
"By the way,'" he continued, "I wouhl like you, Judy, to make me a
cup of strong coffee. I have a little writing to do, and I wish to keep
awake until it is finished."
A flash of exllltation shone for an instant in the servant's eyes. Within reach of her hands, were the tlu·ee morphine powders, left for Ruth by
the doctor, to be taken at stated intervals until sleep shoulcl come to relieve her. As akeady stated, the sufferer refused to be rendered unconscious. and the powders still remained where the doctor bad 'left them.
Judy knew what effect they would have, and an idea of how her mistress
might escape came into her mind. If she could secure them without being noticed, she could put them into her master's coffee, and counteract
the effect which he wished to be produced by it.
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."Yes, Massa Robert," she replied, " soon as I put de baby in de crib.
She's done gone to sleep."
She arose slowly from the low chairc, swinging herself from side to side
in imitation of the motion of the crib, crooning a soft lullaby as she moved
toward the little ones' resting place. As she passed the table, she slipped
the baby's long dress across the top, thereby brushiug the powders to the
:Boor. By a quick movement, she dropped the baby's blanket at the same
instant, and while stooping to recover it. secured the powders, unnoticed
by her master.
The coffee was soon brought and Mr. Halliday drank it without noticing the morphine which it contained, for Judy had put the three powdel'S
into it, feeling sure that one would do no good in sealing his sensed in
·
slumber.
••You can go to bed now. I will call you~ if either the child or its
mother needs you," said Mr. Halliday.
Judy retired to the nursery which was an adjoining room, leaving the
door slightly ajar, so that she might hear the child's cry,, or her master's
call, as the case might be.
,
She had as yet made no preparations for the departure of her mistress,
and she was very restless and uneasy.
Robert Halliday sat down to write. He had that day intercepted a
letter, addressed to his wife and he had found it to be from her cousin
Jack Carter. The writing, which he wished to do was a letter, replying
to the one in his possession, and informing her cousin of the insanity of
Ruth, and the necessity of placing her under restraint.
After penning a few lines, he found that his brain would not wo1-k.
His ideas were in a muddle, and the letters ran together. Ile could not
read what he was writing.
"I am more than usually tired to-night," he muttered. " I will rest
for a few moments."
'With that, he threw himself upon a lounge which wa.s nigh where he
bad been sitting, and in less than half an hour, he was sound asleep.
CHAPTER

VIII.

What the Sea Told.
RUTH lay. silent and motionless, until the waning moon arose and
Hooded the room with silvery light, almost eclipsing the rays of the lamp,
burning 011 the little writing desk. As the baby now began to show signs
of awakening suspense and fear became a~ony ; and she sprang noiselessly from the bed aud, lifting the child m her arms, glided into the
nursery.
Knowing nothing of the drugged coffee, her heart almost stood still
with terror at her own boldness. She expected that he1· husband would
bound after her, and use his en<leavo1·s to preveut her escape, for he was
generally a light sleeper, and the slightest sounds or movements often
were sufficient to awaken him.
Judy was therb, but she had evidently been out ; for her breath came
and went in short quick gasps, as happens after rapid walking.
" Don't tl'emble so, Miss Roof," she said in a low tone ta.kin~ the baby
from her mistl'ess' ar~s and putting the nursing-bottle in 1ts mouth.
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done J!llU Massa Robert all dat hopium de doctor left you and I
on as how he sleeps for some time yet."
nt Rnt.h'R fl).ce did not relax. She dressed herself with feverish ha:ite,
au1l anon, ca~tiug quick glances about her, her eyes me:Lnwhile gl.arlike those of some hunted animal.
inally, all was ready fol' a sta1·t. and the poor girl-mother, accompa. by her one true frit>nd, crept softly out of the house, making her
as rapidly as possible toward the beach.
he bath-house, under the shelte1· of which her boat had been kept, was
1·eached; but she found to her surprise and bitter disappointment that
. little cmft - had disappeared.
·,God help us, Judy!" Rhe exclaimed in 1lespair." What can we do
'? I am doomed ! "
he poor negress was weighed down with bundles and she stood qnite
for full a minute, with a woe-begone expression on her black face,
knowing which wa_v to turn, or what to do.
, Alas!" said the dazed young mother, "nothing but death aw:Lits
'J Take the child and go back to the house. If Robert does nut kuow
. . yon aided my escap~. be will not separate Y'"' '::,·::~ it. I leave my
ling with you. 0 take good c:Lre of her, my true, kind friend'."
~.~[~ Sho ! don't talk so, Miss Roof. \Ve finds some way out of dis.-·
. !,)~;Ruth cast her wistful gaze upon the little smack, resting so quietly
~· · n the waters, and the thought came into her mind that, if all other
,·
ees of escape were cut off, she would attempt to reach it by swim,,.uig. Only the knowledge that she woul1i ham to le:Lve her child pre. ;,.ted hei· from making the trial, at once.
~ Dare comes some hoat, Miss Roof!" said Judy, pointing down the
·\ ltJ&nd. ·• I ' spec ts sonwbocly done borrowecl your boat and dey he bring·/· " - . it back."
,:'{~he w:ts <'or1·ect. in her surmise. Somebody had borrowed it, and the
. '.t:~ebody was .Jeff, the owner of the smack.
cth.:: ~,./Never <lid the two lone 1·1·catnres see a more welcome sight than in the
·.:, ·. J>Pl>ortune appearance of the old family servant.
J;,, ' i ,., Somebody set my little boat a.drift, or stole it," he said as he spran<T
;.-~.:·~UJiore," and I took Miss Roof's boat to see if I could find it. I didn't~
,, :_::.~and I will have to borrow hns to git to de smack, if I gits dare to:¥y ' ·bight."
~~: :"" • 1Ie said this to Judy, never imagining that her companion was her mis"i'11;; , tress.
: :£"··, The ntigress explained matters in a. low, quick tone to the man, who
· ,.' -·. ~mediately announced his willingness to assist his ohl master's claughter
:- 1 : . · · to escape hn persecutor.
. · . · In a very short spa.c1i of time the little party put out from the sho1·c
~·j, " and without accident, reached the smack.
:;{l: .· Judy had purposely dropped the bab~''s cloak upon the beach, auJ
~· ~t
when the four were safe on board the smack, she suggested that Ruth's
~ -, little boat be overturnell and set adrift.
" It will probably be cast
1 ·t'\ ~ __ "A good idea," replied the owner of it.
· •'
ashore at some point on the island, and then I will be considered to be
; ~ownccl and pursuit will not be made."
A" the s:na.ck had carried two small boats, Jeff <lid as he was requestcJ
1
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in the matter, and the frail bark was soon tossed from them by the waves.
The next question was, 110w should he act in the matter of rescne.
"I would like to reach New Orleans," Ruth said. "My father's relatives reside there. Mr. Halliday does not know them - I doubt if
he has heard their names. I would find friends among them, I imagine."
.. Den Miss Roof," said ,Jeff, "as de wind is fair, we sails to de East
till we overhauls a boat of some kind, goin ' dare. Some kind of a boat
leaves de island, nearly ehery day."
Accordingly, h;, ran up his sails, and the land soon melted n.way in the
distance.
The smack had a. sort of a cabin below deck - a small room scarcely
high enough to allow a grown person to stancl upright. It contained, not
only the two berths, but also the cooking apparatus and the stores belonging to the craft, as well as ,Jeff's and his companion's clothes. Into this
Ruth was conducted, Jeff lamenting that he had nothing better to offer
his "dear ole ma.ssa's chile."
The two women sat ~own, but neither of them tried to sleep, though
both berths had been willingly given up to them, .Jeff and his one hand
()('cupying the deck. No light from without entered the ap:utment, excepting the little which came in through the doorway; but a dim, swinging lamp shed a ghostly glare upon its surrounding. As Ruth's eyes grew
al·customed to the place, she hegan to note the different articles that it
contained: A 8tuall furnace and some charcoal for cooking fish, making
coffee, etc. ; two or three camp-stools ; a few tin pans,and cups ; a sack of
~ea-biscuit ; a cask of water and a few paper packages of whose contents
she only guessed. Yes, there was one thing more, half hidden by a pile
of dirty dothes, which occupied one corner of the apartment. It was a
small Japanned box. Ruth caught her breath as her glance rested upon
the lost article. ~urely she lm.<l seen its counterpart on that day when
her father bade her open the secret panel. Arising from her seat on the
low berth, she tottered across the cabin to better inspect the box, feeling
now quite sure that Jeff's fortune hatl been secured to him, at the loss to
her of her father's secret gift. The lid proved to be unfastened. She
lifted it and ascertained, hy so doing, that the lock had been broken.
The box itself contained nothing but some dirty collars.
"What for you looking dare, Miss Roof?" asked Judy.
"Hist ! " commanded her mistress coming back. •• I told you that the
money which I had saved, hacl been stolen. Yonder is the box in which
it was kept."
"De goo<l Lor'! miss Roof. Dat is where Jeff got his chink, hey!
Let me out, Miss Roof. I'll done strangle dat nigger, dis blessed minit,
if I can get my hands on his rascally neck."
"Hush, Judy I Not a word! We are both at his mercy. He could
pitch us overboard if he wished. 'Ve must not seem to know aught of
the theft. He bas 11pent tho money and so we would gain nothing by confronting him with his crime. Quite likely, we would lose our lives by so
doing. \Ve have money enough to take us to New Orleans; and life, not
money, is what we are battling for just now."
"I ' spects you be right, Miss Roof, but my fingers do itch to get hold
of him. If it wasn't for dat udcler nigger, I'd fro' Jeff overboard ancl
sail <li11 yah smack myself. It done belongs to you, Miss Uoof."
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Ruth did not wonder very much at Jeff's having found out the secret
hiding place of the box. He was with Mr. Grace a great deal during the
latter's last sic>kness, and very often he tidied up the apartment. He had
either tlms noticed the loose panel, or the sick man, iu some moment of
delirium, Imel mentioned the hiclclen box. After all, the money was doing
her more good in Jeff's possession than it would have done in her own.
"\Yithout it, he would not hM·e had the smack, and her attempted flight
would have been a failure.
Hhe mentioned the last fact to .T ucly, who in con!<equence of it, became
a little more reconciled to the thought of letting Jeff go unpunished.
It was quite evident to Ruth that her father's serving man dicl not suspect her of having possessed any knowledge of the box or its cont.ents,
for he took no care to hide the article, even after day-light had appeared;
and she soon came to the conclusion that he had discovered the hiclden
treasure by accident.
The boat was far away from the sight of land when the sun :u-ose, and
Ruth whose terror, during th~ night, had prevented her from seeking a
moment's rest, began to feel the weight lifted from her. She ate her
hreakfa.st of broiled fish, hot coffee, and sea biscuit with a relish not reali::ecl before since the death of her mother. Judy had provided for the
child's immediate needs by bringing a package of dessicated milk and
one of sago, and a little sugar as well. Sa,l{o having been found to agree
wit.h the infant much better than cows' milk, its food ha.cl consisted principally of it - the sago being reduced by boiling in water to a liquid form
awl rendered palatable by the addition of a little milk and sugar.
While .Tmly was washing and dressing the baby, the mother took from
he1· own neck the chain to which wa.<> attached the little golden key that
lwr father had given.he!'.
··This is all I have left," she said," of yonder box and its contents. I
\\ill put it on Baby. It is a. more becoming ornament for her than for
111<·.
If I should <lie before she grows up, tell her that I gave it to her."
As she spoke, she clasped the chain about the soft white throat of the
iufant, hi<ling the little key under its clothes.
Leaving the smack scudding before the wind, let the reader return to
th ! islaml city and to the Halliday cotta.ge.
Knowing nothing of the departure of her mistress. the cook, supposing
the family to he sleeping unusually late, waited breakfast until after nine
o'clock, on the following morning, before she began au investigation. She
tappe<l lightly on the nursery clr,or, but receiYing no reply, she opened it
gently aml lliscovered that it was unoccupied. She then asked to be admitte<l to the family bed-room; but again she received no response.
f'l':ireely daring to open the door of the latter apartment, without being
hidllPu to do so, she returned to the kitchen aud hegan another hour's
waiting.
\Yhen the clock struck ten. he woman became so fidgety that she could
mulurc to wait no longer. She accordingly sought the bed-room a second
ti111~! and knoclml lomllv a& the door. The blows hall the effect of awak<·11i11g Mr. Halliday, wli·o yawned, raised himself to a sitting posture and
g:1 ::ed about in a dazed sort of a way.
·i'he lamp was still l111rnin:.; in a sickly manner, being rendered entirely
""· ·less and scarcely noticeable by the bright ray!'! of the sun. On the <lesk
4
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W&~ the unfinished letter just as he had left it. Everything was the same,
excepting that the bed and crib were no longer occupied.
" Well. I declare, he muttered, "if I have not slept till all have gone
to breakfast I I wonder what could have ailed me. I would not be surprised if we had missed that boat, and 'then l shall have that wife of mine
to watch until l can secure passage for us on another. Confound the
luck any way I "
·
As he spoke, he arose to bis feet shook hims. H and pulled down the
bottom of his pantaloons, which had crept up du.fog his sleep till they
were nearer to his knees than to his ankles. Then he bawled at the cook.
"There I There ! Stop that infernal noise ! I can hear you without
vour pounding the house down."
• ;, Good Lor' Massa Robert, how amazin' bawd you all do sleep, anyhow ! " she returned from without. " Breakfast has done been ready dese
two hours and not a livin' soul to eat it."
··What's that you say?" he cried springing to the door and opening
it in hot haste. "Where is your oiistress '?"
"Hint she in dab? " asked the woman, in surprise, peering under her
master's arm.
"No. Nor the baby either I Where are they, and where is Judy?"
•• Dats what I come to find out Massa Robert. I've. done seen not a
soul dis mawnin'. De breakfast is - "
" Devil take the breakfast I " he exclaimed, interrupting her. "You
old jade, you have helped them to run away. Your mistress is crazy as
a loon and you know it. Tell me where she has gone with my child, or I
will strangle you I"
" Law, Massa Robert I How you do talk I l's done nutting with dem.
I didn't knows Missis was crazy or dat she wanted to run off. Please
don't hurt a pooh ole woman like me! If any body had <lone helped
dem to run off, it's dat Judy. She be a sly ole nigger -Judy be. I
neber could get her to open her mouf about nutting. Please Massa, it
isn't Chloe I
The woman's surprise and terror were unfeigned. Mr. -Halliday saw
this and released his hold of her.
" Where were you last night? " he asked.
" I done staid de whole night wid my sick gal, Julie. She was amazin •
bad and Missus tole me as how I could go soon as de supper was done
eat. I spects I can't stay here longer den noon to-day, for she is wery
wery bad."
"Confound your brat! Don't you dare stir out of this l.ouse till I
give you leave. lf you J1ad remained home last night, this perhaps would
not have happened. Quite likely your crazy mistress has murdered the
child. She has tried to murder it several times, and I saw that I would
be obliged to put her in an asylum."
"Law, Massa Robert how you do talk! She did not seem to like the
baby wery much at first; but I saw her yesterday, kissing and crying
over it as if her heart would break."
"That was because she had determined that she would kill it, quite
likely," asserted Mr. Halliday. "She was so wild last night, that l had
made up my mind not to retire ; but I felt very tired and lay down on
the sofa to take a few moment's rest, and, as bad luck would have it, fell
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asleep. Now, they are gone and goodness only knows where I shall find
them."
"Maybe dey only done take a walk on de beach. Missus u:;ed to walk
so much on de hen.ch in de mornin '. Den when she was well, afore her
ma clied, she loved to go out in her little boat. Maybe dey went airly
Judy goed &.long to row."
"Perhaps they have," said Mr. Halliday. " But I should Jiot think
it possible, for Mrs. Halliday knew that we were to leave on a trip e:uly
this morning."
"You <loan say so I \V ell, if she was crazy- like she would not ' member, would she? I dah say she done forgot it, poor soul!"
Robert winced, but he did not appear in any other way to notice the
remark.
"Chloe," he said presently, "while I take a cup of coffee, you run
down to the bath-house and see if the boat is there. If it is not, we will
know that they have gone out for a row. The morning is very bright and
the sea calm. I would enjoy a boat-ride myself."
Knowing Ruth's love of the water, aud how much at homesbe was upon
it, his fears began to subside. She had probably gone early and had been
enticed by the pleasantness of the morning, into taking a longer trip than
intended.
Mr. Halliday matle a hasty repast; but short as the time was that he
was thus employed, Chloe returned before he had risen from the table.
She entered the room, with scared eyes, holding the bahy's wet, soiled
cloak with nervous fingers.
"0, Massa. Rohert, de boat is done gone and dis yere lay on <le beach.
You doan suppose days all drownded, does ye?"
"0, no. The cloak was dropped, quite likely," he answered carelessly,
delibe1·ately stopping to pick his teeth with a quill, and straighten his
pantaloons, before leaving the room.
"I will walk down the beach a.ml inquire of any people, I chance to
meet, if Mrs. Halliday has been seen by them. I dare say that she will
return soon," he said, aM he went ont.
He felt quite sme now that his wife had gone for a little sail and that
she would not be absent much longer. Still, he feared that she had guessed
his intentions concerning her, and that she had taken this way to thwart
him fot· the time being. Consequently his mind was not easy.
He walked along on the stiff sand in the bright sunshine, thinking not
of his wife, but of another, whose black eyes had ensnared the small organ which he called his heart. How sharp, bow bright, how queenly she
was! How unlike the simple child whose money he had married. He
almost longed for a storm that would send the great waves to overwhelm
the youug creature whom he had promised to love and cherish. If she
had only left the child at home, be would ha•;e wished it with his whole
soul. Its death would divide the property. But even that was prefera.ble to the bondage of marriage to one woman when he adored another.
Thus his thoughts ran on as he looked up at the clear, blue sky, and
then out upon the placid waters of the gulf.
What a perfect day it was! Not a cloud to be seen. Sky and sea
alike presented an unrufBed appearance. But the faint breeze coming
landward was bringing tiny white waves, which burst into spray upon the
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beach, each striking a little higher up, than did ·the ones preceeding it.
It was the flow of the tide and it would bring he~ back - her whom be
had begun to hate because she stood between him and happiness. The
beautiful Alicia Morales loved him ; but she was as proud 11,'i she was
beautiful. She would never stain the noble name that she bore, by any
act which the world would condemn. Only as a friend, in company with
other friends, coultl he call upon her; and only at her public receptions.
Yet she met him sometimes, by accident, or otherwise, when driving or
walking upon the beach, and then her gaze rested on him in a manner
which drove him nearly wild. 0, why did he not know of the love before
he bound himself by marriage to Ruth Grace? Why had she held herself aloof from him, while he was only a junior partner in the business of
which he now had full control '! \Vas he really more lovable since he had
riches? He had married Ruth for the possession of her fortune; yet he
was more than pained when he thou~ht of Alicia's kindness to him as
being induced by a like cause. But he Muld not, would not abandon the hope
of some day calling Alicia his own. If his wife should return, and he feared
very much that she would do so, he was more determined than ever that •
an asylum should hide her from his gaze ; for he was beginning to hate
her. She was a. sickly, nervous little fool - she would perhaps pine herself to death if severed from her home and child - or it might be should
she live, she would apply for a divorce, or commit some error which might
enable him to do so. He could not and would not endure his bondage.
In some way, he would be free. Such were his wild thoughts.
He walked a mile or two down the beach, then he turned and retraced
bis steps. Passing 11is own house he kept on in an opposite direction,
toward the ea.st end of the island. He reasoned that the breeze being
from the west, the women had quit.>: likely put up their sail and the hoat.
had drifted away before the wind ; and of course they must return from
that direction.
But he had not gone far, when he saw two men, out in a boat, trying
to grip with a hook, some dark floating object. He stopped in his walk
and watched their endeavors with more than passing curiosity. They secured it after a time, and then they made for the shore with their prize,
which proved to be a capsized boat. Mr. Halliday recognized it when
they brouKht it to land; it was the "Ruth Gr~e" his wife's little craft.
" For Heaven Sake ! " he exclaimed. " Where are they ? M v wife
and child and a servant went out in that boat I "
The men shook their heads. It was capsized when they saw it first.
They had put out from the shore to secure it, but they had seen no living
soul near it.
Robert Halliday drew a deep breath. Had his terrible wish had a fulfillment? He felt a guilty ple:<sure in the thought. But he must not be
too sanguine. His wife wa.'i a good swimmer. There was a chimce, if
weakness had not overcome her, of her having been rescued; or she might
have swam ashore.
He was in a fever of excitement, agony and 1mspense all day. People
imagined he was mourning for his wife and child, and that he refused to
he comforted. But the truth wa3, he cared for neither. He could not forgive
'the child for being the issue of a hared marriage - a marriage, the weight
of whose bonds, he h:.cl not realized until they were fastened upon him.
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"You see" he said to Dr. Thornton when the two men met late that
day, "that I was right about Mrs. Halliday's mind being diseased. Only
a mad woman would have gone away as she did. taking her child with
her."
" She was mad with fear of being shut up in an asylum, hut in no otbP.r
way," returned the physician in col<l tones. "I conversed ~itb her last
evening and she was as rational as yon or I. Poor little girl! I trust
that she bas been saved. But if she is lost, take the pleasing assurance
.to your hea1·t that her death lies at your door, and that at the day of
Judgment she will be required at your hands."
With that, the doctor walked away, without waiting to hear the other's
reply.
•• Poor little girl! " he repeated to himself. " If you had only trusted
to me I would have saved you. You, treacherous old gulf," he continued,
as his glance wandered out to the watet·s which a rising wind was tossing
into waves that came land-ward anJ broke upon the beach \vith a sullen
roar, 11 what have you done with my sweet young patient and her dear
, baby?"
But the sea answered back in dreary moans; and through that night
many a pitying soul asked a like question ; the reply was ever the same.
(To be continued.)

VEGETARIANISM.
BY THEODORE WRIGHT.

(Read before the South Australian F.aot.eric Branch.)

\V HAT we ueell above all things to understand and thus allow to con·
trol us, is the fundamental truth that everything in the uni verse without
any exception operates in its own way most effectually by means of inviolable and perfectly adjusted laws. Eve1·ythiug in the universe has its
own place which nothing besi<le can so well fill, and everything has its
perfect use at the same time which nothing beside can happily substitute.
Evil lias been tersely, if not accurately, defined as "matter out of place,"
and place is as much related in its way to time as locality: that is to say
anything transpiring out of its correct position in time must work disturbance and trouble, just as anything working outside of its own special
limitation as to space will <lo.
It must be possible then on this firm basis to show by means of facts
that the human system when perfect is adapted to some .one perfect a.ud
particular diet. It by no means follows that every person can
at the .present time or at any time, be a law unto himself in this matter ;
nor yet does it necessarily follow that every one shoultl at once conform to the same rigid and absolutely correct dietary system, for there
are wheels within wheels in every complicated machine, and there are laws
within laws in control of the many details to which the human system is
··
subject.
Among these subsidiary laws having to do with human life and character, we notice first of all that man has a more or less pliable constitution
that can be greatly moulded and swayed, a.nd that C\'en to perversion 0£
the grossest character, by circumstances ; and that these circumst.ances
are of such a nature in themselves that man moulds and fashions them to
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such an extent as very greatly to altar and even pervert his innate
nature aud t{'nderness therehv. .:\tau becomes then an erratic and
mischievous law to himself. This brings into view the feature of all
most important to roan 1·elative to his aspirations. "As a man
thioketh in his heart," Solomon says, "so is he." This is a proven truth.
There is every reason to believe that the whole of man's emotions and
thoughts are formative and we may say c1·eative, with reference to his
structure ; for so we become co-workers with God. So then if the heart
be fixed on a certainty as being the highest goal to which we shoulq aspire, everything that will help in the slightest degree to promote or hasten that end shoul<l be laid hold of in vrdet· for its full realization.
Now it can be reasouably shown that there 'is an immediate connection
between the food we regularly eat and our general tone tendency and
bias. Animal food at its best can ouly impart the elements and belongings thereto that it contains. .Animal life, animal strength, animal tendencies generally, is imparted by animal food, and that is all that
man can possibly derive from it for there is nothing more in it; and the
potent occult laws that ohtain, :u11l with which we cannot claim to be either
thoroughlyconve1·sant 01· familiar, can only he such again as we know belongs to the animals thewsel ve ..;. Theire oecnlt animal qualities cannot
possibly inhere in vegetable food ; and unless those occult animal quali·
ties are in themselves a desideratum, then this argument may in itself furnish the most powerful reason why we 11hou1't avoid a flesh diet, more especially if it can be shown that all the nu.trition and strength our systems
needed is just a.~ well supplied by a vegetarian regimen. Our ignorance
of occult laws, we should remember, nevtlr renders them for one moment
inoperative. They may introduce a higher an<l more potent class of fact.a
into the subject at issue with which the physical laws of chemistry are not
acquainted ; but if this be true those occult laws of animal food are <lebarred from acting and so cannot work the same result if we use only
food taken from the vegetable kingdom. It will probably strike
the thoughtful and intuitive mind that it is in this very occult direction
especially that the most powerful reasons exist against the employment
of an animal diet to build up the imperfectly understood human system.
Can it be so! Is Nature filled
With paradoxes so obscw·e,
That only those Divinely willed
May truth and wisdom well secure?
Be calm my soul! The truth is so ;
Attend the Master's voice and know.
Why is it so? Why am I thus
Put constantly upon my guard,
To ward off wrongs and every cu1-se
Which makes my life severely hard ?
It is that you may fight and win
A conscious v'ictory o'er sin.

g<!J

Then can I not the
achieve
By heeding him my l'.,ord and King
In whom I heartily believe
And in whose praises loud 1 sing ?
Undoubtedly; but don't you see
You will then froni all evil flee ?
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How may I win the fight you show ?
How is it possible for me ?
Discard the flesh and you will know
How easy ' tis from sin to Bee.
But while you pander to its life
You never can win in the strife.
The flesh will always say ' tis hard
To walk the way the spirit leads.
Why 'tis the flesh that does retard
Advancement as it intercedes.
It never e&res to face its doom
It tries to always Bee the tomb.

..,:,.
',"'t:

Relative to this matter in an indirect way it will be well to pause and
consider for a while the distinction that has been for some reason made
bv common consent between clean and unclean animals. As a general
rnle we all know the former are herbivorous, and the latt.er carnivorous.
No doubt reason and common sense have had all to do with creating and
establi::ibiug this distinction. Even the omnivorous section of the animal
kingdom range in fact under the unclean heading; but it is in the matter
of omnivorous feeders for all that, that we see man has mostly broken the
rule of limiting his dietary of flesh to clean beasts. What suggests itself
theu as a justifiable reason for this distinction between clean ancl unclean
animals? To get at this we need to bear well in mind that it is from a
vegetable source all nourishment is primarily derived by all animals
whether directly or indirectly. While we eat the flesh of herbivorous
animals only, we simply take and content ourselves with ou1· nutriment
at second-hand instead of first ; were we to eat the flesh of carnivorous or omnivorous animals we should then have it at third hand.
This as a fact is at least a powerfully suggestive one. It is evidently
better as custom admits that we take our nourishment at second-hand
than third-hand. That is a very pointed and cogent argument. Very
well : let the full weight of the argument therein contained be logically
pressed to its finality and we are bound to add to it as follows : - Then
it must be be.~t to talie it at first-hand, and not at second. The argument
fully stated is, as it is bette.,. to take our food at second-hand than at third,
it is obviously best to take it rather at .ftrst-har.d than second. It may
be within the range of possibility to sustain human life by eating the
flesh of the carnivora, and no doubt in some way it is, but we understand
that it is better to leave the carnivora severely alone as food and confine
ourselves strictly to the herbivora, therefore we choose the better. But
.'lupposing it to be best after all to avoid a flesh diet altogether, w~ ought,
everyone of us that possesses manliness, to have the moral courage and
strength of will sufficient to make it an eaay matter to leave the better
alone and simply and contentedly use the best. On occult lines then, and
also on the suggestion made by the distinction ~etween clean and unclean
animals, we find our min<ls impre~: 'ld already with the especial and marb<l
value of vegetarian principles. ~·
.Just here it will be advisable'to weigh in passing a reason that is commonly advanced in favor of eating a diet of flesh. Some physicians,
:md fortunately for truth but few, say that animal food is easier of digest.ion than vegetable because it has already passed through the process of
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digestion. Analytical and experimental chemistry in its painstaking and
. laborious details, does not support this. Carefully prepared tables giving
the approximate amount of nutriment contained in animal and vegetable
fo()(ls respectively gives the latter the most decided advantage over the
former. and also in the matter of digestion shows clearly that a. vegeta.ble
diet is, on the whole, actually easier of being dealt with by our digestive
organs than an animal one. 'Vby should it not be so? Chemistry.shows ,
that most of the self-same elements of nutrition are formed in animal
ruid vegetable foods alike, that is to say iil the very same form ·and
condition and no other, and why should not the same things in the vegetable food yield to the human digestive process as readily as when it
happens to be in the animal'? How is the very same element easier of
digestion in the one case than in the other? "Oh I" says the objector, "because it has passed through the digestive process once already?" Indeed !
What a revelation I The man who discovered it ought to be rewarded;
shall I specify and say he ought to be knigl1ted; or is he already benighted?
Let us see. Were those elements of nutrition as they are formed in vegetable food never digested before they lodged there ? 1f the truth were
known it would be at once clear and certain that they had been digested
before not once nor twice but times innumerable ; for even the vegetable
must digest ere it appropriates and uses. All the processes of Nature for
the transference a.nd approp1iation of nutriment from animal to vegetable and from vegetable to animal, equally involves digestion and assimilation. Yes: and w bat is more, and at the same time quite destructive
to the plausible but sophistical argument we are now considering, after
plant or animal has digested and appropriated the nutriment essential to
its growth and sustenance, that nutriment at once commences to harden
back again into fibre requiring to pass through the selfsame process of
digestion before it can pass into human structure. F~r man to be in any appreciable degree benefitted then by the process of digestion that took place
in the animal's interior he should be able to make use of that masticated
and digested provender while in its chyle forms; and before it had been
again hardened and so converted into fibre. "\Ve fail to see then that any
argument worthy of a moment's thought or consideration can be
honestly deduced from the point in question.
But here comes another sturdy champion for a meat diet with a plau11ible and sophistical idea that is consuming him. He fancies he has som L·thing exceptionally good because the herbivorous animal needs to consum1.::
an inestimable amount of food day by day to derive the nutriment 111·
requires from such diet, whereas man by consuming the flesh of such animals obtains the nutriment not only in a more palatable, but also in a
more concentrated form. Now is this fact or fiction 'l That the nourishment man requires is found in any desirable quantity or quality in the
food of herbivorous animals may in the first place be questioned; that
it is to be found in the flesh of such animals that are so fed in any satisfactory quantity or quality is equally open to question. The food that
is specially man's own proper kind, the herbivorous animals. are not in a
general way either disposed to, or at all capable, of getting and eating;
this, as you will know, refers maiuly to fruit and grains. How this erratic idea can help then to any practical solution of the difficulty unde1·
consideration is hard to discover. That it would take a very large
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amount of hay or green food of any kind to furnish the nutrimeut required
fot· man's support may be conceded without hesitancy; but it do~s not
follow that the flesh of animals consuming such food would furnish, as is
assumed, any more concentrated nutriment. As matter of fact and eJcperience, moreover, it is clearly not so. The countries where tribes o:f the
human family are necessarily restricted, by existing circumstances ail; any
rate, to a flesh diet, history furnishes as fact that they regnh1rly con:mme
something like twelve pounds of flesh per diem, whereas where hard-"orking men are feel strictly on a vegetarian Jiet of plain bread and fruit,
something less than two pounds of the same proves to be ample. But
here again an essential idea, in the confusion of handling the subject
hastioly is allowed to become clouded and obscured. Nutriment derived by
animals from the food they consume is itself iu a measnre consumed by
themselves, and so exhausted in their own systems ancl by their own :wtivity. They eat for the purpose of nourishing and sustaining their own
fragile systems under the waste that goes ou therein continually ; makin"'
all due allowance for this essential fa.ct then, and coupling it with th~
other already noticed that the food they consume in such quantities for
their own sustenance is not in the first place particularly rich in the elements needed for hwnau nutriment, it becomes almost an impossibility Vo
see the point of the particular argument urged in favor of a meat diet,
for the process of thought to which we have submitted it bas already whittled it so very fine a point that it demands a powerful microscope to detect it, and probably that point could <lwindle away even finer.
After all, however, these arguments are only third or fourth rate at.
best, that is when in view of the real issue iu question. The argument
that all Esoterics rely upon for vegetarianism is a special one or it is notl•
ing. Not what in a general way furnishes the elements necessary to nourish the external coating or body of man, which is not his real entity, but
that which contributes in the most marked degree to furnish nutriment
or growth to the interior qualities which designate man a superior bein"', is
the point upon which we are required to focus attention. Man's ani~al
nature is a fact, but whether it is in itself a desirable or alterable one is deserving of our profoundest consideration. ·Ou the understanding held by
all the Leaders of Esoteric thought that man's animal nature is only at best
a temporary thing, a. something to be superseded by means of man's own
co-operation and consent so soon as he can be got to concentrate 11ii1 desire, will and attention upon it, the question of the highest moment to man
is - What will tend most readily to bring about this desirable and
pre-meditated change '? That diet is a matter of great concern relath·e
thereto, the researches of all chemical and medical science, even
in their preseJ!t imperfect stage, abundantly proves. \Ve have already
affirmed that man is so placed that he ca.n greatly mould anJ fashion his
environments so as to tone, modify and alter his innate nature and tendencies. VtT e have further affirmed that the heart of man requires to be
fixed upon bis bighest aspirations so that the issues of his life
practically may furnish all possible aid in that direction. The practic:ll
question, therefore, that must govern us in the choice of proper diet i..;:
What will most certainly contribute to our advancement towards the goal
of our aspirations ? If the whole of our ambition is centred in animalism
and sensualism it is very certain that we need do nothing more to pro"-.,
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mot.e or stimulate that, save to indulge our appetites in any way that
whim m· fancy may dictate. To do so we only need to take cognizance
of the physiological fact that among the most powerful, prompt and
effective stimulants to the grosser animal and sensual nature are found
classed by all qualified scientists and physiologists : tobacco, alcohol, ancl
animal food. Between the employment of these things and the most
degraded sensua.lism, history past and present everywhere establishes beyond donbt or question, the most direct connectiou. So then if sensualHim
be our highest aspiration we cannot realize it by au) means to greater
purpose than by indulging in these very things. Such canuot, however,
be the highest aspiration of an Esoteric philosopher. His animal nature
may be, and probably is. a very important item of his present imperfect
history ; but he has turned his back upon that, and starts from it, there- ·
fore, only as a point o{ departure. To practically make it, to all intents
and purposes, a real point of departure those things which all have seen
are inseparably linkeJ. with animality and sensualism can only thereforl'
be relinquished once and forever.
[To be continued.)

A SERMON IN RHYME.
b you have a friend worth loving.
Love him. Yes and let him know
That you love him, ere life's evening
Tinge his brow with sunset glow.
Why should good words ne'er be said
Of a friend till he is dead ?

H you hear a soug that thrills you,
Sung by any child of song,
Praise it. Do not let the singer
Wait deserved praises long.
Why should one who thrills your heart
Lack the joy you may impart?

H you hear a pt•ayer that moves you,
By its humble, pleading tone,
Join it. Do not let the seeker
Bow before his God alone.
Why should not your brother share
The strength of "two or three " in prayer~
If you see the hot tears falling
From a brother's weeping eyes,
Share them, and by kindly sharing
Own your kinship with the skies.
Why should any one be glad
When a brother's heart is sad?
If a silvery laugh goes rippling
Through the sunshine on his face
Share it. 'Tis the wise man's sayingFor both grief and joy a place.
There's health aud goodness in the mirth
In which an honest laugh· baa birth.
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Action.
If your work is made more easy
By a friendly, helping hand,
Say so. Speak out brave and truly,
Ere the darkness veil the land.
Should a brother workman dear
Falter for a word of cheer?
Scatter thus your seeds of kindness,
All enriching as you go:
Leave them. Trust the Ha.rvest Giver,
He will make each seed to grow.
So, until its happy end,
Your life shall never lack a friend.
REV.

D. W.

HOYT

in the Watchman.

ACTION.
act in earth-life has its effect and this effect is permanent. &
we build or fail to build, so will the structure, complete or imperfect, remain. Indifference is au impossibility. We constantly act. '\\re are
continually leaving behind us evil effects or good. Death is the only
rest; the grave the only cessation of this activity. 'We are impressed by
these influences to-<lay, those to-morrow, and all lead to actions, each
with its effect which remains and aids in the formation of character.
It is a la.w ot life.
Every act has its positive and its negative effect. It brings us nearer
or leaves us farther from the Ideal we seek to attain. We may fancy
ourselves between two cities. The one we strive to reach, for it holds
wlmt we esteem best and purest. The other in our sober moments of
reflection, we determine to shun, for in it we discover what manhood
woulcl escape. Now our every act must lead us nearer to one of the
cities, for the mind knows no such thing as rest, indifference; .Each act
may make it easier for us to reach the place sought, and more difficult to
reaoh the place not desired.
There is, then, no action which does not leave us in a. better or worse
condition. Every act whether of forethought or of impulse, whether
prompted by wisdom or by ignorance, by virtue or vice, still leaves its
enduring ma1·k, its unending effect upon the character of the man. .All
stand between two possible results, a goo<l or a. bad character. The influence leading to each, like invisible threads, teach us each day,promptiug acts that bear permanent, eternal effects.
Nature illustrates this principle. The tree is constantly forming new
fibres. It is ever bnilcling; pnshing out new branches and foliage. Any
pause in the process of g1·owth can never be overcome. Though the tree
grow for years and never undergo another check, yet it will never be the
tree it might have been. A loss sustained can never be recalled. Or. if
in some unusually favora.bln season the tree had spread added foliage, the
addition is permanent; the tree is henceforth farther advanced.
So the mind reaching upward under favorable condition~, attains heights
from which it never recedes. It will ever remain higher for having seen
the broader view. Even though it fall, the higher vision yet remains.
Thus any loss from neglect or ignorance leaves the mind less advanced ;
EVERY
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lea\'es it fore,•er behind its possibilities. We realize fully the great truth
that actions bring permanent effects. There is no remedy for the past.
What has been done is forever done.
Men, in the hurry of life, meet good and evil everywhere, like light
and shadow ; one the eternal complement of the other. Between these
they must choose. By a. peculiar contradiction, th~ human mind is attracted by pleasures, doubtful in their tendency, pleasures indicating
absence of virtue. While all will declare light the symbol of virtue,
and darkness the symbol of vice, yet virtue is not sought as is its symbol light. Men desire virtue, but ruled by prejudice and vice, children
of ignorance. they mistake the shadow for the reality ; the past for the
whole. Their inner perception is not SQ acute as their external view.
It is the province of mind to overcome this immortality by unfolding the
possibilities within it. 'Whatever t11e station occupied, there is ever the
indication of .a higher plane, a nobler ideal. The ray~ from a brighter
sun ever penetrate our lives; we are never without the promptings to
higher possibilities. These we should follow. These directingRof reason,
guided by humility aud earnest desire to know Truth, are the goocl angels
that point to a broader life; a stronger, nobler character. They a.re the
reachings out of the divine in man toward better things.
There is yet another element in the production of action i. e., will-power.
~n, from the circumstances of life, may point out the direction action
should take, but Will must euforce. Without will-power, knowledge
is but the prophet to point to unattainable beauties of cbaractet-. Here we
meet the struggle of mind and matter; spirit and animal. Where will
is firm the animal nature is overcome; where will is weak the animal,
the selfish, triumphs. No matter what the knowledge, unless will-power
be present, action cannot be intelligently determined. Without will. man
is but a rudderless vessel, borne here and there by the winds and currents
of influence that beat upon him. He is then no more than the animals
swayed by instinct. But man is more than this.
Individuality, the soul in man, may check nat~ve tendency. Mind may,
by continued effort, overcome instinct. Power is given us to choose.
Though untaught in the highest truths ; though surrounded by inexplicable mysteries which perplex and bewilder us, we may always choose between the influences which seek to determine action. \Ve may eve1· strive
toward the best. Success is not all. 'Ve mav rest on the consolation
which comes from consciousness of continuolis earnest effort to find
and do right.
Failure to adjust conviction to action, loses much of its sharpness when
the conseiousness of earnest effort remains. To follow our brightest light
is the first duty. To neglect the heaven gi\'en power of control, is to leave
the conduct of life to the influences that meet us. It i:> to follow the inclinations of the desires and sentiments, unguided by reason and will.
Many, in the antagonism of life, after pausing, momentarily in doubt
&.'I to where action shall be directed, despair and no longer seek to check
the flow of tendency. The gratification of present desire affords pleasure,
and untaught in tht: higher, nobler paths where reasc.n and will direct,
they set aside effort and pass their tlays in some by-way of their possibility, never having attained the full development of their powers. Many
thus falter. They close t~e mind to investigation and the extension of
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thei1· horizon ceases, never again to broaden in that direction; never again
to reach out to where the best human ideals may be realized. They adjust themselves to this lesser circle of thought and action, and soon having
drained it of its possible pleasures, they become stagnant of mind, and the
gratification of directing and acquiring, are no more theirs.
Will should ever push on to new fields. The human mind is formed
for conquest. Its aspiration i:! to reach out for the new and unknown.
It seeks more knowledge, more power. The millionaire desires new millions ; the man of knowledge deeper penetration into mysteries. The
clisciplinarian striving to put under the self; to realize the higher command of his powers and faculties, desires surer control. The mind must con·
tinually press forward. to new victories if it would fulfill its mission. New
hopes, new aspirations are ever just beyond us. Mountains rise above
us, and when we stand on their heights, still higher ones are disclosed.
Life is in conquering. It is an unceasing progre88. We live iu the battle of the hour. To pause at the foot-hills is to close the broader view;
the higher level of thought and association. To limit our horizon~ to cease
to act, is to forego wisdom and progression in the world of knowledge
and progress.
The actions of life are permanent in their effects. To advance, to pur·
sue the better impulses are divine; to paus' is death. To determine our
horizon is to dethrone reason and will from their highest office, that of ·
grasping higher truths and realizing them ; ma.king them standards of
action.
From such action is formed a character best fitted to appreciate tbe
workingd of good and evil, and to carry out the higher evolutions of m&nkind.
R. WAITE JOSLYN.

BIBLE REVIEWS.
Number Seven.

doubtless had full faith in this traditional history hut there is
ground for speculation as to the manner in which it came to him. It might
have come from the records of the Egyptians, or even from manuscrip~
brought out of Chaldea by Abraham, the f~ther of his posterity, but m(lloe
probably it was given him by direct revelation. There are further cir·
cumstantial evidences in the following, to the effect tha.t none, but the one
line, lived to such a good old age.
Verse 3rd : " And the Lord said, my spirit shall not al ways strive with
man, for he also is flesh : yet his days shall be a ·hundred and twenty
years." This we think clearly implies that, then as now when men disobey the guiding voice of the Spirit, that it withdt·awd its restraining efforts, leaving man to pursue his own course a.nd follow the impulse of
his own desires, but always gives him to feel and know, if he will heed
the voice that speaks in the soul, the result of his wrong doing, as in this
case.
The daught.ers of "vagabonds" abandoned to live in the passions
like the people of to.day, to marry tho sons of God would lead them
into the same poison-cursed stat.e ; the result of which would be the lessening of their years from seven hundred, eight hundred, and nine
hundred and sixty nine yea.rs to one hundred and twenty. This wasa very
MOSES
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great fall ; some even now reach that age, but if we return to the habits
of ••the sons of God " we may return to their condition of life also.
Verse 4th: "There were giants in the earth in those days ; and also
after that, when the sons of God came in unto the daughters of mcu, an<l
they bare children to them, the same became mighty men which were of
old, men of renown."
Here Moses tells us that there w~re giants in the land, but does not tell
tts from what posterity they came; simply that they were. The atatement
however, appears reasonable from the fact that Cain (the only living sou
of Adam) went into a land already named "The land of Vagabonds," ancl
there getting a wife and raising children. No reference is made regarding Cain's children being giants; on the contrary, thA inference seems to
be that they were of an entirely different people. Yet for the benefit of
those who believe this whole account to be a symbolical record a.n<l not a
hist.ory, I would say: if this ac<~ount is true then it sets forth the fact (and
it does this viewed from any stand-point) that the first man brought forth
by the earth's evolution would develop great physical strength; would be
first, physical giants and as they grew in refinement they would losq ·the
physical nower and gain in mental.
The ~tement here that the children horb to the " sons of Goel " from
the .. daughters of men," daughters of these gianU., became mighty men.
We have often observed that a mixture of races gives great power in every direction, th!s appear~ to be the id~a set forth here. The exp1·ession
in the last two Imes, •• 1111ghty men which were of old, men of renown,"
seems to be an abreviation · of the thought that it was from these that
came the men of renown that we have read of in old times for at the time
of this writing by Moses it Wa.fl already of ancient times to him, and notwithstanding that, their renown was still well known, as the fable of Hercules and many of the ancient characters whose names were carried down
through astrological history, for later on, and even in the time of Moses,
astrology was the principal science and wa.q made the leading method used
by the magi in the study and practice of their art.
Verse 5th : •• And God saw that the wickedness of man was great in
the earth, and that every imagination of the thoughts of his heart was
only evil continually." They were wholly given up to follow their seusual desires and therefore the purpose for which they were made was not
being carried out, hence the worcls of verse 6th: "And it repented the
Lorcl that he had made man on the earth, and it grieved him at his heart.'
" And it repented the Lord," that is, He changed His course with them
or removed His purpose from them.
As the heart bas always been used as a symbol of the love nature or
function the reference made to it here shows that Goel loves all His creatures but it changed His love from them as to the individual. This purpose
coulcl not be altered, however, as to the ultimate for which they were made
but t.o let them remain in the environments in which they then were, would
tend to defeat the ultimate purpose. In other words they werH not developin"' in the right direction; therefore God changed the ordinary method,
and as ~l such revelations come to man's understandiag, ancl that understanding is from past experience, therefore when this revelation came to
Noah it was formulated according to the language underst.oml b.Yhim anti
hiR people, hence the fvllowing :
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Verse 7th: " And the Lord said, I will destroy man wh<>m l have created from the face of the earth ; both man, and beast, and ci·eeping thing,
and the fowl of the air; for it repenteth me that I have made them," thus
changing all their conditions.
Verse 8th : ''But Noah found grace in the eyes of the Lord."
Verse 9th: "These are the generations of Noah: Noah was a just man
and upright in his generations, and Noah walked with God;" that was
why he found favor with Goel; for God, like the wise farmer selected, the
best seecl with )Vhich to re-people the earth.
Verse 10th : " Ancl Noah begat three sons, Shem, Ham and Japheth."
Verse 11th : "The earth also was corm pt before God ; and the earth
was filled with violence." Yes the grouud, even, becomes corrupted by the
mental states of man upon it, to that. extent that sensitives feel the impure conditions and it oppresses them : the vegetable kingdom ab;iorbs it
and renders it incapable to nourish the body properly; through the
undue waste of the life generated by the people, destructive insects and
worms are brought forth that destroys the most delicate fruits, thus there
was good reason for the above words and also for the following verse.
Verse 13th: " Aud God said unto Noah, the end of all flesh is come
before rue ; for the earth is full of violence through them ; and behohl I
.
will destroy them from the earth." ·
The words "the end of all flesh," is usually supposed to mean the
end of all flesh on all the earth, but the addition of the last three words
would be necessary to decidedly imply that, but if God had been t.1lking
about a certain district or continent that was previously understood, the
above words would be proper and correct ; and thi!1 view of the matter
is far more rea.~mnable than that the whole planet was submerge<! at that
time.
Laying aside the reasonableness of this matter and turning our attention
to the multifarious evidences in the history of Egypt, India ancl China
and the many early histories, we can with a great deal of intelligent emphasis say that IT w AS NOT.
These histories are too voluminous to attempt to give them here,
for they would take volumes. Much speculative theory has been advanced in regarcl to this event. Some have thought it relates to the
period of the sinking of ancient Atlantis, but owing to the rnaD\' ·
evidences that Atlantis was the birthplace of astronomy, and man)·
other sciences, it would be more reasonable to suppose that it related to
a still more remote period, already dim with age, in the time of Moses.
'\' e have evidences that the Egyptian~ had quite accurate hist-Ories of
Atlantis to which they once looked a~ to the central sun and source of
all their light and knowledge.
Vulcan has long been at work on this planet and ev1iry foot of earth
bas many times been heaved above the surface of the sea;· and as 1..uany
times submerged beneath its billows; we may look in vain among
. the relics of antiquity for the evidences of that particular period or spot.
aml the old adage will be emphasized "as well look for a needle in the
hay mow."
As to what natural phenomenon this account refer~. there a.re no records
to show. ·whether it was as stated all produced by rain, or whether there
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was, in connection therewith, a temporary sinking and rising again of a
very large tract of land, is now wholly speculation, and even tl1e account
itself is uncertain. Whether it is intended for a hist.ory or an astrological
S)inbology iu the mind of many students is a question; yet we see no reailon
t.o doubt its being a history, althoi.:gh greatly abbreviated; so much so that
only the maiu facts are recorded, or in other "'.ords, only such facts as
directly related to the evidences of the government of the spirit being
supreme as the causes of all great changes in the estate of rµan.
The balance of this chapter and of ~he seventh and eighth is made up
of the accounts of the above event.
Chapter IX, verse 1st: "And God blessed :N"oah and his sons, and said
unto them, be fruitful, and multiply and replenish the earth." Here is
an exact repetition of the words of God to Adam, Gen. i, 28 : which is
evidence that if these words, " multiply and REPI,ENISH the earth," that
if the meaning was to fill again the earth that had been depopulated in
the case of Noah it was also thus in the case of Adam.
Verse 2nd : " And the fear of you and the dread of you shall be upon
every beast of the earth, and upon every fowl of the air, upon all that
moveth upon the earth, ancl upon all the fish of the sea ; into your hand
are they delivered."
These word~ indicate that up to this time the beasts. birds, etc., were
not afraid of man. nor man of them, and the fact that Noah could collect
a pair of every kind into the ark also indiuated the same, and up to this
point we have no account of man eating flesh. The cause of this dreacl
of man on the part of the living creatures of earth is foreseen by Noah
a.nd stated in
Verse 3rd: "Every moving thing that liveth shall be meat for you;
even as the green herb have I given you a.11 things." The result of man's
killing and eating would naturally create a fear of man, and that peculiar something which we call instinct in the animal worlcl would immediately cause all the beasts to recognize man as an enemy to them, and cause
that general " fear of you, and the dread of you." ·we are con vi need
that even now if man should enter into covenant with the spirit of all life
to henceforth be at peace with them ; and should cease to kill or eat anything that had been killed, that the instinct of beasts and birds would
recopize that covenant and cease to fear man.
\\ e are prepared to say that no one will be able to ENTIRELY conquer
fear as long as they eat meat, neither oan any man know that peifect peace
referred to by the angels when Jesus was born when they sang the song
"Peace on earth and good will toward man," until they make that covenant of peace with the God of creation. The vegetablti and animal world
is governed entirely by the planetary spirit or as it was called by the
ancients" anima mundi."
It has been recognized by all the ancient sages that the spirit of intelligence was iD the creative word, which went forth from God in the c1·eative work when ~arth began; and that spirit of intelligence govems all
life. In man it is called intuition, because it is united with reason ; but
·in animal life it causes them to act as if they reasoned wholly from the
reasoning mind that governs the evolutionary work of creatio.n in the
world.
All life is under its control up to the point of independent reasoning
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in 111an, which enables him to do according to his own will, and thereby
he is constitutecl a God, the son of God; having derived from the cosmic
All, a focal centre of mind-p'1wer from which he can act, that gives him
power to "sin," to transgress the law of the All-mind, but as his mindpower is only a germ from the All, it is subject to the greater. Therefore
when man transgresses the universal law, it throws him into inharmony
with all else in nature. Because of his wea.kneRs in comparison to the
AU-Mind he must necessarily suffer the result of that act; this fact was
symbolically stated to Adam when reason led him to transgress.
In the above ,·erse we are told that God gave to Noah everf living
thing as meat, and there would be fear .:>n their part, and as mans body
is :i part of all animal life, he, too, must he affected by it, then at this point
is the beginning of the slavery of fear: and here must be the ending
of it.
The accounts up to this, indicate to me that there was "a -Golden
Age " where man hacl risen to great height by obedience to the inner
consciousness of the object and purpose of life, but had not developed independent reasoning ability sufficient to be to him a sure guide as an independent actor. ·When the word went forth from supreme wisdom to
••make man in our image and after our likeness," then was ripe the
thought creative factors of the mincl of God (the movements of the
planets and of the solar bodies) to place man in a condition of experimentation upon the RESULT of broken and observed law ; this experimentation being the only method in heaven or on earth whereby KNOWL- I
EDGE is gained.
.
Reason in order to be correct as to results, must have knowledge as a
starting point from which to reason. Facts must be the guide of reason,
and therefore the knowledge of facts could only be obtained by experime1it. The only incentive to do, or not <lo, was pa.in and pleasure, the fear
of one and the love of the other was the cause of constant effort, aIHl continuoi.1s experiment through which brain organs and mind powers were
rapidly developed in the race. This in its ultima.tion must be an individualization of man with the knowledge and capacity to be the controling
centre of earth's creative energies, thus ~ustifying the words of the apostle
where he said we were to be "heirs of God " and possessors of the tloruinion as stated in Gen. i, 26.
Thus through the creative mind, it appears that man was lecl inheriting all forms and conditions of life until manly form t\nd function was
obtained, but the individualization had not begun in him, as he had always
been subject to the All-.Miml that formed the world, in that he was in
harmony with the God of creation, but was actetl upon a.s an in!;trument.
This was a happy, peaceful state of innocence; it was the highest apex
upon which nature could place him antl now he must become the actor.
Through experience, governed by the scourge of pain and bribed by pl~
ure, he must <le8cend from that EJenic state into all the states which
would serve to contribute to bis development into an intelligent actor.
''Faith, mighty faith, the promise sees,
And looks to that alone ;
Laughs at impossibilities,
And cries, - It shall be done ! "
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ESOTERIC DEVELOPMENT.

To My Fellow Traveller11 Not Yet Beyond the

VEIL :

WE have received numerous inquiries from Branch members concern-

ing an " Educational Alliance " of which M. L. Severy (formerly conne<'ted with this magazine as Editor,) and another gentleman of this
city, are trustees. _
Hearing that a circular had been issued, exhaustively advertising the plan,
and heing apprised that this circular, (together with letters, etc.,) had
been mailed our branches, we wrote one of. our societies and the
return mail brought us the following note from the President :
"C. H. MACKAY,
Sept. 2, 1890.
Dear Friend and Brother: - I have just received your letter and
hasten to reply. I gladly enclose the note and circular from the"--Educational Alliance."
I know nothing about it except from the enclosed, but I should judge
from the note, that they ari>. trying to buil<l themselves up at the expense
of our Esoteric Society and Nucleus Work. I can say for myself, and I
think I can speak for our B1·anc•h also, that we continue steadfast in favor
of original plans and truly hope that nothing will delay the good work.
Fraternally Yours.
"
Fo1¥>wing is a copy of the letter which accompanied the circular :
"Dear Friend: -The •Nucleus Work' a." originally outlined, having
been withdrawn, your attention, if yon still are desirous of availing yourself of its promised advantages, is respectfully called to the enclosed circular. As will be seen by a perusal thereof, a similar work, much enlarged
and expanded has been embodied as a part of the work of the - - Educatio.aal Alliance. . . . . . .
If interested we should be pleased to enroll you as a member and outline your work in the department you may choose."•
An esteemed correspondent and Branch member, residing in a distant
western state writes, in reference to the above:
"'F1·iend Mackay :-To-day I received a letter an<l circular from the
"---Educational Alliance" (Melvin L. Severy, Trustee) ill\'iting me
to join it; saying that the Nucleus Work is suspen<led in the Esoteric Society, or wortls to that effect. I wish to do nothing except what is perfectly
honorable and so I write to you for advice..... The registt-ation fee is
three dollars. Is it merely a. money-making affair or really a. good work'?
Have we any need to join it'? . . . . Is Mr. Seve1·y all right or is he working in an underhand way ?
Yours, etc.
"
Now it is not onr purpose to oppose, in any way, the progress of the
"Alliance" above mentioned. We si'mply propose to keep straight on in
the paths originally chosen until we can be·shown a better method. But
the idea of developing the Esoteric man thl'Ough the intellect is diametrically opposed to our methods, and our people want none of it. Men of
intellectual attainment can be found in every hamlet, but the man who is
m-0rally invincible, is practically unknown in this age. The Christ in
man will never develop through the intellect. According to true Esoteric
methods the real growth of mind and soul, invariably follow the obedience of the Law; but if you desire seientific notoriety ; if you wi~h to
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store the brain with mathematical, chemical, geological or a.ny other
manner of scientific lore, your studies can commence at once by sending
your money to the address given in the above-named circular. '"Think
of mastering the contents of a thousand books a year ! " ·exclaims this
circula1; on page three.
There is a specie now existing in the hnman family, which live.~ through ·
the intellect. Take from this poor child of the Night, his playthings;
bis facts obtained from books, and his eol<l mathematical computations
anc.l experimentations, and he becomes a tmly pitiable object. But while
be can go on in his project of "mastering the contents of a thousand books
a year," he possesses a state of semi.contentment and satisfaction which
fills, in his life, the place of the heaven of which the observer of the E;;..
oteric \Vay is consr.ions.
This specie of man is so distinct from the true Esoteric that the same
sphere of existence cannot cc:,ntain both. They cannot even use a common language, when intercommunication is sought, and misunderstandings between the two classes are constantly arising.
Therefore, it is apparent that the same methods of development cannot
be applied to these two classes whose r~quirements are so at variance.
The one seeks to develop the intellect. the other the soul. The former
is in search of the seeming, the latter lays hold of the Rea/,. The former
reasons thus: "I will store my brain with all the book-knowledge obt.ainable, I will possess the accumulated wisdom of this age and of past.age:>;
through my search for knowledge I will be given new brain organs and
ultimately by this same method of intellect-culture I will be in position
to receive illumination, and thus come to a realization of t.he inner life."
Opposed to this idea the Esoteric stlldent seeks the ·• Kingdom of
Heaven" first. He knows that all other things will then be added unto
him, wheu once he has become conscious of the powers within.
TnE ESOTERIC, since its foundation, has been voicing the regeneration
theory and we know that upon the proper consideration of this matter,
and through the consistent following of this, our basic principle, the Inner
- the Real will come to couscious existence.
Then there will be no need of the information which books can impart.
All Knowledge will come to him who is no longer kept upon the plane
of sensation by his lower nature, or who is not barred out of the Divine
Relationship through hindrances of Reason - Inteller.tuality •
. Whoever shall succeed in finding Pw·ity, - Virtue, - iu a word
Gh,rist, has no more battles to fight and no further cause for anxious thought.
He has att:tine.d Heaven while yet in the body and bids de6a.nce to every
earthly limitation. Has he need of Mathematics, Geology, or Chemistry?
There are minds, however, the possessors ot which can know of these
higher possibilities only through contact with, and exercise of, the intellect. To such, this "Educational Alliance" will prove of advantage (if
its ideas are carried out) in the same manner that they woulll receive advantage by systematic study, though pursued alone, with the exception, in
favor of the "Alliance " of concerted effort aud contact with other minds,
and this may be for good or evil, - quite often the latter.
Last October the undersigned issued and sent out to the Esoteric people
a circular letter in which a. plan for branch organization was suggested.
A;, far as connection or influence of leade1·s or workers in the Esoteric
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movement is concerned, the idea was original ~vith the writer, but straightway the great scheme became patent to others, it was caught up as if
their legitimate property and in•th~ presence of those whom we acknowledged our superiors, yea teachers, we modestly (I had nearly said idiocally) surrendered the guidance of the branch system into foreign hands.
I say foreign, because I now i:;ee that they had no idea of the needs of
our people and were strangers to Esotericism ; whether beyond or behind
this movement it matters not, the fact remains that the system outlined is
not the best means for the development of Esote1·ic qualities, and that is
the aim and object of the magazine, the Branch system and the College
and Colony in prospect.
\V" e warn our friends against the acceptance of a system which may
prove a hindrance. Almost a year ago we told you what to do, ancl the
few who heeded our suggestions have made satisfactory advance.
\Ve asked you as branches to "place yourselves in position to improve
all opportunities for doing good, alike to the world and yourselves.....
A hove all things expect no reward, except that peace and satisfaction
which must follow all endeavors to do right. Learn to create a lzeaven
from each pa::.~i11g hom-." In fine it ws.s all embraced within this te1·se
sentence which bas been the watchword of the Esoteric philosophy since
it first came to public notice, namely: "FOLLOW YOUR HIGHEST GUIDANCE."

The simple fact that we aim to aid you for the sake of doing good unselfishly, brings to our bidding and yours, powers and influences the value
of' which you camtot realize.
The schemes in the past for aiding humanity have been characterized
too prominently either by struggle for personal elevation, or ambitious
desire for money. '\Ve do not know that either of these evil.3 hang above
the Esoteric iclea as now represented. If these narrow principles formerly handicapped us, we trust that they have now wholly disappeared,
and if they are detected in the '' Educational Alliance" they will
not be so potent of evil, for in the worship of Intellectuality they cannot
be so fraught with harm as they prove in connection with the development
of the finer powers.
Now may heaven speed the work of Education and may the projectors
of the movement be fortunate in selection of material, but we deplore the
attempt to give our people a stone when already we were supplie(l with
Manna of Life.
As to the statement that the Nucleus 'Vork had been ••withdrawn;"
as well state that sunlight had been denied us.
A person who has arrived at a certain stage of development will receive
that which he is fitted to receive, and no power in the universe can
withhold it.
The G. N. K. R. represents a principle; not a man nor, essentially,
a body of men. Regardless of condition or association, but strictly as
you merit and need illumination, and have shown the inclination to obtain
it, it will come; just as surely and impartially as sunlight floods and illuminates the child of nature, and casts a gloom around him who hides beneath the structures of man. ,
Remember this, and the way will open plainer than ever before. To
those of our peopl<'. who fee! a discontent at Esoteric method~ we make
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no effort to hold you. Test the divers routes submitted, if you wish, but
return at last to the s~aight and sure p~th whose first steps have been
designated.
,
Prof. Butler has told you (see his article -in September ESOTERIC)
that we have access to all the knowledges outlined in Preliminary Circular
No. 1. and elsewhere, unlimited as they may seem. These benefits will fall
to those who faithfully follow the primal Esoteric instructions, but as well
ignore the successive steps in ascending a long staircase, as to slight the
beginnings of occult study.
"I WILL BE WHAT I WILL TO BE," in its mystic, though simple significance is an unerring guide to the WAY, THE TRUTH, AND THE LIFE. Right
observance of this idea will lead to the crucifixion of every useless habit.
And the crucifixion of everything useless must take place in each individual before great occult attainment can b~ known.
"Seek ye first the Kingdom of Heaven," is synonymous with the above
motto, for the Kingdom of Heaven is the sure inheritance of all who live
up to the highest ideal of which the mind, in the present, is capable of
realizing. The ideal of to-day, if faithfully followed, will give place to a
higher standard for to-morrow's guidance, and by easy, almost inappreciable degrees, the development goes on until the rebirth, -the Resurrection ef the dormant being within.
In the name of Him whose simple words and living example are infallibly sure in their efficacy to guide you, not only to the possession of every
occult gift and power, but also to peace - Heaven; in His name, I ask,
what more is required that your development may go on ? .
We have succeeded in organizing brauches in every quarter of the
United States a.nd in several foreign countrie'I. The purpose of these
societies is to open up the esoteric nature and bring it to full consciousness. This result cannot be gained through the intellect. The development of the reasoning powers should be carried along, side by side with
the more important study of the soul, but it must ever be of minor consideration, and can assist in h!Ultenin~ the ultimate but little better than
wise and systematic exercise of the biceps muscles.
In other words, exercise of the brain and other physical organs should
not be neglected, for theh correspondence is found in the higher attribut.es
of man, and the more perfectly their offices are performed, the more harmonious will they become with the Man Imperishable, and if harmony
exists between the Lower and the Higher, the progress of both will go on
uninterruptedly.
There is a great work to be performed in the branches. Through them
will be laid the foundation for all future progression of members. The
sooner the branch work is finished, the sooner the greater work will commence, but you cannot become a successful nucleus worker until the Adflm
is subservient to the Ghrist, neither can you be "called" to the Higher
work by men or through men.
Some of our members have withdrawn from the branch work and entered (?) the Nucleus field," "per order" of would-be-teachers who were
formerly connected with THE ESOTERIC. We predict the utter failure
of all who follow this human leadership, and we fully believe that they will
soon return to the simple but sure Esoteric method.
Will out• members take renewed interest in a work which is wholly for
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'their own welfare? The long winter E.wenings are at hand, the season of
all the year, most favorable for the hastening of our ends. Improve this
period by using every meang to strengthen your local branch and render
its sessions interesting and fruitful of good.
As suggested months ago, prepare papers on the different subjects
bearing upon occultism, ancl have them read and discussed at your meet-

ings.
Ri~ht here we woul<l say, that the branches which have observed this
idea have pr0<luced some of the finest essays upon the subjects named
heretofore, which we have ever read, and we desire that evr~ry branch
would follow this course and send us sufficient material for an ESOTERIC
Supplement each month.
In elaboration of this idea it would be well to appoint a capable person
as Editor of your branch literature, with the power to change or improve
the articles furnished according to his best judgment. Supposing the
subject to be written upon is " Esotericism," a.nd five members prepare
as many essays, then, after they have been severally read before the branch,
it shall be the duty of the Literary Editor to cull the best thought from
each and embrace within one article, not to exceed in length two pages of
THE EsoTF.RIC.
Then this condensed essay will be signed " Esoteric
Branch No. - - - " with the writer's names attached, if agreeable to
them, and sent to this office for approval and publication.
''' e would also like a summary of the " Experience.'1 -in Development" of the members of branches. If this plan can be fully carrie<l
out, the assistance rendered by such interchano-e of thought will be simply inestimable.
By •'Experiences in Development" we mean an epitomized account of
your daily trials and temptations, simple and unimportant as they may
appear. If you are excited to anger, make a note of it in the evening,
and record the circumstances which led to it, your spiritual, mental, aml
physical condition preceding and following it, and other incidents in
connection therewith; if, voluntarily or involuntarily, you have injured
the reput:ttion of another in business or social connection, by wor<l or
action, make a clear explanation of all, in your report, and state what
steps, if any, you have taken toward reparation.
One of the hardest things to bring about in this work, is harmoay in
domestic life. No sooner do we commence this labor within, than all the
powers of the lower regions seem concentrated around the family circle to
irritate, annoy and make us swerve from our pm·pose. The explanation
of this is found in the fact that there is constant warfare and antagonism between the old and the new. No sooner have you taken this
decided stand to regenerate, - reorganize, than unconsciously ther~
springs up all around you an opposition which but few can overcome
without exercise of the greatest wisdom and patience.
The person who seeks to exemplify the Pure, the Good, in his daily
life, immediately becomes a standing rebuke to those who are content to
remain in the unprogressive state. Seek not to change them, by words
and argument, but wait until they are cognizant of your worth through
observance of your correct example ,· tht.n they will seek the method
which you have employed. In the written self-examination, pay full att~ntion to every point in this connection.
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These compr·ise a few of the thousand and one incidents which may be
in your written "Experiences in Development." We trust
that the idea may be grasped at once, and carried out to the minutest
detail.
'Ve can say little, it is true, to really benefit you at present. You have
a work to perform which cannot be done by proxy. You must trUbjugate
the lowm· personal se?f by constant watchfulness of the smaller (?) details of your daily lives ; you must silence desire which the grosser
·portion of your being constantly craves; you must make the most of
every incident which appeals to the Higher Self. For example, admire a
beautiful sunset with all the satisfaction and appreciation of which your
nature is ('apable. Absorb tbe beauties of landscapes; the wonders
of the heavens; the lovliness and grandeur of lake, mountain, or
ocean; the brilliancy and harmony of interblending tints of the
rainbow, in fact bring yourself en 11apprn·t with nature, at every opportunity.
·
Remember always that every incident in your life may be made useful
to you in your journey towards the Light. Make everything subsidiary
to your resolve to become master and controller of every attribute upon
your beings' lower plane.
Seek honorable, and high positions in social and business circles, but
always consider these, simple side issues to the real work at haml.
But it is useless to particularize in this connection. No general rule
can be given which all cau follow. Each person has his own individual
experience as a basis upon which he may raise himself to the Light -become RESURRECTED-or ignore the opportunity and sink away into ages of
unconsciousness again. Upon the faithfulness and wisdom with which we
live this experience, depends our advancement toward the Higher.
To the person who queries : "How can I obtain these great benefits ?
I have no adviser, no guide, I am utterly devoid of assistance?" I reply
by asking: "Have you not experience upon which to walk into the
Higher relationship? No one has more."
.
Our eucleavor is to aid you without money and without price. No
movement of this character can succeed if it is identified with a desire
for gaiu. 1V e would that every vestige were removed which suggests
money, but unless we have a slight financial security we shall be una.ble
to circulate the organ of this movement, or carry on the work otherwise.
The assessment of twenty-five cents per month upon our branch membel's was not an Esoteric idea by any means, and there will be no further
exhibition of such principles, we trust. When assistance is needed in
this direction we hope to bridge the dilemma. by purely voluntary offel"ings thus making our labors as acceptable to the beggar as the millionaire. 1Vhen we must cease our efforts for lack of money, then God
grant, that om· work is accomplished.
To those whu may read this, and who may not be connected with the
branch work we would cordially invite you to send us your name, age,
etc., and we will record you at once, and give you your appropriate
number.
Let it be be fully understood that every word of this article is
prompted by a sincere desire to aid the Esoteric reader and atudent.
We shall voluntarily bring it to the notice of no one else, but we
emp~oyecl
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believe the branch members are entitled to this prompt suggestion in a
matter of so much moment to them.
The work of collecting the world's knowledges, the gystem of pursuin(J'
one definite line of study, or research, etc., etc., are by no means "witl~
drawn;" neither have they been surrendered by the Esoteric leaders.
Every plan will be carried out as heretofore promised, but the labor of
CLASSIFYING, RF.lfODELLING, REGENERATING YOURSELF, must be considered the REAL issue, while the less important plan is being perfected.
"COLLECTING DATA," IS ONLY ANOTHER NAME FOR RECONSTRUCTION,
SYBTEMIZATION. REGENERATION, OF THE MICROCOSM.
May all " intellect" organizations meet with the full success due ·
Btlch entm']JJ·i1.1es. ..(f the MOTIVE ·is truly unselfish they cannot fail
to prove of use to people 1nhose dwvelopment, in this particular field,
is of paramount importa11ce.
Fraternally, Your Co-worker,
CHAS. H. MACKAY.
POSTSCRIPT.
It is highly ·important that the branches have some definite subject
upon which to concentrate the attention at each session. The subject
selected should always have relation to the genera~ work before us. In
this connection we would urge a more thorough understanding of the
science of Solar Biology. Those of our friends who have taken up this
study are very enthusiastic in its praise. A president of one of our
branches writes us regarding this matter : ·"·we are still on Solar Biology
as a study at our regular meetin~s. I did not think that the members
would be so deeply interested in it. The last meeting wa.q the fourth on
this subject and after the exercises were over, I proposed that a change
of subject be considered, but all were desirous for the continuation of
Solar Biology for some time yet. Those who have never tried the adoption of special subjects for bradch or society meetings. will be most agreeably surprised at the rapidity with which knowledge is obtained and the
niind expanded, when all the members unite their thought on one subject.
We have already discovered and expounded several points on Solar Biology not embraced in the book."
A subject should be selected at each meeting to be discussed at the
following meeting, thus giving time for that meditation which will so
surely tend to bring out the very best thought within your Branch. " The
Best Method for Making Attainments," as suggested by Prof. Butler
1( September ESOTERIC,) is a. question-which should be considered at every
meeting, and under this head should come "Experiences in Development."
We sincerely hope that each Branch, of which we ha.ve record, may see
the full importance of this idea, and will send several " experiences" ·from
as many members, each month.
We would like the privilege of inclosing these experiences to members
of other branches, and to the many poor struggling souls, just coming into
the Light, and who would receive inestimable benefit by thus coming in
almost direct contact with a fellow being, just a little in advance. We
do not ask that these papers be signed and we do not propose to give
them out again to branches in that section of the country whence they

came.
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Yon who are surrounded by congenial minds, enjoying the consbnt
privilege of interchange of thought, remember that away off. in lonely,
secluded spots of earth, there are many men a111l women who are denied
"these g1·eat blessings and who hunge1· and thirst for that proof of & kin·
C. H. M.
dred spirit which an "experience letter" would give.
THE ZODIACAL CONSTELLATIONS.
No. a.

Aquarius, (.::) and Capricorn, (Vj.)
THE diagram presented herewith will be found particularly interesting
if studied closely. All the stars composing the two zodiacal constellations represented in the drawing, .i.re of second magnitude and less, therefore these groups are not so easily located as those shown in previous
papers. \Ve have accordingly showu many of the sm·rotmtling groups
that the student may the more readily locate Aquarius and Capricorn.
During September and October these constellations will occupy the
southern portions of the Heavens in the hours preceding midnight.
In a previous article (August ESOTERIC) we sought to explain certain
interesting points concerning Cygnus, the Swan.

This group of stars is well shown in the diagram. The place of the
new 6tar previously deseribecl, as also that of 61 Cygni (the nearest star
to earth visible in our latitude) is here found.
The planet Jupiter is now one of the most prominent objects in the
heavens. This hrilliant body will greatly assist the observer in locating
the constellation of Capricorn. Between .Jupiter and Aquila may be
seen two small stars, the one nearest the zenith being a double. These
two stars when once fully recognized, will prove an unfailing guide in
the location of the constellation of Capricorn.
A few facts in connection with the planet Jupiter may be of interest
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to those who for the first time make an observatiou of the largest planetary member of the Solar System.
.
Jupiter's diameter is 85,000 miles (the earth's is less than 9,000); within
his circumference could be , stored 1200 bodies as large as the earth I
His mean distance from the centre of the system is 480 millions of miles.
Hi;; orbital period is a little less than twelve years; that is, while the
earth is thrt-e hundred and sixty-five days performing her journey around
the sun, .Jupiter requires twelve times that number of u. ...ys to complete
his "year." This planet is attended by four moons, or satellites and
they are constantly revolving about their centre at different distances and
at different rates of speed.
The spots and belts of this planet have been objects of close and interesting study for years. Concerning them, Prof. Newcomb, in his "Popular Astronomy" says: •:Commonly the spots are dark, but on some rather
rare occasions the planet is seen with a number of small, round, bright
spots like satellites. Of the bright spots no explanation is given.
"From the changeability of the belts, and indeed of nearly all the visible features on the surface of Jupiter, it is clear that what we see on the
planet is not the surface of a 1olid nucleus, hut vaporous or cloud-like
formations which cover the entire surface and extend to a great depth
below. To all appearance, the planet is covered with a deep and dense
atmosphere, through which light cannot penetrate on account of thick
masses of clouds and vapor."
In answer to inquiries we would .sav that we shall be glad to consider
all questions submitted, upon the subject of Astronomy.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
C. H. MACKAY, Dear .FriPnd : - I have been greatly interested in your lessons
on astronomy, and wish to thank you for the pleasure derived therefrom. I very
easily found Saturn (see J11J1e EsoTERIC, page 514) proving it by aid of a telescope. Would you kindly help me to find Uranus, which is my planet? Hoping
you will continue the lessons which are proving so i:istructive, I am sincerely,
'
M.L.E.
The planet Uranus is in Virgo, the constellation in which the sun appears at
present. This section of the heavens will not, therefore, be in good position for
observation for several months. The principle star of Virgo is Spica, and it.ti position is clearly given in the June and July EsoTERICs (1890.) Its Right Ascen·
lion is thirteen hours, nineteen minutes; declination, south ten degrees tlµrty-five
minutes, (the variation from these figures is so slight that the most careful obeerver would see no change, although viewed every day of the year.) The position of Uranus may be easily discovered if Spica is once found, for the former is
in close proximity to the latter, being (about Sept. 20th) in Right Ascension thirteen hours thirty-four minutes ; declination, south nine degrees, fifteen minutes.
Thus it will be seen that Uranus is slightly to the North East of Spica, and it will
eontinue nearly in this position and may be found there when the constellation of
Virgo is in more favorable conditions for observation. The distanc·e of this planet
from the sun in seventeen hundred and seventy millions of miles ; its year is equal
to eighty-four of ours ; in other words, it performs its orbital revolution in about
that time. Its orbital velocity is but four and one-fifth miles per second ; the
earth's is eighteen and one third. Its :liameter is about thirty-two thousand miles.
The time of its axial rotation is not known. It was discovered in March, 1781
by Sil' Wm. Herschel and was originally called •·the Star of the Georges"
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( Ge,orgiur/i. S Ulus.) It was afterwards called " Herschel,•• and finally ·• Uranus,"
the name by which it is most generally known t<Hlay. It shines with the distinctness of a star of the sixth magnitude and may be easily found with the .unassisted eye if searched for as directed above. It cannot be observed in the
evening hours, until after the first of March; but it can be seen to good advantage as early as December, if the observations are made after midnight. It has
four moons, visible only by aid of a good telescope.
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Mr. C.H. MACKAY. Dear Sir: - Will you please inform me as to the name
and history of t.he brilliant star, coming to view in the east in the early evening?
I have been told that it was the ·• Star of Bethlehem," but as I have no means
of knowing, I write to you for information, etc.. Yours Truly, Mrs. E.T. H.
We would refer you to the map and drawing which accompani~s this articl~,
and which gives a full description of the planet Jupiter, the object attracting your
attention. Regarding the "Star of Bethlehem " its history, period and suggestions for locating, were given in THE EsoTERJO for April 1889, pages 412 and
413.
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MR. ClUS. MACKAY, Dear Sir: - I am much interested in your studies of the
Zodiacal Constellations. Will you please explain how a novice may determine
from direct observation, the real position of the sun. earth and other members of
the Solar System? Yours Respectfully, S. E.
If you will follow these articles, we hope to make this point perfectly clear,
before the completion of the series. All will be treated in proper order.
We wish to repeat the invitation so often given to the effect that questions upon
this subject are always welcome, however unimportant or simple they may seem
to the inquirer. Attention will be given to the most simple queries. C. H. M.

EDITORIAL.
ONE of our subscribers writes us to the effect that our ofter of "The Perfect
Way" as a premium to those in arrears seems rather unfair to those who have
been prompt in the settlement of subscriptions. We would say that while he is
partially right, yet we feel obliged to make the ofter a standing one, while the
books last, as the sur.cess of the magazine aepends upon getting its subscription list into something like a systematic condition. If our advance subscribers will see our latest premium offers, in Dicken's Works and the Mammoth
Cyclopedia, we think they will be fully satisfied because of their faithfulness to
us in thn past, for in both these valuable premiums we have sought to favor them.

PRoF. CARPENTER, the Zetetic Astronomer, says in "Folly, a Magazine of
Facts:" "The planet Jupiter and the Moon go around the heavens every day.''
If he means that they circle around the earth every day it would be of intense
interest to us to have him advance an explanation of the retrograde motions of
Jupiter and the other planets. About March 20th we noted that the planet Mars
was very near the star Antares in Scorpio (see July EsOTEBIO for position of
Scorpio ; ) its motion was toward the west. Later in the season it seemed to atop
in its course and journeyed toward the east. What should cause this planet to
perform this eccentric evolution but the changes in the position of the earth in its
orbital motion around the sun ? We should be pleased to open our columns to
Prof. Carpenter for a short reply in support of his philosophy. It will be remembered that "Folly " claims the earth to be a plane ; the North Pole being at the
centre.
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TYPES AND FORESHADOWINGS.
A GREAT teacher of ethics, the· Swedish Seer, has left the world some
·interpretations, or interior meanings of modern vernacular, which are
well worthy of study.
He tells us that ••North implies the truth in obscurity," while "South
denotes illumination, or the state and place where light is found."
Man in his advancement finds in the sands of Egypt and Assyria proofs
of a wisdom that has long since perished, and which is with uncertainty
deciphered now. A like delving beneath the surface of the letter will
afford the age a light which will indeed "lead on."
"Treasures in the sand signify truths which lie hidden in the literal
sense of the Word." This is borne out in the commonest phraseology of
the day no less than in the inspired Word, as we learn on penetrating
beneath the outward shell or covering by which the higher, or interior
sense has been preserved from profanation.
The wail of Egypt's ancient Sage is pertinent as an illustralion of our
meaning," Oh Egypt I Egypt l fables alone will be thy future history.wholly incredible to latter generations; and naught but the letter of thy
stone engraved monument will survive.'' (Hermes Trismegistus.)
The true history of Egypt, that land of the South into which the infant
Christ, or the church is sent in all ages while there is a spiritual famine
in Canaan, will only be read aright when our scholars are able to penetrate beneath the letter. The mystical, or higher significance, has there
been concealed until the time shoul<l be ripe for its disclosure.
As did the church of the fathers, Abraham, Isaac :md Jacob, so is the
church of to.clay coming down into Egypt or the South where will be
found that greater light which is to illumine its way ; for in the present
location of the sun, in the sign Aquarius, or the Celestial Waterman, we
read the fulfillment of our Lord's promise to his disciples. In alluding
to the sun's present position we mean of course in its great cycle.
The northernmost emblem of the zodiac is Leo, or the Liou, and the
symbol directly facing it in the south is Aquarius, the constellation of the
Um and the Stream ; and the Unseen vV aterman. The hundred and
fifty years, more or less, since the sun came into the sign Aquarius which
signifies "the out-pouring or spiritual baptism," has been marked by
indubitable proofs of the world's progress. Just how far our luminary
ha.s advanced in this symbol seems a mooted question ; l?ut we ~o\V that
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the, whole period of its stay in each sign is over two thousand years. lu
the emblem Aquarius the race will have come into•• the land of the South
or the state and place where light is found."
· The sun was in its previous zodiacal emblem Pisces when Christ came,
and His ad vent furnishes all the data. necessary to ascertain our present
position. \Ve would here remind our readers of the interior wisdom
concealed within the modnn phraseology in which science always confounds the location of the earth with that of the sun. In its terminology
the world is even wiser than it knows. l'he sun's stay in Pisce!t embraced
the period in which the church took shape and form under a baptism of
blood.
The present sign Aquarius signifies the out-pouring of spirit which was
to endow the church (which is yet in its childhood) with power; for the
Celestial Waterman has a mystical import which mankind is little likely
to discern until we shall have penetratell beneath the letter, and have
put away modern interpretations from ancient symbols.
It is a pregnant truth that only as the race has advanced southward in
its great cycle has it more and more come into the light which the north
is ever reflecting.
Here we would emphasize the fact that the illumina.tion of the south
is a reflected light not the source, and so the rays which are here received
come under the law of refraction from which light ever suffers in passing
from a rarer to a denser medium. \Ve shall make the same grave mistake that Egypt did, and take her stancl-point in om· view ot divine truth
if we think that in reaching the South, or coming into the illumination
here afforded we have attained the Light. Here only it first fully shines
upon us because we have assumed a position where we can face it; its
true Ronrce is ever the north toward which the Dipper is always pointing.
As the sun illumines the earth where the latter turns toward it, faces it;
so is the worlcl or church illuminated by coming clue south where it can
face its great luminary. The earth is not in the sun, its source of light
and heat, until it reaches the northernmost limit of its yearly circle in the
sign of the Lion; it;.1 time of harvests. So it is with man, his views of truth
roust be· taken from his own objective point. If from the East or Orient
he is in the glare of his own natiual light, for here his material luminary,
intellect, reason, rises and environs him. If from the south, he has indeed
come into the illumination of the true light, but only its refracted rays penetrate the dense medium through which they must pass to reach him. Things
as they seem, rathe1· than as they are, can alone be apprehended in the
south; for this is man's geocentric position, as the science of old Egypt,
astrology, is proving to-day. 'l'he world of appearance fills the vision;
for the lowest point of spiritual declination is reached in the south, and
here begins man's ascending node ; for from this pole he must go north
if he moves at all. When man attains the West, or his Occident here
his natural sun has set, intellect, reason, is in abeyance to the light of
spirit. Now his view of truth is less distorted by refraction for the receiving medium is less clense because he is nearer to the light; and as he
approaches it, more and more large stars constantly reveal themselves,
which were before obscured; for ''stars symbolize truths." But only
when be has attained the north has he gained his heliocentric position;
or that of the Son. Here the auroral skies afford that clearer vision
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which needs not even the illumination of the stars ; he has rQutHlecl the
circle or wheel of life, and arrived at the Centre and Source of Light.
The present pole star Cynasura, or Polaris in the Les~er Bear gives a
gleam of illumination other than what science affords us. While the
word Cynasura has come to be recognized as meaning centre. which it
rightly does, since it calls attention to the middle of the cycle which occurs at the end of the sun's present sign, the word also has another interpretation, that of the Dog's tail (or the end of the Dog.) " Dog
signifies those who are without tha church, and treat lightly or with teproach the things appertaining to faith." We here would remind onr
readers of St. Paul's injunction to beware of Dogs.
That the period of Aquarius is to witness the going out of the Dog,
even the stars are declaring whenever the earth passes through the symbol of the Waterman in her yearly circuit of the zodiac. " The little
Bear regains his feet in February and no longer hangs head downward
by his absurdly long tail."
.
The beautiful myth belonging to the constellation of Urs:i Minor where
we find the pole star, affords another illustration of the signitica.nce of the
name Cynasura or centre. Areas the offspring of Jupiter and Helice,
or Calisto whom the jealousy of Juno elevated tu the heavens is indeed
the world's present pole star. and the centre about which it revolves.
Juno implies Nature as body united to Jupiter, or the imaginative principle of thought, Helice of Arcadia, the heart of the Peloponnesus, llenotes
love-spiritual, or the loving and reverent spirit. The fruit of this unio"1
is the guiding star of our own and comin5 ages; and it will lead the rac ..•
until far along in the great cycle ; till the sun shall have reached Virgo
or the Virgin, when Vega the blazing star of the North, will take its place.
"Vega, implies exaltation, triumph." Alas! the world must wait thousands of vears the ('Oming in of this first magnitude pole star.
The se;seless rhymes of the nursery soonest make the child master of
his mother tongue ; and the so-called senseless myths of antiquity will
also earliest make man conversant with the language of his fatherland.
The one begins and the other ends his education. In alluding to his
fatherland we mean that north from whence the race has wandered ; the
true land of the Son.
Ursa Minor and Ursa 'Major denote the Lesser and the Greater bear
of the woman - the she-bears. '''e use the term woman in its spiritual
sense as the church. The first will be ultimated in the sun's pres<mt
sipi Aquarius, the latter or Greater bear is the pel'fect fruit of the whole
cycle which will be gathered in the sign Leo, as the sickle in the Liou
is plainly showing. This is the northernmost and last emblem of the
great cycle ; the earth is at home in the sun and here is its ripening
period.
As the natural world could not continue but for its complete correspondenee with the spiritual we see the same law must obtain on the material
plane. \Voman has done the first part of her work in pain and heaviness
of soul on the plane of generation, while bringing forth her natural or
material progeny ; but her mission is not accomplished until she shall on
the higher plane of regeneration, have brought forth the Christ, or the
spiritual race. Dimly as yet does she comprehend that the ages await
her completei work ; but in the new and greater light which is now 1lawnDigi1ized by
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ing upon her she will rise to the full dignity of her divine commission.
While America calls Ursa .Major the Dipper, England has. preserved
the ancient appellations of King Charles' '\\rain, and the Plough. The
first of the two latter designations belongs peculiarly to the North, and
its iuterior significance is presaged in the bat·baric hot·<les whose overtumings brought in the newer life. England shares in common with the
North, however. the honor of having broken the ground for the Great.er
bear of the woman ; and her present use of the term Plough for this const.ellation is a fittinJ?; one. This symbol which has no resemblance what.ever
to the four-footed animal with which for good and wise reasons, it has
always been a.~sociated, is to-day a Dipper. At least a vessel whose brim
is constantly widening, an<l which will in time have let out all its contents,
when, if the calculations of astronomers are correct, it will again assume
an outline similar to a plough.
Let us see what America's signification Dipper implies. To dip is to
point to something out of sight. \Vhen the horizon dips or depresses we
are able to see what has previously been obscured. "As we travel northward the visible horizon constantly lowers disclosing more and more large
stars." Here we find the law that e•'er obtains from the least t.o the
greatest, the perfect correspondence between the natural and the spiritual
world. . "Stars signify the knowledges of truth." This holds out a glorious promise to the world as the sun advam~es northward in its great
cycle.
In the Great Bear (this animal of the plantigrade feet) who is pictured
as travelliug constantly around the pole we find the promise of that continually depressing horizon which shall yet fully reveal the wonders of
the North; for the significance of Bulls and Bears on the stock exchange
is no misnomer. Between the Bull and the Bear, the race will indeed
have paid the difference.
The apparent barreness of the north polar circle has puzzled astronomers throughout the historical ages. ·'ye are sure however that the world
in its mythological era better understood the architecture of the he.avens.
Job, the inspired psalmist, calls attention to that starless circle, in the
profound question, "who stretcheth out the empty place in the North"?''
Here is implied those interior, and thus obscure truths which have been
lost to man s;nce the going out of the ancient chut·ch in the sign Cancer.
In this zodiacal emblem our old earth she<l her equatorial• ring; for
expansion, increase from a vital centre, is always gl'Owth, and when the
fruit is ripe it must fall; in other words when the centrifugal force overbalances the centripetal fires, growth from that centre has ceased, the
work is done. In Cancer or the sign of the Crab the race commenced
its snail-like pace bac~wa.rd, or rather entet·ed upon the path of declina·
tion in order to make its 1.igher right ascension, for the fruit of the previous cycle had been gathered in Leo, the sign in which all the earth's
harvest's come in.
•Since writing the above we have been told that the great English astronomer, Richard Prootor, was wont to illustrate with a soap bnbblo and a knitting needle the manner in which olll'
earth eliminated from her equatorial surfB<·e her satellite the moon. Thns, our uearest neighbor
in space, and which on account of the closeness of its relations controls the earth· s tidal motion.
has its coM'<.'•pondo.;nce in that unseen realm which lies just beyond our vision, but whoae Terj
nearneM causes the cea'leless ebb and flow of those spiritual tides which break npon the •hona
of time.
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The significance of the inverted Little Dipper is the presage of that
greater light into which the world is slowly entering.
Not until we face the North can we see the pole-star. Man must first
reach his southerly node before he can enter on the path of right ascension: for at this point he comes into the light which the North is ever
reflecting. Now does he face that great centre and source from which
he turned away when starting on the path of declination. Here he appreciates the fact that this was the quarter from whence he came and to
which he must return. Since the spiritual and the material are ever in
oonsonance, the ice-bound pole, the original Eden of the race will at the
same time give up its long concealed sec.ets.
The light is always given to man beyond bis natural or intellectual
comprehensivn and only as he becomes spiritu~lly illumined does he approach with any nearn~ss to the beacon which will lead him on.
The ~.->rth, we have said, is ever reflecting the light, and long since,
this qu:uter shed a most refulgent ray upon the race though the source
from whence it came has not been recognized. Scandinavia like its iceerowned mountains, whoge tallest peaks first flash into gorgeous splendor
with the rays of the rising sun, wa.s earliest to retlect upon the world the
light which its great seer was first to catch. ls it strange that the land
soonest w receive the heaven-given illumination should have failed to
reco"nize its source'! The very nearness of the radiance did but serve to
dazzle and obscure its vision ; and though more than a century has since
t>lapsecl the world has not even yet attained sufficient stature to gaze into
heaven with the Great Seer.
Like the Northern Lights which iliumine the whole heavens, so will the
light of truth which the North has reflectetl irradiate the entire earth.
That ~orth whose earliest bat·baric hordes overran the world changing all
its civiliia.tions, will yet again through its heaven-inspired sage lay the
hand of power upon the nations.
We wonder not that its hero, Norclensjold, (shiel<l of the North) a descendant of the earliestconquerot·s, slioul<l; 'vhen others failed, have forced
his wav through the pasl!age to the pole in his staunch ship Vega (the
world'; future pole star;) or that a viking* ship with its dragon head
should have foand its way even into the Celestial Sphere. This same
North bas also given to the world an Ericsson.
" Sweden make bare thy mother breast,
Aud from his conch rocked by the main,
Take to thy bosom for his rest
Thy viking eon come home again."

In our own day the North is again through its great radical teachers
flashing upon ns its light (and the farther north the more radical always;
for does not the pole turn everything about not only from the literal standpoint but the visual as well?) Count Henry Tolstoi, and Henry Ibsen,
who may also be a Leo for aught we know, that is born in the sign of the
Lion, could not be other than radical teachers if teachers at all ; for the
law of correspondence holds from the least to the greatest. The former
has flared his torch in the world's face with such a blinding glare and
brutal roughness as to suddenly throw out of a.II proportion and harmony
the present surroundings.
•Argo.
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But these foreshadowing gleams of day, will, when adjusted to the
world's visual plane, throw light upon those higher social relations, the
truly " Conjugial " from which the coming race is to spring. The first
by means of a pure and elevating philosophy, which, when once underst<.00,
will raise the moral standards of the world far above its present horizon.
The last, like the fire-brand of the Revolutionist, suddenly makes chaos
of existing order. But as Emerson has told us, "Revolution is only the
first step toward reconstruction." The world has before been called upon
to receive this grim-visaged intruder from whose overturnings the new
and higher light was enabled to come in. Meanwhile the prayer of the
great poet should find constant utterance.
" Lead kindly light, amid the encircling gloom,
O'er moor and fen; o'er crag and torrent, till
The night is gone."

Recently, and in still another manner, is the North affording the world
light, ancl this time on a. much vexed question, namely, " Who and where
is Judah?" which is answered by Russia's late action in the Czar's edict
which will ultimately expel th~ Jews from that country. Judah, the
world knows, was that son of Jacob into whose hands the land was to b3
delivered; and who was to lead Israel up to fight against the Canaanite.
We learn from our great teacher that " the.Canaanite signifies hereditary
evils and falses which are to be expunged."
In the good time promised there was to be no more a Canaanite in the
house of the Lord of Hosts. ls not this premonitory of overturnings ere
those prejudices and falses of life which a.re our hereditary possessions
be sacrificed ; in other words before the offspring of Ham, the canaanite,
who is indigenous to the soil of Canaan, be put out?
We have said that the sun's la.it sign, or previous one in the great cycle was Pisces, which period marked the advent of our Lord. The symbol
of this sign, the Two Fishes signify the interior and exterior church held
together by a common band. '• Band signifies a conjoining of the goods
and truths of the church... The band of the Two Fishes is secured at its
centre to the "Whale. " The Whale signifies those scientifics of knowledge
which are essential to faith with the exterior church; " The band of the
Fish is also held under the foot of the Ram, or the reasoning, intellectual
principle. Meanwhile the Northern Fish, or interior church is bearing
the chained Andromeda company in the North; and the Western Fish,
or exterior church is carried southward by Pegasus, the flying horse. The
signification of horse, is knowledge, understanding-, and here it is winged.
As a horse bears us on our way with ease and speed, so does knowledge
first make progress possible, and then rapid.
111 Aquarius we find the Southern Fish eagerly drinking the water from
the urn ; here is symbolized that baptism of spirit for which Christ counselled his disciples to wait expectantly; and which only those in the upper
room can fully receive. We shall presently find this more receptive element bearing witness to the pentecostal shower in new aud unknown
tongues ; they who are indeed "drunken with new wine,,, as even the
outside world quickly perceive.
·
"There shall meet you a man bearing a pitcher of water, follow him."
This was the last sign which Christ gave his disciples, that they might
know when and whtire He would eat the Passover with them. "The
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Passover signifies the Lord's liberation of those who are of the spiritual
church." It was our "Lord's explicit statement that He had many things
t~l tell liis church which it could not then bear, but for which it was to
await the advent of the spirit who would bring it into all truth; and this
baptism was promised "not many days hence." Here we would remincl
our readers that the points in a zodiacal sign are the number of days in a
month, as the worltl measures time. 11 Day signifie::i a period of the church."
Not without significance is the month governed by the 11ign Aquarius,
February, the shortest in the year.
The symbol of Aquarius belonga particularly to the tribe of Dan (and
~ego to no Kabala to learn this) that son of Jacob who was to judge
his people Israel. This, Dan is indeed doing to-Oay, as is evidenced in
the critical attitude of the age which would weigh and measure by its own
material or intellectual standards the things of spirit. It is, however,
but typical of him who was to hA ''the adder in the path, that biteth the
horses heels so that his rider falleth backward." Tqe judgments of Dan
proceed with unimpeachable consistency, and judicial impartialit)' ; for
while 11 the vital problems of the day, high lic<\nse and high tariff" are
unsolved, his people cannot have a hearing. Though acquittal at the
hands of Dan be still pending, Is1·ael meanwhile waits not unrefreshed ;
for if the common brooks and streams have all run dry the Lion will find
water to slake his thirst ; and ere long will come the call ·~ Let my people
go."
The old Egyptian tradition of the lion haunting the Nile in midsummer
has a profound significance as also has the Lion-Sphinx and the monument upon the borders of Egypt. That slant passage in the Giseh pyramid running North a.nd South will at its extremity reveal the truth which
it was built to proclaim. Facing as it did the former pole star Thuban
in the Dragon it cannot be otherwise than that it should do so. 11 The
Arab name Thuban signifies subtle, wise. It is believed that the names
preserved by the Arabs were antedeluvian." (Mazzaroth.)
Thuban is in the last coil but one of the Dragon; in other words the
sensual principle at present separates the Lesser and the Greater Bear of ·
the heavens, as the stars are telling. This is to be read in their Arab
names, and also in the positions of these constellations.
Capricornus, or the Fish Goat, is the sun's next sign. This is a symbol
of profoundly mystical import, but into all its arcana we cannot enter.
The goat is the emblem of sacrifice, and sent into the wilderness bears
off the sins of the people. This is the zodiacal emblem still upon the banners 0£ Judah, that son characterized as the whelp of the Lion, which
Jacob or Israel signifies. The scape-goat of the Scriptures is indeed no
myth, or without import even to the present age.
The tribe of Judah has stood as a type of that spirit of worldly greed
of acquisition which has ever and always crucified and put away the Christ,
or the coming in of the Spiritual Church. We by no means imply that
the Jewish nation has held the monopoly of unholy traffic, ba1·tering the
heavenlv for the material; there are other sellers of doves in the temple
than the so-ealled sons of Judah. "Judah represents an unrighteous love
which is the love of self." (Swedenborg.)
When the church shall have come fully into its own ancient vernacular,
the figurative; which lends itself to no dogmatism and breathes no bitterD88! of spirit, the spoken word will not be without power.
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England and America may at no distant day be called upon to receive
within their borders the hosts of a Russian exodu!I, and a.<1 these uountries
deal with the exiles who will indeed be strangers in a strange land, so
will God deal with them ; for His hand is, plainly in the movemeats of llis
people; "even the wrath of man shall praise Him." The nation which
has heltl so faithfully to the tratlitions of the fathers is at la.st to see the
encl of their captivity and dispersion. The Jews are indeed to be restored
to ,Jerusalem. We find that "Jerusalem" signifies the church hecause
the temple was there." Weighty words and full of impo1·t are these
which tell us that the church is where the temple is found.
In conclusion, we must say that, those who would to-day go down into
the South in advance of the world, to open up to it this undiscovered
country, must like Stanley in Africa, be consumed with a consecrated
zeal for truth. They must also, like him, posses~ an unquestioning. faith
in the resources of the region they are seeking, and press on in entire
dependence upon Di vine guidance to safoly penetrate the mazes in which
they will constantly bring up in this strange land.
The true explorer is obliged to disencumber himself of all that will
hinder his progress, even turning a deaf ear to the 01·<linary calls of nature,
that nothing may stay his advance. The pioneer of the South-land on
fairly entering this country will realize immediately that he is no longer
a citizen of the great world; he has left that behind him, and every step
he advances now is putting farther and farther away the means of communicating directly with it. When he would give information regarding
his whereabouts he can only do so in the briefest manner, and by methods
which are uncertain and liable to miscarry. That the outside world, which
fails entirely to get his despatches as he advances, now believe him lost,
the victim of a snare or clelusion, affects him not, for its hue and cry do
not reach him.
Be he among the earliest pioneers, and of the true adventurous spirit,
he will push on until communication with the world .is lost to him, and
unless overtaken by a Northern Vestal• he will be unable to share with
any one the knowledge regarding this wonderful country which is now
his. He has the divine satisfaction, however, of knowing that he has
helped to open up the way to those who will later follow him, and that
finally some daring spirit will distance the advance guard and penetrate
to the interior, holding it till reinforced, when ultimately the nations will
take possession and divide its treasures; for the world's real mal'tyrs at·e
ever those who would bring it Light.
A light from the Northland is breaking,
That wonderful land of the Son 'Vhere Night i~ not known, nor is Sorrow ;
And Love's complete labor is done.
There gather all Israels' children,
In raiment made whiter than snow
No soil of the journey's upon them,
No shade of the pain or the woe.
•Colonel Vesta oft.he Crown Prince's guards who overtook Stanley.
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Come up out of great tribulation,
J'he East and the South and the W eat ;
But, to their lost Eden returning,
The people of God are at rest. ·
In brotherhood true and eternal,
The guerdon of Peace bein~ won ;
All Canaan's goodly possessions
Are found in the land of the Son.
ALICE

K.

HOPKINS.

IN THE MISTS.
BY BELLA FRENCII SWISHER.
PART FIRST. A METEMPSYCHOSIS.

CHAPTER IX.
The Two Mothers.
"SCHOONER ahoy!" bawled Jeff through his little trumpet.
The smack had reached Boliv~r Pass and was lightly tossing On the
waves in waiting for the appearance of some kind of a craft which would
afford passage to the fugitives.
" Ahoy, yourself, little smack! What do you want? " was an~wered
back.
"Who be you and wha' be ye gwine? "
"White Swan bound for New Orleans I What do you want with us?"
" Got a passenger fur ye - dat is two passengers, a lady and her

maid."
" All right. Will send a boat for them."
"Good bye, Jeff, said Ruth, putting a small gold coin in his hands a coin that she had had in her possession for several years. " I cim not
pay vou much for your kindness for I have very little to pay with."
B~t Jeff thrust the money back upon the giver.
"No. Miss Roof. I doan need it. Gold is so scace now, and you
will want it af'ore you gets settled. Jeff finds shinplasters "' enough to
buy what little he wants."
Ruth did not urge the money upon him. She felt that he was amply
repaid in the little fortune which he had stolen.
"I thank you for your kindness all the more," she said. ••I have one
other favor tv ask - never mention me to a soul. Your own safety depends upon it. If Mr. Halliday shoulcl learn that you carried us a'.way,
he would likely have you arrested. Do not return to the city until the
excitemeut lias died away."
"All right, Miss Roof. · I'll fish around de p'int for a clay or so. Nobody will ever' spicion Jeff of taking you aff."
The schooner's boat now came along side anll Ruth and he1· companion
in flight took their seats in it, the former clasping htr baby in thankful:
ness to her bosom.
The change from the dirty hole of the smack to the schooner's ~om. •It wu a time in our nation's history when nearly all of the coin was looked op, and paper
e1lll'ellcy wu in circnlation - change being given for fmctional. part.a of a dollar, in mirultUN
DOtea, in p1- of silver dimes, quarte1'8, and half dollars, which are now in use.
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f ortable cabin, was indeed a pleasant one to Ruth, and she began to experience a feeling of liberty which had hitherto been unknown to her.
The White Swan bad several passengers beside herself. One of them
was a dapper little lady, who held in her arms, a beautiful blue-eyed baby,
upon whose forehead lay rings of silken hair, just the hue of a bright
sun-beam - such a baby as Ruth had wished her child to be. She was
accompanied by a pleasa.nt-.faced man wh::>m she addressed as " Brother
Guy," who in turn called her" Sister Jean." The other passengers were
all men - a ra.t her wild, boisterous set, Ruth judged after noting their
conversation and actions for a short time. There were eight of them all apparently well-acquainted and on good terms with one another.
"What a dear, little black-eyed baby l "cried •Sister Jean' when Judy
threw off the wraps of her mistress' child. " Do let me take it ! A little
girl, is it not'? Is it her child?" nodding toward Ruth.
Judy replied to both questions in the affirmative as she handed " Baby"
over to the stranger.
" And what a sweet blue-eyed baby ! " said Ruth. "Let me take her l "
"I always loved black-eyed babies I wanted mine to have black eyes
and black hair," continued Jean.
"1 would rather mine we1·e fair," said Ruth.
"How strange l strange, too, that you who are such a perfect blonde
should be mother to a brunette, and I who am a brunette should be mother
to a blonde l "
" I am like my father," said Ruth. " My mother's side of the family
are all dark."
" Well, Pet is like her father. Still I would rather she were a brunette.
Are they not a lovely pair? How I would like to own them both l What
taste one could display in dressing them! What admiration, they would
command l"
"I think that Baby is hungry," said Judy advancing with the nursing
bottle. She was a little jealous of the stranger's monopoly of her charge.
" Is that the way you feed it? " asked the lady glancing at the bottle
with something of displeasure in her tones, but not relinquishing the
child.
" Yes," replied Ruth in apology. "I was very ill, and she never knew
what it was to quaff a mother's milk."
"Poor little dear l" exclaimed the other pityingly. "Let me see if
she will accept a share of Pet's supply."
Strange to tell, Ruth's baby grasped the proffered breast with avidity
ancl gave a piteous cry when even an effort was made to remove it.
A pang of pain shot through the heart of the lonely fugitive. The real
pleasure of a. mother's life was rot hers. How she blamed herself for
having harbored the silly thoughts which had culminated in depriving her
chilcl of its natural food and herself of the joy of bestowing it l
'' So you came on board from that smack," remarked the lady, while
Baby was enjoying the first square meal that she had ever had. " Was
you driven out by the wind, or what?"
" It was a whim," replied Ruth, not knowing what else to say.
But Judy came to her aid.
" Dat is missus' smack, and dat Jeff be her servant. We oome down
to de p'int to catch de boat, just for de fun of it."
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"A little romantic, like myself. Brother Guy wanted to take passage
in the regular packet ; but I never was at sea, and I was bound to sail
in a real vessel and learn just how the sailors live. I think that this
schooner is perfectly delightful."
"There," continued the lady, "your baby is asleep. I will lay her in
my berth and give Pet a mouthful."
It was now near ihe middle of the afternoon and Pet, too, was soon in
baby-dreamland.
The happy young mother placed her . little golden-haired fairy beside
the child with the jetty locks, and then she stepped back to admire the
picture.
"Are they not lovely, together?" she asked. "How l wish "Papa"
could see them I If he could, I am sure he would steal your little blackhaired beauty for a mate to our Pet. But he was too busy to take the
trip with me and so Brother Guy came in his place."
She seemed perfectly willing to give every confidence; but Ruth, full
of fear for her own safety, was reserved in her convel'Sation and did not
invite it - an error which gave the poor girl-mother much sorrow in after
days.
When Ruth's baby awoke, Judy sprang to it, nursing-bottle in hand.
But the little one, having had a draught from a fountain furnishing the
elixir of life, refused the sweetened sago-water, emitting mournful cries,
which caused the mother to feel very unhappy.
"Let me nurse her," said she to whom the blue-eyed babe belonged.
"Pet has more than she can drink. I will gladly furnish the beautiful
child as long as we are companions."
Ruth was fain to consent ; but ahe said, a little mournfully,
"You will spoil her and then I shall not know what to do with her when
we are obliged to part company."
"I'll tell you," laughed the little black-eyed lady. "Give her to tne
and I will raise the pair as twins."
Ruth shook her head.
" It might be best for her; ·but I cannot give her up. I have lost all
I have, excepting her."
"Your husband, too? "
"Yes. Father, mother, husband - all."
••You have old Judy, Missus I"
Knowing that dang~r would threaten Ruth, if her identity were known,
the faithful servant had dropped the use of her name when addressing
her, and called her simply, "Missus."
"Yes, dear old Judy, I have you. I referred to near relatives. You
are the truest friend that I now have."
. Ruth spoke frankly and warmly.
" I will be your friend, if you will accept me, for the sake of this beautiful child," said the black-ered lady.
••Thank you I " returned Ruth. " I trust that we shall be the best of
friends/'
But she dared not confide in the stranger, who offered friendship. Like
a hunted animal, she looked upon everyone, who noticed her as a pursuer
and was afraid to trust all alike.
So it happened that the two saw the approach of night, without having
learned each other's names.
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A fJyclone.
As the day was drawing to a close, the wind shifted to the south.
Great, lurid clouds piled themselves up around the sun, and the sky took
a yellow hue which was reflected in the waters. Then the wind died away ;
and a perfect calm and an almost intolerable heat rrevailed.
Captain Marks looked anxiously at the aspect o the heavens and gave
the command to his men to " make all snug."
"A stormy night, most likely," he said to his mate.
" Ay, ay, sir. If signs are to be trusted, we will not know whether
we are standing on our feet or our heads, before morning."
As night closed in, the brassy after-glow of the western sky wa..'3 succeeded by a leaden grey tint. Heavy black clouds rolled upward toward
. the zenith, and hung suspended there, as if about to fall upon the heads
of the men who were hurriedly attending to the orders, which the mate
was now giving in clear ringing tones.
Presently a flash of lightning shot athwart the overhanging crags of
inky clouds and the l'Umbling of distant thunder gave warning of an approaching storm, though as yet not a breath of wind was felt.
The clouds thickened and mingled into one, gra.dually·unrolling until
the entire hea.vem1 .were oh'3cu1ecl. Vivid flashes of lightning shot up
from the sea into the inky blackness above it, and the· thunder became
heavier and nearer. A line of white foam appeared along the horizon,
and the roar of the approaching tempest rendered the orders of command
almost unintelligible.
The waves between the vessel and the great line of foam, which heralded
the storm, began to hP,ave; the schooner rolJed heavily, and then the terrible wind, au<l the water, driven before it, burst upon the decks. Another
'Uoment, and the masts were being bent and twisted like twigs. The
vessel was thrown upon her beams ends. The chains and riggings were
torn away. The main mast was snapped like a pipe-stem.
"Cut away the foremast! Clear the decks!" rang the captain's clear
voice, amid the roaring of the warring element!!.
The wildest excitement prevailed.
In the cabin, though the war of the tempest was so deafening, that the
passengers couhl not hear each other's voices, unless in very close prox.
imity, wild cries were issuing from pale lips, and cold hands were cluti!hing at anything and everything with tile instinct of self-preservation.
Some of the rough men, who during the day, had been indulging in rude
jokes, card-playing and swearing, were .here, dc,wn on their knees, entreatmg the God of the storms to stay His hand and spare their miserable
lives. Ruth, quiet and calm, was pressing her screaming child close to
lier bosom and trying to allay the tiny creature's fears, Judy being powerlei.s with fright to render any assistance. The black-eyed lady was
holding her babe with one arm and-clin::iri.ng to her brother with the otlrnr,
begging meanwhile that she might be allowed to go on deck. She was
really the least frightened of all of that ship's burden of human freight.
Though her little heart had, during the progress of the tempest, almost
ceased beating through fear, a storm at sea was one of the things which
Hhe had hoped to witness, and her only regret was that she was not where
she could view it in all of its sublimity.
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At last, tired of being importuned, Brother Guy drew nside the slide
.uf the companion way and allowed his sister to look forth. Jean never
forgot the scene. The inky-black heavens, across which the lightning
played in streams of liquid fir~; the gigantic billows ; the glittering foam ;
the )>hosphorescent glow of the waters ; the wet, dismantled vessel, tosseJ
about like a plaything by thti angry waves ; the combined war of the
tempest and the thunder - all left npon her memory a picture that nothing but death could erase.
"You must see, it too," she said to Ruth when she returned to the
side of the latter. " I will take ' Beauty ' and quiet her while Brother
Guy assists you. It is too graud a sight for anyone to lose, who has only
love for the sublime in nature."
·
Ruth had been secretly wishing to take a peep outside, but had seen
no chance of having the wish realized. She, therefore, gave " Baby "
quite willingly into the arms of her new friend and accepted the gentleman's proffered assistance. But she had had barely time to make a mindpicture of the scene, so awfully grand, when a great billow swept over
the vessel. almost drenching the two obse1·vers, and eliciting the ringing
command from the captain :
"Down below I close that companion way! "
Ruth, more terrified by the captaiu's tones, than by the storm, drew
herself away, and the slide flew back to its place.
As smldeulv as the storm had arisen, just as suddenly did it cease.
The thunder died away in low rumblings. The great cloud rolled to the
eastward. The blue sky and its myriads of beautitul stars apptiared.
Above, all became serene and calm. But the sea refused to be appeased
for many hours. It dashed and roared, and sent its foam-flecked billows
ever and anon, to drench the vessel's decks.
By and by, the moon arose and shed its silvery light upon the scene of
<lesolation and destruction, - the same moon which, twenty-five hours
previoas, bad ~hone upon the quiet waters of the now angry gulf.
Pe1·ilous as the situation was, Ruth breathed a prayer Qf thankfulness
that the escape had been made; and that the storm had not come during
the preceding night.
The pumps, being sounded at intervals, the result of the investigation
proved to the captain's mind that the White Swan had sprnng a leak.
Grave fears now rushed upon him. Of the ship's boats, one had been
cast in the storm ; and he was not fully assured that the other W3!S seaworthy. Besides, the one boat, would not carry in safety, more than half
of the human beings in that wrecked vessel. He called his men about
him, and tolcl them the wrrible news.
''One and all of us," Le said, " must take our turns at the pumps.
The leak as yet is not bad. If it becomes no worse, we may be able to
keep afloat until succor comes to us. Quite certain it is that we are in
less danger here, than we would be out at sea in the life-boat, even if it
would hold all of us ; which it will not.
Still he ordered the boat to be made ready, for use at a moment's warning, in order that the passengers might have a chance for their lives in
the event of the vessel'!! sinking before aid should arrive.
It was necessary to make the male pas;iengers aware of their danger,
in order to secure their help. But he was quite unprepared for the wild
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fear that some of the number manifested, OL' the cowardly manner in which
they behaved. Five or six of th3 rollicking set made a grab for the lifeboat, seeing which Captain Marks threatened to shoot them, if they dared
leave without taking the ladies. But they, too, were armed and one of
them informed him that it would he life for life, adding, however, that they
were too gallant to ignore the claims of the feminine gender to protection.
The l:tJies were therefore hurriedly informed of the clanger, and that
they wci·e to embark in the life-boat.
".My kind friend," said Ruth to her fellow-passenger, " I shall ha.vc
to trust to your pitying heart to supply my chilcl with nourishment dm·iug
this perilous trip which we-are about to take. But as God lives, if we arn
spared to i·each land, myself and all that [ have, shall be yours to commaml as long as I shall live."
·what more she might have said, wa,.; prevented by " Brother Guy"
who took the two babies from his sister ami held them against his bosom
with his left arm, using his right to assist the women who looked to him
for protection.
"Steady now ; " he said to his sister. . " \Vait till the boat rises on the
wave and then step quickly into it."
She did as she was bidden, but she could not reach the little ones for
whom she held out heL· arms, and as Ruth hall turned from him in answer
to the call of the frightened .Judy,. the gentleman stepped into the boat
to deposit the babies with his sister.
Owing to the roughness of the water, -:i delay was caused by .Jean's
trying to right and balance het·self so as to be able to hohl the burden,
none of the men offering to assist. · There were now nine people, besi1le
the babies in the boat- that is including "Brother Guy." There was
sitting room for only one ni.orc.
"0, Miss Roof I clon't let them leave pooh, ole Judy!" ct·ied the negress.
her eyes rolling wildly, and her hands clutchin.~ like vice.i upon the garments of her mistress.
Ruth gave a hasty glance at the boat aml took in th~ ~itn:itiou in that
instant.
" You shall go in my place," she said, :i coldness creeping ahont her
heartt "Only take care of my baby, until you cau give her int.•> the care
of cousin Jack at San Antonio; unless the lady wants to keep her."
It was for this ca.use, that she had drawn aw:iy from the gentleman,
who had offered her his protection.
" 0, no, Miss Roof I We can hofe go. Judy will sit on de bottom.''
But at that instant, the one remaining male passenger darted past the
two women Ruth and Judy and, before Jean had secured either child, he
stepped into the boat, and with a (iagger cut it loose from its fastenings.
"For shame I" crietl the captain, who was keeping watch upon the
pumps, and who had taken no part in the embarking of the life-boat;
which was being done contraL·y to his expres~ wishes.
"Fol' God sake, lady, tell me yom· name and place of residence!" cried
Ruth, as the little craft rode a.way upon the waves.
But her voice was lost in the roar of the waters.
" Heaven help me I" she exclaimed to .T udy. '' I have let my child go
from me and her name and fortune are forever lost to her I How could
I have done it?"
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"She is a deal sight better off, Miss Roof," replied the se1·vant. " She
has de chance to be saved and she won't starve while de sweet lady lives.
But we goes to de bottom afore <layligltt to b~ eat up by de fishes."
"Perhaps so," returned the bereaved mother, speaking with an etfort.
"I would have sent her, had I been allowed the choice. But I would have
t.old the lady, 'vho her parents are."
The captain, being now relieved by his mate came to Ruth's side.
' "Cheer up, my poor child," he said. " I think that we can keep the
wreck a.float until aid comes to us. If not, we will construct a raft. The
life-boat is in no immediate danger, as the storm is entire]y over.''
"But, my ha.by, sir - It is in the keeping of a. lady whose very name
I do not know, and who does not know mine."
"Her destination is New Orleans. If she is saved, sooner or later she
will report at that point. If we a1·e sa\•ed, I will make it my especial duty ·
t.o find her out. But stay- the ship's register will tell who she i:c1."
He led her ha.ck from the cabin and then consulted his log-book.
'' Guy Carleton, sister and child," was the entry made there" shippe<l
at Galveston for New Orleans."
"Her name is still unknown to us," said Ruth dolefully.
"Yes. But it will be easy to overhaul Guy Carleton at one or the
other of those points. I see, in the fright and bustle of last evening, that
I failed to register you. 'Vha.t may I call your mime ·t "
Ruth had thought it all over. Come what might, she did not wish to be
known as Robert Halliday's wife. She had a middle name, though she
hacl never been known by it-Tol6n. It was her mother's name. Lita
Tol6n was a. Spanish beauty who had taken young Ronald Grace's heart
by storm. He married in haste and repented at leisure. His beautiful
wife, admired and courted by all who met her, ne\'Cr filled the longing iu
his bosom for companionship, such as only a true wife can give. When
their child was born, he had insisted on naming her Ruth and his wife
added Tol6n. But Ruth had never written bet· narue thus. Now, however, it would come in good use and she could conscientiously call herself
by it. So in reply to the captain's question she said,
" Ruth TolOn."
" Ah! I see. You married a Spaniard ? "
" I am a mixture of Spanish and American myself," she returned.
"But I favor the American side of the family."
The captain was too worried and his time was too precious to allow him
to continue the conversation longer.
" Be of good cheer," he said as he turned a.way. " I am fain to believe
that we may save ourselves by keeping at work; and it may be that the
ones who have trnstell to the life-boat in place of the wreck, will be within
hailing distance of us in the morning; though it is scarcely likely. Let
me prevail upon you to take a little rest. I will call you, if the worst
comes to the worst; and sleep will give you strength to bear it."
His advice was good. Ruth, who had been without sleep for twn nights,
sadly felt the need of rest. She was faint and dizzy with weakness, and
her nerves were unstrung by the terrors which 1'he had endm·ed. She
crept into her berth and closed her eyes - only to endure a repetition of
the events of the past forty-eight hours ; for though tbe panorama camo
to her in a. dream, she couhl not realize that she had slept.
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Meanwhile, the c:t.ptain and his men worked manfully at the pumps,
finding to their joy that the leak was under their cont.rol. ·
(To be continued.)

THE RE-INCARNATION OF THE SOUL.
(Re~ before the Austin, TeUll, F.eoteric Society by

Mrs. Belle Harvey.)

AGES of wrong thought have impressed the mind with the belief that
each poor, perishable body has had created for its especial use, au immor, tal spirit, soul, mind or whatevet· we call the governing principal of life.
Orthodox ~dstians believe th~t 1it som~ remote per.iod, which they <.'all
the resurrectton day, our souls will be re-mcarnated m the same bodies
we now have. Where the soul abides until then has never to my mind,
been satisfactorily explained. We are supposed to find out all the11e mysteries aftet· death. But when we think how infinite is the spirit of man
and how mortal this human body we see the fallacy of this belief. How
much more reasonable to believe that the immot·tal soul, should in its
course through this material life, wear out many bodies, even as the body
wears out many garments and casts them aside.
"Except ye be born again ye shall in no wise enter the Kingdom of
Heaven." Bit-th is caused by previous existence, or rather, a transition
from one state of exiMtence into another. All the actions, sins, affections
of a being throughout his migrations, leave their impressions, stains and
attachments adhering to him, and the accumulation of all these determines
the peculiar modification of existence he must next assume,. But for these
adhesions the soul would be free, not bound to take up the burden of life
&O'ain
; but havin2: been "purified as by fire," would. enter at once into
0
the joys of eternal life.
I believe the fall of man as po~trayed in the allegory of Adam and
Eve, to have ,been a forbidden destre of the soul for a human body. aml
in punishment therefor, man must as the Bible tells ns, •• \Vork out his
own salvation with fear and trembling" returning to Goel at last. "justified by faith " - a pure spirit.
. If this theory be true, why clo we not remember our past lives, some
will ask? I believe we do in a measure, and that we might more perfectly.
if we knew how to govern the forces of our minds; if we did not, like
the man in the parable, bury our talents.
Many persons have told me that voices, strains of music, and even
faces, seemed perfectly familiar to them, which they never could have
!!een or heard in this life before. Said a person I was introduced to not
long ago, "I must have known you in a previous state of existence, for
although I have never met you before to my knowledge, you seem as well
known to me as my own face in a mirror." And wl•at was still mort•
strange to me, was the feeling that I had known this person for years.
I believe we hold all the forces of mind gained in each incarnation.
For instance how often we heat· it spoken of as strange that the sons of
great men so seldom inherit the intellect and ability of their fathers. Of
the numerous children of the elder Franklin, who remembers any of them
except the immortal Benjamin. May not his soul, holding all the knowledge it has gained through successive lives be now animating the botly
~
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of our own Edison. And may not the martial spirit of Alexander the
Great have again conquered the world in the person of Napoleon the
first?
)fany a mother has wondered, as she looked at her child, where it could
have gotten the traits of character developing in it, all so different from
those of herself or its father.
•
Said a sister to me," If your theory is correct, (and it is comforting to
think that we shall have a chance given us to retrieve our sins and errors,)
I hope we will all get back into the Mc Coy family; we all love each other
so dearly, and are so congenial." I hope ·so too; but I believe that one
would he absent from the rennitt:d family circle. One purified soul, one,
on whom we poured the precious ointment of our purest love, with no
feeling of jealousy or envy, even though we knew that each l9ved him
best. We felt he was worthv of it all. Said one who had known him
from childhood, "His was the only pure life I have ever known, what
have we ever done that God should have given him to us." He lived
not for himself, but for the good of others, and when he was oalfed upon
t•> cross the dark river of death he said to the sorrowing ones, "Do not
talk of fear and death, speak to me of love, and with the words, " I love
you" half formed by the stiffening lips, the spirit returned to God who
gave it. For such souls
" There is no death ; what seems so is transition
This life of mortal breath,
Is but a suburb of the life elysian
Whose portals we call death."
EVENING STARS.

C.H.

MACKAY,
DEAR Sm :-I

would like to say to the reatlers of THE ESOTERIC that
the three planets Venus, Mars and Jupiter can at present be easily located
in the following wanner. They are the first stars to appear in the evening
and the observer facing south will see Venus at the extreme right very
near the horizon. ·Jupiter will be seen by looking toward the south-east
about midway between the horizon and zenith, while Mars will be found
about midway between them. By looking for them very early in the
evening before the other stars appear, one will find them so easily he will
wonder he had not located them before.
A little practical astronomy may be enjoyed by taking the new moon,
carefully noting its position with respect to these planets, and watching
the changes in position night after night, the distance made, direction
taken, etc. The astronomer at Lick's Observatory could do no more in
this respect, excepting as to exactness.
Yours truly,
Chicago, Ill., Oct. 7, 1890.
c. F. HUGHES.
The strongest men of the three manliest races of the world are non-carniv~
rous; the Turanian mountaineers of Daghestan and Lesghia, the Mandingo tribes
of Senegambia, and the Schleswig-Holstein peasants, who furnish the cuirassiers
for the Prussian army, and the ablest seamen for the Hamburg navy. (The

Diet Quution.)
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AN IMPORTANT LETTER.
QUERIES AND ANSWERS, INVOLVING VITAL ISSUES CONCERNING THE
VERY FOUNDATION PRINCIPLES OF THE ESOTERIC PHILOSOPHY.

THE following letter suggests so many important thoughts, that we
deem it, with the answers, •of great use to our people, as well as to the
reader who may herewith learn for the first time, of the truths which we
are seeking to spread before the world :
Hm.ui: E. BUTLER, DEAB FlimND: - You are doubtleBB overrun with labor already, and it
is with the greatest t'llluotance, that I venture to add thereto, but an earnest desire to walk straight
in the new path urges me to addreBB yo11, and the question propounded, will I trust be favonbly
answered by yon.
You advocate an absolute vegetable diet, fleaae tell me therefore how you harmonize your
teaching with Matthew vi, 25. "Therefore say unto you, take no thought for your life, what
ye shall eat, or what ye shall drink; nor yet for your body, what ye iihall put on. Is not the
life more than meat., and the body than raiment? Also, first epistle to Timothy, iv, 3.
"Forbidding to mruTy, and commanding to abstain from meats, which God hath creat.ed
to be received with thanksgiving of them which believe and know the truth." Read from first
to fourth verses, a}SQ see Leviticus chapter xi where it d011('ribes the claas of beasts and fowls to
be eaten, and those to be abstained from. Read whole chapter, also .read chapter xvii of Le\iricus on satLe question."

ANSWER. "You advocate an absolute vegetable diet;" yes it is so advocated through the columns of this magazine, I myself do not feel like
saying much about it, for this reason : we know that if one is living the
re-crener.i.te life he will soon find from his own experience that flesh food
is ~ot desirable, therefore a single suggestion is enough; but those who
perceive the vicious conditions arising from the use of meat, should be free
to speak their thought on the subject.
Abstinence from flesh food will serve a good purpose for anyone convinced of its pernicious effect on !Jody anti mind, and whoever stops its
use will naturally be led further on, to see the wisdom of the re-generation
taught and lived by Jesus.
The meaning of the words of Jesus (Matthew yi, 25) hatl no relation
to eating flesh. H!'l referred more particularIy to the thoughtful (or "anxious " ) mood, as to whether they would be able to get anything to eat.
This is clearly shown by the context verse 26. Next let us examine
Paul's letter to Timothy on this subject iv, 3. "Forbidding to marry,
and commanding to abstain from meats which God hath created," etc.
The worcl "meat" in the Bible does not meanjleshfood, but any kind of
eatables. It is well known that in those days and among th!l.t people there
were certain superstitions as to what kind of servants should he
allowed to touch the food. If a Samaritan touched any eatable, the ,Jew
would not eat it ; it was a pollution of their souls ancl as a religious duty
they must observe not only this but they must not eat with certain persons. Certain things were accounted clean ; others unclean; this was
carried to great ext1·emes, so much so that Peter and Paul had warm arguments over these matters (see Galatians 11th, 12th and 13th verses.)
That the use of flesh for food was permitted according to the Bible, uo
one can cleny, for not only are the quotation1:1 given confirmatory of that
in the" Old Testament," but we read of Jesus eating the "Passover"
lamb with his disciples, also of hi1:1 countenancing the eating of fish.
These things were permitted because of the state of development of that
people. They were a fighting pt>ople and meat is conducive to that natnre.
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Neither was the combat to be over with the advent of the Christian religion for Jesus said, (Luke xxii, 36) "And he that hath no sword let him
sell his garment and buy one."
•
So we have no precedent of authority from the Bible for a purely vegetarian diet. But I do not think om· friend would hold that it is ohligat.ory on us to eat meat - or flesh ; for all the evidences are to the contrary ; that we are left free to choose that which we feel is best, and experience proves that those who wish clearness of intellect and freedom
from the passions abstain from flesh food.
Rea.'IOn show~, and experience has proven, that the antagonism that now
exists between man and man, and man and beasts, and the fear of man
on the part of wild beasts, is due to flesh eating. The wild deer and elk
will come out of the wood and feed peaceably with the cow and horse, but
if a earnh-orous animaf comes in sight, be it man or beast, they will flee
for life. · They instinctively know them. But ·it has been proven that if
a person in the quiet musings of his own soul and the God of creation,
makes a covenant never to kill any beast, birtl, or reptile, or be partaker
of anything that has been killed, and promises "peace on earth " to all
living, FEAR will depart from that person, and very largely from the
beasts, birds, and reptiles ; and if the person be separate from all persons
who do not eat and kill flesh, the combat and fear between man and the
rest of creation will cease, and such au one will experience a peace of mind
transcending anything before known. Then beasts and birds will come
to him by the summons from bis loving desires, rejoicing in his company.
QCE11TJON. " Again, relative to the marriage relationship; is it good, is it in accordance with
Divine law that the "'perfect chastity " idea is cherished ? Paul seems to encourage marriago in
tome instances ; and you give laws governing the choice of mates in "Solar Biology'' -still
advise celibacy and where the line should be drawn, I ani puzzled to det.ennine. I can abstain
or partake without any apparent determined effort, anything I am convinced is all right.
I have abandoned the ns.. of flesh food, - just as laid down iu " Solar Biology " and find
eoerything easy of accomplishment, in fact I eat neither grease nor milk, nor anything polarized
toward the animal - bnt am I doing that which is divinely lawful ? To know what is right is
the cause of my addressing yon."

ANSWER. I cannot be an absolute guide of right for anyone ; that which
is right for some, und~r certain conditions, is wrong for others under similar conditions, everyone m11,5t judge of those matters for themselves, and
~ they judge and decide, that forms a fa\V by w,hich they will be judged,
~Jesus said in Matthew vii, 1 and 2.
Our friend appears to be puzzled over the idea that I believe in marriage yet teach celibacy. Now marriage may mean to the masses, license
for sensual gratification but it does not to me. The happiest marriage
state is enjoyed by those who nuiteclly live the life of re-generation. The
lines should be drawn thus; fit·st, "Use determines all qualities whether
good or evil." For what use was the reproductive function intended to
serve? Ask the animal world. The animals live in perfect harmony with
nature, and find no use except for the reproduction of their kind.
Man is the only creature who abuses this part of his nature. The
animals produce their offspring, and no further object is sought. Man,
on the contrary, in the debasing gratification of his lower nature, produces
a most deplorable effect, upon the nature of the unborn child and in
consequence there are very few well-developed men in the present generation.
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"'e find that there is a second use for this creative principle in man
and woman : that of re-generation. This second and higher function is
nature's method, providing man has the will and the Arch-Natural Love
to leave it to her, and stops the voluntary and involuntary waste of the
vital power. Then nature will appropriate the substance of life produced
by this function for the renewing of the body, and intensifying and increasing brain pow~r, causing each organ to transcend the capacity of
the ordina1·y man.
There is a class of men and wom~n now in the world who have developed
up to a point where they could not conscientiously spend their lives in raising a family, for the soul reaches out for something higher. Such persons should follow the example of .Jesus and live the life of re-generation
and not that of raising children. He said (Matthew ix, 28.) "Jesus said
unto them, verily I say unto you that ye which have FOLLOWED rue in the
re-generation when the son of man shall sit in the throne of his glory, ye
also shall sit upon twelve thrones, judging t.he twelve tribes of Israel."
This accords with the revelation which he gave to John on Patmos, Revelations v, 10. "And hast made me unto our God kings and prit:sts: and
we shall reign ON THE EARTH." There are twelve tribal divisions of the
human family especially of the sons of Israel (the white-races); these are
natural divisions found in "Solar Biology;" each of these have a natural
bead and when "the harvest time" shall have come for the gathering of
"the first ripe fruit of the earth ; " when those who, through the study of
the Divine law of use, have lived up to its dictates; when they ha\'e found
that it especially dictated to tlwm to follow Christ in the re-generation, so
that all the life forces are USED to develop power in themselves to enable
them to be c0-workers with heaven for the harvest work of the earth by
teaching the truths they ha,·e found, and aiding others to make these
attainments; when this is done, such will find that there is a higher and
more important use for them to serve than generating and caring for
children.
Thev will find that there is an associate relation between man
and w~man very beneficial to hel1~ them in their work, but it will not be
marriage as understood by the masses to-day. Each must elect which
of the two waye they wish to go, for there a.re but two; the one gives
the life to children, the other devotes the time on earth in ma.king themselves conscious members of the heavenly hosts of "just men made perfect " and co-work with them for the elevation of the world, and leading
the many to the same divine consciousness that they possess. Matthew
vi, 24: "Xo man can serve two masters: for either he will hate the one
and love the other ; or else he will hold to the .one, and despise the other.
Ye cannot serve God and mammon" ( i. e., riches or the treasures of this
world necessa1·y to caring for a family.)
Qul'.S'l'ION. Hooks are misleading and one author stauda X with another, andl.. now uk bow
you can harmonize with " Light of Egypt " pages 48, 49 and 50. He ...ys- " ·1·he BuddhisUcal conception of the man and woman rounding out until sex becomea obliterated, ie probably
the worst trauaceudental delusion that ever originated within the oriental brain -therefore will take no further notice of such mystical folly. The human form thou applies to man u tbe
material culmination of nature's sexual expression; upon th.is plane we can go no fur1her, for beyond this limit we step within the spaces of the ether where nature continues her wonderful
expression of sex in strict luumony with the laws of correspondences to the plane below.
"Whilti d<!aling with the forms as.~nmed by man, we must brif'fty notice the vital980retiona whi.all
fonu the ph~··ical conditions for reproduction of bis kind. • . . To suddenly and completely
supp~"" their uatll1'1ll functions (referring t.o the lower nature] will do a great deal of pbyRoal
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IDd spiritual harm, becanae the reaction will cause violent discord with the ethereal oonstitntion.
In fact the complete suppression is almost as bad as the e:xce81'ive 1186. • • • It is only one
of the two extremes, nothing more. When the lower organism is evolved above the physical manifeatation, the vital ftuida a.re abeorbed by the ~tic, and the more etherealized atoms h11lp
to bail& up the spiritnal body of man." (Does thlS mean a man must be born that way ?) He
continues and says-" But when this is uot so, these semiual germs, if not passed oil amid the
other secretious from the body, live and germinate a swarm of elemental life-forms, which rob
the organism of a portion of its vitality.
"To obey the laws of natnre is the only safe and sure road to spiritnal evolution of the senses of
the soul, and one of these laws is the rightful union of the Bexes. Celibacy in itself, is not a natural state: it is purely artificial, bec."use it ignores one of the principle elements of its being.
Therefore there is great spiritual danger i\l a celibate life, and uine tenths of the mystical manias and spiritual saturnalia of past bi.story have originated among the celibatu. It is well to remember this at the present day, as there is some considerable danger of history repeating it.self.
Celibacy as a means of artificially stimulating and thus quickly prodncing certain so-called spiritual powers and mediumistic states, is a successful method so far as mere physiological results
are coucemed, but one that is fraught with terrible danger" etc. to the end of page 52 '- Light
of :Egypt." And on page 130 he claims, "Man has the possibilities of immortality, but does not
possess it until he becomes united with hi'!I soul-mate, his missing half." The above is truly
parzliog to me, and I seek your advice to assist me to see matters more clearly. I am aware it
is a labor of 1msel6.sh love with you, hence my confidence in your answer which, I trust will be
plaia and to the point in every detail."
ANSWER. \Ve will answer the above as fully as space and time will admit, for out of these theories there are growing many evils, because they
appeal to, and support sensual tendencies. This is a sophistry which misleads
those who would make attainments.
You quote his words: " the Buddhistic conception of the man and woman rounding out until sex becomes obliterated." This is the "doctrine
ef the Nicolaitanes" referred to in Revelations ii, 15, to conquer the passions by exhausting them ; this doctrine has been imported from India and
has a strong hold on many of the "advanced thinkers" of our present time, which leads to indulgence without restraint and is
doing much evil. It is one of the worst delusions possible to invent
for the destruction of morals, mental ability, and spirituality.
He says, "within the spaces of the ether where nature continues her
wonderful expression of sex." ·while there is a phase of truth in this,
yet it is so unlike what is known here that it fully justifiel! the \Vorcls of
Jesus where he says, Matthew, xxii, 30, "For in the resurrection, they
neither marry, nor are given in marriage, but are as the angels of God in
heaven." While we shall in future finll a deeper meaning in these words
than appears from this ; yet the fact remains that all that is now regarded
as constituting marriage will, in that state, be done away with.
He avers that these vital fluids ..... "contain the very quintessence of
human nature etc, and that the lower organism exists as a factor in
procreation, therefore the organs have their proper function and use. or
they would not be present." This is true ; they have two spheres of use
to man and woman, first, for re-production, second, for re-generation and
renewal of the vitality of the body and mind, therefore his following statement is true, "To suddenly and completely suppress their natural fmwtions will do a great deal of physical and spiritual harm." But the reasons assigned are fallacious ; it is not because of the reaction but as the old
saying has it, " it kills the goose that lays the golden egg," for through
its normal action, that is through the controlled action of passion, held
by a strong will to the work of generating life to supply the body and
mind through re-absorption of these lower fluids into the body, we gain
additional powers; in fact it is upon that function that we are wholly
dependent foi; the addition of life to the body. Even the Geldin horse
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has passion without which he would soon die. The author states, "when
the lower organism is evolved above the physical manifestation ! " We ask
when is it above the physical manifestation? Is it after a person has
exhausted its power to produce life? If so then the 'Bnddhistic idea
above quoted would be correct, which we both unite in saying is wora6
than.folly. The .only rational answer is this:
1Vhen man or woman has the will to stop generation and waste of that
most spiritual of all the elements of the body and retains it for the renewal of self, then I with the above say, " these fluids are absorbed
by the magnetic and more etherealized atoms and HELP (yes more : they
are the only means) to build up the spiritual body of man." But here
the query may arise, as to how the material of these fluids can become
etherealized and the organisms of the germs be disintegrated and fitted
for the spiritual body?
Passions of the flesh create a fire which if the fluids and forces are held
firm, will burn out every germ formation and transmute the fluids to a
crystal water. This is the re-generation taught by Jesus through which
spiritual knowledge and power, was to be obtained ; through this also
comes the resurrection of the dead, of which we will speak more fully
in Bible Reviews.
You ask, " Does this mean that man must be born that way?
ANSWER. This is the " re-birth " spoken of in the Bible. The author
quoted exhibits utter ignorance of the laws , which he is discussing in
the assertion, "these germs if not passed off amid the other secretions of the body, live and germinate a swarm of elemental life forms,
which rob them of a portion of its vitality.,, This wonld imply again
the truth ot the Buddhistic statement which he condemns. His further
statement concerning " the rightful union etc.," means this, that
his conception of the highest use of this function is for procreation on
the animal or physical plane.
He further states, " there is great spiritual danger in a celibate life."
Tl1is argument justifies the monstrous conditions existing in our large
cities where thousands of impure women are considered a necessity, and
a means, preventive of grosser harms alike to male and female.
But has the God of creation made licentiousness a necessity? Has he
made man p.n exception to the animal world in this direction? For the animal uses that function for the reproduction of their kind once a year and
are celibates all the rest of the time; why does it not injure them? Why is
it that a man whose mind is intensely active all the time, loses all desire
for that relation and gets stronger mentally and physically ? ls it not
because the same force that would otherwise be squandered is demanded
for the use of the .brain?
Common sense, when not beclouded by the passions, will teach anyone
that nature is economical in all her ways, and makes provisions for all
necessities, and to misuse anything is to sin against her laws, and is it.
not a misuse of these powers to exhaust them purely for sensual gratification? Look at the horrible diseases ; nature's penalty for prostitution ; but our author may say, "such should marry!"
Then look at the thousands of unhappy families and the many weaknesses, and the multitude of evil results coming to wives, who are exhausted and oppressed by the claim of necessity which this author makes.
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It is well authenticated that man matures many thousand more germs
than woman ; now if the re-absorption of these would produce such disastrous results then it follows that either the health of woman must be
sacrificed, 01' they must have many wives or associate with impure women.
Now it is just this kind of teaching that ruins our young men through indiscretions ; our voung girls by seduction, and fills our cities with outcasts ;
our almshouses with persons incapable of caring for self, and our prisons
with convicts. In fact it is the root out of which grows ALL the evils that
curses our beautiful earth.
We are prepared to say that we could take the worst man living, and
if we can induce him to conquer all the waste of the sex fluids for one
year, that at the end of that time he would be a good moral citizen, because life is from God and is good, and once the body is filled with regenerate life, it opens up new states of consciousness, and clears up the .
reasoning brain ; so that man can see and understand things as they
really are : but while under the control of the passions, he or she is
insane, or at lea.st partly so, and are incapable of understanding anything
outside their immediate habit of life, and even that is all colored with
their own sensual desires ; this is evident in the quotation you herewith
send me. Were he a sane mind, in the above sense, he would not say,
" and nine-tenths of the mystical mania and spiritual sat1,1rnalia of past
history have originated among the celibates." Now if he means simply
the unmarried man, then I have nothing to say, but he, like so many
others, uses the word marriage as synonymous with indulgence ; that
being so, the word celibate must mean the opposite, and if · it does, what
can he mean when he connects them with the saturnalia, which means indulgence ? Such literature is a great evil to civilization, and should
be suppressed. ·
He says, "there is some danger of history repeating itself." True, if
such books and teachings as the " Light of Egypt " is accepted and read
by the people. He further "'peaks of "celibacy as a means of artificially
stimulatiug and thus quickly producing certain so-called spiritual powers,
and mediumistic states " etc. He here evidently refers to the conservation
theory of which he is really ignorant. If he fully comprehended its great
importance he would know it to be the most certain, and in fact only method for obtaining spiritual KNOWLEDGE ; not mediumistic powers however ;
that is largely obtained by the exact opposite course of life, especially in
so far as it relates to "spirit control."
Page 100, " Man has the possibility of immortality, but does not possess it until he becomes united with his soul-mate, his missing half."
How and when will man find this " missing half; " will it occur while man
is living a sensuous life 'l No, never I But anyone who lives the regenerate life until the spiritual faculties are awakened will become conscious
of her whether she be in the body oi: out of it.
The unity of man and woman is necessary to the highest attainments,
but there are unities occurring between persons in the body, and souls
who have passed ont of the body, but the matter seems to puzzle you that
we believe in marriage and yet teach absolute control and continence.
My position is this : those who desire children shonld marry and
in the conjugal relation be influenced by that idea alone. But those who
wish to live the highest possible life; who wish to live for the world and
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not for children, may marry; but they must Ii ve a life of purity ; and
nature if left free tQ a.ct without interference, in ways originally designed
in the reservation of the reproductive elements, will b1·ing about the elevation and refinement of every function and faculty of mind and bo1ly.
Herein is the perplexing problem to all students of human nature. and
because of the pal·tial knowledge of certain mn.nifestatious of these laws,
many good honest physicians ha.ve misled men and women young and old,
and society in general is fast falling into the error, and true virtue is
rapidly disappearing from our midst as a thing unwise aud unnatural.
It l1as been observed that maiden ladies a1·e apt to lose their health soon .
after thei1· body is fully matured say from twenty to thirty-firn years of
age, and also that widowed ladies who separate themselves from society,
soon lose their health; while women of similar ages an<l conditions who
associate freely with the opposite sex, retain health, vigor and beauty to
an old age; and many ladies who are very clelicate and eveu ..,f feeble
health marry and thereby regain health, and sometimes become very
healthy, strong, and young lookiug It is known as a scientific fact that
married ladies live to a. greater age, and as a. rule enjoy better health
than the unmarried. It has been further observed that ••abandoned
women" who do not drink excessively live longer and maintain youthful appearance, health and vigor more fully than chaste wives; fu1·ther
evidences are granted in favor of license. that marrie<l women who overstep
the marriage vow and associate with whoever their fancy dictates, regain
health and beauty not possessed by those who are faithful to their cov&nant. relation to one man.
And men who live an unmarried life and do not associate freely with
women, become irritable, nervous and frequently lose their health. Then
the Shaker communities are observed, and it is found that many of their
brightest and most vigorous men run down in mental ancl physical power,
and some die maniacs, and none of them have that bright manly appear·
of even the sensualist, who uses no restraint. On the other hand, we are
told that our greatest men were very sensual, among those quoted are
Webster and Napoleon and many others. Tolstoi in his "The Kreutzt'r
Sonata" draws aside the veil from married life and presents the dark
side to the world ; and his statements therein are recognized as true by
far too many, to prevent its influence against marriage. So with all this
array of evidence in favor of indulgence and against marriage, is it
any wonder that our brightest minds are misled, and that virtue
is rapidly being ignored, ancl accounted as belonging to ignot•anr.e anti
old fogyism? If the present tide continues another generation, marriage
will be abolished, and free lust will be popular among us. As soon as
the idea of continence of the generated life for mental and physical development is suggested to a young man of education and research, these and
many more lii<e evidences including "high medical authorities," are
quoted against it, and he concludes that one of three things is inevitable,
viz., to patronize licensed women ; ruin pure girls; or self-abuse;
and through this latter cause, not one out of every one hundred voung men
reach manhood without being dwarfed mentally, physically and morally.
and many fill our insane asylums and almshouses, wholly from the effects
of this insidious monster that is cherished and nourished in the very bosom of our teachers of science and morals; an<l these destructive teachDigitized by
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ings are administered to everyone, who begins the search for knowledge
of the proper course of life. AND WHAT SHALL BE THE END THEREOF?
\Ve are t;.ware of the delicacy of the subject that l\lUST be treated in
order to meet the arguments and counteract the influence of these things
which we are forced to admit are true ; we are also aware that we shall
meet opposition from the very ones that should hail these truths with
delight, but who, unaware to even themselves, are so much iu sympathy
with sensual indulgence, an<l are under its controlling influence, that we
shall find opponents even among ministers and church members, because
these things blind their eyes.
But we cannot shirk the DUTY that devolves upon us, to state the
facts tl\at are the cause of all these difficulties, neither is this duty upon
us alone, but upon everyone, into whose hands this may fall ; it is a duty
to the rising generation as well as to all others, to spread this truth as far
as possible.
The causes of ill health of celibates are these : first, woman loosing her
health between the age of twenty ancl thirty-five: every woman
(of this class) has had the experience of having the love nature awakened toward some man ; which is proper and right, but prominent in
this love matter the thought in which they have all been educated is, that
the generative act is the consummation and crowning ultimate of that
love; that honest belief is sufficient to polarize the forces towards this
function. This is nature's method for preparing and developing
those functions for procreation, producing conditions in the mind which
cause monthly losses of the life-principle (and many times more frequen~)and this being unnatural, there being nothing received in return
for the losses, it weakens those functions and multifarious diseases are
the result.
The above also holds good with widowed ladies who separate themselves
from the society of the opposite sex, but in these cases it often happens
that the evil results come sooner, unless their married life has (as it does
in some cases) created a repugnance to that relation to the extent that
they, through their hatred conquer this emission, then they become healthy
and strong, many, however, get too much vitality and take on too much
flesh and then other difficulties arise.
Why the Shakers do not obtain better results from celibacy. They,
no more than others, have any idea of the necessity or even the pos:sibility
of continence (&. e., holding all the life forces generated in the system.)
They separate themselves from woman, but allow the imagination to rob
them of the source of added life.
This brings us to the consideration of another side of the question,
which is especially brought to view in the fact of married ladies li viug
longer than unmarried; and lewd women living longer (as before stated,
when not e:x:cessi ve, and given to stimulants) than married women ; a.u<l
married women having better health, etc.
Persons with an active passion-nature and chaste in their habits, have
an extra amount of magnetic force, and we know that this element has a
special affinity for the opposite sex, ancl that in the ordinary associations
of married people, if one is much stronger than the other, this subtle element is so fully interchanged that it satisfies the demands of the lower
nature so fully, that it not only prevents any manifestation in that clirecDigitized by
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tion, but actually surfeits the weaker one, creating such a horror a.nd
hatred for that relation, that it causes entire inactivity in the function,
consequently weaknesses and ill health.
This subtle element is, in its effect on the active elements of the human body, identical with the phenomenon df static electricity. To illustrate: a glass wheel arranged with an exciter on one side and an attracter on the other, with both insulitted anJ in proper condition, put to revolving, wiil generate two kinds of electricity, and will separate them
from each other, and the whole wheel will appear in electric excitement;
sparks will run tlp from both sides meeting at the top, where the energies
are neutralized in their contact, and if, while this excitement is going on
sufficient to light a room, a wire is placed across, conducting the two elements together, immediately all e.x:citement is over and there is no further
manifestation. It appears that the very elements a.re composed of positive and negative electricity, and where the one equals the other, there is
no activity, but the opposite; but where either of these predominate then
there is activity, which in its manifestation it is struggle to get to its
opposite where equilibrium and rest is obtained, AND THIS EQUILIBRIUH
IS GREATLY TO BE DESIRED.

\Voman generates this negative element, anJ man the positive. In the
generation of child.ren the meeting of these in their primate elements,
the seed, in their proper place, life is born ; but in the regeneration, the
pl"imate elements are not allowed to meet, but this subtle element will
travel through space, sometimes long distances, to meet its opposite,
in the person of a loved one, but not with sufficient strength to generate
life enough to meet the constant exhaust which is going on in the body;
but whenever or wherever they meet, life is the result ; producing psychoplasm.
Young people, while "keeping company," who are pure and chaste,
often experience great happiness and exhilaration while together, and
after they separate they feel so light and free, as if every movement of
the body was made without an effort, and as they walk they feel as though
floating along. The cause of this is that the11e elements have met in each
other and new life in great abundance courses through the body, and
all this is accomplished while perhaps sitting_ side by side, talking, or
in the most simple and friendly associations. Now this is because these
elements of life have met a perfect reciprocity in them ; these elements,
through conservation had met in them and becoming etherealized, life
(the higher) is born, and superior health is the result.
In the case of the unmarried lady above referred to. there was comparatively no reciprocity and this primate element, from which
magnetism springs, was exhausted. Married women Ii ve longer
than single, because the sex principle is kept active, and as the relation which would exhaust the primate elements has lost all its ideal, so
much of it is retained and transmuted to this subtle force, and becomes life
through the same condition in the husband, but in case the ideal is very
active, so as to cause a little too much exhaust, with either husband or
wife, then follow weaknesses of varied kinds, and diseases ; chief among
these effects is consumption.
Young ladies 0£ feeble health, regain it, because of one of two things,
either the passions were inactive, and marriage caused action, or they
were exhausting their life in the ideal of that relation, and when the real
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came, the ideal was dead; and the reciprocity gave them renewed life, but
in all these cases the life of these persons is only animal, and incapable
of anything except the support of the physical body, and the mind immediately related thereto.
As to the great men of our world being very sensual, that is a mistake.
Concerning 1Vebster, Napoleon and others, the most improbable stories
are told regarding their almost incontrollable passions.
Now these thi'ngs if true, tell us the exact opposite from what is usually understood by a man being very excessive in this direction; it is an
evidence that such men have great power to holdall the power generated;
and that they are not troubled with "involuntary" waste. That being
so, it follows that a large proportion of the see<l is retained and re-absorbed into the bodv, for the use of the brain. There are also vile stories
told of Plato, and Socrates and others of that class concerning base praetices being indulged in by them. These tales are base fabrications of
enemies for the purpose of supporting their own low habits. The same
injustice has been done to to all who teach the true life, myself included.
The above may yet be misunder11tood therefore we will endeavor to
make these things more plain, in as few words as possible.
This magnetic and efoctric element derived from the transmuted elements of the vital fluids in woman, has an oppressing effect where there
is no one to whom they can express their love, for love is life in motion
and often produces diseased conditions especially where the passion continues active and the appetites are strong, but if the appetite is restrained,
then the body will attract sufficient, from the magnetic atmosphere of either
sex and by coming in social contact, will perpetuate health and vigor.
The electric force in men under the above conditions, produces a strainina
storm of energy, but if the appetite is controlled by :esychoplasrn and
the activities of the lower held in abeyance by the will, then they will
find abundance to neutralize this storm in friendly association with good
pure women. So that this apparent necessity ior sensual indulgence is
only a delusion to mislead and destroy the mental and moral conditions
of our people.
·
.
In order to have health and vitality the passions should be kept active,
bot under control of the will, the same as our appetite for food, for it is
the same as the desire for food wh~n it is no1·mal, but nine tenths of our
men do not realize what a normal passion is, any more than what a normal
appetite is, and they do not know either, a.nd only by subduing both to
the HIGHER, confining them to the law of UBE, can anyone know their
natural state, and unless these two primal sources of maintenance be in
a healthy condition the whole man and woman must be diseased.
If our young men were properly instlucted in the laws governing this
most important of all the functions of their body, in their uses and abuses, and in the advantages gained in Soul force by conserving this vital
fluid for the building of a strong, healthy body and mind, then seduction
and the present terrible storm of licentiousnesa would cease ; then the
barrier that now destroys the greater part of the pleasure and PROFIT in
the social relations of men and women would be removed, and the most
prolific source of disease and death would be done away. But as lonO' as
the professors of our medical colleges are allowed to teach their stucl~nts
that it is necessary for them to debase themselves by sensual indulgence
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to gain health and clearness of mind, which almost any medical student
will tell you they do, so long this immoral tidal wave will increase until
it sweeps out of existence our entire race, for it is diseasing it at the very
fountain head.
'
These men are deceived by the fact that a man who is eating meat and
hearty foocl generally, to stop the exhaust of the vital fluids, will soon
feel dull and lazy. But these teachers of our young men are too much
controlled by the sensual and mentally indolent to examine into the laws
governing this phenomenon. I am not speaking of those grand souls
that have begun to think rationally upon the subject. If they would
try the experiment for themselves by using less strong food, and continue the reservation of that vital fluid for one full month, (a person
with a very gross body would have to continue two, or even four months)
they would find that all that stupor would cease and in plaee there would
be a clearness of intellect and vivacity of ~o<ly transcending anything they
ever knew before, then nature wonlcl begm to open before them, clad in
her own pure garments of shining light and beauty, and the higher
faculties woulcl be able to discern the many errors which are so injurious to those who trust their skill; then the mind would be able to discern the fact that th~ God of nature - the source of all nature's laws is not so at variance to the God of morals, then the joyous exclamation
would once more make our hills and vales chant the glorious song of the
ancient Hebrew and of our Lorcl Jesus; "HEAR, OH ISRAEL, THE LoRD
OUR GoD IS ONE! He made the world and, ALL things therein. His
works nre good, and blessed be his name."
Oh may God "Our heavenly Father " open the eyes of this pcQple to
see their great error and conscious crime against Thy pure and holy laws
and against their own best good. Oh, may the impure and vulgar-minded
be ashamed and repent and learn the " truth " which will make them
"free from the law of sin and death " of al their spiritual and moral
nature, by this alone they can recognize their Divine Sonship and may
they with a pure mind and loving heart be able to look up to Thee and
say MY FATHER, and hear the loving response from Thy great nature
•• my child peace be unto you I "
'Ne have been almost forced to take up this line of thought, by the
hundred of letters which have constantly been coming to us asking like
questions to the above, upon these most important matters. Mothers and
fathers \Vl'ite, and come and tell me of the vicious teachings given
their sons, not only by medical books but by physicians and their
instrnctors in the colleges. And it is evident to any sane mind that nn·
less someone has the courage to face and oppose this monstrous tide of
sensual teaching, marriage will §oon be abolished ; our race will begin
to diminish, in fact, it has already, and were it not for the foreign element
coming here in ignorance of our vitiated education and raising large families, our population would even now be on the decrease.
'Ne intend to continue this line of thought hoping thereby to serve our
fellow man in the most important way possible.
We mav not be able to have one of these articles in every issue of this
journal 01~ account of many other duties and the long distance from the
Esoteric Publishing Company. My present address is, H. E. Butler.
No. 1 V assera.t Place, San Francisco, Cal.
(See Notes on Nez,l Page.)
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NoTE: -In reference to the extract from the "Light of Egypt" we
wish to say that we print it because of the air of vagueness which would
be attached to Professor Butler's remarks, were that quotation omitted ;
but we would 11ay that we have not the slightest confidencA in the book
mentioned, and regard it of no service in the soul growth which our magazine seeks to give its readers. Only an anonymous author would make
the sweeping assertions found in this book of mistaken and shapeless
ideas.
Note No. 2 :-Onr esteemed friend (the author of the above letter
to Professor Butler) quotes biblical authority as an argument in favor
of maat eating, etc. ·when will it be realized that we a1·e no longer subject to the operation of the ancient law? The law of that age applied to
that peculiar people, and as far forth as it sanctioned the indulgence of
the lower nature, the Adam, it is in no way applicable to the present age,
the era which makes the Ohri.<Jt a possibility. (Ed.)
VOIC~S.

I

the sound of many songs ;
And, trembling with delight
My inner self the strain prolongs,
And catches from diviner throngs Earth's melodies aright.
HEAR

I feel that harmony within
Must reign, before I know
,The perfect tones where One hath been
Who swept those chords without, within ;
That sweeter notes might fl.ow.
So now I catch the heavenly tones
That breathe in every breath Be North or South, or tropic zones,
The rhythmic soul of sound atones
In Love's pure notes beneath:
That breathe this perfect undertone,
When some diviner strain.
Awakes, and brings to me my own
The deep, pure love my life has kno~
Before, and grasped in vain, ·
Until my being's chords were swept
By the great Master Hand,' Til Harmony's sweet tones that slept,
Were voiced in songs. the silence kept ;
And Love, should understand !

MARY E. BUT.rEBS.

July 1, 1890.

What a cage is to a wild beast, law is to the selfish man. Restraint is
for the savage, the rapacious, the violent ; not for the just, the gentle, the
benevolent. All necessity for external force implies a morbid state.
Dungeons for the felon, a strait.jacket for the maniac, crutches for the
lame, stays for the weak backed; for the infirm of purpose, a master; for
the foolish, a guide; but for a sound mind in a sound body, none of these •
. Herbert Spencer.
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BIBLE REVIEWS.
Number Eight.

This ~act has deceivecl very many of the ancient and even modern philosophers, ancl led them to conclude that man was ma.de perfect and descended by his own will into imperfection or into a state of material consciousness and darkness. It has led to the conclusion that God had made
many mistakes ancl got into many difficulties from His efforts to creat.e
man, and that so far as his earthly existence, he has been a failure and
the only hope there is for him is after the body dies. This of course is too
absurd for intelligent consideration.
We think there are evidences which show that this work of schooling man
up to his Godhood is a work of cycles of time. To illustrate we will liken
, the earth to a slowly revolving ball, above which is a permanent platform,
and over it is the eterual sun of God's mind. The revolutions of the earth
slowly lifts man up to that light but he must be wise and strong enough
to step from the revolving globe upon that platform or he will again be
carriecl down into darkness. Ancient E~ypt bears marJts of having been
almost in reach of that permanent light but did not succeed in leaving
evolution's workshop. \Ve now are again approaching that glorified plat1 form, and he that is able t-0 conquer the binding power of evolution and
step upon that platform will become the light of the world for all other
cycles.
•
Thus it appears that Adam's posterity was rapidly descending into darkne!ls anq struggle. This last step brought him into conflict with all life
upon the earth, the rigid law of "that which you sow you shall reap''
was rapidly closing in upon his consciousness. All the powers within him
were now to be called into activity; for as he developed more reasoning
ability, this called out the ~liscrimiuation of his mental faculties. Through
this condition he was to focalize in his own body the struggle of ALL life;
as oue thiug feeds upon another from the miscroscopic animals in the
drops of water all the way up to himself, he must possess all the qualities
below him with renewed intensity. Not that the former age had not the
same laws, but the people were devoid of reas')u. Now it is intensified
by man having hecome an intelligent actor ancl he voluntarily takes on
himself the responsibility of every act of his life.
Therefore he was shown by the spirit that he might somewhat modify
its intensity by discriminating between the flesh and blood a.'3 follows:
Verse 4th : " But flesh with the life thereof, which is the blood thereo~
shall ye not eat," for by so doing he took their mental states more directly into his, and it would thus overpower all moral restraint and sink
him so rapidly into animalized states of consciousness, that it would destroy his own mental states. The spirit recognized the effect of even flesheating, that it would create in him a more savage tendency, therefore,
Verse 5th: "And surely your blood of your lives will I require at the
hand of every beast will I 1·equire it, and at the hand of man: at the
hand of every man's brother will I require the life of a ma.n." Herein
is declared the law of justice. God says •hat He will require the life of a
man from the beasts; thus making them equally responsible with the man.
Verse 6th: " Whoso sheclclcth man's blood, by miin shall his blood be
shed : for in the image of God made he man." Here man is made to
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know his responsibility through the fact of his being made in the " image
of God'.' which is his independent capacity to reason, understand, and
know.
Verse 7th: "And you, be ye fruitful, and multiply; bring forth abundantly in the earth, and mdtiply therein." This appears to intensify
all that had been said in the way of "replenishing the earth." The words
"and you " carries with it the idea that man in a special manner should
multiply; the beasts were not the ultimate nor the object in the Divine
purpose; but man is : and as
this peculiar race was to be the leader
in the world of kno\tledge, therefore his main work was to generate
and multiply, for this race had had the true knowledge, and
had more perfectly adhered to it than all others. Man also had thereby a mental development that enabled him to go deeper into the animal
struggle and still maintain the object for which he was made. Thus
notwithstanding he was to commence another cycle. or era, there were
greater difficulties, struggles and dangers, but as a result the evolutionary
development was to be greatly augmented.
Here is an illustration of the method employed by the sup1·eme mind
for accomplishing a great purpose. .Man was placed in a position whereby his physical was bribed for the desire by pleasure from an abundant
supply of all that the body needed without so much diffi.cuity in obtaining
it. The animal world would reproduce its kind rapidly and it would
serve a double use, it would always furnish the necessary food of man;
and this would reduce their numbers so they would not overrun and destroy the vegetable products which man also needed.
This wat1 desirable, but it placre<l the infant race in a condition of fear
that would, without something to counteract it, greatly burden and even
retard the development intended. On the other hand, the method for
counteracting that fear, could not obtain unless the people had an assurance from the Divine source to which they had learned to look for guidanc•~, and which they had been taught was the cause of all that OJame to
them, or the world.
Therefore the following covenant served a double purpose to that ancient race : to conquer fear through confidence in God ; and
this also polarized the mind toward the Infinite, and wa.; a constant
incentive to ''remember Goel in all their ways" which gave the supremacy to the spiritual faculties and held the physica.l desires and demands
subject. So that Wise Father gave Hi:; children the following covenant,
(chapter ix,) verses 8th to 17th inclusive:
"And God spake unto Noah, and to his sons with him, saying: And
I, behold, I establish my covenant with you, and with your seed after you ;
and with every living creature that is with you of the fowl, of the cattle,
and of every beast of the earth with you; from all that go out of the Ark,
to every beast of the earth. And I will establish my covenant with you ;
neither shall all flesh be cut off any more by the waters of a flood ; neither
shall there anymore be a. flood to destroy the earth. Auel Goel said, this
is the token of the covenant which I may make between me and you ancl
every living creature that is with you, for perpetual generations: I do set
my bow in the cloud, and it shall be for a token of a covenant between
me and the earth. And it shall come to pass, when !,bring a cloud over the
earth, that the bow shall be seen in the cloud; and I will remember my covDigitized by
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en ant, which is between you and me and every Ii ving creature of all flesh;
and the waters shall no more become a flood to destroy all flesh. And the
bow shall be in the cloud ; and I will look upon it, that 1 may remember the
everlasting covenant between God and every living creature of all flesh
that is upon the earth. And God said unto Noah, this is the token of
the covenant, which I have established between me and all flesh that is
upon the earth."
It does not say here that this was the first appearance of the ••bow i'l
the cloud." It had always appeared, ancl always would appear, as a fitting reminder when fear should begin to take control of them, of the rc\'ealed covenant of protection that the spirit gave them at that time; as
much as to say to them ; '' As surely as this alway/j appears when a
cloud comes over the eal'th, so you, when you see it is, will remember
this reYelation , that your pcsterity will not. again be destroyed by a flood
of water as it has been.'' Thus fear was removed through possession of
confidence in 'their God.
At this period man had thoroughly descended into the physical senses
and must needs go on with experimentation upon the laws of nature;
breaking the law and suffering the consequences; obeying the law and
enjoying the benefits. This was the only method by which knowledge
could be increased among men, because the purpose had been declared;
TO MAKE MAN LIKE GOD AND GIVE HUI DOMINION OVER ALL THE EARTH.

When good and evil should be known he would be able, through development, to control all the creative laws and become one with the WILL
of God in guidance and control, but alas ! he slightly suspected the long
dark journey necessary to make before he would arrive at this ultimate,
The only work set before them now was to repeople the earth as rapidly as possible and the main laws which they knew were those relative
to the proper perpetuation of that work and to continue to endow their
posterity with spiritual aspiration through spiritual activity in the minds
of the parents.
Verses 20th and 21st: \' And Noah began to be a husbandman, and
planted a vineyard: And he drank of the wine, and was drunken; and
he was uncovered within his tent." Thus it appears that such a grand
old man, after finding that he had finished his work as a savior of his
family, had virtually let go of the former restraint of the appetites and
passions, descended into that low condition of indulgence. Yet
there remained the firm idea of the sacredness of the sex function which
was to be the means for the exaltation of his posterity.
Verse 22nd : " And Ham the father of Cana.an, saw the nakedness of
his father, and told his brethren without."
This fact evidenced that Ham's nature was void of the proper regard for
the sacred use of that creative function which must inevitably briug degeneracy to bis posterity. It is a well authenticated fact that a per:>on
or a people can be properly graded on the scale of high mental and moral
ability by knowing their mental states - and consequent acts - in this
direction.
Those persons possessing the strongest mental and physical powers and
the most truly exalted nature are those who hold the most sacred regard
for the procreative act, and on the contrary to whatever extent' a person
or people lose the proper respect for the aacred uses of that f unetion, to

a
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that extent they descend into incapacity for self-maintenance and government.
.
Verse 23rd: "And Shem and Japheth took a garment, and laid it upon
both their shoulders, and went backward, and covered the nakedness of
their father; and their faces were backward, and they saw not their father's nakedness." Herein was expressed the proper respect and regard
for the creative principl~.
Verse 24th: "And Noah awoke from his wine, and knew what his
younger son had <lone unto him."
Here the account appears to give all the credit to .Japheth the younger
son, the account is evidently understood or intended to be very much abbreviated, therefore does not tell which was the prime' mover in this act
of moral respect, but it is inferred from this that it was Japheth; and
therefore the following blessing especially to him.
Verse 25th: "Ancl he said, Cursed be Canaan; a servant of servants
shall he be unto his brethren."
Canaan was the father of the Canaanites, while we have no account of
their having been in slavery to the son'> of Japheth or even to Shem, yet
all their history was that of a low, worthless people and very depraved in
all their habits.
Verse 26th : " And he sai<l, Blessed be the Lord God of Shem ; and
Canaan shall be his servant." Here it appears that it was not the youngest but really the eldest. How this era comes in no one can tell.
It may have crept in through firm faith of the descendents of Shem who
were the historians, that ihey were special inheritors of all the birthright
blessings.
Verse 27th: "Goll shall enlarge Japheth, and he shall dwell in the
tents of Shem ; and Canaan shall be his servant."
This places Shem as master and Japheth as servant and Ham or his
son Canaan as servant to Japheth, thus making him a "servant of servants." That the spirit of prophecy remained with all the ancients is
supported by all the history given in the Bible, for though they ha.d descen<letl deep into the " anima mtmdi " or animal life of the planet ; yet
they held a firm re.garJ for, and belief in the governing and foreseeing
power of the spirit, in and through their soul consciousness, which even
now, if it were bt>lievell with the same confidence and reverence as then,
would be the same to us.
Any person who can willingly and from the soul-consciousness, St\bmit
themselves to the guidance and control of the spirit, it will become their
guide and they will iu cases where they arc conscious of great importance,
prophesy as correctly as did the pmphets of ancient thnes, through the
power of the same spirit, for Go1l never changes.
Here in the tenth chapter are the generations of these three sons of
Noah, through which we can obtain by ca1·eful study the source and history of them a11 nations or tribes. Though very vague is the history, yet
we think it is evident that it did not include any of the inhabitants of
this continent, and probably only a small poi tion of the Eastern worlds,
for as we have seen, they were a people who were called "the sons of
men., living prior to those called "the sons of God,, yet the flood must
have destroyed many of them : yet there are many evidences of I<~gypt,
India and China having survive1l that period, and as there is no reliable
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evidence of their having descended from either of these branches, it is
most reasonable to believe that all this related to a special branch of the
earth's inhabitants, located in the vicinity of Palestine which formed
but a small part of the inhabited countries of the earth.
But we will not attempt here any tracing of these things; as they appear to me of minor importance to other matters which are more related
to the practical uses of our present course uf action and thought. H. E. B.

THE ZODIACAL

CONSTELLATIO~S.-(No.

G.)

Pisces, 0() and Aquariull, C=·)
most prominent among the groups of stars shown in the diagram
below, is that of Pegasus, described in the Greek myth as the "winged
horse." We l1ave designated the place of this brilliant t~onstellation, to·
gether with that of Andromeda, that the reader may the more readily
locate the two zodiacal constellations, Pisces and Aries.
Pisces occupies a long, irregular tract of the h11avens between Aquarius
and Aries. All the stars of this co.n stellation are less than second magnitude, therefore of very iJlight prominence and the casua.l ohserVt>!' w~uld
meet with some difficulty in locating the group without first finding
THE

Peg-asus or Aries. The latter constellation, as shown in the diagram, is
a compact little group of stars, which at this season, (Nov. 1st) may oo
fonnd oc\•upyin(l" that section of the heavens nearly overhead, at 9 p. m.
The Pleiades~ or Seven Stars, will be seen in the north~ast. Their
place is shown, on the map, by a small cross, near the constellation of
Aries. The stars of this group will be given in the map which will accompany the article upon the constellation of Taurus, of which t-he Fleiacles fo~m a part. In the meantime I would be glad to have my readers
send me statements of results of their observations of this inter.-,,ting
group. I wonhl like to receive simple drawings of the Pleiades, which
will show the number of stars seen and their location. The writer has
seen twelve stars in this group with the unassisted eye and we would
like to have all make the observations m~der the same circumstances.
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ESOTERIC DEVELOPMENT.
, Number Two.

"SENSUOUS man lives in the impressions which external objects produce upon his senses; intellectual man Ii ves in a world of thonght of which
his brain is the creator and which is real to him; spiritual man lives in
a spiritual world of beauty which the divinity in his heart has created
for him and which is the image of heaven. The animal is happy if its
physical wants are supplied ; for it knows no other but the sensuous world;
antl if everything in that world relating to the animal is in harmony, then
that world is in harmony with itself.
In merely intellectual man, filled with an erroneous conception of the
importance of bis own personality, the world of thought which he has
created for himself is not in harmony with the outer world. Such a person bas continually something to desire; he sees things, not as they are,
but as he imagines them to be. In spiritual man the world of thought
and the world of will are in exact harmony ; be recognizes the truth and
sees the things as they are, without peJ:"SOnal consideration. Looking at
the worl<l, not from a personal stand-point and without considering himself as something separated and isolated from other beings, he recognizes ·
the action of universal laws by the power of his enlarged perception."
IIartmann, in " Secret Symbols of the Rosicrucians. • "
The followers of the Rosy Cross succeeded in so refining and spiritualizing the grosser elements of their beings, that they are reputed to have
been not only able to transmute gold from the baser metals but to prolong
life on earth at pleasure.
In a pre,·ious article we sought to show that the truly spiritual state was
the one thing to be most ardently desit·ed by man in his earth-life. Th.e
above extract, from the writings of one whose opinion we all respect,
·
amply sustains this position.
The Esoteric Ideal is the human being, pe1:fected; and the attainment of
nothing less will sanction rest from our labors. vY e humbly desire to point
out some of the methods to be made use of, that you may gain possession
of what the ancient chemists were plea~ed to style the "Elixir of Life."
Thev died without even catching a glimpse of the chimera, which they
alm0st insanely pursued. The " Elixir " wa.~ searched for, as something
ohjectiye; something to be touched, tasted, handled.
,
The secret ef fife can never be possessed by those who search for it in
the method described; and the countless failures in this direction have
well-nigh convinced the world that only the visionary mincl; the crank;
the unbalanced pseudo-religio11ist, would entertain even a momentary
hope for the things which the true Esoteric knows may be obtained without death to the external form of the Microcosm.
The perfected being will be the controlle1· <?f his own destiny. By
almost infinitesi~al steps he will have raised himself above thb men and
women with whom he was formerly contemporary, and yet, walking and
talking with them, will be genet·ally supposed to be only a man; subject to
man's passions and man's limitations. But he is Divine. Having con'fte1'ed in the divers encounters with the forces which tended to bring him
mto subjection, he is truly a god among men. No more of uncertainty
will come to his life ; at la!!t he is above the effects of the operation of
•This great occult work may be obtained at this offioe, $6.00 poet-paid.
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that .law which brings laughter and lightne11s of heart to-day ; t.e.ars,
mourning or sickness to-morrow, and which the blind world is pleased t.o
call "God's will ! "
He is no longer subject to any of the limitations which create struggle
or inharmony for the masses. And to all tbe!le divine benefits he is fully
entitled, for he has hliminated every base attribute of his nature, through
constant, unconditional hand to hand encounters with SELF ; the Lower.
He knows that" God's will," as operative in the apparent uncertainties
of life, is the applie1l and unchanging law which tends to remove the veil
from blinded humanity.
It is presumed that a large proportion of our readers desire to attain to
this plane of development but know not how to go about it. In other
words, they are waiting to be led. ·w e hope to be able to indicate a few
easy steps which may be taken without great loss of time given to drills,
exercises, seclusion, aml the almost innumerable requirments which the
thorough student of Occultism must usually fulfill.
The mystics of this and past ages, have attainetl their object by spending the major portion of their lives, either in actual solitude or in the
association of a few congenial minds. Is there not a more desirable
method of possessing the Wealth I11destructible '! Cannot the very adverse (?) elements of our sur1·oundings elevate us to the higher plane?
By remaining with our blind associates ; constantly showing our protest
at sinfulness which correct example presents, will we not, finally, be
stronger in the Divine Relationship and love, and possessed of deeper
knowledge of the Hidden, than the i·ecluse can own '! \Ve sincerely feel
the tmth and potency of these ideas and believe that the attainment should
come first : the seclusion, if at all, afterward.
\Ve presuppose that our students already realize that the task set us
to perform, in this regeneration, this rebirth to the Higher Life, is necessarily of considerable lengt!1. Day tollows day, and we discouragingly meditate on our inappreciable progress. At times the reason admonishes us to
return to the old easy-going ways and cease this life of denial; this constant self-sacrifice. This same reason tells us that with all our months
of discipline; our efforts to cherish pure desires; our crucifixion of the
lower nature; with all this troublesome outlay of will-power yet from all
appearances we are no more powerful, nor has our capiwity for usefulness
noticeably increased over forme1· endeavors, or over that of our neighbor
who is content to live wholly in the world and partake of its pleasures and
dissipations.
\Ve can silence such "reasonable" outbreaks of argument, only by
inww·d contemplation. Even one denial each day, of some demand of
the lower nature will bring a continual satisfaction, when the true man
ean meditate, unprejudiced by cold reason.
This is the stage answering to that experience in the physical life where
the child fears to take a step without the supporting mother's arm. The
little one walks with unsteady, faltering steps long after the limbs are perfectly competent to bear the weight of the body. Confidence in itself to
perform the simple, yet ever difficult feat, at last removes all fear and
doubt; the supporting hand is no longer required and the wavering
feeling of inability is forever banished, in spite of the _fact that numerous
falls anti accidents are of daily occurrence. Now in soul-growth this
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same lack of confidence, this desire to be led and shown at every step, just
how to take the next ; this impatience because of our inability to walk
before we can even stand alone; through these causes we are perpetually
being held down while our progress might go on without interruption,
were we pleased to display a greater amount of confidence and patience.
In prefacing our first.step advice we wish you to remember this:
as you learned to walk through confidence in your own powers, greatly
supplemented by the aid of a superior helper, so thrortgh the gaining 0£
this same quality of confideaoe in yourself an~l a higher power, you will
sooner or later arrive at that point where you will no longer doubt, waver
and tremble but will push bravely on, unaided, to the goal possible to all,
but which few gain in one incarnation. You will stumble, falter and
hesitate along the route up to a certain point, but your resolve to conquer,
because you know your ability to do so, will not allow vou to turn back.
The reconstruction, and the putting in order of.this organization, spiritual, intellectual, and physical, of which we fincl ourselves in possession, is
a task which must go on indefinitely. Who, among our readers,
realir.es what the absolute perfection of the human family means?
It means nothing less than a change of all externals to conform, minister
to, and be in harmony with the perfected race I Therefore our task is
endless ; but it is not an endless labor to so far reclaim and regenerate, as to become as gods, masters, when compared with the general development of the race.
The "fourteen questions," so much talked about, have been useful in
this respect : those who answered them with care have made a partial acquaint.ance of them3el'IJes. At present there is no further use for this report, but we would suggest, in emphasis of the idea expressed in the October ESOTERIC, that every person desiring satisfactory progress, should write
out a. careful record, at least once a week, of matters pertaining to their
experiences in development.
There a.re more people to.day suffering from being in uncongenial positions ; " out of place ; " positions for which they are not adapted, than
from any other cause. One of the incentives, prompting the answering of
the questions, was the hope that a secret would be revealed, which would
solve the question:'' For what am I best fitted? In what avocation would
I be a success ?"
In your present stage of unfoldment, this ca1'not be given you.
The enlightened mind knows this, and every honorable man of
occult knowledge will support this assertion. You may, for example, be
told, if you care to make use of uncertainties, that according to your past
history and your present qualifications, inclinations, etc., you should follow the calling of Civil Engineering, but a year's failure at that occupation might convince you that tilling the soil was more closely associated
with your capabilities.
The BUJ'e way. to find your life-work is to perform with minuteness of
detail the work which the present gives you; continue the steady, onward
upward trend which results from faithfulness to the contemplation of the
1.Dner, and the resolve to conquer and refine the gross side of your being,
that it may no longer seek the destruction of the Higher.
One of the first achievements in the great work of regeneration is to
satisfactorily solve the
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llYSTERY OF THE LOGOS.

It stiems to us that the chief attraction a~ut the writings in occult
lines of research or instruction, is the indefinite, vague atmosphere attached
theret,o. Volumes upon volumes are perusell ancl beyond a sort of mesmeric' sensation, of having receivecl benefit in some way, the reader
experiences little real advancement. Is not this explainable upon the
hypothesis that the author himself does not possess a systematic line
of thought to present to his reader? It seems to us that instead of perpetual expression of theories and so-called principles, it would be far
more beneficial to suggest af'tion, thus allowing the reader t-0 not only
grasp a good thought but to work it out in a plain common-sense manner;
so intensifying it and ingrafting it upon his own life, that it will be of
use to him as long as he lives or needs it.
So I repeat, one of the first things to accomplish is to solve the mystery
of the, Logos or W ol'd.
The spoken word is the thought exp1·essecl, and to just the extent that
we are able to guide and control the thought we shall be competent to
govern in matters of infinitely more vital importance.
A great attainment has been made when we have so trained the voice
that harm is neither spoken nor implied of any person; that it expresses
contempt, sarcasm or censure to no human being. Persistently refuse
to allow the formation of one sentence prompted by an unworthy thought
and you will soon be free from anything but useful, and praiseworthy
thought-creations. And then - well if we were to suspend further suggestion until the reader had fully obeyed the above advice, our pen
would be idle for a long time. But there are many ideas to be outworked in practical ways, and which may be can-ied along side by side
with the word discipline.
These ideas will be given ia due time; meanwhile we would be pleased
to communicate with those who do not need to solve the Mystery of the
Logos. To such we will say: "The Kingdom is yours ; you have gained
the blessing."
"\Ve do not wish to suggest a mode of development which we ourselves
have not proven of utility in our own experience. When we say that the
faithful consideration of the Logos ; the Word; the Tone ; in fine the
full control of the voice will bring the student to a more satisfactory state
of development than any other method of like simplicity, we say it not
from a theoretical belief but from having practically demonstrated i~
truth.
·
Let it be fully understood that this thought is advanced :is the principle to be outworked as the very foundation, the beginning, for those
young men and young women who desire a starting point in their occult
training; and there is no one, whatever the attainment to simple morality, who cannot be benefitted by observing these suggestions concerning
the perfect command of exp1·essed thought.
Do not misconstrue the meaning here. This is not the only starting
point for an occult training and the development of the Inner. It is
simply one method and in our own experience has proven of inestimabl.J
benefit ; tlierefore it is with the utmost confidence that we suggest its
acceptance by all who would seek the Light and eliminate the Evils.
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INCREASE OF WILL-POWER.

One of the prime purposes of all occult training is to the end of increasing will-powe1·. This desirable ultimate is sure to follow every attempt to
solve the Logos mystery. The Will, properly strengthened, makes all
temptations of the lower nature lose their power, and when this is accomplished the growth is speedy and full of satisfaction to Neophyte and Adept.
Now the building of the impregnable structure of \Vill is not the work of a
day. As the material temple of perishable texture, rises slowly, day by
·day, brick upon brick, stone upon stone, until at last, it stands a gra1;d
edifice of architectural perfection, so the Imperishable Structure of Will,
proceeds in its growth by almost unnoticeable degL·ees, but we know that
every triumph over the Lower adds strength and stature ancl that finally
the edifice will have been perfected through these selfsame, unimportant,(?)
simple every-day affairs of the most commonplace lives.
There is a power in the .o.pol.:en wm·d, when uttered in solitude, which
is empty of meaning and even harmful if the expression is made in another's presence. If you have decided upon a certain course of action iu
bnsiuess, social or personal ways, disclose your plans to no one if you
wouhl succeed. Now there are very few exceptionable cases to this rule,
for almost invaria'Qly your efforts are robbed of one half their powet• when
your intentions are an open secret. Apply this suggestion to the diet
question, of so much importance to our students. 'Vheu the mind is
fully congenial to the vegetarian way of living, the flesh frequently
argues to the contrary. Do not allow your struggles to be known to your
associates by c<lnstantly remarking that "it is harll to abstain from meat
eating" ; or you will be quite sure to hear the encouraging (?) reply:
"Why do you propose to go contrary to Nature and God's law? Nature
and the Bible provide and san ~tion flesh-eating. You are very foolish to
trifle with God's plans, anrl :,eek to live contrary to the ideas which the
purest and best men of all Lime have cherished!" This is one of the arguments (the religious, the moral (!) man's defence) which you will encounter
if you talk too much. Yon will escape such sophistry if you speak, if
speak you must, direct to the "unruly member," and thus your position
will be greatly strengthened.
When you have made the decision not to eat meat, the stomach will at
once commence to plead for it. A firm "no " will silence the craving
and this followed by an argument to the effect that such foo(l is unnecessary ; that the means for obtaining it are sinful and that its use is harmful to the high object in view, your resolve will be grea8ly emphasized,
and at the same time, weaken the power to rule, of this function of the
flesh nature.
Each organ of the body, in the execution of its duties, should be treated
as a brain cell, with an actual, intelligent consciousness. These several
inhabitants of the microcosm, are moved by one purpose, namely, their
own gratification ; the humoring of the flesh. They cry out for the sensational and will be 11ilent and obedient only through having their demands gratified or by continued and systematic subjection to the Higher
attributes of man's nature.
Continued supremacy of the Higher, will eventually make watchfulness
unnecessary, and the attention which is now required in the details of
primary methods will be done away with forever.
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This reference to flesl1-eating is not made with the intention of leading
the reacler to suppose that we consider this question of paramount importance. It is but one of countless things connected with the lower nature,
and which must eventually be overcome. Not at once, however. The
age of accomplishing the Impossible has not yet come. Expect your
growth to proceed step by step. There i.~ no othe1· reliable 'TTU!tlwd.
" Keep Thou my feet; I do not ask to see the distant acene,--oue step enough for me."

It is a long route to the goal desired. Remember that you are to rise
superior to mankind in general; that you seek that which is supposed to
be unattainable ; that you are to set deliberately at work to hasten the
death of the hindrances of that portion of your nature which your predecessors, as well as your former mode of living, have intensified and developed until it occupies, in your life, the position of Arbitrator, Dictator,
Ruler; and any attempt to change this system will cause immediate revolt on the part of the disturbed members. Only by this constantly ~
newed and explicit resolve to fully triumph over the lower nature will
there Le created a structure which forms the basis for the creation of the
Man Imperishable.
In searching for this priceless gem of perfection, do not neglect the
physical. Study every need of this part of your being and aim to bring
it to that stage of development which cxoteric nature so completely exemplifies. Even in the simple hygienic and calisthenic questions there
are concealed points of great moment to the Esotei·ic aspirant. A future
paper will more fully treat of this subject, which space here forbids.
lt i~ not enough to say, "Seek ye first the kingdom of heaven;" for
while we are agreed that this advice is all sufficient to those who ha.ve,
through the action of a cruel (?) destiny, been visited with intense suffering and have Leen so almost.forced to seek the Higher that no other
path is left, except the alternative of utter indifference and sinfulness; t.o
such people, attempted assistance is of slight avail; for having been brought
to the brink of utter hopcle::1sness, the whole being is all ve to the importance,
the absolute necessity, for something not obtainable from the sources
previously consulted, and their past experience almost invariably serves
as a powerful, and constant impetus, urging thelii on to the higher planes
of earth-life.
There are, however, comparatively few who have been brought t.o this
condition, and to those aspiring souls who yearn for soul-development, bnt
who are devoid the experience of great suffering, it is v~une, useless, advice to inform them that they must first seek the kingdom of heaven.
How to commence, in the execution of the simple command, is the question
which we hope this method will answer.
These first steps are extremely simple. No one can urge that they do not
understand. It can only be said (in defence of not observing,) that
the strength of purpose is insufficient, or that there is lack of oonfidence
either- in the teacher or the method. It will take time to eradicate these
hindrances from the mind of the student, but even with minds burdened
with these thoughts, still the growth may be traced from day to day, although the.faith be so small and weak.
We are pointing you to methods which in their apparent sim:plicity
have been ignored. You actually live within the environments which, if
properly treated anJ. improved, will yield your salvation ; your complete
<leliverance from the discontent and the numerous conditions whioh are
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the causes of the sin and suffering so universally apparent. 'The means
of growth from the lowest to the highest, are ever present. Around and
WITHIN, the conditions are ever waiting to be utilized.
Would you silence the clamorings of the legion of enemies in the
flesh? Would you attain to the Celestial plane of Purity; where Evil
Thought, even, can find no entrance? \Y ould you possess the heavenbom attributes, whereby the True Illumination from the Exhaustless
is possible? \Vould you own the calm, unfathomable consciousness which
comes to those who have met and conquered man's last enemy DEATH?*
Would you know of the Higlier uses; the more substantial " pleasures "
of whicl1 every bodily organ is susceptible? Would yon, in brief, raise
yourself to that plane where sorrow is lost; where "chance" is unknown,
and where, at last, you realize that you have found your highest niche of
usefulness? Then commence at once I Imprave by the opportunity
placed within your hands. Be not discouraged at the prnbable length of
the journey, but give your undivided attention to the PRESENT; remembering that to-morrow will never come and yesterday is past; neither belongs to you. It simply devolves upon you to take the first easy step
upon that ladder the base of which is in the dust ; the topmost, resting
on Absolute Perfection.
Many will be kept from reaping the benefits to be gained by faithful
consideration of the Logos step. through the exercise of the self-important
principle of " I - knew - all - this - before l " Yes, we do not doubt that
all have made spasmodic attempts at control, and guidance in speech;
but the questions arise: Have you systematically considered the matter?
Have you, hour by hour, day by day, through a period of not less than
one year sought to eliminate from your speech, those words and sentences
which mean vindictiveness; or sarcasm ; or deceit; or hatred; or slander;
or fault-finding; or impatience? If you have performed this simple task,
have you purified the speech to that extent that the above-named evils are
never felt by yourseJf or associates, even in the toni:--sliades of the voice ?
Having done this, you are beyond our m:>dest efforts to aid. You have gained
an Earthly Paradise ; and in true humility we bow before you as a being
possessed of purity and strength ak.in to the Infinite.
Our people do not yet grasp the full importance of the Esoteric work.
Many of them are too anxious to do, forthwith, something of benefit to humanity in general ; not realizing that themselves, the individual, must first
be regenerated, perfected. The age demands a more advanced class of spiritual instructors. Our system of Branch t organization, affords unlimited
advantages for the development of spiritual teachers, whose efforts may
go a long way toward the elevation of humanity. '\Te trust that every
•According to the true Esoterio belief, man may triumph over Death, and may arrive
at that stage of perfection where he ~ the power to leave ~~fbysical for a limited seaeon, retnrning and re-inhabiting it at pleasure. When at last he
· have performed his fnll
work npon earth, he will, voluntarily and painkuly put oft' the old and don the New; even 1111
he would change a garment.
t'We would say to th0&e who know little or nothing of our movement, that we have organized
DllDleroua Branch96 throughout the engliah.flpeaking world. 'l'he purpose of theae organiz.ationa
ia for th11 diacuaaion of Esoteric principles and Occ~tiam in general; the COD8ideration of phenomena; the cultintion of the inherent powers, etc. These branches are under no financial
reapowribilities regarding membership fees or dues. We desire to aid humanity "withont
money ; without price " aa far forth as that sentiment can be wely followed. If onr .Branches
are imbned with the same idea and sincerely and ilithfully execute the trust ginn them ; we
ahall feel donbly repaid for onr own efforts in thia direction. We ahall be glad to aaneiion the
formation of new B11U1Chee upon receiving application.
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Branch President will see the wisdom of getting his people to thoroughly
comprehend the purpose of the Logos drill as outlined herewith. If
this idea is graaped by our people, they will, in a comparatively short
time, be fully competent to spread the truths of helpfulness, and make
plain the full system of occult development. But do not haste. Wait
until you can say, "I have tested that which I teach; I know it is efficacious
of greatest good, in this search for the \Vay to Life." \Vhen you are
moved by that indefinable element of restlessness and anxiety, allow your
thoughts to dwell upon the beautiful sentiment of peace, expressed
herewith:
"l check my speed, I make delays, for what avails this eager pace?
I stand amidst the Eternal Ways and what is mine shall know my face."

~

We are at the centre f!f the " Eternal Ways." There is absolutely no
limit to the possibilities which we may achieve ; neither is there boundary
to the time allotted us in which to do our work, but those who do not
wish further compulsory incarnation and centuries of enforced and necessary experience in the flesh, will make much of the great opportunities
presented to them now ; in this earth-life. For n_gw y~u ar_e conscious,
~nd when may the g~lden pe~od a~in ~e you~, if, befor~ you have
CQNQUERED, you are severed from the hody ; that great means for your
attaining to the Divine ? The Infinite may answer.
'/.
The key is now yours. You knQw the secret. It is free as sunlight,
but ignored as the invisible rays of that subtle element. Will you
step from among the blind, thoughtless throng and apply this simple
methocl for soul-growth ?
Do not expect the future will bring more congenial surroundings ; thus
procrastinating in the commencement of your work. The more unfavorable your environment, the more thoroughly will your powers be tested.
Do not consider your trials in the light of misfortunes, but thank
heaven that you are given them, as a means for a more speedy and satisfactory growth.
Finally, and in recapitulation: It is impossible to lea<l you, by words,
through the labyrinth vf detail whichfull illustration of this point implies.
It remains now for each person to solve the mystery of their lQgos by
strictly conforming to the interior promptings in this regard. Refrain
from saying that which the Inner forbids ; do not neglect to utter that
which you feel should be spoken. We further emphasize the fact that
control of speech, voice, tone, creates the power to guide the thought,
and is one of the methods through which will develop the full control
of every voluntary and involuntary function of your being. Now this
means a great deal ; but the effort to fully control the voice will
lead to . the spiritualization, regeneration of that portion of the Microcosm which makes speech possible. Then the voice cannot express
hatred ; bitterness ; reproach; sarcasm ; deceit, ere., and the question of
thougl1t- transference will be of easy solution ; for the power will be possessed by all who 1 igidly follow these simple suggestions. Tllis desirable
state leads to another of still more importance, and all tends toward the
possession of those occult powers which enables the owner to perform
feats "miraculous." This however is of slight comparative account to
him who has truly overcome. BE PATIENT. THE WAY WILL BE POINTEDOUT ; BUT ONLY STEP BY STEP AND AS YOU ARE ABLE TO PROCEED.

CHAS. H. MA.cuY.
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BIBLE REVIEWS.
Number Nine.

Verse let, (Chap. XI.) ••And the. whole earth was of one language,
. and of one speech." One of two facts must here stand, in view of
historical and geological developments, viz., either Moses was ignorant
of any other continent and people, or he, like many Jewish historians,
speaks more extravagantly than he means, for this at most could only
refer to the people whose history he herein na1'rates.
Verse 2nd : " And it came to pass as they journeyed from the east,
that they found a plain. in the land of Shinar ; and they dwelt there."
This land of Shinar was an historic place, because of a people called by
that name inhabiting it at the time Moses made this record, for we must
bear in mind that this record iii legendary and not a matter of history
until Moses made it so, many hundred years after the time of their
supposed occurrence.
Verse 3rd: "And they said one to another, go to, let us make brick,
and burn them thoroughly. And they had brick for stone, and slime had
they for mortar."
Verse 4th : " And they said, go to, let us build us a city and a tower,
whose top may reach unto heaven; and let us make us a name, lest we be
scattered abroad upon the face of the whole earth."
Here is stated the object of the city and tower "lest we be scattered,"
et.c. Now this shows that they intuitively knew that it was in divine
providence that they should scatter, but renewed opposition to the Divine
will, also n selfish desire for a name and fame among other nations, arrayed their minds and efforts against that spiritual guidance; this plunged
them deeper into materialism and as words do not suffice to convey correct understanding of each other, they hereby lost confidence and consequently the ability to feel the thoughts and motives of each other, as they
had done up to this time.
Therefore misunderLttandings arose, and the consequent disagreement,
which destroyed their united efforts in one direction, and as soon as a
people are scattered into different conditions and surroundings, their language begins to change and it is well known to etymologists that all
national languages are constantly undergoing change, and it only nece111itated separation of the people to change their language, and only required materialism to get control of a spiritual and sensitive people to
create misunderstanding.
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This is probably the means used by Providence for the aooomplishiuent
of the work designed in the destiny of that people. Now no one would
argue that whbre they say, ••Let us build a tower wboae top shall reach
unto heaven " that they thought heaven, the abode of the blessed, could
be reached that way? No more than they could reaaoor.bly believe that
it was admitted by God in the following verses, that unless something
extraneous was Jone they would acc<>mplish it.
Verse 5th : ·• AnJ the LORD came down to see the city and the tower,
which the children of men builded."
This speaks of "the Lord," as if he were a man who heard of what
his people were doing, and had to come down to find out the truth of the
matter. Do you believe that'! I do not; but l do believe it was necesea.ry for Moses to use a word formatiou that would apply itself to the
understanding of u people low down in all matters of knowledge, having
just been freed from four hundred years of slavery to the Egyptians, they
must have been more ignorant than the African slave of to-da.y.
Verse 6th : " And the Lord said, behold, the people is one, and they
have all one language ; and this they begin to do : and now nothing will
be restrained from them, which they have imagined to do."
Here we find hint by " the man of Goo" at the law announced by
Jesus. " 'Where two or three of you are agreed on earth as t.ou.ching one
thing it shall be done fox· thern," for he makes the Lord say the people
understand each other and they are agreed, therefore nothing will restrain
them, a \Vay to convey the idea that it was God's law therefore could not
be altered.
Verse 7th : "Go to, let us go down, and there confound their language,
that they may not unders.t and one &nother's speech." " Let us go down;"
there appears again the idea of plurality of Gods ; what the real idea of
Moses was here is a little questionable, for the Egyptian did not
actualll believe in a plurality of Deities only so far as they believed in
the" 1rinity," and even that wu believed by the master11 to consist of
the Divine Father and Mt;ther and the offspring, man. So virtually they
only believed in a dual God ; they personified all the laws and many of
the ignorant believed in many Gods through that."
It however is evident to me that this great man meant the united body of
the heavens composed of the "spirits of just men made perfect in heaven."
Verse 8th: " So the Lord scattered them abroad from thence upon the
face of all the earth: and they left off t.o build the city." This people
was so low down that if they were told that God diJ it only through natural law, that of cause and effect; they would soon lose all belief in the
existence of God and as they could not understand the all-pervading and
governing mind (and scarcely are the most enlightened people of our day
capable of this) therefore he spake of that mind as though it were men
like themselves, who watched over all the affairs of men, punishing evil
and rewarding good which was and is now true, but not expressed from
a comprehensive view: only to their limited understanding.
He now takes up the posterity of Abraham, the father of his own
branch of the posterity beginning with Shem, therefore the Israelites are
called the Shemitic race. This chapter is finished with the aooount of
who they were that left "Ur of the Chaldeea;" this gives· oa evidence
ihat Chaldea was at least of the descendants of Noah.
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That these people were the most highly cultured of the world : except
the Egyptians, is brought to light, Daniel ii, 2, and many other places
.showing that Chaldea was equal to any other nation in the knowledge
of 'magic. It also favors the idea that they received knowledge of the
occult forces of nature from the very beginning, and that it was their
spiritual knowledge that made t.hem superior to the tribes that alwa.vs
surrounded them. It further evidences that as they lost the child-like
obedience to Divine guidance, they descended into the use of these Divine
knowledge8 and powers for selfish purposes, making of it•' black magic"
which brought destruction upon them as a nation.
It is evident that Abraham preserves in purity the truths they possessed.
So be and his brother Lot left "Ur of the Chaldees" for the_purpose
of colonization, where they could be freed from the perversions of the
truths before committed to his people, and live a righteous life and bring
up bis children in trnth and righteousness. This disposition and effort
was rewarded by the spirit making a special covenant and promises of
good to bis posterity.
But this special good promised him, was more a revelation to him of
what the result would be of this righteous act; that it would accomplish
all that he had desired and much more. God's laws never change and
an aet of the same kind would produce the same results to-day, but as
conditions of the world have changed, therefore the ·same could not be,
but a greater and grander colonization will arise, wherein will be more
than fulfilled the promise to Abraham and will focalize in one centre the
fulfillment of all the spirits, promises, and visions of the past.
But of this we will speak more fully in explana,tion of those prophecies
directly related to this movement.
·
Verse 1st·: (Gen. XII.) " Now the Lord had said unto Abram, get thee
out of thy country, and from thy kindred, and from thy father's house,
unto a land that I will shew thee." Here it is plainly stated that Abram
went out by divine revelation; we are told in other place~ that his obedience was accounted to him for righteousness.
Verse 2nd : ••And I will make of thee a great nation, and I will bless
thee. and make that thy na.me great ; and thon shalt be a blessing:"
Here is also an inducement given him for his obedience also a good and
sufficient reason for his obedience ; God or the high aml holy ones, never
require anyone to act without a good reason.
Blind faith without reason is not acceptable to God or man. Many
demonstrations of this kind have been brought before the Christian
people and still they cling to it, in word at least.
A few years ago a <levote<l Christian man in Pennsylvania killed his
son thinking he wa...~ obeying God. · Last week a man jumped from a.n
upper window in a hotel because Jesus appeared to him and told him to.
as he said.
Many worthless vagabonds are traveling about the country "trusting
in God ,, to feed and clothe them. This state of affairs is the result of
the teaching of blind faith, and an aimless life. Man is here for a purpose and he should 1·ecognize that fact and always work with an object in
view, without which all are sinners against God and man.
Verse 8rd: "And I will bless them that bless thee, and curse him that
curseth thee : and· in thee shall a11 families of the earth be blessed."
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Here are added reasons for his obedience to the Divine guidance, first,
personal benefits are to he derived from it and not only this, but the
promise that he should be a. blessing to all the families of the earth. By
remaining with his people he could not thus bless them ; by going out
from them he could more'fully benefit them, though that benefit was not
immediate and no donbt his people thought him selfish and hard-hearted,
but he believed that true unselfishness was most fully expressed in his
going out from them, but little he thought so many generations would
pass away before those promised blessings would he realized ?
Verse 4th : " So Abram departed, as the Lord had spoken unto him;
and Lot went with him : aml Abram was seventy and five years old wht'n
be departed ont of Horan."
Verse 5th : " Aud Abram took Sarai his wife, and Lot his brother's
sou, and all their substance that they had gathered, and the souls that
they had gotten in Horan ; and they went forth to go into the land of
Canaan ; and into the land of Canaan they came."
Verse 6th : " And Abram passed through the laud unto the place of
Sichem, unto the plain of .Moreh. And the Canaanites were then in the
land."
Verse 7th: "And the Lord appeared unto Abram, and said, unto thy
seed will I give this la.ncl: and there builde1l he an altar unto the Lord,
who appeared unto him." Here Abram receives an a.'isurance that he is
doing right and that he is on the way of success.
Verse 14th: (Chap. XIII.)'' An<l the Lord said unto Abram, after
that Lot was separated from him, lift up now thine eyes, and look from
the place where thou art northwa1·d, and southward, and eastwarJ, and
westward : "
Verse 15th: "For all the land which thou seest, to thee will I give it,
and to thy seed for ever." (See the remainder of this chapter.) Here
is a sample of the experience which all who are obedient to the guidance
will receive. Abram and Lot could not agree and were separated ; no
doubt Abram felt he had done his best, and was sad at heart, because of
his separation from Lot, at this time of his sadness and probable despondency, for he bad no children to build up a na.tion, then he hears the voice
of God again assuring him that his hopes would be realized.
Abram's fidelity was again shown ; notwithstanding Lot left him, and
the unpleasantness that had come between them through his association
with Sodom, yet when Abram knew that his brother had been captur1>d,
(sec chapter xiv) he armed his servants and went out and conquered the
victor an<l brought b::i.ck his brother and also his brother's chosen people
- the Sodomites - then follows a mvsterious account :
Verse 17 tb : " And the king of Sodom went out to meet him after his
return from the slaughter of Chedorlaomer, and of the l:ings that were
with hi111, at the valley of Shave!1, which is the king's dale."
Verse 18th : " And Melchizedek,• king of Salem, brought forth bread
and wine : and he was the priest of the most high God."
Verse 19th : " And he blesse1l him, and said, blessed be Abram of the
most high God, posse!!sor of heaven and earth : " Verse 20th: " And
blessed be the most high God, which hath delivered thine enemies into
thy hand. And he gave him tithes of all." Now who was this king of
•Note different modes of spelling thia word.
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Salem (i.e., peace)? This king of peace bJessed Abram for his conquest
in war; it being a. righteous a.ct, not~ithstanding the recent inharmony
between himself and Lot, he still manifested hie love for him.
Paul in his letter to the Hehrews, vH, 1, "For this Melchisedec, king
of Salem, priest of the most high God, who met Abraham returning from
the slaughter of the kings, and hlessed him ; "
Verse 2nd: "To whom also Abraham gave a tenth part of all; first
being by interpretation king of righteousness, and after that also king of
Salem, which is, king of peace."
Verse 3rd: " Without. fothe".. without mother, and without pedigree,
having neither beginning of days or end of life; but made like unto the
son of God; abideth a priest continually." Verse 4th: "Now consider
how great this man was, unto whom even the patriarch Abraham gave
the tenth of the spoils.'' Verse 5th : "And verily they that are of the
sons of Levi, who re<>eive the office of priesthood, have a commandment
to take tithes of the people according- to the law, that is, of their brethren,
though they came out of the loins of Abraham : "
Verse 6th: "But he whose pedigree is not from them received tithes
in Abraham, and blessed him that had the promises." Ve1-se 7th: "And
without all contradiction the less is blessed of the better." Now here is
a man of whom Paul, the educated arnl zealous Jew, say lie was u11que11tionably greater than Abraham. Abraham was a.:icepted by all as the
greatest man who appeared in the lmeal chain from Adam, antl yet here
is one who has uo lineage in that line, and who makes no account of birthright, living in the material body receiving mate.rial things, bringing material food to A bra.ham yet is greater than he.
We have seen in the acc,11mt of Adam that he was a Neophyte for the
mastery over the creative forces, but failed in reaching the high goal for
whit·h he started and feU into' the "wat.ers of generation;" that there were
great masters living at that time there is no doubt, that they were those
of the remnants of the Golden Age referred to by Esdres vii, 11th, 12th,
and 13th verses, (Apocraphy.) "Because for their sake I made the
worl<l; and when Adam transgressed my statutes themselves decreed that
now is done. Then were the entrance of this world made narrow, full
of sorrow and travail : they are but few and evil, full of perils, and very
painful." For the entrance of the ELDF.R WOitLD werA wide and sure
and brought mortal fruit." Was not Melchisedec one of these immortal
ones? Paul further says, Hebrews, vi, 19th and 20th verses, "Which
hope we have as an anchor to the soul, both sure and steadfast, and which
entereth into that within the veil ; whither the forerunner is for us entered, even Jesus made a high priest forever after the order of Melchisedec." Now in this, Paul refers to ait ORDER within whose n:1L Jesus
entered; all secret knowledges were called veiled, every mystic order had
its own veil- as " the veil of Isis : " "Order of the Egyptian." Moses
came to the Israelite from the Egyptain order. But yet the Israelite
knew of an order which they held in much higher esteem for David while
in the spirit of prophecy speaks of the Messiah in that noted psalm ex,
quoted by Jesns, Matthew xx.ii, 44, says in the 4th verse : " The Lord
hath sworn, and will not repent thou art a priest forever after the order
of Melchezedek." '(read the whole of Paul's argument in the 6th and
7th chapters of Hebrews.) Now this mystic order was of prehistoric
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-existence, therefore nothing was koown of tt.eit-descendimt& so tLat the
king of Salem " was said to be ".without father, witboat mother and
without pedigree." This most ancient order went priesb l'OREVEJt ~use
they were IMMORTAL and if so then they had reached that high altitude
that Adam had started for, viz., •• HaTe dominion over ent"Ything earthly
as stated, Gen. i, 26. the psalmist in this ex psalm aboYe quoted~ carries
that idea all through his song of him.
Now if this order of Melchisidee is an e~ing one, then it still
exists ancl Paul said, Jesus when he went away, "entered iuto that within the veil, i. e., within the secrets of that order. Then he, Jestis, is a
member of it ancl remains there as such to.dav; that he was a great master was expressed by bis words, of Paul, Hebrews ii, 16. "For verily
he took not on him the nature of angels ; but. he t:>0k on him the seed of
Abraham." ·• He took on him," this implies that Ile was a soul, and
that by his own will he took on a body through the creative energy in
Abraham's seed, a body and appeared. among them as one of '1ieir own
children. He having been in a more perfect sense than the sons of Adam
••the son of God," (yet they were called so) through having passed through
all the trials and was faithful and had reached the height of attainment
where all things in nature were subordinate to him he then inherited by
divine right the dominion " was heir of all things." This high and holy
order ha.~ been referred to in this magazine as " the 8olar Masters " (see
page 216, volume I of THE ESOTERIC.)
There has never been a time in the history of the world but what there
were men living in the flesh who were truly " priests of the most high
God." Men who bad a knowledge of all the laws of nature and were
waster of them. Men who knew that all law was the prodnct of the mind
of God, and who lived so harmonious with that miud that they were conscious of the thoughts of God, and as their will was merged in the will of
God, therefore whatever they willed to do they did so by the power of
God's will.
Therefore their will was superior to any of the creative forces, consequently they all obeyed them, so that if it was necessary to do those things
that would make ordinary men wonder, they did so: and it was from
this that the word miracle came, (i.e., a wonder or a wonderful thing.)
But these men could not get tho will to do those thing& to gratify idle
curiosity, because their power depended upon the will and mind of God,
yet it is true that God is absolute servant to the mind and will of man,
for man's mind and will is a focal centre of Deiflc attributes, and so far
as tliey live in · harmony with those attributes and cultivate their mental
powers, they have Deiftc qualities; for aJl things originated from the
word of God - a thought-form of God. Therefore aJJ that is brought
into existence is thought, even the solids of earth is a psycholigised state
of spirit and that spirit is a part of God.

~·

Jules Viray estimates that four-tenths of the human race subaiat exclusively on
a vegetable diet, and that 11even-tenths are practically (thongh not on principle,)
vegetarians.
" Virehow estimates the total number at eighty-five per cent. (TM' Natural
Oure.)
The strongest peasant.a met with in Europe live almost exclusively on rye bread,
pea soup and vegt'tablea. (Etknic DilJt.)
·
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IN THE MISTS.
BY BELLA FRENCH SWISHER.
PART FIRST. A METEMPSYCHOSIS.

XI.
The Wreck.

CHAPTER

THE sun arose seemingly out of the yet restless waters. Far as eye
oould reach was a broad expanse of sea and sky, and not a speck dimmed
either. The hope of 'seeing her child died out of Rnth's heart. What
had become of the little craft and its burden of precious freight ? Had
the rude waves engulfed it? Alas I the fugitive mother was nearly wild
with grief and despair.
·• I was dissatisfied with my child," she said to J ndy, " and now just
as she has become a part of my very e:xistenoe, as it were, God has punished me by taking her from me."
The poor old servant had no consolation to offer. She rocked herself
to and fro, lamenting the fate which had parted her from her charge, and
ever and anon. praying for succor for her mistress and herself.
Ruth's gaze wandered from the broad expanse of sea. to the wrecked
vessel and to the brave men, working so vigorously at the pumps. One
after another, they walked manfully up to the prescribed duty, none
seeking to shirk or impose more than his share upon a messmate. Since
midnight, it had been thus - how long they would. be compelled to continue at the labor, only God could tell. Meanwhile, she and her servant
had enjoyed comparative comfort. Those noble men, the vessel's entire
crew were toiling without food or rest. It must not be. She would do

her part.

·

She turned to her servant and speakinjr almost sternly, said :
.. Control younelf, Judy. You· and fare a selfish pair. All hands
are at the pumps. They haye nothing to eat except bits of sea biscuit.
A good breakfast - some hot coffee, would give them new life. Come,
my old friend, let us do our part and prepare something for them."
She did not even wait for the surpriaed negress to reply ; but walked
over t.o where the captain was standing.
"Sir," she said, "I am not strong enough to take my turn at the pumps
with the prospect of any satisfactory result. But I can make for you and
your brave men, a cap o{ good coffee. If you w!ll allow it, myself and
aervant will be pleaaed to prepare your breakfast and also all the other
meals, which yon shall need, during our stay upon the wreck."
•• Bless you I " returned the gentleman with a sudden brightening of
his eyes. ••It is just what we need. We shall be compelled to dividtl
up, and one half of our number rest while the others work the pumps ;
for you see, even strong men wear out in time. Your aid in the way that
you mention will be gratefully received."
In the emergencies of the hour, time was too precious to allow any of
it to be wasted iii idle words. He led the way to the caboose, even while
he was apeakinJ and, after pointing out the cooking apparatus and ship's
stores of provisions, he went back to his duties, leaving her to do M she
conaider9d best concerning the quantity and quality of the morning meal
which ahe was to prepare.
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Ruth managed after a while to press Judy into service ; and, from that
hour, the time of both women was fully employed.
The men, as they grew weary, had a leaning toward whiskey to supply
themselves with fictitious strength.
"Bring them coffee instead," the captain whispered to Ruth. "If
they should imbibe too much liquor, we will all find a home in •Davy
Jores' Locker.'"
She took the hint, ancl when a man was relieved from duty, she had a
cup of hot coffee rea.<ly for him; and it was even more accept:ible than
whiskey to the majority of the men.
" Bless your sweet blue eyes," one of them said to her. " You a1·e a
royal little lady, if one e\•er lived, that's sure."
" A little lady that we shall never forget while life la....ts, n<> matter how
many years we may have to live!" added the captain with much enthusiasm.
He was a ~rfect type of a southern gentleman, this Captain Marks dark and handsome,. with eyes that flashed like lightning in anger, but
grew melting with tenderness when his sympathies were aroused. Young
too, not more than twenty-eight, possibly not that old.
The hours of that long clay of waiting went slowly by ; but not a speck
appeared upon the waters to cheer the poor creatures, working upon the
wreck for dear life. Another night set in. calm and star-lit. The effects
of the storm were no longer apparent in the waves, for the sea was again
comparatively quiet. But terrors are always magnified when endured
at night, and hearts that are strong arrd brave in the sunlight, often
weaken and grow cowardly umle).· the shadow of darkness. They, who
clung to the wreck as their only chance for life, grew despondent when
the daylight died away, without having brought succor.
" You must retire," Captain Marks said to Ruth. " You will be worn
out."
'' O~ no," she i·eturne<l quickly. "You need my aid now more than
:you clid in the daylight, ancl there is more danger now than then. It
shall not be said that I shirked my duty. Unless I succumb to weakness,
which I hove will not be the case, I will stand at my post until aid
comes to us."
" A noble girl ! " returned the captain. " I cannot think of vou as
a wife and mother, for you have the face of a child. Woulcl you objec~
to tellin~ one your age ? ''
"This is the 19th of April - i::i it not ? "
" Yes. We were wrecked on the 18th. But it seems to n1e that I
have lived a month since then."
"If I eee the sun rise to-morrow, I will be eighteen years old," she said.
"So young and so brave-hearted!" he returned musingly. Then he
added, "I prophesy that to-morrow will be the gladdest day of your whole
life.''
He went away to his duties then, and she continued on with hers.
"Our hearts must not fail us, my mt>n," he said to the crew; "not only
for the sake of ourselves and our dear ones at horne, bntalso for the sake
of that sweet young creature, who announces her determination tq, stand
at her poet, regardless of fu.tigue, until aid comes to u::i. With such a
heroic example in the person of so delicate a girl, we must hold out."
w
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"Ay, ay, sir," answered. a chorus of voices. ""\\• e can hol<l ortt as long
as she can - that's dead sure."
It was a. terrible night to all on that fated wreck. Ruth felt he1·self
grow weak and dizzy many times, and old J u<ly, every few minutes. declared herself "e'en a most done for." But both kept at their work.
Ruth with her own fair hands carried cup, after cup, of cofft•c to the tired
seamen, never omitting a word of praise, or encouragement to the recipient.
It was with a prayer of thankfulness, that she saw the first red ~treak
appear in the east. It broadened and melted into white light. Then
the great yellow sun arose. hearing, on his disc, a tiny spot. 8he called
attention to it.
" God be praised - a sail ! " cried Captain Marks.
" If sbe only sights us, we are save1l ! " he continued. " But we are ·
110 low in the water, I fear that she will pass us unnoticetl:·
••She is coming toward us," said the mate, handing the spy glass to
the captain.
••So she is. Bearing down full upon us. We must make her aware
of our close proximity. Work with a will, men ; we shall be able to save
som~tbing of our cargo, I trust- I am thankful now that we did not
pitch the whole of it overboard. Make a little blaze on cleek, mate, as
she draws toward us."
A few minutes of breathless anxiety ancl suspense followed, then Cap- .
tain Marks cried out.
"·She sees us. She has answered our signal I She has tacked ; she
is standing toward us I 'Ve are saved I"
Ruth dropped upon her knees, and raising her streaming e7es heavenward, she cried :
"Father in Heaven, we thank Thee for Thy mercy an<l Thy over-reaching kindness! We bow iu humble adoration arid gratitude before Thee I"
She was.a pretty picture, kneeling thus with her hair of rippling goltl
floating over her earnest, upturned face. The men paused in their work
aad bowed their heads in silent respect ; and Captain Mark11 dropped on
his knees beside he1-.
•• 'Ve thank Thee, Father of ail mercies," he said in a reverential tone,
••not ouly for our lives which Thou, in Thy kindness hast spared ; but,
also, for letting the light of Thy smile fall upou the noble woman whose
bright example has kept us from fainting by the way-side -Thank Thee
for making this particular day, one, whose joy will never be forgotten by
her who kneels here I"
As he said the last, he laid his hand upon Ruth's bowed head in .loving
benediction.
•• W reek ahoy I " cried a voice coming from the approaching vessel.
" Who are you ? "
" Schooner White Swan, dismantled in the gale, and sprung aleak.
Who are you ? "
"Oaleta Juanita. bouud for Tampico. All hail to you, Cousin Dick I "
"'He knowli you'! " questioned Ruth.
"He is my cousin, Charles May. He married a Spanish lady of wealth,
and, at home, is Don Carlos Mayo. We are extremely fortunate in his
opportune arrival."
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Meanwhile, the Galeta had sent her boats to the assistance of the passengers and crew of the ill-fated White Swan. , Ruth and Judy were soon
on the deck of the Juanita. But the crew remained on board the wreck,
for a time, for the purpose of saving the ship's valuables and the light.er
portion of her cargo - the heavier pa.rt of it had been ca.st ove1·board, to
lessen the weight, after the discovery of the leak. But it was found impracticable to remain ve1y long, even though a portion of the Juanita's
crew lent assistance. The pumps left unworked, the water soon filled
the hold, compelling the men to seek safety in the small boats, and row
hurriedly toward the Galeta. Indeed, scarcely were they safe on the vessel's deck, when the wreck careened, tipped and then sank from view ~
neath the treacherous waves. The voyage of the White Swan was at an
end.

XII.
Jua11ita.

CHAl'TER

•' Well, my dear young friend, I trust you find yourself somewhat rested
and ref1 eshed.''
It was Captain Marks who spoke and the person addressed was Ruth.
A night had intervened since the rescue, and all parties were on deck,
enjoying a balmy, sunlit morning at sea.
" 0, yes," she replied, "and I should be quite contented if I could but
know that my child and the dear lady who has her were as safe as I am."
" The weather since the storm has been so calm, that I do not imagine
they can have been lost. Quite probably they have been picked up, 1*
fore this time.''
"But I am leaving behind all chance of ever hearing from them. If
the vessel were only bound in the opposite direction I might oome upon
them perhaps in New Orleans. But at Tampico-"
"My friend, we need uot remain there very_ long," returned Captain
Marks. "Vessels are · leaving that port for New Orleans every day or
two.''
Ruth clasped her hands somewhat despairingly. She thought of how
helpless she would be even in New Orleans. True, she had relatives
there. But they were distant ones, who knew little or nothing about her.
They might not sympathize with her. They might even report her arrival to her husband. And how could she ever face him without
returning to him his child ? Would not the whole world
think her insane, when his version of the story was told ?
Once again in his power, a madhouse door would soon close behind her,
and libeJ"ty would be hers never more till derth should set her free. Then
she thought of the child. The sweet lady, who had it, would be more of
a mother to her darling than she could ever be. Could she take Baby
from her who had saved the tiny creature's life? Even had she found a
place in the life.boat, the child must have perished for want of nourishment had the sweet lady not fed it from the fountain, which supplied her
own babe. Baby had refused artlllcial food after having been nursed at
the breast ; and by that time if alive, was so used t.o human milk, that a
change might be dangerous, even should the little one be prevailed upon
to accept it. Surely a true mother would aeek the best for her child,
even at the expense of her own feelings. Until weaned, at least, Baby
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was better off with the strange lady than with her own mother. Perhaps
therefore, Tampico was a safer place for the bereaved fugitive than New
Orleans might prove t.o be.
The decision wrung a wild sob from Rn th.
, ''You are in great, trouble," asserted Captain Marks, looking pityingly
upon the bowed form. " I saw that when you came on board the ' \\Thite
Swan.' If your child is saved from the sea, I swear to you on the honor
of a gentleman that it shall be returned to you, if I have the power to
discover its whereabouts, which I believe that I have. I can accompliah
more than you can in that matter. Rest easy. It will take time, but I
will work day and night until I have the pleasure of giving your child
into your arms."
" My true, kind friend l " returned Ruth. " I must believe you, for I
see that you are honest and in earnest 0, sir, we have faced death together," she cried with a sudden impulse, lifting her tear-wet eyes till
they rested on bis face. "I have seen how nobly you stayed by your
duty and with what pity and humanity you looked upon the sufferings of
others. Surely, I may trust you l You would not betray me ? "
·
"Child, I would not betray a dog that trusted me ; much less a lady
whom I tespect as highly as I do you. I see that you are in trouble. It
may be that I can aid you. If so, you have only to command me, and I
will respond."
.
" I fear that no one can aid me,'' she returned with a shake of the
head. " I am fleeing from the home which my dear father left to shelter
me - fleeing because my husband wishes to put me into a mad-house."
" A mad-house I You? Impossible! "
" ! ma-rried him because papa asked it on his death-hed ; " she continued, " but he did not love me. He only wanted my property and he
wishes to enjoy it without me. He was to have taken me to a private
asylum the very morning of the day that I met with you ; but I fled during the night while he slept. Fate helped me by sending an old servant
to my rescue. He stole from me the money with which he bought the
smack, but I forgive the crime, since I else must have perished."
She paused as if to read the face of her new friend before proceeding
farther. Heartfelt pity and interest were written there; and she saw
that a moisture was glistening in the dark orbs which had never dimmed
when he stood, toiling hour after hour, on the wreck, uncertain whether
life or death was to be his reward.
" Go on l " he said in a low kind tone.
"There is not much more to tell, sir. I have left all my property behind
me. A place, where I may earn my living while hiding myself from him,
and the knowledge that my child is safe and well cared for - that is the
most of earthly good and happiness for which l may even hope. For to
claim sufficient of my property for my support, would be to put
myself in my husband's power; and death even would be preferable to
that.''
"I think you said that your husband is a Spaniard? "
"No, sir. He is an American. My mother was Spanish and my father,
Scotch. Tol6n was my mother's name, and it is one of my two baptismal
names. Please do not ask me more concerning my identity. I may tell
you all sometime - but not just yet. Not that I doubt yau,'' she added
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quickly. ••I only feel M if I wonld rather be unknown to everyone at
present."
, "So be it : " returned Captain Marks. " I can be your friend without
knowing your name. Withhold all confidence, if y~u will, but believe methink of me as one ever ready to serve you. What you desire, if I understand you, is a retreat - a home for the time being where some light
work will compensate for your support?"
••That is it, sir," returned Ruth. ••I am not yet strong enough to endure very hard work. A place as a lacly's companion, or even maid, or
as a governess to children, would be best suited to me. I speak Spanish
fluently."
" That will he of great assistance to you, in Mexico. I will talk over
the matter with my cousin and ascertain what can be done for you."
With these words, he bowed and withdrew.
But, an hour later, he again sought her presence.
"My cousin," he said, "will be delighted to receive you as an inmat.e
of his house, to be a companion of his wife. He speaks broken Spanish.
and she broken English, though he imagines that his Spanish is quite
perfect. He wishes his wife to acquire a pure English accent, and he has
been on the lookout for sometime, to find a lady, speaking both languages,
to be a companion to her. l£ you succeed in capturing Juanita's heart,
as you have captured all of ours, your sailing will be easy. And I feel
sure that you will do so."
A faint flush rose to Ruth's cheeks. It hacl been her lot to secure very
little genuine appreciation. She had received compliments, of course,
as all girls do, and she had had sense enough to valu~ them at their real
worth. She felt that ,Captain Marks did not refer to her beauty of person, in speaking, but to the intrinsic worth of her mind and soul ; and
she experienced a pleasure in his word.
. The weather continued clear and thb wind fair, and no incident, worthy
of relating, happened to the Juanita. On the morning of the fifth day
after the cyclone, the rock·bound coast and -sandy beach of Tampico appeared in view; and a few hours later, the vessel anchored in the roads.
of Tampico, opposite the bar which lies near the mouth of the Rio Panreco, six miles up which, the town of Tampico is situated.
As the bar is only some seven feet beneath the water's surface and the
Juanita had about twelve feet draught, it was necessary for Captain Mayo·
to unload his craft before entering the river. It was also compulsory
for him to await the arrival of the custom-house officers before discharging any of the cargo. This caused a delay of several hours - indP.ed until late in the afternoon.
Captain Mayo fumed and fretted. To be in sight of home and yet
held from it by stern necessity, was something unpleasant lio bear
The sun was low iu the western sky, when the inspection was completed
a.nd permission given for the vessel to unload. This, it was alrea.dy toolate to clo; and she was obliged to lay at anchor near that dangerous bar~
at the mercy of the winds and waves, to await the coming of another
niorning. Happily for the captain, he was her owner, and he could
transfer the command of her to his mate without any qualms of conscience~
One of her boats was made ready, and the captain and passengers took.
i;t-.ats in it, for a row to the town.
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Once beyond the bar, the water became placid. Ruth never fo1·1f.ot
ihe <le1ightful ride up the Panreco, on that beautiful April flvening. 1he
banki:i, green with mesquite and the different kinds of mimosa; the backgrouncl of rocky bluffs, plainly defined upon the glowing sky; the deli~ions breeze; ancl the soft, fading glory of d~parting day, charmecl her
and caused her ' for the time being to forget her sorrows - that she was a.
fugitive, casting her fate among strangers in a strange land.
" "' e have our home in the old town," explained Captain Mayo. as
they glided along between the green-bordered banks, with a feeling of
ihankfnlness that their feet would soon press the firm earth once more.
"If it had not been for those confounded custom-house officers, I would
nave seen you there this evening. As it is, we will be obliged to remain
in the new town until to-morrow, for the night will be dark - no moon
to light us. But Juanita, my wife, will meet us; and sha will row you
·over in the mornin'?. I must return to my vessel at day-break ; but as
soon as she is safe m harbor, I will follow you, and then I will assist my
wife to make life endurable to you until the sense of strangeness has worn •
.away, and you can feel that you are at home."
In due time, the boat reached the landing, when upon, a cry of delight
from a beautiful Spanish girl, who had been waiting on shore, told Ruth
that Captain Mayo's wife had appeared upon the scene. This was soon
proven, for a moment later the pair.were locked in each other's arms,
with exclamations of '' Muy amado Marido I" and "My own sweet
dulre consorte."
Meanwhile, Captain Marks assisted Ruth to step on shore, and a moment later, she was being introduced to Senora ,Juanita, who received
her with a pretty blush of pleasure, and a warm cla..~p of the hand.
•• I shall be so glad to have you with me," said the young Spanish
wife. with an accent that lent sweetness to her words. " Carlos, my
hu~band, is from home so much and I talk but little English when he iii
away. I study hard and do my best, yet he is always correcting me. I
like it not well -your language, but I wish to speak it, for my husband's
sake - because he requires it of me.''
" It is not as smooth and sweet a.~ your language," ret\M"ned Ruth addressing her new friend in Spanish. "Yet I like it for it was my father's
toD$lle."
Juanita clasped her hands in great glee.
''How sweetly you speak Spanish T" she cried. "Now I can learn.
Carlos speaks my language so badly that I do not always understand him
when he tries to teaeb me English."
The little, red-headed captain gave his wife a look that might have
annihilated her, if looks could annihilate, so full it was of scorn at the
accusation.
••Miss Tolon," he said, " you will have to teach my wife both languages,
for heT Spanish is very imperfect. She speaks a jargon, learned from
the lower classes; while I speak pure Castilian, learned from books."
He stroked bis light goatee and walked a little ways from the party, to
·show his insulted dignity.
Juanita laughed gaily.
.. We never quarrel about anything else," she said, "and we soon make
op. I am so glad that I now have you to interpret his Spanish u) me. I
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find it much f!asier t.o understand him when he speaks E"Q.glish. Our baby
Juan has managed, between the two of us, to make a language of hia
own, that no one except myself can well uuderstand. But he is a dear
little fellow, and I do hope that you will love him."
CHAPl'ER

XIII.

Tampico.

•

NOT until Ruth was alone in her little lodging room at the Fm&da.
·did she realize the full extent of her loneliness and misery. Excitement
and constant change of scene had drawn her thoughts away from hPrself.
Her loving pity for others had caused her t.o forget her own sorrow while
ministering t.o their pressing needs. And so surrounded had she been
by people until now, that she had had little opportunity to mea.snre her
own desolation. No wonder that she sat Ion~ beside the ventarrilla
(though it was too small to be called even a " little window ") gazing at
the Htars and trying t.o read there her destiny .
The sounds of revelry and the laughter of rough men came to her ean
from the gambling hall below, and jarred l'Udely upon her over-stru 1g
nerves. 'Vhat cared those creatures for love, or learning, or purity?
What knew thP,y of any of the pious things which even Buddha taught
in a heathen land, twenty-four hundred years before they were horn. After
nll, was not his doctrine of deeds, better than that of 11imple repentance
for a wicked life? - better that the soul shoul<l be purified by a succession of lives upon this earth, than it should appear ~in-~tained before its
Maker? For surely nothing but a miracle could deanse a spirit that
had had such a dwelling place. Christ coultl make such clean, if they
would only come unto him. But alas ! they would never come. They
would <lie as they were living, and everl:\s~ing misery would be their
portion. Everlasting I Knowing no end ! llow could she grasp the
fnll meaning of that terrible word I A billiol,l years. a billion billion
years, yet their sufferings would be only just commenced! Such was her
religion. Her mother's gave the po9r wretches a chance to retrieve their
wrong-doing, by coming back in new bodies and again solving the problem of life and death.
Since nearly one ha.1£ of the entire world accept the latter belief, it was
certainly worthy of more than a passing thought. Pytha~ora.s, Plato antl
many other great philosophers were believers in it. Was 1t really so mnch
at variance with the Bible as most people thought'? She recalled the
transfiguration of Christ ; his meeting with the spirits of Mose~ ;tnd
Elias an<l His bidding His disciples:
"Tell the vision to no man until the son of man be risen from the 1leaJ.
••And his disciples asked him, saving:
"'Vhy then say the scribes that Elias must first come?
And Jesus answered and said unto them, Elias truly shall fir:Jt come
and restore all things.
•• But I say unt.o you that Elias is come already, aud they knew him
not and have done uuto him whatsoever thev listed. Likewise shall also
the son of man suffer of them.
·
.. 'l'hen the disciples knew thai he spoke unt.o them of John the Baptist."
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And this was the fulfillment of the promise :
•• Behold, I will send you Elijah, the prophet, before the coming of the
great and dreadful day of the Lord."
This surely was metempsychosis. Again, the return of spirits and
their power to communicate with mortals were recognized facts of Bibletimes, as was also a belief in dreams; all of which are met with ridicule
at the present day, subjecting the believer or investigator to ostracism
•
by the religious world. 'Pid not Christ say :
.. And these signs shall follow them that believe. In my name, shall
they cast out devils ; they shall speak with new tongues. They shall take
up serpents a.nd if they drink any deadly thing, it shall not hurt them ;
they shall lay hands on the aick and they shall recover."
Yet they who had attempted to practice such things in Christ's name
had been denounced as impostors.
Not onoo since her ftight until now, had Ruth's thoughts reverted to
the subjects which had been haunting her. But on this night, solitude
and wakefulness gave them full sway and she was once more wandering
in the gloomy forest of doubt and uncertainty.
·
Slie clung to the Bible as her only hope of fnture life and happiness !
but, twist it as they might to suit their creed, its teachers could not hide
its plain wording from a thoughtful mind.
Thus Ruth's thoughts wandered as she sat, hour after hour, gazing
upon the night. What to her were self-evident facts, were not pleasant
ones, yet she c mid not banish them from her mind.
" Alas! " she cried, " if spirits do revisit this earth, why do not some
of them come and set my doubting soul at rest. If I have a good angel,
why does he not tell me of the fate of my child?"
-The sounds of l'evelry died away. The wa.nlng moon arose and hung
suspended above a single star - a heralder of the dawn ; then both
melted into the white light of the newly-born day.
Ruth a.rose with a shiver, and threw herself upon the bed of skins,
whic~h had remained unpressed during the night.
Gradual1y, the little apartment with its meagre furniture disappeared,
and she was out at sea, in the life-boat that had borne away her child.
But her mother was also there, holding ·• Baby " in a close embrace.
The boat was nearing the land - a low bar of sand stretching as far as
eye could reach. The dreamer extended her arm for the child, but the
figure shook its head, saying: •• We two are one I Go your way and we
will go ours." 'Vith those words, it stepped upon the surface of the
water and glided away towarcl the land, leaving Ruth alone in the boat,
with nothing but the frail shell between her and destruction, for the waves
near her seemed to be dashing "mountains high."
A call to breakfast awoke her, and she opened her eyes to see the
bright sunlight pouring into her room, through the little window.
After bathing her face and rearranging her hair, she went down to a
breakfast of black coffee, tortillas (common wafers) rice and eggs. As
the two last-named articles were served with grated onions, she breakfasted
on tortillas and coffee, feeling very little desire for heavy food after her
night's meditation and unrest.
She had heen joined at the table by Captain .Marks a.nd Juanita, and,
after the meal was finished, the trio strolled out to look at the town, which
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is situated 011 a rocky peninsula, near a cluster of small lakes which empty
their watflrs into the river Paureco. Houses of all 1lescriptions occupied
the regular squares -from the Indian bamboo hut to the substantial
stone edifices of the European merchants. Upon the streets, all nationalities of people were to be seen ; The ragged Indians with sandallecl feet,
moving about, bearing water-jugs or loads of fruits and vegetables for
the market; the Mexican women with their headR hidden in black sh:\wls,
Uie ranchero in his costume of leather knee breeches, embroidered vest
and sombrero; the idle gambler in his faded velvet trousers and toga;
the plodding European, the nervous money-making American, and the
shabby soldiery.
The trio wended their way through the crowd to the river bank where
Juanita's boat and servant were in waiting to convey them to the Pueblo
Viejo, or old town; As Juanita was already nervous because of having
left her child so long, they took seats without further delay, beneath the
white awning, and were soon gliding along the small channel, between
-oyster beds and green banks toward the southern lagoon, upon whose
shore is the village of old Tampico.
Situated at the foot of a steep, verdure-covered hill, its houses built
.in the old style of Spanish architecture and surrounded by cocoa palms,
lacking the noise and bustle of the new town, the Pueblo Viego pras1:1nted
picturesque and inviting appearance, to the wanderer whose home it was
to be.
" Casa de la Mayos," as Don Carlos " had named it, was a low but
tasty hut built in old Spanish style, having porticos on three sides and
-enclosing a court. Near the house and surrounded by a stone wall, was
a garden, rich in tropical fruits and flowers - the whole so arranged that
when the iron gates were closed and locked, the Casa became a castle,
well pl'Otected from the attacks of any would-be marauders.
"Surely. nought bet security awaits you here,'' said Captain Marks
to Ruth, when next they wet-e alone together.
"It would see1u so," she returned. ••If I could have my child, I should
feel more contented than I have felt for many months. But alas I God
only knows how luug I am to rcniaiu in nnce1·tainty regarding her fate! "
"Not Jong, I trust," he responded. "I will not wait to go on my
cousin's vessel, but will leave for New Orleans on the first craft that sails
from this port. Give me your prayers. I shall rest not, until I hring
or send you word of your child."
••God bless you ! " excla.imerl the bereaved mother ; then she tnrnid
from him to hi~le her tea.rs.
(To be continued.)
THE Roman soldiers, who built ~ud1 wonderful roads and carried a wei:;ht
of armor and luggage that Would crush the average farm-hand, lived OU coarse
brown bread and sour wine. They were tempe1·ate in diet and regular and con·
stant in exercises. The Spanish peasant, works every day and dances h.ilf the
night, yet eats only his black bread, onion and watermelon. The Smyrna porter
eats only a little fruit and sour olives, yet he walks oft with his load of one hun·
dred pounds. The Coolie, fed on rice, is more active and can endure more than
the negro, fed on fat meat. The heavy work o( the world is not done by the men
who eat the greate:1t quantity. Moderation in diet seems to be the perquisite of
endurance.
Scien.tt.ftr, A ntP,rir,an.
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" Thia ia the true God and eternal life.
Perfect love caat.eat out fear.
Fear hath tonnent."-&r. Jomr.

life shall bloom in thee
Only as fear shall pass away.
E'en as thou fearest, bitterly
Hhalt thou die day by day.

ETERNAL

And there is never sense of fear
Save as the self oppose the· All;
Fighting for self the battle drear
Which all the earth doth pall.
Cease now the strife, and play thy part
Of lover to the All which is
!fhe not-thyself ; then from thy heart
Torment is gone ; and entered, bliss.
This will half gift thee with the wing,
Which lifts the body to its best
Of service ; while its perishing
By service shall the soul i,nvest,
With the white light of perfeet peace;
With transmutations finer far
Than robe the West at day's decea:se,
And put upon its breast a star.

E. J.

HOWES.

THE HEALING POWER.
IN launching out upon this subject, let us first try and get as clear an idea
possible, as to what the Healing power is, and what we mean by the term
from an Esoteric stand-point, as I believe that esoterically, is the only
way by which the real man-healing power can be found or attained, it is
really a metaphysical process, the healing growth can only come from a
knowledge of the great possibilities that belong to man.
As we examine the snbject from this view, it is clear that healing
means salvation, the saving power, to be made whole, free from all evil
desires and wrong appetites; free from unhappiness, pain, disease and
death. To b~ healed means to be regenerated, to become perfectly sound
in mind and holly. It means the growth into the knowledge that gives
us dominion over matter; it is the doing of the 11upreme will here on earth,
iu the body. It means the purification, refinement and perfection, jointly
of our spiritual and physical condition, the means working toward the
establishment of heaven on earth.
Is the practical realization of this great boon, in an ordinary sense,
within the reach of people? We say yes, it i.i to a greater .extent within
our reach and within easier reach, than most people imagine. Its realization is not only possible but the beauty of its power lies in the simplicity
and naturalness of its operation, if we are but open to an entertainment
&.'I
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of a belief in its existence, its expansive force finds lodgement within us,
and its coming is as natural as breathing, its ever increasing presence
is ma.nifest in grander, more extended and healthier ideas of our existence,
by an ever increasing cousciousness of new powers, endows us with a. sublime quality of fearlessness and ever out-reaching steadiness of purpose.
The people of the world to-day have a general indefinable consciousne98
of the attainability of a state of happiness and satisfaction here in the
body, but they do not know that they know it, or rather they do not know
what it is or how to get it. They are conscious of the fact that life is
precious, and they use every available means to prolong it. Man in his
mad struggle for more life and the consequent greater happiness, has.
as far back through the ages as we can trace, grasped at many
evanescent ideas, supposing that at last he had found the Elixir of Life.
In their blin<l race for wealth, men trample each other down like
thirsty, panic-stricken cattle in sight of the cooling stream, expecting
that in the accumulation of material goods, they will find the satisfaction that they so strongly crave, only to find at last even if successful
in acquiring wealth, that the Zif.; is exhausted in getting it. He has
actually given his life for a thing that he cannot use. The strongest
claim for patronage, that the hundreds of advertised nostrums of the
day can make, is the claim of their wonderful health restoring qualities, for the recovery and perpetuation of youthful vigor and beauty.
Note the furore created by the late Brown-Sequard &o-called discovery;
note what a wave of interest was created by the advent of Haggard's
Slie.
What then, is the great and all-powerful agent or means by which this
healed condition can be reached? I answer by aborbing the Real, the
Life. I refer to the great supreme omnipresent essence or substance freer
than the air we breathe, and infinitely more almncla.nt; we a.re immersed
in it, live in it as in an illimitable ocean of water, so to speak, and strauge
to say we die in it. Thus surrounded by it, immersed and living in it,
with an illimitable quantity of it within our reach, 1oe perish for want of
it. Surely there is no one who could hear such a thought announced and
r.ot desire to be a. pa1·taker of the good things, or care to longer live, or
rather exist as an outcast in the wilderness, living on husks and offscum,
when there is plenty and to spare of the very fat of the land.
But in order to be a partaker and to contain more of the plenteous
healing- substance, there must be created the capacity to contain it; we
can 110 more get life beyond our existing capacity, than a pint cup. can
contain u. gallon of water. Then we see that our desire for, and ability
to get morn life, ~omes by natural growth. the same as we acquire a knowledge au<l conception of whatever we apply ourselves to study, for instance,
mathematics or geology, or as the engraver acquires skill in the use of
the tool, as the school-boy gradually receives a conception of wh.'tt is taught
him, but no thought. idea, or substance can be received, retained and~
except there is a power or substance of a kind or quality particularly
suited for its attraction, reception and use.
The question is then, how do we increase our capacity to inspire and
contain more and more of the great healing substance ? Is it possible for
all and any to partake of the elixir, and to realize its influx?
To all who realize the attainability of a state of existence superior t.o

..
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the earth-bound state of nearly all people now, t.o him or her who.se dreams
and intuitional desires presage a greater and grander perfection than we
now know. Men and women, who in their souls, reach out for satisfaction
beyond and above the superficial limitations of the present age. People
whose spiritual conviction antl sight of a state of life belonging to us, filled
with peace, serene strength, reposeful power, coming from a perfect trust and a knowledge of our relation to the Divine Will; such people
may know, that with their spiritual hands, they a.re already reaching out,
gathering of the fruit of Eternal Life, from another sphere. ·
Faithfully yours, J. G. TAYLOR.
VEGETARIANISM.•
BY THEODORE WRIGHT.

(Read before the South Auatralian F..ot.eric Branch.)

Soul culture, and rising int.o the reality and conscious employment of
true spirit life and power, must be the fervent aspiration of every true.
hearted Esoteric. Between the highest potencies of soul and spirit and
that which contributes t.o a strong animal physique there is neither link
nor connection. All masters of spirit forces rise to the heights of their
attainment.<> by denying rather than striving t.o gratify the cravings of
the flesh. There is neither co!llpatibility nor agreement between the possession of animal and 11piritnal fo1·ce ; in all cases alike what seems t.o
promote the one at the same time weakens and destroys the other. They
are in dire antagonism t.o each other all the time and necessarily so, and
only one of the two can dominate. It is only necessary here to draw attention to this, that because so much stress is generally laicl upon the
possession of bodily strength and a fine physique; whereas in fact between the possession of sm·h a phyi;ique an<l the very highest spiritual
attainments there is no directly tl'aceable or even needful connection.
It is quite possible to tun even this true thought, however, t.o a ridiculous
and false extreme. Many things in our external bearings and physique
are related correspondentially, or as some would say typically, to the interior man. One who comes into the world with all t:1e potentialities of
a full soul a.ml spirit, nature will thereby naturally and necessarily faahion for the same a tabernacle in agreement therewith. There will be
bt.auty of form, harmony of parts and features, external signs iu every
shape and particular, bespeaking the hidden interior possibilities, and yet
that one may mistake greatly afterwards in the employment of all these,
and so instead of utilizing the latent soul and spirit nature hi1lden within
him, may turn aU his force~, desires, ancl aspirations either upon the development or debasement of his external nature. This is where the item
of fooll specially adapted to quicken and set free the interior nature comes
to be a matter of such great moment. It will also be obvious tha.t a.s the
very natures of flesh and spirit antagonize each other at all points, we
shall by looking intently for physical signs of advantage be looking in the
wrong direction, for what is really against the external man at all time
is actually fO'I' the inner and therefore the real man. No doubt this is
exactly where mistakes are genemlly made, and false concepts as t.o what
is and is not to our advantage come in at this very point to trouble and
• Continued from Oc.-t.ober.
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di.l:lturb us. We must not bti content with merely skimming the surface
of the .waters of truth. The scum and froth gathering about water is
always upon its surface; and we may actually see all manne1· of things
thus floating upon the surface of truth which may be, like the scum and
froth on the top of water that which we are speaking of, neither part nor
portion of the truth itself, any more than is said scum upon the surface
of pure water any part or portion of the limpid aml refreshing 611id below.
As Esoteric students we cannot afford to waste our time aucl our infrt~
quent opportunities in wor<ly disputations relative to those things which
float obtrusively upon the surface of Rociety life eve1·ywhere to-<la.y. We
are looking for what is within, for what is below the surface of things,
and therefore actually hidden by the scum of thought that floats in glit;.
tiering and gaudy bubbles everywhere a1·011n<l and ahout as tJ-day. That
being so, of what value can it be to us ·to be, by a show of authority, assured that an animal diet is conducive to the strength and vigor of our
animal life? Why, even were it true, which it is not, that very fact
would only serve to predju<lice the Esoteric against the animal
diet as being the thing the most to he dreaded ancl shunned.
To bring the matter to a. thoroughly practical issue, all we have to do
is to form an accurate concept in the first place as to what is the highest
and therefore the most essential portion of our entity. The reason for
this will appear obvious when we remember that the greater always and
necessarily includes the lesser. WhethN· the flesh 01· the spirit be greater,
the lesser is not excluded by focussing attention upon the greater. It is on
the native force and potency of the principle involved in the greater including the lesser that the statement made by Christ is e'ltirely depemlent:
- " Seek ye first the kingdom of God and His righteousness, and all
other things shall be addecl thereto." Nothing of any real value can by
the remotest possibility be lost when we determine to make the highest
spiritual attainw.ents, even though to tlo so necessitates the deliberate
sacrifice of ruuch that has by habit become endeared to us. It is matter
of fact that we are called upon hy Goel to sacrifice the loves, cravings
and desires Af the external flesh nature in every way, but we are to realize
a hundred-folcl for every one thing we so relinquish. If we were standing
in a hollow place upon a level plane and looking around us onr vision
woul<l neccssal'ily be very circumscribed thereby, but could we rise at that
same point a couple of thousand feet or more, our horizon would be greatly
extended; what we had before in sight, nevertheless, would still be there.
The greater in this way always includes the les;;er; and so when Scripture
says : - "Godliness is profitable for all things having the promise of the
life that now is, and of that which is to come," it is simply echoing the
sentiments of the axiom, ••the greater includes the lesser."
To some it might appear strange and utterly out of place to reason thus
with reference to Vegetarianism ; but should it so appear to Esoteric
students? What is the avowed aim and object of the Esoteric movement?
Simply to do everything in its power to elevate humanity so that said
humanity may be free to make much higher spiritual attainments than
have in its pa.st history been formed ancl realized. In our treatment of
this 1mbject we are assuming that diet and conduct are inseparably liukecl
together, and that to have the latter all it !!hould be, the former must be
dealt with in its proper order, and that is first and foremost. Insteatl
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of anything being lost to the one who intelligently and determinedly
works for the suppression of the flesh nature, it is thereby the full force
and point of the utterance "all things are possible to him that believeth,"
comes .in. Look at the wondrous knowledges and potencies of every
description in possession of the promoters of this movement ! Do they
not kindle within us fervent aspirations to share with them in the enjoyment and empl.>yment of these good things? If they do the question
arises within 11s, •• What must we do to realize the same ? Yet
further, as that aspiration takes form, the will seconds it by declaring.
••We will be, do or suffer anything that tends in the remotest degrees to
promot.e the realization of that a.4'piration." Having thus generalized and
come to an emphatic conclusion on the broad basis, we begin next in order
to face partieulars, aud among the very fh·st that confronts us is this
important item of food. Those who know, furnish us with a conviction
they have wou by dint of a wearisome experience, aud that is, all those
llho woulcl he successful in scaling the heights of true spirituality so as to ·
realize the wondrous knowledges and potencies only to be found there,
must take the body in the flt-st place severely to task in everything as
the one constant hindrance, and allow no me1·e craviug for stinrnlants in
any sense or form to dominate it. Among the most common stimulants
known then, immediately will and nmst appear those of tobacco, afoohol,
animal food, spices and condiments, tea, coffee, and chocolate. Those
who have determined to eliminate the evils, address themselves with all
promptitude to the task of prodng beyond question whatever any one of
these things can claim a right to he used because of any benefit it can
confer; that is to say quite regardless of any temporary craving or liking they may have acquire<l 'by prnlo11ge1l and ing1·ained habit in the matter
of their employment, they insist upon deciding whethei· they shall be continuPtl any longer l.>ecause of any real and essential merits they possess.
As certainly as any man or woman sets to work on this basis, those acquired habit.~ and unnatural and abnormal cravings are doomed, for not
one of them ever has or ever will bear looking into without breaking
down in the act. Their most potent properties aU the time are ouly
stimulating not nut1·itive, and, unfortunately, their stimulating force is
entirely in the direction of the flesh nature which, as we know, always
antagonizes the spirit. This settles the matter. The spirit has received
its full stimulus, and its language now is, " I will be what I will to be " and
that is a hearty co-worker with God, even to the suppression and eradication of every fleshly desire or craving; every appetit.e of any kind that
will not lend its assistance to the furtherance of the one absorbing object. The Esot.eric student cannot come fairly to himself and resolve to
clothe will of God as fully and as perfectly a1:1 he may conceive to do.
without forswearing the employment of any of these more sensual, and
now to him quite senseless and useless, stimulants. For from that time
henceforward that one is devoutly and immovably pledged to all that the
word Vegetarianism covers an<l to a great deal more.
What need be added more? Are we heartily resolved upon entering
iuto and persevering through the struggles in-ieparable from the narrow
way of attainment? Let us not be rash in making up our minds in this
matter. The wise person always cautiously deliberates; always quietly
and patiently writes down and counts the cost of an undertaking thereby
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to be assured as nearly as possible as to the result. A false Rtart without
such preliminary step3 having been duly taken is like a vessel starting
upon a long and difficult sea voyage without chart or compass ; and such
can only calculate upon a shipwreck and lost expectations. The authors
of that masterly work: - "The Perfect Way, or the Finding of Christ"
affirm from an experience ripe and full that high spiritual intelligences
find it almost impossible to approach a flesh-eater. The tendency everywhere with all spiritual men and ·women is towards all we have
pleaded for, and in the highest cases for even very much more. Shall
not some such resolve as the following then become the echo of each of
our longing hearts: I mean to tread this narrow way,
Whatever may betide ;
I care not what my flesh may say,
In all its lordly pride ;
I will be what I will to be ;
From all the chains of sense set free.
I will to be at one with God All that and nothing less In everything with full accord
I will in His ways preae.
E'en though He say the flesh mUBt dio i
At once that flesh I'll mortify.
H I am weak what matter that?
The Master's leal and true.
His spirit's leadings have begat,
What can but bring me through.
Ne'er aa a coward will I flee
The strife which sets my inmost free.
l am determined to pursue
The course I have begun;
And with abounding life in view
All down that course I'll ron.
Hinder me not you fearful crew ;
To all that'11 good I will be true.
AND God said, Behold I have given you every herb bearing seed, which is upon
the face of all the earth, and every tree in the which is the fruit of a tree yielding
seed to you it shall be for meat. Gen. i, 29. Two-thirds of the diseases prevalent, are curable by abstinence from food of animal origin, and by a temperate
use of sun-cooked vegetables, grains and fruits.
When taken by a fruit-eater, animal food by reason of its want of life cauaea
a loss of will-power, and thus of self-control. As stated, inasmuch aa flesh is a
dead substance, it irritates, stimulates and creates thirst and unnatural hunger
We would say here, in parenthesis, that those struggling to free themselves
from thirst for strong drink are hindered, because unnatural food produces fever
and unnatural thirst; lifeless food stimulates and creates thirst; their will-power
becomes fettered and how can they hope to escape the effect of causes constantly
at work. One living on natural foods, being in a healthy condition, can bear the
extremes of temperature with little inconvenience. While others are drinking
large quantities of water, and sweating profusely, he does not notice the heat;
while ·others are shivering with cold, he drinks in the frosty air with a keen relish;
be cannot "take cold," and bis system sports with exposure others can never

endure.-Edenic Diet.
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.My Dear Brother. I recognize that your time is recions, your works
arduous, and beg pardon for trespassing, and yet want to write yon.
I want so much to tell you some experiences, some demonstrated works,
etc. My life has been a strange one or seemes thus to me. In the last few
years I realized that much of what seemed supernatural and sacred to me
is not so.
I have always had the gift of healing in some degree. During the last
four years I have given my entire time and attention to it and I have
cured almost every phase of disease of minll or body. Insanity, cancer.
consumption of the lungs, are as easily healed as smaller afflictions antl
this is accomplished not in isolated cases but frequently, and almost iuvariably a patient is awakened to a better spiritual state and sometimes
the confirmed materialist is convinced and begins a new growth, although
I never talk to a patient unless they ask me question&'.
My text-book education is limited. I never had a course of study in
Christian Science, or any other sci1mce. Never sat in what Spiritualists
call "circles." I see and hear sometimes what I am conscious is not
material, - at least not human sounds. There is one thing which puzzles
me greatly. Sometimes when I seem released from this body, I am in a
lace where I hear perhapR a lecture, or music, or both, but more frequently
am reading manuscript that rolls open as I read like a scroll, or I study
from books and someone instructs me (this is alwavs the same person a gentleman) but in either of the cases mentioned i: can never bring tu
my external consciousness what I learned, although at the time I think it
so beautiful and I feel so exalted with it and say " I know I shall remember this time," but I do not - cannot.
I have so much work in healing that I have not given as much time to
the study of THE ESOTERIC as I would like. For this reason in answering
the fourteen questions I did not give the test condition of lungs required
although my lungs are fine. I am in excellent health. Most usually I
can tell when a person comes in the next room, to me who it is without
seeing or hearing. I would burden you to say more. Could thes~ faculties especially healing be unfolded to a degree that would make me useful in any department of your work? I have no hopes, no ambitions, no
desires other than to be of use to those who need me. Long ago I think
I conquered anger, but sometimes I am anxious, never for myself, but
for those who are dear to me. I think without a doubt all thought of
passion is obliterated. If it is worth while to reply to this at all please
tell me candidly what you think.
1 know what I can do in healing here but if the same power can be
unfolded, developed and made more useful, I would be glad to make the
effort.
Yours most tr:uly,
N. L. S.
Answer to the Above. These and like powers are natural to all per
sons, but only the few are conscious of possessing them. One line of
teachin~ in the College Esoteric will be to develop these powers and
"gifts ' in the student as well as the educational, the scientific.
In answer to your question 1 would say, all the powers of soul, body
and mind will have their sphere of use in this work and !'our sphere of
greatest nse will open up to you as yon become more perfectly fitted for it.

i

H. E. B.
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MEMBERS OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM.
EDITOR . ESOTERIC :
Your efforts to extend the knowledge of Astronomy, are duly appreciated and it is to be hoped you will continue them.
In reading Prof. Sinnett's ·• Esoteric Buddhism " we find this extraordinary statement; Pages 96 and 97 : •• By what prophetic instinct
Shakespeare pitched upon seven as the number which suited his fanta4ic
classifieation of the ages of man, is a question with which we nee1l not be
much concerned, but certain it is that he could not have made a more felicitous choice. In periods of sevens the evolution of the ra<!es of man
may be traced, and the actual munber of the objective wqrlds whic.h canstitute our system, and of which the 1•arth is one, is seven also.
" liemember the occult scientists know this is a fact, just as the phyi.ical
scientists know for a fa1·t that t.he spectrum consists of seven colors, and
tl1e musical fk!ale of seven tones. There arc seven kingdoms of Nature,
not three, as modem science has imperfectly classified them."
While I have great respect for the occult scientists antl their teaching,
believing they enjoy facilities for acquiring knowledge which our Vv cstern
scientists know nothing of- or, knowing, ignore, I am at a loss to understand Prof. Sinnett in the above statements in regard to the number of
worlds in our system. Ignoring the existence of an inter-Mercurial planet
and leaving out the Asteroids which stand for a large planet between
Mars and Jupiter, we still have eight recognized planets in our system
and who t~an say that we are at the end of all discove1·y in this direction ?
The existence of Neptune was suspected long before it wa-s discovered,
and it is now said that another planet exterior to Neptune is suspected
and, for the same reasons as in Neptune's case. Moreover it is pretty
well settled that "Vulcan" has an objective existence within the orbit
of Mercury, and our Professor Tice claims to have seen still another an inter- Vulcarear., planet.
In Mrs. Richmond's book "Soul Embodiment in Human Form" her
guides make her say (in substance) "There are twelve planets in each
system though not all yet discovered."
Admitting the existence of the two subjects- one inferior and ·one
superior planet - aml counting the Asteroids as one, we have Mrs. Richmond's twelve planets in our system.
Thost\ who have reatl the two books and have detected an apparent
plausibility in both systems, the one based upon the number twelve and
the other upon the number seven would be glad to see a reconciliation
between them providetl it did not involve the sacrifice of any a.qtronomical truth.
At any rate, an articl~ on this subject published in THE ESOTERIC and,
with the sanction of its management would be exceedingly interesting as
well as instructive.
E. HovEY.
Springfield, Mo., Sept. 25, 1890,
Thoreau writes : "The country boor says he must have meat to make muacle,
and all the whil& his vegetarian team is twitching him and his plow along the
furrow. Where does he suppose they get their muscle ? "
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THE EVERLASTING MEMORIAL.•
UP, and away, like the dew in the morning,
That soars from the earth to its home in the sun;
So let me steal away, gently and lovingly,
Only remembered by what I have done.
My name and my 11lace, and my tomb all forgotten,
The brief race of tim~ well and patientl} run ;
So let me steal away, peacefully, silently,
Only remembered by what I have done.
Gladly a.way from thi11 toil, would I hasten,
Up to the crown that for me has been woo,
Unthonght of by man in rewards or in praises,
Only remembered by what I have done.
Up, a'fld away, like the odors of sunset,
That sweeten the twilight as darkness comes ·On ;
So be my life, - a thing felt, but not noticed,
And I but remembered by what I have <lone.
Yes, like the fragrance that wande1'S in freshnel!s,
When the flowe1·s that it came from are closed up and gone ;
So would I he to this world's weary dwellers,
Only remembered by what I have done.
Needs then the praise of the low-written record
The name and the epitaph graved on the stone?
Tli.e things
lwve livedfor, -let tltem be our story,
Ourselves but remembered by what we have done.
I need not he missed, if my life bas been bearing
(As its summer and autumn moved silently on)
The bloom, and the fruit, and thb seecl in it.~ season,
I shall still be remembered by what I have done.
I need not be missed, if another succeed me
To reap down those fields which in spring I have sown ;
He who ploughed and who sowed is not missed by the reaper ;
He is only remembered by what he has done.

we

Not myself, but the tntth that in life l have spoken,
Not myself, but the seed that in life I have sown,
Shall pass on to ages - all about me forgotten,
Save the trutltr1 I have spoken, the things I have done.
So let my living be, so be my dying,
So let my name lie unblazoned, unknown ;
Unpraised and unmissed, I Jt.liall still be remembered,
Yes, but remembered by what I have done.
·
BoNAR.

San Francisco, Cali., Nov. 1890.
•A aeleetion read· before Esoteriu Branch No. 202 preoeding the cmmiDg thought on the ldl'&
of God; or th" Governing Power of Heaven and Earth.
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MEj'S"TAL HEALING.
(Bead before the Soath Australian Esot.erio Branoh.)
BY THIWDORE WRIGHT.

To people who are apparently, and in such various ways, helplessly afflicted with disease, no subject should be fraught with greater interest, or
power to charm and confer benefit, than one which professed all manner
of healing potencies. In all ages of the world's chequered history, som~
thing in some form or other called the healing art, has been known and
practiced amongst all people concerning whom history furmshed us with
records ; and there are accounts which, when placed side by side with each
other range, fairly under the heading of what in this short paper is calloo
mental healing.
The most professed aud enlightened men of the preseut day
tell us that the healing art is one in all cases, however it may by man's
darkness and imperfection be veiled by the obtrusion between the healing act and the very healing potency itself of some drug or medicament,
to which the act of healing is attracted. The drug is only one of the
links of a chain leading up to the cause, however; and in such cases as
the most of those of the present day where science has not succeeded in
sighting any more remote cause than the link exhibiting itself in drugs
and medicaments, it' is quite easy and natural to jump rashly at a conclusion and decide that these must be and are the very cause of healing in
themselves, and so act accordingly.
.
It is particularly wort.by of note in this connection that the most advanced members in the medical profession to-day are the ones who have
by far the least faith in the drugs and chemicals of the pharmacc:epeia.
Something vaguely, obscurely, but surely daunts them in their practice,
for facts are continually confronting them of superior power to the facts
of their own daily history, which little by little almost imperceptibly
weakens the hold of all they have &el1uired by education and a false experience, showing them V3.e<>"Uely that there is something much more efficacious and available which has up to the present evaded them. This
dOmething then, whatever it may be, is finding expression and
meeting with partial acceptance at the present day under a variety of
names one of which we are now considering- mental healing.
All that is in reality healing is wrought by its own effective and direct
means. Now many obscuring and indirect effects of more remote causes may interpose between the healing wrought, and its 6.rst and
real cause. Allopathy, homeopathy, hydropathy, medical botany, or animal magnetism, so far as they are indi \'idua.lly and either directly or
indirectly promotive of healing, do so ou the same lines, and by means of
the one selfsame cause ; and the same must and will be true likewise of
all that passes under the name of ·• Mental Healingt " Faith He'lling,"
"Christian Science Healing," or ·•Metaphysical Healing." There are
no two ways of healing, but there may be and are means more or less direct, or more or less indirect, as the case may be, of setting this one a.ml
the only effective way of healing in motion.
The whole truth concerning healing is couched significantly in the language of Christ when he said : - " I am come that ye might have life, and
that ye may have it more abundantly." As oue who filled the dignified
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position of an annointed and an acknowledged son of God he could speak
from a profound consciousness concerning this abounding life as follows:
- "He that helieveth unto me - as the Scripture hath said - out <•f his
inmost shall Bow rivers of living water." And as a matter of necessity,
those in whom the reality intended by the reception of tlii11 abundance
of life represented by believing into Christ manifel-lted it>1elf, what
could be expected from them other than the si~'lls following a.~
recorded in the closing words of Mark'11 gospel: - " in my name they
shall cast out demons, they shall speak with new tongues, they shall han.
dle serpents and drink all manner of dea1Uy things with impnnity, and
they shall place their hands npon the sick and they shall recover." It is
gratifying to note that there is now as ever the same potency available by
the same simple and effective mean11 ancl no other; and that it is not in
the power of anyone to hinder its coming into our possession and enjoyment, save as we in our fleshly weakness consent to the l1indering influences of the materialism and incredulity that everywhere confounds and
surrounds us.
Life is something more and different altogether to what our fallible and
incapable fleshly minds qualify us to receive as such and grapple with.
The life in man's possession to-day is so very meagre an<l inadequate in
itself, as compared with the reality all the time proffere<l for man's acceptance, that by an illuminated person such as the Christ was, and as all
true Christian people everywhere and always are, it is and can only be
truthfully and actually called dc:ith. When Christ said to bis disciples,
" I am come that ye might have life," his language implies that he recognized that they were then in want of it although unconscious of such want.
When be said to certain other disciples, ••Let the dead bury their dead,"
be spoke in full view of this same important truism. And when the death
sentence passed upon Adam and Eve •• In the day that thon eatest thereof
thou shalt surely die." The tn1th expressed thereby was that everything
worthy of the dignified name of life, would pass out of bis possession at once
upon falling from his high estate, learning him nothing more to use than
its mere dregs henceforward, and thereby making him an easy prey to
everything in the form of carking and cankering care, disease and suffering.
The truth concerning life is the secret of all healing, mental healing
included. Anyone in the conscious enjoyment of the full reality of life
is personally beyond the power of disease. and can go among it wherever
it exists and remove it by any and e''ery meanR freely and consciously.
The Christ never had any bodily ailment, nor yet could he have died, only
that be volunteered in attending to the fnlfillment of his )father's will for
the time being to stand exactly in the po11ition of great disadva•1tage sinful man occupied, and then in that terrible position he undertook to portray to us the inevitable consequence of filling such a <lreadful position,
and which waa as we know by his death agony the forsaking of him by
his Father. So then as he personally <leclare(l concerning his life: "No man taketh it from me; I have authority to lay it down and I hav"
authority to take it ag:.in; this authority I have received of my Father.''
We clearly see in his death and ri11ing again thus the expression of a very
telling, important and significant truth of untold value to us.
When we turn our eyes from this extraordinary presentation of th.~
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truth concerning life, and face the gent"rally accepted and now popnl.ir
thought and ideas upon the 1mbject, we are next in order, then, almo1>t
necessarily impaled upon the horns of a dilemma. Death and disea.<i~
strike us everywhere as though they were the inevitable ; and for anyone
to confront us at the present day with the idea that neither are a necessity, 11ave as we personally consent and make ourselves subject to the
weaknesses and defects that necessarily mak~ them so, we are any or all
of us almost certain to say that that person is helplessly deluded. On the
other hand, Jnwever, the very few of those who rise entirely out of the
plane of illusion where our flesh nature tries so hard and continually tn
anchor us, see as clearly as possible that everything th:lt is necessarily
pa1·t and parcel of the flesh n:iture is nothing but illusion.
The mystery of Godliness tlien is nothing but the one and only effective means of coming into or of bringin~ man into the pm1'*lssion of this
abundance of life. Reasoning by analogy from the defective plane of
which we at present evidently form an essential part, we see in our present death smitten history that we a.re capable of resisting a certain <t.mount.
of deadly poison which we habitually take into our system, ancl we continually throw off a few degrees of venom infusecl int.> that system by
poisonous insects. If then merely cleath-doomed creatures still possess
enough vigor of life to ward off the death casualty repeatedly, what
might the possessors of this abounding life Christ gives to man be expect.ed
to i:lhow, if not the power to handle the most deadly serpents, or b driuk
the most poisonous dt·aughts with impunity?
Moreover we are made very familiar, quite distressingly so shall we
say, with the law of infection in the matter of transferring disea.<re t-0·
others 01· of appropriating the same to ourselves. Dl) we know what we are.
talking about when we speak of the law of infection ? More than probable
we do not. ls it a law, think you, that has no other mode or method of
manifesting itself save in the direction of disea.se and death? As a law
or potency we must remember it has no origin hnt one; s'.l then if it can
only be "the savour of death unto death" it pictures to us a power
abroa<l that is nothing if not fiendish, arbitrary and cruel ! But there is
neither thing no1· potency in existence any where in the universe which
may not by immaturity ancl inexperience be abused and made affiictive,
and when such is the case, results in keeping there with, must of neces~ity
follow ; and the very same thing or potency by maturity and experience
when fairly used according to its intent will prove ju:>t as beneficent M
before it was otherwise. As, then, this law of infection is nothing if not
the operation of a Divine potency, it is morally certain that it has at lea.st
just as b~neficent an intent M it now shows in the opposit.e tlirection by
its maleficent effects. As certainly as it now proves to be the saviour of
death unto death; so certainly under its own entirely different circumstances and conditions will it prove to be the saviour of life unt-0
life. When man appropriates life from its unfailing source until he is
filled therewith, as a matter of course from his inmost will flow rivers of
living water; in other words it will be in him - as Ch1·ist says' - a well
of water welling up into age - during (or rather abounding) life. When
man is meet and right for manifesting in himself all that the Clirist-lifeembraces, disease of any kind will not be able to touch him ;
death will no more have dominion over him ; ailments of all kinds.
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will fl~ from his very presence by the potency of this very irresistihle
law of infection ; and we shall see in such case what Paul calls.
~'the powers of the coming age" becoming everyday matters of faet.
Mere illusory appearances and eternal realities confront. U!I at every turn
811 we bestir ourselves to explore our surrounding11.
There i!J life
that is real ; there is life that is nothing more than illusol'y ancl apparent.
The life that is real is a power death always flees from with all it!! my1·mi<lons of disease and destruction ; the life that is apparent only woos
death and seeks refuge in it ofttimes as though it were a solace anJ 11.
supposed comfort.
These two lives were in view of the Christ when he said: - "he that
will save his life shall lose it·; but he that will lose his life for my sake,
the same shall find it." The external life of the flesh na.tul'e, which it is
the avowed will of God we should crucify with all its loves and desires,
is the apparent life only, always wanting reality ; but if we cheerfully
consent to lose that merely apparent life through having opened to the
rt>.ality of the more hidden and interior Christ life, we shall find that
very Christ-life with all that inheres therein. We cannot be in possessiou
of this verity of life, this abundance of life, without its life-giving influ-ences being manifested in us and around us. The person in whom it is
forced, having in his life and person proof that has matured spiritually,
will as certainly impart health and life to the sick by the laying on of
hands, as would the death-<lealing leper impart disease and death to the
apparently sound and 11ealthy by personal contact.
What is called " mental healing " at the present day is only as yet a
feeble and imperfect expression of a long lost truth which man has in hi1:1
weakness and folly helplessly shut out hitherto from his life history. It will
grow into his experience and history again though as cert:iinly a1:1 it has
been <lriven out when he confronts the conditions by Gou provided anil
qualified to make the alteration, and when he courageously attends to
them.
Ile will never confront those conditions however, nor yet will he attend
to them, save by the summoning to his aid the coolest of courage, the
most steadfast and unyielding determination, and with these divine weapons ably used resisting his own external flesh nature at every point where
its cravings and desires show, and running thenceforward in direct opposition to the ways of the 1:1hallow world of fashion and cu1:1tom and even
of tra<litionary religion around him.
Tl1e porentialities of the human character have never been so much as
even dreamed of by immature and fallible man as yet. We look at the
doings of ,Jesus of Nazareth with wonderment, in many cases either verging upon doubt or incredulity, or remarkably like superstitious awe; but
when <lo we ever confront his words : - ''Greater works than these shall
ye do, because I go unto my father," and allow ourselves to think that
the thing is possible'? The truth is that all those words express is ever
aD<l has always been possible to those who have enough of the spirit of
the Master to carry them through. Dear me l what a host of little faith's
there must be then when such a truth as this has to beg its way to nmu's
heart, li£e and acceptance! The truth is that manhood is still the oue
great crying want of humanity. He is still in his non-age, and assumes
meanwhile the airs of a state he has never reached vet ; and bec:inse he
has been looking at " the first born amongst many brethren ,, through
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the divided gl~sses of a traditionary religion and of a maternal nature
the Yery full and overflowing truth concerning the world's loving and ef.
fieient saviours has never been even approximately apprehended or realized.
The true place and power of the Christ in history is to portray in an
unmistakeable manner to man just what Gotl wills that His still tla.ttering
aud faithlessly, foolishly and forlornly dependent creature, man is eternally destined to become. The beloved disciple John, writing a.bout
Christ in his usual mystical manner says: - ''when wo see him we shall
~~like him, for we shall see him as he is.'" Evidently John saw the possibility of men seeing Christ as he is not. While he is held up n.s traditionary religion is now doing as very Goel, and therefore by man utterly
unapproachable, now the very Scripture!! themselve!I are made to l'efute
the impure thought by the declaration that he c.tme purposely to set man
an example how to follow iu his steps. The same John we ha.ve alre.'Uly
quoted Rays: - "I£ we say that we abide in him (Christ) we are
bomul (obligated it should be) so to walk even as he walked." Very evidently then the traditiona.ry representations of the Christ show him a~
he i:i not, and not ••as he is," and until he is first seen "all he is ·· b·;
those who professedly claim him, we shall never see the Scripture fnlfill :~:i
which says: - "when I, even I the son of man, am lifted up from the
earth, I will <lraw all men unto me."
What then is the inference to b~ drawn from all this relative to mental
healing'? Simply that given the formation in anyone of the Christ, the
hope of glory, all that was shown by Jesus of :Nazareth in his life history,
and even greater w01·k:i than those, must and will as a consequence a.-;sur·
edly be exhibited in that very life. God has no respect for persons ; He
always respects spirit or character; He respects His own conditions ; He
meets with the very same marks of approval the very same characteristics
always; hence when we read: - "Jesus of Naziu·eth, a man app1·ovc(l of
Go1l among you by powers, and wonders, and sign!! which God cfol by
him in the midst of you, wc learn therefrom exactly what it is God does
approve, aml also how He mnst and will on every recurring opportunity
of ue<~P!lsity show that approval.
·
{To be continued.)

A WILL to comply with the gospel is faith : a will to live a. holy life, is holiness;
a will to obey God's commandments, is obedience ; fin;t a willing mind; thesam&
aeecpt.e1l according to what :i man has: natural impediment or inability will not
be imputed a xin. The original doctrines of grace consisted in the declaration of
"the original corruption of human nature" and logical .. necessity of di\"ine influence to enlighten the understanding a.nd pwify the heart; " c:wrelativcly the necessity of a tmpernal renovation of heart; that can be wrought out by the
divinA power. The sum total is - that our salvation is of God. the hasis of the
orthodox scheme of Grace. - Rev. E. B. Palmer.
WHAT IS THE IDEAL ?-To my mind, it is the Divine light within man. which
paints, so to speak, before the mental vision, grand pictures of the beautiful. the
great. the pure and the true. Ideals are always in proportion to the mental and
intuitional development. If these be low and vulgar, so are the ideals. If of a
high character. the ideals will be the same. It is the office of the ideal to do that
which it does do, to lead us upward toward the most high. When we follow our
highest ideal. we are obeying the Divine light within us, and are marching on the
upward road towarcl a eonditioll of harmony with God. - F. S.
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AN ESSAY ON HEALING.•
THE mode of healing the maladies of mau ha>i been a subject of discussion and contention for mauy generations. perhaps since the days <>f
Escnlapius the father of physicians, or, a.<J mythology calls him " the
God of Meclicine." Yet fl. finale of these discussions seems but slightly
.
nearer than when they beg-an back in the misty past.
But thought ancl enquiry have done much toward raising and improving the standard of the healing art to a high degree, though not to perfection hy any means. The physician's mistakes are too numerous to
allow any such conclusion.
We all remember the great mistake made by the very heads of the
profession in the case of Gal'field. Those learned doctors probed fourteen inches in the wrong direction, from where the ball of Guiteau was
found when the autopsy wa.'i made.
·
This and many other mistakss of medical men, show that the acme of
medical science, if science it may be called, has not yet been reached ;
and as the sentiments of the people now run, I do not believe it will be
in many a. year to come. True.knowledge as to what may be the right
mode of curing diseMe is held back by the influence of popular opinion,
by opulence, by fashion, and by science itself. These hold a grip on the
people tight as the lion's claw, and presumptiously seek the aid of further law to forbid the quacks and pretenders as they are called, from
freeing themselve>i from the tyranny of experiments, and nostrums; and
greed and gain backs up this practice, and will till nature's own means
can be brought to the front viz., by human magnetism, by the touch, the
laying on of hands, and by the supremacy of the spirit. When these
instruments of healing shall be sufficiently developed, and encouraged,
for the great work of healing the maladies of man, then will the incubus
be lifted from the people and they will be free from disease aud pain.
But it is suggested that Hygiene and Mind Cure can dispel all sickness
and pain. Hygienic treatmeut or living is always propet• I confess ; but
when we look at the condition of the masses of men and women who arc
always under strain we ask, ho~ long will it take to bring them up to a
state, where they will lay hold of thesc agents ·t We see but little h1lpc.
Already it has been demonstrated by the Newton of our own country,
by the Zooave of France, and by others, that healing by the laying on of
hands can cure, an'1 cures have been accomplished. This, :1a.ppily for
mankind, will be a sucl<len work.
Dr. F. L. Willis, a reformer of character and standing, declared some
years ago, that he stoocl on the platform and saw Dr. Newton lay his
hands on a patient with inflamatory opthalmia, and the redness rt>eeded
from the patient's eyes while he looked on, and to his amazement tb,·
man was cured. These ancl many vouched for cures have carrie1l m
judgment in favor of human magnetism a.s a remedial a.gent in the healmg art.
l believe there are those now living who will become famous by curing
disease and i•elieving suffering; and that the use of this agency will
rapidly increase in the world.
.
Now concerning healing by the spirit: it certainly is a more personal
•&.ad by C.H. JoutlS before tJu1 Esoteric Society of Austin, Teua.
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work - work of a strong will, and persistent determilled mind to rise
above all vulgar and low condition's, around us, and of us ; to stand for
morality ancl \'irtue, and reach upward for higher attainments. To accomplish these great objects, we should desire the aitl of those who have
conquered ,· who have known by experience what t.he trials of life are ; and
but for this help I know not how I would get through the tribulation of
contact with many of the people, whom I meet and deal with in life's
or1linary transactions.
ESOTERIC

DEVJ.~LOPMENT.

Number Three.

IN our labor of spi1·itual 1le\'elopment and cultivation of the occult, the
'~soteric

attributes of our natures, we meet at first with little or no en·
courag-iug proofs of that advancement which is constantly taking place,
but which the lapse of years aione can fully demonstrate.
To this cause is traceable the scores of failures to the one solitary successful traveler who at last finds the Divine Light, after years of groping
in blind, tortuous paths of temptation an<l sin.
Let us not question for a moment the wisdom of this law. He who
has not the strength of purpose, the faith, to push on regardless of the
sneers of associates or the lack of materiul proqfs of progress, is not yet
ready for the acceptance of the Higher Law ; his Temple is unprepared;
unfit for the occupancy of the Conscious Spirit and he must remain with
animal man for years to come.
The curious, the experimenter, the morbidly spiritual, commence the
study of esoteric subjects with the most extra\'agant ideas of immediate
possession of those occult powers which will enable them to p1·oduce. at
will, ob~ective phenomena. We feel the deepest pity for those whose
desires m this direction h:ive been granted, fo1· with the possession of
these useless powers their own growth is retarded or ceases altogether.
Sad illustrations of this point can be founJ among that great class of
people who give themselves up to "spirit control." \Vith the attainment
of ability to produce objective results, the Higher possibilities are lost,
and the subjective, the Real is passed unheeded.
•
As yet the Esoteric principles are but slightly comprehended. Not
only is the world in general, ignorant of the possibilities of the result,,
which will follow systematic efforts for Esoteric development, but our own
people cannot yet grasp the idea in its full import and beauty.
The consistent Esoteric will develop into the Perfect Man. AIJove
the binding power and influence of every limitation which constitutes th~
unhappiness of the ordinary man antl woman. The first duty, therefore.
of all who desire the welfare of this movement is to commence the work
of iudividual development. Throngh this method alone can we t•ause the
world to stop in its mad onward rush, and admh·e a. few men anti women
who have attained happiness and yet are living, breathing, human beinh'l!·
Live the True Life and by example force yo"nr desimble possessions, of
soul, mind aml hotly, upon the attention of your associates and they will
speedily commence to yearn for those same qualitie11 which they behold
within you.
By example alone can we hope to convi1we people of the value of our
principks. 01· t1h11w ti.Pm tint wt• r<'ally t1t:u111 a hove a.nil beyontl thi> iufln-
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euce of the usual shortcomings of mankind.

Since fi.l'St coming into this
work we have sought to make plain this point of «l!emplffying within us,
the principles which we theorize upon and assure our people of their worth.•
" Blind leaders of the blind," is a saying which aptly describes the situation of most of our spiritual teachers and their pupils.
We have repeatedly urged our people to give more attention to the
small, so-called. affairs of life. Faithfulness to details is the magiq key
that opens the seemingly impossible. The whole object of these articles
is t.o convince our readers of the inestimable importance of constant attention to those trivial affairs which are usually passed unheeded.
The discipline, following a faithful practice of the principles sufgested
in our last article, will bring a more satisfactory result in spiritua development, strengthening of the will, etc., than any mode which we can at
present suggest. Upon this point we can speak "with authority," having
applied it. When further suggestion is needed, or when the developidg
student is ready for additional light, rest assured it will come to him, as
it comes to all who truly desire and are ready.
Again we urge the student to faithfully adhere to the consideration of
every detail connected with this logos drill. Do not allow yourself to be
captivated with the theory, but put the principleR into pn.ctice, and every
hour of your conscious life will furnish opportunity for the exercise of willpower. Make your enemies respect you; your friends more loyal and
yonr loved ones more dear, by always striving to purify your voice and
speech; remembering that censure and fault-finding are never excusable,
and always tend to lower you in your own and others estimation.
lf we never receive any further proof of the fruits of our labor, manifest
in the " Esoteric Development " articles, we are perfectly willing to rest
content with these two beautiful poems," For this One Day," and "The
Word was God."
It seems that both writers were inspired by the article in the November
EsOTERIC. Mrs. Swisher sent us a deeply interesting letter, t')uching
upon the subject in question, which we would gladly publish entire, but
recognizing that it was not intended for the public, we will refrain, and
simply give this small extract : " I have written you a little poem. It is
for you because except for you it never would have been written. I thank
you for that article. I feel a great benefit from it and perhaps my little
poem may send it deeper down into some heart." And Mr. Howes wri~ll
as follows: "I read with answering delight last evening your remarks
in N ovem her ESOTERIC on the " Mystery of the Logos.'' Your directions
certainly point out the way to meet God, or Spirit. As it is gratifying
to tho Instructor to reach his pupils,! simply drop this note of thanks to
add a little cheer to the life of the Editor. I enclose a poem which came
to me in the night watches,and which finally drove me out of bed to copy
and get off my mind,'' etc.
We would that every reader, who desires occult knowledge, were able
to accept the spirit of our humble effort even as the authors of these
verses have done.
C. H. MACKAY.
•See " m.oterio Couaisteaoy " "'olU111e II, No. 5.
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horizons lie in words ;
Who can sense them has the test
Of character ; and who can fi.nd
ThAir measure, has the test of mind.
LARGE

0 what wonder is a word !
What an instrument I Mere tone,
Rules it till our eyes are blurred
By tears ; or lifts it to a throne,
Out topping thunder ; where the cease
Of sound, is exquisite release.
Is it any less than wise,
In the prophet to express
God, by that which holds replies,
To all the keenest sense can fi.nd
In perfect character and mind ?
What is counter to the Lord,
But a most perfect word ?
E. J. Howa.
FOR THIS ONE DAY.
BY BELLA FRENCH SWISHER.
A Prayer.
Mackay' a "Eeoterio Developman\ 1' in tha
November EeoTJm.ro.

Sanest.eel by reading Mr. C. H.

0, Father, God, I kneel to pray
For strength to do Thy will to-day ; To take one step upon the road
That leacls us to Thy blest abode.
My feet are weak; my faith is small;
Reach me Thy Hand, or I.shall fall I
One step upon the better way
Is quite sufficient for this day.
For this one day, 0, precious Lord,
Give understanding of Thy word,
In measures that my soul may need.
Too ignorant am I to read
The greater truths Thy works contain.
Dim is my sight ; confused, my brain,
When I would grasp tltem. But I may
One lesson learn for this one day.
For this one day, grant me the will
To keep all baser passions still ;
To speak no word that is not kind ;
To hold no evil in mv mind.
For this one day, give ina the power
To well improve its every hour;
To sing some faith-inspiring fay,
Aml ch1~er some soul for this one day.
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For this one day, give me the food
Which is most suited for my good The best material to raise
The temple, where my soul may praise
And worship Thee, 0, God, aright I
Let me no longer grope in night.
But of Thy light give me one ray,
To show the path for this one day.
For this one day, (the past has fled
Its opportunities are dead.
To-morrow never will be here.)
Take from my soul its every fear
And fill it with thy boundless love I
Send down Thy spirit from above
To teach my lips what. prayer to say :
Keep Thon my soul for this one day I
"SURVIVAL" OF THE SPIRIT.
THE specialist in material, and exact science, .speculates on the " Survival of the Fittest," within the range of the acknowledged physical and
intellectual laws of force : So, the specialist who deal!'! with the spirit in
reference to t11e things of both time and eternity, may speculate on the
"Survival of the Fittest" within the range of the acknowledged exhibitioniJ of the movement of the spirit in i::cientific correspondence with the
law that rules and governs the rythm of time and eternity I
It is evident, in the first place, that the exoteric element of time is coeval with time "in the beginning": - so finite and limited to time; but
the esoteric essence of light and life - co-eval as soul and spirit is infinite
and unrestricted by the laws that govern mere animal or physical force I
Now as the exoteric element of time - per se - is limited and restricted
to the environment of time and sense, (sic) dust to dust ; the esoteric
essence of "bright effluence increate" is infinite and immortal as the
original that breathed into his nostrils the breath of life, whereby man
became a living soul.
While therefore the finite body of man, limited and restricted by the
conditions and capabilities of time and sense, must needs die ;-be therefore ceases his earthly existence by reas<>n of the very condition and capability of propagating earthly life. The soul, immortal as its sire, can
never die; for that wl1ich is invisible, and infinite, as the soul, passes on
into the infinite and abides for ever and ever.
Now then, a.'I we would adjust the outward sense by the inward life and
light of the spirit,~ so. the exoteric element of sense, feeling and emotion must neecls be relegated to the spirit of truth and rememberance,
therefore educated up to, and upon the plane of an higher and holier life
in the spirit, in other words, resolve our outward condition of sense and
environment into an enlightened subjection to the capability and acquirments of the soul and spirit.
·
We need not resist evil. hy outward demonstration of retaliating blow
for blow, but, as the son of man, so adjust our outward condition of suffering unto death, by our inwarcl c·apability of !!piritual faith, hope and
......
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love, wherein the "triumph and the trance begins, and all the phrenix
spirit glows within l "
True, Abel dies, and Cain survives!
Christ is crucified and the scribes and pharisees are glad. Now if in
the "survival of the fittest" the posterity of Cain inaugurated song and
speech, and were giants in their days and throughout their generations,
nevertheless, when the "window of heaven opened" and the "fountains
of the great deep broke up," -the blow of Abel crying from the ground,
tHd the multitndious waters incarnadine, and impregnate with life ~ and
a. new movement and demonstration of the spirit, wherein the bow of
promise spans the skies.
Ca.in and his posterity, as the exponent of the prostyle temple of physical and intellectual force, survived the deluge in the person of the w+fe
of Ham - who was of the house of Cain - and whose offspring, Noah,
signalled out from the rest of his sons, for a malediction and prophecy
historically verified. Even in their best state a "servant of servants
unto their brethren ! "
This may be disputed and denied, but not by any one conversant with
the tribes and nations which have since then come up and gone down the
"back entry of time! " Now while all the posterity of Cain, ~save one,
viz., the wife of Ham, perished in the deluge, -for Noah and his three
sons were "pure in their gerieration<1" from Seth, - the blood of Abel
crying untO the Lord God of the Rain-bow, 01·. Bow of Promise, survives
in spirit and quickens the prophecy of Noah, the faith of Abraham, the
inspiration of the law-give1-. Moses, the penitential psalms of Diwid, the
movement o~ the spirit of Elijah and the prophets, culminating in the life
and death of Christ Jesus, wherein all and through. all, we have in the
spirit the survival of the fittest to live and instruct man; not in the rudiments of the prostyle temple of mere physical and intellectual force, but
as the exponent of the esoteric life of the sermon on the Mount of Olives
- peace and good will in every man for his brother.
Now then, if the man of mere physical or brute force takes away my
coat, he is welcome to my cloak also, and if the man of intellectual calibre compels me to go with him a mile, I'll go twain : But it does not
follow, that, thereby I propose or will surrender m.v faith, hope or love in
the spirit of truth and remembrance to his keeping, wherein alone is the
Survival of the Fittest.
E. B. P •
.Boston, Nov., 1890.
THE ZODIACAL CONSTELLATIONS. - (No. 7.)
Taurus, (~) and Gemini, (II.)
THIS article with the aooompanying map, presents the most brilliant
sections of the heavens. Taurus and Gemini occupy positions upon each
side of the Milky Way and from their nearness to the most notable stars
and constellations of the heavens may be easily found.
These groups will be seen at this season (Dec. 10th and later), between
the eastern horizon and the meridian, if observed in the early e\•ening
hours. About January 1st, at ten p. m., they will occupy (nearly) the
positions shown in the map, and from this date until late in the Spring
these sections of the heavt-rn~ may hu viewed to gre:itest advantage.
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The cluster of stars known a.<1 the Hyades, of which Aldebaran is the
principal member, as well as the Pleiades, belong to the · constellation
of Taurus.
Gemini is always quickly recognized by the two bright stars, Castor
and Pollux ; the latter will be seen to possess much greater splendor than
the former.
The P1eiades cluster is the centre around which the visible universe
revolves. As our sun, by his superior weight and volume, is sufficiently
powerful to swing the Solar System in the multifarious movements exemplified by the several members, so the great power, the location of which
is marked by the Pleiades, wields its force in the government of a UNlVJo.:RSE. Alcyone, the central sun, and principal star of this remarkable
group, is estimated to po98ess a power and brilliancy equal to 12,000 of
our sun!

The other prominent stars shown in the map, are Procyon, a first magnitude star and the principle member of the constellation of Canis Minor;
Sirius, the Dog Star, and the most brilliant of all the starry host, a member of Canis Major ; Betelguese and Rigel (both of which are first ma"nitude stars) members of the constellation of Orion. A very interestit;'g
group of stars, also belonging to Orion, is found in the " belt ; " a faint
line of three brilliant stars, equal distances apart, and about midway from
Betelguese to Rigel. Regarding this star (Rigel) we would say that the
map show11 it incorrectly, for, as stated above, it is a first magnitude
star.
We devoutly hope that all our readers will find great interest in the
study of this section of the heavens which is but incompletely describecl
in this short article. With every look heavenward remember that your
ideas broaden and your capacity to contain the BEAL increases. Our
object. in presenting these simple &tar lessons, is not to impart an exact or
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even original method for the considel'ation of this inexhaustible domain
of research, but that my readers may find a more perfect avenue
through which they may walk with God, and Nature and tLus minister to
that INNER GROWTH which, in all we do or say, is the ULTIJIATE, NOW AND
ALWAYS.
QUF.STIONS.

CHA.S. H. MA.OKA.Y, Dear Fr-iend : - If it is a proper question and
not too simple, please inform me why it is said" The moon is in her first
quarter," or "The moon quartered to-Oay" titc., when exactly one-half
of her surface is visible? If all heavenly bodies (the moon of course
included) are round, I fail to see why the term ''quarter" should be
applied to what in reality is a half. There may be other mortals as ignorant of the explanation of this phenomenon as I am, and who would
C. T.
thankfully receive a word from you upon the subject.
New Onleans, La., Oct. 30th 1890.

Ans. Consider the moon a 1phere and the solution of the mystery(?)
will be easy. When the "full moon" occurs, we simply behold that
hemisphere which is t0tcard us, and should remember that another surface just as large is hidden from view of the terrestrial observer. When
one half o( that side of the moon toward us, is illuminated, i* actually
C. H. M.
represents just one-fourth of her entire surface.
MB. C.H. MACKAY, Dear Sir: - I am interested in the "Zodiacal
Constellations," and find great profit in star gazing. Before receiving
the November ESOTERIC I had been watching Pisces and wondering what
constellation it was; being attracted by its peculiar wedge shape, or likeness
to the letter V, in a horizontal position. The firat star, in the lower open
end of the V, is of a deep, glowing orange color, a planet, as it burns with
a steady light. It cannot be a part of the constellation, as that contains
only stars of less than the second magnitude.
My friends, Capricornus and Aries, are equally interested with myself
in this delightful study in which we have the help of a good opera glass.
At my own advent the earth was in Cancer, "the least im).>Ortant body of
the zodiac," as Flammariou ~ays. I think I have traced its faint straggling shape directly un<ler Gemini. My planet is Saturn, thanks to
" Solar Biology " redeemed from the evil repute it bas so long home.
Last night, from a high point near my home, I watched the perfection of
the November skies. Jupiter and Mars were in Capricorn, and my friend
Aries came flying in breathlessly to call my attention to their glowing bean·
ty when in close proximity. Vega, of the Harp, with her tiny attendant
stars is also in fine position for observation. Imagine my delight
one evening in August when I discovered one of them to be a double star.
I felt sure it was a double when gazing at it with the naked
eye, and my glass confirmed the fact. I felt in my heart the exaltation
of a Herschel at the discovery of Uranus, for had not I discovered it for
myself, though long known to science? Then Aquila of the Eagle; Cygnus; the beautiful little Dolphin; the square of Pegasus; the zodiacal constellations, Aquarius, Pisces and Aries. How strange it seems the feet and
bead of the "Grand Man " touching. Then Taurus, his red eye ( Aldebaran ), shining more dimly now than it will two mouths later when his
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"hoofs, unwilling climb the starry vault." Pleiades hanging upon bis
shoulder, and by the way I can see with the naked eye ten stars in this
constellation in the position herein set down. In the east, a little to the
south, fl.ashes " Orion the Magnificent ; " of all the constellations visible
to me the grandest, and my heart thrills with awe at the vastness and
mystery of the heavens, and my lips murmur:
" What is man that Thou art mindful of him,
Or the son of man that Thou visitest him."
There are so many questions I would like to ask, so little that I know.
Tell me if "Mira the Wonderful" is visible in this locality now, and if
it is visible in our sky at its greatest brilliancy. I could not find it in
August.
At eleven o'clock last night (Nov. 12th) I noticed directly under Orion
and hut a few degrees above the horizon, a brilliant star. What is its
name?
I think ~ur suggestion (in October ESOTERIC) that the " Branches "
send in " J!Jxperience letters " an inspiration ; they will be hailed with
delight by many lonely ones, almost ''Shut ins," who like myself are
struggling " crab fashion ,, toward the light.
· Yours truly, Mrs. Bee.
A reliable method for locating Cancer, is to carefully note the nebula,
which is seen at the centre of this constellation. It occupies a compact
section of the heavens near the constellation of Gemini, and it.a stars are
very faint. There are two, however, quite close together which may be
seen with distinctness by the naked eye. In our next article we sha.J.l
give a drawing of this constellation with the surrounding bodies.
The star below the open end of the " V" of Pisces, spoken of by my .
correspondent, must be Daphna, a second magnitude star and the most
noticeable member of Cetns, of which Mira is also a member. The only
star of any prominence (except Daphna) in this immediate locality i11
Markab, a second magnitude star in the constellation of Pegasus.
Mira, the " Wonderful," is visible at periods of eleven months ; the
next period of visibility occuring in July. It shines, when brightest,
with a brilliancy nearly equal to Markab and Daphna. If the reader
will refer to the November ESOTERIC, the place of Mira may be found by
consulting the map accompanying the article on Zodiacal Constellations,
page 202. Note that part of Pisces where the stars come to a point;
folio• south east to the distance of about five degrees, and the place of
Mira will be quite accurately determined. 'l'o those, who cannot readily
estimate the length of a degree in the heavens, we would say that the stal'l5
in the square of Pegasus are about ten degrees apart. Pegasus being
very conveniently near by, may serve as a measuring rod, in this and
similar instances.
We would refer the reader to page 22, July ESOTERIC 1890, for further information concerning Mira.
It will be observed that Mars and Jupiter are spoken of as being in the
constellation of Capricorn. This should not lead the general reader to
suppose that Solar Biology (which places these planets in Virgo and Aries,
re11pectively) is at variance with the science of Astronomy. The apparent difference is explained, when we understand that Solar Biology vi .. ,. ;
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all heavenly bodies, employing the sun as the centre, while .-\stronomy
takes the eartli as the seat of observation.
The diagram which represents the ten stars of the Pleiades, is very
good indeed and shows that the writet· of the above letter has made the
closest of observations of this interesting cluster.
We trust that yon may go on in your exhaus tless researches, :md following up your "discovery" of the double in Lyra, constantly l1)l)k for
new truths, and in all instances, observe the celestial wonders with your'
own eyes; in your own way; thus re-<liscovering the heavPn\; beauties
and increasing your own powers of soul an<l mind. May every reader of
this magazine fet!l the g1·eat but indescriba.ble good which continued contemplation of the starry vault of heaven brings to tl;ie faithful observer.
The double stat· spoken of, and which is found quite near the brilliant
Vega, the 61-st magnitude st:uof Lyr1\ (the harp), may be seen a.'i a doubfo,
by ev<\n ordinarily good eyes, if persistently observed. It, with Vcga ;mcl
another star of the same apparent magnitude as the "double;' form a
nearly perfect triangle, whose sides are about one degree in length:
To those who may not be familiar with the position of Veg-.i. ancl the
constellation ( Ly1·a ), of which it is a member, we will say that it may be
easily founcl by looking towards the northwt•stem section of the heavens,
upon any clear night clnring December. There is no other star. in this
locality, of first magnitnclc, ancl as it is the most hrilliant object to be seen
in the di1·cction me11tio11e1\, it cannot be mist:tken. 1101· escape the notice
of even a careless oLs<'rver.
The star which is mentioned as coming to view in the east just below
the constellation of Oriou, is doubtless the tlog star, Sirius, which is shown
in the cliagram aborn.
EDITORIAL.
UNDER the title of " Our Statement to the l<'riends of Truth," Prof. Butler
has issued a most important explanatory essay regarding the attack upon the Esoteric movement by the Blavatsky faction of the Theosophical Society. This at-tack was begun nearly two years ago, immediately following Mr. Butler's departure for the Pacific coast, and again, recently, the same class of persecutors have
sought to re-open the question, in San Francisco, where our Founder has been
.
successfully lecturing and teaching during the past ft:w months.
. Not wishing to bring this unwelcome theme into the pages of our magazine, we
have ,issued the pamphlet above named, ancl will send it in any quantity desired,
to those who feel sufficiently interested to remit postage, an<l distribute to those
who may care to hear a clear, concise explanation of the whole affair.
This pamphlet contains upwards of twenty pages, and is publishecl with the
desire that it may reach thti attention of every person who has heard of the many
indefinite, and consequently harmful. reports concerning the Esoteric mov,,ment
and its originator. We trust that all who have not, ere this, received· & copy,
will possess one at one!' and send for a few to circulate among their friends. .
In this connection we would call attention to a little book just issued by Marie
L. Farrington (author of "Facing the Sphinx,") of San Francisco. It is called,
"A Mystic Society of Universal Row," and sparkles with some pretty terse criticisms regarding the prominent figures of the Theosophical Society. It toaches
upon the lawsuit now pending in New York, and in which ti!e Theoeophists are
sa.id to be deeply involved, besides giving many points relative to inhannony. in
the ranks of Theosophy, which were not generally known before. This pamphlet
will be sent post--paid upon receipt of ten cents.
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Let us add, in all sincerity, that we advise no one to get this class of literature
with the expectation of discovering something wrong in ThfJQSophy; its principles
are all right, and were it not represented by people too eager for personal elevation and power, it would stand far better bt.-fore the world t<><iay than it does.

IT was our intention to have published, this month, generous excerpts from the
series of lectures upon Esoteric Theosophy which have recently been delivered
at the Society Esoteric lecture rooms, but space forbids, and we can but brieflv
allude to the grand work which the lecturer, Dr. J. C. Street., has been spreading
before the people.
Dr. Street is too well known to need an introduction to our readers, for his name
has frequently appeared in these pages. and his great work, the "Hidden Way
Across the Threshold " has, we presume, been read by most of our subscribel'll.1
The announcement in the daily papers that this distinguished Traveller and Occultist would deliver a series of lectures upon the above-named theme, was sufficient
to overcrowd our spacious rooms at each meeting. At sevnal of the lectures it
was ner.essary to throw open the rooms adjoining, and even then \Ve were 1tnable
to furnish seating capacity for all.
It is exceedingly gratifying to note this healthy interest in 11ubjects so dear to
the heart of every true Esoteric, and it all proves that the people are starving
for those spiritual truths which the creed-bound theories of the day are unable to
impart.
We hope~publish, in the January EsoTERIC, the greater portion of Dr. Street's
lecture on " Re-incarnation," and "The Gateway of Knowledge.''
W!i: have received Smith's Planetary Almanac for 1891. It appears to h~ n.
reliably prepared guide, giving weather predictions, planetary positions, anrl 1111merous points of advice which may be found of use to all. Price, ten cents.

TuB increasing interest in the study of " Solar Biology " is- indicated from
the fact that :Mrs. M. W. Drury is constantly receiving letters from fresh sources
regarding this science. As a teacher, Mrs. Drury stands among the first, and her
students never fail to receive benefit. For terms etc., we would call attention to
her advertisement herein.
RK:HEMBEB that we still otter Dicken's works, or the Mammoth Cyclopedia to
every subscriber sending us $2.00 for one advance subscription. For IL six
month's subscription (new name) and seventy-five cents, we will send "E11oteric
:Education," or "Twelve Manner of People.'' For a yearly subscription (ne\v)
and $1.50 we will send both these books as premiums.

ANY subseriber may retain fifty cents commission for every new yearly ~ub
acriber sent us, and we will supply the current issue of the magazine in any quantity desired at three centa each ; it being understood that the same will be used
· only as sample copies to assist in obtaining subscriptions ; further than this, we
will allow our agents to deduct the amount paid for these copies. when they send
us their first list of three or more new names. In addition to this we will supply
111becription blanks and circulars, advertising our premiums.
WE shall open the year with a series of articles on the symbolism of the zodiacal signs, as they express humanity. In these we will sh•w the reasons for the
different characteristics of different individuals.

THE LADms' HOKE JOURNAL for December contains a feast of instructive articles upon a variety of subjects pertaining to everything of interest to the fair sex.
This journal is published by the Curtis Publishing Co., of Philadelphia.
WE have four copies of •• Primitive Symbolism as illustrated in Phallic W orP1·ice, $2.50 each.

Hhip; or the Reproductive Principle."
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BOOK REVIEWS.
The Finding of the Gnosis, or the Apotheosis

of an Ideal; after
the style of blank verse. This little book tells many good things bat we consider
its method of bringing out its ideas are rather transcendental. There is, in our
estimation, no better way to express a fact than to say it is in as direct a manner
as possible, if it is to be said at all. This book is bound in cloth. in attractive
covers ; 74 pages. Published by the Occult Publishing Co., 66 Boylston St.,
Boston, Mass. Price, $1.00.

Cypress Beach~ by William H. Babcock, a novel dealing with the
mysteries of Hypnotism. Paper covers; 178 pages. Price, 40 cents. Published
by the author, Washington, D. C.
A Look Upward, is a new book juat issued from the publishing bowie
of Lee and Shepard, of this city. Its author, Susie C. Clark, seems to have made
a most thorough study of the theme which is so ably elaborated within this work.
Said a gentleman whose knowledge of meta.physical subjects is profound : "The
little woman demmuJtrated within her own life that the science was real, and pc>tent, for she healed herself, and now she has given the result of her ripe experience in this clearly written work." We cordially recommend it to the careful
consideration of our readers, and deeply realize its worth to those whose interest
is centred in the meta.physical fields of thought. Bound in cloth, 2J.5 pagee.
Price, $1.25.
Upward Steps of Seventy Years. Autobiographic, Biographic,
Historic. Deals with the growth of reforms, a.nti~lavery, spiritualism, psychic
research, religioua outlook, coming reforms, etc. By Giles B. Stebbins. Bound
in cloth ; 308 pages. Price $1.25. John W. Lovell Co.r 142 Worth St. New
York.
The Sin of Edith Dean, another story in verse by Mrs. Swisher,
dealing with the ever new, ever fresh theme, love. The book is much after the
style of " Florecita.," mention of which was made in this magazine last February.
Reference to our review of " Florecita" will conv!.nce the reader that we entertained a. high opinion of that work, but this later effort is characterized by finer
touches of pathos, and its entire tone seems to us the natural outgrowth of the
author's riper experience and broader views. Attractively bound in cloth; 96
pages. Published by John B. Alden, 393 Pearl St., New York. Price $1.00.
One Life; One Law, by Mrs. Myron Reed, is a book which should
claim more than passing notice and we would be glad to make generous extracts
if space allowed. It is dedicated to " All seekers after God," and the author
shows that she is possessed of much niore than an ordinary understanding of Esoteric principles when she says '' Self consciouaness is the truth in which all other
truths a.re known.''
Bound iu cloth; 220 pages ; published by U. S. Book Co., 142 Worth St., N.
Y. Price, $1.50.
Nora, a Doll's House, is not by a.nymeansachild's storyasitstitle
would seem to indicate. It deals wi~ the deepest, most subtle of all questions
which concern this age namely, the marriage and domestic problems. The author
is Henrik Ibsen the eminent Norwegian writer and the book is tranalateci by
Frances Lord, who publishes, as a preface to the above, a finely written article
upon the life and works of Ibsen. This story is published as a drama and the
latter section of the book contains a.not.her drama by Ibsen, Glwm, the interest
and literary merit of which is on a. level with the great writer's many other
\Vorks. Bound in cloth, 108 pages. Price, 75 cents. Lily Publishing Co.,
16 l La S:illc St., C!1icago.
·
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RE-INCARNATION, METEMPSYCHOSIS; OR, TRANSMIGRATION OF THE HUMAN SOUL.
BY DR. J. C. STREET.

ORTHODOX Christendom tries in vain to resist Spirit Light, which has
1on(J' indicated that this Western World needs some new truth.
'
The knowledqe or idea of Transmigration of Souls has hitherto remained
hidden in the East ; being often considered by the western mind as a
dream of an ideal, of which it is most significant in the 01·der of the univerae.
If it is false, nothing can force it to live; but a sincere truth of action
underlies its principles. and in it is found the riddle of man's descent and
destiny.
Spirituality, love, virtue, kindliness and justice may be found in their
unveiled splendor through the principles of re-incarnation, which open:-i
that knowledge growth of spiritual power and action. Souls a.re continually being born again from out the darkened shades of Hades into this
life. This was the key-note of Pythagoras' and Plato's Philosophy.
The inclividw:.l soul is far older than the human body which it inhllbits.
The ancient civilization of Egypt and Greece, whose grandeur can not Le
-Over-estimated, was built upon this idea, and their religions were based
upon it; re-incarnation being taught as a precious secret and a fundamental and basic truth.
Re-incarnation teaches that the soul enters this life, not as a fresh creation, but is very much older as an individuality than the body it inhabits, and brings a full assurance of the soul's indestructibility. Its doctrine is rooted with the assurance, that after a long course of progression,
on this earth, or on some other planet, it acquired its present inherent
peculiarities, and is now shaping in this human existence a more exalt1~1l
illumination, to pass on to higher splendors or re-births. Only the inner
traits of the soul are permanent companions.
That man ever dwells in the bodies of beasts we deny as irrational. As
such a. retrogression would contradict the fundamental maxims of nature.
There is no favoritism in the universe, but all have the same everlasting
facilities for growth and ripening. Those who are now elevated in worldly
stations -0f wealth and power, may be sunk in very humble surroundings
in the next creation of bodily form, or in the much nearer future, uniting
with some one still in the form. (Pythagoras.) The soul when not
imprisoned in a. gross mortal body. as it now is, was united to a luminous
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heaveuly, ethereal body which serve<l it as a vehicle to fly through the air,
rise to the stars and wa.ntler ove1· all the regions of immensity iu space.
Birth on this earth being thtJ soul dressed in some new fo1·111 for lahor and
work; death being the oltl form dressed again for flight. The gentlenllSS,
love and sympathy, or suffering, silent and brave, which may he endured
now, will produce the treasnes of a. more exalted love and peace, or patience and fortitude of greater strength in the next life or vice versa. The
bri·ea.t father-mother heart of Qver-sonl makes no mistakes. The auger,
selfishness and uncontrollable impulses of animal appetites a.re the peculiar tendencies and acquired energies which will assert themselves, as
hereditary or previous activities in the next re-embodiment. ••The soul
always weaves her garments anew; our loves guide the pattern." Plato.
Re-incarnation alone solves the problem of injustice and misery which
broods over our world, and Immortality and Equity demands it. \Vhen
a man knows this, he must fully accept the fnll responsibility of his
thoughts and actions. If the human soul sprang into existence specially
for this life, why should it continue afterwards? For we ha.ve no right t.o
claim that the soul is immort.al or eternal, on one side of its e:\rthly period, without its being so on the other side of this earthly existence. The
Greek philosophers claimed, as nothing which has life 01· being can have
originated from nothingness, neither can that which has or ever· had existence vanish into nothingness. Therefore the human soul is uncreated
and in<lest.ructihle. So complete a structure as the human soul must have
a sublime foundation. This life is but an impulse or desit·e groping in
darkness, on an embryo plane, which continually implies ii more exalted
one and we are certain of a persevering life of eontinuecl progression,
outlasting all the changes of time and death.
Re-incarnation, or soul-wanderings in spirit, sets in order this seeming
chaos of human life, which iii only one of the grand series, in which every
individual soul is going the round of infinite experiences and
progress for a glorious outcomiug.
Ue-iucamatiou fully exonerates God, Spirit and Nature. of showing a.ny
partiality, or malieiommess, towards any life on the earth, we know that
error, selfishness and depravity do exist, which is simpl,v ~nripeness and
ignorance, therefore necessitating other r~incarnations. There must be an
infall~ble reaction which constitutes a perfect law of harmony and justice,
th~t every act, be it good or evil, love or hatred, is followed by au infallible .:iorrect reaction, which constitutes the maze of Divine harmony.
Birth must necessarily be precefle1l by crossing the river of oblivion.
Au account of our animal existence we forget the larger portion of experiences soon after we have passed through it, but as our lnve and li\·e:;
hceome more universal, and purer, we are able to look backward UJ:>0n previous stages of our soul genius and its progress in other life experiences;
for ag spirit truth illuminates man's soul, he can view the long vist:i of
the reons o.f ages by which he has riptmed out in his ascension towards
( iod. Spirit never is in haste. The absolute parent m:iy use millions of
years to form a soul, that shall nu<lerstand Him. Time is as nothing.
From the Egyptian Book of the DP.ad we learn that it is required of the
body celestial to gather up the whole past experiences of the soul, while
the body terrestrial brings to each human soul exertions for a cap:r.city
fo1· fresh acquisitions of more exalted spirit unfol1lment and ripening.
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The soul pe1·sonal, Ly ti.te. law of attraction in seeking another birth, ftnds
the path of least resistance in the channels best adapted to its qualities,
or genius, making a wise choice by the inherent tendencies of its nature.
'fhe birth of a genius, or great exalted soul in human form, usually
comes in the parentage which is humble and corumon-placed circumstance.a,
giving abundant evidence that the imlividual soul far outstrips all the
tr.tmmels of any ph)·sical l>irth. Usually, <lull commonplace el1ildren are
boru of what ·the worl<l terms great parentage. where every great opportunity. apparently, is offered, showing inefficiency of hereditary influences,
therebv coufim1ing the law of re-incamation, and that a mere animal life
attra.c£; amt' brings forth unripe chihlren 0
He-incamation provides for the grandc:1t development of . mankind, accounting for all the varie1l difference!! in human life, showing it is but a
pil;1·image of eternal :wtion through which we 'trea.tl our darkened way
back to the mother-heart of great spi1·it over-soul. Absolute life, heavenly parac.lise i:1 man's native country; in this pre!!ent life he is as an exile. These longings of higher impulse, swells up the personal will through
an endless se1·ies of migrations which men call deaths ; ever refining into
a purer life of fairer iwenes antl loftier heights, age a.fte1· age, home at
la.~t in spirit forevermore.
\Vhat sleep is for the refreshing.of the physical bmly. so death is for the refreshing of will character personal. Therefore like a swe~t refreshing sleep, eveu because nature puts man in the
sleep of cleath, she must ever quicken him anew, with a hi;.;her life ever
unfolJiug itself within him .
.May the spirit of eternal prog-ress give man the eye to trace out th&
shining course of this divine spark, the hnmai. soul, th:i.t we may all strive
w dothe it iu nobler forms of creation than the present one, in which
this hea1·t uuw heaves and groans.
Observation a-ssures ns of the inequalities of this physical Jife ; we do
nut all start with a fair chance in the race callccl life, therefore all cannot Le l'Xpecte1l, at the dose of one brief mortal pilgrimage to reach the
same goal in spirit or heights of purer mHI higher life. \Vho of us knows
anything of the first two 01· tln·ee years of our earthly life? No one can
remember the ti111c when he fit-st thought I, the ego or through I. \Ve
reach b:wk with vur recollections and find no beginning of existence.
Every human soul during even this one life, 1lwells successively in many
bodies, for our bodies are continually changing Ly that perpetual p1·ocess
of decay. Hest, tlwn restoratiou, which is so gradual that it escapes our
notit•e. The soul al wa)'8 wears her garments anew and repairs the waste ;
finally escapes from this physical cage, like a bird passing on her journey,
in her latest and t;ewest garment, wo\•en out of her personal wills, loves,
aspirations and actions during earth life.
Com1iderecl from this point, every one is born into the state which he .
has fai1ly ea.rued, and ripene<l unto by his own previous action. Here
rests that immutable law of causation of Karma ; of consequence.
The chilJ is the father of the man, he must carry from one stage of life
or existence to another, the loves, habits, tendencies and dispositions
which he has permitted to leacl him, be they chaste, unselfish and exalted;
or passions, vice and crime.
!;leep is the gnlf of oblivion between the two worlds. The soul and
the penional will goes into death sleep in the physical b0tly, and it awakens
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in the new ; as the birth into this present life was the death of the old,
so death of the present is the birth of the new life.
It is a happy thing that the soul remembers nothing of its grosser or
former life, for the memory of the past would be to drag it into the present,and a backward looking soul would dwell on the past in place of the
present, thereby missing the best uses of the present life. Spirit action
and knowledge are as universal a:i the ocean; always waiting to be used,
which teaches eve1·y student that birth as well as death are but brief
transitory spheres, which is quit.e foreign to 'our soul-spirit, and that our
l1irth here was a change or death from an earlier existence.
Pbilo the Greek says, " He tbat is ripened unto light, overcometh this
' world, a111l he shall go no more out." John, Rev., iii, 12. ''Him that
o\•ercometh will l make a pillar in the temple of my God, and he shall
go no more out." 'Vhen the discipies inquired of Christ as to the blind
man ·•.Master who did sin, this man or his parents, that he was born
blind, answere1l; " Neither has this man sinnecl, nor his parents ; but
that the works of God should be made manifest in him." Christ repeate1lly expressed that John the Baptist was Elias, thus: If ye will receive it,
this is Elias, which was for to come again ; before Abraham was I
am. For the f'ternal life which was with the Father and was manifested
in me." 1st John 1-2.
,
" The Egyptian religion taught that after death the soul passed into the
lower world and was conducted to the Hall of Truth, where it was adjudged
by forty-two assessor:;. Anubis, the son of Osiris, brought forth a pair
of scales, and after placing in one a figure, the emblem of truth or per·
fection of life, set in the other a vase containing the good dl"eds of the
deceased. Thoth, the scribe, recorded the result. If the good cleeds
weighed down the scales, then the happy soul was perm!tted ti) enter the
boat of the sun, and was conducted by good spirits to the Elysian Fields
(Aahln), the dwelling place of the blest. If, 011 the contrary, the good
deecls were insufficient, the unhappy ~unl was sentenced to a series of
transm igrationii, depending on the 1legree of the soul's demerits. If
these protracted punishments failecl tu work out the purification of the
son], and it proved itself incurable, Osiris pronounced upon it the final
sentence of annihilation.
" The good soul was freed from its infirmities by passing through purgatorial fires in the p1·esence of genii, and lived three thousand years in the
presence of Osiris, after which it returned and re-.entered its former body
- rose from the dead, and lived once more upon earth. This process was
repeated through a magic cycle of yea.rs, when to crown all, the good and
blessed attained the final joy of union with God, being absorbed into the
di vine essence from which all souls had once emanated, and so attained
the perfection and true end of existence."
THE GATEWAY OF KNOWLEDGto:.

It is better in the end, that a system, declaration, doctrine, insight of
knowledge or hypothesis, which is to become a basic truth for the people,
should first run the gauntlet of a general denial and opposition. Truth
becomes truth by its own achievement ; it must conquer human nature
before it can rule it; it must grow in and illuminate man, before it can be
loved by man.
·
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Unity and duality, exists not only because one God created all thiugs,
but because He worki; by one process, or according to one principle, one
fulcrum or foundation. Therefore because God is one, there is unity and
<luality in all created things. This will be called faith by some men; but
from some scientific stand.point nwy not a true faith become also a true
philosophy?
Science declares that fire lies latent in wood, only awaiting some kindling touch to raise the flame. Even so does soul force and spirit life,
love, wisdom, intelligence, lie latent in every form of Nature; and this
divine spirit must work from within outward, herein the agnostics and
scientists condemn the process, being fully unacquainted or prejudiced
·
against the end of the process.
The within is the soul and trnth of the without. Man's will can only
act powerfully when united and remaining identical with the universal
spirit; it must become attuned to the already existing universal willpower in nature. I ag-.iin repeat. tha will-power which comes from the
brain is like the cold moonlight, it is simply a force with no power to warm
op or awaken life; to warm up and renew life. man must use that love
element or fire principle, of regenerate love that feeds the fire.body.
The human body is suhject to a double law of nature, male and fetnale,
and when the student will throw aside this outer material body, as his
hypothesis, and learns to comprehend the difference between the objective
and subjective man; the animal and the soul bod.v, the outer and the
inner being ; to polarize either with the astral-magno or astral-force, he
Cl".n have the mi~ht power of nature, and become the grandest of magicians.
But the student must not 1·est here hut press on. The student of soul-light
finds the union of sex in its dual heing is the universal form of God; un11el6sh love th1> ·universal force, and wisdom the guiding hand; marriage
of the soul with spirit the universal result.
The male element rep1·csents the energy. action, warmth, and productive principle in nature. The female element represents, the passive,
maternal, aud procreative receptive principle in nature, the union of the
two iu the snhjecti ve man is nni versal soul.
There iR 110 vacuum in nature; wherever a want existi-1 there is a supply
to meet it, for nature makes no demands she cannot fill; all true knowledge comes by and through nature ; all things visible are effects of some
hidden cause. The true soul-a.:ition is always hidden. The true growth
is im·olntion while evolution is the ever-changing shadow.
Force, whether active or latent, is co-equal with substance. \\re must
not remain blundering ovei· the process, but the i.,rrea.t object aim must he
the end of the process. Most men desire to pry into the secrets of nat <1re
aud occult science, ti] merely attain knowledge to be used for selfish eu 111.
Only they who desire truth, forgetting self in the desire to do good, w: II
receive that baptism of spirit, love, wisdom and knowledge of hidden truth.
The nerve centre of the thinking principle is said to be located at
Chitta, iu the middle of the forehead, where one finds the third eye or
superior sight. Continually dwelling upon one truth, fixing attention
ag-.iin and again, upon one accepted Logos or truth, we must concentrate
the mind upon one point, concentrating and contemplating on Chitta or
else fixing the eye on a luminous object, placed at a little distance, will
frequently induce the superior stat.e, just now called hypnotic.
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To become fully entranced, is to float in the astral body out into thl·
atmospheres of soul worM. or even farther a.way into the astral seas of
limitless space. But all things that may come hy and through entrancement or by modem mediumship, are not of a necessity truth. Some are
from pure true spil·it intelligences, ancl are tme ; some are reflexes of
mentality and partake of the medium's knowle<lge. while frequently they
are emanations, desires, and exhalations from persons about, or iudividuals concentratiug upon the medium. Every nmn ancl woman shouhl b"'
a medium unto themselves, thereby becoming theit· own hiera1·chy, that
liberty of goveruing their own s:icred things; man must bring with him
his own spiritual light to illuminate the clarkness, the inextinguishable
lamp must be his OWi\ dual soul enlightened by Di vine intelligence.

THE STORY OF KARIN.
KARIN the £.air, Karin the gay, .
Came on the morn of her b1·idal day She came to the mill pollll clear and bright,
Aml viewecl herself in the morning light,
" And 011," shti criecl, "that my bonny brow
:May ever he white and smooth as now !
Aud. oh, my hair that I love to braid,
,Be yellow in sunshine, and brown in shade I
·• And oh, my waist sae slender and fine,
May it never need girdle longe1· than mine I "
She lingered and laugh~d o'er the waters clear
When sudden she sta1·ts. and shrieks in fear, " Oh, what is this face so laidly old
That looks at my side irt the waters cold?"
She turns around to view the bank,
And the osier willows dark ancl dank,
And from the fern she sees arise
An aged crone with awesome eyes.
" Ha! ha ! she laughed, " ye're a. bonny bride
See how ye '11 fare gm the New Year tide I
Y e'll wear a robe sae blithely gl'an,'
An ell-long girdle canna span.
1Vhen twal months three shall pass away
Your berry-brown hair shall be streaked wi' gray,
An gin ye be mither of ba.irnies nine
Your brow shall be wrinkled and dark as mine."
Karin she sprang to her feet with speed,
An<l clasped her hands aboon her head, " I pray to the saints and spirits all
Th:it never a child me mither call."
The crone lh-ew near. and the crone she spake ••Nine times flesh and banes shall ache.
Laidlv and awesome ve shall wane
·wr ~il and care, and travail pain."
" Better," said Karin, "lay me low,
And sink for aye in the. water's fl.ow I"
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The crone •·aisec.l her withered hand on high,
And showed her a tree that stood hard by.
•• Take of the bonny fruit," she said,
"And eat till the seeds are dark and red.
Count them less, or count them more,
Nine times yon shall number o'er;And when each number you shall speak,
·
Cast st:>ed bv seed into the lake."
Karin she ite of the fruit sae fine ;
· ' Twa.'I mellow as sand, and sweet as brine.
Seed by seed she let them fall ;
The waters rippled over all.
But ilka seed a8 Karin threw
U prose a bubble to hP.r view Uvrose a sigh from out tho lake,
As though a baby's heart did break .

•

•

•

•

•

•

Twice nine years are come and gone;
Karin the fair site walks her lone.
She sees aro1 md on either side
Maiden and mither, wife and bride.
W au and pale her bonny brow,
Sunken and sad her eyes are now,
Slow her step and heavy her breast,
And never an arm whereon to rest.
The old kirk porch when Karin spied,
The postern door was open wide.
"Woe's me," she said, "I'll enter in,
Aud shrive me from my every sin."
'Twas silence all within the kirk;
The aisle was empty, chill and mirk.
The chancel rails were black and bare ;
Nae priest, nae penitent was there.
Karin knelt, and her prayer she said ;
But her heart within her was heavy and dead.
Her prayer fell back on the cold gray stone ;
It would not rise to heaven alone.
Darker grew the darksome aisle,
· Colder felt her heart the while.
" Woe's me," she cried, ·~ 'rVhat is my sin?
~ever I wronged kith or kin.
Why do I start and quake wi' fear
Lest I a drea<lful doom should hear?
And what is this light that seems to fall
On the sixth commandment on the wall?
And who are these I see arise
And look on me wi' stony e)eS?
A shadowy troop, they flock sae fast
The kirk~yard may not hold the last.
Young and old of ilk degree,
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Bairns, and baimies' bairns, I see.
All I look on eit.her way
'
• Mither, mither ' ! seem to say,
" We are souls that might have been,
But for your vanity anJ sin.
We in numbers multiplied
Might have lived and loved and died, Might have served the Lord in this, Might have met thy soul in uliss.
Mourn for us also while you pray,
"rho might have been, but never may I ,.
Thus the voices <lied away, " Might h;ive been, but nernr may I " .
Karin she left the kirk no more ;
Never she passed the postern door.
They found her dead at the vesper toll ; May heaven in mercy rest her soul I

[Selecud.J

MENTAL HEALING.•
Number Two.
THE subject of mental healing is practically inexhaustible; and it is
of all subjects the one that shoulcl be of most intense and practical interest to imperfect beings.
Look at the great breadth ancl grasp of the subject I Whatever ill
human nature is in a11y way prone to, comes fully and fairly within its
scope of action. When the human entity rises in its attainments so that
the easiest thing it can do, or be, is to a.ct in compliance with the perfect
will of God, snch a thing as disease -which is a negative state, expressive of the absence of ease - will become practically impossible.
A state of ease is a 11tate of tranquillity, repose, contentment, happiness and pel'fection ; but while it is all this, it is not a state of inaction.
A. person may b~ so inert and inactive by any kind of abnormal surroundings as to be as far removed from everything characteristic of ease as an
active volcanoe, or a troubled sea; and on the other hand a person may
be so very energetic and actively employed in some direction agreeing
with his tastes and skill, as to do it with far •greatel· ease than he could
in any way realize by leaving it alone. \Ve are truly at rest, and ouly
so, when we can employ onr faculties in the easiest manner possible without any uJHluc strain or concern.
Evidently them a st:ite of ease is only to be attained by the acquisition
of every comprehensive knowledge. \\7 hen the will of God is done on
earth as it is done in heaven, human entities will find it the easiest thing
imaginable to act on those simple and sufficient lines. But men cannot
do the will of God until they have first rna1le themselves experimentally
conscious of a familiarity with that will, at all points where it concerns
t.hem. That being so, while ignorance of that will is the rule, the absence of
e~e will alway!! bear exact proportion to the extent and reality of the
ignorance felt. So then we come at once to see that Mental Healing

•Read before the South A1'11tralian Esot.eric Braooh.
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is a happy and truthful expression, relative to the state of ease which we
conceive to be the consummation most devoutlv to Le wished.
Can we not plainly see, then, that while we ·are on any point ignorant
as to the very best way possible t 1 exel'(~ise ourselves, and our faculties, we
cannot he in a state of perfect eaRe ? If we can see that, we can also see
the converse, that we cannot help realizing anything save · perfect ease,
provided only we are sufficiently well informed and sufficiently strong
in will to do the right thing with our faculties under all circumstances.
'Ve all want in the first place to come into the clear light of day, and
understand that God does not arbitrarily nor willingly affiict or distress the children of men. "\Ve want to realize yet further that He never
distresses or affiicts a creature of any kind, or· under any circumstances,
save as His far-reaching aud nll-embracing love, wisdom and perfection makes that afflict.ion the greatest possible good under those circumstances. \Vhen we have. grasped heartily so comprehensive a truth, we
shall then see clearly aml beyond the shadow of a doubt that God caunot
remove from any sufferer the distress His love alone employs and makes
possible, without stopping the very action of His love, wisdom, and perfection and so denying Himself. Then an immense truth will immediately energize and vitalize our every thouglit and desire. We shall by
degrees see more atul more clearly that God is seeking by means of everv
aftlictive dispensation of His providence, to make us experimentally aware
of our own ignorant blunderings, and those ignorant blunderings always
so persistently afflicting and disturbing us, make us at last painfully and
unmistakeably aware that we are only showing how not to do the will of
God, and so how not to realize the ease and peace which fl.ow as a river
whenever, wherever and by whomsoever that will is done. To have such
an inRight into the perfect aml ete1 ual purpose of God in His unchangeable dealings with His creatures, is to realize all the salutary drawing
influences that are possible to, or in any way associated wit':i His n:ime.
Nothing takes place by chance, nor yet without the very best, purest
and loveliest of reasons. '\Vhether ease, 01· the want of it, then, be experienced, that which shows itself in every case alike, must always be the ''ery
best ancl the most fitting thing un<le1· the circumstances which gave rise to
it. There can be no exception to this absolute rule of law and love. So then
there can be but one way to promote and secure ease that is worthy of the
name; and the negation or absence of it, is all that is possible while the
conditions for its permanent establishment are not met.
Now if anything confronts us, at all clearly in the fielcl of our mental
vision, it is this: that the attainment of an assured and an unmistakeable
ease can only be entered upon ancl realized by the hard and persevering
labor of mental and spiritual processes. It matters not in what form
disease - the absence of ease - displays itself, it is the ordinary and mc\'itable outcome, in every case, of resisting the operation of
some potency, the design of which in its proper working was to furnish
us with all the ease possibl.i. So then while me<licoes of any name, or
hy means of any method of healing, only address themselves to tone, modifv or remove the expressed effect wrought by an unknown or an unack;10wleclged cause, what are they doing or can they under the most favorable of l'nch circumstances clo, in the required direction, save temporarily
to st:Lve off, or in some way draw back? An effect will again be promoted
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more, or less, by the cause remaining the same. 'Vhat we say of doetors
applies with the very samo force and point to the doings and medicaments
they use. Nothing less than a sufficient mental action brought about in the
very personality of the diseased one. an<l which Rhall operate effectually
to prevent the recurrence of the same phenomena, can by any possibility
reach the very cause of the disease so as to Aradicate it. h it
not plain then that the removal of disease is necessarily. and in all cases
alike, the outcome of what may truthfully be tlesiguated Mental Healing'!
/ Dillearn, or ease, are equally in turn quite natu.al and inevitable uuJer
'their own comliti.>ns. The conditions of ease, re:,1t a111l peace arc certainly
nothing less than mental ;(in this highest, truest and fullest sense they
are purely spiritual - a.nil that is ve1·y much more than mentalJ 'Vhen
life inheres in man, instead of being merely reflected upon him.a.sat present. he will rise into a spiritual consciousness which will pl:we him ia
touch with the overwhelming source of life and truth, ancl then he will
draw upon it to an extent of which at prese'nt he has no conception.
Not only are the very hardest things made easiest to the i·e3enerated man; but those things which under other and oppoRite circumstances are deemed impossihle, to become the most simple. Let us bear
in mind that wo are not regenerated without realizing and bearing
personal testimony to the truth of the very fact, and that we do
notand can not so realize is all the time infallible proof that regt>neration remains yet unaccomplished, and so to be effected.
The great Physician and Healer of man, came cmpowerell with effective
means to reach anll remedy to the very foun<lations, every lingering trace
of disease in any form or kind with which the human ract'I in its ignorance
is prone to be victimized. Whether the want of ease be in the circumstances of individual life, in the forcetl environments of society life, or in
the false conceptions of national life, the far-reaching method an,l means
of the great \Vorld-Healer and saviour embraces equally each and all of
tht>se, for he must reign until he bath put all man's enemies, whethe1· indivi1lnal, sound, or national, under his feet, and the last enemy to be so
<lealt with is the finality of all diseas~ - DEATH. How far we are away
from, or how nearly we have approximated toward the design and intent
of the Great W .:>rid-Healer, we may bfallibly know when we like to do
so, by consulting present history. ~ there unrest, disease, turmoil, strife,
division. contention, in the very foreground of man's history to-day? Then
<lo not try to persuade anyone in the face of all these loudly speaking facts
to the contrary, that the mission of the G1·eat \Vorld-Healer has been intelligently or spiritually entertainell or acted upon, because had that been
the ca.~c, quite a different state of affairs and the very opposite of all this,
would have now been matters of course. No: beye11d the sha<low of a
donbt, beyond the possibility of a question, the whole of Chri:>tendom
11:1:; stumbled at the stumhling-stoue which God laid in Zion.
Evidently
then, nothing but a. very grievous and gross mi:1eonception, a God-dishonoring caricature of the glorious Christ truth, has caught allll captiv:Lte:l
the leaders of religious thought up to the present ; and what has to be
done now so as to enter into all the wondrous realities of mental healin,:;,
alway!\ equally possible to man through the hearty intervention and cooperation of the Wol'ld's Redeemer, is to stand in the way am\ see; ask
where iR the good ohl way. aiul when we have thus stood long enough to

.......
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inquire aucl find, walk thereiu. aml then re11t for our souls in eve1·y tlirection will soon be made plainly po11sible, ancl by such simple aud effective means, inevitable.
If anything is at all clearly apparent now with reference to the great
subject. of healing, it is conspicuously so that the one cam1e of all man's
ills is ignorance, and nothing less than truth, from a pure source, can be
of any service in furnishing relief from that. Phyi;ical remedies are
of no avail where the want of <>a.se is wholly mental or spiritual.
All the physical food in the wo1·ld, in the shape of bread and so forth, can
not furnish brain pabulum; aml all the brain pabulum in itself is not
equal to satisfying the spirit's cravings. There is but one way to banish
disease, discomfort, <listurbauce, dissatisfaction and general unhappiness
from human life, and that is to bani11h the ignorance which everywhere begets it, that laboriously perpetrates it, and cruelly and viciously intensifies
it. An old writer has, with great truthful11e11s, said that every man is either
a fool or his own doctor at forty. The full force of this aphorism is shown
clearly by the light already thrown upon . the subject in this paper.
Whether the individual, the society in which that individual moves. the
nation to which that socie.ty belongs, or the world in which that nation
is located. be the subject of unrest or disease, it is the expression in every
case, alike of an ignorance which like an Egyptian darkness that could be
felt, has settle1i ~lown as a pall, and nothing but the light of pure
tnith heartily receive<l, and cheerfully attended to, can even momentarily,
or even temporarily relieve ?t.
Man knows not the most appareut truth of all concerning himself, and
that is while his external flesh nature is kept to the front as being himself, he is the victim of a most vexatious, misleading, and destructive illusion. Man's flesh nature is uo more man, than at·e the clothes he wears
a part uf himself. Man lives within his fleshly tabernacle just as he Ii ves
within his clothes or within his house. To apply a sticking
plaster to a man's garments, or to the walls of the house in which
he resides, with auy expectation of rectifying the wron1'rs which
have overtaken his diseased nature, is about as intelligible and sensible
therefore as to apply drugs aml medicaments to the matter of which the
earthly tabernacle is composed. when the wrong all the time is purely and
simply - an aberration of intellect, a wrong inflicted by an ig-nora.nt and
11o9 perverse resistance of nature's potencies.
The wrong is not seatetl in
the p.l;tysical frame at all ; it only shows itself there as a warning; its seat
is mental; then set to.work to reach the cause by ma.king it impossible
for such an aberration of intellect to be repeated, so ignorantly and
helplessly causing the striving against nature's loving and inexorable
potencie11.
Nature's machinery wants freeing as soon as possible, from the cutting
a.nil wearing grit that ignorance is employing as though it were lubricating oils of value to make the human machine work smoothly. While
ignorance shuts out the remedy- which is enlightenment - fancy and
quackery of all kinds will drive a flourishing trade by living upon that
ignorance. Remove the ignor&.uce by efft•ctive means, and let those effective means be as heartily carried out as they are effective, and disease
will then become jnst as impossible in any dit·ection, a.'i ease is now impossible under the fallacie11 of our boastful modern society.
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There would be no lack of ease in human history, or human nature anywhere, only that some utte1·ly uncalled for strain and stress is operative.
Less than one tithe of the toil, trouble and stir, common to man to-Oay
would suffice to make this worlJ a paradise ; whereas the whole that he
ignorantly and vfoioui1ly imposes npou himself makes it nothing but a
pandemonium.
So sometimes comes to soul and sense.
The feeling which is evidence
That very near about us lies
The realm of spiritual mysteries.
The sphere of the supernal powe1'8
Impinges on this world of ours.
The lo\v and dark horizon lifts,
To light the scenic terror shiftii :
The breath of a diviner air
Blows down the answer of a prayer :
That all our sorrow, pain :.nd doubt
A great compassion clasps about,
And law and goodness, love and force,
Are wedded fast beyond divorce.
Then duty leaves to love its task,
The beggar, self, forgets to ask;
With smile of trust and folded hands
The passi ~·e soul in waiting stands
To feel, as flowers the sun and dew,
The one true life, its own renew.
So, to the calmly gathered thought
The innermost of truth i11 taught,
The mystery dimly understood,
That love of God is love of good.
And, chiefly, its divinest trace
In Him of "Nazareth's holy face;
That to be saved is only this Salvation from all selfishness.

Whittirr.

UsING MEAT IX ~U:\DIER. - The use of any kind of mea.t in hot
weather is much to be <leplore1l, and thousands of people make themselves
sick in couseq ucnce. Meat decomposes very readily outside or inside
the body, and it is tliffic1.lt to secure that which is in the hest possible
condition. At this i.e:isou of the year we have an abundauee of fresh
fruits and succulent vegetables and these together with grains and milk
make up a. diet more wholesome and less heating than one in which flesh
food enters. )foat Pating also promotes nervousness and I am convinced
from long experience :md observation th:tt the majority of people would
be a. great deal bette1· off in hot weather, or cold either for that matter,
if they omitted flesh foods from their dietary.
Dr. Kellogg.
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IN .THE MISTS.
BY BELLA FRENCH SWISHER.
PART FIRST. A METEMPSYCHOSIS.
CHAI"l'Elt

XIV.

At the Fuente.
WE must speak of the Fuente as it was during the days of which we
Wl'ite. Time, the greatest and most relentless of all Varulah, may hM·e
wr:ught great changes in that sweet spot as we1l as elsewhere. A footpath brought one from the Puebla Viego to the dell overhung with luxuriant vines that climbed from tree to tree, making a thickly-woven bower,
beneath whose arch w.ere the pure waters that leape1l aml foamed in their
grey-stone basin. The 11pring furnished drinking water to the natives;
and the spot was a retreat and trysting place for both high and low. Cavaliers, lovers, water-carriers and washer-women - all were to be found
there, from the rising to the setting of the sun, each patiently awaiting
his or her turn for a dip at thfl fountain. Even the bi1·d~ and the butterflies sought out the cool retreat, lending to it the charm of their presence,
while enjoying its delights. Nothing more picturesque or beautiful can
well be imagined: Lakes, rivers, woods and plain~, the blue gulf in the
distapce, on one side ; on the other, a backgroun1l of hills overshadowed
by La Mira, a mountain-crest. Neal'l~r, was the Pueblo Viego, with its
quaint houses and groves of cocoa palm closely nestled he11ide which was
the fairy dell and the sparkling Fuente.
Even Ruth, weighed down with anxiety and sorrow, drank in its
beauty with delight, as she, in company with Captain Marks and little
Juan, looked upon the scene, a few days afte1· her arrival at Tampico.
Somewhere and somehow, our lonely souls fincl a recompense fot· our
losses, if we will accept it. From the hour that his bright eyes first rested
011 Ruth, little Juan was her devotee, following her like a shadow; unhappy if he were apart from her. Uulike either of ltis parents, his eyes
were large and blue, and his hair brown, soft and curling. Though only
three years old, he was wonderfully alert, his mind grasping for knowledge as the thirsty grasp for water. 1-lis mother did not trouble to answer his eager questions about matters and things; the 11erv11.nts in genera.I were ignorant of what he wished to know ; but .. tia Ruth " when
she came was only too glad to take the sweet baby in her arms and reply
to his querie!C'. He was !C'O proud ancl glad of her uot;ce, that he insisted
upon sleeping in the same betl with her, and when nightly, he sank into
slumber, with his small, soft arms twined about her neck, Ruth felt that
she was, by his love, in a measure recompensed for her suffering and loneliness.
For awhile, the trio stood apart from the motley crowd gathered at the
fountain, watching the comers and goers, and enjoying the delightful
breeze.

It was evening and the level rays of the setting sun peeped beneath
the vine-wreathed boughs and glanced across the sparkling water ;
- just a moment, then were gone, coming and going like a ray of glory
on' the face of a dying Christian, to warn the lookers-on of the approaching night.
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··A vessel arrived at Tampico to.day, bringing late papers from the
island city," said Captain Marks anon.
" Ah I and you h1:ard - "
Ruth 6rrasped his arm, but she could articulate uo farther.
"Nothing concerning the child," he said anticipating the question.
" Only a short accouut of the capsizing of a little boat, and the probable
death of a lady with her child and servant. The hushand, the paper
goeR on to say, is nearly distracted at the double loss."
"You have learned my name'! " said Ruth in a whisper.
"Yes," he replied softly.
"Then, sir, pt·cserve it as a secret. Do not breathe it even to yourself.
Promise me that it shall never pass your lips ! "
She clasped her hands in wild entreaty as she ga:zecl appealingly into
hi1:1 face, awaiting a reply.
"My dear young lady, l am your good friend - earth holds u0t for
vou a truer one. God, who knows all hearts, knows th:i.t mv sincerest
wish is for your happiness. I leave this spot to-morrow, but "1 go thus
soon that I may sooner return your child to your arms. Believe me, trust
Ule, think of 1ne as the one true friend that you need in this time of misfortuue and loneliness."
HiR earnest tone drove all doubts, if indeed any lingered there, from
Ruth ·1:1 mind.
"l ha\•e not wo1'<ls to thank you," she said simply. "But if God hears
and answers pra_vPrs, He will bless ancl prosper you ; for my every thought
of you will be a prayer."
Further conversation was prevented by the appearance of Captain
Mayo, who came puffing down the foot-path leading to the fountain, evidently in great ha.<1te. He did not notice the three members of his
household, a.s they still stood a.'!ide from the crowd. partly nidden from
view by the overhanging brancl1es of a great Mesquite.
" Have you seen a senorita," he said, addressing the Mexicans who
lingered at the fountain, "with a little mino, with a red gorra, on his head
aml no zapatos, pa~eo-ing about the Fuente'! They left the casa when
my wife- I mean my b'.~po.'1a was at reposo; and she don'tknowwhether
they weutjuntanumte, or whether the mino corsi-da - did away; and 1<he
is very inquieto about him."
No one replied, but one and all looked into his face with a what-areyou-talking-abont expression, resting on their features.
" Don't you heed me?" et·ied the captain, growing still reclder in the
face. " I say a mino - a muchaclw with a sem·oll'itti ! "
The Mexicans shook their heads and laughed, those who had fill~ tl\e1r
water-jugs, strolling leisurely away.
" Such ignorance," muttered the now angry Mayo. " You don't know
pure Castiliau when you hear it."
This was too much for the gravity of Captain Marks and Ruth. They
laughed in concert, thus attracting the attention of the speaker to themselves.
•• 0, here you are," he snapped, "why didn't you imy so and not keep
rue talking to a crowd of ignoramuses who do not know their own Ian·
gnage?"

...
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Captain Marks wiped the tears of laughter from his eye11 as he responded:
"Forgive me, cousin Charles. I was so charmed by listening to your
pure Castilian, that I forgot to make our presence known. If ever· you
are ont of business, I would advise you to start a college for the teaching
of the Spanish language. These ignorant Mexicans need something of
the kind."
Don Carlos as was usual at such times showed his in,;ulte1l dignity by
turning his back on his cousin, then be addr•ssed himself to ,J nan.
"Come along home, you youngster I Your mother is half sca.re<l out
of her wits about you.''
He seized the child by the hand and strode away, leaving the others to
follow at pleasure.
But his ill-humor ·was short-lived. They were all talking to_;ethc1·
pleasantly before the r.osa was reached.
The next morning Captain Marks took his departure, leaving sad
hearts behind him, for he had endeared himself to each and all of the
members of his cousin's household.
" I will write to yon soon," he said as he pressed Ruth's hand in fare- ·
well. "lf I succeed in discovering the whereabouts of your child, I will
return .at once, not trusting the news to go by mail."
Alas! Alas I The bereaved young mother little recked of the weary
years that would come and gJ, yet bring no word of her darling's fate.
PART SECOND. ROSA'S JOURNAL.
CHAPTER

I.

"]>et."

MY first distinct memo1·ie:; are of a quaint little city; among whoso
narrow Ktreet.<J, a sparkling river wound itself in such a manner that one
seemed to meet it at every turn. Her~ the stream rippled beneath your
feet, bankoo by large stores mul 'lwcllings; then, it went gliding on under a bower of overhanging tt·ees and clm~tering vines. Purling in the
shadows, dancing in the sunlight. ever changing, ever giving glad surprises to the beholder, it seemed ii very thing of life and beauty. It was
my delight when a small child to stand on some one of the numerous
bridges, and gaze into tl.e cleat· depths, nutil the water nymphs came up
to look at me. Mamma always declared them to be nothing but. shadows ;
ltnt they had a different appearance to me. Sha1lows do not laugh and
d.mci>, and kiss their finger-tips in salutation. They do not talk to you
01· !'ing for you ; antl no one can ever convince me that their voices are
uothio6 !mt the rippling of the water.
I never coul<l understaml why it was that my parents and nearly all
mv friends could not see and hear what I did. I was told that I wa.<J an
01;ly child; yet from my first remembrance of the quaint old city and its
beautiful river - the home of the water-nymphs, uutil I was eight years
old - a sweet little girl often joined me in my plays." And she always declared that her name was Pet and that my parents were hers. Yet they
did not seem to see he1· or in any way notice her, and if I spoke of her
I was silenced with the information that it was naughty to tell untruths.
Not even when she patted their cheeks, did they seem to feel the touch.
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She did not talk as others do. She did not eat or sleep with me, but if
I wished for her she came directly.
My parents called me "Beauty" and "Darling" while I was little,
yet it was under'\tood that my raame was Rosa. Once, when mamma was
very sick, I was frightened, for I thought that she was dying, and I clung
to her and cried in anticipation of a separation. Then she fondly took
me in her arms and said :
" Darling yon are my only joy and comfort I "
The little girl- such a bonny creature with hair like "spun gold "
and eyes jnst t.he color of blue fo1·get-me-nots-nodde(l and said:
"Let .Toy be yom· name. It suits you. You are my Joy too. Papa
and mamma can not see me. l .'lhoul<l have no one here with whom I could
converse, if you were gone."
·
'Vhen mamma grew better I said to her:
"I 1lo not like Rosa for a name. Let my name be .Joy."
"Joy- Joy!" she repeated. "I like that I But what put the notion
in your head, dear?"
"The little girl said that I ought to have it."
•• What little girl '? "
"The one that plays with me."
"0, Gretchen Rhiche, you mean. I suppose."
"No I don't. I mean the little girl that you can't see - the one who
calls yon he1· mamma. She s:.tys her name is Pet."
" Child, what are yott talking about?" she cried turning very pale.
"Who ever put such nonsense into your head? No such little girl plays
with you."
'
I was frightened at her vehemence, and I drew away from her. Pet
hid her pretty face in her white hands and sa.nk to the floor at mamma's
feet, wailing :
••It is no use Joy, for you to talk to her about me. She does not believe you."
But I was not to be silenced.
" I tell you the truth," I said. " Pet is now kneeling neu you her little hands are touching your knees. She is so plain to me I Can't;
you see her '? "
Mamma sprang to her feet as though a viper had stung her, looking,
this way and that, in wild terror.
"Child, yon will drive me mad!" she cried. "Some one has been
deceiving you. I never knew but one little girl whose name was Pet and she
is dead. She is a bright angel in heaven and knows nothing of such a
wicked little mortal as you."
"This Pet is not dead," I persisted. "She stays here nearly all the
time, and she seems so sorry that you do not know her."
Mamma commencecl pacing the room with rapid strides.
"You want me to call you Joy," she said anon. ••If you persist in
such nonsense, you will be my woe instead."
"Then I will not talk of her any more," I returned.
'' Don't! that is a good child. I know that it is all nonsense, yet it
unnerves me. You imagine so many strange things. If you were not
so quick to learn and so bright, I should believe that your mind was out
of balance. My child, the Pet I used to know is dead. I loved her d~Digitized by
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votedly ; but God took her and I do not wish for he.r to come back to rue.
When I am an angel I shall go to her. Should she come to me -should
she appear suddenly before me, I am sure that I should go insane. The
very thought of a spirit's touching me, or appearing to me, causes my
very flesh to creep."
·
She spoke still further, but I did not hear her. My attention was turned
t.o Pet, of whom I was beginning to be afraid.
Never till that moment had the thought come to me that my little phLyfellow was other than a mortal. Of ghosts or spirits, I had bad no conception, beyond imagining them to be ghouls that torttm.d wicked people.
To me, Pet had ever been distinct in form and feature - a beautiful
child, neither more nor less. Now a sort of a cloud seeming wrapping
itself a.bout her and she was moving away from me.
Awe struck, frightened as I had become, the little thing was still very
dear to me and I was not p1·epared for au adieu. I reached out my arms
to her in a mute appeal for her to remain.
•• It cau not be," she said, in her wordless language, wrapping her
golden hair like a. mantle about her fading form. " You have ceased
to believe in me. I can make myself plain to you no longer. Your· owu
belief takes from me the power of showing myself to yon, because my
body is not a substance like yours, and you must see it with your soul's
eyes, which are closed as soon as fear and doubt come t.o you. I shall
not wholly desert you. You will Ree many other marvelous things, at
times when your soul is in a condition to receive them, but with me, in
the broad light of day, you can play no more."
She melted away even as a. shadow fades, and melts into a slowly approaching light. What I had seen as her golden hair became only a
patch of sunlight on the opposite wall. Her white dress was nothing
more than pla."tering. Her voice, the sighing of the summer breeze.
But, still I stood with out-reaching arms, gazing at the spot where she
bad so lately been.
" What ails you? What do you see?" asked mamma in tones of
fright.
"Nothing I" I cried. "She has goue I You have driven Pet away
and she will come to me no more I "
Then in utter loneliness and despair, I threw myself prone upon the
floor, r.efusing all comfort.
A severe illness foll.owed the event, and to its approach my parents
attributed what they were pleased to call my" hallucination."
CHAPTER

II.

The Vision.
I oft.en longed for Pet, even though I now realized that she was a spirit.
But she did not come to me. I felt sure that it was the awe of her, which
my mother had awakened within my bosom, .that prevented her approach,
yet I could not banish it. Not daring to mention her again to my parents,
I yet thought of her continually, wondering who she was and why mamma
was so much afraid to see her, since she had loved her so devotedly before
her death. I wished to ask so many questions concerning her, yet dared
not ask any. In my child-mind, I could not understand how a person
could grow cold and he put in the gronnd, yet be alive and go to heaven.
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Much less could I realize that my little playmate of so many years could
be dead - only a ghost, the sight of whom would drive rnamma insane.
Then if I were an only child, who was the Pet that mamma had loved so
dearly? And how came it that my beautiful golden-haired playmate
always spoke of my mamma as being hers? The mystery was torturing,
especially as I possessed all of a child's inquisitiveness.
At last, I, being unable to keep silent longer, asked an old family servant if she ever knew a little girl named Pet. To which inquiry, she replied:
" Your mamma used to call you Pet when you were a baby ; but she
went to New Orleans to visit some of your pa's relations, and when she
came back she called yon'' Beaut,y." I never knew any other Pet. I
never saw a baby change so m1;1ch," she went on, "when your mamma
took you away your hair was hght and I could almost swear your eyes
were blue, and when you came home, you had dark eyes and hair. Your
ma. says that babies often change that way, and that her ma thought her
eyes were blue when she was a baby: I know myself that the baby-hair
is never just the same as a child's new hair ; but I never saw so great a
·change as was in yours."
"And you never knew a Pet that died?" I questioned.
"No, dear."
••Did mamma ever know one'! "
" I think not. I have known her since she was a baby, and if she had
known one, I too must have known her - unless it was while she was at
boarding school. 'Why do you ask?"
"I - I dreamed of a little girl with great blue eyes, who said her name
was Pet," I answered besita~ingly.
I could not tell her the exact truth. I was afraid of another repulse.
Then I asked suddenly:
·• Do people ever come back after they are dead? "
"La I yes, my dear. I have heard of people who had been murdered
coming hack, some without any heads, and others with their clothes all
covered with blood, and never resting until their slayers were punished."
Mrs. McKim was of Scotch descent, ancl she had all of the superstition,
so prevalent among the lower classes of that nation.
"But did you ever see a - a spirit?" I inqnirecl, conscious of a sort
of a creeping-of-the-flesh sensation.
"Yes, dear:" lowering her voice. "Rut it is a bad sign to see one.
Before my little Guy died, I saw two beautiful spirits, all in white, bend
over his cradle, one night. There was a night-lamp burning, and I saw
them plainly. One of them vanished right by his side; but the other
walked away before it disappearecl. The two spirits meant t\vo spells of
sickness. Tht. last one was fatal. But don't ask me any more questions.
Your ma can not bear anyone to talk of ghosts, and she woulcl be angry
if she knew I have said as much as I have. You sort of surprised me
into saying it. So don't tell her, dear. Forget all about it. You are
too little to think about ghosts."
I was silenced. But ceasing to think of spirits was out of my power.
lncleed, as the mvstery deepened, I thought the more.
A little later, 1 heard papa reading a newspaper article concerning a
man who was confronted in his office, one night, by his own wraith. I
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inquired the meaning of the word teraith but receivecl no satisfactory answer; and feeling sure from the wor<ling of the article that it must be
some kind of a spirit, I appeale<l to Mrs. :McKim for the desired info1·wation.
" A wraith, my child, is one's own spirit," she replied.
" Can one see one's own spirit? " I asked with wide-open eyes.
"Yes. I have heard of such things many times. I have also heard
of other people seeing them. Not long ago, I read of a woman who sued
her husband for a divorce because his wraith every night while he 'wa"
asleep, lit the lamp, shaved before a looking-gla;is, and ended by cuttin.;
itd own throat. It was in a New York paper. My mother used to tell
of a young girl who met her own wraith, one evening, as she was going t.1
a spring for a pitcher of water. She was much frightened and told he1·
friends a~ut it ; but they made light of the matter. Yet, about a week
later, she slipped and fell at the very spot where she had seen her wraith,
and her head etriking a sharp stone, she was killed. But, her~, I am
talking to you again about spirits, ancl your mother has forbidden them
to be mentioned to you. Go a.way, child, and don't bother me. I can't
tell you lies when you ask a frank question, so I wish that you would not
ask any."
Once more, I was silenced ; but my thoughts were turnecl into another
channel. Perhaps Pet was my own wraith. It must be so since he1·
mamma and mine were the same.
It was summer then, just the time when the days are longest. At nine
o'clock, a deep twilight still lingered, yet it was a rule that I must be in
bed by nine. On one particular evening I was playing on the lawn a[}(l
I did not wish to retire so soon. Consequently, I felt rebellious when
mamma insisted on my observance of the rule.
I went " snifRing " to bed, too much out of humor to feel any drowsiness ; but lay tossing and tumbling, unable to quiet myself or assume
a restful position.
I was becoming discontented. I longed for a change of some kind to go somewhere, to do something, where or what I knew not. But young
as I was, life was becoming unbearable. I even wishecl that, if she were
not my own wraith, I might die ancl be with Pet, ancl have the same kind
of an existence.
As I lay thinking of her, the room seemed to be lost all at once in au
intense darkness, in the midst of which a ball of yellow lig11t, or rather a
circle of light, appeared. It emitted no rays and in size was no larger
than the
of a common goblet. Neither was it any great clii1tance from
me. Had so willed, I could have laid my hand upon it. I grew intensely interested, and looked steadily at it, forgetting Pet as well as myself, and all my troubles and ill-humor, in my amazement at beholding
so strange a sight. Yet I was not in the least afraid.
But while I looked, the circle of light grew larger and took a less rudely
appearance. Then it divi<lecl each way through the centre, and the four
corners rolled back, even as a piece of p:u·chment might be rolled ; and
a beantiful scene burst upon my ad1niring \'ision. When or where I had
viewed it before, I could not determine, yet it was most familiar to me :
a pretty, white cottage, surrounded by a garden that might have belonged
to Eden, so rfoh it was in fruits an1l flowers. Red-hearted roses, gaudy
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oleanders, modest violets, and starry jonquils - all raised their sweet
faces to brightest, bluest sky that ever overspread any spot on God's beautiful earth. From the cottage and the garden, my eyes wandered to a
bea<~h of yellow sand, upon which, one white-capped wave after another
broke with a. soft-sighing melody; and, looking farther, I saw a great !>fla,
whose boundary was the sky, the two seeming to blend in the far distance.
I felt an inclination to clap my himds in delight - so lovely, so homelike, so familiar wa.s the place.
From the sea, back to the garden, my gaze wandered. But the flowers
were not alone now. A sweet young girl with the biuest of eyes and the
sunniest of hair was among them ; and I saw her bend and kiss the starry
jonquils and pat the red-hearted roses as though they understood her love
for them. How swe~t she was! My whole soul went out in wild longing
to her.
They were all mine once, I knew. But when and how and where?
As I began to rack my ruincl with those questions, the scene faded
gradually ~.way, and I realized that I was at home in my own little bed.
Presently, my mother entered the room. Her coming dispelled the
last gleam of the sunlit sky of my vision, and l drew a deep sigh of regret.
"Yvu are still awake you naughty girl ! " said mamma. " Ever since
I decided to add your name. you have been the very opposite. You used
to go to bed with a song upon your lips, and happiness in your heart.
Now, you are sullen ancl rebellious, l scarcely know you for the same
child."
But I dicl not heed her reproaches. My mind was still full of the \'1sion.
"Mamma, did I ever see the ocean?" I asked somewhat abruptly.
" 'Vhen you were a wee babe, we had a trip on the gulf, but you can
not remember that, of course," was the reply.
"Did we ever live in a white cottage, right by the sea, where there WM
a garden and so many pretty flowers'! "
·•No," she answered promptly. "I never lived by the sea and I never
wish to do so. That one trip was all of that terrible gulf that I ever
wish to know. 'Why do you ask! "
"I have dreamed of it," I answered, not kn~wing what else to say.
" 'When did you dream of it? "
"Just now. To-night, since you sent me to bed."
" Ah ! I did not know that you had been asleep, else I had not scolded
",'OU.
Good night, Joy, my darling. You are a strange little girl and I
lo not know what to make of you. . I only know that I love you better
.~1an you deserve to be loved."
She bent low to kiss me, and as she did so, I wound my arms, with a
;adden repentance, about her neck.
.. I do not intend to be bad, mamma," I said. Then I whispered :
" 0, if you could only see and hear what I do! "
"':Vhat do yon see and hear, my Joy?"
.. You can not understand - you would not believe me I " I wailed.
.. It is no use to tell you I"
"Dear me I " she cried, " I believe that you are about to have a return
.f that fever I "
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"No ; no; I am not sick. I am talking about the dream, that is all;
1 responded quickly.
•• \V ell, then, try to forget it and go to sleep. You are not well. If
you were, you would not dream."
She patted my cheeks ancl I droppecl into slumber before she quitted
my side.
(To be continued.)

CORRESPOND ENCE.
YouR articles on "Vegetarianism anJ Hygiene," are appreciated bv
me, as in l•armony with thought engendered, not by argument from witliout but from within, while spirit is for1wer working out problems for humanity's truest good, and the soul's higher conditions.
For years I have refus<'d to accept as article!! of fo0<l, what hunters
call, "wild game:" it always seemed to me a sin, to take the life of innoce11t
creatures harmlessly floating in God's blue ether, or those skipping from
mound to mound in fields where nature places them. They all seem a
part of beautiful nature, with just a tip of " God-consciousness" au<l
which makes them realize a little of life's happiness, and eternal
freedom in God, or good. For the bdef pleasure to the palate's
taste, I coulcl never see compensation or feel it right to deprive
anything of its God-gi\·en life, ancl ri:rht to live as long as nature
decreed. Friends have laughed in scorn at my refusal to receive gifts
of this kind, but inste:ul of changing my thought to concede, it
always gave a higher impn1se, as the very sneer at my sensitive denial
of parti-ship in their unconscious cruelty, proved the more to me that man's
lower nature needed training, or cultivation from its cannibalism, to understand its self hood and higher demand for substenence - higher, for
trne nature is ever upward - never backward.
Since a study of Esoteric principles have so interested me - I
find that every step I take, elevates into higher thought. As I
rise, the negative self is uplifted, away from nearness to animal
nature, and any kind of animal food does not seem to assimilate, or beeome
a useful agent of my physical growth, much less of my spiritual. This is
especially true when I stop to think, as all awakened minds must, of the
awful sacrifice made, not alone of life, (through poor dumb brute) but the
debasement of spirit, consequent in the life and habit of those who~ hands
are constantly steeped in gore as the agonizing cry, as the axe-falls, souncls
upon ears, callous to brute suffering, stoical to the look of the upturned
agonized eyes as they seemingly appeal to higher law for help, as the
spark of life floats out, into th~ common fund of accusation, at whose
bar of justice all must listen and learn sometime.
My last lesson was taken directly home a few weeks !lince, (but I was
predisposed to accept it, and as final) during a trip to our nearest railroad freighting point. Caring little for a morning meal, it has
usually been my custom, through advice of so-called professionally advanced or educated mind, to take at most a '"small beef-steak
- rare." Quite early one morning my peacefully slumbering hours
were broken in upon by the most agonizing pitiful bellowing of cattle.
Being at a rail-road hotel I comprehended immediately the cause.
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Cars, freighted with poor, helpless, thirsty cattle, packed so densely that
there was no turning around or change of tired position, save as they
stood upright and scr:unble1l over each other in wild affrighted manner .
.Morning is the peaceful quiet time, when RCanniug the_ day and its
prospects, 1 seem to h1·eath out the gladness of inner and higher life which
seems to accrete, when our negative self is at rest; unconscious and not
at defiance. I can then will to work out problems of life better, and work
out all negations, which must needs meet one in every-day life, into some
positive good. So at this time I was struck most forcibly with the
lowerlif.;,'sgreat inconsistencies with higher growth. Stopping on my way
to breakfast, I inquired of a man if the cattle bellowed because of thirst,
his reply was, "No, the law is now such, that they are compelled to water
twice a day ; they used to go until they sometime11 died on the way without
water. They seem to feel or kuow they a1·e destined for the slaughter,
and so plead to be free," so it seemed to me. I felt sick, in sympathy;
a disgust with self and all humanity, at such ·ungainly, cniel needs. Going
in to breakfast, my usual small ·demand was brought, as the waiter had
soon learned that it was always the same, but when it came and I looked
upon n. slice of beef lying in itd red juice., which a short time before had
been its life-blood, a feeling of such utter disgust at self come over me, that
I said "Oh, take it away I" and since that morning I find that food which
bas quivered with the joy of life, and sufferell with conscious agonies of
death, is not for me, au<l <'annot further aid my growth. I find that fruit
vegetables, milk and eggs do me far better service, and do not harrow up
my soul into, as doctor's say, ''remorseful dyspepsia" which I know full
well I nsecl to have. I suffere,l much, but no so-called medicine ever
seemed to relieve ; no wonder, when I was not in true integrity with my
own best nature. Oh what truth and its light does for us if we will but
listen to the inner consciousness, to the voice of good or God. In your
valuable le11sous, you will find at first, great selfishness of human nature but time and persistent effort work wonders, and a word
falls here ancl there into minds otherwise merely passive to conservative
rules of how to live, but once called into higher consciousness, there is no
going back, and so tha field for good opens and broadens, and a harvest
of good ripens in the bright, clear, warm sunshine of truth, which is ever
struggling to show man the true selfhood, or nearness to a higher good
which wiust ~ring a harmony and condition of real happines!I which no
fighting or lfynamite can ever bring. As solvement of mysteries lying
" so near and yet so far " while man depends upon the lower natQre for
solvemcnt of the only law which can give man all that i& his: the law of
love.
When man learns as he should, to stand upright in his relationship to
God, he will find no difficulty in expressing to the lower life-giving inhabitants of creation, that love that must overflow to all around and
about him, giving only life and confidence, instead of fear and warfare.
Then will be given into his keeping higher laws which in time will even
ruie the elements in nature to subserve at will his good, instead of seemingly as now, conquering and frustratating his plans, devastating and
destroying - as he has done the helpless.
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OF REAL VALUE IN TREATING
INEBRIETY?

Extract from a Lecture by J. H. Kellogg, M. D. of the Battle Creek Sanitarium.

IT is reported that Dr. Bernheim of Paris is treating inebriates bv
hypnotism. He claims to be able to create a distaste for liquor by suggesting that it be given up without really hypnotizing the patient; but
a suggestion of tho sort is of no service unless hypnotism is really employed. It is claimed that a suggestion made will remain, but this is not
true in the majority of cases. For instance, a young lady had a paralyzed hand which was so lifeleRs that pins could be thru~ into it, or it
could be seared with a hot iron and she felt no pain. In the hypnotic
state she was tokl that that hand was perfectly well, and it became sensitive to every touch. She could count the number of taps given upon that
hand when her eyes were closed, but when out from under the influence,
her hand was just as dead to Meu!lation as at first, and this after repeated
trials. Dr. Bernheim claims not only to cure bodily ills, but to make
drunkards into sober men, thieves into honest ones, and that lying and
swearing can also be corrected by hypnotism. Be claims it as one of
the best means of moral reform; all that is required being to give the
subjects good instruction while in the hypnotic state.
But as a matter of fact, hypnotism is not really to be relied upon :for
either physical healing or moral reform. In the first place it is only now
and then a person who can be completely hypnotized or influenced at all,
and in the second place, only a small proportion of those who are really
good subjects, retain suggestion~ which are made after the hypnotic state
has been thrown off. There is nothing mysterious about hypnotism ; the
subject is not operated upon by the mind of the operat.:>r, but the state
is produced by the workings of his own mind. In persons who are subjects for hypnotism. they bring their min°ds for the time into a sort of
vacuity or equilibrium, ready to receive impressions from any source. It
is something like the mind in a dream which converts the slamming of a
shutter into a clap of tltunder ; tho difierence being that in dreams suggestions take no definite direction, while in the hypnotic state they can
be definitely guided. It is wholly the peculiar operation of the mind of
the subject and not 0£ the mind of the operator. It is not possible for
a person to communicate intelligence except through the senses. Prof.
Carpenter one of the most noted mesmerists, confessed this to me a few
years ago. The hypnotic state always ends in sleep, and the person awakes
in just the condition he was before, unless his imagination still carries
some idea forward.
Travelling mesmerists have " horses" engaged to follow them from
place to place - persons who have st}hooled themselves to {lndure the pain
of having pins thrust in their flesh and submit to other similar tests without visible emotion. This has an effect upon . the imagination of the audience and generally helps to secure two or three persons who are ready
sublects to hypnotic influence. In London a mesmerist became bankrupt
from lack of patronage, and his subject sued him for unpaid salary and
explained the whole manner of procedure to the court.
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PRAYER.
IF thou wouldst form the richly visible,
Significant of costs;
Absorb invisibility, and so refill
The urn each day exhausts.
The ripening year's slow breath, so visible,
Drawn from the viewless grand ;
In solemn saintship. strong and beautiful,
It glorifies the land.
But ah, what tensions in the air of will,
Which fol'm the rich unseen ;
.
Wrought steadily the raiment of the bill,
And robed the air with green.
Nature is true vibration; and the soul
Made perfect, is again
Natul'e more exquisitely pulsed, and whole,
For pleasure and for pain.
And what are both but interacting parts,
So countered, that they beat
In love's long evolution, the same hearts
Where world and spirit meet?
Absorb invisibility, and so refill
The urn, each day exhausts;
If thou wouldst form the richly \'isible,
Significant of costs.
E. J. Ho~
THE FIAT OF PAN.
the pearly centre of the seed,
There lies embryo grow.th and coming seed;
A never dying principle of life,
That glows and shines with each recurring strife.
A force intelligent, latent power,
'Vhich bursts to bud, and later into flower ;
And with a perfume, ever more intense,
The flower's spirit gives its sweet incense.
WITHIN

Upward, and onward ever in its growth,
From seed to perfume never knowing sloth ;
Progress from concrete to abstract perfumed ;
For this is life - 0 ye deformed.
And this was once by the seed inclosed,
Until the great God Pan disclosed That "even near, yet never nearer, to thy God"
Meant - upward thy soul - thy form beneath the sod·
R. J. Tuo)l1'8<)"8.
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SYMBOLISM OF THE ZODIACAL SIGNS.
I.

IN these days when the degenerate science of old Egypt, with its afflictive and malefic portends, is gaining so much influence in ctirtain circles,
the effort to restore the sacred symbols to their original significance is
not untimely.
New di3COveries in science or the truths of nature, press upon us on all
sides. So do the heavenly mysteries, which have been hidden from ages
and from generations; ancl this, not because of the Divine will and purpose, but because their light could not penetrate the dense medium of
·
materiality which has surrounded man.
For the benefit of those who are unfamiliar with Symbolism we will
define the term in the word~ of a late writer on the subject: "Symbolism
is the sacred cipher by which the interior sense or pieaning appears in
the exterior form or letter." "It is the divine method of communicating
truth, and is as old as human language. The further we go back to ancient times, the more do we find that all teaching was originally symbolic."
Emerson tells us that " the circle is the highest emblem in the cipher
of the world." In the starry circle of the heavens, which from time immemorial has been known as the zodiac, is to be found the cipher in which
God bas written the past, present and future of the race; for man's individual life, that of the different ages, and also of the Great Cycle, can
.here be traced.
·
The zodiacal signs, or t1pes, were in use before the Biblical prophecies
were given; therefore it 1s to them that we must go for the first revelation vouchsafed to man, no less than to interpret the cipher of Sc1·ipture.
The Old Testament - that great spil'itual drama in which is "mbodied
the story of Israel-like the twelve tribel!, came out of Egypt, the land
of the sciences, and is written in the symbolical language of that country.
We believe the twelve signs to have a natural, a spiritual, and a prophetical significance, which we hope to partially unfold, though the vastness of the subject forbids anything more than a mere ontliniug of their
interior meaning.
God's alphabet is Nature, ancl if we would find the wisdom He has
transcribed therein we must, as did the ancient world, put away the mere
lt:tter, and seek the spirit. or interior significance. Truly does man begin
all languages with the letter, or alphabet; but hfl must read before he
can get the sense of the words, and also associate ideas : so it is with
symbolism.
Our method in this study is the Baconian, or inductive; a process of
demonstration gathered from the well known facts of nature, where we
find those qualities or principles which have been through all time ex~
pressed in the twelve signs.
The number twelve is a symbolic figure of the entire church, from its
inception to its entrance into the heavenly Jerusalem. This meaning is
evidenced in the scriptural use of the term, as the twelve sons of Jacob,
the twelve tribes, the twelve apostles, and also the twelve gates of the
Apocalyptic vision ; finally, the twelve times twelve, or the hundred and
forty and four thousand of the redeemed.
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" .The antiquity of the ~iacal signs and their wide diffusion, (for
knowledge of them is found even among the rudest peoples) also the
great venei:ation in which they have alway~ been hehl, indicate a tradition that their message was divine."
Man is ever feeling after truth, and in this way only can the present
interest in these starry emblems be explained. As the middle ages, through
the science of Astrology, kept a.live the knowledge of Astronomy, so do
the two ~eem happily destined to pre,erve these time-honored symbols,
until mankind shall gradually unravel the grander ~ignificance which is
therein concealed.
The science of astronomy t.eaches that the sun, moon and all the greater
planets move within the area of thhl zone, or gir<lle, which extends around
the entire circuit of the heavens.
The moon passes through the whole twelve signs every month, and the
earth every year;. while the sun requires a period of twenty-five thousand
years, or the whole of the precessional period, to complete a single revolution of these mystic emblems.
To learn the symbolism of the twelve signs one must study, not only
the different functions of the human body with which they correspond,
as we will hereafter show ; but also clo~ely observe Nature during the
twelve periods: as she is always in harmony with the symbol of each
m.onth. This, of course, applies only to the north temperate zone ; for
it is not without import in this connection that the leading nations of the
earth are now situated within this area.. So are the qualities or characteristics which govern and control on the present plane of life, included
within the same limit on the celestial sphere; for this also has its zones
or geographical divisions, as defined in the accompanying illustration.
Formerly, in other lands, where the significance of .these mystic signs
was understood, they had no connection whatever with the seasons, as the
varied climates of those countries affirm. The fact that they now bear
so close a parallel to their different periods, and are so universally associated with the month which they symbolize, proves them an expression
of omnipotent wisdom to this age, as we shall endeavor to show.
" The idea of the signs having any reference to the seasons is of comparatively late origin, and could not at any time have been sustained consistently with the climates of their well known previous existence."
Everyone is familiar with the zodiacal figure of the almanac, about
which we speculated much as children, and regarding which we found
our elders unable to enlighten us. The extent of the information that
we then receivecl was the answt'lr to our inquiries, "Oh, it has to do with
something astronomical ; " and there the matter was dismissed.
We know now, however, that the earliest enumeration of the stars speaks
of them as this in the head, that in the shoulder, body, arm, leg or foot,
thus determining their positions.
•
In the figure of the zodiacal man which accompanies this article, we
see that the twelve signs are apportioned to the different parts of the
body, proving that these emblem3 were originally consiclered to have a
close alliance with the several functions which they represent. As we
proceed with our explanation of ~heir symbolism, we would have our
readers bear in mind St. Paul's declaration that "The body is not one
member but many;" and that "God hath set the members every one of
them in the body, as it hath pleased Him."
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Comparatively few persons to-day recognize the fact that this reprel!t!ntation of the zodiacal man, like the symbols which surround him, has
descended to us from the remotest antiquity. Without this figure the
original symbolism of the zodiac would fail to reach the comprehension
of hl!manity. It is the key to thl>se starry hieroglyphics, and its preservation even while not understood, has been divinely ordained, thus affording another attestation of that overruling power which ever directs the
affairs of men. "re challenge any person to make other explanation of
this zo<lia<~al figure than the natural and mystical one which we shall commence in our next paper.
First, however, we will consider the symbolism of the signs, in their
order in the circle, showing the correspondence between the principles
they typify, as these are expressed in the human family, and the months
which they severally represent. Later we will show the significance of
their position in the zodiac, which is of no small importance in their
teaching.
"Whatever the part that the sun, moon and planets play in the great
plan of the Creator, to man they are merely symbols, from which he may
learn wonderful lessons of the divine purpose regarding humanity. That
in prehistoric ages they were so regarded we learn from the ancient
myths, which are replete with this knowledge.
.
The sun is the symbol of man's interior light or life, which is of the
spirit, the animating principle, and which enables him to take cognizance
of things outside himself; while the moon typifies faith, because, like
the latter, it illumines his night.
Thus the sun by its position expresses the interior or underlying nature,
while the position of the moon shows the plane of action.
In the twelve signs we find the symbolism of the twelve tribes, or
standard-bearers, for this is what the term "tribe" signifies. The divine
fiat that the inheritance of the fathers should not remove from one tribe
to another, but always remain the possession of the same tribe, finds
marvellous fulfillment in the symbolism of the signs; for while form is
evanescent, constantly undergoing change, principles are eternal.
We begin the symbolism of the zodiacal circle with the Crab, which
emblem ended the last great cycle, and began the present one; for Cancer is the point of man's northern solstice, no less than that of the sun's.
We 'shall follow the course of the great luminary through the signs,
rather than that of the earth which moves in the reverse order, with which
our readers are probably more familiar. The sun being the centre of our
sysrem, we can only find the teaching of symbolism from this source.

($5]
Cancer, or the Crab, is the emblem for July, that torrid period, which
is attended with atmospheric disturbances and electric storms, the season
of growing but immature fruits, when the air is charged with those gaseous elements, generated by heat, which seek equilibrium in conjunction .
•Tuly typifies the plethora of life fervor, which characterizes the people
whose nature is expressecl in the sign Cancer. This is eminently the
mother principle, the binding, enfolding, nourishing quality, which in this
si!!'ll is common to both sexes. A cherishing care in which they can expend
th~mselves is a necessity to them ; for affection is the strongest expression
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of their being. Like the calm which succeeds the tempost, love is that
union where the electric and magnetic, or the positive and negative
f<M"ces, are equalized by conjunction.
The outreaching, encircling, holding quality of the Crab (a name gi >'en
to all the higher order of crustacea) is a well known fact, while its grip
has passed into a proverb, and typifies the holding power of love. The
Crab, like the tribe of Zebulon, which it symbolizes, abides in its tent or
shell, a. keeper at home. Not without significance did J acoh characterize
this principle of Zebulon as "a haven of ships;" for tl'Ue affection is
ever a safe harbor, and from this port humanity's barque is put to sea.
There are numberless correspondences in this symbol which we cannot
enter upon here, but we shall allude to some of them when finding its place
in the body.
Thefervid principle of life, which is typified in Cancer, like the rose,
is not expressed in the winter signs. Nature knows when to bring in her
fruits, and she fails not in their timely production. However the characteristics of this nature may be modified by planetary positions, which
correspond to the dispersion of the tribes, its interior or dominant quality
is Zebulon. In other words, its sun (or light and heat) which is the
life principle, is in the symbol of the Crab.

[II]
·The next emblem in the circle is Gemini, or the Twins. This corresponds to June, the season of freshest verdure and bloom, when Nature
is prodigal of her forces, and all her activities are full ~>f promise. The
infinite variety of detail into which she enters at this time furnishes an
outlet for all her energies.
Well does the symbol of childhood tvpify the vigor and vivacity of this
period, when the life energies are in all their freshness and force.
June, the period of the coming in of the first small fruits, symbolizes
the brightness and sweetness, and also the ceaseless expenditure of force.
intellectual or physical, which characterize the people whose nature is
expressed in the sign Gemini.
Here we find the tribe of Issachar, that principle of energizing power
which is signified in the name Issa.char, and which has its complete correspondence in the executive ability of those who belong to this si!!Il.
Of Zebulon and Issachar it was affirmed that they should ~11 the
people unto the mountain, (the high places) and be nourished by the
abundance of the seas and treasures hid in the sand.
On the higher planes of life, the people largely characterized by these
two signs are the world's students, the representatives of its learning.
Thus does Issachar bow the shoulder (the symbol of power) to bear, and
. become a servant unto tribute.
[~]

Taurus or the Bull, the next emblem in the circle, expresses May, with
its undercurrent of life which is somewhat sluggish and sullen, lackinrr
the intensity 0£ the two previous signs to force it into immediate manif~
tation. The Taurus energies are most active at the roots of life, which
they infuse with new vigor; for Nature is faithfully doing her work, notwithstanding that her processes are slower, and results less apparent.
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May is the season of blossoms and perfume, when abundant are the promises of fruit, which, however, is not yet.
Taurus symbolizes the quiet, and apparently inert, unresponsive nature
of the people typified by this sign. Theirs is the temperament rightly
called lymphatic; for life with them is not on the surface, and its placid
waters are seld.:>m ruffied by storms. They are peculiarly generators of
mental and physical force, which fails not to find expression according
to their plane of life.
Taurus symbolizes that potent principle which, slowly making its way
through myriad channels to the topmost boughs and branches of the tree,
causes it to burst into the sudden glory of blossom.
This same life force brings in the blossoms of the human family, and
preserves the body-social from the decrepitude and senility attendant
upon age ;1 for the generating principle is ever finding new form and expression in the fresher bloom of both mind and matter.
Taurus, or the Bull, symbolizes tmdepleted force, or power, and consequent mental and physical vigor. This emblem typifies concentration of
life energy. To the tribe of Asher here represented was attributed the
"royal ,Jainties " which are the spirit's true nutrition.
The Taurus nature finds a material type in the remarkable cedar trees
growing on the Taurus mountains, whose wood is declared to be indestructible, and whose timbers have been found uninjured and still fragrant
after two thousand years of service.
"The cedar tree, which is a fitting symhol of the tree of life, ever yields
the undying fragrance of its heart, and continues to breathe as an immortal presence upon the passing generations."

;

' ,

['Y']
Aries or the Ram, toe next sign in the circle, is the symbol for April,
the season of changefu1 skies, when the first buds are putting forth, and
all material life is upspringin&'. The ground is now ready for the seed,
impre~sioual, receptive. "This is the period of the coming in of flocks
and herds," which are symbolic of the intellectual or rational principle,
because lwrned creatw·es. In other words, horns signify emanations
from the head.
April typifies the promptness and self-confidence, also the ready-foranything attitude of the people who correspond to this sign. Being
largely characterized by the reasoning function, they are workers with
the head rather than the hands, and are seldom taken off their guard,
for their mental resources are generally equal to the occasion. Here is
symbolized the diffusion of force.
"One of the most firmly established premises of modern science is that
where work is done, force or energy is in some way expended." The
Ram, thA symbol of this sign, is in mechanics also a synonym for the outlay of power.
The people of Aries bear the l>anner or standard of Gad. Reason, or
Gad is indeed the lawgiver, and does in truth "come with the heads of
the people ; " as Moses affirmed when he said, " Blessed be he that enlargeth Gad." At the same time the great lawgiver and. leader of Israel
affirmed that to Reuben (Libra), Gad (Aries) and half the tribe of Manasseh (Leo) God had given rest and inheritance this side Jordan, but
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that they were " t;o pass over armed before their brethren to help them."
Jacob also affirmed of "Gad, a. troop shall overcome him, but he shall
overcome at the last."
The symbol of this sign is represeuted as interchangeable with the lamb,
for man so diffuses his forces that, like the horns of the Ram, his higher
powers are fettered, or bound. The principle of Aries (Reason) is that
blossom of promise which is sacrificed t;o the winds that the fruit may be
perfected.
Naturally have art and symbolism crowned Moses, the Great Lawgiver of Israel, with the wide, branching horns whiuh are typical of the
unfettered Reasoning principle.
When the garland is complete which Reason, Intuition aud Love are t.oday weaving, then will it adorn the entrance t;o that city which 1ieth foursquare, according t;o the measure of a man, that is, of the angel.
[1€]

Pisces, or the Fishes. is the next sign in the circle. This is the symLol for March, the flood time of water-courses, and the season of gener-dl
chaos; for \Vinter's reign is over, and Nature is now inaugurating change.
The inclement, moodful days of this month express the turmoil and
unrest of material forces, - that disintegration of old conditions which
ever precedes reorganization.
Having commenced the purification of her sluiceways, Nature comes to
the rescue of her fair domain, congealing in her bosom those impetuous
streams - which she has herself set free - when they threaten to sweep
away the barriers designed t;o hold them in check. No one knows better
than she that water, though a good servant in subjection, is a fearful tyrant when it gains the mastery. She lays her cool hand upon this mighty
force, and it is stayed.
Well does March typify the principle expresi;ed in this sign - the caretaking, ministering spirit of the Pisce~ people. The part that they play
in the ~reat microcosm is to stand firmly through all the unrest about
them; tn other words, t;o maintain that basic quality of stability which
is the very foundation stone of society.
Like our old earth which keeps strictly to her orbit though cataclysms
sweep over ancl rend her surface, so does the Pisces nature hold it.'I own
balance and even tenor through all the revolutions which carry forward
the world's progress. They are never enthusiasts, but with cool-headed
prudence are ever ready to lay the congealing hand upon those springs
which threaten t;o overleap their bounds.
·
This is the standard of Naphtali, which we find faithfully borne to-day
by the people of this sign ; though, as we have previously said, planetary
positions modify the expression of all dominant qualities.
Piscel! is one of the non-sensitive signs, as the symbol of the fishes attests. The phlegmatic temperament characterizes the persons who are
largP.ly endowed with this nature. Theirs is the ·spirit of ministry, howeve1., for an untiring zeal of service dominates them, elevating their sphere
of use to an exalted plane, because their servitude is prompted by the
higher nature.
If bearing tlieir banner aloft, rather than trailing it in the dust,
the Pisces people are less under the dominion of the flesh than those com-
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ing in any other sign of the twelve; for then they are indeed "Naphtali,
a hind or servant set free," and hence their circumspection, which is of
wisdom.
The symbolism of this sign should be given after the Pythagorean
method, as the vernacular of the day fits it all too loosely. The .Fish is
the emblem of love and the social feelin"'.
The traditions of Oannes, the Fish-God, have very wonderful significance, and fully illustrate the symbolism of this sign.
Our Lord, whose advent was in the sign Pisces of the great Cycle, invested with a royal dignity the principle of service; for, in coming through
the flesh, he threw ofi all its boncls, and thus became the server and Saviour of the world.

[:]

I

Aquarius, or the Waterman, is t!ie next sign in the circle, and the symbol for February.
This is Nature's quickening time, when she feels the first pulsations
of the new life stirring in her bosom. The down-pouring rains peculiar
to this period are opening up her winter-sealed reservoirs to the light a.nd
sunshine, and all her absorbent vessels are filling. In other words, the
earth is but receiving back again in baptism the very.oblations or incense
of her responsive heart. The ordinary phenomena. of Nature are a true
mirror in which the reverent soul may see reflected the Divine will and
purpose to man.
The symbol Aquarius has a peculiar significance to our own time and
age, because it is the sun's present positi~n in its great cycle. To more
plainly define our meaning, the active or life principle of the day is in
the emblem of the 1Vaterman.
An earnest and devout 11eeking of truth has brought upon our age the
present out-pouring; and the whole Body-Social is quickening with the
new life, whose first pulsations ai:e felt in the sign Aquarius. Like the
earth it, too, is turning its moro temperate portions towards its Great
Luminary, and all its absorbent vessels are filling.
The sensitive and receptive nature of the people who are symbolized by
this si~~ makes the,m the complete expression of the dominant life of the
day. .1\.een in insig_ht and quick in action, they bring everything to the
bar of Reason or Expediency, and accept or reject accordingly. Like
telegraphic wires that throb and pulsate with the electric charge which
they tmnsmit, so do the people of Aquarius furnish the connecting link
between the se~n and unseen forces 0£ li£e. \Vith an ease and dispatch
that is rarely recognized they carry forward the purposes of the business
and social world. The feeling that the government rests upon their
shoulders, a fact which peculiarly characterizes persons of this nature, is
another attestation of the fact that to Aquarius the acceptance or rejection of truth is to be submitted.
Theirs is the standard of Dan, that son of Jacob who was to judge his
people Israel. Naturally do we fincl to-day Religion, Science, Social and
Political Ethics, all at the bar ; for this is the period when principles, or
standards, are on trial.
"Dan is a lion's whelp, he shall leap from Bashan " - the country of
Gad and Reuben, or Reason and Intuition. Naturally are the people of
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Aquarius critical in judgment, even while kindly in intent; for to be right
in their decisions is to them a matter of conscience.
That "Dan is a lion's whelp" is borne out in the fact that this son of
Jacob is later characterized as Manasseh, at the sealing of the tribes,
when they receive the new name, or mark in the forehead.
(Vj]
The next emblem in the circle is Capricornus, or the Goat, the sign
that corresponds to January, when Nature robes herself in white, as if
seeking by a brave appearance to atone for her inert forces. Perhaps
we should better say when she has shrouded herself, covering as with a
mantle her unsightly features, while the mystery of death is upon them.
Meanwhile she is holding, safely folded in her bosom, the life which is
ultimately to spring forth aga.in with renewed forces. The ancients are
11aid to have believed that in this sign the sun entered the house of the
gods. Tl.at they did so believe we do not question, though its signifi<>..ance
to them was a mystical one.
'Ve will only touch upon its more apparent symbolism, which finds expression in the ideal and also idylic nature of the Capricorn people.
If living on a high plane of life, theirs it is to attain the heavenly vision, for, Janus-like, they are granted an extended view, even to seeing
both ways. The secret of life is indeed in their keeping, but, like that
folded away in winter's bosom, the world's present chill environments
prevent it from finding expression. Meanwhile the hollow show caYed
life is decked by Capricorn with a mantle of illusion which well nigh hides
its deformity.
Thfl airy and artistic fancies, the bright visions (so-called) which lead
the world forward and give a grace and ease to iife, originate with the Capricorn people. as do the ideal projects and daring schemes which keep
the social and business ball in motion. Truly from Joseph -up the
Dreamers of the world have entered the house of the gods, and received
the boon of immortality.
"For the Dreamer lives forever,
While the Toiler dies in a day."
· Capricorn hears the standard of Judah, or the scape-goat ; he into
whose hand the land was to be delivered; in other words, that buying
and selling principle of trade, which leads the business world. We he.re
see the wisdom of the dispersion of the tribes -that diversity of quality,
or principles, which pervades all inclividuality to-day, and makes the race
interdependent one upon another, thus cementing the bond of union or
brotherhood.
The people who are largely endowed with Capricorn, that is, having
more than one planet in this sign, are naturally factors in the business
world, rather than in the professional or domestic spheres of life ; and
this fact we find to be independent of sex.
'While the women 0£ Cancer if found in business connections are waiting hopefully for the Prince, or wearying at his long delay, the women
of-Capricorn fit into life's more active struggle and feel themselves at
home in these ct>nditions. The two are antipodes of female nature, but
a balance of Capricorn and Cancer eminently qualifies woman for the
broader field of humanitarian work no less than for the fireside.
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It was Judah who the Lord declared should go up first agaimit the
Benjaruites because they took action with the men of Gibeah, those
priests who had carnal knowledge of Truth, or in other words perverted it.
This is the position of the business world to-day. It makes no war
upon Truth, but rather upon those professed teachers who holcl the truth
only in earthen vessels.
[.t]
Sagittarius, or the Bowman, is the next emblem in the circle. This is
the symbol for Decemher, the period characterized by the onslaught of
Winter, - that conqueror who ha.<o here come to stay, as he quickly p1·0 ves
by taking entire possession of tht- land. No light skirmishing with foes:
he has ridden forth in armor, and there is no dallying or indecision in
his aspect; hii! sway is to be complete, and he at once asserts his power.
No part of his province escapes the ruthless invasion of this warrior, for
even to its remotest bountls does he know the country, with all its resources, which he has laid under siege.
The peoplP. whose uatnre is la1·gely expressed by this symbol have the
true warrior's spirit, an indefatigable zeal in action. with indifference to
consequences so that the desired elld be attained. Decision, promptitude.
and executiveness are dominant qualities with them; as is also that thoroughness, even to the last detail, which iusures success from the start.
They feel that the higher responsibilities of the day and age are theirs,
and they neither shrink from, nor shirk meeting them. In fact, to right
wrongs, or to pull down and expose false standa.rtls, is pecttliarly their
work.
If the true conqueror, reatly to take possession of the kingdom, they,
like the celestial centaur that they are, begin the contest by an assault
upon the Scorpion, whose venomous and deadly sting has paralyzed the
spiritual life of the day. The Sagittarius people, or the tribe of Levi, are
set apart to purg~ away the sin of the camp, and see that the sacred altar
fires are kept burning. It is not without significance here that even
these elected priests cannot, unless wearing the spotless raiment of purity,
enter into the Holy of Holies.

[tl\]
The next sign in the cirnle is Scorpio, the symbol for November, the
season characterized by Nature's denuding process, when she stands naked, unclothed upon in all her majesty and dignity of outline. It is as
if the one thought upon which she is now intent is to give visible expression to shape or form. It matters not that the pattern is infinitely vc1.ried; for with her usual prodigality of effort she now revels in reprocluotion of type.
The people who are largely eudowecl in this sign have the faculty of
production, or creation, to an eminent degree, on whateve1· plane of life
their forces are exercised. If in the realm of art and literature, they
have the field. If as physicians and surgeons, their very atmosphere is
health-giving, because charged with the fires of life. If, on the other
hand, they are not consecrated to the higher activities, or to humanitarian
effort, but are living only in the physical senses, they are generating the
poisonous venom of the 8corpion, which must ultimately induce both
mental and spiritual torpor.
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Scorpio bears the standard of Simeon, whom his father Jacob associated with Levi, decla1·ing them brethren, inseparable. The warrior, and
the generating or life pri~ciple, are bound in fraternal ties for all time.
The ancient symbol of Asia for this sign was the White Eagle, and
this is of significance when we find the Apocalyptic vision mentions the
four royal emblems of the zodiacal circle in their order : - Leo, Taurus,
The Waterman and Scorpio.
" And the first beast was like a lion, and the second heast like a calf,
arnl the third beast had a face as a man, and the fourth beast was like a
flying eagle. • • • • • and they rest not day and night, saying, Holy,
holy, holy, Lord God Almighty, which was, and is, and is to come."
[~]

The next sign in the ,circle i11 Libra, or the Balance, the symbol for
October, when Nature is donning all her glory of color, and there is about
her the soft, dreamy charm which is most winning to her V<?taries. Now
is the atmosphere suggestive of that ideal rest w~ereof the spirit catches
furtive gleams. The wildering spell, which all recognize without defin.ing, the perfect equipoise of spirit and matter which holds sense in thrall,
bring the realization of that subtle harmony which defies expression.
Nature has here thrown everything into the scales, while she revels in
the 'perfect balance attained.
The people symbolized by the sign Libra are characterized according
to the degree of equipoise reached, the measure of which is the purity and
elevation of their life plane. These peculiarly possess that faculty of
mind which can hold a subject in equipoise, or balance, and consider it
from all sides. They are eminently book-people, as the word libra implies, living in the higher stratum of thought aside from the world's ordinary activities. If Virtue does not hold the scale they are likely to be
in the down side, overborne by their very wealth of nature.
Libra bears the standard of Reuben, who is characterized by Jacob as
"the excellency of dignity, and the excellency of power," on the one
hand, and on the other hand, " unstable as water."
[aj
The next sign in the circle is Virgo, or the Virgin, she who bears the
seed, and also the palm-branch, symbol of a holy festivity. This is the
emblem for September, Nature's seed-bearing time, and also her season
of festivity, when her fruits and grains are ready to be garnered. She
bas now put all things in order ancl place in her great laboratory. The
properties of every grain are again stored therein, and this is true of all
her products which now come perfect from her hand. The order for
which she has labored is attained, and she here rejoices over the complete
restoration which she has finally brought about.
The people symbolized by this sign are the seed of the new age, because
Virgin-born ; that is, Love which is of the spirit, rather than nature
which is of the flesh, presided at their generation. Order and harmony,
for which they are always striving, are to them essential. They, too, like
Nature at the time of their expression, are laboring to bring in the great
restoration, which unfortunately is not so easily accomplished in the
human family as are the material processes of Nature.
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The work 'of the Virgo people, so far as they can to-day find it, is on
the higher plane of reconstruction ; those efforts at the uplifting of standards, which meet so little recognition or favor, but which must nevertheless go on, largely fall to them. They truly bear the banner of Benoni, child of sorrow, because the better time t-0 which they belong still
delays.
Though we have not personally llemonstrated the fact, we feel sure
that a large proportion of the people who follow music as a profesRion
are symbolized by this sign, since here only can they attain the harmony
which their nature demands.
Since the fruit.'! of the great world-year or cycle are not yet ready to
be garnered, Benjamin's period of festivity has not arrived; for this last
son of Raebel has come prematurely to the birth, ere Bethlehem, or the
house of bread, is attah.ied.
This left-handed son of .Jacob whom he declared son of his right hand,
has a significance not generally understood. No Scriptural statement is
without importance in the umlerstanding of this sacred d1·ama, and the
fact that the Benjamites are said to have been left-handed, we believe
not to have been literally borne out any more than to-day. This to us
signifies the fact that their expression on the natuml plane is other than
of the usual order ; in other words, they are Virgin-born.
'

\'.

[Q]

Leo, or the Liou, is the next ancl la:;it sign in the circle. This is the
symbol for August, when drouth like a lion prevails, and when Nature
no less than the dumb beast cries for )vater.
"When the sun is in Leo, the brooks beim~ dry, the lion ]eaves his
lurking-place and becomes a terror in the land." This ancient tradition
is not without profound significance, as we hope to prove. Nat.ire at
this season is fain to yield herself into the hands of that all-conquering
force which bursts every fetter, and,sets free that finer essence, or spirit,
which is the essential substance of all thing!!. Diex Canicularis, or the
day of the dog, is that period when the body becomes a burden which
the spirit would fain put away, .as Nature is throwing off her bonds.
Little wonder is it that statilltics prove this to be the season of the greate.'!t mortality, for does not the lion prevail when it comes to a contest of
strength?
·
In those heavy reverberations of the air which follow the lightning's
flash, and succeed intense dog-day heat, we find another parallel to the
king of beasts, the Thunderer, as the lion has always been called, so terrible and far reaching is his roar.
The month of August, the very name of which is of sacred import and
proves its assumption to hav*' been no accident, since it means " the preceding word " or beginning, is rich in its expression of symbolism. We
find its teaching in the rapidly ripening grains of this period, and in the
first coming in of the larger and more lasting fruits ; in other words,
Nature is attaining to the sublimation of matter. August is characterized by its intensity of life and phenomenal development.
The people of Leo possess a characteristic fervor of the life principle,
an endowment of the spirit, whi~ like the torrid heats of this period,
either scorch and destroy, or mat1tre and perfect ; for their sign is tho
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lion, which enters the amphitheatre only to throw or be thrown.
Persons of this symbol are Nature's metaphysicians and philosophers,
rather than of the schools, seeking first causes, or ~oing to the heart of
things, while guided more by Intuition or the Spirit, than by Reason.
Theirs it is to penetrate into the inner court of the Temple and gaze upon
its mysteries ; for the heart, the ot·iginal seat of wif1dom, leads with them
rather than the head.
"He hath put understanding in the heart and wisdom in the inward
parts " is peculiarly exemplified by those of this sign who bear the standard of the Lion aloft, since spirit is ever conqueror of matter. The people of Leo belong to the tribe of Joseph, he who was styled "the dreamer" by his brethren. If Josephs indeed, theirs is the radiant garment
of purity, that coat of many colors which effectually separates them from
their brethren, and sends them into Egypt for that substance wherewith
to nourish all their kindred.
The month of August corresponds to the sacred month Thoth, or Her.
mes, of the Egyptians, when the Dog-star is in conjunction with the sun.
The sign of the Lion in the great cycle was the era of that remark:lble
heart-wisdom or philosophy, called Hermetic, sealed; the Augusta.a foera.ture of Egypt. The books in which it was transcribed and held so
precious by that countl'y are lost, but this knowledge still survives on
innumerable Egyptian tablets, which to-day fail to he deciphered by the
head.
In the face 0£ opposing Egyptian and Hebrew tradition, naturally did
Galen find it difficult to convince his age that the understanding, or the
reason, has its chief seat in the brain.
The Lion is the symbol of spirit, that power which rules in the higher
domain of life, and pervades and transforms all matter to such a degree
as its density is penetrable by a finer essence.
The Lion's cub is to-day but a whelp just licked into animation by- its
sire, for this old tradition has marvellous truth concealed therein. With
the spirit of its sire, however, in the first pulsating throb of life it fails
not to seek the arena where, not being the full·g~r_own lion, it ie thrown
and ignominiously dragged out ; for Head, not Heart, is to-day lawgh·er
in the laud.
\Ve will only add, in closing, that the phenomenon of the zodiacal light,
that illumination which is observed from southern latitudes to stream
acrc.ss this great starry circle after sunset and before sunrise, and which
so puzzles science to-day, is but an illustr:\tion of our subject. lfas not
the zodiac reflected its light through the ages, while man has failed to
nnderstand its significance ?
VEGA.

GOD.
Nought! But the eftluence of Thy light Divine.
Pe1-vading worlds. hath reached my bosom, too;
Yes! in my spirit doth Thy Spirit shine
As shines the sunbeam in a drop of dew.
God ! thus alone my lowly thought can soar
Thns seek Thy Presence. Being, wise and good,
'Midst Thy vast works admire, obey, adore,
And when this tongue is eloquent no more.
The soul shall speak in tea.rs of gratitude.
(Denha11if19.)
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THE ESOTERIC COLLEGE AND COLONY.
WE have never made any statement as to the methods of carrying out
our " College and Colony scheme," for such it has been called, and we
think it wise to do so now.
First, we know that there are a. great number of persons, of all ages
and positions in the world, who have yearnings for a higher order of civilization ; the constant combat of mere money getting, has become a source ·
of perpetual annoyance to them, and they realize that all the avenues of
social pleasure have become most irksome forces, to compel them to act
centrary to their real feelings and desires. Many a noble soul is compelled to serve in ways of employment that makes him a mere automaton.
He rises at early dawn and eats his morning meal with little or no relish,
and goes forth to meet the dnties of the day; serves all day and returns at
night tired, 11nd perplexed; ea.ts, drinks, sleeps, and repeats the experiences of the former day in the same routine. Day succeeds day, week succeeds week, year follows year, and no opening for any change and he,
in the bitterness of soul, crie11 out, " Oh my God is this all of life?
Is there nothing for me ex<iept to wear my life away on this tread-mill of
servitude ! True, I have a living, a. good place to sleep, and enough to
eat, but is that all there is for me? "
Another, who has amassed large sums of money, frequently casts about
and inquires, "What does all this a.mount to, I have no more than my
hired servant, only more care, anxiety, and much har'1er service to dailv
perform ? " and he unites with the man of menial service and exclaims, "Is this all of life? Would it not be better if I had never
lived? What use is my life to me?" But the soul answer15 vaguelv, ·
•• There is something to live for somewhere ; wait, it will come I " But waiting is becoming wearisome, and they cast about to see if they can not
find some resting place ; but no, it is not found, and again they cry out in
the agony of soul, •• What was I made for ? Is there a God that is good
and wise ; if so why is it thus? "
There are many now who have had their fill of all that has been esteemed of men as the highest goal of human attainment, and all, like
Solomon of old, are ready to exclaim, "All is vanity and vexation of
spirit." It is a. law in divine economy that man should possess those
things which he honestly desires and is willing to give bis life with
diligence t& obtain, but when it is obtained, then he knows that it is
but vanity. But what is there, worth living for, in this world? The attainment ef REAL knowledge and the come~er.t mental and physical
conditi01'8. How can that be attained? Certamly not while all our time is
occupied in the struggle for a mere " living, "nor while the mind is in constant strain to watch and keep the money we may have; the one is as trying as the other and the man who earns his daily bread is the happiest
man. There is a way out of all this ; it is the way ordained of God, from
the beginning.
The way is this: by living the regenerate life all persons will obtain
new mental states, which will enable them to find more real enjoymt-nt
in nature than can be found in anything else in life. Through these renewed mental conditions, all will become conscious of spirit, through whfoh
they become one with heaven and enjoy it while living in the body. It is
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through the regenerate life and all that belongs to it (which can never
be told in words ; it is only to be known by experience) that we reach the
condition referred to.by Isaiah lxiv, 4, and 1st Corinthians ii, 9. "For since
the beginning of the world, men have not heard, nor perceivecl by the ear,
neither hath the eye seen, 0 God, beside thee, what he hath prepared
for him that waiteth for him." We speak that which we know, and not
merely believe, when we say that a people living the regenerate life, in
associate community, will do away with all domestic infelicity; with all
anxiety about a living anJ. with all social incong.eniality, and will
furnish occupation for all, that will not be irksome labor, but deligbtsome recreation.
Many will say, " If I could believe or know that, I would move in that
direction at once." You can ; if you will carefully read "Practical
Instructions for Reaching .the Highest Goal of Human Attainment" in
Volumes I and II of this journal,• and will commence now and live the
life for three months, yon will know for yourself that what we say is true ;
but to obtain that knowleclge you must live up to the instructions wholly,
and not merely try in part. But says one, " We find it very difficult t.o do."
Yes but is it not difficult to succeed in anything of importance? See how
diligent and self-sacrificing the man is who starts to lay up wealth of a
monetary nature, and the wealth to be obtained by this is transcendentally more valuable. If you give the same diligence to this life for three
months, you will find yourself in possession of a wealth even at that early
stage, worth more than money can give, and that will aid you to perceive
the importance of this work.
EXTERNAL OF THE WORK PROPOSED.

As soon as finances will permit we propose to take up lands as far away
from the habitations of man as possible, and build houses, work-shops and
a laboratory for all kincls of chemicals, and furnish a reading room with
the best scientific books of the world ; own tilable soil for agriculture, horticulture, including trees and vines. Then, at first, bring together a few
persons well known and reliable, and increase our numbers as fast as t.he
~eople may wish to come, or as proper conditions can be made for them.
Every person can have his own house if desired, or at least his own rooms,
which will be sacred to the occupant; no one ever entering unless invite<{;
even then it wollld be recommended that there be rooms set apart for receiving callers. Every person will be assigned, not arbitrarily but by
choice, to a sphere of use best adapted to him, by having all m0tlern appliances, all the necessary work to supply the demand and even the luxuries of
life can be fully supplied by each person working from four to six hours
daily ; the balance of tqe time can be devoted to study and experimen'in science or whatever may come in the line of his choice ; or strolling
away into nature's domain, there to muse upon her laws and commune
with her God.
OBJECTS OF THE COMMUNITY.

First to make attainments in ourselves. Secondly to obtain such knowledge and ability as will fit us to be of the greatest possible service to the
rest of the world.
•For sale at this office.
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In answering this question of attainment the question of government and
all other questiens are involved. First, what it is not. There are many old
books now in the world on magic ; there are many societies whose aim is
t.o obt.ain super-natural powers through certain ceremonies, etc. We l1ave
no sympathy with such. The methods ™lopted by us are purely Christian.
When He (Jesus) came, the land was filled with knowledgeof the Oe<mlt,
such as has been imported from Inclia by Blavatsky ancl others. He at
one~ robbed this of all its mysticism, and taught righteousness in view of
God's laws, pure and simple, through obedience to which he himself possessed more of those powers . than any other, and left word for us that
·~greater things than these (that I have done) shall ye do."
.
• There was a time when theso laws and methods, by which man rose into
Go<l-likene~s. were known to those who were accepted as Masons. Masonry
is very much older than the time of David and Solomon. Even then, it
as an order, had lost the moat of its vitality (i. e., knowledge of
truth.) These trutl1s were of the laws of nature, and the special methods
requisite to be adopted in order to become like Jesus, the Christ. The
same truths are still active, and when applied, the same order of attainment is found to exist in the invisible world, and any and all persons who
live this life, begin in its earliest stages to fincl all these ancient formulas
and symbols in actual existence, and employecl as the language of God,
t.o point out to each, especially when under proper instructors, exactly
how much progress they have made, aud exactly what they have attained.
But before we can be like Him we must eradicate from our natures, selfishness, hate and passion, for these make up the trunk of that baneful tree
from which springs the " curse " that blights our fair earth-life, and transforms our" Eden" into a continual sigh of sorrow.
·
From this fact it will always be known, for a surety, bow far the attainments are made Ly each individual. So, then, as it was and is in Masonry,
the man who has made the highest attainments will possess thereby the
greatest knowledge and power, and will be least capable of a selfish desire or any act of injustice to others. Having more perfectly overcome
a.11 evil than other people, he must become " servant of all " by beilfg
the head of the government, and those next in attainment, will be next in
powe1, to serve all the rest ; so that the wisest and hest persons will al ways
lead the people; then progress will be assured. \Vhen 0110 has conquered
the three evils above mentioned, he will have no desire fo1· high position, and then he alone will be fit to occupy such important trusts, and
consciousness of duty, and a desire to serve, will make him a willing and
most diligent servant of all. Again, only such as have made these attainments will have the time to serve in the government of the affairs of
the ooople; others will need all their mental and moral force to govern
their own bodies, and make the attainments that will introduce them into
the restored Eden of delights.
In all Republican forms of government, where the majority rules, it is
well known that the rauk and file are ignorant and incapable of governing themselves, therefore they are mere tools in the hands of selfish, designing ''bosses" and at best, if a people are governed by the majority,
they must be governed by the inferior classes, that must of necessity
bold back, and fight against, every effort toward progress on the part of
acl vanciug intellect.
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The only reason our government of the United States has existe<l as long
and as well as it has, is owing to the fact that years ago ~he masses left the
choice of a candidate to the natural leaders among them. At that time
there was true honor among us, which I am sorry to say has disappeared,
and to-day the grand old ship, United States, is speeding t-0ward the rocky
shore of oblivion. And is this new? No I The original God-ordained
form of government, must come as a Saviour to the world. The words of
Hosea .the Prophet, (xiii, 9,) is especially applicable now, "Oh Israel
thou hast destroyed thyself; but in me is thy help. I will be thy king:
whe1·e is any other that may save thee in all thy cities?" None can
make these high attainments without entering into a. covenant of dedication of all they are to God ; then, when one is thus wholly under the control of the mind of God, He, through such an one, becomes their king.
Such an one will make it the study of their life to help and uplift all
as fa.st as possible ; such a government will be FOR the people; not
to rol.> and oppress them as now, and as these attainments creates in the
individual added knowledge and cap;1city to know, perceive aml understand, and adding to that the fact of such a mind being guided, and constantly instructed, by divine inspiration and revelation, such will constitute a perfect government.
In the beginning, before a sufficient number have reached those heights
to fit them for the service, is all the danger and difficulty. This was
the cause of all the difficulty in "The Esoteric Publishing Company."
'Vhen that company was formed we had just begun to teach those methods
fo1· reaching the high goal, ancl we therefore were forced to accept who
ever COULD <.lo the work, and as they had not the work in themselves,
they were the ca.use of many difficulties. But now it is much better ; there
are those who begin to experience these g1·eat truths, and we now feel we
have those who can unite, not with each other, but in God, to follow the
guidance, and as there is, nor can be, any inharmony in Him, we feel the
time is at hand when it is possible to begin and make such a work, a success. But I am only "your fellow servant," and can only move as the
8Jlpreme Will guides and opens the way. We sincerely hope we shall
finJ those, when the time arrives for the beginning of this gathering,
whose aitainments will fit them to take the head of the movement. It is
my desire to be free from a.ll other cares except study, and the preparation of thoughts which the people most need. But while we are forced,
as now, to occupy a leading position, we shall be even more faithful than
in the past, for experience has proved, that it will not do to trust any part
of this work to any one, only as it is carefully watched over and guided,
until they have actually made the attainments, wholly fitting them for
their positions.
My unfaithfulness to· this work has been in the constant desire to place
others in the lead, and my desire to follo\v without properly considering
their attainments. My lessons have been learned and an undeviating
purpose is formed, to be faithful to whatever is lain upon me. Further,
as to the objects of the community, it is first to prepare people to become
teachers, in all departments of scientific and educational character, and
when this is accomplished, then every department will be fitted up to
teach as far as possible, everything from demonstration. To teach 1neeh1mi.ei1, all branches of mechanical work will be done. Engineering,
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all possible methods for impressing the use, will be employed. In Astronomy, the Solar system wilt be ch·awn on the wall in paintings and will be
builded and run by mechanical methods, and so with everything possible
t.o picture or form in.to mechanical structure. There will be special
method~ and dedces to aid in the study of every science, and the very
atmosphere will be filled with the correct knowledge of the facts related
to it ; nothing will be accepted without demonstrlttiou, and all books nSP.<l.
must be first known from demonstration, to be correct, and from them
a compilation of all known facts in science will be made, as fast as possible, as referred to in G - R pamphlet No. 1.
We are convinced that the usual practice of memorizing ~vords, and
word formations, is not only tedious and laborious, and limits the capacity of the student, but is almost useless after it is .done. Onrs will be
education by expe1.Zence ; thus ideas and principles and not words, will be
readily grasped, and the utility understood.
.
Again, it will not be found necessary to hold the pupil to external effort to learn. When proper conditions are made to create frue interest,
in a pupil, then all that will be necessary is to allow him perfect freedom,
to stroll around, sit dowu in the room and muse, read, examine specimens,
drawings, or experiment upon methods. ·
In addition to this, there are many nE;w laws now in our possession,
which are destined to revolutionize the present facilities of our civilization. It will be admitted by all, that our present civilization is mainly
from our education in the arts and sciences; so tlien, when laws will elevate that knowledge into a vastly higher sphere of activity, it will car1·y
with it all our civilization; this will be demonstrated as soon as the Collt-gc and Colony is in working order, and also, that not only a higher order
of knowledge will be taught, but a far more effectual method for imparting it, will be in use.
It has been observed, that "self-made men" have been our greatest
men. This connected with reason, teaches us that parents who have
worked hard and thereby have kept every function ancl faculty
of mind and body in constant use, and have not been subject to the baneful influences of wealth, have produced the best children ; for the reason
of a man being " self made " is the lack of means to educate them, and
we are sanguine in the belief, that our best minds are among those who
never have bad the opportunity to make thcmsel ves.
We expect, by the connection of the College and Colony, to have all the
facilities so that any person who has the desire, can identify himself
with us and obtain all the education we are capable of giving, or
he is capable of receiving, without money ; all having an opportunity to
do work enough to pay e;x:penses. But they who have means will be required to pay all their expenses.
Thi11 will serve a manifold advantage; it will furnish employment to
those in the colony whose natures adapt them for that sphere of action,
perfect their own education in every detail, and at the same time provide means for people t.o get an education that could not have obtained
it otherwise, aod will be a constant outlet to the college of all the new
and valuable facts discovered, and will place those valuable know ledges
in the keeping of those who have had the proper education in morals,
so that they will stand less chance to become powers of oppression. It
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will al RO serve as a means for first knowing all about those who ma.y
wish to continue with us, having become thoroughly acquainted with us
while at the college.
The student will b.e surrounded by tQ.e most elevating influences during
his stay, for no ·one will be 8.llowed to remain who&e moral character
cannot be kept inviolable. There will be a. system of mental and physical physiology, which will give each student a complete knowledge of all
the laws governing every department of mind ancl body ; aml methods
for increasing all the powers, which will add to the ordiuary powers
to know and comprehend facts manifold ; this will make plain to the
mind the direct connection that really exists between true morals and
health and success in life.
There will be, as fut as means will allow, every facility to perfect scientific knowledge, and even now we have ari invention at command which
could he applied to any telescope, doubling its power, and this journal
w0ttld then become a. journal of science for the world's benefit.
LAWS GOVERNING COLL.l!:GE AND COLONY.

First : It is now well understood by our best minds that health, happiness, and proficiency are absolute essentials to each other ; without their
unity the latter is impossible.
Secondly : Unless PERFECT FREEDOM of every mental and physical faculty and function is accorded, these three conditions cannot obtain.
Therefore the great problem for the -leaders of this movement to work
out is this: to make conditions so that this perfect freedom can be maintained for all, and, at the same time have none burdened in the slightest
degree by another's freedom. But this can be done, for pure
nature is of God and is good ; it is only perverted nature that is evil
Again, when a nature is in harmony with itself, it will be with all others
in like conditions, for we are all literally " members of one body and each
are members one of another." When, as Paul said, (1st Corinthians ii,
21), ••In whom the building fitly framed together groweth into a holy
temple in the Lord. In whom ye also are huilded together for a habitation of God through the spirit."
.While it will be necessary to suppress the tendencies that
have become natural through many centuries of perversion, and also t.o
suppress certain proclivities, that are strong from the mere animal side
of our nature, in order to give the intellectual and spiritual freedom,
this method will appear to many, the contrary of perfect freedom; for all
the forces of nature in us, which tend to bind us in the physical senses,
must be turned into other and higher uses. It will appear, to those
who judge of it from the present status, that it is suppression and
contrary to nature ; and because of this, all persons must either take
a term in the college, or come on probation.
It is my clesire that the OWNERSIIIP should be invested in either the
head of the movement, or in a nnmber of trustees who have made sufficient
attainments so that they would be INVULNERABLE to all evil, or ad verse influences ; for no one will move in this matter without being tried to au
extent far beyond anything they ever knew before; so that none will be
able to stand except those who thoroughly understand the work, it.<J objects, methods, the people's peculiarities, the dangers from psychic influ-
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ences, from the visible and in visible sources, and are able to meet and
cope with them, and maintain the desired conditions, under all circumstances.
·
Every person iR ••possessed of devils;" or have resilliug in their physical bodies with their own soul~ the souls of the premature who have
found admission to their bodies through the open door of sympathy with
like conditions, or through even parental conditions. Even Jesus, the
Christ, was necessitated to fast forty days and nights to free himself from
these, before he was ready to do his work among the people.•
And at any time prior to t~ removal of these from our bodies (our
houses), we may be piaced under conditions which will wholly suppress
our norm&.l mentality, and these aided by forces from without, will transform the good, honest, reliable person into a distress)ng adversa1·y.
To avoid this, the above precautions are absolutely necessary ; then the
people can be invited to come and stay as long as all concerned are sat.
isfied, and if anyone brings money or valuables into the community and
becomes clis.omtisfied at any time, and wishes to return to the outer world,
all money or property value will be returned to them. Carefully drawn
papers must be signed by everyone to the effect, that all labor or service to,
or for, the community will be in payment for their own expenses to s~id
community, and all property must be valued and stipulated, and perfect
understanding concerning the value of the use of money in a way that
will preclude the possibility of misunderstanding, or law-suits afterwards.
We do not expect that the beginning of this work will be easy or
free from trials. All who come into the Colony department, do so
for one purpose, viz., to live the life and make self preparation for the
,attainment of greater knowledge and power. That being their sole object
then it becomes the head of that department to make conditions necessary
to its accomplishment, and at the same time to see that there are no rules,
adopted except those absolutely necessary to prevent any unwholesome
interference with each other ; therefore rules will be made from the necessity of the hour.
But as a preparatory provision, every person must have his own domain,
wherein he will be as free, as it is possible to make him, to add to
that freedom. I would favor the rule -that there be a set time
to call upon each other and even then that no calls should be made
unless by pre-arrangement, and that a place be set apart for the social
converse, leaving the home free from intrusion by anyone, free
to participate or otherwise as they may choose. In such a place all
of the present false and useless social ha.bits that bind us, can be thrown
off, and freedom for the soul to commune with nature, and its God, will
be cultivated to the greatest po:1sible extent.
All other laws, or rules, will be found in connection with the teaching
•It hae been well known among all claasee of students of the Occult that there is a time in
01er!J person'• experience when they meet these adverse powers, and are tried to the utmoet of
their capacity, for endurance; many of the old time books call it " The struggle of the gate.''

" The monster of the threshold " etc. To be a Christian is to follow the Christ, and we all remember the record of his forty days " '.l'emptation of the devil " and if He could be tempted,
who &mO!llf us is above being tempted ? And is anyone tempted when there is no temptation ? We often correctly say : '' Such and such things are no temptation to me.'' We are told
that JeAB w .u tempted, yes and so will everyone be ; all he can bear.
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of methods for cnltn'"C and attainment. We would be opposed to any
arbitrary rules of any kind. USE is the prime underlying object a.nd the
use to be served should, and must be, thoroughly explained as to natural
law and method, etc., to all, so that all will be able to answer the question which should always he before every mind. Why is it so'! What.
important use is to be served by this? For we are to Ii ve in a world of
liglit and have no fellowship with parrot saying "credo." .Jesus
said to his disciples, John xv, 15, ·• Henceforth I call you i;ot servants;
for the servant knoweth not what his Lord doeth: but l have ea.lied you
friends; for all things that l have heard of my Father I luivt> m·11le known
unto yo·u." " All we are brethren" therefore none <!an he treated as
servants. If we have a ser\•aut we command it to' do thi;; or that. and
give them no other reason th:m that command, but amonb friends, in place
of commands, a thorough mulerstanding is al"l'ived at first, then "Let us
clo," not, " Go and do this or that! " Then if one cau not see that the
reasons are good nnd sufficient, he must give better reasons why it should
not be, and if they really are hroa.<l1:r and better because they serve the
central object better, all will accede; but if points of difference come, then
it must be referred to the council, and if the council 1lo not agree, then tbe
appointed lwad must decide and all sueh 1lecisions must be final. This
will settle all matters without controversy, and at the same time have the
matte1· hear<l and a<ljnclged by all, ancl 1{0 wise head will object to receive
a truth or a. •·good i1lea" from anyone, but h:iving the light of the best
minds upon a subject he is better capa.ble of correct decision. This plan,
it will be seen, is no 11101·c arbitrary than those of the judges of any court,
except thr.t the laws by which he is bouncl are Nature's, or God's laws,
(whichever we wish to call them.) Thus we remove a.11 that is arbitrary
and are govemed by the highest available light, until there is some one
who stands in the PERFECT light of knowledge; and even though they are
in that light, a convmcing reason woul<l be given to those capable of
1·eceiving it.
THE TRUE METHOD 01'' SETILING THE GREAT PROBLE)l OF THE
TWENTIETH CENTURY.

That grand soul, Ezekiel, in his prophecies of these days in his xliii chapter 10th ancl llth verses, says: "Thou son of man, show the house to the
house of Israel, that they may be ashamed of their iniquities: aml let them
measure the pattern." And if they be ashamed of all that they have
done, show them the form of the house, an<l the fashion thereof, and the
goings out thereof, ancl the comings in the1·eof, an<l all evil ordinances
thereof, and all the forms thereof, aml all the laws thereof.
The nineteenth century has, through its mar\·ellous growth in knowl~lge
and development of science, propounded to the w01·ld a problem in so f11r·
cible a manner that thousands feel it incumbent on them to answer it.
The problem is: " \Vhat form of government is the one needed tJ meet the
wants of ALL the people'!" In immediate connection with this il'I the que3tion : " What shall be the religion of the coming centuries? ., We cannot
see how the first problem can be answere1l without answering the second.
For if we start from the present religious basis, the Bible, we read in
many places the words a.ml their equivalent: " God created all things;"
if so. then. all the laws of uature must be God's laws, and this being so, to
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know the laws of natnre is scientific, and to live in harmony with God's,
laws is to be in harmony with the Law Maker and also with otir own real
nature, for "we also are his handiwork."
If we take the thought from reason and leave out all credence of the
Bible; then the conclusion arrived at is the same; for all law is by virtue
of the quality of the thing through which it is manifest, so that conditioas,
which are in harmony with the nature of anything preserves it; conditions
out of !1armony destroys it, and as there is an orderly method which
brings into existence all things, even the mind of man, and as the stream
cannot be greater than its source and as the mind is the greatest thing
we know, therefore there mul't be an orderly mentality, whence it
came, greater than that which pro.:ieedecl from it, and mind is always consciousness, without which there is no consciousness, the1·efore there must
be a conscious mind whence we derived ours, and from which all
things come; it matters not whether you call it Goel, or Nature, it amounts
to the same.
From nature's laws we have derived all we know. and as order and
harmonv are the absolute essentials to existence, we must, in order to
reach tl;e highest degree of these two factors, seek iu that mind (which is
the somce of ours) for them, for there alone can they be found in any
degree of perfection. This, we think, will make apparent the cause of
much, if not all, the inharmonious physical conditions and the great
chaos in the mental world at present viz., the inharmouy between science
and religion. \Yhen these two are " ma1·ried " in the strong bonds of
lo,•e and wisdom, then order will be callecl out of Chaos, and we shall
return to our "Eden " again.
.
The ahove plan of the College aud Colony is intended to collect first
the best minds and highest developed souls and establishfi·om experience,
and, so to speak, make a model, and then as Ezekiel said, ''Show the house
to the house of Israel" (which is the whole "Christian world"); then
those laws, which we know to he the absolute essentials, but which even
professed scientific men deny, will be beyond controversy, and the "little
mustard seecl" thus planted will become the " pattern " for all the governments of the world, and in. so far as they are ready to utilize the
kuowledgea therein contained, we shall be only too glad to "show them all
the ways thereof, and all the laws thereof." But those methods of the
higher spiritual, or cause-world, are so different from those now operative in this age, that it is almost impossible to teach them in a public
way, and in so far as we are able to teach them, persons find so much
advt'rsity in living them that little can be done until we hav~ conditions
favorable to the carrying out of the full aims and objects ; and in
ragard to the new laws and knowledges of the sciences, nothing can be
<lone until the above plan is in working order.
It is a well known fact, that a real " mechanical genius " is never a
business man and, in so far as he is a genius, his talent!> are sacrificed. '\\' e
know that we have men who, if placed under the conditions above outlined, would so far transcend Edison in wonderful inventions that the
world would ma:i;vel. Edison's great success has been in his good
f ort.une to get honest men to handle his inventions and make returns to
him without his having to leave his sphere of thought to attend to business; brt we have no doubt that there are many his equal, if not his supt'Digitized by
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rior in real capacities, but whose first efforts were not appreciated, or were
taken away by designing persons, and thus they were deprived of c~ndi
tions to continue their own normal work in the sciences. The above
plans will give every one the opportunity to work out the highest within
them, and will ,a t the same time give them methods for greatly increasing
and exalting all their powers.
That these plans will materialize in physical realities, \Ve have no
doubt, but whether we shall see them before the great crisis that is
now upon us, is my only query. That thP.re is a time in the very near
future that will overturn, and throw into chaos, all the present conditions,
business and government; that men will be at their wits end to know
what to do, and where to go for safety of self and valuables, id, with us,
an assured fact. '\\re do not, however, claim to be a prophet, hut we see,
in the nature of things as now existing, and in the mental conditions
that will be created by the moveme"n t of the heavenly bodies, and in
the prophecies of the Bible, that the time has arrived. But we are
safe in seeking guidance from the Supreme, and following it perfectly.
But we have hoped that there would be a place of safety, and a centre
of harmony for the preservation of many fine, sensitive persons that
otherwise must leave the body; even then we know it is "the righteous
taken away from the evil to come " and is better for them, but a great
loss to the world.
H. E. BUTLER.
Submitted by your fellow servant,
"Peace be unto you."

EDITORIAL.
PBoJ'. BUTLER'S "Bible Reviews," " Zodiacal Constellations," and several
other articles are crowded out of this' issue for lack of space.
WE wish to call especial attention to Lieut. Totten's recent work in the "Oar
Race " series. Two books have already appeared under titles "The Romance of
History" and "Joshua's Long Day." These books will be sent postpaid at 75
cents each.
A VALUABLE and most useful line of Scientific reading may now be obtained
thro1.1gh this office. The series is entitled "The Modern Science Essayist" and
i'I published in parts at 10 cents each. Each part is complete in itaelf and thus
far there have been published nearly forty parts, or pamphlets. We hope
that our readers may see the great value of this literature and will
send to us for full descriptive catalogue, furnished free npon applicatio11. This
series treats upon Evolution, Astronomy, Chemistry and kindred subjects and
among the writers are such world-renowned names as Spencer, Chadwick, Dr.
Janes, Wm. Potts, Robert Eccles, Rev. M. J. Savage, C. Stanilan Wake, Prof.
Rufus Sheldon, eto., etc. Send us $1 for fifteen of these pamphlets and we will
select according to our own judgment.
BEFORE sending out the pamphlet mentioned in December F.sOTERIC, (see
editorial in that No.) we were instructed by authority superseding our own, OW
it was 11seless to the purpose in view, and a descent from the high standard which
thus far our leaders have endeavored to maintain; hence the decision to make a
"defence " has been reversed for the present at least.
WILL the writer of "Correspondence" (Dec. EsOTERic) ~ho signs "N. L. $."
please send full address to this office.
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ALL THINGS ARE GOOD.
BY THEODORE WRIGHT.
THE correctness of the statement, .. all things are good," is entirely independent of man's capacity to realize it. It may, in itself, be perfectly
true, and yet he may be too imperfect to lay hold of or realize. N;;
<louht this is an explanation in a ~eneral way of man's very confused
and confounding ideas upon the subject.
We are not qualified for critically examining the subject unless wttake into account the distinction between what is relatively, and what
absolutely, good. Circumstances altar and moci.ify cases very greatly in
the direction indicat~d, as may be clearly shown. What is good for a
man, in fact so good as to be the very best thing possible, is at once and
necessarily decided by his state ancl circumstances. "\Vhether a thing ht>
good or otherwise therefore, circumstances alone may relatively determine.
A man may be ill with. fever and wasting away, and yet the best of food
suited to a well mau would be the very worst thing that could be gi ve11
him. "A good thing" we sometimes jocularly say "can never hurt any
one," still people are continually being hurt, and it is true that "all thing~
are good." So then while it may be perfectly true in the wi1lest and
most absolnt~ sense, that all things are good, circumstances continually
show themselves in human history and experience where perfectly gnod
things in themselves work the most serious evils.
One of the necessary and inseparable outcomes of imperfection is to
form all manner of erroneous estimates of things, even to the extent of
calling evil good, and vie~ versa. A clean thing cannot be brought out
of an unclean ; a perfect concept cannot be formed by an imperfect mind.
While imperfection hampers and restricts man, the greatest evil that could
befall him would be for perfection to confront or surround him. The law
of .. the etnnal fitness of things" can alone decide under all manner of
circumstances what is relatively good, and what evil. The1·e are all manrner of circumstances whP.re correctives are so decidedly good as to be the
very best thin.gs possible. Medicines, punishments, affiictions of every
description come in as the very best things possible under certain fitting
circumstances ; and in all such cases the reverse would be as decidedly
e\'i} and mischievous. l t is on the lines of truth thus considered that we
are to understand "whom the Lord loveth he chasteneth;" and also the
statement that "all things work together for good to them that lo,•e
G(l(l."
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Anothci· truth based on the foundation of our present argument is expressed in the saying: "killing with kiudness.t Of course when kindness kills it is unkind autl cruel, although it be meant for kindness. The
most marked sevel'ity may nuder particnlady fitting circumstances be the
most. helpful an1l therefore mel'ciful; an1l, on the other hand, the most
ma l'ke1l leniency and tenderness may, under certain cnrcmm:tances be most
··rnd. The surgeon who woul1) be so chicken-heat'te<l that he could not
a111pntatc :t mortifying limb. or in au eme,rgeucy cut out the bite of a venomous sna.ke, cauterize a wound in necessitous cireumstances, or a1lministe1· a severely drastic remedy in sickness, wonhl be m·uel in his teucle1 ·
uess and leniency ; an1l there are a long chapter of suggested corresponding cirC'n111stances where the self-same rule applies. As a rule, effident
reme1lies - although 1lrastic :tll(l severe - am the most merciful: and in
this light a g1·cat deal of what is calle1l evil is only so because the light
hy which it is examined is defective, because mnch that appertains to the
case remains unseen. As man becomes more maul y and masterful he will become wist•r and mot·e loving; bnt he may not in consequence thereof be
at aH afraid ti> give pain or ca.use offence for the time~ provided hi: sees
that he is working in the best way to gain a worthy and a desira.ble end.
That a \'ery false and misleading idea of goodness loclges re~ularly,in
weak hu111a11 natme, accounts at once for all manner of mistakes and
discrepancies that appear in his histor). There are very few indeed who
will allow themseh·es either to think or say that 04 all things are good."
If there is a Sovereign or Omnipotent Ruler who is essentially and supremely good, and who cannot 1leny Himself, the idea that anything not
relatively good at least nc,•er happens or can happen; otherwise it would never have place. God does not willingly affiict the children of men; but He
does afflict them, shall we say under protest then, aud He does it because under the circumstances the affiietiou - whatever it be - is the verv best
thing that could by any possibility happen. It matters nothing fu the
argume1it that human blindness and short-sightedness does not allow this
thought to lo1lge, or permit of a truthful and satisfactory conclusiou being
arrived at; man's defeets and consequent unbelief will not pr·event the perfections of the Al.mighty Ruler from meeting the necessities of every case.
}lan is such au imperfect machine at his best to-day, that if his thought.sand
conelusiorn; are equally imperfect there is nothing in that to wonder at,
the wonder wouhl be were it exactly otherwise.
The goodness of Goel is the very perfection of all goodness. Nothing
more accurately displays the very character of Divine goodness than Natttre's operations. Very certainly then they never display that onesidedness called goodness that attracts the attention of many one-sided
representatives of humanity, who continually speak against what they have
ne,·er understood. It is :ts impllssible for auyone holding a false conception of goodnesg to nuderstall(l the wise and loving doings of God in nature all the time, as it is to put n. gallon of liquid into a pint pot. Man's
imperfect 1•on1~ept of goodness compels him all the while to pour contempt
upon a perfection of goodness he has never realized nor attained. It
is therefore beyond doubt or question. that
relatively "all things
are goo1l;" that what is the very best thing under the circumstances is
t•xactly what will happen ; that in the a.et of working out all this the
wrath of man will he utilized so that it must praise God; that man is so
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constituted that in exact ag1·eement with his attainments - imperfect or
perfect though they be - he will surround himself with what is best fitted
for that very circumstance, even though it be the most afflictive arnl d<'fective thing imaginable.
)fan is in all cases a factor in working out the Divine intentions, and
so, imperfect man always fits himself with imperfect things; in keeping
, and character with himself, things which are tempo1·:iry and fleeting inasmuch as his imperfection. is so. If man was only wise enough to understand this, he would apply himself more diligently and determinedly
than he does to take the beam out of his own eye. If everyone labored
especi:illy to keep the front of his own door clean, very little that is offensive would or could meet our eye anywhere. The difference between the.
stand-point of perfection and the st:md-point of imperfection furnishes
the only possible explanation of many exciting anomalies arnl apparent
contradictions'. To the pure all things ar1! pure. All things are clean
in themselves; and yet to anyone who esteems a certain thing as unclean,
to him it is unclean. So aU things are goo(l ; good for the purpose thev
were designed to serve ; aud if they do not effect th:it purpose, folly nu~l
ignorance are the factors which h:we prevente(l it, and folly and ignoranee
are always deemed worthy of stripes- few or many-just as they itre
helpleilsly or wilfnlly permitted place.

IN THE MISTS.
BY BELLA FRENCH SWISHER.
PART SECOND. ROSA'S JOURNAL.

CHAPTER

III.

Frost Flowers and Other Flowers.
Perhaps even I might have come, in time, to the conclusion that the
vision of the cottage by the sea wa.CJ only a dream, had I not been visited
by others. The very next evening, I W'JlS treated t.o a view of what seemed
to be a May festival in a grove of majestic trees, through which mean<lered a tiniding brook. A beautiful dark eyed girl,upon whose brow
rested a wreath of flowers, :,1at upon a flower-covered mound, holdin"' a
scepter made of rose-buds which she swayed backward and forward~ as
though keeping time to a tune, while a band of youths and maidens
dancP.d merrily before her.
The visions became almost nightly occurences, though they wo1·e seh'":n
or naver the same. 1\ 11 manner of scenes, aud people in every degre" in
life, appeared before my charmed and wornlering eyes. At times, I s.tw
palaces and monarchs upon thrones; at others, dens of poverty where
bloated, drunken men and women were engaged iu gambling antl in fightinO'. Cities, filled with busy life, and desert lands, where not a living
thfng was to be seen ; the bouudlei;;s ocean and the tractless prairie;
ver<lure covered valleys and snow-capped mountains--all, as the days
went by, were brought, not as piCtures but as realities, to my view.
The commencement of each vision was always the same as that of the
ones preceding it-an utter da1·kness, and a circle of light appearing
therein, from which burst the view.
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My visions became a source of great delight to me, and as I saw them
only when I retired early, I often sought my couch before dark .
. ·•What a changeable child I" said my mother. "A little while ago,
you were anxious to sit up late ; uow you want to go to bed before the
chickens do. I do not know what to think of any one, who is so notional."
"I have such pretty dreams now," I returned, •• I love to go to bed
and dream them."
I knew that they were not d1·eams, but in my child-vocabulary tl•ere was
no other name for the va1·ied scenes which appeared before me. Indeed
had I spoken of them as visions, my mother wouhl have tlriven them from
me by planting in my breast some of her own unbelief.
As it was, she listened with interest and woD<ler to my "dreams,"
sometimes remarking that were she not sure that I knew nothing of the
scenes and places that I pictured, she would think that I did much of my
dreaming with open eyes.
So I did. It was with wide-o~n and admiring eyes thr..t I saw my
visions.
Winter came on. It was an unusually co~d one for the latitucle and,
during the time, fell the first snow that I ever saw. Then came a rain
followed by a bitter ·• nQI'ther " that covered everything with a t•oating
of glassy ice.
.
The next morning my father arose with the first appearance of 1bwn,
six o'clock being his regular hour for rising in the winter, and l heanl
·him say:
"It ls cold and clea1· this moming. Jack Frost has been making flowers
on the windows."
Like a rubber ball, I bounced from my br.d, in eage1· ha.ste to see the
flowers that Jack Frost had made; for although I had heard of his wondrous tmcings npon glass in northern latitudes, I had never before had
the opportunity to inspect any of them.
"Joy, climb right ha.ck into yom· uecl ! " commanded my mother. ••You
were coughing, last night, and you shall not be walking about in the
cold, with your bare feet."
,
"The frost flowers will disappear before the room is warm," said my
father.,, '"Let the child see them, she may never have the opportunity
ag::un.
"Then she will never see them," returned mamma, " I will not tak1·
the risk of having her ill for the sake of letting her look at a bit of frost.''
"Then, Beauty, you must wait a little. Mamma must be obeyed," ht·
said ple:isantly.
I was alreally again in bed, but I was sitting up awaiting the final lle<'.iHion.
,
I was not a disobedient child although often rebellious. I lay down
without any teasing on my part to be allowed to arise. But oh! how
<'.arnestly I did wish that I might be allowed to look at the frost flowers.
I was always passionately fond of flowers, and, at that time, our
;~arclen was hare of them, the northers having chilled the bushes and plants.
:;o that the little buds cla.reil not put out their heads for fear of being frost:>itteu. As our sweet blossoms were all gone, I felt that it would he a
delight to me to see even frost-flowers traced on glass.
As I peered out iuto the grey dawn at a window on the opposite side

.
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of the room, where some filmy white tracings were ob<Jervable, though
shapeless on account of the insufficient light and the distance, right before
my very face appeared a hand holding a bouquet of the most beautiful
flowers that I have ever seen: Though perfect in form and color of leaf
and petal, they we1·e uot such flowers a;; grow in gardens, for they were
mor•~ transpa.rent than glass, and were surrounded by a halo of soft light,
like the first beam of the rising sun.
I was filled with delight.
'' I do not care for frost-flowers now! " I exclaimed. "See: what beautiful ones are here!"
"Flowerii ! where?" a.:;ked my father.
He had been whittling some ki1111li11gs. But he laid down the bit of
pine wood and tumed towar(l me.
•• Right here! " I replied ; ''and snch ii pretty, white hand holds them I
Can't yon see them. Roses. tulips, \'iolets, daisies-everything!"
.. No, I do not see any. NeiU1e1· (lo yon."
His tone wa.;i harsh.
·
"But I do!" I cried. "Herc they are ancl the suu is shining on them.
Can't you see'!"
They were so plain to me that I conlcl not understand why he could not
see both the flowers alHl the sunlight.
He looked at me, and uncertain as the light was, I could see a flash of
auger in his usually mihl blue c)·es.
··Rosa-Joy, 01· whatever yo111· name is, 1 am tired of this nonsense:
Yon have frightened }'OUr mother half out of her wits with your wicked
untrnths. I do n.Jt like to use the rod on a little girl, but I warn you, in
atl vance, that the next time you hatch a lie in my presence, I will give
you a severe whipping.''
Jle turne1l his back on me, then, and picking up the bit of wood, he
continued his work.
But as his words ceased, 11and, flowers a.ud sunlight began slowly to,
fadl', melt.ing finally into thin air ; and a little later, the bright rays of
the rising snn flooded the 1·oom and blotted out the frost-flowers .
.·\ fter that morning, my visions were as frequent in the dawn as they
"·ere in rl1e twilight. llnt I did not dare to mention them even as dreams;
and I lived my child-life without confident or sympathizer.
CHAPTER

IV.

"Poor Halliday."
A few mornings later, while my father sat at the breakfast table, reading a claily paper, he suddenly exclaimed:
''I declare, Jean, poor Halliday has met with another loss I A second
time, his wife and only child are drowned ! "
)f ,· mother looked up and a shadow of pity rested in her soft black eyes.
•• is it possible, John? How did it happen, and when?" she asked.
"I will read you what the" News" says about the calamity," referring
to the paper.
" A Dl8TBF.8SING ACCIDENT.

''Late last evening, Mrs. Halliday, wife of one of our esteemed commission merchants, Robert Halliday, Esq., after a walk on the beach with her
little son, Felix, aged five years, took him at his request, up into the bathDigitized by
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house at the foot of Twenty-third street. It will be remembered that
back of the office, which is above the bath-rooms, is a narrow porch, protected by a balustrade, overlooking the gulf.
"At a moment when Mrs. Halliday's attention was attracted els,vhere,
the chihl climbed upon the railing, and before his mother was aware of
his dang~r, he lost his balance and fell, a dista.nce of some fifteen feet
into the cold surging water.
.
"No one saw the accident except Mrs. Halliday and the old cripple who
ha.<; cluu·ge Hf the house.
•' Seeing no means of rescue at hand, the distracted mother leaped into
the water in "' frantic effort to save her child. But the tide was in, and
the water was beyond her depth.
"The ol<l man gave the alarm as soon as it was possible for him to do so,
but before succo1· could reach them, both Mrs. Halliday and her son had
disappeared beneath the waves.
''Search for the bodies was begun immediately, but it was some hours
before they were recovered. Mr. Halliday is utterly prostrated with
grief, in consequence of his loss, the second of the kind that has befallen
him. Twice has the terrible gulf robbed him of his family, both times of
a lo\·ely wife and interesting child. The first Mrs. Halliday was" the beautiful Ruth Gmce, <laughter of Mr. Halliday's late lamented partner in
business, she and her child were lost by the capsizing of a plea.5ure boat.
The bodies were never recovered. The second Mrs. Halliday was Miss
Alicia J\fornles, an acknowledged belle and beauty of our city. She
married Robert Halliday about six years ago, and one child, the unfortunate little Felix, was the fruit of the union.
"Mr. Halliday has the heart-felt sympathy of many sorrowing friends
and acquaintances.
•'Due notice will be given of the time and pl:we of the funeral."
(As mamma clipped the article and pasted it in her scraP-book I am
enabled at this late day to give it verbatim.)
The reading of the accident elicited an additional remark of pity from
mamma, to which papa responded, then continued the perusal of the paper.
" Did I ever see Mr. Halliday?" I asked of mamma.
"No. Nor I either. He is an acquaintance of your father's," mamma
replied in a tone of voice that told me she was not in a humor to answer
questions.
I knew not why, but the account of the accident made a deep impression
on my mind. I tried to picture to myself the sad scene of the sweet little
boy's struggling with the chilling waves, and the loving mother as she
sprang to attempt his rescue. Then my mind wandered to that other
mother anu her little one-whether a boy or a girl, I knew not.
I thought for sometime on the matter, anxious to question further, yet
not daring to do so. Finally, I slipped into the kitchen, where Mrs.
McKim was making pies for dinnbr; and, while beggiu~ a bit of dough t.o
play at pie-making, I asked if she knew the Mrs. Halliday, who had just
been drowned.
"I know none of the family," she responded. "But the first .Mrs. Halliday was related to your father. I remembet that he grieved very hard
when she was lost. He cried like a child."
"I heard a whisper," she went on "that the poor thing was crazy. Her
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mother didn't believe in heaven and the like. She thou~ht her soul when
she died would go into another baby's bo1ly and· live 011 e:u·th again, and
kt>ep on doing so. She said that when her daughter had a child, her soul
would go into i~ body. Well, a little baby came to :Mrs. Halli1lay, after
her mother diecl ; and she was sure that it had her mother's soul,
because it looketl like her; and it drove her mad-like. I have heard it
said that she tried to kill the little thing. And she did kill it, at last; for
she took it and 11er servant out in a cockle-shell of a boat, and they all
went down. Lea.<1twise, the boat was capsized and washed ashore." ·
".Mrs. McKim," I said timidly, "do you suppose th:tt a soul, after one
dies, ewer does go into a little baby? 'Vhen God stirs up the clay ancl
makes a hotly why couldn't He just a.<> well let some poor soul that hatl no
body, go into it, insteacl of giving it a new one?"
I was l,>eginuing to separate, in my mind, the soul and body; though
just what shape a soul has I could not determine, unless it has the same
shape in its body. I drew my conclusions from Pet's appearance as I
had seen her; and, at that moment, the wish entered my mind, that
mamma might have a baby and that Pet might be born again.
That I caught thus at every theory which I heard advanced, need not
be a subject of wonder, for I was a very little girl. Like many older
mortals. I was groping among shaclows, eager to grasp the smallest,
faintest ray of light. In fact, I may as well say now, that I was a sceptiPfrom my birth. I wanted to see and understand things betore I could
believe them. Neither am I much changed in that respect by increasing
yea.rs. Mamma told me once, that when the world was made, God sow~d
it to wheat; but the Evil One came behind Him ancl sowed tares ;-That
the wheat is to be garnered in, but the ta.res are to be cast into everlasting fire. It may be that 1 am one of tha tares.
"I am imre I do not know dear," returned the c,ld lady. "There must
be au ama.zin' lot of souls, if God does make a new one for everv b:ibv
born. But I 'spose He does. Though I have heard some people say that
they_ 1·emembered being on earth in a different body. 1 dare say that
was all imagination."
"Mrs. McKim," 1 asked suddenly, "didn't we ever live by the se:i 't "
••No, child; excepting that one trip, taken when you were a baby, you
have never been near the sea."
"Then," I said musingly, "I must have lived here before."
"What puts that into your head, you silly child?" she asked dropping
her pie-crust in astonishment, and gazing at me.
"Because I seem to remember it 80 well. I believe that I know exactly how it looks."
•
"That is just because you have heard it described 80 often. You lmve
been to the Ala.mo and rem~mber its story, too, I dare say."
"0, yes,'~ I replied glibly. "Old Santa. Anna's men killed all the
Texans there, except one woman and her baby."
" Yes, and wht:n the people in the surrounding country heard the
t.errible news, they imagined that they, too, were a.bout to be massacrer!.
Taking with them what they could of their few possessions, they macle a
hasty retreat,-some in wagons others on horse back and many on foot;
suffering intense discomfort while trying to reach a place of safety. That
unpremeditated departure has been called 'the runaway scrape·' W <·ll.
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my dear, I know a. lady who ·can tlescribe, most minutely, every incident
of that time, though she was not horn till two years afterward."
·• 0," I gaspe'.! with wide-open eyes; "then she lived here in her other
body didn't she?"
"No. She has heard it talked a.bout so much that she imagines that
she saw the whole thing. She can even describe places where they c:unpe1l
and tell how many of the people were dressed. lt is quite lau;ha.bl(' ...
"I just believe that she was here in another body," I said gravely, ··and
since we never lived by the sea, I mu)<t have been here before, to:>."
·
'' Well, ' Beauty ' Carter, if you tion't heat :ill the children, l ever s:tw !
. \Yhat. does your ma say about your funny ideas?"
·•She never lets me tell th'em. I am ju-.t <lying for si>mt~ one to talk
to, )frs. McKim ! " I sai1l.
" I'd like to talk to you, dear, but your ma. forbade it, and so it won't
do," returned the kincl old lady. " Howsomever, if it wa...-. me, I"d ruther
talk to ye about the like than lmve ye p:>nclering over spo:>ky thing~ by
yourself. It all comes ~f your having no one but grown-folks to t:tlk to.
A little gal needs little gals to play with."
She was pinching down the rim of the last pie while speaking. Xmv
she turnetl toward the oven with oue in eaeh liand.
)ly pie, too, was ready-quite a neat affair in a. i:mall patty-pan. I
reached it to her and she placed it carefully in the oven, among the othet'S.
Just then, l heard my mother callin.~ me and I ran to le:i.rn what w:is
desired.
" It is nine o'clock,'' she said as I made my appearance.
:Yly lesson-time had arrived, an1l I went to my ])ooks without a murmur.
But I never felt less like study. . ~ly millll was fille1l with thong'.1t b1ir•1
of my late convP,rsation with Mrs. McKim, aucl co11se11ucntly I sensetl very
little of the meaning of what l was trying to leam; and, when the honr
of recitation came, I maJe a miserable failure.
My lack of application caused mamma to become ang1·y, and she 1lismissed me with a greater show of impatience than it was customary for
her to exhibit.
"I do not know what ails you," she sai1l, "I never saw such a change
in any one as a few months have wrought in you. Yon arc :i naughty
chilcl ! · Go, away aud do not come nigh me a.gain to-<lay."
I turned from her, at once; not sullenly or angrily, bnt gladly. I wishCll, since I darecl not confide my th<mghts to her, to be alone with them.
She did not seek me again that day or P,ven call.me to my sewing lesson;
aml with childish perverseness, I hehl aloof from her. I 1liil not feel
wounded or in a contrarv humor. The1·e are times in the lives of the
majority of people, even \~hen children, when solitude is sought.
Au attic above the kitchen, was my play-housE! in \Vinter; and when I
wi:ihed to be alone, 1 climbed into it. I hac:l !\ set of building blocks and
some othe1· toys with which I frequently played. But my plays were
generally repetitions in miniature of sto1·ies an<l incident which I had
hear(l or read.
On that particular 1hty, I played at drowning Mrs. Halliday and her
little boy. A pan of water answere(l as a sea; the bath-house I built near
it, with the blocks; antl a couple of my dolls were supposed to be the lady
aml her child, while otbe1·s took the characters of Mr. Halliday and the
hath-house keeper.
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My dolls, not being gifted with the powers of 11peech, I did their talking and crying for them, sometimes becoming so affected that I wept in
sympathy with them.
.
I varied the play in many ways. Sometimes, I had the dol111 re!luscitated
and en1brace Mr. Halliday with great fondness. Then I had the two .Mrs.
Hallidays meet in the land of spirit.s and tell their misfortune,; to each
other. .Finally I eu<led the I!lay by giving the two children new bodies
an<I bestowing them upon "~ueeu Victoria," my most magnificent doll,
Feating her on a throne made from a vaste board box, with the twins iu
ht>r a1·ms. The babies, of course, were my very smallest <lolls, lh-essed for
the occasion in long white robes.
::\lrs. ~leKim's call to supper took me away from my play-room. So
the poor queen wa!I left there, holding them, all night; for when supper
was over, daylight ha<l departed an<l l never played there after the lamps
were lighted.
[To ha continued.]

THE NEGATIVE.
":My child." ,;aid a very gentle voice, " do you not know that out of chaos must come order, out of

darknes~

light, out of nothingness somet.hl!:ig ? Neither etate is permanent.

Do not

make the mistake of dreading or welco111i11g the return to the world of forme after having be-

come one with the fom1lc11.•.' '-The Blossom and the Fruit.
"The Eitoteric must nlways bE> the ladder to the Eaot.eric."-Firat Leuons in Reality.
SILENCE :u11l darkness make for sense no way,
They are the negative entire of sense;
And yet they are perceived, an1l heavily
As fear and death upon " the spirits" weigh.
Supposp that, as the blank of sense, they hence
A re sole condition for the sanity
Of spiritual faith; and that therein
Spirit must germinate, and slowly Lnild
A conscious but a sense-freed entity,
Which, self-sufficing, forms the soul orb filled;
And shutting out, or letting enter in
The trnusieut world of forms ancl vanity,
Both sides the negative, a.~ will may win
Control of life and be Divinity.
Then we may understand what meaneth wrath,
Aud cold, and sickness, and the palling gloom
lnte1·ior aud exterior; where no breath
'
.Moves as a guiding impulse, ancl but wraith
Of self survives a watch on wane and doom.
But do not fea,r I For fear alone hath
. The power aucl the torment of the hour.
The time is ripe. The fruit in forming flows
Delirious sweetness through the pangs of death.
Ami oh I but to achieve a deepening rose
On the pale spirit's cheek, and add to dower
Of patient ages g . . ne, will build the Path
Another league, and leave another tower
To guard the soul's advance for after-math. E. J. How.:s.
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MENTAI., SCIENCE; OR, THE POWER OF .MIND.
BY PROF. ALONZO PHELPS.

The following E.•say-or more properly-Thais-written upwards of furty !M" ago
by Professor Alonzo Phelps. and read at the time, by a member of the "Gradoating CTM'" ill
the Medicn.I Colleg-e, at CastlAton, Vermont, will be perused with interoat, as embodying the
leading ideas of thought, iu the modern theory of "mind-<iu.re; " as well as the essential priociplcs in the :Modern School of Men.ta! ::icience.

The mysteriou~ i nflnence which the mind appat·ently exerts on the
fmwtions of the animal economy; its hidden power in controlling its action:
its capability to snspencl and even to destroy its vitality; are topics, which
have hitherto been cleemecl, by the Phy11iologist, so far a.bo\'e and beyond
the comprehension of the human understanding, as scarcely to merit infeS·
tiga.tion.
•
That there is a Jimit, hevond whi~h, the human intellect mav not
penetrate; and where the " Tcn·<i incognita" beginR-would be vain to
deny ; but that the mind, in pursuit of knowledge, is often frightened
from its purpose by intervening obstacles-magnified into unsightly forms,
and "hideou.~ giants" -and, that, it is often induced to turn and retrace
its path of investigation-from the false reports of those puny pioneers
in truth; whose dim ancl conceited understanding, is incapable of lifting
the veil, which sht·ouds from view, the vast stores of secret knowledgt·
that lie beyond-must be coneecled by all reflecting minds!
What thoug11 the mind, in its cursory flights, brings back only simpl~·
speculation'! Even that very speculation may contain the germs of knowledge-the value and importance of which, are incapable of estimation~
Indeed the most useful artJ, together with the most valuable discoveries
in science, are the offsprings of specubtiou. If, therefore, the most
pt-actical and useful lmowle<lge is derived indirectly from the· day-dream:;
of scientific spec ...!.ttions, why may we not continue to theorize where w_e
cannot determine? Especially in that most wonderful and most compli·
cated of all nature's workmanship-the animal economy?
The laws which govern mind and matter, have never been reducedphilosophically i;peaking-to a. science; not, however from a want of sufti·
cient data, but from man's incapability of classifying the various plienomena which they mutually exhibit. Nevertheless, there are, of these various
phenomena of mind and matter, enough, which can be made available
all the useful and practical purposes of the physicians. By attentive
observation ancl patient investigation, he will be enabled to trace .the
mind's controlling and directing influence throughout the various funottons
of the human frame, both in its normal and in its pathalogical condit;ions.
He will know and appreciate the application of those divine ma.xims 9 tha~
" by sorrow of the lieart are the bones .broken.," and, that, "a o~erry
countenance giveth health to the bones." The mind has not only p«>wer
to suspend digestion, but through the influence of imagination, to destroy
even life itself. Innumerable instances of well authenticated facts a.re 0
l'ecord, in which life has yielded to the influence of imagination. Menta
·;ufferings often prostrate the most vigorous frame, and even ordinary- cart>
; ud anxiety not unfrequently rob the body of its health, and gives to the
" isage of youth, the wrinkled and haggard furrows of decrepitude an<l oft
. ~e.

!or

i
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Bacl news weakens the actio1i. of the heart; oppresses the lungs ; destroys
the appetite ; stops digestion; and partially suspends all the functions of
the system. An emotion of shame flushes the face; fear blanches it; joy
illuminates it; all!l an instant thrill electrifies a million of ner\'~s. Surprise
imparts electric activity to the pulse. Delirium infuses great energy.
Volition commands, allll hundreds of mnscles spring to execute! Powerful emotion often kills the body! Chilo, Diagoras and Topl10olcs' die1l
of joy at the Grecian games. The news of a .defeat killed Philip V. The
door keeper of Congress expired when hearmg of the smTctHler of Cornwallis. Largravc, the young Parisian, died when he heard that the mnsical prize, for which he had competed, was :tllju<lged to another. If, therefore, the mirnl possesses the power to blast the bloom of health ; to undermine the constitution and even to destrny life itself; who can fail to perceive
the benign influence it may be made to exert over the human system, in its
pathologiacl state? If the mind possesses the power to kill; may it not,
also, possess the power to cure? :May it not. in conjunction with appropriate
remedies, under the guidance of a judicious physician, be made available,
as a" Help-meet," in the restoration of the patient to health"! Jlliud is tlte
man/ It i!! the lite-element in the animal economy, and fundamental
principle of being! :Mind controls mind, a.ncl imparts strength and a
benign influence to the body itself. Pleasing and agreeable scenery al ways
awakens cheerful emotions; and whatever cheers the heart "giveth life
to the soul ! "
The sick-chamber-instead of being shrouded in gloom, and hung in
sombre and mournful chapary-shonld be trimmed in the gayest and Ii veliest of colors; and, above all, should be lit up with ever beaming smiles,
and cheering countenances. The light of hope, in the mind of the patient,
should be kept ever brightly burning; ~ven until the "lamp of life Hitters" in its socket; and even then, for while there is life, there is hope, and
who knows, but that the immortal mind, in the p1·ide of it!! strength, aud
in the power of its m~ght, may finally wrest the bocly from the cold
embrace of the "death-ty1·ant." and restore it triumphantly to health and
animation? Although the moving course of the human mind is unfathomable, and, like its di vine Author,•• inscmtable ancl past finding out;" yet
its effects are perfectly apparent, and clearly within the scope of man's
understanding.
So far, therefore, as the mind's controling power can be applied,
practically, either to the 1·estoration, or to the pre15ervation of health, its
vital, and life imparting influence, should be made the study of every
medical student; not only as a duty to himself, but a duty due to mankind.
THE GREATEST THING IN THE WORLD.-Love envieth not. This is love in
competition with others. Whenever you attempt a good work you will find other
men doing the same kind of work and probably doing it better. Envy them not.
Envy is a feeling of ill-will to those who are in the same line as ourselves, a spirit
of covetousness and detraction. How little Christian work even is a protection
against un-Christian feeling. That most despicable of all the unworthy mood11
which cloud a Christian soul assuredly waits for us on the threshold of every
work unless we are fortified with this grace of magnanimity. Only one thin~
t111ly need the Christian envy - the large. rich. generous soul which "envieth
not."-DRUHMOND.
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EXTRACTS FROM LECTURES.
BY DR. J. C. STREET.

In giving theae exoerpta from lectares of Dr. J. C. Street, he kindly gives us permiaaion to
that which we feel is best for &ioterio readen, bnt with a distinct nnderatanding that be
lays no claim to eithe1 originality of ideas or expression of thought. He haa always claimed
that he is a simple instrument for use, to gather spiritual truth in any and all directions, and
from whatever source this truth could be obtained i ~t truth can never be a forgery.

Ullll

J\IAN.

.

To every man the degree of good to which he has attained is in proportion to the selfishness he has overcome and the evil which he may resist.
The personal love of self is condemned a.nd is not love, but only personal attachment. It is this so-called love, which is the rational soul's
att.ac11ments, that parents and friends have for each other, and they continually love and admire their own, never rectifying their selfish or
rational faults and animal habits, simply because these habits are their
own and a reflex of their desires. These people often have a blind personal attadnnent for spirit, thinking they r1:eeive a personal benefit. But
this kiud of reaching out in a man is not the true way.
It is common amongst men at this presE:nt age, that the intuition is
entirely lost in the intellectual. But there can be developed a soul-sight
and soul-telling. through and by the third state, known as the mystic
state. Men who stand in the mi<hlle class of unfoldment of spirit and
soul nnderstancling, or that gradation or degree known as the intellect;..
ual an<l moral term of order, must fully understand that evety compound
thing, which is a co-mixture of alloy, is perishable, aml will melt aw:iy
to a non-existence. There is a false conscience which bas its root or
Then
basis in attachments corporeal and the love of personal self.
therfl is an outer conscience, which comes from the external man, such
as impulse towards unselfish good, and there is an inner conscience, which
is a very rare thing in these days of conventionality and pride. The false
conscience belongs to the natural animal man. The outer conscience, or
our better selves, belongs to the spiritual man. The inner true conscience
belongs to the celestial man.
Those men who al'e striving to create soul illumination and love, are
men whom this world judges harshly ; but they will be found good iu the
other life, and those who are judging the workers will be found evil and
darkness in the world to come. Because men who set up their judgment
upon others judge from the ex~ tirnal,-·the appearance,-they do not know
whether those of whom they iudge harshly make blunders from ignorance,
or whether they act from se:5sli or unselfish motives.
\Ve must not only look at the motive of a man's acts, before we form or
pronounce a judgment upon him, hut we must also know his moth-es. or
else bold our peace.
:Mankind appears to leam only of corporeal love, which is the Jove of
absorption, or t.'\king in and devouring ; while the true celestial love is
the love of cliffnsion - to give out, to sow, to spread out and increase to
all men. Tbe self man, corporeal, wants love, and in these admixtures
of different states in or about mankind is found the whole economy of
human suffering; and that deliverance from suffering, sorrow and pain,
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and, eventually, from bodily and corporeal existence, is man's final' beati-

.

~~

The celestial man gives love. To become illuminated and grow towards
the celestial soul-ripening, the love of taking must be turned into the love
of giving, to feed others. This is of the Christ spirit; this is of God.
Iu this way we can unite our manhood to Divinity.
BREATH.

Tbere a1·e two paths known as eating of two trees. The tree of life is
the reception of love, all truth and all wisdom, from universal spirit
God, to become an instrument not self, nor wise in one·s self.
The tree of life is the reception of love and wisdom from God ; ancl
the reception of that influx is according to the state of unselfish love
and wisdom above the I, corporeal ego. Unless we become an organ,
recipient of life and truth, we cannot grow. To be one with Spirit Gotl,
which is universal life, is to receive, believe as is wise from God, and not
from his own mind, reason, and own self. This is the pathway of truth,
or eating of the tree of life.
The tree of good and evil is the tree of science, because science is reasoning from man's own self, which is 00 believe that he is wise from himself, which is the path of corporeal science. The tree of good and evil,
the understanding in man, and the light of comprehension, is br<,mght
about by his lovti action, by unselfish work of doing good for gootl's cwn
sake, not self. Only by and through this path, will trnth illuminate or
wisdom abide with the soul.
Spirit light, spirit force, and)pirit truth, flow into the soul only when
the soul is prepared and ripened to receive it. The soul doe& not open
and shut at will to gain spirit force or knowledge, and thence into the
body. like a physical influx of nerve energy. The soul being p1·epared to
comprehend truth, receives light of spirit, or spiritual influx, hy the law
of love attraction (not will); thereby through this spiritual influx and
physical influx there becomes an established harmony. Here the man
becomes a force, a living tmth.
DESIRE.

Every woe can be traced to desire. Desire is an animal passion, and
created by will and the animal soul. God gives to mankind a soul without desire ; man creates will about the soul, which is full of it. Mau i.a
placed upon this earth to grow in love ancl wisdom, and not to enjoy himself sensually by his appetites aud desires.
Remember that like attracts like. Let thti highest unfoldment of the
soul and illumination by spirit be the one aspiration, the oue object and
aim of men and women approaching the sacred shrine of all gathering or .
within the temple where spiritual communion is to take place. Then we
all can say in spirit and in truth that the Lord (meaning the Great One
- Life) is in the temple of bis holiness. Be silent before him all the
eal'th !
INFINITE JusTICE cannot be comFrehended by the finite intelligence. The
little soul murmurs at Divinity's delinquent attention to his own personal conl'erns; the expansive soul, broadened and tempered by suffering. awaits in
Aikme the expression of God'fl Will.-Eo.
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HYPNOTI::3M AND INDIVIDUALIZATION.

,Jus-r at present much is being sai1l about and many experiments made
in hypnotism. It is fouIHl that consciousness can ho suspen1led, changeil,
or intensified by various methods. The old time mctho1ls of psychology
have heen supplanted by revolving mirrot·s and other instrumentalities in
place of gazing into the subject's eyes, manipulating tho head, or making passes over the face, etc. It has been fonrnl that entire an<l perm.Lnent mental tendencies aml changes can be made by these process.•s, Stl
t•mt vices are claimed to be correcte1l. hail habits removed, :irnl, in fact, a
person can be remodelled, in all mental action, by this subtle foree.
\\' liile this has its use in tlw ha.nth of good, ho1101·ahle p ~ople in these
directions, an<l also as a means of removing nnrea.sonalile skepticism
which i,;; i;o prevalent at this time, and causes th•) publit: to think of these
matten;, yet with every good there appears many evih. The <Jvili in this
matter arc more numerous tha.n in almost any other new 1li;;covery. be('.tuse it is of such vital import. Hypnotism is an cxpet·imentatiou upon
the min1l and consciousness of the subject; therefore it tleah with the in1li vidnality.
Few people stop to observe the <lifferen~e between the in1fo·idu.i.lity
and the personality. The personality is only the physical bo.l,y. \Ve may
have a finely organized physique, yet be wea:c an:l vascilatiug, c;u·rieJ
about with every excitement, ·•fad" or theory ; following every new
idea that crosses our way; having no min1l of our own, or purpose in life
beyond; being with a.ml like the masses with whom we associate, thus
serving no use in the world, to onrsel ves or any one else.
It is a deplorable sight to go into social cirdes and ;;ee every person
acting au<l speaking for other eyes and ears, with no thought except to
amnse an1l please, or call ont admiration ; aml, listening to the conversat.ion, we fiml it is all about some one's personal n.ppearauce, what some
one ha!'! or has not done, what a grand display at tho last dinner party, etc.
Young people, mo1·e especially women, are educate<l with the i'lpecial end
in view of becoming good conversationalist:i, that they may be able to
chatter romance, history, and t1 avel, to amuse, attract, and make a show
of learning ; but all such "learning" is merel.v a memorization of what
some other person has known, and if they travel it is in popular localities,
an<l usually for the sole puq>osc of having it to talk about, that they h:!d
travelled and seen far off but well-known places. Cheat efforts are ma<le
by !.Uch to associate with noted ot· titled personages for the sole object of
having it to tell others, and thus appear to excel in opportunities, etc.
All this tends to make the personality stand out before associates, with
only a show of individuality. Question these persons as to what they
really know, and it is found that they really know nothing, except as they
believe what they have read or have been told. They believe whate\·er
is popularly accepted, simply because it is popular. People of this' kind
haYe but little more individuality than a well educated parrot.
There is another class, calling themselves "Free thinket·s," who ruu
afte1· every new idea or teacher happening in their way, ancl while it is
new and novel they are enthusiastic adharents until some other thing
presents itself; then they are enemies to the former and supporters of the
"latest." Thus they run from one thing to another, without any fixed
ideas, beliefs, or object in life; con~qnently, \Vithout individuality.
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Individuality consist.s in a person having settled convictions in all
things which enter into or affect life; and thoRe convfotions are the
r1•sult of careful thought and decision, unbiased by popular opinion
01· any consideration ot~er than a love of trnth and a desire to discern
facts, th:.t he may properly ultimate some well defined ohject in life.
Any person without a well dcfinctl ohjcct is like a ship at sea without
a. port in view, drifting wherever the wind or tide may drive it.. The
tbou~htle"s usually say of such persons, "They are well intended and
g-ootl," hut we think a more careful examination of such lives
will show that they are decitledly evil.
\Vhile they c:mstitnte the
l:u-ge majority of th& civilizecl world, their tacit influence beeomcs a
haneful weapon in the hands of evil and designing persons to crush every
effort to :ulvauce the cause of humanity. This is callecl popular opinion,
and is acknowledged as the strongest weapon with which a11yt.hing can be
a.ttacked ; and yet every thinking person knows that popular opinion is .
handled through the public press by a few persons, who control or get
access, through money or influence or plausible sto1·ies, to the public newspapers, as a mechani1! handles his tools to build up or destroy whatever
may suit his COll\'Cllience.
People are led to think that this can all be corrected by recourse
to law ; but we answer no, it cannot, except in rare cases, for this reason:
First. a libel suit cannot be conducted with any hope of success u111ler
from $5,000 to $50,000; secondly, it is now a common proverb, ••Every
man has his price." '\Vhihi this is not wholly true, yet it has so few exceptions among men who are in any way engaged in public affairs that
it is believed by them to be true. Now, when a sni~ is brought that
involves so much money, the temptation is very g1·eat to resort to the
lowest antl foulest of means, for the tools are offered them without seeking. Criminal and other lawyers know how often men with the appearance of gentlemen come into their office and lay down their card with the
remark. " If yon want any witnesses in important cases let me know."
and that is nnder;;tood to mean that said "gentleman " is a professional pet··
jnrer, aml that there is a "ring" that can bring any number of men and
womeu who will swear to anything for which they are paid and prompted,
and that these persons are so well drilled that they can defy the most stringent efforts to detect. Then there are, in all large cities, professional jtuors who are awake to all the trick~, and can be obtained by attorneys
with but little risk of detection. Now the man who has money and does
not care anything about justice has only to say to certain assistant attorneys, ''There is money in this case if we win," and all the work is done
for him.
This is :mly a brief picture of a part of the facilities in waiting- t :>
thwart jn"tice, destt·oy liberty, and prevent progress in our midst. The
-"good people" are responsible for this as well as many other evils; fo1·
• if they thought soberly and earnestly they would cleanse our politics by
always being at the polls election days, and see to it that none but the
truly honorable arnl wm·thy were :illowed to hold even the lowest office.
But this is not the root of the difficulty; it resi1les in the following facts :
Two persons cannot meet without affecting each other to a greater or
lesser degree. You who have studied these points know that every one
you meet affeet;; yon tlifferently.
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Why is it tha.t there a.re so many persons who have a mania for the
social ext1itement, and feel as though they could not exist,any length of
time alone ? We often hear persons say. when anything is ·said about
living a.way from the excitement of the social circles, "Oh, I would die
to Jive in that way I " Yes, that is true; they would die, because all
their consciousness, all that makes them a. conscious entity is derived
from the sensations produced by that association. They Ii ve from the
psychic conditions produced by other's minds and sensations; they really
have no other individuality than that of the body of people with whom
they are. All such persons are constantly under the hypnotic influence.
·whatever of anger, passion, or strife is active in their immediate surroundings they feel and ·reflect in their private life.
Demonstrations made recently in France revealed this fact. A man
under this influence. unconscious in his own real self, was impressed b.r
the operator that a certain tree in the garden was an officer of the law.
and that at a certain time the then active hypnotic influence would take
control of him, and he then must take a. stick, which he was shown and
caused to believe WM a knife, and go and kill that officer. He was then
brought into his conscious state, and, was watched by appointed men, and
when the time arrived he obeyed to the letter. Now this brio~ to light
a. most important matter for onr consideration. ij:ere are the masses of
men and women taught to live in and from the public mind, so that they
are constantly hypnotic snbject>1 influenced by the controlling mind of
the hour. · Several persons may become angry at some other person.
Those being strong, wilful persons will take entire control, and cause the
weaker subject to execute their feelings; and this may be done without
their knowing that they are doing it.
Then the poor, weak vassal
suffers for a l'rime reallv committed in the mind of another.
These f:wts are now s~ well known that a man of a positive will without
moral restraint e:m cause the murder of an enemy and never say one
word to any one, and never have anything to do physically with it; and
no law can touch him. This may be a startling statement to some, and
we would not make it were it not for the fact that thflSe things are no
longer a. secret. They were once hehl in the custody of the Oriental student of magic, but now thh1 principle is being explor1:id and published to
the wol·ld. In view of this fact we recognize that under existing circum·
stances, where more than half of our population are willing subjects of .
this soul-<lestroying power, it becomes the duty of all well-wishing people
to nnite in the only method now possible to counteract its influence, and
the methods for doing this can be best seen by an examination of the
cause that produces this weakness on the part of so many. The first ~ne
we have briefly considered as due to our society education and habits.
To cnrrv this further:
All e;lucational methods which require the student tn aecept authori- •
ties and statements verbatim, without questioning them :uul proving thelll
to their own satisfaction, is in itself mere parrot knowledge, or m~e the
e1lucation of animals that merely understand that they are alwa.p t?
certain things under certain circumstances, leaves the person e1• tire Y
under the controlling influence of the teacher, and produces mtmt..J. pa3sivity to all who make a show of knowle1lze
and power.
~
,. k
The church mcmbe1· ~·iel<ls up his or her selfhood (t11e power to t 1111

1°
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aud decide for himself) to the preacher, the scientific student to bis
teacher. the collegian and school boy the same. Parents teach their children to look up to and unquestionably receive what~ver is said by persons in high position, thus teaching them to be negative to the controlling
influence of other minds. The effects of this are manifested in the following ways: No matter how µiuch a congregation of people may bu
interested because of useful knowledge being gained in a teacher, if the
public journal or some influential person proclaims it dangerous doctrine
they will all believ.e the maligner and refuse to hear more. From this
comes the inclination to guide and control the minds of others, first by
persuasion, then by news carrying, then personal slander, and, h:wing no
self-control, yield to the temptation of creating scandal by prevarication ;
and these thmgs keep the social circle in constant ferment.
In such a community, if any pretender comes along who is able to
make a display of apparent importance, and is shrewd enough to comply
with society rules, he will attract the masses to him. This is what
gives rise to the saying that the American people love to be humbugged.
·
All this arises wholly from psychological influences.
Every person wields this influence to a greater or lesser degree, according to the strength of his magnetic force, mental positiveness, and decision
of purpose ; and in this it is either good or evil according to the disposition of the person. ·we often ~ear reference made to certain public
speaker11 as, " He possesses a strong magnetic power to carry his audience
with him." This is his psychological power. The mvre thoroughly indiviilualized, and the higher attainments one makes, the stronger is this
power.
There are two kinds of this power : one is biological, the other psychological. The former is purely from the strength of the physical body aucl
the active physical will, which produces its controlling influence over the
same functions of the person affected by them ; the latter is called soul
power, for its influence is from the strength of the mind and decision of
purpose. This in turn effeets like conditions in those who are passive to
its influence.
The professional biologist, under the names psychology, mesmerism
and the new name-hypnotism, suspends the power of his subjects to use
either the physical body or the reasoning brain, and thus he produces
whatever change he pleases in either or both. But after this is done
once the subject 11eldom regaius control over either afterwards. We have
known many cases where the subjects became spiritualistic mediums, and
in fact there are but few who have ever been undet· this influence but
what they eithet· become insane or fall into vic~s and destroy themselves,
or become criminals at last. If the operator continues the practice, even
though the subject does not see him again, he is held by the mind of the
operator to such an extent that many times while he is operating upon
others, even Jmndreds of miles away, they will frequently fall into the
magnetic sleep, and remain so during the time of nis conducting his
seance; but when the link is broken, then the subject drifts without will
enough to guide his course.
Persons who have great psychological power, i. e., soul power, may yet
possess the capability to produce the phenomenal manifestations of the
biologist, but will, by coming into the presence of another sensitive, pro-
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,duce in them mental changes. If they are high moral characters it will
produce such as causing them to see and understand things as they do;
if they are inclined to evil habits, cause them to be ashamed of them and
determine to conquer them; and if they live au immoral life, to clet.ermine to live a. mo1·al one, etc. But if the stroug controlling mind i.i an
immoral person, }.is silent influence will produce like clesires and feelings
.in the minds of those negative characters with which it comes in contact.
If we will observe the effects produced by different persons with whom
they come in contact, we find that every person produces some influence
upon them, and that the influence of each one is different. Observing
these things carefully, they will discove1· that unless a person has a decisive character of his own he is constantly being changed, accordiug
to the nature of associates or certain leaders with whom he is associated.
Now the real man or woman is the soul. lt constitutes the immortal
part. l t has been shown that when a person is under the control of another, psycl10logically, that he many times is capable of most marvellous doings, such as telling the time of day by the watch in the operator's
pocktJt without any one present knowing what the time is. He may sec
and describe the inttJrior of houses never seen before, and belonging to
certain person:; in the room ; tell them of any changes that had taken
place since their departure, and in some instances actually foretell event~.
Now these are the normal powers of certain souls; but the same persons
not under that influence know nothing of these powers. Others under
the influence will act as directed by the operator, but constantly under
protest; bei11g somewhat individualized, the soul will not be subject to
the animal force which has taken control of the body.
There are but few people who have developed individuality enough to
give the soul entire control over the physical body, and that is the object
of the Eson.:mc work. We know tl1at by teaching people to accept
nothing hut that which they can understand, and meets the approval of
their own judgment, will make them positive to the controllin~ mind:>
around them. B~ the regenerate life, as taught in Vols. I. and I 1. of the
ESOTERIC, the soul is given the essential nourishment to enable it to
build up a. strong, conscious organism, capable of ma.king the body subject to it. And by having a well defintJd purpose the soul consciousness
will never deviate from it, and no biological influence can effect anything
but tlrn physical body, mind and senses, and cannot effect the soul of
such.
On the other hand, these negative persons above referred to have no
soul consciousness only that which is united to the senses and the mind
arising therefrom ; therefore they are solely dependent thereon, and any
change produced in those senses is also produced in the soul which is
negative to the bo1ly. Therefore psychology may even destroy the soul.
as ,Tesus saicl, " Fear him who is able to destroy both soul and body in
Sheol,"-tbe grave. Psychology is the attribute bearing the "image "
of God, who gave his name to Moses as Jehovah (the Will). Its powllr
is of the will, and that alone can destroy the soul.
The soul is composed of the thoughts, feelings, and experiences of
the life of the person.
When there is a change maJe in thtJm it
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makes it also in the soul.
If things once loved begin to be hated,
then that part of the soul constructed out of these conditions must
die and be rejected from its organization ; and if a radical change
is brought about in any person, then the soul virtually dies and another is commenced. Now we know how contrary this is to all modern
and much ancient beliefs; but it is in perfect accord with the BibleOld and New Testament-teachings, and with all the highest attributes
of r~n, nearly all unite in defining the human soul as '" The thinking
part of man." Consciousness is wholly dependent on this part. Memory is the faculty alone that can answer the question, to themselves or
an.yone else, "Who ar~ you, an<l what are yon?" To cause one to forfiet .i,;vERYTHING they ever knew would be the death of all that had been
and the beginning of a new life as literally as though they were a newborn child. This would be an impossibility to au immortal soul ; hut the
soul that is carried about by every physical current of human "fads,"
and frh·olity or theory is not immortal, therefore it is po:.sible for it
to be destroyed utterly as an organized soul.
The acts and thoughts of such lives are not lost, but will in some future
time be gathered from the astral ether into another organic form to be reformed into a soul; and Oh ! what a conglomeration it will be in
many cases! And if these are to be cemented by forced experiences,
what suffering is being stored up for another life!
.
There is but OTte W(iy that a person can become INVULNERABLE to the
1·ontrolling cqnclitions of all physical influence ; that is, to make the body,
\~ith ~11 its senses and mentality connected therewith, entirely passive,
and the soul positive.
How can we do this? Through the regenerate life the soul's consciousness is incrPased; then it must be recognized by the intelligence,
ancl it is advisable that it be dedicated to God for an instrument of service to humanity. But if the person wishes earthly attainments, it is not
so advised unless they feel that that is their " high calling of God."
'Io recognize the soul consciousness and be able to distinguish it from
the reason comes only from yeat·s spent in careful thought and self-examination. It will soon be observed by nearly all who live the regenerate
life, that when they lie down to sleep, instead of becoming unconscious
there is a mental action akin to imagination constantly going on in
the consciousness. This will be found to be the soul's thought processes.
Many find that the body actually goes to sleep, and the soul is then so
conscious that it hears all that takes place in and around the body, and
can awaken it ancl put it to sleep at will. Those struggling for the mastery of the geuerntion will find this their hope. They can and shonld
produce and control this state. Ordinarily, persons "fall aslecp,"-that
is, lie tlown and cease to think at all : and often the consciousness of falling is produced by the sudden liberation of the soul from the body, whieh
rises upward and produces the sensation of the body going down. It i~
the same deception of the senses that takes place when sitting in a railroad car in the depot, seeing a train begin to move beside you, it produces the sensation of your moving in an opposite direction.
When the soul thus gravitates to localities dictated by love or anxiety,
the body is left to he filled with all kinds of vitiated atmospheres and
magnetisnu;, and is a prey to elementary forces ; and often when we
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awaken in the morning we feel as though we l;oul<l not get control of the
body. To avoid this and keep the soul consciousness para.mount you
should resist all inclination to the feeling in the brain of falling or whirling and hold tenaciously · to this inner "muse" or imaginative wind,
directing it as you wish to have it go. ·while you maintain this condition
you can become familiar with this mind of the soul, for it will soon heco~e the conscious part of your nature; that is, by an effort to maintain
continual consciousness, and living the re~enerate life at the same time.
you will soon find, when you close the physical eyes and let go of the
sense consciousness that the body is a.~leep, but the inner 01· Roni cons~·ious
ness is awake; so that a person in this state often thinks that he <loe~
not sleep at all because he continues on thinking and .is conRCions uf
everything that happens in the room and vicinity. He will fiml tha~
he can actually examine the body and perceive tl1e condition of it in r.leep
as much as though he were a separate person.
A person with this development of soul can so perfectly control the
body that NO biological force or psychological power can effect him, because tl1e soul then is the conscious entity, :mtl is master of the boc:ly. anJ
no other power can do more than effect the senses ; and as the soul is in·
dependent of these, then the person can go straight forward regartlless of
anything, and carry out its own purposes and objects in life reg-anlless uf
all opposition. Such an one can go on doing his own wm·k, regardless
of all adverse psychisms, even when the snbtle force of other minds hail
so benumbed the physical senses that he has no control of them.
:None but this class of persons will be able to stan<l the tt·ial that we
believe is very near; yes, even now begun. \Vhcn we look at the records
of the insane asylums we arc surprised at the great increase in tlte number of inmates this year, and especially during the latter part of it.
This arises from the intensified mental conditions. All persons should
be very careful now not to allow the mind to get under too much p1·essnre
or coutinue1l strain without frequent. rest, so that they can keep coutinu- ·
ous control. There is now great danger under heavy rnenta.J. pressure
of losing self-cµntrol so that you cannot cease ancl rest when you wish
to; then insanity is inevitable. Again, this mental intensity will increase
as the planets move forward in their course. so that we Ree indication~
from positions that they will cccupy in 1891, 1892 and 1893 of the fulfilment of.Hev. xvi, 12-14: "And the sixth angel' poured out his vial upon
the great ri ve1· Euphrates ( i. c., waters of fruitfulness), and the water
thereof was dried up, that the way of the kings of the east (or sun rising,
or of the 111orning) might be prPpare1l. And I saw three unclean spirits
like frogs come out of the month of the 1lragon (those wholly nmle1· the
control of the in vel'ted sex passion), and out of the mouth of the beast
(the purely animal man), a.ml out of the mouth of the false prophet
( thoRe claiming spirituality but are allied solely to the mundane - or
modern spiritualism). For they are the spirits of devils working miracl es," etc.
·This mental intensity will turn the generative element.s of life from
the fJl'Ocreation of children upwards to the brain, as our people are trying to <lo by the will, and the1·eby those who are controlle(l hy sensuality, will use all these powers for the gratification of their own e,·iJ
designs. And it will a(l<l greatly to their powers; to that exknt that
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the words of Jesus will be fully justified where he said, •·They will deceive the very elect, if possible," for these will manifest "great signs and
wonders," and it will appear as though e\•en the elements were subject to
their will. Then none will be able to stand except those who ha.ve thus
individualized themselves and developed a soul consciousness sufficiently
strong to control the body's actions INDEPENDENT of the physical senses
or reasoning brain. This drying up of the waters of fruitfulness will give
power to those who are persistently seeking magical power,. so that all that
,Je;;us di<l while here will be clone by them. They will be able to "show
great sigw; and wonders, insomuch that they will deceive the very elect if
possihle." And it will be possible unless the above condition is obtained.
Herein is the importance of the ESOTERIC work, and because of this,
the great hatred to our work and, the " saying all manner of evils against
us falsely," fo1· they (at least the unseen spirits of soul) know that this
is the only work now going on that will leacl the people beyond the
hypnotic power.
What I say unto one I say uuto all: \Vatch l for ye know not at what
hour the thief cometh. May the Spirit of 'Visdom guide you into all
truth. Peace he unto you!
H. E. BUTLER.
BRAH~IA~ICAT.

TIIOC'GHTS ON HUMAN DESIRE.

1

A man busily employed all clay, becomes hungry;
When hunger is satisfied he thinks of clothing;
Abundantly supplie<l with both food ancl clothing,
He moums that he has in his house uo fair-eyetl wife ;
Possessed of a charming wi.'.'c ho searches fo1· a. concubine.
lie now finds he is without suitable vehicles for appearing in public;
With numerous ,·ehicles, and droves of horses and mules,
His bnd is now found quite insufficient to supply his wants;
Ile now purchases thousands and teus of thousands of fertile a.ores;
llut without official station men treat him with disres}>ect.
He regards th4t seventh aml fifth rank with dissatisfaction,
And the fourth and the third are also too low for him;
So, advanced to the first position,-of prime.minister at court,He conceives the wish of being emperor in a short time.
His desire gratified, he uow wishes to become the Son of heaven,
And again wishes for ten thousand of ,years to escape death.
So his uumerous and foolish desires know no stopping-place;
But at last a coffin hides him,
And he passes away still hugging his animal desire,
Ancl is soon forgotten to this world, having left nothing but his own
desires.
The essence of all sin, and therefore of all wea.kne88, is sel.tishness, and th.,
foundation of all true spiritual power is love, self-denial and unselfishness. And aa
likt attracts like, let us set our affections on things above, for if we do so, angelic
spfrits will minister unto us, for thus should "we surround ourselves with the
forms of our affections." . . . If you do this, then not only will gradually come
to you health and strength of body, but clearness and pm·ity of mind, and that
'"Spirit which will lead you into all truth."-WYLD.
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SYMBOLISM OF THE ZODIACAL SIGNS.
No.

a.

IN our explanation of the zodiacal Figure we propose to 11how the correspondence between each symbol, and the function of the body to which
it is apportioned; at the same time proving man's individual courst
through the twelve signs, which typify the different periods of human life.
_,..no less than that of nature.
20

"\Ve must begin-, as we did in. the circle, with the sign Cancer, or tlw
Crab, which is the emblem for ·July, and typifies that conjunction of
spirit and matter, the union of which, more or less complete, is the mea.c;ure of the life that results. This symbol we find apportioned to tlw
Breast, th&t function where the journey or course of human ~xistenrt'
commences.
The sign Cancer is man's tropic, or turning place, where, like the sun.
he also begins his declination in order to round the circle of the emblems
and return again to that Source from whence he started.
The ancients called the emblems Cancer and Capricorn the Northern
and Southern Gates, the significance of which terms we find in the symbolism of these two i-igns. As Origen informs us, "The gate by which
souls descended to earth was the gate of men ; that by which ihey ascended hP.avenwar<l, the gate of the gods." The Chaldean philosophy
also taught that Cancer was the obscure door through which souls dl'scended to incarnate themselves in human embryos. These ancient traditions, with their hidden meanings, all find a natural explanation in the
symbolism of this sign.
Cancer, we are told, adorned the breast of Diana at Ephesus, that goddess of · motherhood who is represented even in modern art as coveretl
with 'crustacea, which typifies propagation. The sign Cancer was abo
upon" the breast of Isis, the mother-goddess of Egypt, and with a. like
si!!llificance has antiquity sent it down tho ages apportioned to the breast
of the zodiacal Figure.
Tradition affirms that the sun wa.<> in Leo and the moon in Cancer at
the creation. These signs hav~, at least, always been called the reapective homes or houses of the sun and moon. We see here a reason why
Cancer, the symbol of maternity, or the new life, is so closely allied to
the moon, the emblem of constant renewal. As with the pagan world,
so do we also find among all barbarous peoples, remnants of this ancient
symbolism, in whose degradation originated the belief that the moon controls propagation.
The material tides, whose ebb and flow are in synchronous action with
the moon's movements, find their correspondence in the tides of maternity, whose flood wave bears to the shores of time the spirit which love
incarnates in matter. So does the flux and reflux of the sea in accordance with the moon's action, bear in and leave stranded on the shore the
innumerable crustacea, which antiquity has declared the symbol of this
sign.
Aa every one knows, the Crab is a popdar name given to all the
higher order of crustacea, with which the casting of the shell whenevet" it
is outgrown, is a remarkable feature. In the wonderful metamorphoses
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which then takes place are to be found correspondences which we belie,·e
solve some of the grandest problems of life.
Cancer is pregnant with typical meaning, and signifies encircling,
binding, holding, - t'bat love which cribs, coffins and contiues in matter
the spirit which it has attracted earthward. The most ancient symbol of
this sign was the Scarabieus, whose vice-like grip holds its progeny fa,;t,
even in death, typifying the never-letting-go of mother love. Not without significance was this sacred beetle the symbol of creation.
In the coustellation Cancer we find the Manger. Here is symbolized
the birthplace or r1siug of that "Seed of the woman" which is to ••bruise
the serpent's head." On coming to earth the S-0-n is ever wrapped in
the swaddling clothes of flesh and laid in a manger. In other words, the
Child of Divine paternity but mothered by Nature, must share with the
animal life about him even the very air which he breathes. The Gnostics, and some of the early fathers· of the church, called Christ " the Scarabams '' ; 11howing them to have understood the mystic import of this sigu .
.Another name given to this nebula of minute stars in Cancer is that of
the "Bee-Hive," the place where the honey of life is garnered. Ala:i !
that the head of the Hydra should always rise in the morning with the
sign Cancer. This material fa.ct finds its complete correspondence in
human life ; for does not temptation in the form of self-love (which the
head of the hydra signifies) lie in wait for the child in the very dawn of
his existence ?
Having found the sign Cancer to be the symbol of the renewing, nouriihing and sustaining principle of life, we will now show other reasons
why its position in the Grand Body typifies the beginning, or starting
point, of man's individual earthly cycle.
The Breast includes the whole respiratory system; it is the lungs which
bring the new being into relations with the atmt>sphere, and make it a
living, breathing entity. With the influx of its first breath the child has
started upon his individual earthly caree1·.
It is not alone the Americft.n patriot who celebrates his ludepeudeuce
in the :.ign Cancer, for universal man, the patriot of the earlier fatherland, also asserts his freedom from the mother country in a distinct existence, as is symbolized in this sign. Man's true fatherland is that realm
of spirit from whence he came, and to which he ever holds a warm
allegiance.
Each of the zodiacal signs has apportioned to it three decans, which
Belonging to Canantiquity closely associated with their teaching.
cer we find the Ship Argo.
In other words, here commences that
contest for the Cup which is only finally won in the Lion ; the celestial
Chalice being a decan of this sign.
Little wonder that the significance of thia divine symbolism is always finding material expression, for
· the natural world is but the reflex of the spiritual.
We have by no means exhausted the symbolism of the sign Cancer, which is rich in mystical teaching, but we shall refer to it again
when treating of the signs in their different ages of the great cyde.
II
We will now consider the symbol Gemini; for, as in the circle, we
must here follow the sun's cou1'98, rather than that of the earth. This
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symbol is apportioned to the hands, arms and shoulders of the zodiacal
l\lan, ancl is pictorially represented by two children in loving embrace.
The Twins express the dual nature with which man is endowe<l, or
the divine and the human; for we, as did the ~ucients, regard Spirit
as the father, and Nature, or Matter, as the mother of the r-.we.
I u the constellation of the Twins is found the origin of the bea.utifol
mvth of the two warrior brothers, Castor and Pollux, for win 11 its two
ln'.iglitest stars are named; in which fable is charmingly portra.r1~1l the
1loublo or twin nature of man. Those ancient poet.s who snug of the:;e
renowned heroes evidently understood the symbolism of 'this sign. :L3
they both use the figure of the lwrse, signifying wistlom 01· understamling, which is the steed of all progress:
I

" Cast.or and Pollnx, fuat in martial foroo,
One bold on foot, and one renowned for hone."
"Castor, alert to tame the foaming st.eed,
And Pollux, strong to deal the manly deed."

The spiritual and the material natures of mau ar.:i twin, because conceived together. This enlightens us regarcliug the fable, which affirmed
that Castor and Pollux formerly never appeared at the same time.
'Vheu the spi1·itual nature of man is in the ascendant, the materi:il
i~ ever in abeyance, aud t~ice versa.
The Twins arn represented as armed for conquest ; Castor with the
Harp, or Lyre, and the bow and arrow, while Pollux has the implement of
wal'fare by which he is ••to deal the manly deed."
In the constellation of the Twins we also find, as did the ancient wol'ld.
Apollo and Hercules, for whom, as for all their gods, was claimed a cli,•ine
father and a human mother. In other wor\ls, they recognized that the
higher attributes or principles of life were of the Spirit, while the lower
were of natural or human origin.
Was it strange that antiquity shouhl have represented Apollo, or the
spiritual nature, with all the grace and beauty which skill could eltecute
and art conceive'? or that Hercules should have been held in hardly
less esteem, - that hero who symbolized the snperhurrum power which
man is ultimately to obtain through the harmonious union of his two
natures'?
.
.
The .North, or Scandinavia, :ilso found in the constellation of the
Twins their Odin and Thor: the forme1· represented as having all perfections, the latter portrayed with the weapon of warfare with which the
natural man makesl his way. Odin, Apollo and Adonis are only m'.ire
ancient uames for the Christ. Man has never been without a re,·el:1t1on
of truth; for the earliest art proves beyond question that all the na.tions
of antiquity found their religion in the stars. As astronomy a.ntl w•>r·
ship were one in the beginning, so will they be again when man j,.; :i~ile
to t1·anscribe the divine message which the stars contain. Flanunarwrf
has truly said : " Astronomical philosophy will yet be the religion °
superior minds. . • . Those who reason outside of astronomical knt1~l
etlge will remain outside of truth. ThoSE! who will follow faithfullY its
light will rise gradually to the solution of its great problems."
The constellation Gemini in our own day symbolizes the Christi)'· 0~
spiritual, anil the natural principles. The former can only find it5 ful.
·~xprcs:>;on when it shall have triumphed over and subjugated tbfl l:i.tter.
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in other ~orcls, have made the Phristly the natural. Then will man
awake in the likeness of his great Forerunner and Head.
Gemini typifies that union of the positive and negative forces which, in
its highest expression on the material plane, is man.
Egypt's symbol for this sign \vas a youth aml maiden walking hand in
hand. Thus did they typify the exterior and interior natures in harmony. the mll.::lculine, or positive, and the feminine, or negative, principles.
The Arabs represented the sign Gemini with two peacocks, - "l>ir<l-1
which correspond to the innocent, or first state." The peacock, we remember, was the favorite bird of Hera, who to the Arabians represented Nature,
as Juno later did to the Greeks.
Though va1·ious pictorial hieroglyphics have been used from time to
time by different nations to express the principles embodied in the constellations, it has been divinely ordered that nothh1g should be substituted
which changed the original significance. The attempt in the Middle
Ages to replace Perseus holding the head of :\Iedusa, by David with the
head of Goliath, met with no favor,• and ultimately resulted in faih1re.
That this was divinely o,·erruled is proved by the fact· that Perseus is
closely connected with the symbolism of Androme<l.a and Cassiopia, and
could not be separated from them without confusing the record which is
given in these star1·y hieroglyphics.
But to return to the sign Gemini. Nature finds her most winning expression in the month of June. So does her child in the symbol Gemini.
where its lisping but delightful utterances are first hea1·d; for here the
infantile period of life is typified.
This emblem inclnde!i the ait· passages of the throat, and also the ganglion of nerves between the shoulders; in fact, all the organs of the uppet·
chest, or thori\x. As we have previously said, the hancls and arms are
also here typified. The'le twin members of the body, like the two natures, are designed to act in concert; but rep1·esenting, a;i they do, the
positive and negative forces, a perfect equilibrium is wanting to insnre
complete accord, as the positive is always to the fore.
\Vith voice and hands the child first comes into active relations with
the material world, and through these he fails not to let his wants be
known. · Who that has ever watcbt:d a young child will deny that the
hands can express love, joy, anger and impatience no less fully than the
voice?
In the sign Gemini the child has reached his throne, the shoulders, or
the symbol of all power ; and right royally does the young despot hold
sway over his subjects.· His dissent to a measure needs not to be verbally spoken, since in the shoulders he finds full expression.
June, the month corresponding to this sign, typifies the fresh young
life in its flowering time, its season of sweetest bloom; for at this period
Nature diffuses her purest aroma. The confiding love and implicit faith
of the little child savors of heaven, rather than of earth, like the perfect
days which usher in the summer.
The hands are the natural servers of the brain, upon which they de1>end for expression and guidance. Consequently the young child is led
about. and yields a ready obedience to the will of its elders. We see
abnormal cases of child life, as well as of more mature stages, where head
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and hands are not in accord, as is evidenced in certain phases of dementia; but these only prove the law of correspondeoce, which obtains
from the least to the greatest.
N3t without reason do we also find io the persons 'born in the sign
Gemini, a bloom, or freshness of spirit, which the wear and t.ear of life
fails to rub <>ff; while addecl to this is a habit of ready service, and tb:1t
fine sense or wisdom of use to which the world is always debtor.
Gemini ltand/$ down, or passes on, the divine attribute of loye from one
generation to another, no less than from cycle to cycle. Jean lngelow
expresses this truth when she says: "The children return not the lore
which we give them, but pass it on to the next generation"; and thus i;
the wod<l never defrauded of the original measure.
In the month of June, when Nature is in harmony with the symbol
Gemini, the heavens further confirm the teachings of this sign. "Now
is the constellation Hercules lying prone, as one who ha.~ fallen hea<llong
and face downward from a great hei~ht." ••Day unto day uttereth
speech, and night unto night sheweth knowledge," the Scriptures declare.
aucl the stars are ever confirming.
In the period of the sign Gemini, the child, like the hero of the twelve
labors, commences his herculean tasks. The first of these is the strang·
ling, while in his cradle, of the two serpents, Hydra and the Dragon,
which are imposed upon him by Juno, or Mother Nature. The Greeks
fittingly gave the name of Juno, "the yoke maker," to the goddess of
this month; the Hera of the more ancient world.
Truly do the child's herculean tasks or labors begin in his cradle,
where the serpents of Selfishness, and Greed or Desire first attack him.
These are indeed imposed by Juno, since they come not of the higher
nature.
The Nemeamn Lion is slain in Cancer, when spirit, as man. comes inoo
the mortal body. Not without significance is the anoieftt traclition that
this lion fell from the sky. Its skin is indeed man's armor of defence,
his Hercules garment. in which-like the hero-he is destined to conquer.
Scholars have invariably traced in these twdve labors simply the sun's
passage through the signs; we, however, will spell the word s-o-n. for so
did the ancient world interpret it. These labors were the foundation of
their mysteries, and had a far more profound significance than modern
thought has accorded them.
.
Perhaps the query arises here why th~ myths, which are chiefly associated with the Greeks. shoul<l be of significance in the symbolism of tht
zodiacal signs, which originated in the primeval ages. We cannot better
answer this in any brief manne1· than by the words of Lord Bacon. He
says: "I do not receive the myths as the pro<lu'1t of any age, or the inven·
tion of the poets, for the relaters clrew from a. common stock of ancient
tradition. They are the sacred relics, the gentle whispers, or breath, of
better times, which from the tt-aclitions of more ancient nations came at
length into the flutes ancl trumpets of the Greeks."
~

The second step of the child's progress is found in the sign Tauras,
which is apportioned to the neck ancl cerebellum of the zodiacal man.
an<l includes the lower b1'8.i11, ears. aucl org:ms of speech.
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· Taurus is pictorially represented by the head and fore-quarters of the
zodiacal Rull, an. animal of no known class. " The horns a1·e larger and
differently set from those of domestic cattle, while the hoofs also have
horns." We shall see later why such display of horn.
·~The animal pictured in the heaven9 is suppoaed to be the 'reem,' or
aurochs' of primeval ages. Its strength ancl speed were very great, a111l
it is declared to have been wholly iutr:wt:ible." Cresar says: ., \Vhen a
hunter succeetled in killing one <and pitfalls were the chief means c,f capture) he made a public exhibition of the l10rus, as the trophies of his success. which was the wonde1· and praise of all who beheld."
The modern world is not behind the p~g-an, for the exhibition of horn
meets with the same approval to-day. Horus typify power of speech
and argument, because emanations from the head ; and pitfalls alone
insure their display, as is evidenced in our court-rooms. The pictorial
hieroglyphics of ancient Egypt we1·e not mere arbitrary signs; we:must
seek a significance in their inherent meaning. Horns signified to Egypt
unshorn intellectual, or creative ability.
We here see why horns and hoofs have always been attributed to his
Satanic Majesty, by those who have feared free speech and thought.
Enfranchised utterance is the horn of man's dilemma to-c.lay. It is not
without import that the celestial charts show the ecliptic, or earth's path,
to lie directly between the horns of the Bull. That truly free speech which
is only gained by a life of aspiration, and is thus inspiration, will finally
throw off the trammels which are now naturally imposed upon man's
expression e\·en of truth.
The beautiful myth of Europa mounting the White Bull, and while
holding to his horns being carried across seas to that country which bears
her name, has other and more profound meaning than is to be gotten
from tha mere letter. Love, or the Christly principle, must subjugate the
rational and intellectual, which then first becomes the steed of man's
higher attainment, his real progress.
The sign Taurus, which is now represented by the Ox, was anciently
pictured only by the Bull, the symbol of undepleted spiritual power. That
this was antedeluvian cannot be questioned. Since the Fall, the Ox has
fittingly typified man shorn of his original mental and spiritual vigor.
The sacred Apis of the Egyptians was the material type of that endowment of which, generations of ~ensual living have deprived the race. The
Ox is the symbol of the patience and toil required in all mental effort.
Slow 2'.nd labored are this animal's movements, and so are the processes of
mind to-day, compared with those even of ancient Egypt's time. A tradition of the sacred Apis tells us that young boys when playing near the
precinct where this creat.ure was kept, were suddenly inspired with the
instinct of prophecy, which they poured out in good and flowing rhythm.
That Egypt held sacred the Tanrus symbol, or the material type of
creative power. proves to us that the gift of inspiration, or truly free
speech, did indeed pertain to her priests ancl hierophants, and that she
rightly attributed the same to that quickening of the vital flame, or
spark, which comes only of a pure generation, and an unshorn ancestry.
Who will deny that the gift of tongues, the unfettered utterance which
is of the spirit, originated in that country which gave to the church all
her prophets, and also that inspired WORD which is its light toclay?
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The material type is ever and always in correspondence with the spiritual.
The zodiacal Bull, this creature of the star-obscured eyes, is pictured
as moving with swift, impetuous energy. Here we find typified the ram·
pant spirit that would break away from all restraint and guidance, whi1,h
so early characterizes the chil~; for at Five years of age he enters Tausus,
and now the natural forces begin to assert themselves.
The watchful, listening attitude of the Bull is also that of the chilcl;
for his mental faculties are now alert, while his ears are open to every·
thing going on ah.>ut him. At this sta~e of his development impressions
are received rather through the organ of hearing than sight,-thongh he
fails not to see also with all the exaggeration of childhood ; for lli.~ eyPs,
too, are star-obstructed, since his vision is not yet adjusted to the earthly
plan~.

This is the season with the child when memory rather than reason i3
the most active function, - if we except the organs of Spt'..ech, au endowment which is now duly exercised.
ln Taurus the child has come to the ce1·ebellum, or the storehouse of
ideas, ancl he naturally from time to time pl'Oduces or projects what has
there accnmulat.etl, and often at inopportune or unsuitable seasons. In
other words, the chilcl exercises his horns to the confusion or alarm of
those about him. All the points of correspondence here we need not fol.
low out; for as the inspired poet declares: "Ask now the heasts and they
shall teach thee; and the birds of the air a11d they shall tell thee." The
speechel! of children at this period show a wis:lom which is often a snr·
prise to their elders. A remembered, rather than an acquired knowledge,
seems to form their standards of judgment, until we sometimes question
whethel' the great poet miiy not be right when he a.'lserts that ''our liirth
is but a sleep and a forgetting."
The sign Taurus symbolizes the month of May, with its floweret surprises in sunny nooks and corners, its swelling buds and expanding life.
May is the sea.'lon of blossoms, when Nature's under-cnrrents are rampant
with life ancl motion. So is the child, in Taurus, struggling to express
those forces \Vhich are running riot in his veins. Now do
" Shades of the priaon-houae begin to cloae
Upon the growing boy.

•

•

•

•

•

" The homely nurse doth all she can
To make her foster-child, her inmate man,
Forget the glories he hath known,
And that imperial Palaeii whence )le came."

How truly clicl the great poet sight the sacrifice which Nature imposes
upon man; for the young bullock is ever being offered on her altars. We.
not only find this symbolism in the most ancient poetry, and also in the
Hebrew Scriptm·es, bnt its material type or correspondence is present in ·
life to-day ; the slain bullock is even yet the offering for the people's
sins, that bowing to Nature's behests which stifle those of spirit. Does
not the ox yielcl its life that man may subsist? And this must continue
so long a.'I his h~gher nature is held subservient to the lower.
In the great Epic (called Homer's), before whose marvellous teaching
mankind will yet stand confounded, we find frequent reterence to, the bullock offering. At lthaca, the home of Ulysses, the suitors of Penelope
pa1·ticipated in this sacrificial rite. "'.Yh~dom here, in the person of
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}Iiuerva, sits apart with the son of the house, while counselling him to
sP.ek his Father. Afterward, .when this clear-eyed daughter of the gods
11as accompanied the son of Ulysses to Pylos, the home of the noble
~est.or, whose name is a synonym of learning (the trainer of steeds, as
he is so <'Onstantly called) we also find the sacrifice of the bullock. In
other words, the s-o-11, accompanied and directed by Wisdom, feasts with
Nestor, and the gilded horns of the lmllock are the offering presented t•l
Minerva.
Only at Sparta, the land of harvests and the home of Helen, is the
sacrificial rite missing. But now Wisdom has done her wo.r k and quitted
Telemachus, who here gains the fullest tidings of his Father. The lmllock has no place in the glorious palace of Menelaus, for here Ulys!!es'
son hns reached his journey's end.
Sparta's king, Menelaus, signifies man's final victory or triumph; for
this the name plainly tells us-Menes, man, or mortal, Lau ..., exultatiou,
jubilation.
The s-o-n, or man, like Telemachus, in order to gain those fuller ticlingq of Ms Father, must first sup with Wisdom, before the realization of
his wasted substance will impel the seeking of that knowledge where the
saC'rifice of the bullock ceases.
The sign Taurus is man's East, or Orient; for here his material
luminary rises, while that of spirit declines. The fact that the hea<l of
the Hull sets with the sun the last of May, and that at the same time the
Scorpion 1·ises, is not without mystical significance.
Taurus is the period of the third labor, which is to take alive the st.ag
with golden horns and brazen feet. This animal of the branching horn
is a synonym, or trope, used on the stock exchange to-day. He who takes
shares under a fictitious name, with a view to realizing from them immediately, is called a stag. This typifies the child, who, as Naturt"s offspring, must now enter the world's ranks as a competitor for its prizes,
where the mental and physical forces begin at once to yield their retnms.
cy>

The next step of the child's progress is in Aries, or the Ram. This
sign, like the last, is also found in the head of the zo<lhcal Man; but
now the upper brain, or the reasoning function, is symbolized.
The pictorial hieroglyphic for Aries is the Ram, a synonym for the
expenditure or diffusion of force.
This animal peculiarly symbolizes
the reasoning function, as its power lies wholly in the head, where its
bound and twisted· horns serve at once as a means of attack and defem•e.
By the exercise of reason man puts a.way all obstacles from l1is path.
or whate\•er would hinder his progress. Reason is his battering-ram, b,v
which all his most difficult labors are accomplished ; but his powers are
· also turned about and subverted, through the diffusion of his forces at
Nature's behest.
At Ten years of age the boy has come to the Ram stage of development,
or into the exercise of those intellectual ancl physical powers which are
the natural expression of that rarefied essence which is the life force.
The questioning period has here arrived, for reason now asserts itself.
and the why and wherf{fore of things keep all the child's faculties alert.
The fitful, gustv ebullitions of temper which characterize this season arl'
Nature's esca.pe-vah-e for an overstock of vitality.
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April, the month corresponding to this sign, with its tearful skies and
accelerated life pulse, typifies this period of the boy's unfolding. The
showers fall, and the opening of buds is forwarded thereby.
The Ram, like the bullocli, is a 1'lymbol of sacrifice. We find both the
Ram and the Lamb as the type of this tiign, which seems interchangeable
in its features. Tra<lition affirms that the sun was in Aries at the slay·
ing of the Paschal Lamb. This sign has, at least, always typefied sacrilice, nor is it without the same significance to the child, with whom·• the
vision splendid " has faded now into the common glare of day.
\Ve are told that a skilful navigator, if lost on a.u unknown sea, coultl
between the moon and the horns of the Ram determine at once not ouh·
the spot, but his true court'le. Here we find a correspondence of great
force. Man, by bringing to bear faith and reason, is able on the sea of
life to shape his course aright, e\'en though it may for a time have been
lost.
The constellation Aries, according to the myth, is the ram that bore
the "golden fleece," that treasure which was anciently believed to consti·
tute the highest good to be found by the children of men. Wisdom,
which is ever the ultimate of reason, or understanding (else reason had
not been given man), is indeed the guerdon whose recovery will again reinstate the race in its original inheritance.
In the sign Aries, the fourth Herculean labor is accomplished,-that of
taking alive the Erymanthean boar and killing the Centaurs who oppose~
The boar, or wild hog. signifies the animal principle which man shares
in common with the beast, so far as his material atoms come under the
same law, but which it is the office of intellect. or reason, to subjugate
aml O\'ercome; in doing which, the lower desires that are simply of
sense are put away, or killed.
Our Lord, who came to restore order in the world, and to bring a1l
things into their rightful relntions, consigned those qualities which are
properly the swine's to their sonrce,-the unsubju~ated elements, which
in man ever tear and rend, aml keep him from the upright stature in
which he wa..~ created. Like dirt, which is simply m:itter out of place, so
is sin the mle and reign of disorde1'.
\\' ith a wisdom for which it is difficult to account, if we accept the
scholar's present conception of the early pagan world, we find them to
have al ways symbolized the wallowing principle in man by swine; the
gmU1ler and more noble by the lion; ancl the rapacious or ra\'enous qual·
1ties hy the wolf. This animal fittingly typified the fostering of t~c
Homan Empire; and the tradition which art has perpetuated.--<>£ ~ts
fom11lers being suckled by that beast of prey,-is not without sigrufi·
cancc in symbolism.
The taking alive the Erymauthean boa.1· shows that the principle here
typified is not to be slain, but held in subjection, and only those alm'.~
mal appetites which oppose are to be killed. That this has to 110 wi.
the clamors of sense, the figures of meat and wine in the myth dearly
indicate .
.In· the study of symbolism we are constantly reminded that ·• 1.n
beginning was the '\\~ orcl." \V c marvel at finding how truly the or1gm
meaning has remainell in words and phrases which are to-day onl)' ~
ciatc.I with modern ideas. For example: "the lion's share" is a faJl1 1l~~
term: who now connects it with that inheritance given to .Joseph, ~hie

.thj
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so greatly exceeded that of his brethren? But finding the tribe of Joseph
to be s~bolized by the Lion, we have good rea8'ln to believe that the
phrase must have originated in the fact that ,Joseph has ••the lion's
share."
VEGA.
THE COMING RELIGION.•
A GREAT tidal wave of the Spirit is now sweeping through thd laud.
Dogma and creeds are of the past. They are uo longer believed in by
the great majority, even of church-going people. Never since the time of
Christ has there beeu so high regard and anxious search for truth in the
clepths of Spirit knowledge.
Soul and spirit are triumphant. In them are the kingdoms of the
heart, the realms of human affection. We stand on the summit of ages.
Our eminence has cost tl1e fruit and toil of centuries. Who shall eventually lift the veil which shuts out the true light from the spiritual eyes
of the masses? For in the Word it is written, "My spirit shall not
always strive." What we need in ~hese eventful days is a religion, a
1·hurch without dogma or intollerance, a church of the Divine fragments,
a temple for Divine humanity. The world needs help and the light of
tmth, irrespective of all creed or dogma. Struggling mortals need help
to attain a higher spiritual life and greater peace to their souls. Should
not the tearing down periocl give way to that of building up? We cannot exist on pulling other institutions down ; we must build for ourselves.
The coming religion must of necessity be one of perfect charity, pure
love and uufaltedng faith, with a divinely trusting hope ancl a belief
that can be demonstrated beyond a donbt. Based upon such a safe founclation, with the assured aid of all .the good of past and present time, shall
not such a union of spiritual strength work wonders indeed? We need
a religion in which every man is free to develop and grow his spiritual
life and utter his best thoughts; a religion in which we behold the fires
of the old hell quenched, and God's great love made so manifest that the
meanest wretch in all the world, if penitent, may hope through his own
good deeds to win another chance; a religion where the new hi1th,
called death, reveals man as a living soul, still marching onward and
upward, so that the pos;iible greatness in human nature shall yet be
rounded out into a divine reality, and show all men that when we pass
from the border lines of life, the truth of the future means to man a continuation of growth, a perpetuation of all purer and nobler joys, and an
eternity of pure love.
That which passes under the name of religion is not the religion of
Christ. As we live, so is our Christ; and such our temple and form of
worship. The God that is professedly worshipped is as far above the
God actually worshipped as the Infinite is above the finite, or the eternal
abo\·c the transitory. The pure and transparent word of Christ is dimmed
hy our earthiness and selfishness ; but the light is constantly there.
The pe1:fect 1·eligi<m of all ages shines upon the earth, illuminating the
clarknes.~, though the darknes!l comprehend it not ; and the light is still
there. though its rays may be perverted hy the shadows of our present
•Extracts from "The Hi<lden Way Ac"""" the Threshold," and other sources; selE'Ot.ed by
M.... :-;. E. True.
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condition, and the whole world will finally acknowledge the glory and
splendo~ of its rays, even · as t~e whole earth acknowledges the glory of
the light of the sun.
This religion is all summed up in the one brief commandment that we
love one another. In obeying this, we are all of us sure to keep ourselve!I
" unspotted from the worlcl"; and thus whil~ in it are not of it, in the
sen&e of being evil. The perfect release of a man from worlclly chains
will readily be acknowledgecl as the first and simplest condition. Whitfielcl asserts, '"that this alone, without further need of form or l'•'re11wnial, will be the final religi~n of earth". God reveals himself accor,Jiug
to human needs, and the revelation continues to go on as the human st.1te
becomes adapted to the influx of the Divine Spirit in increasing me:t·mn"
"\\re shall become as the angels, in the ratio of our release from the
thralldom of earthiness. The process is an advancing oue, ever a str11g·gle and a new victory, with numberless discouragement.s and clefeat~. It
is the Christly principle that is at last to he all in all. Christianity as
Christ meant it, is unselfish love for the Creator, the corresponding chord
of which mu.'!lt be unselfish love for all he has cre:ited, - love radiating
like broacl sunbeams everywhere, without grudge or stint; love for one's
fellow-creatures; love for the birds and flowers, and all the wise and
wonderful workings of Nature; love, the first and best nourishment of
the spirit within us, which, fed thus, responds like a vibrating harpstring to the smallest hint from the Divine Master hand; love which
looks beyond the veil of temporal things, and sees clearly with most
bright and uu<lazzled eyes ; love which is endowed with perfect faith, because being part of God it cannot cloubt God's existence. And t() the
immortal Hpirit possessecl of this love, all things are possible, - all mir.1cles, all gifts of healing and high influ1tnce.
As the Father loves every human being, however low in character or
attainment, so man should love his fellow-man, however detestable and
unworthy in character and condition. Mercy and grace have alone been
potent to lift the fallen, and the spirit of the age will yet become an unselfish spirit. Love is, in fact, the only life-giving and life-saving principle in nature and in society. Let om.: tokens of love be as habitual as
the shining of the sun.
The law of the Gospel is this-develop. No man has a right to die with
his faculties in about the state they were when he ca.me to manhood.
Every man is bound to build within, in patience, in foresight, in sl'lfdenial, in liberalities. Every man is to increase the qualities that arc iu
him ; to increase the reach and scope of understanding, and go on in life
to ingraft truth and ripen the soul. ·
The great mass of people never touch the real rea.~ons and meanings of
living. They will not let God speak with them. So all their Ii ves bck
tone; nothing brave, enterprising, nor aspirin~ is in them. The whole
trouble comes from a wilful or blind under-est1mate of man and mi:-;eL•lleeption of God.
True religion is spiritual sympathy, with spiritual obedience to Go..!.
Its voice cries to man, ''Come, understand your soul! Come, hear tht•
voice of God !
Let us all begin as neophytes, and see how far we can practice a life of selfdenial SLnd un~elfishness, free from scandals, strifes, envy and jealousy, but full of
brotherly love.-Wyld.
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THE COMING MESHIAH.
"re print the following letter, as it is one among many, showing the
desire on the part of the people to have a, better understanding of the
matter, and as there appears to be a general awakening on the part of all
classes of people on this subject, we deem a few wo1·ds of warning
and explanation of importance to our _readers.
Many people think that the "Messiah craze., among the American
Indians is a sign of the return of Jesus of Nazareth to his people.
'\\'ell, it no doubt is one of ,the many signs of the great and marvelous
cl1anges prophesied by all the ancient p1·opheb1 down to the revelation
~iven to John, the beloved disciple, while banished upon the lonely
Isle of Patmos because of his faithfulness to the doctrine of his
beloved Master.
Following is the letter referred to : KAL.Uliloo, .Mien., Nov, IO, 1890.
MB. Bill.ill E. BUTLBR.
Dear Sir: - In the "~ng Sword," May 10, 1800, it is said you claim to be the Mesmah of this age. Do you make any such claim? Reply just as briefly as you choose, only reply.
And will you kindly say what yon think of the same c!Aim of Cyrus (Dr. Teed)? .And do you
indorae any of the Koreshan D.ictrine? Curiosity is not my mot ivu in nsking; I am seeking the
truth. The Higns point to a Me88ia.h; I would find him. I am a coll!!tant reader of the EsoTBWO; also the " Path" and the " Flaming Sword." I have been greatly benefited by your
writings. The unselfish love for humanity which you manifest has comforted many weary souls.
Respectfully,

A. R.

As to what is said of me in the" Fb1ning Sworll" of May 10, 1890,that I claim to be THE Messiah of this age, - is uot true, and the author
knew, when he made the assertion, that it was uot true; for about two
years ago, in an article in th?. ESOTERIC, we said : " \Y c arc not
among those who believe in a personal God," or " \Ve are his vicegerent," 01· words to that effect, and this same author seemed to be
unable to see anything in it except for him; so he publisl1ecl a criti- ·
cism on it, and upon this 1 base my conclusion that he knew his statement was not true.
" Do you indorse any of the Koreshan Doctrine ? "
Nol
The word "indorse" implies taking it from him and accepting it
as it is. There is no one but what holds some truth, no matter how
gross their erl'ors ; and among the most extreme of all these erroneous
doctrines we know of none like his.
For one to claim to Le Jesus Christ and God combined, with all
the :Messiahs of formet· ages, is absurd enough; but adding to that
the so-called Koreshan astronomy, which teaches that the earth is a
hollow sphere, an{l that the sun, moon, planets, and all the stars are
only electric points within it, and that the earth is all there is in the
uuiverse : all this, in the light of this twentieth centmy science, is
to me simply insanity.
But we have never deemecl the matter worthy of notice, and only do
ilO now, having observed to what marvelous extent the people are disposed to look for a Messiah in the person of some one individual.
'\\'e believe we speak within bounds when we say that there is probably
in the United States more than five thousand persons who believe
either that they are the real inclividnal .Jesus, God, or Holy Ghost. or
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in some way to be the Saviour and future King of the world; and many
of them are honest in their belief. This thought appears to be in the
very atmosphere of our planet, and the following arguments deduced
from the Bible will serve as explanatory of this state of affairs. (See
'Vol. II., p.163.)
Defore Jesus came to Jerusalem the Jews and Levites, with the
half tribe of Manasseh. were searebing the prophecies in full expectancy that he (the Messiah) was at hand; and their honest conclusion
was, that he was to come with great power and glory, as a "temporal
ruling prince," and that as such he would free them from the iron heel
of the Romans, and re-establish the throne of his father, David. But
they were disappointed. He did not come in the m:innet· expected then,
and he will not now. "God's ways are not as our ways," and Jesus intended that it should be a secret, only to be known to those who love the
truth enough to seek it unselfishly, and as a little child in the purity of
devotion places his all in the hands of his father to be guided and instructed.
With the materialistic and intellectual student.q of the Bible there is a
unity that Acts i, ii, is the strongest and even conclusive evidence to them
that that same person, called Jesus, would again return and set up his
kingdom on earth. It reads thus: "Ye men of Galilee, why stand ye
gazing up into he:iven? This &ame Jesus which is t.'\ken up from yon
into heaven shall so come in like manner as ye have seen him go into
heaven." The whole force of this verse is based on the preceding verses,
-the description of how they "have seen him go,"-except the words,
"This same Jesus,'' which we will first consider.
The word or name, Jesus, means faaviour. "For," said the angels that
directed that 11e shoul<l be so named, "he shall save his people from their
sins." Paul said (Rom. v, 12), "'Wherefore as by one man sin entered
into the world, and death by sin ; ancl so death passed upon all men, for
that all have sinned." Now how ancl by what clid he save his people
from their sins? .Tesns said (John \'i, 51), "I am the living bread that
came down from heaven: if any man eat of this bread he shall live forever. And the bread that I will give is my flesh, which I will give for
the life of the world." This, then, implies that he saves from sin and
the consequent death by giving us his flesh and blood. (See John vi,

31-58.)
The Jews queried, just as many do in our da.y, "How can this mao
give us his flesh to eat (verse 52) ? " In his reply to this question, he
said (verse 63), "It is the spirit that quickeneth; the flesh profiteth
nothing: the words that I speak unto you, th~I' are spirit and th~y are
life." How can we reconcile these words? "Unless you eat my .flesh
and clriuk my blood," etc.; and then he says, "ihe .flesh profiteth nothing." The only way is to have an understanding of the natural lawsgoreruing the mind. We know that when we are thinking intently, writing,
or speaking, we have to feed the body in proportion to keep up the
supply, for it exhausts the life, the flesh, and the blood. Why is this?
Is it not because in the process of thinking we transmute the flesh and
blood into a subtle element that by that process is formed into thought
and sent out from the body ? We think there is abundant evidence of
this. Jesus callecl this sublimated substance spirit and life.
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The soul, which is the real man, is, not exhausted by thought
-processes, but the body is; therefore he could transmute his body into
thought potency, and as that thought element was qualified by the governing power of his soul while building the body, thereforA it would
produce like feelings, powers, and conditions in those that partook of it.
The higher always controls the lower; therefore the reception of his life
elements would control and cause the body to rebuild with like material.
Thus all who partake of it are literally parts of his body. Now, if the
<lisciples should eat all that bocly, then he woulJ have no other body but
theirs. But did they, or are those who do eat of his body and blood to
take it all? If we can find evidence in the affirmative, then we must
conclude that his body is the Church,-i.e., t:1e called-out assembly from
the materialistic and spirit world. In order to find these evidences we
must bring together several quotations. First, was Jesus the antitype of
the Passover Lamb? John i, 29. "The next dayJolm seeth Jesus coming
unt.o him, and saith, Behold the Lamb of God which taketh away the
sins of the world." And again (Cor. v, 7 ), •· Purge out therefore the old
leaven, that ye may be a new lump, as ye are unleavened. For even
Christ our passover i8 sacrificed for us." The two above quotations, we
think, settle the question of Jesus being the antitype of the passover
Lamb.
Now, let us see what the la\v says about it. Exodus xii, 1-10: "And
the LORD spake unto Moses and Aaron in the bncl of Egypt saying, This
month shall be unto yon the beginning of months ; it shall be the first
month of the year to you. 8peak ye unto all the congregation of Israel,
saying, In the tenth day of this month they shall take to them every man
a lamb, according to the house of their fathers, a. lamb for a house; and
if thA household be too littfo fo1· :t lamb, let him and his neighbor next
unto his house take it according· to the number of the souls; every man
according to his eating shall make your count for the lamb. . . . Eat not
of it raw, uor s0<lden at all with water, but roast with fire; his head with
his legs, and with the purteuance thereof. And ye shall let nothing of it
remain until tl1e morning- ; and that wl1ich remaineth of it until the
mo ming ye shall burn with fire."
It will be observed that the most careful directions were to the effect
that every part, the whole lamb, should be eaten by them. Where, then,
was tl1e lamb? In the person of.those who had eaten it. Then if Jesus
was the real passover lamb, we do not wonder at that great life sermonJ ohn vi. From this, then, we understand that he intended to convey the
idea that his whole body was to be ta.ken up by his disciples ; for surely
God was not so pa1·ticular about Israel ·e ating all the lamb from an ecce11t1·ic standpoint. No; it was to teach an important truth when the real
should come, ancl the emphasis was on the important part of it, the eating ·
all the body of the lamb.
This brings us back to the second part of the text. The next question
i11, What did the men of Galilee see as they stood gazing up into heaven,
the body or the soul? The body, in so far as they saw him at all.
" Then," says the Adventist, " we are correct in looking for that same
body again." But how could he giv,e us his body t.o be eaten all up and
keep it too? Again ; if he was t.o keep the body, where did it go t.o?
To some other planet? or was it suspend eel in the heavens somewhere?
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We think not; for it was to be incorporated into his body, his people.
We remember that the command was that any part of the lamb not eaten
was to be burned with fire, transmuted to its original elements. Now,
, under these circumstantial evidences, we think we have enough to say
that it was taken up and kansmuted to th mght or spirit elements and
sent upon the diseiples at the day of Pentecost, thus enclowing them with
spiritual power, 1Jr word powe1· (the Logos), or Gos-spel (i.e., God's spell
-the effectual utterance), which was the life-giving p'lwer of the Christian religion.
44 But, says the Adventist, "the angel said this same Jesus whom ye
see, etc., shall so come in like manner a.s you have seen him go, but how
did they see him go?" Let us read the description. (See verse3 9, 10.)
"And when he had spoken these things, while they beheld, he was taken
up; and a cloud received him out of their sight. And while they looked
steadfastly toward heaven as he went up, behold two men stood before
them in white apparel:' Then follows the verse above quoted. Now note
the fact as stated: He was received into a cloud out of their sight, and
while they gazed at-what? Jesus? N"o; the cloud, for it had hid him
from their sight. This teaches that he will again come iu a cloud out of
physical sight.
Now the apostles called the believe1·s "a cloml of witnesses." A. cloud.
in the language of Goel, is mist, mystery ; · aud if there is not a mystery
relating to him aud his coming, why did ,Jcsns say (John xvii, 3): "And
this is lifo eternal, that they might know tl1ee the only true God,
and Jesu s Christ, whom thou hast sent." Then to know Jesus is t-0
have reached the condition of sinlessness from his own statement above
quoted; therefore there must be some mystery to be revealed to the sinless ones and uot to l:.e known by the ••wise and prudent" of this world.
This mystery was reve~led to John in the Revela,tiona. In · chapter i, 1,
it is saicl, " Beholcl he cometh with clonds; and every eye shall see him,
and they also which pierced him; and all kinclrecls of the earth shall wail
because of him. Even so, Amen."
,
Now this statement that •• EVERY eye shall see him " does not include
alone those now living, or living at the time of the fulfilment, for he
adds. ""They also that piei·ce<l him," which, literally under~tood, they
that picl':·ed him have been <lead 1,800 years. From verse 10 to 19 describes the appearance of him who came in clouds; verBe 20 tells us that
the things seen by John were symbolic of something else, in these words,
"The mystery of the seven stai·s which thou sawest in my right hand. and
the se\·en golden candlesticks. The seven stars are the angels or messen·
gers of the se\'en churches, and the !'even cancllesticks which thou sawest
are the seven churches." Then chapters ii, iii are composed of the messages sent to them.
It must be understood that the Christ and the Jesus are not identical."
Christ means "anointed," or "auoiuting." Every king and priest under
the :Mosaic law was an anointe:l one,-therefore a Christ; bnt Jesus
means " Saviour," - one who s:wes. The iclea involved in the anointing
was used as a symbol of the Spirit enclowmeut. Jesus said, ••The Father
that <lwelleth in me he cloeth the work." The Spirit of God wa.s t~e
Christ, ancl the one receiving and possessing it was Jesus; an1l in his
relation to it he was ma<le Jesus the Chl'ist. Now, if the Jesus was to be
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eaten by the believers ( i. e., if the elements of bis body and blood were
to be incorporated into the life of the believer), then it was no longer
an ext~rnal fact, but an interior potency ; thus justifying his words, " Lo,
I am with you always, even unto the end."
Paul in his letter to the Ephesians (Eph. i), discussing the Israelitic
position of Jesus, says in verses 21, 23, "Ancl hath put all thing;; under
his feet and given liim to he the head over all things to the church, which
is his body, the fnhwss of him that filleth all things." Again, Paul says
(Heb. x, 5), "A body hast thou prepared me." :Now, here are two plain
statements that the church (the truly called out from the sensual world)
·i!I his body that is to come. How and why clo we say, "Is to come'?"
First, the Book of the Revelation is called by the author ,John, •• the Revelation 1.:F Jesus Christ;" not about Jesus Christ, but OF him. The
angel said (iv, 1), ••Come up hither and I will show thee things which
must he hereafter." This was at least ninety-six years after Christ's
(leath. This revelation is a marvel of perfection, a book of sevens. In
tht' first chapter there was manifested a symbolic personage ; in the
seventh chapter is revealed the 144,000 of the children of Israel. Jesus
sai<l while here, " I come not but to the lost sheep of the house of Israel,"
that is, I come to none other. Het·e he has found them, and begins his
work of completing his body,-sealing them.
In chapter xiv he has them purified, and clothed in white raiment with
him upon the ~fount of Attainment; in chapter _xxi the "new h1,aven
aml new earth " are brought to light, where all '' tears, sorrow and crying'' are put away, and he has accomplished the work he came to do, viz.,
save his people from theit- sins ; fo1· sin is the cause of death, ancl verse 4
savs• "Aml there shall be no more death." This chapter, including the
ne"xt and last, is made up of the description of the marriage celebration
between heaven and earth, and the holy and happy conditions that are to
be esta.blished upon it through the union of Christ's body,-all its member:; to each other as one man, and its form the king over all the earth.
He,·elation xx shows that there is a lapse of time called "a thousand
years," which is to elapse in the preparatory work for the conditions
iiamc<l in chapter xxi.
~ow, in view of the aho\'e evidences, it is not to be wonclered at that
Jesus warned the people in that peculiar wholesale way which he did in
:Matt. xxiv, 4, 5: "And Jesus answered and said unto them, take heed
that no man deceive you. For many shall come in my name, saying, I
am Christ, and shall deceive many." Now these words are so broad that it
actually and inevitably implies that ANYO:NE who comes and says, I am
Christ, is a deceiver. And in verses 23-28 he says, "Then if ANY man
shall say unto you, Lo1 here is Christ, or there, believe it not. For tht-re
shall arise false Christs and false prophets, and shall show great signs
and wonders; insomuch that, if it were possible, they shall deceive the
\'ery elect. Behold, I have told yon before. Wherefore if they shall say
unto you, behold, he is in the desert, go not iorth ; behold, he is in the
secret chambers, believe it not. For as the lightning cometh out of the
east, and shineth even unto the west, so shall a]so the coming of the Son
of man be. For wberesover the carcass is, there will the eagles be gathered together." Jesus could not use any more comprehensive and all11weeping language to say that EVERYONE who claims to be the Messiah,
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Christ, is a deceiver without exception. But two things are brought
to light by these words : First, the coming of the Son of MAN; then this
coming is of the Son of man as a race ; secondly, " Wheresoever the carcass is, there will the eagles be g8Jthered together."
What his meaning is here is intentionally made mystic, - clouded:
" Behold, he comes in clouds." But from the above quotations from the
revelation of Jesus Christ, it becomes plain that be comes first in the inner consciousness of "the first ripe fruit of the earth," the· 144,000, for
in them will be the representation of the eagle, viz., the king of spirits,
ancl also their eating the carcass, the flesh and blood of Jesus. ·we have
in all our practical instructions tried to impress two tpings, for they are
the pre-requisites for this mysterious second coming of the Chi:ist, the
prepared body: First, a covenant dedication of all we have, are, or wish•
to be to God, and a promise to absolutely follow the guidance of the
spirit of God. When this is done, then each person will be guided and
led into conditions symbolized in Rev. vii, by the words, ••'sealed ' as
members of his body." This (his body) will be gathered by the Spirit,
because they will obey its leadings ; and when it is fitted for his occupancy, he will come to his temple, "and the house will be filled with the
glory of God." And then shall that glory shine out to the nations as
the "sun arising in the east and shineth to the west"; then they will
come forth from their chamber as a bride adorned for her husband.
Then the Messiah will be revealed, not as some one man, but a body
of men and women controlled by the same spirit, actuated by the same
mind; and that the mind and spirit of the "God and Father of our
Lord Jesns Christ," to whom belongeth honor, glory and dominion
forever and ever. Amen.
Upon this great mystery all the teachings of Jesus rest for a correct
understanding; in fact, when this is fully comprehended, all the _mysteries in the Bible will be "finished "-that is, at an end as such.
With the above thought, such words as John xv, 1, have a depth of
meaning not before seen. He says, "I am the true vine, and my Father
is the husbandman." Now the branches are a part of the vine, and the
same life-giving sap that is drawn up by the vine is received by the
branches. 80 is the body of Christ; the same life that nourished him
nourishes all, ancl as the life blood circulated throu~h all parts of the
body, causing all to feel the pulsation of the same heart, and to resp<>nd
to the same thought, and obey the same will, so will this body when
brought into the unity of the sons of God.
John i, 1, says, "In the beginning was the Word" (Logos, the effect·ual utterance). In the beginning God created the earth. The thought
expressed by it was. " Let us make man in our image and after our likeness, and let them have dominion." This word, John 11&ys, was made
flesh, and points to Jesus as the expression of it. Thus our attention is
turned back to the sons of Adam, who were called the " sons of God." As
men became more and more immersed in the things of flesh, they reject.ed
the office of the word that was focalized in them ; but through the oer&monial law the word was kept alive and grew, for the people were God's
vineyard, as Isaiah said ( v. 7), "For the vineyard of the Lord of hosts
is the house of l&rael." In this vineyard this vine grew until it bad
brought forth one ripe grape, which was Jesu11 of Nazareth, who at the
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day of Pentecost was again pla.nted in his disciples. It has been grow~
ing through the last eighteen hundred and ninety years ; now we believe
the time has come not only for one ripe seed but many. But the angel
announced to John, in his revelation, that "the first ripe fruit" was the
144,000, and saying ''first ripe" implies that the vine will continue to
bear; and so .John was shown: "After this I saw an innumerable company that no man could number," etc. Now this gives us the reason why
so many are claiming to be the Christ, the Spirit. They incompletely
recognize the fact in themselves; and in their ignorance and selfish egotism
they at once exalt themselves above the rest of the bodv, thereby debasing
themselves, and the spirit of the true Christ is withdrawn from them; as
Jesus said: "Many are called but few are chosen." Again, Jesus said,
~He that hath, to him shall more be given; and from him that hath not,
shall be taken even that which he hath." That is, he that has enough of
this divine life and light to control and guide him aright, to such more
will be given; but he that has not enough, so that the "fires" -the evil
~ontrol, so that they begin to say, "I am the Great One," or in any
other way, allow the evil to control their life, that which they have is
drawn a.way from them and given to those who have enough to control
their desires and act aright ; therefore it behooves us all to " walk humbly with God," and to earnestly desire wisdom from God to guide us
always aright, and to show us how we can SERVE in our high calling as a
sa.viour of the world, jointly with all who belong to that holy body that
will be glorified with the divine occupancy. "And the temple was filled
with smoke from the glory of God, and from his power" (Rev. xv, 8).
When we have done our utmost to cleanse this body (the temple of God)
and to aid others in like preparations, oh, may the Spirit of the Highest
awaken our people to equal diligence with the adversaries, who are as busy
as bees seeking to scandalize this truth and its mesRengers ; thus turning
away those who would see the light and be benefited thereby. What are
you doing to reach those whQ are actually <!Jing, spiritually and physically, for want of it? While you pray the Lord of the harvest to send
laborers into his vineyard, are you laboring diligently yourself?
May God awaken his people to as much diligence as is exerted by the
adversaries of these vital truths.
Remember you have not to work wholly from yourself; begin to teach,
aud you will realize the truth of Job .xxxii, 8 : " But there is a spirit in
man, and the inspiration of the Almighty giveth them understanding."
You are called to be the saviour of the world, and so are all who love
the truth. Then commence your work at once ; use all means at your
command to obtain knowledge, and trust to the spirit of truth, which
shall lead you into all truth. And may the peace of God that passeth
understanding keep and guide you always. Peace be unto you! I am
thy fellow-servant,
H. E. BUTLER.
To DIE-in the real meaning of the term-is to become unconscious in
relation to certain things. If we become unconscious of a lower state,
and thereby become conscious of a higher existence, such a change cannot properly be called death.
.Magic, Wlite and Black.
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SOUL DEVELOPMENT.*
The great subject which ever presents itself before us, ancl before all
who claim allegiance to the Esoteric Body, is" Soul De"elopment." 'Vhen
we remember that we are taught that if a man shaJl gain the whole world
an<l lose his own soul, and that all earthly thing!! are as but dross, when
compared with the soul of man, I think we will rtlalize, in a measure at
least, that the subject" How t.o develop our souls," is worthy of 'our careful and prayerful attention. The soul of mah being, as I have :ntimated,
all that is noblest an1l best in God's eyes, shoul<l surely receive all the
development that is within our power to bestow upon it.
It seems to me that. one of our first duties is to pla.c~ ourselves in a
position, where we will value the soul, and where we will consider its interests in every case, before deigning to notice any other : when once a
man arrives at this state, he is ready to answer the question '' \Vhat is
man that thou art mindful of him?" It is the soul that Goel desires and
yearns to take uuto him~elf. The first step is not, iu my mind, one that
should be considered exceedingly difficult, but when after reaching this
state, we undertake to love the souls of our ueighhors, in every sense of
the word, as we do our own, then we have commence1l a work which will
1lemand our heartiest efforts and all our surplus energies. It is not ~fe,
neither is it right, for us to complicate and reta.r1l the development of the
souls ancl spirits of om· fellow men, merely to gratify our own experimental desires. It seems logical to me that the better a man un1lerstands
his own condition ancl soul capacities, the better able he will be to further
and advance the soul interests of the world in general. and adapt himself
to the various positions and circumstances into which he will sooner or
later find himself thrown. It is a fact that we are all cl1ildren of one
father, yet. we do not severally preserve and maintain a distinct a111l characteristic individuality, which has no connection to the common whole;
yet there are to be found certain traits and qmtlities in the souls of men,
which are not only similar, but even identical. In fact, the spirits of men
are subject to well defined laws, ancl it is very necessary that with all onr
getting, w~ first get understanding; for "if ye know my commandments,
happy are ye if ye do them." It seems to me that as the soul advances
in the knowledge of that which is necessary for its development, it will
recognize obedience and allegiance as among the first requisit.es to its
eternal welfare.
In life to-day, the method most extensively persued in achieving great
results is, first, to understand the theory of a thing, and as soon as we
have a thorough understanding of the laws, then we begin to put them
into practice,-practice and })ersevere-is t\ good motto. If we look inro
the lives of ma1ty of the great rulers of the world, aml study them closely,
shall we not find that they learned to control and govern men, by first
learning to control and go.vern themselves? With this encl in view, let
ns strive to purge every branch upon our tree of life, that it may bring
forth fruit in due season, for we have the assurance that" we shall reap
if we faint not."
EPHRAIM SPAULDING.
•Read before the Lawrence (Mass.) Esoteric Branch.
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DR. J.C. STREKT's School of Esoteric Theosophy has been well attended, and
has proved an interesting and useful adjunct to the general work. Our able

friend and co-worker has sought in this series of instructive lectures to inculcate
principles of theosophic truth from the real Christian standpoint, and his many
pupils bear testimony to the value of his system of occult instruction. He is now
contemplating a trip westward, and we sincerely wish him a prosperous and fruitful journey, at the same time regretting his absence from the field of labor here.
Following is a synopsis of the principles as taught in the sehool : To teach that the beginning of wisdom is within each individual, and how it
may be found. To show how to develop the intuitive, perceptive, and reasoning
faculties of both the mincl and physical senses, so as to attain to all knowledge
within and without. To develop the psychic faculties. To open the way to spiritual power. To bring the hidden thing of soul to light, and to give rest and
peace to the weary, and refreshing hope to the despondent. Each session will
have some practical training drill and exercise, adapted to adjW!t each individual
to a proper attunement of spirit with the phy11ical body.
The object of the school is to promote mental illumination, or cultivation of
soul force, spiritual truth, psychometry and metaphysics. To multiply knowledge
and intensify soul life, to the end of making the individual superior to earthly
conditions and mortal environments, thus hastening the triumph of mind over
matter, through experimental knowledge and personal conjunction with spirlt and
the word.
All spiritual work should proceed from an interior illumination, the bestowing
of the blessings of which on others should be the sole motive of the work. This
is the spiritual basis, and represents Divine inspiration in the soul of the worker.
The means used should be firmly based on the ,rock of truth, which is the intellect's interpretation of the soul's Divine inspiration. Hence our creed: The discovery of t111th, the diffusion of truth, and the application of truth to the welfare
of humanity.
:MRS, FARRINGTON, of San Francisco, Cal., (author of "Facing the Sphinx,"
etc-.,) sends us the following notice of that remarkably interesting occult novel
.. On the Heights of Himalay." To those who have not read this hook, we would
say, that we can send it post-paid. npon receipt of price. 50 cents.
"On the Heights of Himalay," by A. Van der Naillen. is a work cine to the
pen of one of our mo!lt esteemed citizens. As the principal of our best school of
engineering he has earned the good will and respect of thoi.e who have been
hl"ought in contact with him. His mind has naturally a scientific bent so that he
must have found it a pleasant task to weave the recital of so many interesting
phenomena in his narrative. His arguments and dissertations on the importan~
theory of individual auras will prove instructive. Though we do not think the
Himalay mountains more favored than other parts of the world in the matter of
scientific progress or spiritual growth, still ours is only a personal opinion, which
does not hinder U!J from giving due credit to the author for having launched upon
the public a novel containing such high lessons of ethics.

A:s- esteemed correspondent, whom the editor is pleased to count as a personal
friend, suggests that our plan of " Experience Letters " should be more fully
worked out. He would have all those who see the usefulness of the idea send
their names to this office, with the promise to prepare and forward each month a
bl"ief account of their "steps along the way."
If this idea will be grasped aright, our people will soon note a more marked
advance in their development. Now we hope that all will place their names on
file, and keep a brief daily journal of their most commonplace experiences. Remember we faithfully conceal writers' names when desired, and would say that
there is no necessity for signing your "Experience Letters."
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For many yeaTS we have been working towanl the ultimation of this idea, and
althou_gh our progress has been slow, yet thanks to our God, we have never taken
one step backward, altliough every one has been gained under the mo'it stem
opposition, and the more important the step taken the greater the struggle on the
part of the adversaries of all good.
Two years ago we left this place for the " Golden West " under the fiercest
storm of scandal, manufactured by those who oppose this work. We went for the
purpose of locating the site of the Colony and College. Notwithstanding all opposition we have !succeeded, and now we have two hundred acres of land in Cali·
fornia, which is -in every way the most desirable possible to obtain, not alone 011
account of the real value of the soil, nor of the superb grandeur of scenery,
climate, etc., but because it contains a source of wealth sufficient to build up
and supply all that will be needed for the work, as soon as the small preliminary
expenses are met. But we need from $2,000 to $15,000 to start with. We can
make the start with $2,000, but to start in the proper way much more would be
necessary. We estimate that the running expenses of the company will be so
far reduced that there will be enough saved each year t9 cover the cost of issuing
the .EsoTERIC. This will follow from the fact that we shall have no expense for
rent or fuel. Therefore it will be seen at once that our early removal to the permanent location is highly to be desired.
We wish none to come except those who live the re-generate life, and have dedi·
cated themselves without reserve to God, to follow the guidance in all things.
There are many reasons for this which we will give in another article; probably
next number. This work is of the most practical nature poBBible to imagine.
therefore, we have no place for mere dreamers, those who expect to sit down and
have everything done for them by God or man. We want conditions to enable U5
to make attainme11ts, not merely to enrich ourselves with knowledge and power
that others do not possess, but in order that we may be qualified and duly prepared to teach the lessons we ourselves have learned, consisting of a knowledge
and application of laws and methods that will increase all the capacities for usefulness in man and woman, and will remove the many evils with which our
race is now cursed, and through increased powers be enabled to grasp the varied
branches of education more comprehensively and practically.
To give ourselves unreservedly to God means to become a servant of humanity.
You can do nothing for God except as you serve the NEEDS of his people, and if you
have entered into covenant with God to be obedient, and the spirit guides you to
unite with us, then you have none to praise or blame but God, and as there can
be no inharmony in Him, there will not be with those who follow wholly the
guidance of His spirit. We can expect at first much hard work, for the first that
come, do so to make a way for others, and to bring into physical existence condi·
tions suited for a College of education of a nature transcending anything now in
the world.
On account of the many changes we shall lay aside the list of names of thoae who
aU11wered the call two years ago, and shall make a new one from persons who now
write us. We ask all who make application to state what they are willing or can do
fur the movement in means, or work, and we will correspond with those who have
written us FOR WE ABE NOW READY TO DO, not to talk. Persons who have heretofore been employed in this office have taken the liberty to say many things not sane·
tioned by us, but there will be no more of it. We want to hear only from those
who are ready to do something, for the time has come to act; tho¥ who can and
wish to be co-workers, write ns at this office. We shall be here but a 11hort time
before we return west to commence work on the Colony grounds. We hope all
who write us will first read carefully the article on page 291, January ~18111)
EsOTERIC.
Peace be nnto you.
H. E . BUTLU.
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PRE-REQUISITES FOi{ ENTERING THE ESOTERIC
COLONY.
IT is the tendency of the human mind to place the eye ou .t he ultimate,
and actuaHJ refuse to see the successive steps leading to it. The truly
practical miral, in all matters spiritual, is very mrely found.
It is l!arcl to realize the true meaning of ,Jacob's vision of the "ladder
set up on the earth whose top reached to heaven." It must be borne iu
mind that the ladder was set up on the em·th.; it was not let down from
heaven, but the work of setting it up was done 1·ight hern. All expet·ience
in the past has shown that eonditions must he made on earth, and then
heavenly comwmnication will begin.
Now we wish to set up the lwlder so that we can climb up where God
is and "see his face," and also, that the heavenly ones can come down and
help us in our work. Now, such an exalted highway as this must hM·e a
foundation well-lai!l on the "bed-rock," and who will come first and help
do the digging. mason work, etc., etc"?
The Esoteric Colony means w01·k right from the beginning. There
will be much hard work at first of a physieal nature, aud probably under
very nnfavo1·able circumstances. You will meet more a1hersaries without~ and perhaps, within, than you have now, and they will be of a kind
so different from what you expect, and so difficult to comprehend, and in
place of rest and peace, you will find labor, perplexity, and tt11Ce1·tainty.
This is rathet· a gloomy picture rega1·ding the place where we expect to
establish a h1.>1ne of harmony ancl divine love; where heaven unites with
earth and takes up its· abo1le with man. But we see the trnth of the
wot·ds of Jesus, Matthew xi, 12. "The kingdom of heaven suffereth
violence and the violent taketh it by force." Yes, only by the force of a
decided purpo!>e, well understood and inspired by the power of God·,..
will, (His name, Yahveh. i.e., I WILL BE WHAT I WILL TO BE), can
this work expect to succeed.
"-' e are in an enemy's land where all things are against us except the
high and holy ones. '\Ve are in a worl<l controlled by Generation
••Labor in sorrow," and death. When we stop in the rushing tide of this
mighty river and commence to build an islall(l all invulnerable to the
wave and tide of time and sense, we may expect difficulties. To do this
will take all the power at om.: command.
Therefore, the first to be done is physical work to make conditions,
such a.'i builtliug. getting in order work-shops, \ahratory, etc., etc. Then
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ea.ch has a personal work to do to possess the adcled power to kuow and
understand the laws and methods that are to be taught in the College.
Each must attain a condition not oulv of harmony of mind and body,
but of sufficient pUl'ity of character S<l that they can receive and follow
iustructiou and gni1lance from heaven. a111l be able to distinguish between
all the deceptive influe1wes of Darlrnes;i and those of Light, In order to
do this every p1•rson mnst nut only live the regenerate life, but must
enter into a covenant with God; de1licating themselves without reserve to
God, to follow the gnidanee and serve His people unselfishly.
\Ve have k11owu many who have lived the regenerate life, and while
they gained thereby tho added powers. yet they did not get the guidance
from the high aud holy ones. In order to get that we must willingly lay
upon the altar of God's will and wisdom all we have hoped for or desired
in life, and be willing to lose all we have loved or desire1l if need be, for
the sake of being accepted and initiated into tho •• Onle1· of Melchisidec,"
a111l become a co-worker with the angds of G11d for the uplifting of
humanity.
This ~oven:uit means the relinquishment of all om· rights as a resident
of this world; protection from its bws 01· personal rights of earthly possessions, and a transference of all to the government of God and heaven;
to beconw a resident of that world, om· business henceforth to be the
establishment of the he:we11ly govemment on earth, among men. This
it is to •·die and go to he:iven,'' but still reside in the body for se1·vice to
the earth aud its iulmbitants.
Please rea1l carefully article on Page 67, August Number, Vol. II.,
Esoteric. 'Ve wish all who contemplate coming- to the colony to be
thoroughly acquainted with ALL the •• Practieal lnstmctions for Reaching the Highest Goal of Human .A ttainment" in Vols. I. and II. of this
magazine : otherwise you will be ignorant of the real objects and methods
of this movemcn t .
•\fter yon h:we ma<le this covenant and are consciously accepted, you
will know that yon have a guidance that is INFALLIBLE; then you can
trust it w110LLY, and will kuow whether y m have the guidance to join
this, 01· :111y olhcr movement.* Then if that infallible Spirit sends you
to unite with ns, we hope you will he sufficiently educated in Divine law
to know that ·• The powers that be are ordained of God,'' and if so rou
will sl'e this fact, that whoever is at the head of any work to which }·ou
may be sent. is so hy divine sanction, or you woulcl not be directed to
gi vc yourself to it.
'Tis true that God rules the lconclast, the tearer-down as much as the
builder, but he that t•~ars down is NEVER a builder but belon!rS to those
who destroy, allll will Le destt·oyed. The sons of God go about doin;!"
good, aml where they cannot do that, they are immediately sent t-0 other
tields of labor. Hemember that in all the historv of God's dealings with
men. his children ~DIPLY HOLD THE LIGHT, but· do not fight, destro\-, or
tear.down. The work of tearing down belongs exclusively to the evil ~nes,
for J csus said, '' Ile that taketh the sword shall perish by the sword.''
This work is not man's, but God's work for man, therefore all who are
in it must lfe under the same guidance,· and if this is from Goel
all will wm·k in harmony, but as soon as any one lays aside Divine
•It is not enough that some "FHmiliar Spirit" guides you.
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leadings and wisdom, then discord ancl conflfot will be the result, for as
God said, lsaiah, Iv., 8., "For my thoughts are not your thoughts,
neither are your ways my ways, saith the .LORD (or Yrahveh). For as
the heavens are higher than the earth, so are my ways higher than
your ways, an<l my thoughts than your thoughts;" therefore the ways of
one WHOLLY under Divine direction jnlgcd hy human reason, wonlcl often
be condemned by it.
But if all who come, do so by Divine guidance, they also having a correct idea of what is to he done, and if they work with a willingness to do
anything that may be uecessary for the accomplishment of the objeet set
before them, then if anything appears wrong which is not in their province to set right, they will leave it for Divinity to rectify in II is own way
and time.
Answer the following questions between yourself and your own highest
ideal of God : First, am 1 willing to b.;ve my life with all I am, have or hope for, into
the guidance and control of the Spirit'?
Second, can I submit gracefully to the inevitable, and thougli it crosses
me, can I continue to clo the Lest I know how, without complaint? ln
fine, do I believe that Go1l's ways a1·e superior to mine, and that he can
and will control all things for the best if I am faithful to my duty? If I
serve faithfully in the sphere in which I am placed, is not that the very
hest I can do'! Am 1 responsible for the acts of those not under my
control'? If tlwse questions, except the last, are answered in the affirmative, ancl you then come and join us; you will never praise or blame :my
man for the eousequenccs of your acts.
\Ve cl<• uot wish to un1lnly influence any one to come. If yon come,
you do so wholly from yom· own volition, and we desire it to be through
the wisdom a111l promptings of the spirit of God ; then we know all will
work harmoniously. \Ye have followed that guidance and have now the
laml and intend to provide homes for those who comt>, and, according to
the means in 0111· hands so shall we provide, and so shall we accept those
for whom a way is opened, and they are welcome to stay as long as all
concernetl arc satisfied, and we will <lo all in our power to aid them to
reach the highest possihlc attainment of capacity to teach the important
tl'Uths to the world, and shall ernlearnr to make everything as comfortable
and harmonious with their own peculiar nature as is possible for us to do.
Many appear incapable of seeing anything in this work, except au
effort to get away from the peopl1 ~, 01· to hide away from trials and find a
haven of rest. This is rwt one of the real objects. \Ve recognize the
necessity of our people being amoug those who are not yet awa,kened to
the possibilities of a higl1er life, but we need thoroughly qualified teachers
who have had the experieuce, an<l to do so they mtist be where they can
make it their paramount duty for a time, to reaeh ce1·tain attainments,
which alone will fit them for teaching.
Again, there is a great variety in the methods of mental action in the
varied persons. 1t i;i not possible for all to be teachers, neither is it possible for all of equal capacity to know and comprehend, to teach or write.
There is a sphere of the most important use wherein the j>ersons do not
express their thoughts. So in this work every member will fincl his
sphere of use. There are thousands of persons now living who are
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organized for a sphere of use that does uot uow exist in the world,
and cannot, under the present order of civilization. The old will soon be
broken up preparatory for the new, and then we shall need many who are
qualified to te:H'h a highe1· order of life. This is one of the objects of
mn· movement.
Soine will ask, " Do yon think all should come and join this work?"
No!! I There are many who can do more by remaining where they are.
All who enter into covenant with God will rece.ive the knowledge for
themselves as to their sphe1·e of use, and each must know for himseif; it
is not for me or any other servant to tell a fellow-servant what he shall
or shall not do, only in so far as it applies to the management of the
affairs over which we may be placed.
It is now our primary purpose to get the Esoteric Pub. Co. located on
the colony lancls, ancl then we wish to builcl a hotel where the friends of
the movement can come ancl stay as loug as cluty admits, or as they desire,
and those contemplating joining us can first come and get thoroughly
acquainted with us before deciding whether or not they wish to come to stay.
There are many good, faithful souls who could come and stay ollt!, two
ancl three months in a year, and gP.t rest, spiritual strength and know!.
edge to aid in the duties among the pe'lple for the rest of the year.
Just as soon as competent teachers are available, then the College
department will be inaugurated preparatory to taking pupils umle1· sim·
ilar regulations to other· first-cla.ss collegm1. But prior to that we wiil
give our attention to prepa1·ation of groun1l for cultivation; houses to lir~
in. work-shups, tools, instruments, labratory an<l facilitiei! for experiment·
ation upon the new laws, anti the <levelopment of the increasing facuhie~
of the people.
If we Imm funds sufficient to start with, nme!t can be accomplishe.d the
first year; bnt if we arc left to get the means as best we can, it will be
slow work for the tirst two or perhaps, t.l1rcc Jears. "'e are, however,
working under the leadership of Hirn who owns the wor!tl and all things
in it, and blessed (happy) is he who joyfully girns in obedience to the
inner guidaucP.
Yes, " l3lessetl a1·e they that clo his commandments that they mav hare
a right to the tree of Life, and may enter in through the gates i1i'to the
city." Rev. xxii., 14. In order to get a cleat· un<lerst:mding of this
article t110 above shonltl be i·eatl in connection with the one in Januarv
Esoteric ('91), page 291, entitled. ''The Esoteric College and Colony." ·
" I am yom· fellow-scn·ant."
Peace and Greeting.
•
.
H. E. BUTLER.
NOTHIXG IS LOST.
Tms truth I teach,- all life is ever changing;
Auel change is life, in active, va1·ied form :
The changei termecl" death" is but the slow pulsating
Of nature's force,- as quiet succee1ls storm.
0, Life is always, in all fom1s, eternal~
No mortal gi\·es it, anti to fa.ke can none.
The leafage of succPssive seasons vemal.
Speak us this text; like II>' they go and come.
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One Law abides for all God's wol'lds forever;
We go an1l come, like leafy years of June.
The universe uee<ls ernry sonl's endeavor,
To strengthen and to sound the one great tune.
The harmony of conntless sphei·cs, swift swinging
ln space whose vastness our weak sense confounds,
And all a!! one a mighty anthem singing,The lt>ast one needful for perfected sound.
,
Nothing is lost! Nature is ever eager
To drnp her 11ealing balsam, pure and clear;
The soul that spurns Earth's false content so meagre,
Attains a majesty undreamed of here.
Earth's vain desires waste, in the love begetting
Our neighbor's welfare as above our own.
But not as duty springs this self-forgetting;
Didner Love proclaims, with joy, His own!
Nothi;,~·

is lost! the least word, fitly spoken,
Sounds on along the unseen aisles of Good,
Bearing to many unknown hearts its token,
.Enriching- even if dimly understood.
The glo1·y of the truth, always abiding.·when Earth's heavy crosses press thee down,Houts the heart's meaner, baser factions hiding,
Ancl Love divine then wears its radiant crown.
LYDIA WOOD BALDWIN.

JN TIIE .MISTS.
BY BELLA l"RENCJ-1 SWISHER.
PART SECOND . ROSA.'S JOURNAL.

CHAl'TElt

v.

" .A 11othe1· Dre11m.''
~LunIA was still angry with mt•, and 1 was glad to retire early. To
tl1is ilay, I never like to remain in company with people who are out of
humor ; l was still more sensiti rn when n. child. Besides, I found great
pleasure in seeing the visions, even though, as was often the case, they
were only of bunche!! and wreaths of beautiful flowers, or variegated
lan1lscape.
I went to bed without a good-night kiss, mamma having declared that
ehe woulcl not caress such an indolent, contrary child.
C'reeping under the covers, I drew them over my face, for I was sobbing softly and I <lid not wish mamma to know it. I felt aa undefined
sense of liaving been misjudged, and was consequently anything but
happy.
The arrival of a caller took mamma to the parlor, and I was left alone
in the ghostly twilight of the bed-room, the objects there being rendered
barely visible hy the light in an adjoiniug apartment. But I was not
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sorry to be alone. From my babyhood I loved solitude. Then, as I
have said already, mamma being angry with me, her companionship wa,,
objectionable for the time being.
The hum of voices reached my ears, but I took no interest in the conversation. I was thinking that I wouM like to send " Queen Victoria's"
maid to undress the ha.hies ; ancl not oblige the poor woman to hold them
until my play-hour the next day. But even while I was pitying her
bel.'ausc of the great tt-ial which she was enduring, the light faded away
an<l intense da.rkuess surrounded rue. One moment thus; then the circle
of light appeared. lt ~cmed to be whirling with great rapidity aml
growing in size while it whirled. After a time, the motion ceased suddenly, a.ncl the next instant, the spot, which seemed to me to be much
like the stm when st>en through a haze, was cut across and the four corners rolle1l back, tlisclosing tlw view of a storm at sea, and a dismantled
Yessel riding upon the merciless waves. I saw a small boat lowered by
a number of rough-lookiug men, several of whom jumped immediately
into it. Then a woman was assisted to a scat by a man who had some·
thing, wrappe1l in a r.:>d c1oth, under one of his arms. I did not pay
attention any longer to the wrecked Yessel for my gaze was riveted upon
the red bundle, which 1 soon found was a baby. But while I looked I
saw that the gentleman held two babies, and these he was reaching
toward the lady. At that moment, I saw one of the rough men cut iJ1e
rope that held the little boat, and it was dashed away by the billows :lnd
was soon lost to view. Then the scene was changed. The little boat was
out on a great sea with a clear sky above and placid waters beneath it,
riding on the swells without any appearance of being in danger. But
the rough men seemed to be angry ; and the lady was hol<ling the redcloaked baby ve1·y tightly in her arms, as if she expected that it wonltl
be taken from her. From the boat, my gaze wandered to a long, low
reef of sand not very distant, toward which the lady seemed to be
pointing. I saw the rough men make a grab. at the baby, but before they
could snatch it from the lady's arms, the gentleman who had taken it on
board interposed, and a seuflle ensued which ended in the partial capsizing of the boat. The lady and baby were thrown into the water, the
baby drifting away from her. Then a great wave dashed over the little
creature and the red cloak was no more to be seen.
At this point in the vision, or the dream, whichever the reader pleases
to name the picture that was presented to rue, I gave a piercing shriek;
and the next moment both of my parents were beside me, with eager
questions regarding th~ cause of my fright.
"0, the dear little baby with the red cloak 011 !-she is drowned in the
terrible sea ! " I crie<l.
"The child has been dreaming again," said mamma in a hoarse tone.
"No; it not a dream!" I blurted out regardless of consequences. ''I
saw the big ship and the storm, and the little boat and the rou~h men.
I saw the gentleman and the lady ancl the two babies, one with a red
cloak on. And oh I tlear, they tried to t.ake it from her; then the gentleman fought them, ancl the lady and the baby with the red cloak on fell
out. And the baby i& drowned. I saw the great water go over it!''
'• A frightful dream I "
Mamma's voice was so low and so hoarse that I scarcely knew it to be
hers.
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••Caused by the hearing of that ac9ident - the drowning of Mrs. Halliday and son," aclded papa in a matter-of-fact tone. " I never saw such
a child to brood and imagine as she is."
"But mamma, I saw two babies in that little boat, but I was watching
the one with the red cloak on, and I don't know what became of the
other. The lady, mamma., looked so much like you, and the f_entleman
who tried to make the ro~h men let the baby, with the red cloak on, ,
alone, "made me think of Uncle Guy."
"Is it not wonderful, John?"
:Mamma v.'"ll.s now seated on the edge of my bed, petting and patting me,
bnt her voice trembled while she spoke, like some stringed instrument at
the touch of unskilled fingers.
" Not at all," was the response. " The paper spoke of the death of both
of Halliday's children, and the dream has simply brought them together.
Turn her on her side and let her go to sleep again. Our callers will
wonder at our prolonged absence."
Mamma stooped and kissed me, whispering as she did eo that she would
come back to me as soon as possible.
Then my parents went out of the room and I was again alone. But I
had no wish to have the vision repeated, and I resolutely set my mind
against its return.
I tossed about for some time, finally falling into a light sleep from
which I was awakened by the re-entrance of papa and mamma, who sought
the room for the purpose of retiring for the night.
•• Is the child asleep? " asked papa, and I knew th&.t mamma was
bending over me, though I did not uuclose my eyes.
" Yes, sleeping very sweetly," she replied. Had she looked more
closely, she might have seen the tremble of my lids, consequent upon
my effort to prevent them from uplifting.
Mamma never liked to find me lying· awake when her· own hour of
retiring came, and I often pretended sleep rather than annoy her.
"John," she continued, "that dream was the most remarkable one
that l ever heard of. I have never breathed the terrors of that clay
to a soul besides you; yet she dreamed them. How it all comes back to
me! All night, I had held my dear little Pet while she moaned in the
pain of that burning fever which seized her soon after we cast our fate in
the life-boat. Before sunrise she died. Then those cruel men declared that
it was bad luck to keep a corpse on board a boat, and t11ey demanded
that my darling's remains should be cast into the sea. l begged and
pleaded; but to no avail. vV e were drifting near to land, for I could see
a sand-bar not far from us and I knew that the mainland could not be
very far away. I .begged that they would land me there and leave me,
but they would not.
•• Two of them attempted to seize the dead child, but brother Guy
interfered, and the next minute the entire number with one exception,
were engaged in a fight. The one exception was the youngest and most
tender-h~rted of the crew. He had kindly volunteered to assist in taking
care of "Beauty," and at that moment he had her in his arms. Fearing
that Guy might be overpowered, perhaps killed, I tried to interpose myself between him and his assailant; but almost immediatelv I received
an accidental blow that knocked me overboard. The fall ioosened my
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holcl upon the cold form of dear little Pet, and the waves bore her away
from me. 0, John, how sad to think that our only child should sleep
thus, where we may never plant so much as a. flower on her grave."
She was weeping hysterically, and by glancing at her from under my
partially closed lids I saw that her head was resting on pa.pa's bosom,
and that they were standing a short distance from my bed.
"Why talk of it, dear Jean?" he asked kindly. "Goel kno\vs how
fondly I loved our wee lamb, but I was so thankful in the safe return of
my, darling wife, that I did not murmur at His decree in taking the child
to Himself. I was afraid that I had lost both."
"The picture returns so vividly!" she responded. "How I usec.l to live
it over and over in my thoughts and dreams until I feared that I wa.s going
mad.· Those rough men were quieted in an instant when they discovered
the a.Cciclent. There was really only one entirely heartless man among
them. They drew me back into the boat at the risk of upsetting it. If I
had not been a strong, healthy woman, I doubt if 1 had lived until succor
came to us, fo1· our food and water gave out a.od death seemed inevitable.
There were times when I lost consciousness; but Guy's attenti"euess and
the c1·ies of the other poor child called me back t.:> life m:my times. I
became so weak and helpless that it secme<l that she, too, must perish.
Guy demurred when he saw her feeding upon my very life. He
said that he would not let me sacrifice myself to save the child's life.
Ah ! if she only knew how bitterly I won the right of motherhood to
her, I doubt if she would be so perverse and unloving. As she drew the
very life-blood from me in those terrible hours, I felt that I could never
endure for her to know that she was a stranger's offspring, and that her
own mother had gone down to the depths of the sea to be food for fishes.
·we have kept the secrnt well; but Mrs. McKim has always seemed to
suspect that Pet and Beauty " are not the same. She often speaks of
the miraculous change in Joy's appearance."
" 1Nell, darling, let us talk of the matter no more," said pa.pa pleasantly. " I can never be sufficiently thankful to the captain of the smack
who saved my wife, even at the eleventh hour. \Vhile 1 cannot share
your intense fondness for the child, I am quite attached to her ; and I
shall never betray the secret that we have preserved so religiously-not
even if we have <laughters of our own, as I trust that we shall have. She
is a strange little genius, however, and if I were the le;;st superstitious,
I should say that she is gifted with second sight. Perhaps we should
pay a little more attention to her vagaries, and not scoff at them as we
have done heretofore."
"I, too, have thought that, but after my terrible experience on the
gulf I am inclined to be nervous. Iler dreams, and the questions con·
cerning them make my flesh creep, as it were. I think, too, that )frs.
licKim talks to her, and much of her imagination has its birth in the 1:1~
lady's superstitious noddle. She has talked ghosts to Joy until the ch1l
thinks that she sees them. But even Mrs. McKim has no hand in the
wonderful dream of this night."
" Stories of remarkable dreams are on record since the earliest tiine:tI snppose that there are reasons for them," said pap:l; "I still think t~
her dr~am was caused by my reading the notice of· '.\lrs. HallidaY 8
1leath."
4;
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They went to bed soon after that conversation, leaving me, though they
knew it not, staring wide awake. At last, I knew who Pet was; but I
was not so sure of my own identity. Could it be possible that my dear
mamma, who loved me so devotedly, was not my own mother? And if
she was not, who was my mother and how came she at the bottom of the
sea? Perhaps the rough men had thrown her out of the boat, as they
had tried to throw Pet. Then I wondered if I had a name and what it
was; I also wondered why mamma had never told me about Pet, and my
own mother as well. I was too young to understand that he1· great love
for me had sealed her lips regarding her darling's fate; and I found myself blaming her therefor.
I thought and thought, until my mind became a chaos. Then my
thoughts took shape and were merged into dreams, which were so mixed
up with the events of the preceding day, that I found it hard to decide
on the following morning-, whether the strange conversation, which I
remembered to have overheard, was a reality or not. Filled with a wild
longing to know the exact truth. I spoke of it to mamma as a dream.
A look of surprise m·ept into her great black eyes ; then she answered
me with a clear, ringing laugh.
" What will you not dream next?" she said merrily. "Perhaps you
may find out that you are Queen of the Cannibal Islands, if you keep on ;
and you may order a. piece of steak cut from one of your mamma's legs,
served up for your breakfast, some morning."
This ridiculous turn of the conversation more than half convinced me
that I had been the victim of a dream, and I quite willingly d'l'opped the
subject. ,
,

VI.
Another "Pet."
CHAPTER

As time went by, my visions became more rare. I think weeks elapsed
after my seeing the wrecked vessel before I had another of any kind ;
and when they returned, they were simply views of fruits, flowers and
landscapes - things pleasing to the eye. I am con vi need that it is only
by perfect faith and an utter lack of fear that we can walk hand in hand
with the angels, and have the mysteries of life beyond the grave, revealed
to ul". From our babyhood, we are filled with fear and unbelief, and
these close the gates to the ·'Palace Beautiful." If my gift could have
been fostered, I- know not what revelations I might have had. But I
was so often ridiculed and accused of falsehood, that I shrank, at last,
from seeing the visions, and thP,y gradually grew less frequent and less
distinct.
'Vhen I had reached my ninth birthday, my mother concluded that I
was old enough to occupy a room by myself, aud she had a small apartment, adjoining her own, fitted up for my exclusive use. Not long afterward, I arose one morning to find the door leading into her room, closed
and locked. I was not shut in, however, for my own room also had a
door opening into the main hall.
As soon aa I was dressed, I ran to Mrs. McKim for an explanation of
the atrange proceeding.
".Toy's nose is out of joint," she replied with a smile; " Mamma baa
another to pet now."
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I looked at her in dumb surprise, and seeing that I did not understand
her, she continued," The doctor brought your ma a wee baby girl last night-such another
as you we1·e when you fit-st came to us. I hope that her eyes and hair
will not turn black.''
A great lump rose in my throat; I felt instinctively that I had lost my
foothold upon mamma's love. Thereafter I would not be her only .To):,
as she had so often declared me to be in the past.
Later in the day, I was allowed to visit mamma and my little sister.
Mamma was in bed, looking rather pale, but happier than I bad ever
seen her; and near her, wrapped in flannel, was a tiny lump of humanity.
tlmt bored its little red fists into its eyes, as if determined never to look
upon the changing worltl into which it had come. Hence, I could not
tell what the color of those eyes were; but the few stray hairs that straggled about its face wefre. decidedly white; and it had no more :ihape or
beanty than a lump o pmk wax.
"Mrs. McKim,'' I said, wlum next I was alone with that ladv, "did 1
really used to look just like the baby that mamma has got?" •
"It is your living picture, dear,'' she replied. "I never saw such
a change a:i was in you after your ma took you to New Orleans-"
" I am glad that 1 did change," I interrupted abruptly. "It is so ugly
that it will need all of its time to rest its hands and face. It makes we
ti1·ed."
•'La, how you talk, Joy! That's slang, too; and your ma woulrl be
sorry to hear the like from her little girl ~hat she is so particular with.
,Just you wait a few weeks, and you will ·find that our little Pet is a
beauty."
"Pet hasn't a very pretty hotly, if she has come back to live with us."
I said discontentedly, "she had better staid .as she was."
"I do not understand you - of whom are you speaking?" asked .Mrs.
McKim, in surprise.
"O, nothing," I replied, remembering that Mrs. McKim knew not of
my little playmate, ·• It was some of my nonsense."
"The red babies are always the white ones," she continued ; " and the
white ones are sallow after a few months. Little Pet will be as white as
a wax figure before she's a twelve months old, and as pretty as a picture."
So it proved. The red color faded out of the baby's soft skin, melting
into a pearly whiteness; rings of silken hair, lighter yet. than gold, crept
down on _the broad fo:ehead ; ancl great, blue eyes opened wonderingly,
as if askmg the question, " How and why ca.me I here?"
Mamma called the baby Pearl, and surely the nama fitted her, so white,
so pure was she. But to Mrs. McKim and me she was always Pet. The
old lady had never quite forgiven me for changing from a blonde to a
brunette, and she took to the baby with great fondness, daily hoping that
n1..1 such ugly change would come to hel'. As for me, I never looked into
the little one's wondering blue eyes that I did not think of my lost com·
panion, and I delighted in believing that P~t had found another body.
Mamma \Vas never so happy. She was kmd to me,-kinder and gentler than ever before ; yet when we two were in her presence, it was on
Pearl that her eyes rested with a mother's fond idolatry; her gaze seldom
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turned to me, and when it did, it toltl no story of deep, abiding love. At
least, such was my jealous reading of it. . So, though I clearly loved my
little sister, I was nuhappy because of my mamma's love for her, and also
because of her love for mamma. I was a very nanghty child in that
respect, but a natural one. 1 have seen many another since that time,
who seemed to feel just as I did then.
As my jealous fears increased, I began to recall more frequently the
conversation which I hacl once heard, or dreamed that I heard, between
my parents, reg-.nding the death of Pet. Mamma had spoken of me as a
stranger's child, whose own mother slept at tl1e bottom of the sea. If
that conversation was a reality, I was a waif and nothing to her, consequently she had no call to love me.
.
My visions were no longer frequent, but I had one occasionally; and
when Pearl was about three ~·ears old I had a very singular 01!e - singular inasmuch as it was repeated on three successive nights, with only
slight variations.
The first time, the background was a spring, overhung by trees and
clustering vines, and the figures were a beantiful lady with eyes like the
sky and fluffy golden hair, and a bright-facetl boy, whose frank blue orbs,
bluer yet than his companion's, seemed to watch the lady's every mo\·ement with lover-like admiration. On the second uight, the vision presented the same pair seated on a wide, vine-wreathed portice. . But tl1e
third time, I saw only the hoy; and he was sitting i-uuong a crowd tlf
people in what seemed to be a railway car. I marked his handsome face
and neat-appareled body. He was large1· and older than I, yet a mere
lad. The other passengers were a motley lot of people, mostly ~Iexicans.
I could conclude as to their nationality, since I was familiar with their
dress and appearance; for I had been used to seeing .Mexicans all my
life.
The visions in themselves showed nothing to cause me to give 'them a
second thought, excepting the familiarity of the lady's face, and the
numuer of times that t.he boy appeared to me. Having seen nearly the
same thing on three successive nights, my mind was quite naturally full
of the picture for several Jays thereafter.
I had by this time reached my thirteenth year; and I was, so every
one said, a strange, solitary, moody childt given to wild speculations, and
full of strange fancies. I had but few associates, and the few that I di<l
have, I seldom sought for companionship. They ridiculed my a queer
ideas," and I wall' so sensitive that I shrank away from them, preferring
my own thoughts to their chatter of mere words. Yet I loved amusements oi various kinds, and when I was allowed to enjoy them, I sought
them with all of a child's eagemess. But, ever iu my heart was a longing for something I had not - a wish for change - a desire for another
kind of a life.
I was weary of my commonplace existence. The
same studies, the ::1ame tedious sewing-lesson, the same sort of recreation
·from day to day, palled upon me. I was not allowed to peruse the books
which I craved to investigate, my reading being confined to child's stories
and child's histories. It was the same with my music. I loved to sing.
hut I was kept ahvays trumming away on the exercises and never allowed
to use my voice. I took a great interest in learning to cook, but it was
only on rare occasions that mamma allowed me to spend a few minutes
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in the kit.chen. What I loved to do best waa never exactly proper at the
time for me to do.
I suppose that all children feel, more or less, such perverseness and
discontent. I am not citing myself as an exceptional case, by any manner of means.
I think that lifo moved along too smoothly for me to enjoy its blessings in their fullest measure. It is a trite saying that we do not realize
what a glorious thing the sunlight is until we have been deprived of it.
My life had too much sunshiue ; it needed storm.
I think that it was Simeon Came1·on, who is reported to have :>aid that
he had had one advantage which his son did not have-viz: Poverty. I
also read somewhere of a rich man's son, who, at the age of twenty-five
years, had exhausted all of life's resources, was weary of its luxuries and
disgusted with its adulations. Having too much sunshine, he sought the
darkness of death by blowing out his own brains. Poverty and misfortune, necessitating labor and application, are often the storms which
purify the atmosphere of our lives, antl cause ns to realize the blessings
that fall to our lot. The storm-swept plants are the ones which defy the
tempests. Those of hot-house growth, bend to every breeze.
In my soul, was a wild longing for action - something more than the
routine marked out by mamma; and with it was a wish for change. I
knew every street and alley, every nook an cl dell ; almost every tree and
bush which overhung the clear river, winding throt~h that quaint
old city, where my parents had lived since I was born. v, for a ramble
on a sea-washed beach, where I might hear the roar of the waves and
view them break at my feet!
I was nearly wild with delight when, one morning early iu June, I
heard papa say:"Jeanie, some business will take me to Laredo and Corpus, within the
present week. I think that the trip would do you and the chil&ren good.
What say you to a few clays :ipent on the coast?"
"I would love such a tt-ip," mamma returned, "but I would not wish
to be nearer the sea than the incoming waves. I do not know as I would
wish to be even that near to it. The thought of it is like a nightmare."
" I am sorry fo1· that," :1aid papa. ., I have just learned that Robert
Halliday is suffering from a stroke of paralysis; and thou~h he is not in
any immediate danger, his recovery is deemed doubtful. 1 would like to
i·etnrn home by the way of the island city, and make hi~ a call, if I can
clo no more."
••That means a trip on a vessel !-No I no l Pearl and mamma beg to
be excused. You· can go, if you desire; but we will return by rail."
Mamma's tone was very decided.
•• But might I not go with papa?" I asked, "I am not afraid of the
sea."
.Matuma shuddered.
"If yon could remember it as I do, you would have no desire to place
yourself on its tre::cherous bosom again," she said. " Besides, your papa
would not wish to be bothered with a little girl."
•·I might conclude to take her," he interrupted. " "re will decide
later. Perhaps I may oot care to make the trip, until you are all safe at
home again, and then go down by rail."
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.. That would he the better plan, ~John." saicl mamma. " I should uot
a minute\• peace if you shoul<l go on a vessel. I know that until your
i·etum, I shoul<l monru you as dea1l."
··Not quite as hatl as that, I trust, dear. Ev<>n you might take a lmn<lred voyage.-; and. never see auother wre<'k. much less be among the
wrecked. Hut Jov, here, is so anxious to see salt water, that she r-;hall
have one pleasure 'ride on the hay, if no more."
·•Yon will not coax me into even a pleasure-boat," she returned with
a shake of the head. .. A ride iii a plea.sure-boat 1•ost your cousin and
her child their lives, and she was an expert swimmer.''
"The !'econd Mrs. Halliday was tlrowued at the water's edge." responde1l papit. "I tell yon, .Jeanie, death awaits us at every step, and it
is useless to be always dreading it. You have hear1l the story of the
man who refused to travel oven hy wagon, lest by accident he should
meet his death'? Yet htl was fina1!y killed hy stubbin9 his toe an1l falling
npcn a small sharp stick, which pit!rced his brain. ~lake up yom mind
iu accordance with the old saying that, • if you are .born to he hnng, yon
will never btl drownecl;' take what pleasm·e yon can in life, and meet
death bravely, no matter how it comes."
.. I should not Le taking pleasme by any kind of a sea \'oyage. ·• she
said in reply. ••One was quite sufficient to satisfy my curiosity allll love
of adventure. But .Toy may go if you wish to take her."
"Very well; Miss Hosa .foy Carter, papa and you will have a sail upon
the bay. 'Ve will cross over to Ingleside - and see if Wtl cannot find some
early grapes to bring to manuna. Run along, now, and see that Jonr
mending is all done before Wt! start."
Papa spoke in laughing good humor, and, without waiting for a second
bidding. I bounded away to look over my clothes, stopping at the kitchen
door just long enough to tell the good news to Mrs. MoKim.
~

[To be continued.]

ESOTERIC.
Tm·: bee finds its food in the honey cell,
The shell holtls the moan of the sea,
The c1·ushed rose sends its fragrance forth
In sweetness, o'er meadow and lea.
The darkened warp shows the woof of gold,
The storm cloud brightens the sun,
And angels smile through temples grand
Where .victories great are won.
Thtl kingdom of Heavtln is found within,
The spirit no eye can behold ;
The steps art! hirlden away from sin,
That lead to the palace of gold.
The earnest hea1·t finds the narrow path
"rhere no sad feet can roam ;
And the path so straight leads through tlw 1la1·k,
To the grandeur and peace of home.
ABBIE ~. <ion.n.
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BIBLE REVIEWS.
Number Ten.

IF mau tlesires to cultivate aud develop his own faculties he can do so
only by complying with tl1e laws of the creative mind; and, as ··God
never changes," therefo1·e whoevel' will apply the means wiH Abtain the
results. It is just a.<> easy to become a great ·• maste1· ·· to-day as it e\·er
wall, with this single exception, that materialism is so predominant in
the wodd that teachers of these great truths are not accepted: thel'efore
they remain in their seclnsion, and only teach those whose mind,; al'e receptive to mental inqH"essions from them.
, Isaiah r<'ferred to the closing period of this <lark age in the following
language: '' Aml though the Lonl give yon the bread of adversity, and
the water of affiiction, yet sh:tll not thy teache1·s be removed into :i corner
any more, hut thine eyes shall see thy teachers." haiah. xxx, 20. This
implies that the true teachers were remove1l from the people, and that .
they did not see then\, but at the time her1~ referred to by the prophet,
they would be allowed to see them. It also impl:iies that thes1! •·priests
of the most high uod" will Le among thei1· people: for this ch lpter is a
prophecy of the time iu which there will be a. people gathered out frow
the world where they will COIHJUer all the evils, and then these h:gh and
holy teachet·s will dwell with them.
The preparation for this is now being 111a1le tlu·ough the E,;oteric College and Colony movement; a. cloo1· will S<>on be opened where all who
wish to 111ake these· attainments can come am! have all needed instrm•tions,
ancl opportunity to apply them in their ii\·es, away from the depressing
cares of a lmsiness worl1l.
( ien. xv, 1 ; "After these things the word of the Lord came unto Abram in a vision, sayin;;-, Fear not, Abram, l am thy shiel<l and thy excee<ling great reward." This manifestation is calletl a •·vision.'' but it do~s
not tell us what form. if any. was seen. The wo1·d implies that he saw
some one who represe11te1l arnl expressed to him the thought of God; but
11otwithst:1111li11g this • .-\bram questioned. He wanted something tangible
and p1·acti1~al. There are too many of us who, when something comes to
us from the Spirit, a1·e apt to accept it m; all right, without any idea of
the practical value of the thought, except that " it is won<lerfal;' heeaust> it
com1•s from the unseen. Such persons are often deceived. for the hi~h
:uul holy Olll:'S will not impart great truths fo1· the mere gra.titication of
tlw lo\•e of the unseen and wonderful. Heason demands somethiug u>t>ful and reasonably true : therefore. verse 2: "And Abram said, Loni
God, what wilt thou give me, seeing 1 go childless, and the stew:ml of my
house is this Eliezer of Damascus?" Yerse 3: ··And Abram saill, &.;.
hold, to me thou hast given no seed; and, lo, one born in my hons1' is
mine f1eir." Verse 4; '' And. behold, the word of the Lord ca:ue untu
him, s:win~. This shall not be thine heir: but he that shall eomc forth
out of thiu'e own bowels shall be thine heir." Verse 5: •• Alld he brought
him forth abroad, and said, Look now toward heaven, :mcl tell the stars.
if thou he able to number them: and he said nnto him, So shall thy see<l
be." Ver!<e 6: ·•And he believed in the Lord; and he counted it to him
for rig-hteousness."
This would seem all convincing that Ahram was fully satisfied. and
that his faith was complete in the word of the Lord. But no; Abram
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was a. thoroughly practical man, aml wanted son.1e further evidence of the
truth of the statement. He was not a man of blind faith, as some would
have us think, so the wol'<l of Go<l said unto him (verse 7): "And he
said unto him, I am the Lord that brought thee out of Ur of the Chaldees, to give thee this laud to inherit it."
Here he comes to Abram with authority and identification of himself.
How many of our Christian brethren would think it sacrile~e to question
anv further? But Abram did not; he wanted two witnesses before he
satisfied. "He believed Goel " enough to open hi::1 heart au<l make
known his complaint. He did not spnm him, feeling that he had been
deceived and misled, notwithstamling the long delay of the promise, and
the apparent impossibility of its fulfilment, so he questioned him fnrther. 1
Verse 8: "And he said, Lord God, whereby shall I know that I shall
inherit it'?" As much as to say, "Yon may know this, but I do not; I
only have your word for it, and that tfoes not. pt·ove auything to me. I
want some eviden<'e more than your word." He questioned honestly; he
felt he hacl been obedient ; he had done his pat·t faithfully; therefore he
felt he had a right to question even the word of God. He knew enough
about the power of the Spirit to realize that it coul<l make him know it
from au inner consciousness. Ile knew words were 1leceptive, and that
if it was indeed the word of Go,l it could pl'Ocluce a condition in him
that would cause him to know it for himself; he knew that God could
reflect upon him his own consciousness, so that he (Abram) would know
as God knew, and that God knew and foresaw all the events connected
with the history of his children. God was not displeased with the demand of his-servant? no; his SON. In place of displeasure being expressed at this skepticism, it pleased God. It was an evidenco that there
was no danger of his being tleceived by low, earth-bound souls. He was
a man of thought and rea1>on; 110 had a mind of his own, and was not
going to accept anything unless he had good and sufficient reason for it;
therefore, even God could sa.y of him, as he did (Gen. xviii, H>): ••For
I know him, that he will command his children and his honscholtl aft<'r
him, and they shall keep the way of the Lord." Yes, such an one can be
trusted in places of trial and of .important trust; wlwreas those who are
too ready to believe cannot be relied on anywhere. "'e must know for
ourselves, and we have a right to demand e\·eu of God to make us know.
But, along with that desire to be certain, the1·e must be that thorough
truthfulness in our own soul, and ehildlike desire to know the right and
to do it. Abram lmd that ; thel'efore he received the following message:
Verse 9 ~ ••And he said unto him. Take me an heifer of three years old,
a :.;he-goat of three yeat·s old, and a ram of three yea.rs old, and a turtle
clove and a young pigeon."
These were symbols of pl'inciples of which they were the embodiment. The
heifer is the domesticated animal life giver, tl•e m:iternal nature, in a docile, obedient e011dition before the snper.ior will. Three years is the peri0tl
of maturity in the regeneration (see E~on:mc, page 166, Vol. 1). The shegoat is the embodiment of the wild "nature spirit," an<l the matl'rn:il of
that branch. Herein were symbolized tho two mothers thl'Ongh whom
his seed was to be multipliecl-8arai, the true domestic spirit of .\ hram's
home, and Hagar, the wild and unassimilative spirit of service; also his
eon .Jacob's two wiw~s, Leah and Hachel, who were the natural mother
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of the twelve t1·ibes. The ram was used as the symbol of the progeuiwr
of that people. The turtle dove is the spirit of love, arul the yonna
pigeon, of wisdom. These were not only symbols, but they were the en;
bodiment of thoge principles in their primates.
Ver·se 10: "~\ml he took unto him all these, and !iivitled them in the
midst, and lai<l each piece one against another; bnt the hirds divided he
not."
This is a custom in what has been called "Ceremonial Magic," aml
was used by all the Israelites many years afte1· they became a nation
(Jct'. xxxi\·, 18, 19), but of this matter we may i;peak more fully in the
future.
Verse 11: "And when the fowls came down upon the carcasses, Abram
dro\'e them away." Verse 12: "And when the sun was going down, ;i
deep sleep fell upon Abram ; and, lo, an horror of great darkness fell
upon him." "' hatevcr this det'p sleep may have been, it certainly conlil
not have been au mwonscious one. Defore one goes into the inner consciousness, usually, th!.'re c~ome;. ornr the physical body a stupor a11d a
feeling as if one were passing into a profound sleep. One who urnll'l'·
stands this will allow the bo<ly to he quiet, but will at the same time holtl
firmly to his real inner conseiousuess. F1·eqnently the physieal senses
will all be in a sournl sleep, while the mincl is intt•nsely awake and t..ikes
control of the physical body at will. E\'i1lently this was Abram's condi·
tion ; othN·wise, how did he see and know the following?
Verse 13 : .. And he saitl unto Abram. know of a surety that thy see1l
shall be a stranger in a land that is not theirs, and shall serve them; and
they khall afiliet them four lnmd1·e1l yea•·.:." Verse 14: "And aho that
nation, whom they shall serve, will I jmlge; and afterward shall they
come out with great substance." Verse 15: ••And thou shalt go to thy
fathers in peace; thou shalt be buried in a good old age." Verse 16:
" lint in the fonrth g~neration they shall come hither again: for the iniquity of the Amorites is not yet foll."
· All this came to pas~ exactly as it was shown him. According to the
record, he must h:we come out then from that trance state, as it might
be ealled, although it could not have been like a mesmeric sleep,.nor like
the trance modern mediums talk about, for Abram was alone, and was
conscious of what he saw and heard.
Verse 17: ·• Ancl it came to pass that when the sun went <lown, anti it
was dark, bt-holcl, a smoking furnace and a burning lamp that pa,;.;etl
between those pieces."
The sunset hour has been sung by our poets, and observed by all as a
peculiarly weird and even sacred hour. It is the time when all nature
retires into itself; the hour of the death of the dav, when life dose3 it~
eyes in sleep aml awakens in the spirit or soul worl~L At this most titting time Abram recei,·ed this remarkable vision. Ile was here made to
know the thing he asked fo1· ; he had seen actually those occurrenct>S that
would come as God saw them. Now Abram was ready to believe without
douht or <]Uestiou. In the language of heaven (creation), light, fire ancl
life are nearly synonymous, but have different shades of meaning, accor,1ing to conditions, color, h1·illiancy, ete. In this case, he saw :' "smoking
fumace," which is the actnal condition of the human body when ruled by
generative passions. It is a fire burning (transmuting) the flesh to mind
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substance; and thus \Vhen passion rules the body it is a smoking furnace, and the mental condition is as dark as smoke. This was the first
thing that passed between the parts of or was born of the heifer (loved
wife, or Sarai) and she-goat (the Egyptian woman and the unloved wife).
This was the spiritual condition of the first nations of Israel. The second was "a burning lamp" - that is, luminous and bright; which was
to be the condition of the regenerate Israel. This is still in the future,
only as prophets and seers have lived the life ancl been illuminated
therebv.
Ver;e 18: "In the same day the Lord made a covenant with Abram,
saying, Unto thy seed have I given this land, from the river of Egypt
unto the great river, the river Euphrates." This covenant was more than
a contract, for the same power that created the world and peopled it, had
made conditions at this time that were sufficiently potent to act~omplish
the work. There are many laws and principles that obtain in the invisible world. under what was . once known as •·ceremonial magic," which
was the formation and intensification of thought forms. Sometimes the
burning of flesh wa.<J resorted to, in order to libernte the substance of
energy in it, take control of it by a strong will, aml direct its course and
method of operation. But this thought is too occult for the education of
this people, therefore we will pass it by. But one fact is self-evideut,that is, that Abram was a regular recipient of spiritual manifestations,
which came to him in the name of God.
Gen. xvi, 1: "Now Sarai, Abram's wi,fe, bare him no children; and
she had an handmaid, an Egyptain, whose name was Hagar." Verse 2:
"And Sarai said unto Abram, Behold now, the Lord hath restrained me
from bearing: I pray thee, go in unto my maid; it may be that I may
obtain children by her. And Abram, hearkened to the voice of Sarai."
The above shows their zeal for offspring. There was more reason for
it on the part of Abram and Sarai than merely to fulfill their duty in
the creative law. They were stt'angers amidst an inferior race of people,
and their only hope for social pleasure was in their children. Besides,
Abram was a soul devoted to the well-being of future generations, and
they had been told by spiritual revelation that his seed was to be a blesSing to all nations, and Sarai was as devout as he. She was even willing
to la.y aside her womanly exclusiveness. a.nd give her husband to her
Egyptian maid for the Rake of getting the promised children." Verse
8: ••And Sarai, Abram's wife, took Hagar, her maid, the Egyptian, after
Abram had dwelt ten years in the land of Canaan, and gave her to her
huRband Abram to be his wife."
After ten years they no doubt had begun to feel uncertain about the
delay of the promises of the Spirit to them, as she 'vas near time to pass
the ruanipause of life, and they were disposed to u11e any and all means
within their reach for the aceomplishment of that part of the work which
they had come out from their native land to do.
Verse 4 : "And he went in unto Hagar and she conceived: and when
she saw that she had conceived, her mistress was despised in her eyes.·'
Verse 5: "And Sarai said unto Abram, My wrong be upon thee: I have
given my maid into thy bosom ; and when she saw that she had conceived, I was despised in her eyes: the Lorcl judge between me and thee."
Verse 6; "But Abram said unto Sarai, Behold, thy maid is in thy hand ;
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do to her as it pleaseth thee. And when Sarai dealt hardly with her,
· she fled from her face."
This is valuable to show the pre-natal conclitiou of so remarkable a
people as the Ishmaelites. It also shows a. peculiar mental condition
that alway!-! obtains when a man is in this way connectetl with two
women. There is something in woman that at once claims a right to the
man to hold and control him.
\\. oman';i nature holds a ·controlling influence over man's interior and
intellectual nature; so much so, that the woman's interior soul nature
affects directly man's intuitions, and also gives color to his reasoning
mind. There is not a man Ii ving but that some woman loves him, and without whom he would sicken and die ; because she is the protector anJ preserver of the object of her love, and through her love is ever present with
him. It is well known to all students of the more subtile force8 of mind,
that if one 1•an call up the image of another in his mind, and hold it vividly before his imagination, he can impress his thoughts and feelings
upon the person so held. 'Vomau, as soon as she comes into the above
relation with man, takes the impres!-1 of his inner and finer nature, his
true soul condition, and eve1· holtls that in her mind ; so much so, that
whatever may be her feelings or desires, they are always reflected upon
the man's inner self. There is always a weak side to the strongest
natures, and it is that side of mau 's natnre that woman loves. It is
wholly from the intuitions that man succeeds in his pursuits in life, and
if there is some fine, spiritual-minded wonmn who love;i him, she will give
him fine intnitioual perceptions that will insure him success in business;
but if he1· nature is not in harmony with his disposition, then it will
cause mistakes, and many failures in all he undertakes. Woman's
nature is t-0 man like the boiler to the engine; it imparts of its contents
and gives power for execution. If the qualities uf life and mind pow?r
are in harmony with his will, then all is harmonious; otherwise be will
always be coi~cious of an inner opposition that will confuse his mind
and make unce1'tain his decisions.
Woman is the Life-giver. A good, healthy woman generates more life
than she can utilize, and if she has no one to pour it out upon in the
form of love, she feels oppressed, suffocated and bnrthened, and even~
ually it will cause diseased conditions of the body. It is because of this
that we sehlom find a healthy maiden lady who .is past thirty-five ye~rs
of age. Love is life in motion, and it demands reciprocity, without wl!11•?
disease and tleath will ensue. Because woman belongs to the mater1ahzation of spiritual subs~ance, therefore man feels the soul hunger for
that substance that she alone can impart. This is man's weakness, because of ignorance as to how to receive that substance. lie has been
taught that the procreative act is the only way to obtain it; and "ii'VOtllan,
that it is tlui !mly way of imparting it. Thus both are conscious iu th~m
selves that there is something \Vl"ong; therefore dissatisfaction, jea)o11s1es.
hidden plannings of deceptions, and many, oh, how many evils arise here.
because these laws are not understood.
The huuge1· of the soul is not fo1· the procreative act, it is for _a co!llpanion soul to whom to impart one's life through loving caresses. T~e
interchange that takes place between two true. loving souls, will snPP{
all ln~ngry longings, if the lower passions are controlled. W oma..n fee 3
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intuitively that it is the object of her life to hold. protect, and strengthen
some one man, by thus imparting her life; therefore she will venture
anything for the accomplishment of this. She knows that this can only
be accomplished through holding tbi;i side of man's nature; for iu that
alone be is receptive to her lov,e overflow.
Thus woman's mental becomes directly allied to man's inner consciousness, and if a man opens himself to two women, he become;i immediately
conscious that his soul has become the battle-ground for these two uatures.
If the wife is fine, she intuitively knows what has taken place, especially
if she loves her husband ; for she becomes conscious of the effort on the
part of the other, to take her place in his mental "sanctum sanctorwn:"
then unwillingly (sometimes) a struggle begins between them. Here,
then, was laid the foundation of the continuous struggle between the seed
of the bond-woman's ancl Sarai's children.
Verse 7 : "And the angel of the LORD found her by a fountain of
water in the wilderness, by the fountain in the way to Shur." Verse 8:
" Ancl he said, Hagar, Sarai's maid, whence earnest thou'! ancl whither
wilt thou go? And she said, I flee from the face of my mistress Sarai."
Verse 9: •• And the angel of the LORD said unto her, Ueturn to thy
mistress, and submit thyself under her hands." Ve1·se IO: '' And the
angel of the LORD said unto her, I will multiply thy seed exceedingly,
that it shall not be numbered for multitude."
· Verse 11: •· Arnl the angel of the LORD said unto her, .Behold, thou
art with child, a.ml shalt bear a son, and shalt call his name Ishmael;
(i. e. God shall hear) because the LORD bath heai·d thy affiiction." Verse
· 12: "And hewill be :t wild man ; his hand will be against every man,
and every man\~ hand a;ainst l1im; and he shall dwell iu the presence of
all his brethren." Herein is one of tl\e many cases where too much,
haste to clo is ma!le au instrmneut:ility to harass, and annoy; not only
through the life of the parties to it. but to continue through the life of a
natiou. The Jsluuaelite was a constant source of annoyance and fear to
the Israelites.
The question will arise, why should such a nation under divine supervision airse? Evolution is the law of God, and everything serves
a use. There were qualities that such a people could call out of
apirit and matter for the use of the future nations; and, at the same time,
the constant struggle with the Ishmaelites developed in Israel 1ww
powers by causing the use of faculties that otherwise woul<l have r~maiucd
latent. If there were no adversities, there would be no conquests, uo
attainments.
H. E. B.
A DEAD [ i. e., natural] man in combat almost always yields; and when he is in
no combat, evils and falses have dominion with him, and he is a slave. His restraints are external, as the fear of the law, of the loss of life, of wealth, of gain,
and of reputation, on account of those things. The spiritual man is in combat,
but is always victorious ; the restmints by which he is governed are internal, and
are called ties of conscience. The celestial man is not in combat ; and i£ evils
and falses assault, he contemns them, and is tht>refore called a conqueror; he has
no apparent restraints by which he is governed, but is free; his restraint&, which
are not apparent, ,are the perceptions of g o o cl

-The Helper.
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SYMBOLISM OF THE ZODIACAL SIGNS.
Number 3.

[)€]
lN carrying mau individually through the twelve signs, and proving
the symbolism of each in the different stage~ of his development, we arrived in our last paper at Pisces, or the Two Fishes. This emblem is next
in order after Aries, and is apportioned to the Feet of the Grand Bo<ly;
for in the great matrix of Nature, head and feet join, as the line of progress is always that of the closed curve.
Pisces symbolizes material understanding, or the underlying and foundation principle of material life. This is denoted by its position at the
feet, those members of the body by which natural progress is made. Here
we find Nature's server or function, that corporeal principle which is nearest the earth, and consequently amenable to it. The fish has profound
mystical teaching, as is indicated all through the New Testament. It was
the earliest and most universal of the Christian emblems. ''As a. hieroglyphic, the fish was worn by the early Christians, engraven on their rings.
the sign of their faith, by which they made themselves known to each other
in time of persecution." All Scriptural references to the feet, ancl their
uncertainty in the way, signify the corporeal principle, which is ever carrying man astray.
At fifteen we fincl the boy at the Pisces period of development, or in
the feet; for he is now coming into an understanding of the basw, <lr underlying principle of nature, the sex attribute. The mysterious change,
which is to ultimate in the man, is upon him. At this stage of illumination, both phases of the double, or dual nature with which he was origi~
ally enclowccl, suddenly assert themselves, and like the two Fishes turn Ill
different directions; as here is another expression of the positive, or natural, and the negative, or spi1·it11al principles, in conflict for the mastery.
In the period of Pisces, or at this stage of growth, the life forces cliange
their base, and no longer, as in Aries, centre at the brain; for the enibryo
man is now coming south at Nature's call. ln other words, he is att;B.ining
that centralization of activities when, like the fish, he also fight.s shy of
the angler's hook, for he is not to be caught, uot he. A cautiousness of
bearing, an alertness born of quickened understanding, is now developed;
and with this, the same faculty that charactt>rizes the fish, of suddenly e~
caping from the baud that would hold him. In these chill days of his
spring, he is distrustful of all attempts at his capture, and also of any
effort to lure him from the isolation in which he ha..-i intreoched hioiself·
'Vary as he may be, however, he is presently landed safely in the gosJ>l;ldnet, or at least entangled in its meshes, for he now does his first; soh
thinking. A change i1:1 gradu<1.lly coming about which makes him a. s~~n
ger even to himself, and he is reticent and moody whe1·e formerly e:ff11siv~
and vivacious. Ultimately, like the zodiacal Fishes, the two n.9-tures
struggling within him, both seek their own poles, the one going _.,orth
to bear the chained Andromeda company (here Intuition is symbolJ ;;:ed).
the other following the ecliptic, or the earth's path. The two Fishe::, -~u
tifully illustrate the youth's course at this time. Those interior mou J. ~~nt
which come of the higher nature are repressed, or put aside, and be
lows the way of the world, SP,eking its knowledges as his only g111 e
toward the light which he would attain.

.r
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Pisces typifies that propa~ating,' or multiplying principle of which, the
fish has always been the emblem.
Like tile fish, which eagerly seizes the bait, Desire is the dominant
characteristic of Pisces. The position of this symbol a.t the feet, typifies
the moving cause, the carrying or progressive attributie. Pisces was anciently held in ignomy as exp1·essing the servile function; but our Lord's
advent in this symbol clid away with its reproach. He who was both tha
Server ancl Sa\"ior of the race, ancl who enterell upon his mission through
the gate of natural, and at the same time supernatural (or superior to
the natural), birth, rescued the se1·ving p1-inciple of life, the sex attribute,
from all the bonds which sensuality had pre\•iously laid upon it, ancl thus
made possible the coming, in the flesh, of the Christ-man.
The corporeal or sensual principle (we use the term in its original
sense), is as necessai:y to man's material progress, as are the feet to the
human body.
March, the month correspondin,!j to the sign Pisces, is markecl by cl1illing winds "and sleety anows wlnstling through the air." A seemingly
<lisconlant humor characterizes Nature's k.msitiou perioJ, no less than
that of her child, since in all lier varied expressions she is faithful to that
law of change which is ever the precursor of higher ancl more improved
conditions. Her flooded sluice ways, at this period, are but the clearing
process for new avenues of action, and not without reason does she turn
about her currents in preparation for the great work upon which she has
entered.
The myth associated with the sign Pisces, is that of the transformation
of Venus into a fish, when she fled from the advances of the monste1: Typhon. Love, or . Venus, is ever ta.king new forms of expression in her revolt from Typhon, or tlrn principle of inertia and death; as does Nature,
when e!'caping from the clutch of ·winter. So does the human family,
at its flowering time, undergo that transformation which is fittingly typified by the fish.
In Pisres is accomplished the fifth labor, or the cleansing of the Aug-ean stables where oxen have been confined for many years. The spiritfess ox is the symbol of the natural affections and d1:sires, which are of
the animal body, or generated wholly of sense, and like the ox, of the
creutm·e, inert, lifeless. 'Vell does the turning of the 1·iv~rs through the
stables of Augeas typify the change, or transformation, wrought by nature
at this period of the youth's development. The selfish, or self-centred,
phase of life here expires ; in other words, the spirit of fellowship now
tirst enters into all his relations with the world, fo1· he has reached
that Point where he is one with it; or rather, he here comes into a conscious
nuity with the great whole. Like Nature in March, or the synbol
Pisces, the youth's period of inertia is passed, and he is now master
of all his natural forces. Accordingly we find the next zodiacal emblem,
or the succeeding stage of progress, represented by the figure of a Man,
the 'V ater-Bearer.
A lesson of great significance is to be drawn from Nature's aspect in
the month of March, when is yearly typified that change which is humanity's forward March, no less than Nature's.
The long standstill of China in the matter of progress, is due to conJ i tions which find their correspondence in the cramping of her women's
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feet in order to re.itt·ain the freellom of the latter. That China. is still
in bonds to sense and sensuality is proved in the amount of opium which
she yearly consumes, Before she regains her own freedom, awl joins in
the grand March of the nations, she will have liberated her women's feet.
Understanding must tirst be unfettered before those higher relations of
life ca!l come in, which 5hould underlie the family. 'Vithout the complete enfranchisement of woman in these same relations, the race will
never attain to that earlie&t estate which was lost in Eden; for Eden is
no more a myth than all the other heavenly teaching so classed. Not
without significance is the fact that the chained .Andromeda is a decan of the
sign .Pisces; intuition with the greater proportion of mankind is yet
bound to the rock of sensualism and materiality.

[.=]
Vfe find the next step, or stage of development, is in the symbol of
Aquarius. This is appo1·tioned, in the Zodiacal Figure, to that part of
the leg called, for significant reasons, the calve/$, because the bringiu.~
forth principle. In Aquarius the nc1-vc system of the Body is attainetl,
and consequently, conu<>ction with all its members.
This sign is represented by the fi~ure of a l\Ian with an Urn, the
Water-Bearer. Aquarius jg one of the four pl'incipal signs of the zOlliacal
circle ; and remarkable from the fact that they are several times referred
to in tl1e Scriptmes as the type of the four Beasts ever in the midst of
the throne. "And the first beast was like a lion, and the second beast
like a calf, and the third beast had a face as a man, antl the fourth beast
was like a flying Eagle." Here is signified that interior, re.~poiisive principle in Man which establishes connection with the unseen, reporting
even to sense those .~nbtle vibrations of spirit which are beyond the cognizance of the flesh.
At twenty we fintl the youth in the pel'iod of Aquarius, where he has
reached the calves, ot· the bringing forth stage. Love now be(J'ios her
gracious w0t·k that unfolding of the spirit which is. the ultimate ;;f man's
attainment, Like a finely strung £olian harp, he is responsive to every
current, while the sweetest and holiest dreams of life hold him in thrall.
So much for the interior nature, but meanwhile the exterior is a. seeming paradox. Like the 8outhern Fish, he, too, is drinking ea(J'erlv at the
Sti·eam. In other worcls, he is seeking that knowledge or enl'irrhtenment
which is increase of power. Only the harder or more critical ~icle <Jf his
nature is here apparent; for who more severe in his judgments, or confi·
dent in his wii!dom, than the yont.h at twenty?
.
The Symbol Aquarius, or the bringing forth stage, is the world's pos1·
tion to-<by. This is plainly typified by Nature's phenomena in February.
and also by the immaturity of life which i3 fouud in this emblem.
Sym·
bolism proves Christ's advent to have been in Pisces, or the previous
sign, when the race passed the first joint of locomotion; its ascent out of
the Feet, or the more corporeal principle.
In the Calves is t.he great nerve system attained, and communication
established with the whole Body. "If one member suffer, all the mem·
Lers suffer with it."
,\s we have previously said, the sign Gemini, or the Shoulders. lfll.i
.Man's throne, where he reigned right royally during the period which we
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call Mythological. The sign Taurus was that of ancient Egypt's day;
whiiah ~xpressed the cerebellum, or Man's ruminating age. Aries saw
Gr-ece in her glory, for was she not the head? A fact which her ramheaded deities loudly proclaim. But Pisces was Rome's day, and well do
the Feet ;;ymholize her reign, for here Nature or corporeality, indeed held
swav.
the month of February, which corresponds to the sign Aquari1\s, Na..
ture gives little outward expression,' but nevertheless a throb of new
life is felt all through her lately paralyzed nerves. The heavy rains of
this period (which are Nature's own earlier aspirations), are descending
as if in benediction, unsealing her long-closed reservoirs to the light and
sunshine; and just in proportion to her receptive power is the earth
taking this gracious baptism.
The myth of the beautiful youth Ganymedes, the exalted cup-bearer of
the gods, was not without reason associated with this sign. In Aquarius
is quaffed the earliest draught of the nectar of tl1e gods. Now do the
lips of man first touch the chalice containing the wine of life, which is

In

loi~e.

To the influence of this divine potion is due the larger mantle of charity which is thrown about life to-day,-that fellowship of spirit which is
beginning to pervade all grades of society, and which will ultimately cement the bonds of brotherhood the world over.
In the sign Aquarius, the sixth labor is accomplished, that of killing
the voracious birds that ravage Arcadia; at which task Athena, or Wisdom, assists.
Carnivorous birds signify that immaturity of mental and spi1·itual
growth which can only recognize truth when it is seen in familiar guise.
Jn other words, faith which is, as to-day, separate from charity, is ever
and always laying waste Arcadia. Those who imagine that charity here signifies almsgiving utterly mistake its meaning. \Visdom, or Athena, must
indeed aid in this labor; and when the clear-eyed goddess is called to the
work, the ideal country is freed from its pestiferous prey.
This sixth labor of retaking, or recovering Arcaclia, belongs to the present sign, that period of two thousand years, during which the S-u-n and
the 8-o-n will remain in Aquarius. That life is not Arnadian to-day is
<lue to these same carnivorous birds, that immaturity of mental and spiritual hrrowth which is incapable of recognizing the highe1· truths becausp
they do not fit the crude conceptions of the age. Unfortunately the greater
proportion of humanity rega1·d the ideal country as a myth, and the ultimate of knowledge already attained. So \\'isdom's services are unsought,
a111l the pleasant land remains in the hands of the enemy.
The stars, however, in February, are a yearly prophecy and prnmise of
that broader charity that is free from dogmatism, and which will eventtually find expression. "The Dragon in February no longer assumes a
hovering position in the heavens, but is swooping downward and backward:" an augury which will find fulfilment in the Sun's present symbol.
[Vj]
The next step of individual progress. and, as it happens, of the world's
also, is found in the sign Capricorn, which is apportioned to the Knees,
or the fil'st great joint of locomotion. This symbol denotes advan<>e. n1d
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. also upward motion, and here a stride is indeed made. The periods between tha signs ate now to be reckoned by the decade, for after twenty (or
the Aquarius stage) development is reached by slower steps.
At thirty, man is symbolized by Capricorn, or the Fish-Goat. The
first is typical of the understanding and use of his natural powers; the
last of attainment, for the scapegoat signifies that principle by which man
escapes from lower conditions, and mounts to higher things. The fish in
conjunction with the goat denotes the material nature to be still dominant
and the propelling power. There are very 1,11any correspondences in this
double symbol, but here we will touch upon only a few.
The Knees, or joints, are fittingly typified -by the Goat, the most agile
of animals, whose life is spent in scrambling from one rock to another
that it may reach the most elevated point in the landscape, a situation
which it always chooses. With the goat, everything is grist which comes
to its mill, while it can subsist on very scant herbage.
Man's ready adaptation to circumstances at this period is prefigured by
the position of this symbol in the Grand Body. This is the period when,
both literally and metaphorically, he is in the joints, that bowing or bending _to life aims which the Sanscrit name of this sign, Macara signifies.
Nature, also, in this symbol puts the best face upon the matter possible
eo~ering with a mantle those grim and less pleasing features of decay
which the earth presents in January.
The Goat is indeed sent into the wilderness to bear off the sins of the
people. The principle symbolized by the joints, man's ambitions and
material aspirations, is in truth the scapegoat by which he mounts to
broader ranges and more elevated views of life.
The sign Capricorn is that Winter Solstice, or Southern tropic, where
the S-o-n, like the great luminary, also makes his stand; for he now comes
into a more reverent atitude toward life, having reached the knees. In
other words, he here enters upon the path of right ascension, or declination, as the result shall prove. Well did the ancients call this symbol
"the gate of the gods;" and naturally was the great religious festival of
Egypt held when the winter solstice occured.
All the Christs, or Saviours of the heathen world, those personalities, or
personifications of principles, which represented their great lights, Osiris,
Mithra, Bacchus and Chrishna, are said to have been born in the symbol
Capricorn (which word we are told originally signified Stable or Manger)
at the time of the midwinter solstice, when the sun is beginning to rise
from his lowest descent below the equator ; and the constellation of
the Virgin has just risen above the Eastern horizon.
The fact that we also celebrate this same period as the time ef our
Lord's birth, does but prove the complete correspondence of the material
and the spiritual in all ages. The infant Christ is ever being born of
the Virgin, and wrapped in the swaddling clothes of the flesh and laid in
a manger; but only those who are wise in the wisdom of the stars recognize now as then the nativity of the royal child, and do him hom~o-e.
In the period of Capricorn, man individually so far comes into his inheritance as a son, that he is allowed to be a co-worker with God in the act of
creation. In other words, into his hands is now committed the divine
dignity of fatherhood, or the perpetuation of the race, that diffusion
of spirit which is ultimately to sublimate matter, and convert the natural
into the spiritual.
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At thirty. or in the sign Capricorn, the aspirations and ambitions of
life are in full force ; now do air-castle structures rise and fall like the
card houses of childhood. This is the period of grand drea.ns and daring enterprises, when the highest and most conspicuous position is the
most attractive; and the necessary scramble deters not from the effort to
attain it.
Nature's child, like herself, however, at this season is unresponsive in
outward aspect ; there is in bis demeanor no hint of the hopes and am bitions which lure him on ; these he guards as he would secreted treasm·e.
No surprise wrests from him an expression of his pm·poses, auil no probe
can reach the depths where they lie hidden away. Man's solstitial point
is ouly reached, like the sun's, at the junction of this sign with Sagittarius; for the· symbols overlap each other as do the ages, and the genera,.
tions one running into another with the divine purpose of uniting all in
one grand whole.
•Janus, the ancient divinity of the Romans, from whom the name of
,January came, was represent~d with two faces, tumed iu opposite directions. This typifies man at the Capricorn stage of unfolding, for lwre
he has attained an extended view of life, looking both backward and forward.
.
ln ,January, the month corresponding to the sign Capricorn, Nature
assumes her impervious coat of mail, against which even the arrows of
~e sun-god are unavailing. The glamor which she throws about herself
at this time is symply a surface show, while tiding over ber period of
waiting, the while her floweret treasures are folded away under the snow.
Like her child, when symbolized by this sign, the present chill environments prevent all expression of that life which is hidden in he1· bosom.
Meanwhile, like the tactician she is, she fails not to cover all unsightly
features while the signs of death are upon them.
With wonderful broideries and fairy-like fringes she decorates the
robe she has donned; nor does she fail to clothe in shining armor the
sentinels who hold her outposts, thus warding off all approach to the citadel wl1ich she has so carefully guarded.
•
"In the· month of January the great stars forming the head of the
Dragon disappear below the horizon in our most southern latitudes."
This is of little moment simply as a scientific statement, but its spiritual
significance is of the greatest import.
At man's ~outhern solstice, the liead of the Dragon disappears; those
dogmatisms and false beliefs of an earlier stage of growth, also the empty
delusions and· vain dreams of youth, give way to an enlarged and broadened view of life.
" The body of the Dragon <lenotes dogmas framed from the W orcl
or letter." Alas! the body or the monster is yearly visible in January
separating the two Bears of the Heavens. Only with the complete exit
of the Dragon will come in that exaltation of the race which is signified
in the name of its future pole-star Vega, or Victory.
In Capricorn the seventh Herculean labor is indicated, that of taking
alive the wild bull of Crete, which no mortal can face. This horned ar.imal of remarkable beauty, from the wonderful land of Minos, typifies the
magical power of speech and reasoning, when fired by love, and having
its spring in a broad charity. This carries with it an all-subduing force
of conviction, before which error and unbelief fail to stand.
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Is it merely a mytli tl.at when the Cretan Bull i:1 loosed he J'oves over
Sparta, the land 0£ harvests, and Arcadia, that fabulous country which is
never located; or that crossing the Isthmus into Attica (the province of
Reason), he makes war there? Only as mankind come fully into the
South, or light, will the head of the Dragon disappear, and the Cretan
Bull roam at large ; for love and charity are ever the source of that in·
vincible power of speech, before which no mortal can stand.
Capricorn, or .Judah, is that principle to which the land is delivered,
and which is to lead the people up to the possession of Canaan.

[t]
·we find the next step of man's progress to be in the Kign Sagittarius,
which is apportioned to the Thighs of the Zodiacal Figure. This em' braces the fleshy portion of the leg between the knees and tht~ trunk,
those staunch column:>, upon which rest the whole vital structure of the
bo1ly. In other words. Sagittai-ins represents the I-lams of the Grand
Body. a term which is significant of this sign, as we will later show.
ThiR symbolizes the muscular or motive nerve system, the enduring,
upholding, ministering principle, 'which carries humanity forward; and
typifies power of resistance, no less than ti~ a.chance guard.
This sign is pictorially represented by the Centaur,- Mau rising out
of, or through, the horse, which last typifies knowledge of the higher
truths, with whieh steed of progress man is now one; and without which.
he makes bnt slow advance. The Cenh.ur symbolizes the higher natures surmounting the animal. \Ve find no symbolical language in which
the horse does not figme. In the philosophy of the Chaldea.us, as written
in the stars ; the coini! of the Druids which are found in our museums;
the sculptures of Babylon and Assyria; the pictorial hieroglyphics of
Egypt; in all archaeological remains, and even in the Apocalyptic vision
- the horse appears, and always with the same significance. The terms
"Horse-sense" and "Horse-sight" were not unfamiliar, even to our elders,
as indicating superior powers.
"The arrow-bea"ring figure in Sagittarius was by the ancients associated with the arrow-bearing figure in Gemini." This is a statement made
by a late lca111ed writer, who evidently ha!' no suspicion of the truth that
the arrow-bearing figmes in both cases typify the spiritual nature. When
man reaches the symbol Sagittarius the higher principle takes the lead,
the spiritual is in the ascendant, and now is the arrow sent forth.
The Centaur appears on the zodiacs of Egypt, Dendera, Esue and India; aud also in representations of ancient art, sometimes as a singlo::,
but often as a double figure, portraying the negative and the positive
natures. "The Greeks called this sign Cheiron, the Executor, the Chief:
and the artists, in picturing him, strove to blend the greatest beneficence and goodness with strength and majesty."
'Ve find r.11 the zodiacal emblems to have been, in their different ages,
associated with personality, some having a great number of names connected with them, as for example the sign Virgo, which is perhaps richer
in symbolism than any other in the circle. Naturally those heroes of
antiquity who were the living types of the principles or characteristics
embodied in the signs, came in time to be associated with their several
;;ymbols; and their histories to be incorporated into the various myths
·vhich were later the outgrowth of symbolical teaching.
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Thus did Cheiron, who is declared to have been learned in heavenly
wisdom, medicine, music and all i1ohle arts, come to be regarded by the
ancient worlcl as a. type of the Centaur.
At forty, man has reached this symbol, where, if on the path of rigbt
ascension, he is the Archer, the Bowman; he who sends forth the arrow.
Heretofore he has been "Pollux, bold on foot;" bnt now he ·is ·· Castor,
renowned for horse." As a mounted warrior, man makes his first active
assault upon that principle which has kept him to his feet; for in Sagittarius we find him attacking the Scorpion. Not without results has been
his sojourn in the south, that tropical region rich in natural growth, and
the propagation of the serpent principle, the legitimate exercise of which
is always to confer Wisdom.
"The sting of the Scorpion induces torpor or lethargy." The stupor
of the Scorpion's sting is upon the world to-day, superinduced by generations of wrong living. From this paralysis unborn generations will
hardly have recovered, even when the symbol of the Centaur is reached
in the earth's great cycle.
Alas! that man in the nineteenth century shoul<l not attain the illumination of Ham, the father of Canaan; in other words, uncover the nakedness of fleshy genemtion.
'When our Lord said to the Jews, "Ye are·of your father the devil,
and the lusts of you ... father ye will do," He simply declared them to have
been generated of flesh and sense rather than of spirit; hence their
density of understanding.
We believe it is not without significance that Egypt was populated by
the children of Harn, that country which produced the highest civilization of which we h:ive any record ; ancl where woman was even more honore:l than iu Christian lands to-dav. "A servant of i;ervants" has Ham
indeed been to his brethren. Wi~dom, enlightenment ever makes man
th , ~erver of his brother. Egypt has served the world in all ages, and
n,> less is she doing so now through her ancient monuments, which proclaim her to have early discovered the fa.ct that fleshly generation is the
serpent in man's Eden.
Egypt, or the South, is ever and alwaya the land of enlightenment.
whither the church is sent to bear the yoke of serfdom as a preparation
for Canaan. 'While archmologists are uncovering Egypt's monuments
from the sands of ages, the devout student is seeking those interior, or
veiled, truths which are signified by •'treasures hidden in the sand."
"Even unto this day a veil remaineth in the rea,cling of the Old Testament, which veil only is removed in Christ." Only as the Christ is
developed in man will he be able to put aside the veil of the letter, and
penetrate the spirit of the sacred teachings.
December, the month which corresponds to the symbol Sagittarius, is
. characterized by an uncompromising demeanor; for .Nature is true to herself, and the effort to which she stands pledged to bring about a meta.
morphosis. The sun's rays stir not her pulses, notwithstanding that the great
luminary has drawn its nearest to the earth ; for sl1e plays not the wanton with her forces, nor dissembles with smiles where she has nothing to
give.
In December Nature lays bare all her secrets, and employs no subterfuges or artifices to cover her, less seemly features. This is her testing
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time, aud summoniug all her battalions of winds, she sends them abroad
to purge a~y her rotten growths. That which has not root and vitality
in itself must now fall; and only the sturdy trunks of the forest escape
unscatlwd. Mother Nature at this period so fully sympathizes with her
children, that she herself turns Archer; for attack and defence characterize this season.
The people symbolized by Sagittarius, or those born under this sigu.
are the expression of fidelity and executive ability. Their words are few
and straight to the point, and characterized by an incisiveness which is
telling. They go to the root of the matter in whatever they undertake,
and as reformers, spare not in probing and exposing the festering sores
of society.
They are represented by the muscles in the Grand Body, and consequently they are the watchmen, who forewarn of danger. Naturally was
the tribe of Levi, to which they belong, chosen to fill the priestly office in
the wilderness of Sinai. Their period of service as watchmen on Zion's
gate was not limited, however, to early times; for it is the tribe of Levi,
or the people of Sagittarius, more largely than those of any other sign,
who serve the world to-day in the priestly or ministerial office.
The children of Levi are ever ready, as of old, to purge a.way the
abuses of the camp, and to slay those who transgress its obligations.
They are the mounted warriors who override the Cross (the symbol of
persecution), as we see portrayed in the Celestial sphere.
The myth belonging to Sagittarius is that of the famous Centaur, Cbeirou, who changed himself into a horse in order to escape the jealous inquiries of Rhea, the daughter of Terra, or the earth.
It is ever the close questioning of Rhea that makes of man the Centaur.
In other words, Nature will have no secrets when symbolized by the Archer ; for here she uncovers and reveals all that has been hidden. In
this emblem man reaches the Ham-stage of development, where life bas
no ]onger any disguiaes.
The senseless rhymes of the nursery soonest make the child master of
its mother tongue, and so will the s0-0alled senseless myths of antiquity
earliest make man conversant \vith the language of his fatherland. As
the one begins, so will the other end his education.
In Sa.gitt&.rius man is nearing the w·est, that quarter whithet· trends
all the progress of the ages. Not only is the s-o-n, or man, moving West.
ward, but so is the pole, while the great luminary is also sweeping onward
in the Jireution we ca.ll west, toward a point in the constellation Hercules; a decan of that very sign (Scorpio), where man will have i·eached
his Orient.
The chief constellation in the Western heavens in December is the
winged horse Pegasus, the fabled steed which bore to every deed of prowess the. heroes of antiquity. This is the symbol of those winged or celes.
tial knowledges which ever prove to man the steed of all victory. These.
however, only come to his apprehension, as he throws off the torpor which
has been induced by his prolonged sojourn in the South. This the old
myths and the stars unite in telling.
In Sagittarius is accomplised the eighth Herculean labor, the obtaining of the mares of Diomedes, which fed on human flesh. This myth oi
the Thracian mares that were given to cannibalism, beara upon it:; very
face the trope, or figure.
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Bacon tells us, in his "Wisdom of the Ancients," that "in the first
ages, all things abounded with fables, parables and similes, which were
.
not intended to conceal, but to inform and teach."
Cannibal ma.res are a. paradox, since flesh is never ea.ten by the horse.
The Thracian mares signify nothing of the horse species; but instead,
those mares of the night. the imaginary phantoms, which to:..day sit like
an incubus upon man, ca.using his intercepted, difficult utt.erance of truth.
Mares of the night are always, and rightfully, connectecl wit.h over-indulgence of appetite, a fact which gives force to this myth of the cannibal
steeds of Diomedes.
The license which preceding generations have given to the lower and grosser d~mands of the flesh, has stifled those of spirit, ca.using the present nightmare of sense, that fear of undefined evil which haunts the greater proportion of mankind to-day. This it is that has brought upon the race its
intercepted view of the higher truth, ancl also a faltering, uncertain speech
when proclaiming what they believe lo be the spirit's monitions.
In the symbol Sagittarius of the grP.at cycle, however, man wi11 have
so far put off the more material or grosser nature; in other words, he will
have uncovered life of many of its present disguises, and thus awakened to a
partial realization that the phantoms of doubt and fear whie11 surround
him, are but the dreams of sense. The incubus which now paralyzes all
his higher powers will be in a measure lifted; for here the mares of Diomedes, to which his very flesh is prey, a.re captured.
Little wonder is it to us, that the teachings of these divine mysteries
never found their way into the literature of the nation; or that the Greek
poet Pindar should have declared of these sacred rites : '' Happy is he
who has behel<l them, for he knows the end, and he also knows the beginning."
As we have previously said, it is not-without import that the ecliptic,
or earth's path, lies directly between the horns of the Bull. Man is indeed
in the horn of dilemma to-day, since he possesses not ancient Egypt's gift
of inspirational utterance, which came of an un11horn ancestry.
Only those who have thrown off the night mare, or thrall of sense, through
simple and exalted living, have any dei::-ree of coherence, or frPedom in
the declaration of truth.
V !'.:-: '.
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CLEANLINESS.
The :.<!;;;n <lischarges the most important functions. Therefore pel'sonal <"leanliness cannot be systematically negl6'lted without risk to health. The quanc:ty of
water excreted by the skin is on the average about double that given off by the
lungs in the same time and in addition to water, carbonic acid gas and other
used up products are constantly thrown off by the skin.
Then again the flattened cells, 01• scales, of the scarf or extreme outside skin, are
being constantly ca.~t off, but by contact with the clothing and mixed with other oily
secretions of the skin they form a thin crust. as it were, which co\'ers the whole
body. This attracts the floating dust, ever present in the atmosphere and the
result is that healthy life is disturbed, more than 1~ proper share of work is
thrown on the lungs, kidneys and other eliminating organs ; the blood is not properly purified and disorders of the skin are induced. The whole surface of the
body from head to foot 11hould be cl<>ansed, at least once a day. Neglect of personal cleanliness is hr. no means confined to the poorer classes. There are num·
bet'!! of well-to-do people who seldom 01· never wash, and to whom the .. morning
tub " is an unknown auxiliary to health and comfort. Yet it takes very lit:!e
time, expense. or trouble to secure ablution of the body of some sort. A handbasin, a sponge, .a shallow bath or flat tub, a piece of good white soap with no
excess of n~kali, a. couple of gallons of water, and a towel, are all that are 1equired; and the whole proceRs need not occupy more than five minutes. Evm
rubbing the body first with a dry towel will, in most cases. keep the skin suffi·
ciently clean during the week and promote healthy reaction, provided a warm
bath. with a good soaping, is taken at the Close of the week. A good flesh bnish
is also a valuable adjunct.
There is no doubt that a great many children contract a t;trong aversion to
colcl watel', because they have injudiciously and thoughtlessly been subjected to
the cold bath at periods when they were unable to bear it. A convenient time
for taking a bath is just after getting out of bed in the morning or just heforc
going to bed. This latter time is appropriate as a bath is found to be very i efreshing after severe or prolonged exercise of any kind.
In drying the skin, various kin<l:i of towels may be used but the effects p10cluced by friction will be all the more beneficial if the skin ca.n tolerate a rough
towel. F~e~h-g 1 oves or hair-gloves can also be used to advantage.
As to time spent in bathing much depends on the kincl of bath and the condition and constitution of the bather. Three minutes is quite sufficient for the eold
~pongc bath or cold plunge. ln the tepi!l or warm bath the period may be prolonged to ten minutes or a c1uarter of an hour. The following instructioll8 of the
secretary to the Royal Humane society of England are interesting in this conneetion:
·•Avoid bathing within two hours after a meal.
Avoicl bathing when <'xhausted by fatigue or from any other cause.
Avoid bathing when t.he bocly is cooling after perspiration.
Avoid bathing altogether in the open air if, after having been a short time in
the water, there is a ~ense of chilliness, with numbness of the hands and feet;
but bathe when the body is warm. provided no time is lost in getting into the water.
Avoid chilling the body by sitting or standing undressed on the banks or in
boats after having been in the water.
.
Arnid remaining too long in the water. but leave the water immediately there
is the slighest feeling of ehillinesti. The "igorous and stroug may bathe early in
the morning on an empty stomach. The young and those who are weak had better bath<:> t \VO or three hours after a meal ; the best time for such is from two to
three hours after breakfast. Those who are subject to attacks of giddiness or
faintness, and those who suffer from palpitation or other sense of discomfort at.
the heart, should not bathe without first consulting their medical adviser.''

The Healthy
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SPIRlT AND SOUL COMMUNION.
WHY IMPERFECT-HOW PERFECTED.

Spirit communion in the kigher realms of thought, which makes it
possible for us to be led in the right path, must be monogamic. Promiscd ty leads to disorder and confusion in soul life as surely as in the
physical life. The same law obtains in both realms: "What God hath
joined together man cannot put asunder." The communication received
from such a union is truth absolute, and in this way alone is it gained.
God works through instruments, and the perfect instrument must do
the perfect work. None the less the imperfect do his will, bnt the results are imperfect 2tlso. This makes clear the reason for the confusion
resulting in the world to-day from so-called spirit-commnnion.
The same restlessness pervades the undeveloped soul after · disintegration of the body that characterized it in earth life. Seeking ever to
equalize themselves in matter they are <lrawn here and there by attraction,
wherever conditions are favorable. The equilibrium being maintained
temporarily, we have the varii\ble manifestations of spiritualistic phe- '
nomena which have pnzzlecl men and women for centuries.
On the mountain heights alone is found repose. Ever obeying the
gentle voice of the Spirit which says " Come up higher," we reach at last
the mountaiu top. The duality of all life is made eternally sure by the
completed soul - two in one. "Verily they two shall be one flesh."
There comes to many in earth life, this spiritual binding, but because
they seek to take the kingdom of Heaven by force - before they are
ready for it- they experience grief and sorrow.
In the light of this pure love all man-made laws sink into insignifiance
and the spirit fin~ls itself free anrl untrammeled. It is not necessary for
the spirit mate to be incarnated in the flesh. There can be the most
perfect accord, brini;ing with it the most perfect rest. without physical
association. For, with spirit there is neither time nor space, neither is
thel'e a possibility of appropriating what is another's. The eternal law
· of right makes this impossible.
To learn well the command of the Master: " Resist not evil,' an<J
steadily holding ourselves to the thought: "All is good!" will surely
bring to us the desire of our hearts, no matter how improbable it may
seem to Le that circumstances which are undesirable might be removed.
Be true to the faith which a knowledge of the law of love will bring to
all, and as sure as time rolls ou in earth life, when these circumstances
have fulfilled their mission, "evil" will fall away from our lives Jike the
leaves from the trees whose work is clone with the close of each season.
Into our lives come these seasons. They begin, they reach culmination,
retrogress towards disintegration and lo ! they are gone.
This must be so for it is law. Until this understanding is reached
:Faith and Hope ·are onr guides, and the mighty power of faith is compassed in the Master's words: "If ye have faith as a grain of mustard
seed and shall say to this mountain Le thou removed and be thou cast
into the midst of the sea, it shall be done." A mountain of seeming
trouble is reduced to a mole-hill by faith and trust. "Commit thy way
unto the Lord ancl he shall bring it to pass," follows after the promise of
bemg given the desire of our hearts - conditioned only by the command: "Trnst in the Lord and do good."
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Spiritual commun~n corresponds to the marriage relation in earth life,
for, by the law of <l'P>rrespondence, everything in the invisible has its
counterpart in the visible, and as in ea1·th marriages· there come times of
misunderstanding unless there is perfect accord, so in spiritual union, to
be perfectly adjusted to each other, both must know the law of lo,·e.
The law of attraction through desire works unceasingly, and also
methodically. As in earth conditions the strong desire which culminates
in the relations of sex bring with it physical gratification, so in spirit
relations the desire for complete oneness culminates in an experience corresponding to the gratification of the fower natul'e, which brings with it
what all men vainly seek in earthly things - happiness.
This cnlmination is followed in both realms of mind and matter b'·
reaction, and if both know the law, both will realize quiet repose of so~l
a.ml body which should follow every period of activity, whether mental
or physical. .
Herein lies the necessity for the at-One-ment. Wlien this is establishtU~
all power is given unto man. Even the mysteries of death and hell, as
well as the glories of the heavenly kingdom are revealed to bis astonished
visi(lu. The eyes of his soul are opened and he sees no m·>re "as through
a glass darkly but face to face." "All is good- there is no evil as an
entity," are meaningless words to him no longer, but are verified in his
very body wlien lie is moakened to the truth that through the so-called
unholy fire of passion lies the road to immortaliiy. Verilv our God un1·ecognized is a consuming fire, but t·ecngnized and controlled by the
etel'nal law of use, makes us, not gods, but angels, with a capacity for
happiness as unlimited as the supply itself.
How can this be attained 'l To him that overcometh are all the promises given, and to him alone. The victory mttst be complete. The world
and all worldly desires must fall away. The consecration must be made
of body, soul and spirit. Then we can say "Old things have passed
away and behold all things are made new." After this will follow the
promise speedily fulfilled: " To him that overcometh will I give to eat of
the tree of life. Ile sh&.ll be like a tr~e planted by a river of water.
lie shall bring forth much fruit and his leaves (life) shall be for the
healing of the nations." The Master's words-" They who seek first the
kingdom of heaven shall have all things added unto them." The testimony of the Psalmist-" The desires of our heart3 are given unto usour ways are ways of pleasantness - our righteousness shall be as the
light and our judgments as the noonday." Then it is we walk the earth
as one upon it but not of it.
'' Wide open to the sun - tlille'W
The wiDdoWB of our eoul."

And drink in inspiration from every blade of grass, from every drop of
dew, and everything animate and inanimate echoes the words:
"Oh, God, all thy works do praise thee I "

Is this pos~ible in earth life? The command of the Master : " Be ye
perfect," implies this possibility. He himself is oar guide and counsel·
lor, " We in him and He in us " - as " He in the Father and the
VARET.A.
Father in him."
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"ELEMENTALS."
We cannot refrain from waming the student in occultism to avoid, as
the most virulent poison, the "forms " and " rites " for the subjugation
(!) of the lower sentient forces in nature. I have just read, in this connection, an article from the pen of one who, from his advanced years
and supposed knowledge of the hidden laws and forces, should be possel'sed of wisdom sufficient t.o guide his pen in more useful directions than
to write suggestions to "control" and "subjugate" anything in God's
universe except that most difficult of all specie of force, the human
organism, - the lower selfhoocl.
The author is ·a prominent leader in an "occult" society wl1ich has become well known in this country, and his article opens with a tale which,
while doubtless containing many points of fact, is yet designed for spiritual babes and should never be given to a presumed-to-be higher order of
thinkers, nor to those who have not developed beyond the point where
they are fully able to think for themselves, and are not ready to take the
testimony of whomsoever may offer a plausible story, or theory. It goes
on to relate how a "fakir" begged alms and not being favored with the
exact amount demanded, refused to take anything and "walked away."
Then the story proceeds to the effect that all kinds of misfortune by fire
and accident befell the man's relatives who had refused the fakir's demands, etc., etc. ad nauaeum.
The narrative reminds us of a doggerel which relate::i the punishments
sure to descend upon the unlucky youth who dares to do wrong. It declares that children who disobeyed their parents, or otherwise sinned, were
visited by all sorts of unheard of catastrophes, such as being carried off
bodily by black, fire spoutin~ fiends, ghosts, and every other demon-like
absurdity which a diseased imagination is able to co11coct. Each verse
ends with: "An' th' Goblins '11 cotcb you if yer don't watch out."
This simple little rhyme is taken for what it is worth, and no one
thinks of seeing anything in it but that which the writer probably intended, - senseless fun ; but when matters upon this plane are taken up
and treated seriously, and even accompanied with formulas of instruction
as to how to exorcise or control the "fire sponters, " it is time that common sense asserted itself and the absurd, wicked mysticism stripped from
the microscopic kernel of real truth which lies concealed beneath all the
rubbish of words.
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We cannot resist giving one of the methods, which the author of the
article in question i.ubmits, as the means to be employed to rid one's self
or family of these " fire sprites: " " The ceremonv occupies forty-five
days (I) the exorcist must keep himself perfectly chaate, must trace upon
the floor in rice powder, a figure containing twenty-four squares. A
square of plantain leaf of the same size must be laid in each of these
sub-divisions." Then follows details as to how each leaf must be treat.ed
and as to what "word" must be uttered in connection with the ceremony;
and that before the lapse of the forty-five days each letter must be pronounced one hundred thousand times. The reader will &ee that if the
word consisted of seven letters there would be seven hundred thousand
articulations during this period, or upwards of fifteen thousand per day!
Then, in order for the full force of the ceremony to come into effect, there
must be offerings of cooked rice and black beans I !
The author of the article admits that if an elemental is sent by a master (sic) to attack a "perfectly good person, " it fails to do any harm, and
the spirit falls back upon the persecutor. :N"ow herein is found the key
which unlocks the whole system of the "elemental " theory. This bugbear should be pigeon-holed in the very same apartment with hypnotism,
that other stmcture of fog, which the warmth and light of TRUTH so
quickly and summarily dissipates. The knowledge of these simple facts in
nature, and their applications, should produce only a passing recognition
instead of being warped and distorted by those who have entered the
unexplorell. and whosP. declarations and acts serve to create fear which
harms aud destroys.
Understand that I am not denying the existence of these low forces in
nature; I am simply laboring to convince the reader that feai· of them
will serve to produce the only harm that can result from the influence, if
they are lPft alone until you have attended to t.he real essential work
which your own organism is calling for y.:mr higher self to perform. No
need to invite the enmity of any elemental outside yourself. You will
find within, a foemau wot-thy your steel, yes a legion of them ! ! When
the1<c are conquered then search for the "fire sprites," and not before.
It is well to know that there are countless forms of semi-conscious
forces which may act upon the individual who makes it possible for them
so to do. There are elementals and elementals, and there are elementaries ,·
their name is legion, and their manner of approaching their victim is so
varied that we shonld despair of enumerating them. Perhaps it is a
wrong expression to say that an elemental approcltes a. person. I am almost convinced that they are drawn irresistibly to certain men and
women who, by their impure or weak, vacillating minds, create condi.
tious, making it absolute}) impossible for these low, undeveloped specie
of life to do otherwise than ensconce themselves in the very soul of the
weak, or impure, individual. It woulll hardly be a correct usage of t.erms
to say that the needle "approaches " the magnet; it is rather compelled
to move in the direction of the more powerful force which holds the
peculiar qualities making it absolutely impo:;sible for the smaller object
to do otherwise than obey a law which is recognized throughout thtt
universe.
Within the magnet there are found conditions which form a most harmonious "element" and which as surely appeals to the smaller bod~· and
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draws it t.o itself as does the human soul which contains all the "elements" of viscious habits, or weakencl, vitiated general structme, attract
unto itself every impure thought which chances t.o be thrown in its direction. Thoughts are the seeds from which spring these manifestations of
imperfect characters.
lf a man silently and continuously protests within hif1 soul when an
impure thought seeks entrance he will not long be kept upon the plane
where such thoughts can flow in his direction. Thus will be cut off the
possibility of elementals from this source.
"Like attracts like. " and as we succeed in rising int.o the sphere of
perpetual good we will draw unto our lh·es only that which partakes of
the pure qualities of this sphere. The1·e are powerful forces in nature
which tend downward. We all admit their power and their universality,
but how few of us realize that good is not alone 1miversa.l but more potent, and never a victim of its adversary except the latter receives the aid
of the will of the person over whom the contest is being made?
For about two years I have been in correspondence with a man who,
using his own words, has been "cursed" by familiar spirits ; elementals,
would doubtless be a more comprehensive term, however. Thi:; man says
that almost from boyhood he bas been tormented by these disembodied
"fiends, " who come to him at all times and in <livers ways and suggest
everything that is horrible and repulsive to a person who tries to live the
higher life. He claims that they have taken all pleasure from life and
made his existence a "hell; " have even been the cause of the loss of all
his worldly possessiont'I. He wrote me for ad vice. I told him at once
that he must realize the truth of the great law "Like attracts like ; " that
there was something within him which made it not only possible but necessary for these forces to find entrance ; that 11is very words in the letter
to me explained the matter quite fully ; that as long as he used such
expressions regarding these things, so long would they remain with him.
His next letter convinced me as to the puerility of such advice, to a man
who could develope only through experience with all these forces, for he
took se1·ious exceptions to my statement that "Like attracts like," and
the continued bitterness of bis words hurled at the "elementals" shew
me only too plainly the foolishness of argument with a person who was
convinced already.
Every word of a vindictive nature which we utter against an "elemental" gives that force an added power. Nothing of which I am cognizant
so weakens the soul-force as the utterance of useless words. You who
have elementals keep your tongues still for a week 01· so a.nd note the
result!! During this time let your answers be yea, yea. and nay, nay and
in the interims of silence try and think as to why it is that God, the Creator of all, has. made tl1e gross blunder (?) (!)of bringing into your life
something of an evil nature for the rurpose of subjugating and turuing
from its mission a principle of good . ! See if, at the end of your seven
days true "fast," you cannot arrive at a more sublimated estimate of
your God than heretofore you have been able to <lo.
\Vhy do we unconsciously nourish these suspicions of Divinity? For
it is nothing less than that when we perpetually harp upon the subject of
•• evil, " "degeneration, " " elementals " and the like. The time will come
when all will be clearest sunlight. The element:th, which now annoy will
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be seen to be only agents for good, when at last we can understand. It
is only necessary for us to keep our soul's purpose undeviatingly fixed
upon the highest within our comprehension to-day ; then all will be well
and we may have no fear of that which is now beyond our ken. Get your
self into Divine harmony and relationship, first by silence, then by att.ention to the physical, by the uncompromising crucifixion of useless habits:
by correct relationship and conduct with your fellow man ; by thought
which leads to confidence in your Crea.tor. After consistently living this
life for a few months then you may perhaps be excused if you pause fot
::. moment and look for "elementals. " I predict that you can easily
count them upon your ten fingers although it is not at all advisable to
wait for too close an estimation, else the soul, not over strong, may beckon
them back to their old stronghold !
Rest perfectly easy upon the question of these forces. They certainly
exist ; but keep straight upon the way t.owar<ls vour icleal of to-morrow
a.nd be not temptecl, by curiosity, to stray from the Pa.th.
Make no ra5h experiments with clynamite, for if you do, you will doubtless fintl in it an "elemental" that will convince you of its reality and
power. Do not question that keen edges will cleave, else some of your
own life force ma.y be wasted. No I keep your face to the light; faithfully perform your work and clo not enter any by-path that leads to the
bogs and mires of phenomena, or curious, dangerous experimentation, for
these serve but to delay the REAL ultimate which you should gain while
here in the body.
" He shall give his angels charge over thee, " and as there can be no
force in nature superior to the Ureator of a.11 force, we can safely rest with
Him that which we do not fully understand, for He is mindful of every
faithful child.
The mon:1ent that fear enters our life regarding the influence of nature's forces then we unconsciously show a distrust in Divinity and His
powe1· to shield His servants.
Now who among us are duly prepared to go forward in our development, with full faith; adhering strictly to the law within; trusting implicitly that God rules; pE>rforming our duty in the present, quietly but
irresistibly carrying forward our plans to overcome every "elemental " of
the mic1·ocosm ; and. in a word, unwaveringly and practically keep before
our eves the model of the man celestial? Occult students, the world over,
abandon your pursuit or interest in the mystical, ancl answer; then commence anew your task of possessing the only thing which can give you
all that earth or heaven can bestow. namely the union of the higher to the
lower ; the full subservience of the physical " elementals " to the awakened soul. Then you shall have come int.o your " inheritance."

c.

H.

MACKAY.

To ALL SusscRIBERs.-It has been our custom to make THE E1oTERIC a forty.
eight page magazine. In the beginning of Vol. V. (if Divine Providence permits
us to issue that Vol. from the Colony site), we shall adopt the principle of
printing only such articles as we deem profitable, in view of our objects, and if
we do not issue more than four pages well and good, or if it is one hundred jtl!t
as well; but we have 110 doubt that future volumes will, when completed, contain
as much reading matter as formerly. TI1ere may be some delay on account of
moving.
-H. E. R.
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THE HIGHER MEDIUMSHIP; OCCULT PHENOMENA, ETC.
BY DR.' .J. C. STREET AND CHAS. H. MACKAY.
(Dr. Street claims to be a gatherer rather than an originator of spiritual icleas ; and from whatttver source he receives truth, he is always ready to acknowledge and imparl it again. TBUTB
can never be a forgery.)

THE projection of the Astral bocly begins at the heart. Here the
medinm is fully unconscious. "\Yhen it is made visible to others, its
first formation or manifestation begins at the feet and finishes at the
head; whereas the projection of the inner man or the work of a conscious
medium, or the work of a conscious master, hegins at the head and ends
at the feet; the former is the result of higher spirit soul, an angel's
workings, and the action is antipodal or mediator from heaven, of spirit
and the reverse as to the methods of the medium for this corporeal world.
Christ was a Mediator. \\"bile He meditated alone, in silence and
prayer in the mountain, He projected his inner man, and presented
himself to hfa disciples ont upon the lake. His disciples were mediums
of the corporeal, the will, the oute1· sense ; and were ignorant of the astral
body, the inner phantom ; therefore they cried out through fear, and ran
away.
Now the very diffierence in all mediumRhip is here : Does the medium
act as a mediator through the without and the will, receiving impressions
from the astral light or elementals, or a disembodied Roul; or is he a
mediator in the higher sense of the word, through the Divine Human,
and the inner man ; and returning back to earth God's dh·ine love and
divine idea? A good common sense and full practical knowledge of
mediumship, would dispel the desire of show and all commerce or money
getting, through or by mediumship, and also prove that no individual
must claim professionalism by Divine commission.
A more full and perfect knowledge must be gained of the sevenfold
constitution of man, also of the conscious, and the unconscious projection of the astral body ; and as to whether the medium is wrapped in
the astral light universal, or his own atmosphere and the astral Locly
of human will, with all those images of feelings, thoughts, and human
events, past and present.
It is a mistake to suppose that the World of Spirit Souls is made up
of departed men and women. The "departed" human beings constitute
the greater part of it, but not by any means, the whole. There are evil
spirits of Desire and Self, that very closely surround the physical man
and excite his life, of whom animal man is the parent and he helps to create
them out of the elements of his own corporeal soul; and they come from
his body and are created into full activity through the man-mind and will;
and these elemental spirits are in a certain sense visible, a.ncl
in man's
selfish reason and unde1·standing of corporeal self, and when they hide
away from his reason seem to gather fresh power and act with his selfish
will, and they often in this sense become living activities and powerful
influences, operating upon brutes according to their cliverse faculties.
No seer, no adept passing into the inner subjective state, but that can
see the astral vaporous growth of human will and human mind, and all
the deceptive appearances of the objective life, which a.re so often
sensed by the medium and given as a communication from the world of

act
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spirit; and the common altitude, also the culmination of most men, remains right here. There has been a. certain umlerstanding of two states
of existence, and between these two states the ordinary investigator of
spiritual phenomena lives, and for rest or any recreation swings like a
pendulum between the land of disembodied souls and his natural, animal
life; never thinking or trying to apply to his own life a higher truth, a
nobler action, a truer love, or a more unselfish impulse; but so apt to
reach, in a few years a dictatorial tyranny of Spiritual Anarchy, more
intolerant than the most antiquated Calvinist, or Iconoclast swaggering in
brntality.
DR. STREET.

*

*

*

*.

*

•••••

The word "medium" has come into a signification extremely narrow.
Every person shoulcl be his own medium, for the reception of the real
knowledge and for the dev,elopment of the latent powers which are await.
ing expression. In this particular line he will find himself an instrument,
outworking the Di vine laws of life; bringing his physical, mental and spiritual chaotic condition, into system and most perfect order. ·what is the
true, the Divine mediumship? It is possessed only by him who has come into
his inheritance through long patient study and practice in the laws governing his own being.
The body, the physical, is the only m~dium through which man will be
able to raise himself through the multifarious degrees of development
into the Divine relationship. In this body of mine I have a constantly
present means for my elevation into the soul-consciousness. There is not one
yearning of the soul, nor a noble ambition which cannot be fully met and
satisfied, if we constantly treat the human organism as the medium which
will reveal every mystery of God and Nature.
Now if all will meditate upon this question the spirit of truth will
soon be apparent. Look not to a poor weak "controlled" organism for
astounding " revelations." If you pin your faith to such you will meet
with repeated disappointments. The true, reliable revelations will come
througl1 the medium of your own perfected manhood and womanhood,
and through this meanff alone.
This continual pursuit of the "wonderful," the "supernatural" tends
only to ret:i.rcl the real growth of the inner. The evidence of the external senses can bring us little satisfaction, regarding spirit communion.
What though a dear departed one comes to us through another's organism ; still we are not content, and nothing but the actual experience of
contact with Divinity itself can bring .that peace and absolute resignation
which the "master" possesses. It is possible to so refine the quality of
the physical environment that it will not hold back the spiritual expressions which are ever seeking recognition, but will actually be an aid, a
medium, to the realization of everything which serves to raise us to the
higher planes of life..
There is great proneness among oocult students to develope conditions
of impatience, restlessness. They are not content to allow the growth to
proceed by healthy, natural steps, but must needs struggle for the possession of those ephemeral toys called "manifestations." Now ''spirit mani·
festations" are but t.he shadow, and while it is followed the real is
constantly just beyond our perception.
When the soul in human form, first becomes aware that it livu, there
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is generally an incontrollable impulse to rush into spirit phenomena.
This is well, and if the individual is sufficiently strong to drop this phas~,
when its usefulness to him shall have ceased, then bis development will
proceed naturally and surely, step by step, until soon he finds no need of
a "medium" except that of bis own r~finell and sublimated organism,
through which error cannot proceed.
Then the higher mediumship comes only through long, persistent, faithful adherance to Nature's laws. To be sure it is a long route to the goal
where direct communion with the Exhaustless is attained, but it is worth,
to the victor, a thousandfold more than is entailed by the comparitively
insignificant struggles along the way.
Do not stop at the wayside to satisfy curiosity, by dabbling too much
iu the " Supernatural. " Seek continually to develope within, the power
to know truth and apply it in your every day experiences. Remember
that true occultism is sought by him who desires to know God's will and
who spurns the attainment of the power to perform "miracles " before
his higher self is so far perfected that no harm can result from its possession.
Christ was offered unlimited temporal power, but the tempter was summarily and effectively dealt with. The self-same Satan is still busy, presenting his subtle temptations, to the soul which has caught the first
glimpse of the Paradise which awaits the faithful.
There is a certain, indescribable satisfaction in the possession of this
really puerile attribut.e which the spiritual medium and his "guides "
hold over their victims. And then there is the all-powerful incentive,
money, which holds them hopelessly to their debasing practices. As you
value your peace of mind and your chances of future usefulness we advise you, who would reach the "height" to avoid "guides" and "controls, " else the higher planes of soul consciousness will never be gained
in earth life.
There is little sense or reason in display of phenomena. If you have a
truth within your possession, li1:e it, and it matters not what opposition is
created among men, yet sooner or later if you are silent, unassuming, consistent, this truth will be felt and adopted. On the contrary if you
undertake to force an opinion 01· doctrine, notwithstanding its beauty
and truth, you will meet with nothing but inappreciation and ultimate
failure, thus bringing reproach upon the grandest of truths.
There is a story, said to be taken from the Talmud (the book of
Hebrew laws), to the effect, that:
"On a certain day, Rabbi Eliezer ben Orcanaz replied to the questions propoeed to him concerning his teaching; but his arguments being found to be inferior to his pretensions, the
doctors present refnsed to admit bis conclusions. The Rabbi Eliezer said, ' My doctrine is
true, and this karoub-tree, which is near us, shall demonstrate the infallibility of my teaching.'
Immediately the karoub-tree, obeying the voice of Eliezer, arose out of the ground and planted
itself a hundred cubits farther off, but the Rabbis &hook their beads and answered, 'The
karoub-tree proves nothing,' ·What, cried Elieur, ' you resist so great a miracle ? Then let
this rivulet flow backwards, and attest the truth of my doctrine.' lmmediat!ly the rivulet,
obeying the command of Eliezer, flowed backward towards its source. Hut again the Rabbis
&hook their heads and said, ' The rivulet proves nothllw. We must w1deratand before we can
believe.' 'Will you believe me,' said Rabbi Eliezer, 'i1 the walls of this houae wherein we sit
ahonld fall down? ' And the walls, obeying him, began to fall, until Rabbi Joahua exclaimed,
'By what right do the walls interfere in our debates?' Then the walla stopped in their fall
out of respect to Rabbi Joehua, but remained leaning out of respect to Rabbi Elie7.er, and
remain leaning to this day. But Eliezcr, mad with rage, cried out, 'Then, in order to confouud
you, and since yon compel me to it, let a voice from heaTI!n be heard!' And immediately the
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Bath-Kol, or Y oice from heaven, was hew1l at I\ great height in the air, and it said, • What are
all the opinioDB of the Rabbis compared to thti opiuoon of Rabbi Eli<izcr? When he has 1q:oken,
his opinion ought to prevail." Hereupon Rabbi Joshua arose and said, "It is written, ' The
law is not in Heaven ; it is in your mouth and in your heart.' It is in your reaaon for again
it i• written. • I have left you free to ohoose between life and death,
and evil.' And it is
in your conscience ; for ' if ye love the Lord and obey ms voice withm you, you will find b.ppiness and truth.' Wherefore, then, does Rabbi Eliezer bring in a karoub-tree, a rivulet, a wall
and a voice to aettle questioDB of doctrine? And what is the only conclwiion that can be drawn
from such miracles, but that they who have expounded the laws of nature have not wholly
understood them, and that we must now admit that in certain casee a tree can uproot itadf, a
rivnlet flow backwards, walls obey instructioDB, and voices sound in the air ? But wb.t connection is there between th- observations and the teaching of Rabbi Eliezer ? No doubt theee
miracles were very ertraordinary, and they have filled ua with astonishment; but to amaze is
not to argue, and it is argument and not phenomena that we require. When, therefore, Rabbi
Eliezer shall have proved to us that karoub-trees, rivulelB, walls and unknown voices afford u,
by unusual manifestations. reasonings equal in value and weight to that reason which God has
placed within ua to guide our judgement, then alone will we make use of such teetimoniee and
eetimate them as Eliezer requires."

F

Rabbi Joshua and his associates were certainly possessed of wisdom
and most effectively exercised it in their consideration of influences and
agencies which were employed for the purpose of.forcinr a recognition of
worth in a pet creed or doctrine. While "wonderful ' in a. manner yet
wherein, by themselves, do these phenomena add anything to the structure eternal or in any way contribute to the elevation of the true manhood?
The display of these powers, never bring true conviction. There is
always an atmosphere of ledgerdemain which beclouds the performance,
and even curiosity, that lowest among the occultist's traits, is seldom satisfied. Surely they who thus "expound the laws of nature do not comprehend them," for could they "comprehend, " they would never bring them
to the notice of others except for the purpose of demom~trating a special,
unselfish use.
I recently came across the following rambling sentences, over the signature of a " popular " clergyman :
" All who want to be saved may be saved, •without money and without
price.' Salvation by the Lord Jesus Christ for all the people. Of
course use common' sense in this matter; you cannot expect to get to
Charlestown by taking ship to Portland, and you cannot get to heaven by
going in au opposite direction. Believe in the Lord Jesus Christ and
thou shalt be saved."
We often wonder why it is that these great and good men who appear
to have surmounted all earthly limitations, and stand purified (?) upon
their high plane so apparently near to heaven, we wonder that they never
condescend to tell the poor, suffering, common people just how they have
attained to their sphere of superiority !
Is it right or just that the glittering possibilities of a. Christian life are
held up to the poor struggling rank and file, and yet the methods are
withheld ? It matters little that a weak, suffering soul is constantly reminded by his spiritual adviser that he must seek Christ, the kingdom of
heaven, etc.•; this may serve to add to the general misery and may a.waken
him, ultimarely, to higher thoughts and motives, and a det.ermination to
find the Way, but his daily life may be made more cheerful and his usefulness be greatly increased, could he be given something definite to outwork, which will be recognized a.s a real, tangible assistant in his spiritual
growth.
There is a period in the spiritual life corresponding to the physical
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existence of the babe. The weak, childish gropings, can be made to possess confidence and independence if a. few lessons of practical guidance
are imparted. The question of Godliness is not correctly answered by
external display of devotion, a.nd this continua.I appeal to Divinity for
aid is weakening to the soul of the petitioner, and serves only to a.waken
vibrations which a.re an illustration of wasted energy.
I believe that there is but one form of prayer which the earnest
neophyte need employ, it is this: "Father I thank Thee for the
blessings of this hour; may I accept every event of life as that which is
best for me in my present imperfect condition, and may I come to a full
realization of the Divine principles of truth which Thou art seeking to
express through this earthly tabernacle of mine. In complete subservience to Thee, I hope to possess that higher phase of earthly existence
where a.t last I can know that 1 desire Thy will, not mine, to fully guide
and control my· every act."
To me the idea. of prayer is for the purpose of pouring out than~ful
r,ess, and not to ask for that which cannot be ~ven until we are fitted to
receive; therefore it seems folly to waste our lives in the interchange i;>f
words, while the Father i·equires silmice and action.
Divine power, occult power, power which assures success among men;
all, all comes to the man who first gains this pearl of greatest price.
Now, how is a. beginning to be made? We have told you plainly and explicitly in former issues of this magazine, precisely how to commence.
Unlike our older and more popular spiritual workers, we have not condemned your lives and there dropped the matter, but have told you that
which, from actual experience, has served to disclose the highways of
God to our humble life.
Occult students primarily seek magical power. This will be given
them if they are half faithful ; but a time comes in the experience when
they awaken to the great truth that the divine axiom that he who has
become the " adept " of se/,f has the key to all that has hitherto been hid ;
he is the only magician.
You who are seeking to rise above the common fate of mankind, remember always that nothing of great importance is entrusted to the keeping of those who are still within the grasp of sense a.nd passion. Every hindering attribute of the physical must be overcome and all that
tends to bind to the flesh must be crucified. Now, by this we do not
mean that you are presumed to be able to part company with every limitation of the physical at once. These habits and influences which have
been nurtured and indulged for twenty years, and in many cases for centuries,• cannot be corrected in a day. But the commencement can be
made, and that is usua.lly attended with ~a.t difficulty.
Not until the soul is purged of all imperfections will the secrets of
Nature be able to find entrance. The "occultism " of the present da~·
is so buried beneath the rubbish of personality a.nd mysticism, that it is
ahnost impossible to get the student 11tarted upc.n the right paths. There
is so much of the desire for leadership among those who have got a mere
taste of the higher truths ; and the inclination to spread their knowledge
and attainments before men, serves but to cover up the real, a.nd at the
•See " A View of Creation," in F.eonauc for Jan. 1888.
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same time confuses the honest seeker after that which is to he of the
only true service in life.
Words may be combined to suggest the most beautiful thoughts and
principles, but unless accompanied by correct and appropriate example
they are utterly powerless of good. You will gain nothing by attaching
yourself to an order. or society that has mysticism or phenomena for its
platform. Sooner or later you will find that you have pursued a. shadow.
and then you will be compelled to go back and perform anew the neglected duties to your.~elf.
Shun, therefore, the "mystical," as generally understood, for it is the
very worst form of evil. There is nothing hid which will not be revealed
to him who lives the perfect life, and you can safely estimate at naught
any man or society that wraps a truth in mystery. If you are fitted to
receive or hold a truth it can be given to you independent of rites or
form, and you are not necessitated to be blindfolded or descend to any
other childish by-play for the purpose of enforcing (l) a truth.
It is sincerely to be desired that a few men and women will awaken to
the true importance of this work, and will come ~into a clear understanding of the foundation principles ef this grand, yet extremely simple idea,
of occult development. Remember that every good thing in the universe
is as much your own as it is that of the Adept" R. T.; K. K ., X. X."(! ~)
It only remains for you to go on in your strict adherence to your daily
duties, and follow the highest guidance as taught in the ESOTERIC from
the first, and paramount to all else be a " medium " unto your11elf, for
the reception and tram1mission of trnt.h from the Infinite.
C. H. M.
TRIBUTE TO PYTHAGORAS.
Abetraet of F..iaay read by F.dgar Nelton before the Chicago Veg. A.seociation, Grand Paci6c
Hotel, November lf1.

MERGING from the tlim mists of eastern antiquity at a period preceding
the magnificent zenith of Grecian art and civilizatio!l, the student of history and the savant of ethnology both recognize a master mind whose
transcendental scintillations of philosophy and ~enius have come down
through nearly twenty-fl ve centuries, still illummating the arcade pantheon of truth and knowledge "like the eternal stars of the heavens.''
Scorning to follow the changeless, beaten path of a grovelling multitude,
Pythagoras, like others great au<l gooil, dared to think for himself, and
in this personal originality has made a lasting impression upon the eternal sands of time. Travelling in Egypt, Chahlea and India, he readily
acquired the knowledge of the age and ma.~tered the mystical lore of the
Orient, and subsequently translated themes and advanced opinions which
the world has since learned to recognize a.~ tmths. He wa.s a vegetarian
in both belief a1ul practice. His first rule, in the attainment a111l cultivation of fine intellectual perceptions and sensibilities, was entire abstinence
from the flesh of animals and gross foods. Plutarch gives unmistakable
and reliable evidence d this in his early writings, as well as giving his
own views upon the subject. May we not with benefit appropriately
pause a moment, and while glancing backwartl o'er the "mystical bridge
of time," feel grateful to the Infinite that such a powerful and harmonious moral and mental nature was formulated upon the planetary sphere
of dust, while we remember that "he learned not for knowing's sake, but
to become a st.ar to mankind forever"?
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IS IT NECESSARY TO EAT FLESH FOOD?
[Abstract of a lecture by J'. H. Kellogg, M.D., of the Battle Creek Sanitarium.)
ONE of the growing questions of the day is whether we shall eat or not
eat beefsteak, mutton-chop, ham, tripe, sausage, and all other foods composed of the 8esh of animals, and a further question is, have we any
right to do it? These points are being considered more and more.
Probably not since the days of Pythagoras has there been so much interest taken in the subject among intelligent people, all over the civilized
world. By some it is considered as an economic question. No densely
populated country can use flesh meat.<J to any extent. It has been figured
out carefully that the loss is forty to one in the matter of land to raise
food to be eaten second-hand, as against raising food for first-hand consumption.
In China there is not sufficient acreage per capita to supply its inhabitants with second-hand food in the shape of meats. Grains, barley, oatmeal, rice, peas, beans, and lentils contain eighty-five to eighty-seven per
cent of nourishment as shown by standard tables of food values. On
the other hand, flesh food (,'<>ntains only twenty-six to thirty per cent of
nutriment. The ;iweet potato is more nourishing than beefsteak, pound
for pound, yet this is contrary to the popnlar idea that meat is necessary
to make one strong.
The Chinese coolie works very hard all day long u11 the simple diet of
rice. The Irishman keeps up his strength on a diet of buttermilk and
potatoes. The German peasant lives equally well on barley and black
bread. These peasant men and women are very strong and have g.reat
powers of endurance. It is not uncommon for them to take a load of
vegetables weighing ninety to one hundred pounds on their heads, and
carry it to market. The women will march off with such a load, with
carriage perfectly erect and natural. Carrying a weight on the head is
one of the very best means of securing a good figure. I knew a German
woman who would go down to a little stream, fill her wash-tub with water,
lift it up on her head and carry it home, a feat which very few American
men are able to perform. These people live upon the simplest food,
rarely tasting meat at all. In Italy, the peasants live very largely upon
boiled chestnuts and macaroni.
Another thing, flesh foods 2're not the most esthetic diet. Among
vegetarians, we find no nation which is addicted t;o eating anything foul,
but flesh-eaters take some most horrible dishes. For instance, in Burmah,
they catch fish, kill it if it does not die otherwise, then bury it in the
ground and leave it there from a few weeks t;o three months, until decomposition has advanced to a most offensive degree, and then they separate the
8esh from the bones, mix it up with curry powder, and esteem "gnappe"
a very great delicacy. Even in this country a delicate lady thinks
nothing of swallowing an oyster whole and alive, but is it not a species of
cannibalism? Nobody but a flesh eater could take things alive. A lady
in my office one day had been fussing about having some sort of a live
animal in her stomach. She was sure that she had a lizard or a frog, or
something of the sort ; but she told me that she was tired of our plain
diet and wanted a change. I asked her what she wonld like, and she
sai<l a plate of raw oysters. I said, "here yon have been scared half to
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death for fear there was something alive in your stomach, and now you
are ready to put in a dozen live things worse than lizards."
Another point to be considered, is that the eating of flesh is more or
less dangerous. It often contains parasites. No animal food will compare for wholesomeness and purity with vegetarian foods. 'When an
animal is slaughtered, the venous blood, laden with impurities, was hastening along its course to be purified, and through cell action, impurities
are increased to a considerable degree before rigor murtia sets in. Then
the process of decomposition begins with the formation of ptomaines, and
so in its best condition, flesh food is very poor diet. A great many animals
are slaughtered when they are just ready to die. The average hog would
die in from six months to two years without the aid of a butcher, and
many times the butcher does not get the start of natural death but by a
few days. Whenever an outbreak of hog cholera occurs, turn to the
stock reports, and you will find a remarkably increased importation of
hogs from that part of the country. Farmers are hurrying off their
herds before they shall die, so that they may be buried in Chicago, and
not on their farms.
Dr. Letherby says that, " In England, alone, human stomachs furnish
catacombs in which twenty thousand diseased animals are buried every
year." In that country they have some supervision and inspection of
animals to be slaughtered, but in this country there is hardly a pretence
of determining the health of the creatures at the abbatoirs. No doctor
is called to examine the tongue or pulse. A friend of mine who has
watched matters quite closely in Chicago, says the only test they use is
that if a hog can walk to the top of an inclined plane to have its throat
cut, it is a healthy hog; and if it dies just before it gets to the top it is
sent across the city to a rendering establishment and made into steam
refined lard, and oleomargarine butter. Undoubtedly, diseased animals
are one great cause of the increase of certain diseases among humanity.
Most savages are vegetarians. There are a few carnivorous tribes, aud
they are the very lowest on the face of the earth, as, for instance, the
natives of Terra del Fuego. Cannibals of course, are flesh eaters, and
they do not see any great clifference between eating the flesh of a horse.
of an elephant or a man. A missionary remonstrating with a cannibal,
told him that man was such a noble animal that he should not be used
for food. The savage replied, " The more noble the animal, the more
noble the diet."

SEVEN VEGETARIAN DINNERS.
BY C. H. llACKAY.

The writer has been trying a little practical vegetarianism and begs to
record hi11 somewhat varied expel'ience in this line. I have been quite
an earnest exponent of these principles for three years pel'l1aps, but only
within the past eight months have I felt that I could actually be considered true to the theories which I have believed but whose truth and application I had not fully realized.
My development to the present stage has been gradual. About three
years ago I concluded that meat-eating was injurious to health, and at
o'-lce resolved to give up all flesh food. The resolution was not of !!nffi-
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cient strength, however, to cause complete renunciation of the meat diet
and it was but a short time before I returned to the "flesh-pots."
This latter stage was of short duration, for I had tasted the delights of
the first steps of the higher life and the soul waa dissatisfied with the animal mode of living. At this period I was necessitated to endure restaurant and boarding-house fare, and to say that at times I had strong
remonitions of starvation, but imperfectl1 expresses the obstacles which
surmounted. I coulcl find no place which made a specialty of vegetarian cookery, and I can assure the reader that a bill of fare, upon which
" Roa.st Beef, Steak, Sausage, Pig's Feet, Fresh Pork, etc.," were the
main dishes, presented no desirable spectacle. Then to add to this decidedly animal diet, all the vegetables were so prepared in the same pots
with the meats that they were perfectly saturated with meat flavors. Most
especially was this noticeable when I was treated (or maltreated J, to
boiled ham. The potatoes, cooked at the same time, tasted so atrongly
of the meat as to make it extremely dista.<>teful to a would-be vegetarian.
For nearly two years I was subject to this sort of living, and during
this time I was contented to partake of fish and fowl, refusing only the
flesh foods, so called. Then I experienced a decided change and for a
few weeks again took meat. I believe that l can plainly trace the cause
of this '"fall," but perhaps there is no use in enlarging upon the point
here. Suffice it that when I awoke fidly, I found that I had actually
grown in strength of purpose during the temporary return to animal food,
for now I took the only true position, namely I no longer desired meat
for this reason: I beliooecl it wrong ~o take the life of artimals.
From this time I have had a comparitively easy path and have steadily
put away one thing after another until during the past eight months I
have discarded even fish and fowl in all forms.
Most people become ve~etarians simply from a standpoint of health.
This is well, for sooner or later the idea will give way to the grander, nobler principle of vegP-tarianism because it is 1·ight. While I am no longer a meat eater from reason of health wholly, yet I am certain, that I
am in a more desirable physical condition than formerly. My work is
such as tends to pull down the body of a man who by nature and inclination partakes of the roving, the "Esau" characteristics.
Heretofore my vocation has taken me a great deal into the open air,
but since becoming connected with this work I have been almost continuously indoors and confined to the most trying duties, requiring great attention and application.
Notwithstanding increasing labors, my health is of the best and I attribute it in a large degree to my mod.e of living, although an adherence to
other Esoteric principles is of course to be taken into consideration.
In this, as in all other departures from the usual beaten paths, we have
got to develope a great amount of independence and will-power, in order
to become impregnable to the constant stream of argument which the
ignorant direct against us. I say " ignorant" because the opposers of
true reform are usually found among those who have failed to take one
step in the direction of seeking proof of their statements. Now here is
a paragraph from a " Home and Health " column of one of om· reform
journals. As might be inferred. it is edited by an "M. D." who above
all other classes should be able to speak more decisively upon this point.

r
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If he would ea:periment a few months he could say with me .. meat is YOT
indispensible, etc." But we have little fault to find with the extract. It
is very liberal indeed and will perform its mission of usefulness.
It seems scarcely right, however, for influential writers and speakers
to make assertions concerning matters which they fail to even partially
understand. If a medical "authority" condescends to speak at all upon
the vegetarian question it is usually in an apologetic, negative manner,
as much as to say, "There is no actual harm in the use of fruit and
vegetables. When taken sparingly they may aid in the digestion of the
meats, which of course constitute the basis for all physical strength aud
energy."• In other words, we are advised to use these articles as if
they were purgatives or necessary tonics, which shoulcl be swallowed for
"medicinal purposes only," and not because they are capable of furnishing full and satisfactory nourishment to every condition common to the
human organism.
He1·e is the extract mentioned above :
"Fruit as a food, taken in the morning, is as helpful to digestion as it
is r~freshing. The newly awakened function finds in it an object of such
light labor as will exercise without seriously taxing its energies, and the
tissues of the stomach acquire at little cost a gain of nourishment which
will sustain those energies in later and more serious operations. It is an
excellent plan, with this object in view, to add a little bread to the fmit
eaten. 'Vhile admitting its possession of these valuable qualities, however, and while also agreeing with tho!<e who maintain that in summer,
when the body is, at all events in many cases, less acth·ely employed than
usual, meat may he less, and fruit or vegetables more, freely used as food;
we are not l'repared to allow that even then an exclut.<ively vegetarian
regimen is tliat most generally advisable. .J.lfeat provides us tcith the
means of obtaining alburninoid mate1·ial, wliicli is indispensable in its most
easily assirnilable.fonn. It affords us in this material not only an important constituent of tissue growth, but a potent excit.ant to the whole
process of nutrition. It has, therefore, a real, definite, and great value
in the ordinary diet of man, and the wholesomeness of fruit, combined
with farinaceous food as an alternative dietary is not so much an argument in favor of the vegeta1·ian principle, as a proof that seasonable
changes in food supply are helpful tQ the digestive processes and to
nutritive changes in the tissues generally."
The man who makes warfare against existing laws or customs, is unworthy of recognition except that he is able to suggest something to take
the place of the structure which he seeks to throw over.
•Th., country boor says be mt1St have meat to make muscle. and nil the while his vegetarian
t.eam is twitching him and bit1 plow along the furrow. Where <loe~ he suppoee they get their
muscle? Where does the gorilla. t.h e tu08t bnman-like ape, gt!t his eoonnollS stl'ength?
Standing erect, he is but five feet. high, aud yet is able t-0 encounter at once six strong men. and
to overcome them by his superior Ktreni,rt.h n11d ngilit.y. (Thoreau.) Jnles Virey estimates that
four-tenths of the hnroan race subsist exclt1Sively on a vegetable diet, Md that seven-tenths are
pradically (though not on principle), vegetarians.
The 11trongest peaaanbl met with in Europe live almost exclt1Sively on rye bread, pea soup,
and vegetables.
The strongest men of the three manliest races of t.he world are noo-carniverous: the Taurimn
mountaineers of Daghestan and Lesgbia, the Mandingo tribes of Senegambia, and the Sehl•
wig-Holstein peaaant.s, who furnish the heaviest cuil'll88iera for the Prussian army. and the
ablest eeamen for the Hamburg navy. - Tlte Di,t Question.
The flesh-eater is n slave: the true vegetarian a lord. - Ed•nic Di•I.
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I do not feel that it is enough for me to say that I have practically
been a vegetarian for three years, consequently all may follow the same
path. While this is strictly true, yet there is greater force to the statement if a concise plan is presented whereby even the details of" what to
eat" is plainly laid down. Consequently, I submit a series of menus for
seven dinners which have been prepared by Mrs. Mackay, and who, by
the way, is accountable for the "delicacies" which appear thereon.
:My readers will find little difficulty in procuring every article of food
mentioned. "re have used but little care in preparation of these menus,
and the housewife will ~rceive at once that the exhaustless vegetable
kingdom has scarcely been entered, in the compilation of our simple dinners. "rill all who try the " Seven Vegetarian Dinners," do so with the
idea constantly in view of improvement? I should be glad to receive
sample menus for a week's dmners from any and all who may care to
submit them. Then we will select and publish those which seem best
adapted to general use.
(THE MENUS.)
Potato Soop.

Green Pea Soop.

Welah Rarebit.
Mashed PotaU-.
llash..d Tun1ip,
Egg Plant.
Olives.
Apple Pie.
:-luts and Raisins.
Cake.
Coffet"
Tomato Soup.
Cont Frittel'!!.
Boiled PotatoeR.
Boiled Parsnips.
~oi and Cheese.
Pickl.,,.,
Bread and Butter.
Pronee.
Fruit Pudding with Cold Sauce.
Oranges.
Tea.
Grapes.
Coru Soup.
Fried Bananas.
Baked (sweet) Potatoes. Mashed Turnips.

Beet&
~ni

Prunes.
Grapes.

with Tomato.
Cake.
Apple Pie.
Tea.
Oranges.

I

Onion Omelet.
Baked Potatoes.

Spinach.
Turnip.

Caullilower, Mayonaiae Dreesing.
Rice Pudding.

Blueberry Pie.

Dates.

Nuts and Raisins.
Coffee.

Pea Soup.
Poached~.

Rice Croquette&.

Boiled Potatoes.
Parsnips.

Apple Pudding.
Fruit Cake.

Plain Cake.

Figs.

Oranges.

Coffee.

Pick.lea.

Tomato Ketchup.

Celery Soup.
Vegetable Soop.
Mashed Potatoes. Boiled Rice. Cabbage.
Fried F.gga.
Con1.
Celery.
Baked Apple Podding with Egg Sauce.

Ch-.

Olives.

Baoanaa.

Coooaoot Cakes.

Hominy Croquettes - lemon.
Dandelion Greens.

Mashed Potatoes.

Button Radishes.

Squaab.
Mock Mince Pie.

Cheese.
Cake.

Orange Jelly.

Coffee.

Coffee.

Now in point of economy and, in many localities convenience, it may
be well to dispense with bananaR, oranges, figs, etc., bnt where they can
be obtained as cheaply as they are found in Boston and most large townR,
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I earnestly advise their use. The vegetari"n may well allow himself these
most satisfactory forms of nourishment, for when meat is banished from
the table expenses, it will be found that the monthly accounts are surprisingly reduced.
Oat meal, rolled oats, hominy, l•ygienic gems, etc., are freely employed
as assistants in the preparation of our breakfasts, but of this as well as
of the supper menu, I hope to speak more fully in another article.
In the line of bread stuffs the "Hygienic Gem" has become a staple article of foocl with us. I think it may be acceptable to give the recipe
for making them, for they will be found equally desirable at breakfast,
dinner, or supper:
To make one do:r.en gems. t.ake one and one-half cups of milk, one egg well beat.en ; into thia
mixturejltir two heaping cups of entire wheat flour; add a little salt and a t.ableepoonful of sugar.
Pour them into " smoking-hot " gem pans, and bake iu a hot oven.
I sinc~rely believe that there is as much, or more, nourishment in a

dozen of these gems as there is in a pound of ham, or steak. Month
after month, while trying to be a vegetarian, I have been treated to a display of meats, intermingled with poor potatoes and possibly stewed tomatoes, and frequently I have made a meal upon the two last named dishes,
with the assistance of an overabundance of miserable pastry. 'With ao
experience of this kind, surrounded by people and circumstances contributing in no degree towards the carrying out of my tastes, I have 00come
firmly imbued with vegetarian principles; therefore you who have homes
and willing hands, (as thank Heaven, I am now blessed with), that will
provide you with the most perfect of vegetarian food, can find added enjoyment in life by living strictly in conformity with the God-ordained
way, namely, at peace with all His sentient creatures.

ESOTERIC DEVELOPMENT.
Number Four.

THE followin~ letter, with the reply, may be of sufficient interest to
warrant its pu bhcation for general reading :
"Bro. Mackay,-! wish to say to you that I read and re-read your
articles on the' Mystery of the Logos,' in the Nov. and Dec. Numbers of
the ESOTERIC with a pleasure and satisfaction I have no words to express. They contain the power to resunect many a slumbering soul
from the darkness of ignorance and folly, to the light of an endless life
of usefulness and delight.
' It is the little foxes that spoil the vines.' Oh! how plainly do I see
this, every day of my life. If yon can convince the people that it is for
their best, to be strictly honest in the lesser things, they will surely do so
in matters of greater importance. I know this by long yea.rs of experience.
"But I have commenced this letter to comply with your request on page
206, Nov. Number:' Meanwhile we would be pleased to comD1\lllicate
with those who do not need to solve the Mystery of the Logos.' Now, it
seems needless for me to detail this matter to you, for I am satisfied that
you will fully understand me. Ou page 209 you ask, 'Have you, hour
by hour, etc.;' at the end of that sentence, you ask, 'If you have performed this simple task, have you purified the speech to that extent that
the above named evils are never felt by yourself or associates, even in the
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t.one-shades of the voice?' Now, in all sincerity ancl true humility of soul
I answer both these questions in the affirmative.
" The str1iggle has been long and severe, but the victory is won, and I
can truly say, the earthly paradise is mine. I have written this, that I
might ask you for more light. What shall I do next'? Secondly, I wish
t.o say that for about six months I have had what I call, mental vibrations (do not know the scientific name), so that whenever I concentrate
the mind upon it, I can, at will, cause the body to sway, or vibrate from
right to left, or backward and forward, at will. Can you give me any
light on this? If so, please do. Does it indicate good or otherwise?
You will not understand me to say, that all is joy and gladness; that
no clouds of sorrow ever overcast the mental sky. The light of day r~
veals, equally the evil with the good. So, Divine illumination brings to
view things that sadden, as well as those that gladden the heart. J. S."
My Brother: -Through reading the first half dozen lines of yours of
Jan. 31st, I gleaned the fact that you had delved beneath the letter of
my humble instructions ancl had really come to a keeu perception of their
~pfrit. Doubtless, among the large number of ESOTERIC readers and
workers, there are many that are beyond the need of solving this Logos
Mystery; they may already have anticipated my thought and come into
their .. inheritance," in this one particular, namely, the full and unwavering control of speech. I say thel'tl may be such, but you are the first
that has given evidence to this effect.
Truly the small (?) things of life are the ones that try us the most,
and to which we should give the greatest attention. They are the ones
to which we must lay hold with the strong power of an unwavering
will, and make them our opportunities for elevation into the higher
relationship.
Everything that comes to the developing mind, and soul, ihould be
considered with the idea in view of using it for the purpose of lifting us
np higher. A great mistake is made by the entertaining of a spirit of
restlessness and discontent at our inability to come before the people; to
perform ·some great work for some one outside ourselves. While we are
filled with error we cannot fail to impart more or less of that quality to
all with whom we come in contact for the purpose of "teaching." We
should, therefore, be very cautious to tea.ch only tlwt which we know ;
that which we have demonstratt!d within our own lives and experiences.
If you have truly solved the mystery of the Logos, then you are amply
and divinely commissioned to teach the truths which this great question
involves, but if you feel any doubts as to your own development in this
direction, then it is your first duty to go on with this particular line
until you are absolutely sure. Remember that when this line of study
has been sufficiently considered, wheu you have really OVJ<.;RCOME, then
yom· mind and soul will not only revolt at the weaknesses of the imperfect
LOGOS, but you cannot descend to those evidences of a puerile will
which the avera-ge human voice is constantly showing.
All rests upon your ability to produce more will-power, and every
event should be treated as something which if rightly considered, will
strengthen the will aml give it that power which is indispensable to the
full government of the physical. Now, if there is anything which is
within my sphere to aid you, it is to enforce the faet that yon must
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realize fully the great impo1·tauce of attaining this most desirable state,
namely, the full control of the human, the MAN.
1f the spirit within is capable of being heard by me, it tells me full
, and unmistakeably that the words of Christ are yet in force, and that the
KINGDOM OF HEAVEN must first be sought, and FOUND, before the higher
developments and understanding of life can be realized. The "kingdom
of heaven," is found by easy and almost imperceptible steps. Do not
make the mistake that so many experienee, in the pursuit of phenomena
and the desire for temporal power. Remember that these things will
surely be ai.hlecl unto you when the work within has been performed.
'Vhen the "heaven'' shall have been attained then you will go on in your .
gl'Owth, and will find yourself upon that plane of development where no
man can aid you; you have become, in your intentions at least, ONE WITH
GOD, and your guidance henceforth will be direct from the Fountain Head.
In order to enter into yom· "inheritance," and enjoy the full benefits
thereof, you must o\·e1·come cve1·y limitation which binds you to the
hwer. To "overcome," is not to "kill out." Herein lies one of the
great differences between the Esoteric method of occult development and
those methods which are robed in mysticism, and befogged by the letter.
Every function and every atti-ibute of the human body has its use, and
when we tell you to "overcome," we mean that you are to become master
of the body, which in Divine wisdom has been given you as a medium
through which you are to outwork your salvation, and come into the true
relationship with God.
Now you will find, within this wonderful microscopic representation of
the visible unive1·se, yonr body, all the opportunities necessary for your
"awakening" to a full realization of yom· divine mission. The trnly developed soul finds no iuharmony existing between his physical and himself. \Vhen the victory has been fully won, then the so-called "lower
self" acts in pet'fect acc()l'(l with the INNER, the Di vine-Human. U util
this state is possessed you will experience periods of unrest antl. discontent, and a>1 long as yon have either of these you are still far from that
highest possible goal, to which you are destined here in the earth life.
When the neophyte has truly made the conquest of the physical. he is
then ready for the great spiritual truths which await him, and which will
be given as he is fitted to receive.
Answering the query concerning the ""ibratory" sensations, I am
p1·i vileged to submit the following from P1·of. Butler:
Thert:. are many kinds of vibrations ; some harmonious, others iuharmouion1:1. There are seven (principal) tones in Music, and seven (principal) harmonics in, or with the seven creative principles, answering to
those of music. If .these vibrations produce a feeling of harmony, and
the swaying seems to he "in time" with it, and all is involuntary (that
is, not produce<! by the intelligence), then it indicates that you are nearitw harmony with the laws of creation in your own nature, also, that
yo~1r nature is especially allied, in some way, to music.
~OTE.-Tbose branches which feel the need of special lines of study and drill are requested
to cai-efully read thu article on astronomy, in this number. We believe that thi." is one of the

best of methods for aiding the mind ru1d soul to bring order from eiUIOS. The next issue of
will probably contain explicit direction• relative to future work of bnuiches.

THE EsoTERIC
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THE MACKAY STAR MAP, NO. 12.
BY CHAS. H. MACKAY.

student in astronomy who wishes to get the greatest possible good from
his researches, should scan the heavens with the special object in view that he is
performing a work within himself.
'Ve believe that time is wasted to him who gathers facts, figures and famil·
iarity with the various phenomena of the physical universe for the sole purpose
of the possession of that knowledge, but who fails to realize a 'direct benefit
THE
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The author's idea of the actual good to be derived from the study of celestial
objects and phenomena, is found from the fact that he who correctly pursues this
gi·andee.t of researches will soon begin to experience a closer relation with God
and NatUl'e. When he has continued the study for a time, he will find that tlie
mysteries and disorder heretofore attached to his own system, will gradually disappear or harmoniously re-arrange themselves as he comes into a knowledge of the
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consistent, and beautifully systematic creations which his upward gazing ha~
revealed.
With this sole end and aim in view, we present this simple map of the principal objects visible in the north celestial hemi.,phere at all seasons of the year. It
is designed especially for the aid of those who are financially unable to purchase
expensive drawings, and we have shown only principal objects, leaving the student to make his own observations and complete the groups, of which we ha,-e
but given outlines.
For the benefit of those who are entirely unacquainted with star maps we suhmit the following key, which will assist to a full understanding of Map No. 12:
The positions of heavenly objects are determined after much the same manner
that we determine the situation of terrestrial object.q, If we were to tell you the
geographical position of Boston, we should say that it was in longitude (west
from Greenwich) 71 degrees, and latitude, north, 42z degrees ; but if we wi'!hed
to give you the J>OSition of the star Aldebaran (see map) we should tell you that
it was in Right Ascension (R. A.) 4 hours. 29 minutes, and declination north. 16
degrees. Straight lines have been drawn across the map for the purpose of the
lnore easily comprehending the measurements of the heavens. These lines are
two hours apart ; in other words a. fixed star will appear to move across one of
these spaces in two hours. Right Ascension commences at the line drawn from
Polaris to the horizon, and touching the constellation of Cassiopeia and the star
Alpheratz, in that group known as Pegasus. Thence towards the east we find
that for every fifteen degrees. we reckon one hour : thus, the star a Aries is in
R. A., 2 h.: Pollux, R. A .• 'i h. 38 m., the ·•pointers" in Ursa Major, will
be found (nearly) in R. A. 10 h 56 m., Spica, R. A. 13 h. 19 m.
Declination is distance north or south of the celestial equator. For example,
Denebola (in Leo) is in declination north 15 cl. 10 m.: Arcturus is in declination
north 19 d. 44 m.: Sirius is in declination south 16 d. 33 m. : Antares is in declination south 26 d. 11 m. A star or any other heavenly object may be near or far
from the celestial pole and the Right Ascension remains unchanged. To explain.
the constellation of Ursa Minor and that of Libra are separated by great intervening sections of the heavens, but their Right Ascension is identical. On the
other hand, objects may be in opposite quarters of the heavens and have the
same declinations, as in the case of Markab and Regulus.
Now with the assistance of copies of this map the student may find a limitless
field before him for gaining knowledge, and for aiding others in the same pursuit. It will be found very interesting to trace the course of the sun, moon, and
planets from day to day, and month to month. There is no season of the year
that some of the planets are not visible, and it will be found a task of extreme
simplicity to put upon this map the exact places of any of the " roving worlds ..
for any given date. The low price at which these maps can be obtained makes
it possible for all to have one for every week of the year, if reqnirt>d.
The autho1· would be glad to correspond with every student who takes up this
line of study, and will make suggestions and corrections upon any and all maps
which his pupils may prepare and submit for his examination. I wish that aU
might become interested in this study, for I know that nothing will sen•e
better to bring the mind into order, and the soul into a realization of its oneness
with God. Organize classes, write to the undersigned for assignment to some
particular section for study, then send me your maJJS as you have filled them out,
and I will gladly make any suggestions which may be called for. I would not
advise the use of any assistant to the naked eye for months after the study has
begun. Simply take your map aml pencil, record those objects not found upon
the map i.nd once each week or month, send them to this office for examination.
The study should not be pursued too closely the first week. as the eyes may be
overtaxed, but gradually the student will find that his eyes are developing won-
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derful qualities of power, and he will be able to see many objects heretofore wholly
invisible.•
To understand the use of the map, the student should face the south and hold
the map in such a position that the current month (as indicated around the border
of the map) shall be directly before his eyes ; then the constellations shown in the
section which represents the month will be seen directly south and occupying the
centre of the visible heavens. The observations are supposed to be made in the
early evening hours of the months indicated; more explicitly, from 8 to 9 p. m.
When actual i-tudy of the heavens is commenced, reference to the map will
disclose the fact that the author has simply given outlines. For example, the
constellation of Scorpio contains but few stars as shown by the map, and it is left
for the student to complete the different groups by additions to his map as
authorized by his actual ob.~ervations. Then the places of the. planets should be
shown a.~ exactly as possible. This point will appear very simple to the faithful
student when he shall have given any considerable thought or attention to the
subject.
There is a. star known as 61 Cygni, which is of great interest to the observer
in this part of the world from the fact that it is supposed to be the nearest of
the fixed stars, visible in the northern hemisphere. The place of this star is
indicated by the figures "61." autl it will be seen in the map. in the centre of the
l\Iilky 'Vay. It is a member of the constellation of Cygnus. Light, travelling
at the rate of 186,000 miles per second, requires seven years to reach the earth
from this star.
Other interesting points upon the map are the variable stars Algol and Mira.
The former passes through its stages of variability in three days ; the latter occupies eleven months. The nebula in Cance1• as well as the one in Orion, are both
objects of great interest, and may be well seen with the unassisted eye.
- --- - • I have, upon several occasions, counted thirtten stars in the Pleiades where ordinarily seven
on! y can be seen.
These maps are printed on fine card bonrd, with full instructions how to nse. Twenty-five
eents each, or five for $1, postpaid.

THE SOUL.
The innermoi.t part of man, the divine essence, is drawn and sustained
by the great over-soul, drinking in and modifying conditions according
to receptive influences. The individualized part of man taking imprints
like the sensitive plate of the camera, is fed and sustained by an influx
of blended love aucl wisdom. The soul has rays, of diversified
colors, which are seen by spiritual eyes, ancl which change and
modify as they are acted upon by physical conditions. The soul substance is like an ether, and things impalpable to any physical sense receive and hold every cause, movement and thought which come to the
indwelling consciousness of each person, making him wiser and happier,
ca.using him to blot the ether-like substance, sometimes with stains which
seem indelible. Soul force is beyond measure, and man never yet in his
primary earth conditions has anywhere even tested this power, which is
destined some day to bring earth's duties Heavenward to stay. A white
soul emits fragrance, beauty, and constant scintillations of light, which
a.re seen and recognized by disembodied beings, who may determine at
once the character of the individual. Keep ever the purest conception
of life, love and wisdom in your thoughts, and your soul will be received
by your Maker.
A. S. G.
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WHAT THE ESOTERIC HAS DONE FOR THE WORLD.
MANY may have said to yon," THE ESOTERIC has had its death blow
during the last two years," during which time those that hate virtue and
truth have been rallying all their forces to crush this work. But have
they accomplishecl their designs? Let us see. First, a.11 their efforts
have been directed against me, personally; thus they have followed their
own delusions by thinking that the Christian people· of this laud make
the same fa.ta.I error that they themselves do, viz: they judge the fruit by
the tree; they forget the words of om· Divine Master, Jesus, who said
"judge a tree by its fruits." The fruit is that which has been brought
fo1·th. Now ~vhat has l:een the fruit of THE ESOTERIC teachings during
the last four years '!
When we be"'an our work (July 1887) of reaching Regeneration, its
laws an<l methods, there was not another person in the worl<l teaching it,
i;o far as we know; on the contrary, medical doctors, including profesi<o1·s of the collegl's, were teaching men, and college students especia.11.'··
that in or1ler for clearness of mind it was necessary that they should
have i11tcrcou1·sc with women, and tha.5 without that, the;r would feel clull
and lazy and serious consequences would follow. This was generally
belien!d by the intelligent classes. The consequence has been fully
n·alize1l by those whose business it has been for years to protect the puhli~ against the circulation of obscene literature, and the suppression of
vice.
One old gentleman who has growu gray in the cause, saicl to me, " It
is appa.lli11g to see the constant inc1·ease of licentiousness in all our large
cities evc1·y year." Yes, and ou1· accepted leaders and teachers were
reaching that which inevitably, brought that very condition.
Since we began our work, we have talked plainer about the subject .of
sex than any other public journal in existence, and the good people of
the world have recognized the purity of our work, and the vitality of its
truths, a.nd thousands have practised its teachings; have obtained the
rtsults promised, and now know the truth, and nothing which myself or
any one else could say or do, could change them. These are all certain
to become advocates of this truth; some in their own quiet way, and
others will beeome public teachers, and I have been informed by those
who know, that physicians, even, have begun teaching, not only prof1·ssio11ally, but have in some cases organizecl classes and are thus spreadiug this important truth; also certain medical journals have taken up
the question and begin to advocate its principles. Some of our prominent physicians luwe told me that since they have read THE ESOTERIC,
they have been champions of its doctrine. Of course all such are wise
enough not to tell their own people that they a.re adherents and teachers
of the Esoteric truths as taught by us; that would hinder the advance
of it, therefore it is better so.
·we are not seeking honor; we shall be aatisfied if the truth is placed
before the public and the world is profited thereby. We advise all students of this subject to teµ.ch it wherever and whenever they find people
ready to receive it. Teach it as your own convictions. You believe it?
Yes; then you have a reason for it, it does not matt.er where you got that
conviction. To you or the one to whom you suggest the thought, the
only question of moment is, "Is it true and important?" You then
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assume the responsibility of it yourself. Lying scandal may hurt my
personal influence among the unthinking classes, but it cannot yours; and
every person has influence in some circle of human life; then use that
influence for the highest good of that circle. For if you believe a thing,
1ou have a reason for it, and you can give your own testimony; that
1s authority enough for truth.
Now, if each person does this, each one will have one, two, or twenty
others that they are leading along. If one hundred persons do this, it
will make a. probable number of at least three hundred; each of these
will have others that they will carry along with them, making thirteen
hundrecl, and they in turn will have others; so in a short time these
truths will become generally known. Now if yon do not feel competent
to carry on this teaching, you can lead them to know something of its
value; then introduce THE ESOTERIC to them, and we intend that there
shall soon be a complete line of instructions in it; more carefully given
than in Vols. I. and II.
It is not enough that these teachings should be given privately; we
want all our young men and women to understand these things, and they
should be taught in our schools. To accomplish this we must organize
a college, and through the added knowledges taught there, and the true
physiology of mind and body, give to the world a few of its graduates
who will be so well qualified with a higher order of life in themselves
which will increase their natural ca.pa.city many fold, and with the
knowledge of the new realm of science that will then be open they will
soon be sought as teachers in the old1 established colleges. Thus it will
be a matter of only a few years before these vital truths will be the heritage of the civilized world, and their elevating influence will lift it many
steps higher than now. · In fa.ct, when the world receives this new
civilizing power it will look hack upon the present with the same feeling
that we now look back upon the barbaric nations of the past.
'Ve can afford to work and wait, knowing the vitality of these trnths
and that wherever they are learned and lived, they will bring forth fruit and
seed that will take root near and far, wherever the life of the individual
is felt. Thus it will be felt by hundreds, where otherwise it would only
be known by one or two, and too often by none except for evil and shame.
But thanks to God, we can herewith offer to the world a "Cloud of
witnesses" who have put in practice these truths, and they willingly give
their names to vouch for what THE ESOTERIC has done for them. And
we believe you will agree with us when we claim that NO OTHER WORK CAN
GIYE EQUAL EVIDENCE OF IMPORTANCE TO THE WORLD. Notwithstanclino- all that it has had to pass through we know it has come to stay, and
th~ugh they persecute it's first advocates even to death, yet it will move
forward as irresistibly as time, and the object for which it ca.me WILL
BE ACCOMPLISHED; and so WC leave DIVINE JUSTICE to take ca.re of both
advocate and adversary.
It must he remembered that this work is a. babe of not quite four years
growth, and starting as it did in July, 1887, entirely unknown, it has accomplished all this, what can we not prophesy for it in seven years more ?
Thanks to God and His holy angels we live to see this glorious
dawn of the morning of that eternal day, and that we have been accepted
instruments in the hands of the Divine Workman to be used in such a
movement.
I am your fellow servant, H. E. B.
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WHAT THE PEOPLE SAY.
PETERBORO, CANADA, March 3, 1891..
MR. H. E. BUTLER.
Dear Friend.: - We speak that which we do know, and t.estify that
which we have seen, and the Spirit beareth witness with us that the record
is true.
When I first came across "THE ESOTERIC," I becameinterested in the
" Practical Instructions for reaching the Highest Goal of Human Attainment." I was curious to know how the vital elements generated in the
body could be re-absorbed into the system to increase mental power. I
was very conscientious, ancl would not accept anything only in so far as
it was in accord with my own highest reason and judgment. The ultimate presented seemed so desirable, and the means 'so apparently simple,
that I determined to tt·y the experiment, aucl prove the truth of it for myself.
I found, however, that it was only through conjunction with the Spirit
that any real progress could be · made. _ I now perceive that I wa.o;
"in the gall of bitterness and in the bond of iniquity," and realize the
truth of the saying, '' that was not first which is spiritual hut that which
is natural, and afterward that which is spiritual," and that the promise ii;
to " him that overcometh " the lower nature, ancl unites it with the higher
or spfritual.
But here we need to make a fine point of discrimination, and beware of
standing in our selfhoocl and trusting in the will of the flesh ; for it is this
principle that giveth such great power to the heast, and is the dragon
Hpoken of in the book of Revelations, and we need to beware lest we be
deceived thereby into usinjO' this iiwrt>ased power for selfish ends, for
herein is the temptation of esns made manifest.
"And the great dragon was cast out, that old serpent, called the Devil,
and Satan, which deceiveth the whole world: he was cast out into the
earth. and his angels were cast out with him.
"And I heard a loud voice saying in heaven, Now is come salvation
and strength, ancl the kingdom of our Goel, and the power of his Christ:
for the accuser of om· brethren is cast down, which accused them before
our God day and night.
"And they overcame him by the blood of the Lamb, and by the word
of their t.estimony; and they loved not their lives unto the death." Rev.

12: 9-11.
The results of the practice of the Esoteric Theory of Regeneration so far as I have been able to follow it - are as follows: I have becom11
more robust and vigorous physically, and do not require more than half
the amount of food as formerly. I experience a sense of elation and.
elasticity of step when walking, and a clearer enunciatilln in speaking;
and all my senses have become more acute. My mind ha.<i become clearer
and capable of more protractecl thought.
.
_
I find that I have greater power of self-control, and a clearer insight
into people and their conditions and motives. My increa.<>ecl capacity to
understand the hidden myst.eries and spiritual truths, has been a revelation to me; and my peace of mind, freedom from anxiety, and confi<ienf
in an All Wise, over ruling Providence is becoming my great.est source 0
enjoyment.
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In my profession of art, I have attained a clearer comprehension of
what constitutes true art, and an understanding of its qualities; and from
paintings or books can understand the quality of the mind that produced
it. Beyond this I have not made much progress in art, owing to the
fact of my mind being so occupied with the things of the spirit, and a
desire for knowledge, that business has become a secondary consideration.
1n the sincere hope that this may lead some to the study and prae;tice
of the Esoteric teachings, these results.of my experience on "The Wa.v,"
are herewith frankly submitted.
T. WoRKMAN.
JACKSONVILLE, FLA.,

March 3, 1891.

H. E. ButLER, EsQ.
Dear Sir: - The circular "To Our People," is before me. As a
" lover of God, His truth, and His people," I endeavor to practice what I
preach, and am always perfectly willing to do al.l that I have an opportunity to do, so I shall say that while my subscription to THE ESOTERIC
did not commence until Vols I. and II. had passed, I have learned enough
from THE EsoTERIC of late, and" Solar Biology," to know that a life of
"continence" is the only life (for one who claims to be "an heir of the
good things of the universe"), to live.
To question 3d. Will say my physical endurance is greater than it
ever was, and I eat less than I ever did
4th. My mental cleamess is wonderfully improvecl. When I read a
good thing in THE EsoTERIC, I can see into it at once.
5th ancl 6th. I can remember facts, and now believe I can understancl all I read without having to read ancl re-read as I once did.
7th. My ability to understand spiritual things has increased to that
extent, that all spiritual subjectR seem to be even clearer than worldly
affairs.
.
8th. In my sphere of service my ability has increased very much,
which is very gratifying to me.
9th. Am married; and love, harmony, and happiness in ·my home
has increased, we are proud to say.
1-0th. My wife's health has improved wonderfully, in that she has
grown larger, and is more robust than any of her married sisters.
11th. Am married and have a family. I see wherein these teachings
have saved me much trouble and sickness, I am sure. I have no desire
to even think of returning to my former life, for we know that "to be
carnally minded is death," and the little life I possessed heretofore was
death ; but I know this is the true elixir of life, for which the world is
now pining. This is the fountain of life from which we may drink
and never thirst again.
W.W. EDWARDS, .M. D.
FALL RIVER, MASS. MARch,

9. 1891.

I-t. E. BUTLER,
Dear Bro:- More than willingly do I offer my testimony to the

PROF.

value of the "Practical Instructions " contained in Vols. I and I I of ..THE
ESOTERIC," although I am awax-e in my own case, that the results are by
far inadequate to the possibilities that might accrue from a stricter devotion to the principles therein laid do'\vn.
My days are passed in the whirl and distractions of an active business
...
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life, of which leisure is an almost unknown quantity; - and amidst social
enviromu1111ts that can scarcely be considered conducive to "soul
growth, " unless perhaps from the negative standpoint, viz., that resistance strengthens the will, and intensifies the purpose.
Endowed with sensibilities abnormally acute, I have inevitably been
exposed to grave dangers and much suffering, so long as the avenues of
sympathy with the lower nature were not fast closed. Add to this seri·
ous physical disabilities, and my situation in common with that of thousands of women, too passive and sensitive to the influences of our complex
and morally turbid civilization, was a "ery unhappy one.
It is in respect to this point, that the inestimable value of the "Instructions " has been proved to .uy personal satisfaction. That is, in enabling
one to rise above, and even to overmle circumstances, instead of being
continually depressed and tossed about by them.
The1·e has taken place as the direct result of incorporating those teach·
ings into my life, the·most marked improvement in general health, and
physical endurance. Besides enabling me to control and largely over·
come the excessive nervous irritability, and that under the most trying
circumstances. .My mental 'strength and clearness have been greatly
i11crea.<1ed, and my capabilities improved in the direction of their wont.e<l
exElrcise.
·while the consideration of abstruse facts, and the unveiling of spiritual mysteries lies somewhat remote from the subject of my daily thought
and care; yet no one can practice, even to a limited extent, the transfer·
ence of the consciousness, to the various mind organs of the body, especi·
ally to try to "think with one's feet" without enlarging that faculty.
which the feet represent, viz., the understanding of material things and
their correspondences on the mental and spiritual planes.
Although myself without marital rela.tions, yet from a somewhat exten·
sive observation and contemplation of the causes of inha.rmony and misery
that seems almost inseparable from the marriage state, I can readily
understand that many of those causes would be removed by living the
Regenerative life in thosi:: relations. In fact that way of living does
indeed lay the axe at the root of all evil and so render of easy solution
the most vexed social and moral problems of the day.
In the darkest hour that I trust will ever befall the cauRe you have so
much at heart, it was the intrinsic value of those same " Instructions,"
that, placed in the balance against a storm of scandal I could not refute
from personal knowledge, and the strongest pressure of evidence brought
to bear against them from the astral side, yet they outweighed all. I had
proof positive of their beneficial effects in my own person. Surely I cared
not for fear, nor favor, but for the Truth alone, and out of my life I siDl·
ply could not a.ffo1·d to lose them. Moreover I know that one con not dare
to teach those things and not to live them except at the risk of conse·
queuces that would appall the most daring.
·
If any are inclined to attribute evil to those teachings or to their a11thor
you are in a position to answer as did Jesus when the Pharisees accused
him of casting out devils by the power of their prince, Belzebub, that tbe
kingdom or house divided against itself shall not stand, otherwise, no
sane man works to defeat his own ends.
Nor do I see how anyone, unless wilfully misunderstanding those teach·
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ings, can find in them, even when followed out to their logical results,
aught but tl1at tends to hasten the ultimate for which we all pray, either
from our hearts or with our lips, that" Thy kingdom come, and Thv will
be done on earth even as it is in Thy he~vens."
•
Fraternally,
ALICE "\VINSLOW.

H. E. BL'TLER, Dear Sit-: -

LYNN, MASS, March 10, 1891.

1st. I find that I am able to endure the winter weather with much less
clothing, and that I have a more robust constitution, but that with the
increased blood and general good health, I find I am becoming VERY
excitable, and that all excitement or argument leaves me in a trembling
condition, therefor I believe that in "silence there is strength," in all the
departments. Age, forty-seven ; increase in weight about five pounds.
2d. What effect baa it had upon the sensibilities, sensations, etc ?

To increase the sense of perception, feelings, and emotions.
3d. Has it increased your physical endurance?

Not that I am aware of, excepting as statetl in question one.
4th. Has it increased yonr mentnl clean1ess and capabilities ?

Yes.
5th. Has it added to your mental strength ?

Yes.
6th. Has it increased your capacity to understand fects, aud abstruse matters ?

Yes.
7tl1. My spare time has been employed in reading occult works, and
I find that I am able to better concentrate my mind and live, as it were,
in the matter reacl. Cannot say that I thoroughly understand all, or
that I am able to digest all the truths, but I can truthfully admit that
the tendency of Regeneration is to strengthen man mentally and bodily.
8th. My experience is that outside of occult matters, it has a tendency
to make a person absent-minded, and to au extent unfit to follow a business life. 0£ course it depends upon the earnestness of the man, and
how much of his soul he puts into the venture, and I have a glimmering
of an idea, that unless a person has a strong will, and under the friendly
advice of one who has been through the ordeal, unhappy results may
ensue.
9th. Am married, and companion has, as far as human nature can
agret.>, been harmonious. Am free to confess that Regeneration adds
plus
to all the above questions.
10th. In answer to the above I would say that my wife's belief (as far
as I have been able to express to her my ideas), has been mine; though
in the past we had no understanding as to the nature of the Fall or Regeneration. The fact is patent, however, that "continence " lifts up the
moral as well as the physical tone of the mortal.
11th. Having no family, am unable to reply, though I should say yes.
Respectfully,
C. H. J.

+

Onr friend has - like many others - taken one part of the practical instruction and overlooked the beginnings; such as methods for developing "will power," "The new memory,"
etc., and evidently has taken the spiritual and Iived. the regenerate life, and therefore is not
deTeloping harmoniously. We would advise that he re-read "Practical Instructions" and take up
thoee lines relating to positive ection, eating, drinking, bathing, carriage of the body, etc., etc.,
and all the difficulty he refers to, will disappear. Again all know that whatever we give
our wholli_miud to, that we are wholly, therefore we should W!Al caution not to develop oneRidedlv. We should give proper attention to tl1e development of the body and the mentalih·
relating to it8 care and provision, as well as the intellectual and spiritual.
H. E. D. ·
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SPRINGFIELD, Mo., Feb. 6, 1891.
H. E. BUTLER.
My Dear Si1· :-I am in receipt of your circular letter To Our Peop!,e,
with some eleven questions appended to be answered by those of the
readers of THE EsoTERIC who have received such benefit therefrom M t.o
enable them to do so.
Herewith I submit my answer to your circular:
1st. What effect has the practice of the Esoteric &generation Theory
had upon your general physical condition?
Nothing but good.
2d. What effect has it had upou the sensibilities, sensations, etc.?
Good.
3d. Has it increased your ph)sical endurance'?
It has.
4th. Has it increased your mental clearness and capabilities?
Very much ..
5th. Has it added to your mental strength?
PROF.

Ye.,.
6th. Has it increased your capacity to understand fac~, and abstruse
matters?
It certainly has.
.
7th. It ha...q given me more rational and consistent views of the Bible
and Bible subjects, and spiritual things generally.
8th. The teachings of THE ESOTERIC from the first number to the last
have been exceptionally pure and uplifting: and, though never regarded
a very bacl man by those best acquainted with me, yet to the practical
instruction and general teachings of THE ESOTERIC and kindred liter·
ature, I feel myself deeply indebted for higher and better though~ and
more efficiency generally, and for a purer ancl better life.
9th. For more than eight years I have been single: my wife having
passed on to the higher life in 1883. Since then 1 have lived with my
married children: first with one then with another. That the " increased
love, harmony and happiness " mentioned under this head have been outwrought (to some considerable extent to say the least), in these families
by this association, they are all ready to admit and do admit ; and th&
welcome tendered and the warm reception given me by them all - children and children's childrtn, is a source of great comfort and satisfaction
to me.
10th. I am in my seventy-fifth year; and my friends and relatives all
compliment me upon my fresh and healthy appearance, often remarking
•• He looks better and younger than he did ten years ago ; " " He is wonderfully well preserved," etc.
11th. Yes, I c.an now see that with these teachings, while raising my
family, I could have been saved much trouble, sickness and expense, and,
what is much better, the good effects of these improved views upon me
would have been imparted to my children ; and by the law of heredity,
to my children's children as well.
Yes, I have not only" tried to do so," but have absolutely succeeded in
living tlie life, and I am profoundly grateful that my victory has been so
complete, and my control of the animal so thorough t.hat even in my
dreams I am enabled to escape all lascivious temptations. For many
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years of my earlier life it was a source of much chagrin that however
much I tried to live the co1·rec~ life during my waking hours, I had no
oontrol of my dre~ms. There are very few good and healthy men, l
think, but will understand _what this means. To control one's acts, we
must control our thoughts. This I found comparatively easy after getting
control of my appetite, and correcting my diet. Discarding flesh as food,
and giving up tea, coffee, and all other stimulants, and living upon
a pure, simple diet- the struggJe was mainly over.
There is much said about the beauty of the Rule the Christian Lawgiver taught His disciples -but, not so much, perhaps, about its having
been taught five hundred and fifty years previously, with its converse
aspect as well- by the great Chinese religionist, " And what ye would
that men should not do to you, do ye not that to them." But in both
cases the laws had relation to doing, or not doing only.
Esoteric Science teaches me to add two other factors to the rule before
it can really be regarded as • Golden.' Think and speak as well as act as you would have others do. If it were more generally known that our
thoughts when directed to others, affect them in proportion to the energy
of the vibrations by which they are sent, and the psychic conditions of
the party to whom sent - they would have a care about these missiles
and messengers of good or evil, and understand the necessity of their
control. To be pure in thought, in word, and deed, is to be well on in the
path leading to the Regeneration. To accomplish this, I know of no
better way to begin than by correcting the diet.
E. HOVEY.
PROVIDENCE, R. 1., March 8, 1891.
PROF.

H. E.

BUTLER,

H. E.

BUTLER.

Dear F1·iend:-All that you have said in relation to the Esoteric Regeneration Theory, is conclusive evidence to me of the grand ultimates
that you affirm. Reduced to practice, it is productive of superior mental
and physical conditions, and contributes largely to physical endurance
and mental strength and clearness, much in excess of previous conditions.
It gives capabilities to understand facts, and matters of spiritual import,
and subject matters of an abstruse nature heretofore not understood. I ts
most noticeable effect is in the sensations; these are very acute, and corresponding, there is an acuteness of perception and reliability of impressions, that generally precludes the possibility of error. A departure
from our highest c.~nceptions of right and duty under these conditions to
that which was formerly commonplace, is attended with a sense of weaknes11, loss, and keen suffering. "Behold I make all things new," is not
without signification to all who live the regenerate life.
Fraternally yours,
H. C. HOLDEN.
BENNINGTON, OHIO, March 12, 1891.
PROF.

Dear Ft·iend :-The short ciroular sent out by you recently, addressed
"To Our People," with questions to be answered, has been under careful
-0onsidera.tion in our home, and we rejoice in the privilege of giving our
voice in this matter, for the spread of Uod's truth and for the welfare of
humanity. We have an unusual family in our home, a family of six
persons, gathere l together by the Lord's providence, from other homes,
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and bound together by unity of thought and purpose. For two years
past THE ESOTERIC has come to us monthly, and we highly appreciate it.
Years before we knew of this magazine, or the noble work you are doing,
we had been receiving and rejoicing in truth'J that a.re not accepted by
people generally, regartling the regeneration which includes ~he complete
redemption of the body.
The articles from your pen, and others of kindred· spirit, have found in
our hearts a quick response, and we have been greatly cheered, instructed
and strengthened by your teachings. \Ve have often felt that we would
like to write to you, but have feared to intrude on your time, which we
know must be so much filled up with your many cares and labors. ~ow
you have given us the opportunity, and we are glad to offer our testimony
to the valne of the upbuilding truths which you teach, as to the com1erving, for Christ-like uses, those generative forces within us, which, throughout society, are so fea1·fully used, both in married and unmarried life, for
lust, and the breaking down of true manhood and womanhood. Surely
all who desire God's kingdom to come on earth, orght to rally a1·om1d
those who fearlesslly lead the way in outspoken protest against the dreadful perversion of powers which the Creator made only for good, and for
a noble use.
.
For ourselvP.s here, we may sum up the answers to your questions in
this way. We heartily indorse your views on this important subject.
Having hacl oocasion to think much in this direction, we have sought to
·carry out in 01ir own lives, ancl to teach to others wherever we could ha\·e
opportunity, the truths you advocate. \Ve are sure that all who accept
these views, and conscientiously live them, will be benefitted ; will grow
physically stronger; will gain in clearness of thought, in tender sensibilities, in spiritual perceptions; will have increased love, harmony, and
happiness iri their homes, and greater ability for whatever sphere of service they sliall be called to fill. You have our best wishes and sympathies, and our prayers for the ultimatum of the work laid out before
vou.
v
Allow me, before closing, to give you a short sketch of the way in
which David 0. Bunker, the head of this family, has been led. This
subject, of which yom circular treats, very clearly opened before his
thought, as much as sixteen years ago. He had been led, not long before that, to a full, uurese1·ved consecration of himself to the Lo1·d, and
to a complete acceptance of the Divine Spi1·it as his intimate counsellor
and guide in all things. The subject of entire purity, of having the body
a fit temple for the indwelling of the Holy Ghost, pressed upon his mind.
He saw, thro11gh supernatural illumination, "the corruption that is in
the world tlmmgh lust;" the perversion of what is called Christian nur·
riage, to unbridled sel16ual indulgence, ancl multitudes of children con·
ceived ancl hol'll, with the wild passion of lust as their inheritanee.
He saw the only remedy for all this, in the redemptive power of Ch1·istiauity to fulfil the righteousness of the law, which by man has been
turned into unrighteousness. He siiys the truths in this line have been
unfolded to him beyond what be has heard or r~a.d from any human
teachin~. Ile is not a write1·, not an educated man, but, born and
b1·011ght up in the society of Friends, he has used his prh·ilege of speak·
ing whereve1· he has felt prompted by the inner Spirit, to teach others
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the blessed truths he has experienced in himself. He has been greatly
opposed, as of course he would be, in bringing out such unpopular views,
has suffered from coldness, slander, and bitterness, from many who were
once his fr~ends, but has been strengthened to hold on his way, a few,
besides his own family being with him on this line, and now he, and we
all do rejoice and take courage, as you, Prof. Butler, and your associates,
are so st.eadfastly carrying forward this saving w01·k.
DAVID 0. BUNKER
NANCY BUNKER.
RUTH c. OSBORN.
MARTHA BALDWIN.
ANNIS 0. BENEDICT.
ELIZABETH 0. PAGE.
WINCHESTER, IND., lfarch 19, 1891.
PROF. BUTLER.
Dear Sir :-I desire to express to you my gratitude for the great truths
I have learned by reading your ••Seven Creative Principles," and "The
Narrow vVay of Attainment." The revelations to me have been wonderful, and have inspired new hopes and purposes. Notwithstanding I
am fo1·ty-seven, I have now hope for forty-seven years of the "Re-generate life."
Your friend for truth,
CALVIN ·w. Dioos.
CHICAGO, ILL., March 4, i891.
H. E. BUTLER.
Dear Sir :-In answer to your questions, I would say that in the study
and practice of these great truths, I have improved in every way ; physically, mentally and spiritually. . I am almost free from all physical ailments; if any of my old enemies (for I once thought I had many that
flesh is heir to), ever try to show forth, I ha,-3 the remedy at hand. My
perceptions are very much keener ; I can understand much that before
seemed mysterious. I have but to desire to know a thing, a.nd directly I
know it. I am calm and collected, hardly disturbed by conditions around
me. My desire to help humanity is greater than ever; my love for all
God's creatures has increased; my desire to do good is paramount to all
else. My mental powers are stronger, my intuitions are keener, my
capabilities have increased wonderfully-in painting, drawing, elocution,
or anything I undertake to do. Things I thought before impossible, I
can now accomplish without effort. I was born an elocutionist, and that
power has increased also. It has added to my mental strength greatly,
and has also increased my capacity to understand facts and things before
difficult to conceive ; it is wonderful how it increases the understanding·,
how it brightens the intellect-sheds light on all the dark places. The
two brothers, int.ellect and spiritual perception, work together and spiritual things are now easily understood, and the Bible no longer a mystery,
but quite plain when read by the light of the spirit. It has given me
added ability in all ways, and as my sphere of service is to serve humanity, it has increased my power to serve.
My companion enjoyR the best of health, and has changed much in
regard to temper, which was about as bad as could be; I, receiving the
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benefit of it, ougnt to know. He will not bother himself to look into
spiritual things, but expects to receive benefits in the line of the physical,
or healing of body ; frets under restraints imposed, or changes in feelings
and sentiments which this knowledge inevitably brings. I know that if
in the years gone by I had received these teachings, I should have saved
mvself and others much sickness, trouble, etc., and should not be where I
to-day; for I know my environments would be very different. I
would like to help you in your work, but I am as poor in worldly goods,
as was Jesus. You said it would not seem egotistical to give an honest
experience and I hope not, for I consider my knowledge very limited.
Yon will succeed, for good always wins. "Let fiery darts be hurled.
for you can smile at Satan's rage, and face a frowning world."
Yours in truth,
MRS. MARY E . OWENS

am

HIGHLANDS, CoL.,

March 3, 1891.

lat. What effect has the practice of the Esoteric Regeneration Theory had upon yonr
general physical condition ?

It has changed it from invalidism to nearly ragained health.
2d. What eft'ect baa it bad upon the eensibilities, sensations, etc. ?

It has increased my capacity to appreciate beautiful things, music, art,
eloquence, and ideas of the Divine iucluded, and made sensation acute.
3d. Has it increased your physical endlll'&llCe ?

Yes, to a surprising degree.
4th. Has it i.noreaaed your mental clearneaa and capabilities ?

Yes.
5th. Has it added to your mental strength ?

Yes.
6th. Has it increased your capacity to understand facta. and abstruse ruatten ?

Yes, very much so.
7th. What effect baa it bad as t.o your capacity or ability to understand spiritual thiDgw;
Bible subjeota and kindred matters hitherto not undei:stood ?

It has given me an insight and the power to look between the lines.
that I never supposed could be obtained, in Bible, and other formerly
hidden subjects.
Sth. Has it given you added ability in your sphere of eerrice ?

Yes, in every way.
11th. If married and with a family, do you now see wherein theee teachings would have
saved you much trouble, sickness, etc., even with your p - t responsibilities as to the domestic
relations?

Yes, it is plain to me wherein many unpleasant things could
have been avoided, even to illness. The Esoteric Regeneration Theory,
when put in practice, bt-ings clear understanding, and and an elevation of
thought and consequently life; it will bring unto every faithful soul that
health of body which can never change, because it is produced by that
which perishes not. It will bring us to the state told of in the Bible :
"Be ye perfect, even as your Father i.1 heaven is perfect."
M. L. EASTWOOD.
PL YMOu:rH, MICH.,

HIRAM

E.

BUTLER.

March 9, 1891.

.

Dear Sfr: - Having read THE ESOTERIC and studied your t.eachings
therein, also the "Science of Life," as explained by " Solar Biology."
and believing as I do that my eyes (understanding) have been openeil t-0
Bible truths, I feel that I owe you a debt of gratitude that cannot be
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paid by the stereotyped custom of thanks. · When I first discovered THE
ESOTERIC magazine, the Bible was a sealed book to me. I was "born
blind," like unto the mau described in the Scriptures (John ix.) who was
healed by washing the clay from his eyes in the pool of Siloam, in the
sense that I was destitute of. spiritual knowledge. The pool of Siloam I
now believe is still with ns, an.cl its virtues are a8 fresh and vigorous as
ever. "The waters of Life, are sent to all."
.Man, to be relieved of mental blindness, must assist in the miracle (?)
by trying- to know himself. Yom· letter advising me to carefully examine
" Solar .Biology," which would enable me to see the truths of the Bible,
was appreciated. Its first lesson, however, taught me that my dominant
(Pisces) demanded to understand before believing. I recognized myself,
stal!cling on my feet in the fir11t sense, while crawl~ng on the ground in
the second. Further investigation gave me some hope, as I found the
mentality in Virgo - with the spiritual and· physical planets in the
balance.
The clay seemed to fall from my eyes ; I imagined myself in the real
between heaven ancl the world, or between the heavenly things of the
spit-itual mind and the worldly things of the natural mincl; could enjov
by my own choice, spiritual or natural liberty; Ii ve a _merely natural and
sensual life and be banished from the garden of heavenly intelligence, or
tu.rn to the "tree of Life," and live uncler the guidance of spiritual mind.
Had I found Adapt in the Garden of Eden? Was my condition illustrative of war in heaven? Was this body the garden given to my care?
.Had I found the serpent and the angel of the garden in my nature.?
Such and many other questions came to me. Had I returned from the.
pool, seeing? I resolved that I would apply the teachings to the best of my
ability. Although the result still hangs in the balance, there is no doubt
in my mind as to the restoration, if the war is continued under the guidance
of the angel. I find proof corroborative of your teachings in the paintings said to have been di~overed' in the ancient tombs of Egypt. Paul
also seems to express the same idea (2 Cor. 11: 3), saying, "I fear, lest
by any means, as the serpent beguiled Eve through his subtlety, so your
minds should be corrupted from the. simplicity that is in Christ."
I shall do the best I can with the talent entrusted •o my care, anu
hope it may be doubled, that I may tt-ead the enemy under my feet
or elevate his majestey to my shoulders. I am indebted to your teachings for such attainment& as I have made, and fully believe that the
scales of justice will not tum against my efforts. May the world appreciate, and God help you in your work.
L. c. HALL.
PEORIA, KAN., March 12, 1891.
Dear Esoteric: -Intuitively I knew that the "Practical Instructions"
were just what the world stood most in need of, and that the long looked
for millenium would be here. if it could be carried out; since their issue
I've carried them out as fully as I could, and am more determined to
never go backward. My physical endurance seems unlimited ; my old ac·quaintances are surprised at it. I understand many things in the Bible,
hitherto dark; in fact, I look upon the Bible as a spiritual book entirely•
.even the parts called historical. My mental condition, also, is much beneDigitized by
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fi~d. In fact, I w~uld say an emphati~ yes to each question except the
moth, and I do believe I can see some improvement there. I have dedi.
cated all I have or am, to this work, although there is but little that I
can do.
Very sincerely, yours for truth,
MBS. A. C. HODGE.

BELLMONT, ILL.,

March 6, 1891.

Ma. HIRAM E. BUTLJo~R.
Deat· Sir and Bro: -The printed pamphlet and questions appended,
re..:eived. I take pleasure in complying with your request in answering
the same.
1st. What elreet has the practice of the Eeoteric Hegeoeration Theory had upon your geoeral physical condition ?

It has strengthened and given tone to my physical conditions.
2d. What slrect has it had upon the senaibilitiee, eensatio1111 etc. ?
NEW sensibilities and sensations.
3d. Has it inareaaed yolll' physical endDt&Dce ?

The effect is to develop
Yes.

4th. Has it inareaaed your mental clearness and capabilities ?

It has.
5th. Has it added to your mental strength ?

Yes.
6th. Has it increued your capacity to nnderstand facts, and abstrnae matW8 ?

Yes, a thousand fold.
7th. The effect has been to develop the intuitive faculties, so that things
that heretofore were incomprehensible, are as easily beheld as the noon·
day sun.
8th. Has it given you added ability in your sphere of service?

Yes, under most circumstances.
9th. U married and your companion ia harmonious with you in thia thought, has it mm-I
harmony and happin- in your home ?

lov~

it has.

·

10th. If married, and your companion is not one with you in thia belief, has it aemid to
inereaae his or her general health ; or what elrect have you noted in thia particular ?

Does not apply to me.

·'

11th. If married and with a family, do you now see wherein these teachings would haft
saved you much trouble, sicko-. etc., even with your present responsibilities aa to the dOIDlllUc
relations?

I do.
You will notice I have answered the questions direct, and without com·
ment. The truth is what you wish to arrive at in this matter. You have
my true experience, and it would be neither more nor less were I t.o
write several pages.
Fraternally,
Louis DE BELLE.
"HARMONY HOME," PEORIA KAN.,

March 12, 1891.

For The Esoteric: - For years I have been advancing to the higher
life, but bad not noticed nor read anything with reference to Regeneration ; but just before my eighteenth birthday (Feb. 24 ), I noticed your
"Practical Instructions for Reaching the Highest Goal of Human Attainment." It seemed as if the '' still small voice" told me my time had
come. I began reading, understood it, and at once took control of the
life force.
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My health is perfect: I can endure anything, and need only about one.
quarter as much food as before, arid eat no meat. I am inwardly happy,
and see ler.s seeming evil and more good each day. Also need less sleep.
My mental clearness and capabilities are increased wonderfully, and
spiritual things become more clear and real, the more I think of them,
and try to live the life as Jesus did.
My mother has had this in mind for me and has, of course, helped
me to see the way. I am not married.
F. A. HODGE.
Yours in truth,
WILTON, N. H., March 1, 1891.

M:a. H. E. Bun.ER.
Dear Friend :-Your request has been received, and, although I do
not understand how, at my time of life, and with my experience, I can
answer your questions from the basis on which they are required, if I can
say a word which will aid the cause in which I have a deeper interest
than any other, I gladly do so. Had I received the truths given in
••Practical Instructions," and '"Solar Biology," before I married, I believe the course of my life would have been altogether different from
what it has been, and even had I received it while my children were
young I might have done more for their good, and perhaps have enabled
those who have passed away from this earth to retain their hold on the
physical life.
I can truthfully say that for myself, I have never received so much
practical aid as has come to me through the columns of THE ESOTERIC;
it was the food I needed and craved, and it has done a good work. My
physical health has improved ; my mental clearness and power to understand facts which before had little meaning for me, have increased. I
have developed a more decided individuality and soul-consciousness. I
have a better understanding of spiritual things, and the Bible, which, so
far as I felt any interest in it, was a sealed book, I now enjoy Ro far as I
can understand its meaning. I have been led to see ways by which I
could lead others into the light of truth and harmonious action, thereby
making their lives more desirable. In short, Esoteric thought and
work has benefitted me in every way.
I feel a deep interest in the Esoteric Colony and College, and only
wish I had the means to aid the movement pecuniarily. Sensitive as I
am, and much as I shrink from publicity, if my name can be used for
any good in this work, it is at your service. May God speed you in
your good work.
Yours Fraternally,
MRS. E. A. BATCHELDER.
VICTORIA, B. C., March 4, 1891.
Dear .ll:l.t•. Butler :-Your circular to hand to-day, and in accordance
with your request I try to send the following answers to the questions
asked.

lat. What etl'eet baa the practice of the F.soteric Regeneration Theory had upen your
eral fhysical condition ?

General physical condition improved in every particular.
2d. What effect has it had upon the aensibilitiee, aenaationa, etc. ?

Sensibilities intensified.
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3d. Has it incnl88ed your physical endurance ?

Endurance increased, especially in regard to lung power.
4th. Has it increased your mental eleameae and capabilities ?

G1·eater continuity and grasp of thought.
5th. Haa it added to your mental strength ?

Mental strength increased.
6th. Haa it iucrelllled your capacity to onderstaud facts, and abstruse matters.

Yes.
7th. What effect haa it had aa to your capacity or ability to understand apirit:ual things;
Bible subjects and kindred matters hitherto not understood?

La1·ger capacity of spiritual understanding.
8th. Has it given you added ability in your sphere of service ? Has it ginn you capacity t.o
foresee the results of your acts in buainees ?

Yes.
I shall look with interest for the" Practical Methods," soon to appear

in

THE ESOTERIC.

H.

Very sincerely yours,

GREAT BEND, KAN.,

W.GRAY~.

March 10, 1891.

MR. BUTLER.

Dear Friend and Teacher :-I will try and answer the questions the
best I know how.
· 1st. What effect haa the practice of the Esoteric Regeneration Theory had upon yonr gen·

era! physical condition ?

I think I can say that it has made a new woman of me.
2d. What effect haa it bad upon the sensibilities, sensations, etc. ?

I can control my sensations in a great degree by just the silent thought,
and I have more love 1\ucl charity for every one.
3d. Has it increlllled your physical endurance ?
4th. Has it increased yonr mental clearness and capabilities ?
5th. Has it added to your mental strength ?
6th. Has it increased your r.apacity to understand facts, and abstruse matters ?
7th. What effect has it had as to your capacity or ability t.o onderstaud spiritual thing&;
Bible subjects and kindred matters hitherto not understood ?

I think the answer would be yes, it has helped me, and I think I am
growing so I can see plainer into the Esoteric truths every day.
8th. Has it given you added ability in your sphere of servioe ? Has it given you capacity t.o
foresee the results of your acts in busiueae ?

It has helped me in serving others. I find that as I learn to control
myself I can help others both physically and morally, by the silent word.
9th. If married and your compauion is harmonious with you in this thought. has it mei-l
love. harmony and happi11e911 in your home ?

Myself and husband are quite in harmony, and it nas increased our
love and happiness.
10th. If married, and your companion is not one with you in this belief, has it serftd to
increase his or her ~neral health ; or what effect have you noted in this particular ?

General health is much better, and we are happier in every way and
can see more good in all things.

11th. If married and with a family, do you now see wherein these teachings wonld ha?
saved you much trouble, sickDelB, etc., even with your p~nt responsibilities 118 t.o the domllllC
relations?

I have "Solar Biology," and think if I only had beeu able to ha,•e
seen such a book when I was first married, what a help it would have
been to me. I wish it could be in the hands of every mother, that they
could start the children aright ; then all would be well.
H. L. Tuws.
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WAKEFIELD,

R. I., Feb. 27, 1891.

l\IR. BUTLER,

Dear Friend,._ Regarding my experience in living the life of ••Regeneration," I can in no way, express so truthfully, sincerell and adequately,
my deepest feeling than by saying,-"' It is a consummatJ,on devoutly to be
wished." It elevates both in aspiration, and realization, aud develops
that ••Individuality" which will ultimately, make of man a perfect Microcosm.
No one must think that I have reached my high degree of attainment.
for I find it easier to take a city than to rule my own spirit, but that l
am striving for that goal.
To have mall" the" At~me-ment," and to live the life ••Regeneration,"
constitutes my .. Eternal Now."
.May the love of the brotherhood be shed abroad in the land, is the sincere wish of
MRS. J. W. PAGE.
' ALBION,

N. Y. March 4, 1891.

H. E. BUTLY,

Dear Sir:- As you have invited the readers of THE ESOTERIC to express opinions regarding the Esoteric Regeneration Theory, I wish to
state that I have proved it to be a builder, mentally, morally and physically; and I cannct expre:-.s my feelings of thankfulness for the truths
which are circulated through the columns of THE ESOTERIC.
·
I certainly do not tiud another such an educator among the literature
which is circulating- throughout our land. aud I feel like urging the
younger portion of humanity to embrace the opportunity, which your endeavors in founding a Colony and College, will give to them. I
wish I was twenty years younger, that I might be able to be of some use
iu helping to enlighten the world. But I will try to help the good work,
in my poor way, and I may succeed in doing some good, before I pass
out of this sphere of action. May the angels of peace and good will ever
Yours fraternally,
abide with you, is the prayer of
MRS. ELIZA
GATES.

c.

PLYMOUTH, M1cH., March 2, 1891.
HIRAH E. BUTLER,
Dear Sir :-By the study of the Esoteric Regeneration Theory, l
became convinced that indulgence of those animal pa·opensities of man,
which, by the majority of people is considered natural and right, is the
adversary of all good, preventing the progress of man mentally and spiritually, blunting the sensibilities, and making impossible a clear understanding of anything above the merely physical.
As for myself, the practice of this theory has proven to me beyond
the shadow of a doubt, that living the regenerate life has given me a
more harmonious physical condition, has made ruy sensibilities and sensations keener and more alive to surrounding influences, bas increased my
physical endurance, mental clearness, and capabilities.
It has added to my mental strength, and increased my capacity to under:1tand facts and abstruse matters, and most paa·ticularly bas it increased ·my ability t.o understand spiritual things, and Bible subjects,
which were not formerly understood.
· - ·111ss ~BAKER.
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H. E.

BUTLER,

[April

RouaE, LA., March 10, 1891.

Dear Sir :

1st. My general physical condition is much improved, especially in that

I can control in a great measure, and often throw off or prevent continued
palpitations of
years.

~e

heart which have been a serious aftliction for many

2d. What effect hae it had n~ the aensi.bilitiee. ae-Uons, etc.

My natural susceptibilities are increasing, such as sensing conditions
and facts in relation to others in this life, but better still the loving higher
and guiding influences from above, bringing a peace which is now seldom
ruffied.
3d. Has it

inc~

your phyaioal endurance ?

I have been able to endure a combination of trials, physical and mental, in the past two years, without succumbing physically to such an
extent as similar tronbles always before induced.
4th. Has it increued your mental clearn- and capabilities ?
5th. Has it added to your mental strength ?
6th. Hae it increased your oa_r.city to undentand facts, and abstruae matten ?

I believe I am jus,tified in answering in the affirmative to these.
7th. What effect hae it had ae to your oapaoity or ability to undemand epiritaal things;
Bible subjepts and kindred matters hitherto not understood ?

A new world of thonght and comprehension is growing within me con•
cerning Bible subjacts and Christ's teachings therein, and spiritual laws
in geperal.
8th. Hae it given you added ability in your 11phere of eenioe? Baa it giffll yOll capacity w
foiaee the results of 7our acts in businem?

I feel that it has given me greater capacity in my sphere of service.

11th. If married and with a family, do you now - wherein th- teaohiuga woald have
eaved you much trouble, aiokn-, etc., even with your present reepollllibilities ae to dom.tio relations?

Had these instructions been received and followed years ago, I feel it
would have proved a blessing in my family, and probably have saved the
life of children who have passed to the farther shore.
'
Re~pectfully submitted,
MRS. MARY

.

~fa.Dam.

H. E.

c. MASON•

low A, March 4, 1891.

BUTLER,

.

Dear Sir:- Your leaflet "To Our People" lies before me. I have
read it carefully and think it worthy of consideration. The subject of
regeneration is one that bas long claimed my most earnest thou~ht.
I had comtnenced to live the regenerate life before the publication of
THE ESOTERIC, which I have read from the first, number. Nature was
my teacher. From early womanhood I felt that the purposes of life were
perverted and womanhood and wifehood made to serve in a capacity
below the beasts of the field. I felt that woman had the ri~ht to obey
Nature as well as to serve her own unnatural desires and mans impulses.
On bended knees with uplifted soul desires for purity, I vowed to obey
the higher dictates of nature, and so own and control my life purposes.
At first my husband was not in harmony with my ideas and said many
bitter and cruel things. He went through the fires of a fierce and burning hell, but at last came out of those depths on the bright illumined side
of life. We found that love was not born of passion, nor esteem founded
on physical attractions ; and now my husband says his perfect health
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is due to the conservation of the life forces. My own health ia much
better than in former years. Soul capacities enlarged. Spiritual under·
standing much clearer, and life a thousand-fold more enjoyable.
This is an inexhaustible theme, and thought.lines lead into every
avenue and avocation of life, but I must leave it to others to write out
who have more pen practice and brain ability than I possess.
I have often noticed with how much more care and attention the farmer provides the best possible conditions for his animals than for
the health and happiness of his own kind, and woman submits ~eneration
after generation to forced, or undesired maternity and I feel like saying
" 0 woman, woman, thou art the prodigal that has been eating the husks
among the swine-herds, and wandering far away from the Father's home
of pure joy ; return and redeem thy womanhood by a life of purity. "
If generation has reached its limit and been circumscribed and is now
to return by way of re-genflration back to the soul's inheritance of life in the
spirit's home of harmony, may the way be shortened for humanity's sake, for
if by the windings of the outgoing soul-journey the return must be made,
few will ever reach the goal.
Yours truly - for truth and regeneration,
ABBIE

E.

CULVER.

GEORGETOWN, TEXAS, MARCH 6, 1891.
H. E. BUTLER,
Dear Sir and Bro ;-In reply to your circular entitled," To Our People," I will say that I have not followed out all the grand lessons placed
before me, but will give my experience, and if you see anything herein
worthy of going before the public you are at liberty to use any portion, or
all. I wish to, help my fellow-man from bonds of Creedism to the light
and beauty of this life, wherein is peace and happiness for all. In reply
to tL.e questions I will say: First, so far as I have been able to practice
the "'Esoteric Regeneration Theory," my physical condition has been
much improved, my restless, nervous tendencies have been quieted, because of a knowled~e. <!f. their cause. .
Second ; my sens1b1hties and sensations are acute. Though I am not
swayed by sensation a.s of yore. I seem to feel, (though, not influenced
by) the sway of public opinion, to which so many in this community are
slaves. 1 feel that I am in a higher element and no sooner do I feel
the effect than I know the cause, and knowing the cause, the effect is baffled.
Third; it has greatly increased my physical endurance, as well as my
mental clearness and capabilities, adding greater mental strength, and
increased capacity to understand facts and abstruse matters. My capacity
to undehtand spiritual things, Bible subjects and things hitherto not
understood is surprising even to m1self. It has added no less to my
ability in the sphere of ~ervice, havmg removed other hindrances it bas
given me increased energy in the pursuits of my business.
I am not married, but the Esoteric teachings with that of Solar
Biology has increased my love for man in all condition:i an<l grades of
life. I am much more forgiving. It has driven from me, to a very
great extent, a feeling of revenge which always took possession of me
when I felt I was wronged.

MR.
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I have noted that I am much more harmonious with my companion~
and realize that inharmonious surroundings will soon impai1· health, (it
has been my own experience).
I feel that if all the world could see these grand truths as I see them,
they would soon learn where lies the root of much sickness and unhappiness. Tc;> be harmonious at home is a great key to the isles of ·health
and happiness. It was this ideal of homes that John Howard Payne had
in mind whe!l he wrote•• Home, aweet home.''
Fraternally,
FRANK ELLIOrr.
MINNEAPOLIS, Mll'>.N"., °MARCH

MR. H. E.

10, 1891.

BUTLER,

Dwr Friend,- I am sorry that I am not better prepared to report in
answer to your circular.
It is less than a year since I first read the " Practical Instructions " in
Vol. I and II of TuE EROTERIC, and I have been trying to live the life
of " Regeneration " ever since.- While my physical health is better thao
it has been for years, and I know that I am more active mentally, I
hardly feel qualified to answer all .•:.111 ~· questions though I should be glad
to give my testimony for publicat!o11.
I am satisfied that there has bce11 110 ill effect in my case and on the
other hand, regard myself as benefitted mentally, morally spiritually and
physically from having attempted to follow your instructions.
A. T. TUFTS.
Sincerely your friend.
TERRE fuUTE,

H. E.

IND., March 1, 1891.

BUTL.l-:R,

Deur Friend:- Y.our pamphlet received and I will try t.o answer.the
questions you have asked.
lat. What etrect has the practice of the Eeoterio Regeneration Theory had upon your general Y.hyaical condition \>
Jfrom reading aud studying THE ESOTERIC, I have been born again.

I had studied Christian Science for one year when I met a friend who
told me of H. E. Butler and THE ESOTERIC. She gave me some books
which I studied, then I took the books for some months, but I found so
much in them to bring out, that I stopped taking THE Eson:RIC till I
had brought out what I bad. I read and re-read and every time I get
something new. So my spiritual growth has been wonderful to myself
a1,1d to others.
2nd. What eJ!eot has it had DpoD the aeDBibiliti•, 18HaQODI, ete. ,

My perception is much more acute and my interest in the work has
grown.

3rd. Hu it iucreued your physical eudurauoe?

It has a hundred-fold.
myself.
-

Now I can endure till I am often surprised at
·

4th. Bu it increased your mental ele&n*I and capabilities\>

It has increased very much.
5th. Hu it added oo your mental atreugt!l \>

I cannot tell you bow much for I cannot express it.
6th. Has it increaeed your capacity oo understand facts, and abstrwle matters '

Things that were difficult to understand are rather quickly understood
now.
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7th. What effect baa it had aa to your capacity or ability to understand spiritual things;
Bible subjects and kindred matters hitherto not understood ? ,
I read the Bible with, it seems to me, new e~es, and spiritual things I

can discern much more dearly. Christian Scientists who talk to me
wonder where I get my knowledge, but they are not willing to read THE
ESOTERIC ; seem afraid of it.
8th. Baa it given you added ability in your sphere of eervioe ? Baa it given you capacity to
fonee the neulta of your act.t in buinem ?

In my sphere of healing and teaching, I have been given wonderful
ability.
.,

9th. If married and your companion ia harmonioaa with you in this thought, baa it increa86d
leve, harmony and happU- in your home ?

My husband is not with me now, we were separated for four years.
He came liome last June and staid till August. He is not with me
in this belief, in fact will not accept it. He is always sick, nursing himself and looking for evil, which he finds. When at home he began to
accept : was not sick while here. We have more love and harmony in
our home. I kno,w that I must control temper, and when I gel; letters
from my husbaml which I do not like, I answer in all kindness for I
have learned I must.
I am a succe8sful healer and teacher. Terre Haute is waking up and
many come to me daily and are healed in truth, for they go riglit into the
work.
Respectfully,
l\fa.RY E. AsB
CLEVELAND, 0., April 4, 1891.
PROF.

BUTLER.

Dear Friend :-In answer to your request for experience in practical
application of your re~eneration theory, will say that I have been trying
to live it for a short time only, but long enough to satisfy myself that it
must accomplish all you claim for it. I find it strengthens my spirit,
mind, and physical body ; in fact, I know it makes me stronger and better
in every respect. Especially am I benefitted in a business way, not
being influenced by other minds so much; am more successful and have
more confidence and less fear than before. I can now begin to understand t)ie Bible, where before it did not satisfy me.
If I liad only known something of your teachings when I was younger,
I know l should be a far different man. If our young men were only
given a good, plain lecture such as you can give, once every week by
their teachers, on the proper mode of life, with good, sensible reasons for
it all, it would save more souls than preaching does to-Oa.y.

O.E.Y.
WILLIAMSTON, MICH., April 4, 1891.

M:a. Hmill E. BUTLER.
Dear Friend :-I am a subscriber and reader of

THE ESOTERIC. I
might as well say now that I have derived more satisfaction and instruction from its pages than from anything that has ever come in my way,
especially that relating to Astronomy. In the March number you ask
"your people," certain questions. While not claiming to be of your
people, I take the liberty of giving my testimony in favor of a life of
regeneration, or that part which relates to your seventh question. I
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would like to say that I have lived that life strictly for the past ten
years, or more, from pdnciple, and shall continue to live it under all
circumstances.
When I first began to think about it, I had never read anything on
the subject, but the feeling came to me that no woman who was past the
child-bearing age had any business with sex relations, for that was SOUll'·
thing which belonged to physical generation, and not to the higher development of the human family, and feeling as I did, it was degrading to he
obliged to submit. I did not submit, for I felt that I alone had the right
to decide. A married life is a hell any:way, when the two do not agree
on that question, and I said, ''let us have another kind o~ a hel1 if it
must be so, but I refuse to have my soul defiled by the act of any
man." I am happy to say that since the question is settled for good, Wt!
have lived more harmoniously than ever before, and my husband said, not
long since, and of his own accorrl, that it was the best thing that ever
happened to him, He is remarkably vigorous for a man of his agenearly seventy-seven.
I am glad you have taken up this subject and are agitating it, for I
believe you are right. You are a man, and cannot know the degradation
a woman feels in being obliged to yield to what man cla.ims as his rightf.,
but I have been there and know what it is to be looked upon as some.
thing created especially for man's use.
As to the seventh question, and others, what little activity of mind, or
mental capacity I have ever had. I can honestly say has come since I
have lived this life; also as to illumination, or ability to understaml
, spiritual things. If I have any gift, in any small degree, it is to undet··
stand the interior, or hidden meaning of myths, fables, or allegories. I
cannot say it would not have been the same hall I lived the olcl life. I can
only tell you what is. Hopiug you will excuse the liberty I have taken,
as you are interested in this subject.
I remain fraternally yours,
HARRIET M. BIGELOW.
CALDWELL, KAN.,

March 10th, 18_91.

Ma. H. E. BUTLER.
Dear Sir :-I am truly glad to be able to testify as to the value of
your thoory of Regeneration. I am convinced that the conservation of
the life potencies is our salvation from sin, sickness and death. I consider your "Practical Instructions," "Solar Biology," " Seven Creatit'e
Principles," anti " Narrow Way of Attainment," as invaluable helps on
the upward path to the knowledge of self. The determination to conquer
the evils, gain the right desires, and live a life of pnrity and of love, and
the intelligent use of denial and affirmation and your practical instructions for three years, has lifted me above diRease, and many of the
habits of slavery to the senses.
I find myself strong, healthful ; with increased mental power, and
understanding of spiritual things ; with larger capacity for enjoyment,
and finer sensibilities; less selfishness, more love for humanity. In living
this Esoteric life one can be a truer wife and mother, and build a home
where harmony and love dwell. Perseverance will conquer the adverse
conditions and enable Peace to be our guest forever. I hesitate to ,nit.:

....

.
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of the many beautiful experiences that have come to me: they are inexpressibly sacred, and it is nearly impossible to convey their meaning
to one, in words.
I am most sincerely,
Mas. GETRRUDE LoVE.
BosTON, MASS., March 23, 1891.

To The Esoteric Pub. Co. :-With pleasure do I testify how I have
been benefitted in following the Esoteric teachings. l had lived the
Regenerate life as taught, for several yea.rs, so I feel I was ready to
embrace the teachings. It has helped me to bear the duties of each day
with fortitude I never bad befor~, and has given a clearer understanding of
spiritual truths. I know I have a foundation that can never be destro~d.. The Bible seems a new book to me.
Fraternally,
MARIANNA PAG.I!:.
BosTON, MASS., March 4, 1891.

H. E.

BUTLER.

Dear Sir and F1·iend :-Having lived a life of "continence" for the
last four years-the life of•• rege.neration" as taught bv ,Jesus, and also
taught through the " Practical Instructions " of Vols. l and II of THE
ESOTERIC, it is with pleasure that I give the honest and true result of my
living the life, feeling that it may be an incentive to others (who are
now bowed down by disease and inharmonious conditions-though young
in years and with little activity of mental ancl spiritual powers), to break
the fetters by which the old serpent has bound them-and come out into
the light, life and truth, which the life of regeneration brings-and
of which Jesus spoke and lived.
First, it has given me perfect physical health, which I never eujoye1l
after the first two {ears of married life-although eight years previous to
the last four that have lived the life, had been spent in the study and
application of Christian Science teachings.
My physical endurance is now very great. It has also greatly increased my mental clearness ancl capabilities, and increased my c1Lpacity to
understand facts and abstruse matters tenfold. That which was hitherto
.occult I can now mentallyfasp its spirit. Bible subjects, and kindred
matters which once I coul not understand, seem to speak to my soul,
and the words seem to be permeated with the same life that illuminates
the soul, and my power of perception seems to be enlarged; therefore,
I trust it will not seem egotistical to say that living the life, has gh·eJl
me added ability in my sphere of service in the world.
My companion is not one with me in this belief; but, however, living
the regenerate life has greatly increased love, harmony, and happiness in
our home; the irritability which was once so prominent, is seldom seen.
The physical health is much improved ; rheumatism and headaches that
I nsed to hear so much about have gone, and I can now see if we had
understood.and obeyed these l.aws of life years ago, we should have been
saved mnch of the trouble, sickness, etc. It is true Jesus lived and taught
them 1800 years ago, but I never understood them until they were taught
and made so plain in the "Practical Instructions" in THE EsOTEIUC,
and also in the" Se\'en Creative Principles." No feeble words of mine
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can f!xpress the heartfelt gratitude I feel for the Esoteric teachings.
That the Master may give yon st1·ength to go on giving these great and
grand tl'Uths to hungry souls, despite the opposition and persecution yon
mav receive from the adversaries of all good, is the prayer of

.

~~n

BosroN, MASS., March 20, 1891.
T1) tlw Editor of The Esoteric:1 have been a constant reader of THE ESOTERIC and a member of the
So<-·iety Esoteric and can truly say I have derived great bene6t therefrom.
I can truly say the Esoteric Teachings have benefitted me both morally
and spiritually; I have lived the life and know whereof I speak. The
teachings as given through the columns of THE ESOTERIC are the grand.
est ever given by man since ,Jesus was on earth. I know if lived up to
will give health and more abundant life, and that life is eternal as I view
it from my stand-point. Tongue or pen is not adequate to express my
thoughts in regard to this great a subject. If the world would accept the
teachings given in THE ESOTERIC, peace and harmony would prevail
where darkness, discord and sickness now reigns.
Respectfully yonrs,
L. s. 0RCU'IT.
BosroN, MAss., March 1, 1891.
PROF.

H. E.

BUTLER AND WIFE:-

-

I address this to you and wife because I look upon you as teacher, and
your wife as a living example of the teaching you have so faithfully
taught in your lectures, lessons, and THE ESOTERIC magazine, to all of
which myself and wife have been careful students for over three years;
careful, I say, because I have taken pains to watch so as to know for
mvself.
"One Sunday afternoon over three years ago, I was walkiug by the
Esoteric rooms on Shawmut Avenue. I saw a notice of a lecture at 3
o'clock. I said to myself," Esoteric; what is that? Guess I will go in
and hear for miself." I went in; I heard something that was different
from anything I ever heard before. It struck me there was a truth in it.
I continued to go to the lectures, and took my wife. At fi.nt she was
afraid it was Spiritualism, but she soon found out that it was something
that had to do with one's own self, and so . it has something to do with
yourself, and your higher self, or God. The teachings are something
that will buoy one up in trouble, pain, affiiction. It teach0:1 how to cure
when sick, and keep well both in mind and body.
We have not followed the teachings in every way, but as far as we
have followed, we have been benefitted very much. We were led to be.
lieve that animal was not the best food, so we left it off, and feel greatly
benefitted in many ways. My work is custom shoe.making ; I can
work twE>Jve or fifteen hours in a day, and feel better than when I eat
meat. It is a bent'fit in many other ways. When we stopped eating
animal of course we did not feel so much like the animal; and as for the
Esoteric Regeneration Theory, it is the main-spring of all life, body, soul,
and spirit. It has increased our physical condition in every way; it baa
increaseJ onr mental clearness ancl capabilities; also mental strength and
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capacity to understand facts and abstruse matters, both occult and spil'itual ; not so well as I want to, but a great deal better than ever before.
I feel it to be a benefit in every sphere of life. l am glad to say that
my companion is harmonious, and love. harmony, and happiness has
increased in our home. I am very sorry that I did not know of the
teaching before ; it would have saved us much trouble and unhappiness.
I received a lf!tter only the other day from my son in Florida., stating
that he owed his life to the Esoteric teaching he had received from me.
I wish I could prevail on every one to live the life. Oh, live · the life,
then yon will know of the doctrine, that is true and righteous.
Fraternally yours,
C. H. KENNEDY.

I cannot add anything to what has been written, for I agree with it
all. I want to do right while I live, and try to as far as I know.

MRS.
~R.

KENNEDY.

BosToN, MABB,. March 15, 1891.

H. E. BuTLBR.
Dear Sir :-In answer to your questions:-

lat. What effect has the practioe of the F.soteric Regeneration Theory bad upon your general physical condition ?
I can truly say that my general health is greatly improv~
2d. What effect has it bad upon the aemibilitiea, aeDl&tions, etc. ?

I am more cheerful and good-natured, and feel as though I had some
-object to live for. I am not so nervous and fretful and unhappy as I
used to be.
3d. Hae it incniaaed your physical endurance ?

Yes it has. I can stand the extremes of the weather much better than
I used to, and in various other ways it has greatly aided me.
4th. Hae it increased rour mental cleameu and

ca~bilitiea?

Yes. I can think more clearly, and I seem to understarul m1wh
better than I used to in eve1·y way. I can say it has added to my nwntal
powers.
5th. Hae it added to your me11t.al strength?

Yes indeed it bas. I feel as though I had a mind of my own uow,
and I don't feel as though I was led around as I used to be. I feel that
it has added greatly to my mental strength.
6th. Hae it iucreaaed your capacity to understand facts, and abatruae matters?

I can say that it has greatly helped me to understand facts, etc.
7th. What effect has it had as to your capacity or ability to understand spiritual things;
Bible subjects and kindred mattera hitherto not understood ?

In this I can say with truth that it has helped me wonderfully. It
has opened up my spiritual perceptions, so that .I can understand spiritual
things a.a I never did before; and in Bible subjects it has been especially
of great help to me.
8th, Bae it given you added ability iu your sphere of senioe ? Hae it given yon capacity to
foresee the renlta of your acta iu businim ?

I can say that it has greatly helped me every way, in ways too numerous to mention. I can attend to my daily duties much better than I ever
could before, and feel that I am placed in just the position that I am be<iause I can gain just the experience that I need, and without experience
there is no real knowledge.
,
As I am not married, I will say in couclusicn that the Esoteric teachings are worth all the wealth I have, and all I ever expect to have, to
me. In it I can truthfully say are all my hopes and nsph-ations. for I
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fed that I have derived benefits that no amount of money could buy.
Although I am a young man as yet in years, I feel old in experience, aa
I · have been from one end of this country to the other, and from the
extreme north to the extreme · south, and iu almost all the large cities,
and I have been led astray a good deal; and so I speak from experience
when I say what the Esoteric teadung has done for me, for before I had
read THE ESOTERIC I felt that life was not worth living. It was a burden to me, but now, thank God, life is a blessing to me, and now my
whole desire is to consecrate my life t.o God, and work for the uplifting
of the human family, as I feel a universal love for all mankind. God
bless you for your noble work to uplift mankind.
I remain yours truly for God and humanity,
WILLI.All

w. WINEGAR.

BosToN, MASS., Mar. 9, 1891.
PROF.

H. E.

BUTLER,

Dear Friend and Brother :- Your circular received and contents
noted, and in reply will cheerfully say that your teachings of Regeneration are grand as to results which I can personally testify. It must be
the only w~ we can return to Eden and regain Paradise that so much
has been written about.
As your questions take up almost evet·y idea, I will try and answer
them in rotation·.
let. What effect haa the practice of the Esoteric Regeneration Theory had upon your general .J!hyaical condition ?

·

Those that know me best coulcl safely say that had any physician accomplished so much for me he would have deserved very great credit.
2nd. .What effect haa it had upon the seuaibilities, sensations, etc. ?

Capital.
3rd. Has it increased your physical endurance ?

Fifty per cent.
4th. Has it increaeed your mental oleanieas and capabilities ?

Very much.
5th. ·Has it added t.o your mental stl'ength?

It has.
6th. Has it increased your capacity to understand facts. and abstruse matt.ore ?

Yes, indeed.
7th. What effect haa it had as to your capacity or ability to understand spiritual things;
Bible subjects and kindred matters hitherto not understood ? ·

The capacity to understand much that was not at all clear before.
Sth. Has it given you added ability in your sphere of service? Has it given you capacity to
foreee the result.s of your acts in business ?

It certainly has.
10th. If married, and your companion is one with you in this belief, has it served to
increased his or her general health ; or what effect have you noted in this particular?

She is not in accord with me in any spiritual theory, yet she is· much
better in health as we practice continence.
11th. If married and with a family, do you now see wherein these teachings would han &&Ted
you much tronble sickness etc., even with your present responsibilities as t.o the domestic reJa..
tions?

Hacl I known of these wise teachings when rearing my family of
children it would nQt only have saved me many hard earned dollars, but
also a capacity to earn more and enjoy life very much more because more
harmonious.
Some may ask ••How do I know?" Simply by experience the only
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way to know anything. Would not return to the old way of living for
all the wealth of the world.
I often ask what humanity is living for, myself included, and to me
comes the response just as it is and we are rewarded accordingly. Do
we think we can deceive ourselves? No, there comes times in our lives
that we are judged for what we have done and are doing, yet all may not
know the true way out ; but would to God that the children of Earth
would not deceive themselves in this way for it is the worst kind of
deception.
.
.
Your work must go on for it is God's· work; the lifting out of darkness
to everlasting Light His children.
Fraternally yours,
J. J. FIFIELD.

BosTON, MAss., March 28, 1891.
EDITOR ESOTERIC,

Dear Sir:- The life of Regeneration as taught by tlie founder of the
Esoteric Society, H. E. Butler, has brought to me the greatest good of
this present life ; leading me out into broader fields of thought and us.efulness. 1t has increased my physical strength, giving me greater endurance than ever before experienced ; with mental clearness and ability to
understand Bible truths in their practical bearing upon the present condition of society. Revealing the cause of all its inharmonies and the
Temedy that will effectually cure all diseased conditions of mind and body
if put into practice. It has established in me a faith so triumphant that
I see my path growing brighter, and brighter unto the perfect day.
Not for the wealth of this whole world would I turn back into the old
path11. God bless the work of His chosen, and add new victories to past
conquests, is the prayer of very truly yours in the truth that maketh free,
L.J.M.

BosToN, MASS. March 10, 1891.

•

EDITOR ESOTERIC,

Dear Sir:-I can truly say that the Esoteric teaching by Hiram E.
Butler, has been beneficial to. me. to the extent that I can recommend its
principles to all. I believe it gives a Christ-like view of life, of God's laws
and bow to live up to them, more than any other teaching that I have
heard of heretofore.
Fraternally,
C. M. P.

BosToN, MASS., March 10, 1891.
A Wordfrom the Editor.
In attempting to answer the questions undflr the head of "To Our
People," the ideas which press forward in this connection are well nigh
countless. "\Vhen this thought first came to my notice, it found me in a
most distressing state, as to mental and spiritual condition. Although
comparatively a young m!tn, yet existence hacl truly become burdensome.
The most terrible experiences had been visited upon me until death
seemed actually desirable, in lien of the unrest which was upon me at
that time. Then the founder of the esoteric work came into my life, and
commencing to read esoteric, and kindred literature, hope crept in and
the wonderful truths of life, which heretofore had been unknown, revealed themselves to me as had never seemed possible before.
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My position, three years ago, seemed at the very centre of a boundless
sea of mystery. That state of mind was upon me which cause men to
curse life, and every agent which contributes toward making it a sentient,
thinking existence. Now the light seems to flood my pathway and belief
and trust in the love and wisdom of my Creator, is experienced as never
before. At that dark period of my experience, the beginning of that
alphabet whose letters, rightly combined, reads " Absolute Perfection ''
had not been learned. Whatever progress is manifest in my present
life, is due to my awakening to these great principles of esoteric truth.
My adherence t.o all principles of the Regeneration idea has been strict
and con:Jisient; in fact, consistency, as set forth in the article upon that
subject 'in THE ESOTERIC for November, 1888, has been my principal
thought since first coming into this movement. ·My perfeot physical condition ; my increased endurance, mentally and physica.111, presents arguments irrefutable in answer to the charge that this is a " dangerous
theory " t.o follow out in practice.
Now will the reader please remember that my experience does not
demonstrate what is best for you. You cannot realize a truth from my
testimony. You must demonstrate for yourself. The enemies of the
Esoteric movement are found among those who hate purity; who will not
understand us when we say absolute chastity, but who persist in putting
their own warped meanings to our words; something to blend with their
own experiences and incontrollable passionR.
This is the simple, unvarnished TRUTH ; a plain statement of my slight
experience in this upward path. There seem:,i no way but this for me,
and my attainment to the harmony of the lower with the higher can come
only through st1·ict adherence, not only to the regeneration theory, but
to the other grand truths which are championed in our magazine.
Fraternally,
C.H. MACKAY.
THE editor begs to be excused because of the lion's share of space
which he has taken in this issue of THE ESOTERIC. However, the reader
will see by consulting recent numbers of the magazine that we are not
given to thi:J sort of thing, and we explain the preponderance of our
articles, upon the grounds that they have been ••crowded out " so oft.en
that we considered it time to redeem our promises, tacit and expressed.
THE " Mackay Star Map," of which mention is made in the article by
that name on page 393, will be found among the advertising pages of
this issue. Of course this is a very imperfect presentation of the map as
may be readily seen. We issue it, printed upon fine, durable card board,
with the full explanations upon the back. Price twenty-five cents.
THE present issue of THE EsoTI.:&IC will reach many readers who
learn of its g1·and principles for the first time. We sincerely hope that
you will get at the true spirit of our high aims and lend your aid to the
end of making this movement the means for bringing that true and noble
civilization which the age should now be ready for.

Oua OLD SUBSCRIBERS MA y DO us A GREAT SERVICE BY DISTRIBUTING
ANY EXTRA COPIES WHICH THEY MAY RECEIVE j PLACE THEM IN THE
HANDS OF FRIENDS WHOM YOU KNOW DESIRE THE LIGHT OF TRUTH.
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SYMBOLISM OF THE ZODIACAL SIGNS.
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[nt]
At Fifty we find man in the symbol Scorpio, which in the Grand Body
is apportioned to the Reproductive function. This sign was anciently
associated with the White Eagle, which typifies regeneration. Of this
we not only have proof in profane writings, but also in the Scriptures.
Scorpio is one of the four interior signs of which we have previously
spoken; and many of the mysterious religious rites of antiquity had to do
with its symbolism. The Druidical custom of extinguishing the sacred
fire, which was keft continually burning, wa-s yearly celebrated ou the
night of the first o November; at this signal all other fires were put out
and primitive night reigned. The re-lighting, which had to do with the
appearance of the new moon, was typical of renewal of life, or regeneration.
The four great heathen festivals (so-called) took place on the first day
of the month corresponding to the four interior signs; the first of August,
the first of May, the first of February and the first of November. Not only
Allia, but all the northern nations as well, held sacred these four zodiacal
signs, - the Lion, the llull, the Waterman and the White Eagle. That
the Hebrew ScriptnreR also make frequent mention of these particular
emblems is not without import; or the statement of later writers that
these signs were borne upon the banners of the four principal tribes of
Israel.
The symbol which has come down to our time as representing the Sign
Scorpio is that of the poisonous Scorpion, which works the literal me~
morphosis in man that is here spiritually typified. In other words, its
venomous sting causes 11im to throw off the material or natural body, and
to become a new bein~, namely, a spiritual one.
The mystical teachmg of this symbol makes the scorpion a peculiarly
fitting hieroglyphic. which the most obtuse cannot fail to decipher.
1Ve are told by Naturalists that the scorpion attacks only as it recedesi
that when it is apparently moving away, and man believes himself wel
rid of it, this reptile elongates its deadly appendage, and fastens its venemons fangs in its unfortunate victim.
So does animal appetite turn upon man when he woul<l put it away and
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escape its fangs. Then he first feels the sting of t.he serpent desire,
which has fastened its clutch upon him.
We are told that death does not immediately result from the sting of
the most deadly of the Scorpion species, but that the first effect is a stupor or paralysis, which if not overcome ends in complete lethargy.
Well did the ancients, who bequeathed to us this primeval wisdom, understand what they were doing in representing this sign by the 8corpion;
for the deadl.v paralysis which has falkn upon the race through the perveJ"Rion of its divinest endowment proclaims man's fall in starry
hieroglyphics which do but confirm the Sacred Record.
After the interior and higher significance of this symbol was lost, the
sign Scorpio came naturally to be regarded as malefic in its influence,
thereby turning about and perverting its real teaching.
'Ihe dccan3 of this sign, those constellations which appear upon the
meridian with it. are the Serpent ; Ophiuchus, the Serpent-Holder, and the
Kneeling Hercules. These all have a mystical bearing upon this sign,
as the ancients taught. Mau does not come into his Hercules-nature,
the possession, or use of his higher powers, until he has passed his Rubi·
con as the serpent-holder. That the race is progressing toward this third
arc in the great cycle, that of Regeneration, finds its material correspondencH in the fact that the Sun is also moving toward this same point.
the constellation Hercules. Not without reason did the heathen world
endue with all power the hero of the twelve labors, and that they clid so,
proves them to have understood those higher metaphysi1is which man's
struggle with the Serpent t.o-day prevents him from aeprehending.
The great Seer of the North tells us that: .. The Scorpion signifies a
deadly persuasion, the result of which is torpor in the spiritual life."
We see why the Scorpion, rather than the White Eagle, is, to our day,
a·)fitting symbol of this sign.
The perversion of the serpent principle, whose legitimate office is to
confer wisdom, is the Fall from which the race is all too slowly recovering; for the "fathc1·s have eaten of sour grapes, and the children's teeth
are set on edge." 'Vhat is born of the flesh is flesh, and that only which
is born of th~ spirit is spirit.
Gene1·ation is imposed upon man by his parents, but .regeneration i:;
his own work, nml one which he alone can accomplish. But to him that
overcometh all things are promised. Overcometh what, we would ask'!
Not the world, surely, since Christ has done that for us; but self, the
flesh ; all those lower instincts which, if allowed to have the reins, bring
man to a level with the beast that perisheth. This is the slaying of the
higher natut·e with its hoiier impulses, by which alone man can attaiu
unto that souship to which he is called.
Regene1·ation, as we have previously said, was anciently symbolized hy
the eagle, whose lofty flights peculiarly signify the principle expressed in
this hir<l of the heavens, which bnil<ls its nest, and brings forth its young
only upon the mountain top.
• That the founders of the greatest republic which the world has ever
known, buildc<l even better than they kuew, is proved in the fact that the
Eagle, the symbol of Regeneration, surmounts its Rhield; while its motto:
'' One composed of many," contains the profoundest mystery of life, tho
solution of which ia the Grand .Man.
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At Fifty, or in the si~ Scorpio, man has reached hi8 Occident, where,
if symbolized by the W bite Eagle, his mat~rial or natural luminary
declines, and his spiritual sun rises. Now is the celestial equator attained,
where, as in the natural world, day breaks suddenly without the interval
of twilight; for here man's night of sense is passed and morning dawns.
Not without significance in this connection is the fact that the \Vest, or
Occident, where the sun declines, is that point in the heavens where is
first seen the new crescent moon, the symbol of continual renewal of life.
November, the month which corresponds to Scorpio, is characterized
by Nature's st1·ipping process, for she, too, in sympathy with her children,
throws off the life that she has generated, in order that another growth or
life may spring from lier sacrifice. Like her offspring, man, she denudes
herself of the bloom in which she rejoiced, and which was the crownin..,.
glory of her most subtle and spiritual activities, and the inertia or torpo~
of wint.er follows.
The race of mannas always been appropriately likened to a tree, whose
leaves fall, and are hurled about for a time the sport of the winds, finally
returning to their primal elements to be re-absorbed by nature, ancl
undergo a like embodiment an<l decay in an endless round of life and
cl1:ath. ••Job speaks of the wicked man who casts off his flower as the
olive-tree, which is prodigal of its blossoms, yielding showers of them to
the wind, as snowflakes are cast from a cloud." Here is typified tbat
ethereal life force, which is the vital spark or flame, the animating principle of the new being.
.
The human tree, alas! also runs to leaves which ultimately return
again to their source, mother Nature, for like the fig-tree that our Lord
cursed, it bears no fruit.
In the celestial sgliere we find the tree of life symbolized in the constellation of King Charles' Oak. Here a new and vigorous branch, or
offshoot, is represented as having started out from the old trunk, wl.ich has
been cut down. This later growth is all included in the starry path, called
the .Milky Way. We find here symbolized that Tree whose leaves are
for the healing of the nations ; a. prophecy and promise of that highe1· offshoot of the human stock which the coming ages will brjng in. Not
without import, is it, either, that the constellation which so plainly
typifies this new graft of the human tree is portrayed in the Sout/1,
~here we find the 11ymbol of man's solstice, his lowest point of declination.
The ancient alchemists are said to haYe believed that under the sign
Scorpio, base1· metals were transmuted into gold. \Ve see the real significance which underlies this traditiou. Regeneration is truly the philosopher's stone whi<'h transmutes the baser into the purer metal; and
Scorpio, the function where the life is tested most surely symbolizes this
heavenly alchemy. "Ye shall be known by your fruits."
The myth associated with this sign is that of the Scorpion which
sprang out of the earth at the command of Juno, and stung Orion ; for
though this hero hacl declared there was no animal which he could not
conquer, he was vanquished by the Scorpion.
Like Orion,. man recognizes not his real foe till Nature, or Juno,
reveals to him the enemy in wh0!1e toils he is already taken, the scorpion
of his own lowe1· nature which indeed, as in the hero's case, springs out
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of the ground. The myth affirms that the hostility is still kept up 00.·
tween Orion and the Scorpion, the proof of which lies in the fact that the
twl> never appear in the same hemisphere at the same time. W-ben
Orion rises, the tail or venomous principle of the Scorpion sets, and vice
versa. The principle here typified is ever vanquishing 01· putting away
the Heroic or Christly, for the two are indeed at variance.
The people who correspond ~ the sign Scorpio, are the expression of
creative p0wer on whatever plane their forces are used. A gracious
diguity, coupled with pride of bearing, and a self-poise which commands
respect cha1'al!terize this nature; or else a fondness for display, a servile
regard for the 'world's -estimates, nnd a quick, passionate temper which i~
too often entirely uncurbed. This is according as they are symbolized
by the \Vhite Eagle or the Scorpion. The first is a born commander or
leader, the }a.gt the most servile of servants, because the slave of his own
passions.
_
The sign Scorpio is borne upon the banners of Simeon, which signifies
•· ho who hears and obeys ; " but whether it is the voice of the higher or
the lower nature which is heeded makes all the <lifferenQe to the people
of this sign. ·we remember that Joseph commauded one of his brethren
to be bound "in the house of his prison." <_significant words) as a hostage for Benjamin. ·'And he took Simeon and bound him before their
eyes." Here we are plainly taught that the binding of Simeon, or the
principle symbolized by the Scorpion, is essential to the safety of Ben.
jamin. the las.t born of Jacob, or the type of the Christ-man,-that purer
generation which is after the spirit: and which is yet to be brought iu.
In Scorpio, the ninth Herculean labor is accompli11hed, the g;.ming of
the girdle of Hyppolyte, queen of the Amazons. " A goltlen girdle signifies conjunction, or jQiuing of divine things." Iu this labor we find
Juno, as usual, ioterferring to prevent the gaining of the girdle. Victory, however, results in the freeing of Hesione, or And1·omeda, signifying tho faculty of Intuition here set at liberty. In other words, now
takes place• that heavenly betrothal which is typilie<l in the story of
Andromeda's release. The divine proprium, by which man originally
came into conjunction with tht' things of spirit, is nu longer kept in
chains by sensuality; for the head of the Gorgon is captu1-ed, and as a
result, the celestial maid, Intuition, is liberated.
lu this myth of the Amazonian women who refused to live in the
usual bonds of marriage, but who nevertheless bore children, rearing
only their female offspriug, we find teaching which the women of the
nineteenth century would do well to seek, if they would be the nursing
mothers of the new and higher life, the intuitive and receptive, which is
eminently feminine.
[~]

The next step of the way is in Libra, or the Scales. This symbol
is apportioned to the reius, or kidneys ; in other ,,.ords, to the loins,
which are the centre and balance of the body. Here are included those
interior organs which were anciently believed to be the seat of the impulses, affections and passions; indeed we have biblical authority for the
same. We will quote but one of the many passages in which they are so
spoken of. "I am He who seareheth the reins and heart.'\." Th~ two
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functions of the body are constantly associated in the Word with a
spiritual significance, which corresponds to ther natural office.
.
The heart, as the giver of life to the whole system, typifies man's
interior, or spiritual principle by ,,.hich alone he live3; while "the begetting loins" have other meaning than the reproduction of the human
species. Here we find signified those mysterious alchemical processes
over which Spirit, <·onjointly with Nature, presides, and which are ever
going on in the human organism; for man is an epitome of the universe,
and his material body is the key to the profoundest enigmas with which
his mind can grapple.
The great Psalmist declares : " My reins instruct me in the night season." The portion of the body here symbolized is peculiarly the reservoir,
or store-house of the reproductive force, the result of nature's most subtle
alchemy, and just as this is conserv~d to the higher creative purposes, or
·
perverted to sensuality, is man a power for goocl or ill.
The sign Libra is pictorially represented by the Scales or Balance.
"This at first sight seems to be a secular ancl everyday figure, but the
equipois~ of that beam which connects these two Ctllestial bowls marks
the adjustment of a vast and mighty feud." " Gospel in the Stars."
The conflict between matter and spirit is indeed adjusted in the Scales
or Loins, for here the celestial balance is attainecl; in other words, matter
and spirit are in equipoise.
In the ancient Persian sphere, a human figure holds the Scales in one
hand, and a lamb in the other, this animal being the form of the earliest
weight. The lamb, which has always been a synonym of innocence, ancl
also of sacrifice, is a fitting balance in the adjudication of Nature's feud
with .spirit. The teaching herein contained 1s more apparent when we
learn that the ancients always represented the Scales with the depressed,
or Southern bowl towarcl the Scorpion, one of whose claws seemed clutching it.
As Solomon declared, " There is nothing new under the sun ; " and in
the face of this wisdom of the ancients we are fain to recognize the truth
of his words; for to recover, or revive the knowledge which was lost in
the Fall is the utmost limit of man's attainment. The t·ecovery of the
"golden fleece" is indeed no myth;
Isocrates, Epictetus ancl Tully all testify that the signs of the zodiac
were anciently explained throughout in a manner indicating most important truths. They also assert the conviction that when these emblems
are again brought to their true meaning, the worlcl will find in them the
light of which it stands in neecl, because the real significance of these
symbols has reference to man and his immortal hopes; ancl thus they
were explained in the noblest of the mysterie11, for which the earliest
races went to the prime\•al writings in the stars.
A proof of the immaturity of our age is founcl in its inability to comprehend the higher metaphysics of chis starry teaching; for our scholars
regard the picturecl constellations as ••a relic of barbarism unworthy the
world's present civilization." But while science has been <Jtriving to put
them away, and has so far succeeded as to have banished from modern
maps of the heavens the old familiar figures, an overruling Providence
has ordered that an interest in these ancient Rymbols should be revived,
and at the same time a knowledge of their original significance. God
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ever chooses the foolish and despised things t:> confound the wise and
prudent.
.
When man shall go to the great open book of Nature for knowledge,
instead of to the libraries of the world, then will he find wisdom and
gain understa'lding; for here God himself turns the leaves only so fast
as Hifi children comprehen<l the teaching.
The decans of Libra are so closely connected with the symbolism of
this sign that we must here say a word in regard to them. The first is the falling Animal or Victim, which signifies the more material nature dropping
away ; for at Sixty we find man in Libra, the Scales, where the Lamb, or
innocence and purity is the measure of his attainment in the spiritual life.
Just so far as the lamb overbalances the Scorpion's clutch is the debt to
nature pa.id and man free; for he has here reached the loins, where the
life forces are in equipose. Nature and Spirit are in harmony, and now
is heard the voi~e of the soul, which the clamor of sense
has heretofore drowned. That the loins instruct in the night season
is a truth which man does not apprehend, till he has attained the Balance
or Scales.
The second decan of Libra is the Southern Cross, and truly is it the
cross of the south; but here at the Scales it signifies the end of the conflict, deliverance from the servitude of the body; for the cross is ever the
price at which redemption is purcha.aed.
The third and last decan is the Northern Crown, an ensign of warfare
and victory. In Libra, man reaches that equilibrium of life which is
not attained without temptation and struggle. These are his halcyon
days which are invested with a peace and charm far sweeter than even
the thrill of youth. If victor in the struggle, he now wears the crown
of his years right royally, and his bearing toward life is indeed that
of one who has conquered.
In October, the month corresponding to the sign Libra, Nature too bas
entered upon her halcyon days, when there is about her a mysterious
charm which is hard to define, so sweet and subtle is her spell. ••Now
is the air fillecl to its blue edge with oxygen, and that mytsic element
which men call ozone ; the overflow of God's vitality spilled from the
azure brim of heaven." Nature has also attained her maturity, that ripeness of life when she stands transfigured and serene, clothed with a
glory which rivals her freshest bloom; for here she has centred her forces
for the last and grandest expression of her natural activities. She now
also wears her crown right royally as becomes the victor.
"With the Oct.ober days in mystic splendor,
The heart of opal gleaming through its ham, What dreams may oome, their visions to surrender
With the Oct.ober days?
What new ideals shine, what glad evangels
Make the worl.d fair. and prophesy new ways?
What shall it bring you - Month of the Holy Angels I
In the October days ?

The sign Libra was always associated with the Greek and Roman goddesses who were patrons of righteousness, justice and order. The figure
of the Scales is also in our own day associated with courts of justice, where
are meted out awards and punishments.
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The people whose nativity occurs in ,this symbol, if belonging on the northern 01· elevated scale, are characterized by a grace aD<l charm of manner
which is as winning as it is inexplicable. Theirs is frequently the spirituelle
in appearance to such a degree that the spirit rather than the body eeems
to take prP-cedeuce, though this last is peculiar to the feminine nature for
intuition is the peculiar attribute of woman. Persons of this sign are
they who hear the whispers which come from the unseen, those communings with the soul of natnre are granted them, which are denied to the
more grossly organized; in other words, they always have an ear to the
silence with a faith and expectancy which meets its reward. Coming in
the loins they are ready girdtid for the contest, and so the race is accomplished by them with greater rapidity, and the goal earlier reached, a
knowledge of the unseen which comes of their equipoised or balanced life
principle.
If in the southern or depressed scale, the people of this nature are
indeed unbalanced, for the Scorpion's clutch is upon them, and this too
often prevails in bringing to earth all their finer possibilities.
The question is often asked why the period of birth shoulcl express the
child's nature rather than the time of generation. The latter is indeed
the determining moment as to what seed shall be sown, but it should be
borne in mind that seed is not fruit, though it does hold all the latent
possibilities of the same.
It is left the husbandman to decide whether he will sow the seed of
barley, wheat or oats, but when sown it is still only the seed of barley,
wheat and oats, which must pass through Nature's crucible fires and be
ultimated only when she is ready to bring forth. If the seed
sown lacks the necessary life properties it fails to germinate, but just in
the measure that it possesses the fructifying principle does it produce
a matUl'e and perfect growth.
If Librc1. seed is sown (the result of perfectly balanced energies) Libra
fruit will be realized. and at the season when Nature's activities, are in
equipoise, and when day and night, even, are in the Scales. Nature has
her period of gestation, as is proved by the fact that her travail is never
untimely.
In the sign Libra, the tenth Herculean labor is accomplished, or perhaps we should better say, indicated, since unhappily it is not apparently
consummated, in every life. This is the killing of the monster Geryon,
or Geryoueus, and bringing away his numerous flocks, ancl also the
purple or brilliant-hued oxen, which are guardecl by the double-headed
clog Orthrus.
•·Flocks signify those intuitions of truth which are the illuminations of
the spirit. Oxen as we have previously said, symbolize the natural affections; while D<•g corresponds to the things appertaining to sense, which
are proper and common to the human family. In Libra these have all to
be overcome and brought in. This is the period when the animal or
material nature falls away, as we have before shown'; for in passing
through the Scales man pays the first instalment of Nature's debt; in other
words the more animal nature is eliminated.
The pierced Victim, which Centaurus holds on his spear (a decan of
the next sign), and which ancient charts show him as placing upon the
altar, typifies the complete sacrifice of the merely material nature which
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is only fully accomplished in the following sign, Virgo. Here in Libra
the animal which is pictured as having the characteristics of both the dog
and the wolf is simply pierced and falling. That this copstellatioo of the
Victim has from time immemorial appeared upon the meridian together
with the sign Libra is of a significance which language fails to adequately
express.
We find in the constellation of the Victim or Wolf, correspondences
which our readers may fail to see unless they are pointed out.
)fan's animal nature, like the dog (which is of the wolf speeies),
serves him up to a certain point. .Beyond this, however, those natural
and more innocent desires, but which are peculiarly of the flesh, prey
upon him. In other words, the lower nature, like the dog, must have a
master or it lapses into the wolf. The one purpose of a dog's life seems
to be to attach himself to man, to whom he is the faithful servant and
friend in ambjection. · So is the material body and its natural needs, and
thus should it be regarded.
The slaying of the monster Geryon symbolizes the slaying of sense or
desire, and the bringing under the dominion of the higher principle all
those attribut.es.. of mind and body which the dog Orthrus has up to this
point carefully guarded. In every well-balanced life this labor is accomplished at sixty ; the monster Geryoneus is slain, those fiercer passions of
the flesh which have dominated the unregenerate man, and held in subjection his higher powers.
The details of this labor, as given in the myth, are all of interest in
tl.ie unfolding of the truths which are here mystically veiled from the
profane gaze.
The oxen, or the natural affections, are brought over to the continent in the vessel lent by the Sun God, the spirit or animating
p1-inciple of life. 44 Land signifies the stable element, the church ; for
man individually is a church no less than man universal, since what is
true of a part is true of the whole, and vice versa. The cup, or vessel
of the Sun God, denotes that measure of love aud charity which 01akea
this labor possible. Without this golden vessel as a means of conveyance, the oxen of Geryonens we find cannot be brought over to the con·
tinent, or the spiritual country.
In reversing the earth's order, as we have in oar round of the emblems,
we are simply true to the law of correspondence; for man, like the great
lnminary, appears to decline in his round of progress. Substance and
shadow are always in opposition, as the term is used astronomically; for
the material is but the mirror in which the spiritual is reflected.
It is often used as an argnment against the validity of the starry
hieroglyphics that they cannot be traced in the heavens as ant:iquity has
pictured them. While we grant that only the four principal symbols of
the zo<liac are sufficiently defined to be readily recognized. we would r&miud our readers that man's present view of the heavenly sphere is not
from the same objective point as that of our primeval teachers.
"The same cause which has shifted the position of the poles of the
heavens has tilted the Ship Argo up by the stern, until she resembles
rather one half of a vessel which has been broken on a ridge of rocks,
than as she was formerly described. No one can recognize the poop of a
ship in the group of stars now assigned to Argo. The reeling motion of
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the earth has changed the place of the celestial pole in s1rch a way as to
depress below it, or to raise above it the southermost constellations.
ArgO' has suffered the most serious displacement. One cannot now see
this ship like a ship at any time, or from any place on the earth's surface. Four thousand years ago, however, she stood on the horiwn itself
at her southern culmination, with level keel and upright mast."
Our authority in this matter is tl1e l~te Richard Proctor, who further
aflirms,-that Ara, or the Altar, was not formerly as now burning downward. Ancient writers refer to the fact that Centaurus was formerly
represented as placing the Victim or offering ttpon the Altar. This,
Prof. Proctor allows, is altogether perplexing to a student of modern
charts who finds the Altar reversed, and its base uppermost while the
Centaur carries the Wolf on the end of his spear. He declares that
Two thousand-one hundred. and seventy years before Christ the Altar
was irtdeed upright, and the flames were pictured by stars like incense
fires ascending.
In the Argo's present position we find typified the fact that Humanity's
barque appears to have gone upon the rocks (as indeed it has upon the
reef of materialism); but He who is our Pilot will yet bring safe to port
the Ship so preciously freighted. This the heavens will declare as the
obliquity of the ecliptic ceases, and the pole again assumes its original
perpendicular.
.
The fact that at the present time the two com1tellations Leo and Virgo
cover fully eighty degrees, or between a fourth and fifth part of the zodiacal circle, is significant of the import of these symbols to our age. In
other words, the tribes of Joseph and Benjamin are now to the fore-for
Israel and Judah have joined forces to regain Canaan. The fulfilment
of this olden prophecy the stars are attesting.
VEGA.
"OCCUPY TILL I COME.''

IT was thus that the oracle spake in my earThe close, inner ear of the soul ;
And gazing bewildered about me, anear,
l would I remembered the whole;
For I knew that my spirit had wandered afar
In the blessed reprieve of sleep ;
Who can tell whither, to sphere or to star,
Or how much brought hither to keep?
For the vision had faded, bad melted away
Like the vanishing vista of views,
Leaving only the consciousness with me to stay
Of flowers and perfumes, and dews
Of benignance, refreshing the earth-weary soul
That had broken 1;o nearly the cordThe silvery cord of the golden bowl,
Held earthwarcl but by a mere word;
Of the guardian angel who hovers alwa.y
Within sight of our terrestrial home,Within sound of the faintest prayer we may say,
Answ'ring, "Tarry until I shall come."
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Every soul of mankind must its freedom achieve_:_
Must grow strong if to live or to die;
Tho' in sleep it may have, for a space, blest reprieve,
Yet at dawn must again " occupy."
·
Till the battle of life, in its turn, shall be o'erTill the bliss of the world is enhanced ;
Till there shall be known tears and sighing no moreTill the earth shall in Trnth be advanced.
Then list' for the tones, as of fairy-like fh:te,
Or of wind-harp in some lowly home,
Or the whisperings soft of ethereal lnte,
In welcoming words, ~· \Ve are come'! "
0. R. L.
IN THE MISTS.
BY BELLA FRENCH SWISHER.
PART SECOND. ROSA'S JOURNAL.

CHAPTER VII.
My " Dream" Gomes True°.

. How I enjoyed the ride on the cars! It was not often that we rook a
pleasure trip; for mamma was much of a home-body, and after Pearl'~
birth, she went less than before. I think that she w:\.s afraid that acci·
(lt!nts of some kind might befall our birdling, if she ventured away from
the nest.
The scenery, especially as we neared Laredo, was neither varied nor
beautiful, consisting of thicket after thicket of huge cacti, in many instan·
ces from fifteen to twenty feet in height, interspersed "ith weesatchie
shrubs and Spanish· Daggers. Occasionly, we came to small streams,
edged by low mesquite trees, and near these ha,mlets, or very little villages,
were generally to be seen.
Loredo was anything but an enticing place in those days. It is very
differ1mt now, for irrigration ancl an inflnx of people from the outsi«~e
world have worked wonders there. I must be understood to speak of it
as when I first saw.
.
Having a population of about six thousands of peJple, mostly .Mexicans,
its streets mere alleys, its houses low and windowless, its inhabitants gar·
mentcd in Indian style-the women in loose gowns and their heads enveloped in woolen shawls ; the men in jackets and knee breeches, their faces
shaded hy wide sombreros, - nothing more primitive, can be imagineil.
It was like a picture of the dea.<l and almost forgotten past.
The turbid Hio Grande divides the village, or rather flows between two
villages of the same name, the new town being in Mexico ; the old in
Texas. At that time, the former was the prettier city, rendered so by a
public square, surronnded by China trees kept alive by repeated water·
ings; while on the Texas side, no growth except mesquite bushes. Weesatchie shrubs and cacti, enlivened the barren stretch of sand. Small
ferry-boats were always in waiting to convey passengers back and forth
across the river. These were pushed by long poles. The fare was six
and one-fourth cents for each passenger, payable in rubber disks, issued
by the ferry company.
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Two days time was sufficient to exhaust all the resources ol pleasure
and sight.seeing in both LoredoR, and papa's business not requiring a
longer stay, we, mamma and I, began re-packing our trunks for the continuance of our journey.
·
But before our preparations were completed, papa came in and announced that an invitation had been given us to join an excursion on the
Texas Mexican Railroad in honor of its having been completed to Villaldoma, a distance of ninety miles. This woulcl necessitate a delay of two
days, as the party woulcl spend one night at Villaldoma.
. Seven o'clock the folJowing morning was the hour fixed for starting;
but for some reason unknown to us, ten o'clock had arrived before the
cars pulled out of Lel'edo. 'Ve were intending to carry a lunch with us,
but were dissuaded from doing so, beyond putting a few crackers for
Pearl into our satchel ; as the people of Villal<loma were to meet and
banquet the people of Loredo at the Rio Solacla, half way between the
two point!'.
The day was intensely warm, but a gulf breeze modified the heat; and
the ride was really pleasant, notwithstanding the monotonous landscape
-flat sandy plains, covered with mesquite bushes ,and gigantic r.acti.
The Rio Salado proved to be a narrow stream, bordered by mesquite,
which owing to their being better watered than those on the plains, had
reacl1ed the size of peach trees ; and though a thermometer registered
one hunclrecl degrees at the telegraph office, no other shelter from the Run
was afforded the excursionists.
Alas, for human expectations in that instance I Our train was fulJy
an hour behind time - perhaps more. The Villaldoma people had not
only failed to prepare a banquet, but they had eaten up nearly everything
that was eatable to be found at the station. A dinner was not to be had
at any price, and our party were suffering the pangs of hunger.
Finally, papa succeeded in inducing the owner of a tent, who was making coffee on a red hot cook-stove, to sell us a few mouthfuls of food and
a quart of the villainous mixture which he was compounding; for we were
about perishing with thirst as well as hunger. A fat Mexican pointed to
a bench, which stood near a table, both coated with grease and dirt of
many months, iutimating that we were to be seated. As we were fearful
for the purity of our clothes, papa spread upon the bench and table some
newspapers, which he chanced to have in a coat.pocket, before we sat
down. Our first course was composed of cold potatoes and a dipperful
of the boiling coffee compound. Cups, for the division of the latter, were
not to be had, so we were obliged to pass the dipper from one to another;
each and all burning our mouths while trying to drink from it. After
some jabbering among the Mexicans, a few suspicious-looking biscuit
were brought to us, then a box of sardines and a handful of sweet crackers. It was a sorry dinner ancl far from being clean, yet we ate with a
relish, leaving nothing for another crowd of dinner-seekers, who come
into the tent just as we were leaving it.
All of the excursionists were now put on to one train, the other keeping on to Loredo. As a consequence, many of the passengers were
obliged to stancl, and I, being a little girl, was one of that number.
•• Mamma," I said after the train had started,•• may I go into the next
car and see if I can find a seat? "
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She nodded, and I skipped away.
The car was full. Up and down the ajsle I went; but I found no
vacant seat. One more car remained. I wouM glance into it. It was
the rear car and it was entirely filled with swarthy Mexicans. Yet, -no.
At the very back of the car, were seated a beautiful, golden-haired lady
and a handsome boy, about fifteen years old. I knew the latter person
at a glance. He was the boy of my vision. I had carried his image in
my mind for many long weeks.
Instinctively I made my way thither and paused besitle him.
He lookecl up. A smile rippled from his lips up into his deep bl~e
eyes. Then he rose from bis seat.
''Pray sit here, Miss," he said in pure English. "I am weary with
being seated so long, and will stroll around and look at the people."
I objected; but he and the lady im1isted. So I dropped into the vacated seat with a strange forboding of some unforseen event about to happen.
"Please do not leave the car, Juan'' said the lad) to the lad, "I shonld
•
be uneasy if you were out of my sight."
"Now, Aunt Ruth," he returned with a pleasant laugh, "do you not
think that I am rather old to be a baby? You ought to be in my charge
instead of my being in yours. But you and mamma. do not seem to remember that I am almost a man ;" straightening himself to his full height.
"Do you live in Villaldoma?" I asked of him with childish abruptness.
"0 no. We live in Tampico. But I have an aunt whose home is in
Villaldoma, and Aunty Ruth and I are there on a little visit. But we
shall go home soon."
" Is there a spring, all shaded with trees aud g~pe vines, where you
Ii ve? " I asked again.
" Yes. Not far from us, is a spring which supplies the people of our
place with drinking water, and it is a favorite resort for pleasure-seekers.
Diel some one tell you about it? "
There was an expression of surprise in his liquid blue eyes.
" .And is your house a big cottage with a great piazza running all
around it?" I went on not heeding his question.
" Yes. There is a piazza on three sides of it, and it is a large cottage.
Have you ever been in Tampico?"
"0, dear, no! I have never been any where. This is almost my first
trip." I responded with a sigh.
••Then how do you know about our house and the spring?" he asked
as if doubting my words.
" Because - because I drea~ed ouce of such a place, and of you and
of this pretty lacly." I replied a little nervously.
The lady turned toward me in an instant, and for the first time her
sad eyes rested full upon me. She had evidently given me only a casual
glance up to that moment, for she started violently, ancl a pallor, liice
that of death, overspread her face.
,
"Child," she asked, panting, ",what is your name -who are you?,,
"I am Rosa Joy Carter," l answered.
"Where do you live- where are your parents?"
She was trembling more violently than before.
"I live in San Antonio. Papa and Mamma are on this train, and so
is my little sister, Pearl."
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S'he calmed herself by a great effort; then said, "I used to have some
relatives by the name of Carter. 'What is your father's given name, my
child?"
••His first name is John, but nearly every one calls him Jack, except
mamma, she doesn't like the name of Jack."
The blue-eyed lady was trembling again - now so violently that I
could feel the jar of the seat, (it happened that the train was not at that
minute in motion, having come to a stop on account of some obstruction
on the track.)
Thel'e was such a strange look on her face, a mingling of fear and hope
and pleading love. I felt a choking sensation, as if about to cry, and
an inclination to throw my arms about her and soothe her. But I restra\ned myself, knowing that such an advance might not be well received
by a stranger. So I turne.d my gaze from her and began toying with the
chain of my tiny silver watch, mamma's present to me on the previous
Chl'istmas.
•• Where did you obtain that key? " she asked with a 11uddeness that
startled me.
She referred to a small gold key, one of the relics of my babyhood.
I had once as~ed mamma who gave it to me, and she had replied by
inqutrmg : "who would give it to you if not your mother?" My reply
was therefore very prompt.
"Mama gave it to me when· I was a baby. I used to wear it and the
chain around my neck. Now I like.it better on the watch."
She was examining the tiny key with a shaking hand.
" Did you ever notice this letter engraved upon it?" pointing to a
small capital " R," •• \V hat does it stand for ? "
- I never had noticed the initial, long as I had worn the key. But I
was not surprised at its being there.
•• I suppose that the ' R ' is for Rosa " I said.
"How very strange," continuecl the lady in an unnatural· tone of voice.
"My father once gave me a key like that, ancl the • R' was for Ruth I "
" ·what became of your key'?" I inquired.
"My clear child, some years ago, wh'ile I was out on the sea in a ship,
I fastened my chain, with the key attachecl, around the neck of my dear
little baby. A storm came up ancl the vessel was wrecked. A number
of the passengers sought safety in the life-boat. My b.tby was ta~en on
board of it, and I wa.s intending to go too; bnt before I could reach it
one of the men cut the fastenings, and the life-boat was carried away.
From that day to this, I have neither seen nor hearJ anything of my
child."
How vividly my vision of the wreck came back to my memory I Without a thought I flashed out: ••Yes. I remember it all."
She dropped the key and drew away from me, as if I were a viper.
" You remember it I " she cried.
"I dreamed all about it," I explained. "There were two babies - one
with a red cloak on. That one fell into thti water ancl the waves went
over it. I felt so bad that I screamed and frightened mamma terribly.
I went to sleep again and dreamed that I heard papa and mamma talking.
I did not think that it was a dream at the time, but I guess it was, for
mamma made fun of it, when I told her about it."
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"And what did they say?" asked the lady with breathless impatienre.
I repeated the conversation 38 I remembered it. It is not to be supposed that I could give an exact version of it. We can at best only
approximate facts when we rely upon our memories. But I aru told that
a child's memories of incidents are more accurate than are those of people of maturer age.
I spoke simply and clearly, relating the whole, as if it were a dream;
but ere I had concluded, the lady was weeping, and kissing my hand~
while the boy's eyes were suspiciously red.
She did not scoff at dreams and visiona as mamma. did. She seemed
to accept mine as a reality, and a sensation of content and happiness
seemed to be ta.king possession of me.
"My baby," she said chokingly, "look at me! In your heart is there
not some wish concerning me? "
••Yes. I want to kiss you." I replied.
" Is there not something that you wish to say to me?" turning her im·
ploring eyes full upon me.
••Yes. I want to call you my own dear mamma l "
The word!! leaped to my lips without thought or volition,
.. My child l my child!" I was in her arms now ~d warm kisses
mingled with tears were showering thick and fast upon my face.
•• You are mine ! My heart claims you I " she cried, •· If there were any
doubt, your likeness to my mother would remove it. Did you ever hear
of Ruth Grace, my darling - or rather Ruth Halliday? "
The stolid Mexicans were viewing us with some wonder, evidently
thinking that some old friends hacl suddenly met. But my new mamma
-0.id not seem to care what they thought. She held me tightly in her arms
as if defying the whole world t.o separate us again.
•• 0, yes; " I replied. .. She was pap:i's cousin, I think. She went
crazy and took her little baby out in a. little bit of a boat and they were
both drowned: Then Mr. Halliday took another wife and she and her
child were drowned too."
•• It was a just retribution, my love. He was trying to separat.e Huth
from her baby by sending her to a madhouse when she was not in the
least crazy. She took it in her arms and 6.ed by mean~ of the little boat
because that was her only chance of escape. But then were not drowned.
A vessel saved them, though it was wrecked a; little later. I am Ruth
Halliday and you are my baby that I saw drift away from me in the life·
boat. That chain and key were mine. I fastenecl them upon your neck
with my own han<ls. It seems that the good lady who took ca.re of you
· ii-1 my cousin's wife, though till now I never even imagined such a thing;
for I had never met her, bofore we became passen~ers on the same vessel,
and up to the time of parting neither of us had heard the other's name.
•• Did we live by the sea? " I asked.
·
••Yes, clear. All my life I lived in a white cottage by the gulf, and
there you were born."
•• l knew it!" I said confidently. "I have asked my other mamma so
many times about it and she has always declared that we did not. But
I can remember it so well."
"Impossible, my love. You were not more than two months old when
we quitted it. Unless you have seen it since, you cannot remember it."
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•'I have never been there-so my other mamma says, and I guess I ,
lived here in some other body once."
The lady gave a violent start.
"My baby" she said solemnly, "such a thought as that, in my own
bosom, wrecked both of our lives. My mother believed in transmigration
of souls, aud declared when she died that she would live again in you.
I was sick ancl nervous. The thought renderecl me miserable. The
consequence was your father professed to think me mad, and wa.14 making
arrangements to put me into an asylum, when I flecl."
"·Rut, my own mamma, dear, what difference woultl it make, if God
gave my body to some poor soul that did not have one? I just lo;e to
think that Pearl is Pet come back to live on earth again." I spoke very
earnestly.
The conversation was interrupted by my papa, who was searching for
me. I saw him as he entered the car, and I clrew attention to him.
"The same clear, old Jack," she said. "I would know him anywhere.
Sav nothing, love. I wish to see if he will recognize rue."
Papa sighted me and he came down the aisle toward me. As he neared
the s~at that I was occupying, he said :•·I see '~eauty,' that you have found accommodations at the expense
of this
gentleman," noclding at Juan. "Mawma was becoming
. young
,,
anx1ousHe paused, for the lady at my side had turned her glance full upon
him, aud he seemed struck dumb with astonishment.
"Can the dead retnrn to us?" he asked in a low, hoarse tone.
"That is something that I have asked myself many time11," she
answered softly, "and I am somewhat of the opinion that, under certain
conditions. they can. But if your remark relates to me, I have only to
say that I have not yet bean dead, and I am glad to see you, Cousin
,Jack."
There was a hoarse gurgle in his throat as if he were choking, then
lie sprang forward and caught her in his arms, nearly smothering poor
little me, wl10 wa.'4 sitting on the outside of the seat.
•· Thank God that you were l!aved, Ruth! " he said with much feeling.
•· But your child-whai became of that?"
" Is here," lavin15.. a hancl upon my head.
" What l O~r lleauty? Impossible! "
"That chain and key, dear Jack, I claspecl a.bout her neck, after we
were cut at sea, and I saw Jean take her though I knew not that she
were kin of mine. lle:1icles, she is the living image of mamma."
".So she is," he returned. '' 'Vell, Ruth, we have raised her as our
own, not thinking that we were hound by the tie of blood. Jeanie never
told a soul excepting me of the death of onr Pet, lest the little one might
discover that she was not really our own child. I do not know how she
will feel when sht- learns that • Beauty ' has discovered her real mamma.
I must break the news gently. I will go to her now, else she will be
seeking Joy herself. But I will return in a f~w minutes, and learn the
story of your escape. I am too happy at this instant to think of anything except that yon are alive and with us once more."
He ~umecl from UR as he spoke ; but an i~!!t !a_ter he looked back
and saul to me:_, '.- -· -- ,
---•.•
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"How will our little girl like the change of mamtnas? You remember
whose Joy you have been for so many years I"
" That was before Pearl came," I said in reply. " Mamma does not
need me now, but my own mamma does."
To this day, those two dear women are to me "mamma," and ••my
own mamma,"-thus I always address them and mention them.
CHAPI'EB

VIII.

Tlie Cottage by the Sea.
IT is needless for rue to relate the effect that my discovery of my own
mother had upon mamma. I never realized h;,w devotedly I was loved,
until the time came when we were to be sepA.rated.
Word had been received of Mr. Halliday's approaching dissolution. I
shall call him father when speaking of him hereafter. though even at this
lute day, the word sticks in my throat when I consider the sufferings of
my owa mamma, caused by his neglect and persecution. But as his
body has long since mouldered to dust, I try to think of him with a
dutiful daughter's reverance and love.
As I have already said, word was received of fatlier's approaching dissolution, and "papa,'' or rather, Cousin .Tack, insisted that we, my own
mamma and myself, should go to him in order that he might recognize
us and do us justice before his death. We both demurred, fearful that
some new trouble might assail us, but Cousin Jack informed us that he
would accompany us and see that no ill befell us.
No time 'vas allowed us for delay, and we had barely reached :San
Antonio, when we were obliged to ·hid it good-bye and take the cars for
the Island City. It was then that the affecting parting from mamma
occurred. She kissed me, cried over me, and clung to me in such an
agony of despair that I was fain to remain with hAr.
"0, Joy," she cried, "in thm1e terrible days, when you drew the very
life-blood from my breasts, and I fainted with exhaustion thereat, I won
the title of motherhood to you. And when I crushed out my sorrow, and
allowed my own darling to lie unknown in her ocean grave while you
took her plac~ and her name, I recorcled that title."
"You are right, Jean," said my own mamma, tnrning very pale. "I
do not intend to take my baby from you. As soon as her father has
recognized us, I will send her back. It will be ha.ppiness enough for me
to know that 1:1he is alive and the recipient of the tender care of so devoted
a mother."
But Mamma Jean thought better of this matter after we reached the
Islancl City, for she wrote:"DEAR RCTB:-John and I have talked it all over, and we have concluded that it woald be
cruel and sel&h in the e:rlreme, for us to deprive you of your child, more especially lince God
has sen* u~ our darling Pearl, and you have nothing except Joy to love. We trust when th.ill
trial is over and your matt.el'B are settled, that you will return to us and bring her with you:
but until then, we will not aak her at your hands.

That letter was written several days after our departure from San
Antonio, during which time some incidents occurred which I must
narrate.
'Yhen we reached the Island City, my own mamma made some inquiries concerning a Doctor Thornton, who she told me was once a. good
friend of hers. 'Ve found him at his home. He was a white-headed old
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gentleman, a little stooMd by the weight of years, yet possessing a
kindly, youthful face that was a pleasure to behold.
••Is this Dr. Thornton?" asked my own mamma in a quivering tone.
She recognized him at once, but 1:1he wished to see if he would remember
her.
He looked up; then sprang to his feet, straightening himself in a manuer that eaused fully ten years to drop from his shoulders.
"I knew it-I felt it! " he cried. •• I ne\'er (~<mid think of yon as
dead; and I have hopecl these many years to live long enougldo welcome
you on your return. · But I knew that such a time would uot come until
the danger should be pa.st."
.
He hail reached her both of his hands, and he now stood shaking hers
with such a warmth of feeling that I felt a little afraid that he. would dislocate the joints.
Directly, his attention was turned to me, and he said:••This is the baby-I know without asking. She is ·the living picture
of her grandmother. How do you do, dear 'l" reaching a hand to me.
"But sit down, my children," he continued, "l want to learn how and
when you were rescued, and what you have been doing since. Take this
easy chair, Mrs. Halliday. I know that the story must be a loug one,
and I wish you to feel comfortable while telling it."
Mamma sank into the proffered seat; and then, for the first time, -I
l1eard the full story of her sufferings, and also of Mamma Jean's kindness and devotion to poor little me.
"' Good Captain Marks never relaxed bis efforts to find my child," she
said in conclusion; •• but it seems that the party in the life-boat were
rescued by an Italian, speaking very little English, who espied them with
his glass fro111 the deck of his fishing smack. He landed them at a small
hamlet on the coast, and it is probable that the matter never came to the
attention of the newspapers, or if it clitl, none, that noticed it, fell into
the hands of Captain Marks."
Cousin Jack hall accompanied us on our journey to protect us in case
protection should he necessary. He and Dr. Thornton talked over the
matter of breaking the newll of the safety ot his wife and child to my
father, deciding that Cousin Jack i>hould take me and call upon the sick
man, and then make the disclosures in any way that seemed best, and
the least likely to injure him.
.
'\Ve found father, propped up in an invalid's chair, emaciated and
pale, but still a very handsome man. As he languidly reached his left
hand to my companion, I 1:1aw that his right one lay helplcsd on his lap.
••It was very good for you to call on me," he said in a feeble voice.
" I am glad to see you. That is your little girl? How horribly like old
Mrs. Grace she is! I thought that it was Mr. Grace that you were related to?"
44 So it was," returned Cousin Jack.
44 Mrs. Urace was no blood relative of mine."
.. I do not see how you came to bequeath such a phiz to your chihl; "
and the sick man's tone evinced disgust.
•
••You are not as helpless as I expected to find you," said the otlwr,
turning the conversation.
"0, I am good for ten or a dozen years yet," was the rejoinder.
"True, I have no use of my right side, bnt l have heard of people lii.·rng
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half a life-time in a wor~ state than I am in. It is rather annoying to
be so much confined; but even that is better than no life at all."
He had no thought of death. He was making no preparations for
another life.
"If my wife had lived," he continued, "I would have been a little less
lonesome, I suppose. Though, I dare say that she would soon have tired
of me; and perhaps, it is better as it is. I have money enough to buy

care."

"How would you like it, if such a thing could be, to hear that Ruth
had been saved?" asked Cousin Jack, throwing out the suggestion as a
feeler.
••Nonsense! " was the angry response. '' She was undoubtedly lost.
And even if she were not, what would I want of a woman who would
desert rue until she thinks that { am dying, and then would return that
she might have my property."
"In this case," rei;pouded Cousin Jack, a little harshly, "she woultl
only return to her own."
"No, sir; not by any means! She has forfeited all right and title
here. I would not even rooeive her in my huuse." His voice was husky
with passion.
"But why," he continued, "annoy me with such speculations. She
was fo >d fo1· fishes years ago."
"Pe1·haps," said my quondam papa, "you would feel diiferently con>
cerning your child? Supposing now, that this little girl should prove to
be the baby which Ruth took away with her-"
"Mr. Carter," interl'Upted the invalid, "it will not do! You cannot
palm off one of your children as mine, and thus secure my property.
Dower her out of your own portion of it, which comes to you through
that villainous will. You will get no more of it."
The other bit his lip to keep down the anb'TY words that struggled for
utterance.
••Think a moment," he said calmly. "You have marked the resemblance of this child to Mrs. Grace, none of whose blood runs io my veins.
Whose child can this be, if not yours a!ld Ruth's?"
"I am not answering conundrums," the sick man said sullenly. "The
child would scarcely have been savecl and her mother lost..,
"The mother was not lost. She is in this city. at this very minute, at
Dr. Thornton's. Ile recognized her immediately."
"Yes. That miserable old wretch has always been my enemy. He
would -recognize anything."
Cousin Jack drew himself up quite proudly.
"Mr. Halli\lay," he said in low, thrilling tones, 4' unparalleled abuse
drove your poor wife to cast herself upon the sea. Rather than be separated from her babe and incarcerated in a ma<lhouse, she fled, trusting
her life t.o the mercy of the treacherous gulf. Both were saved. But
she never Jared to let her rescue be known for fear of encountering the
terrors from which she had fled. By thP. merest accident, I di!W.lovered
her hiding place and brought her home with me. Her identity, a.'l well
as her child's, can be proven to the full satisfaction of the law. You can
keep them from your presence ; but you cannot prevent them from claiming their own: and thei1· own they shall have, if I am beggared to secure
it to them I Good day, sir."
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With that be took me by the hand and led me from the room, before
the astonished invalid could frame a response.
Certainly ruy reception by my father had not been such as to inspire
any love withm my bosom. Indeed, had my wishes been consulted in
the matt.er, I should never have looked upon his face again; and I believe
that I was justified. in the feeling.
As we passed out of the hous1:1, I took particular note of the place and
its surroundings. It was the exact counterpart of my vision, or dream of
years before. Cottage, garden, beach and rolling sea-all were there,
and all as familiar to me as though I hacl known no other home. I
set>med to recall walks in the garden, and siestas in the vine-wreathed
arbor. I dreamed of times when they had been illuminated and filled
with gaily d1·essed people, who kept time to soft, melodious muaic. I
felt as if I had walked miles and miles on the yellow sands of the beach,
gathering shells and watching the dashing of the waves. Yet to the best
of my knowledge, my feet, until that day, had never pressed the soil of
that part of the world.
CHAPTER

IX.

Acknowledged.
WE were ascending the steps of Dr. Thornton's residence when we
were overtaken by a messenger.
•• Mr. Halliday's compliments to Mr. Carter," he said. " Please be so
kind as to bring the lady and her child to the Halliday Cottage I "
••Inform Mr. Halliday that we will be there in the course of half an
hour," was the replv.
••I don't want to. go back," I said stubbornly.
••But you must. If your father recognizes your claims, it will save a
' long and tedious law suit. Be guided by those who love you, dear,
Besides, you must not bear malice, my child. Yom• father's days are
numbered, and that number is in his physician's keeping, as it were. He
is liable to a stroke at any moment, and death will ensue almost immediately thereafter. He is your father, too. You must remember that." ·
••I do not see why I should need to remember it," I responded hotly.
•• He disowned me and announced himself disgusted with my appearance•.
Why should I go toadying to him now, just because he is about'.to die?.'t.
••Your mother shall decide the matter, Joy," he said quietly.
She did decide, and her decision accorded with her cousill~B.. A.a a
consequence, I went back to the cottage, though it was much, against my
will.
Father knew mamma at once, ancl he was much .m()re· agreeable to her
than I had been led by his former reception of me to expect. He even
apologized to Cousiu Jack by saying that surprise had led him to express
himself unpleasantly. He finally turned to me and said:·
"Dau~hter, are you glad to come hf>!De·to·live with your papa?"
••No; 'I replied frankly. "You,db.not want mamma and me, and I
do not want you."
His face darkened. I believe that had he possessed the power he
woulcl have struck me, for his hand twiched nervously, and his teeth .
clinched together.
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••You have taught her her lesson well," he said savagely to mamma.
••You are mistaken," interposed Cousin Jack. '"The child has only
lately learned of your relationship to her. Her resentment is due to the
unwelcome reception that she received, and you can scarcely blame her."
Why father had determined to acknowledge us, I do not know. Perhaps upon second thought, he considerecl that mamma would be a kind
and attentive nurse <lul'ing the time allotted to bis stay on earth. Perhaps he realized that he could not prevent our having what rightlv belonged to us. Or, what is more likely tha.u either, he shrank from
having the world know the history of mamma's wrongs and from suffering its condamna.tion therefor.
••Mr. Halliday," said my gentle mother, "I have always been sorry
that I took your child from you. But she has been separated from me
as well all these long years, and a week ago she did not know that she belonged to either of us. '\Ve are taking her from the home, where she hM
been cherished with idolatrous affection, to live among comparative
strangers. Neither of us can hope yet to claim her love; but I believe
that our child will do her duty willingly, when she realizes that that tluty
is to make her invalid father as comfortable and happy as possible."
She turned he1· large, liquid orbs full upon me, and I grew humble
instantly. I stepped frankly forward and laid my hand lightly on my
father's shoulder.
"Forgive me," I said, .. I am only an ignorant little girl. But
mamma is good and wise, and I will try to follow her teachings."
I expected that he woul<l be mollified. llut not so. He ga.ve his well
shoulder an impatient shrug and remarked:•• Do not put yourself out to be J•espectful to me. I have done without
a <laughter's love till now. I can continue on as I ha\•e been living."
Not much of an incentive to duty, truly; yet I aw glad tr, remember
that 1 ga.ve him uo uukiud or disrespectful words after that hour, though
he was with us, a fretful and often unreasonable invalid, for more than
six months.
As for mamma, she cared for him and waited upon him like the angel
that she is. I often bit my lips and left the room when father was finding fault with her; for I knew that I shouhl sav something unkinJ. if I
should remain a moment longer. After a. few days, he wonld allow uo
one else to do a thing for him. Day and night. he required her att.ention, and he was an~rry if sh~ quitted him, even for a few minutes' rest.
He seemed to have neither gratitude nor feeling. He acted a!> if he took
a premeditated a1ul fiendish delight in piling burdens on her weak
shoulders, hoping verlmps, to hear her cry out under them. But shll
never did. She reste1l when she could endure no more, and auswen••I
his ravings, concerning the same, with soothing words.
••His nerves are a wret•k," she would say. ••We cannot expect him
to be other than he is."
So, though he toltl her that he hated the sight of her when she was
near him, arnl was jealous lest she was entertaining some one else if she
were absent from him, she never m1umured at bis unreasonableness.
He was very trying too in other ways. He taunted her because of her
mothe1·'s religion, arnl with beiug insane herself. Om•e he called me
"Gran1l111other Grace" and asked how I liked my new ho1ly.
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Mamma looked intensely pained because of the question; but I answered in a very matter-of-fact way:
·•I like it. I imagine that a strong, young body is always preferable
to au old, worn out one. I hope, when you die, that you will be as fortunattl as I have been."
Mamma smiled at my quick reply, and father said:
" Perhaps you think that I may turn into a gnat, or a mosquito, or
something of that sort?,,
"That is not for me to know," I answered gravely. "I read about
' metempsychosis' in the Encyclopredia, a short time since, and there I
learned that the Hindus believe that the souls of bad men frequently
take the bodies of gnats. But I do not know how bad a man would have
to be, to be turned into a gnat or a mosquito."
"You are a sharp child,'' he respondetl with a laugh. "Your sharpness almost convinces me of what your mother bas believed so long."
"What is that?" I asked.
"That you are your own gran<lmother." he sneered.
I was not at all shocked, the idea was not a new one to me, as the
reader well knows.
''As I remembered this place most perfectly, without having seen it
since I was a wee baby, I think it quite likely that you are correct." I
responded.
Readers, do answers never leap to your lips without thought or will of
your own? I am quite sure that when I made that reply, I had no knowledge of wLat it was to be, one single instant before its utterance.
Father's face paled with astonishment, ancl he looked at me a full minut.e before he spokf'I again. Then he said, " After all, I rather like that
religion. The Hindus are not afraid of death, and why should they be?
I wonld be willing to die this instant if I coultl know that I could oome
back in a new strong body. It is the thought of wandering around
always as a ghost, perhaps condemned to torment, and mocked by other
ghosts, that is so apalling. Or, if we throw aside Clnistianity, the belief
in annihilation is still more terrible. But to return to have our youth
and our pleasures, over ancl over, again and al!rain I . Why that would be
glorious! Old Laily Grace was not so mad as once imagined her to be."
Thus it was. lie was contemplating, with pleasure, a doctrine, which
for as much as thinking about, he had been intending to consign his wife
to a mad house.
The holidays were at hand when the end came. It was the day before
Christmas and quite late in the afternoon, or ·•evening" as we have it in
,the South. Father was dozing in bis clmir which was raised till .his posture was a sitting one. Ile was more unwell than usual, but he would
not lie down. He complained of not being able to breathe, unless his
body was erect. .Mamma had stepped out of the room - she was preparing a little Christmas present for rue, and she was taking every spare
moment to work on it. I was standing near a window, watching the
waves as they broke upon the beach, yet thinking of nothing in particular. Father's breathing was hard antl irregular, but I was not learned
enough in pl1ysics to know tliat it was a dangerous symptom. He often
snored and though his breathing was not exactly bis usual snore, I did
not particularly note the difference.
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A deep moan startled me. Turning snddenly t.oward him, I saw a
strange change in his face and I screamed in wild alarm for mammL
But before she could reach him, he somehow slid from the chair, and fell
with a. dull thud t.o the floor.
The servants were called and one dispatched for the doct.or who came
in hot haste. Bnt all was of no avail. He lingered in an unconscious
condition during the night and died just as Christmas morning dawned.
CHAPl'ER

x.

Taking .Advantage of .Mamma.
brought some changes for the two inmates of the cottage by
the sea. J nan and bis mother came to spend the summer with us ; and
with them was mamma's old servant, Judy. The latter was delighted to
see me, and she embraced me with a fervor more affootionate than agreeable, for I had not known much of colored people, as Mamma Jean
rarely employed them as servants ; an<l I was too much of a child to
realize the fulness of Judy's friendship for mamma and myself.
J nan had grown fully an inch since I had parted with him at Villaldoma. He was a large boy, nearing his sixteenth birthday, yet he threw
himself in mamma's arms and nestled his head upon her breast, as if he
were a little child; and she returned his caresses with a warmth that
ca.used me a pang of jealousy, when I remembered that he had occupied
my place and had been her object of care and devotion sinoo babyhood.
But his sweet, black-eyed mamma, sensing something of my thought,
laughingly took me in her arms with the remark that she liked girls
better than boys and was quite willing to make an exchange, since J nan
was so food of Aunt Ruth.
I have said, our visitors were to spend the summer with us. Bot
early in September the lad's father was to take him east, to a well-known
college, where he was t.o remain until his education shc.nld be declared to
~ finished; for though Mr. Mayo t.ook very kindly ttl the Spanish languagt:t and to Mexican customs, he was anxious that his son, and also his
Wife should speak English fluently.
· ~ DJamQla had to entertain and amuse Mrs. Mayo, it quite naturally
..fell .to mr share to perfo1111 the same offices for the son. And what grand
we' two had in the beautiful clays of spring anti summer! What
}oµg w¥ks fLDd drjves we bad on the beach I What splendid sails upon
~he b~y ·apd gulf!
Sometimes our mamma's bore us company; but
oft.ener w~ went alone, Juan could row anli drive to perfection, and the
wat.er t.o hit» was as harmles<J as if he had been a fish. He taught me to
swim, and dive 'ap<J. r()~) and be also taught me to drive. My own
mamma, owing to our Jong separation, was more indulgent than Mamma
Jean had been. The latter h~ wisl)ed to see me grow up t.o be an industrious, methoilical, high-mipde~ woman ; and most conscientiously had
she labored to that end. Indeed, he.r s}plled hand was worthy of better
clay than my erratic, iliscontented nature offered for moulcling. For,
though not a disobedient, or an impudent cqild, I was often in heart
..,,,..v reJ.llfous. disliking the humdr1uu11ess of everyday life and longing
tor' uliposs1b1e ntiights-imposaible. because I wu too impatient, too
easily diaconraged and too soon wearied to climb over the int.ervening
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lli,,tanee. She had been trying to teach me to scale the mountain, and I
hall imagined that if she would only loose her hold of me, I could fly t.o
its cre'!t a'ld not bruise my feet on the rocky pathway.
But my own mamma, fearful that I might not love her 1J.S she wished
to be loved, gave me complete freedom which, though it did not, perhaps,
contribute as much to my ultimate welfare, was for the time being, much
more enjoyable than Mamma Jean's discipline would have been.
Still I lost no maidenly reserve, either innate or acquired, in my inter- ·
co1ftse with Juan. He was so different from youths bred in our countryso frank, so ingenious, yet withal so polite, and as modest as a bashful
girl. He was older than his years, and having been the compan!on of
two well educated woftlen, who had selected his reading and his studies
for him, his mind, young as he was, was already a storehouse of u1;eful
knowledge which he had sense enough not to flaunt before either relatives
or strangers. Good-natured and loving a laugh, he w~s, at times, somewhat of a tease, yet he had a graceful way of letting a joke turn upon
himself, that made one admire him, rather than be angry with him.
One morning, while we were strolling 011 the beach, gathering shells,
our conversation turned upon step-parents, and he said to me, somewhat
abruptly:" Baby," (he had taken the pet name from my own mamma, who
seldom addressed rue otherwise, as it bad heen the one by which she had
designated me ever since my birth, and no other one seemed to her to
belong t.o me,) "Baby, how would you like to have a step-father?"
•·I do not know," I returned. ••I have never thought of it.. I
imagine that I would rather keep mamma all to myself. I do uot like
sharing her even with you. I am a selfish girl, I l:now, but I want some
one to love me and me alone-that is, I want the great love of that one's
life to be for me; and not be divided up among several."
.. But your poor mamma hai-1 been so unfortunate-if she should find
some one else to love her as your own father ought to have done, would
you object, supposing her happiness to be involved.?"
.. N-<>," I said slowly, " I should not object, but I should be brokenhearted-"
"And finish the matter up by breaking your sweet mamma's he&l't?
Fie upon you, Joy I"
•• Perhaps if I liked the man I might think differently," I responded
regretfully. .. But mamma should not know it, if my heart was broken.
I would pine away in silence."
.. Very self-sacrificing! But I should think more of you if you were
so glad for your mamma that you would be happy yourself. I love her
as well as you do, I know, yet when she found you, 1 was so rejoiced
that I could not sleep a wink all that first night, from sheer happiness.
She had mourned for· you so long and so bitterly, that I believe I could
have parted with my right arm without a murmur, ancl that before I was
as old as you, if by so doing, you could have been restored to her."
I looked up suddenly into his face, warmed by his fervor; and I saw
that tears were standing in his beautiful eyes.
How much superior to mine was his love I I felt humbl~ and
ashamed, and I said brokenly:" l do not think mamma will ever find. or care to find such a lover.
Now that she has her home and m<:, ~'be is happy."
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"B:.by, he has been found these many years. He loved her long before she thought of him, except as a. kind friend. Once, when they di<l nnf;
know I was near, I heard him tell her that he had loved her ever since
she worked so nobly on that wrecked vessel, that if she would not free
herself and be his in this life, be yet would wait for her and claim her in
Heaven."
"The ' he' is Capt. Marks? " I said in an inquiring whisper.
" Yes; my brave, true Cousin Dick, but for whose good heart, yon
would now be motherless," he replied ·\vith warmth.
•• Aml - and what <lid mamma say?" I inquired, feeling as if I wanwl
to cry in sympathy with the lovers.
.. She laid a hand upon his shoulder, so," touching me very softly," and
looked into his face with h11r sweet sad eyes."
· '"My dear friend,' she returned softly, •If it will be any consolation
for you to hear me say that I love you, I will say so in all earnestness.
But, though my cruel husbaml has taken another wife, I am still bound
to him by law. It was an unholy marriage, but I cannot undo it - at
least, I dare not. I could not endure the disgrace, the slander, the exposure of secret sorrow. Since I am dead to tho world I must be dead
to love and happiness. But if the final summons comes first to you ancl
you call me, after I have crossed the river, I am sure I shall rush joyfully to lay my head upon your bosom; If I go first, ask for me at
Heaven's gate, and, if I am allowed to act of my own free will, you may
rest assured that I shall be waiting for you there.'"
"Now they may be happy." I said with a. sob.
"And you will be heart-broken if they are," he returned a little quizzingly.
.. No!" I cried, stung by his tone, "I am glad, so glad that I wish I
had wings that I might fly to him to tell him how glacl I am t "
. A glorifying light flashed from the boy's eyes, making his face almost
radiant;
" I love you for those words I " be said, and ere I was aware of his
intention, he had drawn me to him and kissed me square on the lips.
I was beginning to feel the dignity of very young womanhood. and I
drew away from him, a little indignantly.
"Do not be angry, Joy,'' he sa.icl in a half penitent tone. "That kiffs
is for yotJ to carry to your mamma. When l left Tampico, Cousin Dick
was there. He kissed me just as suddenly as I did you and said, •Take
that, my boy, .to your Aunt Ruth, and tell her that I sent it. Then writ.e
to me with information concerning how she receives it. Dear as she is
to me and Iona as I have lovecl h~r, my lips have never yet pressed hers.
My first kiss, 1 send by another; if she receives it, I will soon follow it.'
Will you giva it to your mutner, ,Toy?"
· I nodded a reply. My heart was too full for utterance. I was glad
for mamma; but I was just a little piqued that the kiss was not Juan's
free offering to myself.
When next I was alone with mamma, J pnt my arms a.round her neck
and 1: said somewhat faintly. "Juan kissed me to· day right on the lips I"
She was not in the least distressed; instead she answered with pleasant
good humor.
~· l g,m pleased my baby that he likes you. He is as a son to me. I
Wish )ou 'to love each other.''
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"But tlie kiss was sent to you, my own mamma," I said with a little
laugh .
.. To me? Nonsense I He gives me a dozen a day, and is not at aJl
bashful in bestowing them," shaking her pretty head in a knowing way.
"You don't understand. He hrought the kiss with him. It was
given to him in Tampico. He has sent it to you by me. If you will
receive it, that will mean that the sender may come and bring you all the
balance that is on hand,-a large amount, too, I dare say."
She grew very sweet ancl rosy while I wa.~ speaking. Then she placed
her hancls over her face, letting her red lips peep out between her fingers ;
and almost as suddenly as Juan had kissed me, I kissed her.
"I call that a shameful advantage I " she cried out nervously, laughing
and weeping at the same time. "Juan must tell the gentleman the
exact truth when he writes."
"Now mamma, my own," I exclaimed with glee, pinching her cheeks,
'' I never said a word about any gentleman I I have found yon out. Y ~u
were expecting some su<'h present from Captain Marks-or rather, as I
know he will be, my darling papa I "
She put her hand laughingly over my month, to hush my utterance;
then she drew me to her and kissed me until I half concluded that she
was made of nothing but kisses, trying all the time to hide her glad,
happy face from my full view, though she uttered not a word.
Juan told Captain Marks the exact truth-I know it for I helped him
write the letter. Yet when Mr. :Ma.yo came to take Juan tot.he East,
Captain Marks was with him, and mamma's eyes were sparkling like
diamonds when she greeted them ; and ·she reached both hands to Captain Marks, as if one did not welcome him enough.
He said something very low-I think no one heard it excepting mamma
and I, and I had my ears strained to catch t11e first sound of his voice, .
else I had been no wiser than the others.
'
"At last you are mine I My darling, my bride I "
Those were Captain Marks' very own words-and that, t<JO, after Juan
had written exactly how I had taken advantage of mamma in giving her
the kiss. ·
CHAPrER

XI.

Concfosion.
ALL that I have recorded in the foregoing chapters happened some
years ago. I am a tall young woman now-my glass tells me tlrn.t I am
handsome ; my friends declare me to be accomplished and well educate11.
But I do not think I have reached the .ideal of true womanhood that
either of my mammas marked out for me, though I have vibrated between the t\YO homes ever since my own mamma's marriage to Captain
Marks. I am not the all-in-all at either of them now, though both of
those gooo women love me dearly. In each home is a dear baby boy,
and both little darlings are named Jack-Jack Marks and Jack Carter.
I am still visionary-still a dreamer. I still love solitude at times.
My vagaries are still a subject of loving ridicule, and therefore with one
or two exceptions, I am still mi!mmlerstood. But my visions are rarer
and less distinct than they were in chil<lhoocl. What I gained in worldly
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' wisdom, I lost in faith; and I accord in belief with my Christian friends
this far, if no farther, viz., that onl.v hy faith can we come nigh to God
and His angels. Though I accept that in a literal as well as a spiritual
sense, except for fear and doubting, I might still be walking hand in
hand with Pet-might have had many rflvela.tions which have been withheld.
Pa.pa Mark.CJ is very religious, and my gentle mother, having a nature
that 1s easily moulded, has subscribed to the full tenet of his belief.
Little brother Jack will be brought up within the pales of the church.
But I shall always be to the elect a lamb outside the fold-a tare in the
Christian field of grain. Scientists will say that a.t my mother's door
lies the. r.)ot of my scepticism-her dower to me at my natal hour, when
she herself was wrestling with doubts and fears. Spiritualists will consider me a powerful medium, in communion with beings who have laid
down the frail shell that once they were obliged to carry with them.
Believers in transmigration will readily discern the impatient soul of one
who bas brought with it, to its existence, the memory of a former one.
And the world, at large, will look upon me as a humbug or a fool.
Yet I am not alone in my ideas. To wit: I ha,·e met three earnest,
reliable people, apparently perfectly sane, who tell of visions in childhood such a.<1 came to me ; I have b1·oached the subject of transmigration
to many people, some of them earnest church members, and I have found
that a majority of them sided that way, while several were earnest believers , some five or six persons, considered truthful ou all other matters,
have declared that they could see ~nd converse with spirits. The mother
of a noted lecturer and literary woman, a grey-hPaded old lady, trembling
on the verge of the grave, told me how her daughter had played with two
litfle spirits; from the time her lips could utter its first words, calling
·them by na1ne, always seeming much annoyed that others could not see
them. When hard lessons were given her, she had often reject.eel J1er
mother's aid in learning them, saying that " Edith" and "Susie" would
help her, which they seemed to do, for her iessons were always perfect.
She picked up writing of her own accord, declaring till the present time
that she was taught by her spirit-companions. Besides, I have more than
once heard peopl~ who knew little of religiouR d~gmas of any kind,
speak of mind-pictures of plat>..es and persons and events, which to the
best of their knowledge and belief, their eyes had never looked upon.
The Bible is full of such things. Therefore, why should it be considered
a sacrilege to investigate or even believe in them? Does not the great
Ruler sit upon the throne of the universe to-day, who sat there when
those inspired works were written ? Are not the great laws of nature,
her rewards and punishments fore\'er the same'! 'Vhat right have men
to pick out passages from the " Word," twist and distort them to suit
their own ideaR, and discard the balance as something that happened in
an age of miracles, the like of which will never be known again? Why
should mamma be pained at my speculations, while she admits that her
own mind was once filled with them? In fact, why should any one be
pained or angered that another, in search of the truth, should even go
back beyond the time of Christ to begin hunting for it? Or, what right
has any weak mortal to say to a brother, ••I am hoJier than thou," or "I
am made of finer clay than my neighbor."
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Of court1e these thoughts do not originate with me. Like questions
were asked hundreds of years before I was born, and will be asked again
hundreds of years after I am dead.
As the forms and faces of one generation of people resemble another,
yet a.re not exactly the same, so are the thoughts of each alike but different - alike in body yet different in expression. A beautiful thought has
sometimes come to me, and I have held it, sacredly, lovingly, only to find
a little later, that it had been rresented to the world years before it
entered my mind. I know that have been Raying nothing new, because
nothing new is left to be said. Yet the thoughts here recorded are my
own, since tb~y came to me without my being able to credit theh· anthorship.
But why prolon~ my story, now that the storm is past and all parties
have reached a qmet harbor?
Juan's colle~ days are over; and he, in company with his pa.rents, is
travelling in .r.<urope. They will return soon, and then I will speud
some months in their home m Tampico. They will stop for me on their
way thither. Perhaps Juan will bring a bride with him, or, perhapsPshaw t What will it matter a hundred vears hence whether or not he
remains true to his boyish love for me? But I saw him in a vision, last
night. He seemed to be alone and engaged in writing a letter. I am
very sure that that letter is on its way to me, and that the writer of it
will not be very far behind it when it arrives.
I am in my rol.)m, idling with my pen. Mamma is on the piazza playing with little brother Jack. How lovingly her fingers nestle among his
yellow curls? With what pleasure she listens to his prattliug I Now her
ghnce wanders from him through the open window and rests for a. moment
upon me, then returns to her idol. I think that I catch the echo of a faint
sigh, as she stoops to kiss his red lips.
She is as happy as a mortal can be, an adored wife and beloved mother
one of the elect, too, for she is a devout Christian, and the world holds
not a nobler, purer woman. She rarely speaks of her mother and never
of her mother's religion ; bot she cannot quite disbelieve my visions and
she does not ridicule them.
She resents the faintest allusion to the doctrines of metemsychosis,
declaring an unqualified disbelief therein; yet her glance never wanders
from Jack to me and back again without that same kind of a sigh- a
sort of a wavering note between hope and fear, faith and doubt.
She i11 not fully assured, even at this late day, that I am not my own
grandmother.

(THB END.]
\

BEEF AND BAD TEHPE&.-Do I believe a child of three or foor years
should eat meat? My ideas may differ from many others, but I do not
believe meat is essential to the well-being of the human race, and, therefore, I think any child is better off without it. Pork is not a wholesome
food. As for beef, I have known children who were cross, nervous and
fretful when allowed all the beef they wanted, become quiet and tractable
when given a diet of coarse bread, fruit and vegetables. -Rose Seelye
Miller, in Houselwld.
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A TRIBUTE.
" One touch of Nature makes the whole world kin ; "
What matter. though we gaze not with eyes of flesh ?
WJ:ien the seal of Poesy is set within the soul
Spirit answereth unto spirit. through all the spaces,
And her dream children she knows by their own
Creations. Brothers and sisters are we all,
Who minister from the heavenly fires
Unto earth's needs, and when the beacon light
Set within the Roval Arch, shall lure us heavenward,
Then shall we garner up the seed of smil~s. and tears,
And sighs, and sorrows, which were our pm·tion here.
They are the immortal children, which bear the
Fragrance of 1:1weet flowers, and through all time
Will their bloom, and fruitage, encourage, cheer and bless,
So I extend to yon the hand of fellowship
And welcome you as friend. The Poet e'er is true,
And in our work for others, should we know
Who blesses others, blesses most himself.
ABBIE A. GOULD.

"THE TRIUMPH OF THE SOUL OVER THE BODY."
" Build thou more stat.ely manaioua, Oh I My Soul
While the 1wift _,DI roll."

IF any of us could describe the elements that compose the soul, perhaps
we might then be abie t.l realize how possible it would be for a complete
triumph to take place, and perfectly guide from its superior spiritual
power the temporal issues of a natural law which comes more or less,
directly under its dominion.
Soul and Spirit have never been (to my knowledge) described. But
they are said to be so closely allied that one, without the other, in man,
would lack divine completeness. So, quench not the Spirit.
One standard of right living has been given us, and if we do not look
up to Jesus because he was King of the Jews, it is because he. lived a
life of such perfectness of character that he could say, ••I and my father
are one," and "Do unto others as you would have others do unto vou."
The most humane words that have ever been uttered, and in the degree
that we obey this command do we attain unto divinity.
People whose daily lives are a religion; those who can rejoice in true
self-approbation, and can draw upon the fund of a clear conscience may
be sure that moral, and mental development, and keen comprehension
have worked their own peculiar charm, overcome the material, and given
scope for the 11piritnal. And we see now. how this "finer portion," can
direct here antl hereafter, all of life's nobler attributes. Too much cannot
be written or said upon the themes of Social Purity, and Moral Education; "For until a high standard of individual right living is established; until we know our own worth and can measure the greatness that
is ours by divine inheritance, it will not be well with our souls; and why?
'Ve care not for the words of great men, who are paid to preach that
which many of them fail to practice, or for those who dress in purple and
fine linen, while their brothers "Have not where to lay their heads;" or
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for the wayfaring man ("tho' a fool"), to tell us how Jesus did, but
rather that he should go and do likewise; for by example even the pm·ity
of a little child, shows us ·•The kingdom of heaven." We must live for
one another an<l " no man " unto himself; our actions find their followers in this realm of imitation, and the "still waters" of a charmed life
are ten thousand times as effective as the Niagara that moves all befo1·c
its resistless tide. ''One :Niagara may find its use," it is enough for a
nation. Yes, enough for a world. But the thoullands of still, small
winding streams prove their eternal ruission. They seek a level an<l
move thereon. '"'1 hey charm rue for a whole life long."
Great writers can always make their power felt, but it takes" example,"
in a fine setting to make those with whom it comes in contact, conscious
of its absolute sweetnesl'I. If we are to rise superior to mankind in genU'al, let us embrace this motto: "Keep thou my feet; I do not ask to
11ee· the distant scene; one step enough for me," and that step, if rightly
taken, will fill us with joy for the liviug present. Attain those things
which we so much admire in others. For to thpelf be true, is to have
it follow "That thou canst not be false to any man."
After your own character has been formed, let your aim be to transform character by the helpfulness of a revealed God. Let our daily life
and actions be with no sense of a reward hereafter, but from the standpoint of ••rational duty," and in. the end, if we inherit a mansion in the
skies, and are to see the light of "His countenance" we will not go " like
the quarry slave at midnight, hut like one who wraps the drapery of his
couch about him and lies down to pleasant dreams."
I think that if it were a more general belief, that our " life and actions
over there" would be regulated by the aquireJlents of onr kind, and richness of our spiritual faculties gained while in this preparatory state, we
would be more zealous to acquire the essence of indivi1lual mind superiority, for a beautiful mind endureth forever. It raiseth its own monuments, echoel'I its own songs and chants its own benedictions. How plainl.v
we feel the force of fine minds and high principles, hear unutte1·abltJ truths
11weet songs ancl see a master tonch to the meehanical art!
I wonder if the triumph of the soul d()('s not, right l1e1·e, play its noble
and peculiar part, and so strirn to win a foothold o\·er the varying vexation;J of daily friction with this vast sy;item of nerve d<:'pletion '! The
soul is a wonderful fountain whose waters flow out, in life-giving streams
as the comprehension is developed '·a monument of wisdom that grows
with the lapse of time," many of us have felt the need of a building of
more stately mansions for tl1e soul, and this inward conception of a perMonal need for so nohle an inhabitant, is of sufficient importance for the
mind to gather up into its best embrace, "material fit for the building."
It is the mark of individual nobility to feel the need of a continual
l>etterment, and when we hear a voice saying" Praise the Lor<l, Oh, my
soul I " If we <lid not have this spiritual or soul sense with which to
praise a spiritual Fat.her, all the rest that is within us woul1l not avail
much in praising His holy name. Do nothing to shut out the light of
His countenance. Rail'le those who cannot rise of themselves; show others
the brightness of the life in which you live; wear the golden rule instead
of a temperance badge. For a temperate appearance will serve as a passport in almost any land. Let sweetness of manner fit you closer than
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the garments, and the light of your countenance will then shed a glow, so
that those whom nature has not complimenteu RO highly, will stop and wonder what your life mu11t have been that the outcome of a gifted mind shonld
mirror forth the visions, of a wonderfully lighted soul.
Richard Realf wrote :
Sometimes (we know not how, nor why, nor wMD.).
The twitter of the swallows 'neath the eavee,
The ahimmer of the light among the leaves Will strike up through the thick roofs of our And show ua things which eears and aages saw;
0111' pol- into listening will confer burdona of being Oil-.
And we ache with weights of Revelation,
Of these, a spirit brook nmid the graaa
Vague outlines of tho cv~rla~ting thought,
Lie in the melting shadows as they pass,
And the touch of an eternal presence thrilla,
And friogw the euneet.a of the hille.
.Tos1E GROVER

H.iloloND.

LIGHT, LIFE, AND LOVE!
BY REV.

EDMUND

B.

PALMER.

" WB ie real ; Life ie e&m.t,
And the gnve :. not ite goal,
' Duet thou art, to duat ~·
Wu not writteD of the eoal I "

To the initiate in the mysteries of divine light, or the esoteric principle of
light and life, the Esoteric Trinity constitutes the Esoteric ONE. In essence,
tAAt oue is God, - in exhibition, love, for God is Love: Absolute and not
abstract. The Esoteric Trinity of Light, Life, and Love, therefore, is the exhibition and expression of that which constitutes the absolute as one: i.e. -a.'I
God is one, and as God is Love, so the embodiment and expresaion of Light and
Life!
Now then, since God is Love, and embodiment and expresaion of Life; Life is
real ; and Life is earnest : so also. a.Ii the expresaion of Light as well as Love both Light and Love are real- and earnest for the better life of the soul, u
aspirant of the kingdom of heaven !
It may be said, and it has been ea.id, that there were men in existence
upon the earth centuries before Adam ; admit it - bat the intelligent souls of Adam
and Eve were not there ! Our record begins with the first Adam a living soul,
and embodiment and exponent of the esoteric principle of the life and love of
the Spirit in essence, one in light and love : wherein man became a living soul,
and ruler and arbiter of the animal and vegetable productions of earth, as well
as ruler and arbiter of bis own destiny, as soul and spirit; or, as in his normal
state an animal in greed, lust and violence.
Since the days -0f Adam and Eve, their endowment with soul, capable of sa~
jecting the animal instincts to the condition and co-relation of souf and spirit, has
been the rroblem and struggle of the ages.
We have but little encouragement, till in process of time, and progress by way
of advancement and achievement. Abraham is confronted with Sodom on one
hand, Melchizedek on the other. With Abram, a new era of the light. life and
love of the Spirit i11 inaugurated, and becomes tbe heritage of the honsehold of
Faith. And when, in her old age. his wife conceives, the veritable seed of the
woman, begins to verify the promise that "it shall braise the serpent's head. "
Her son was Isaac. In bim was the genn of spirit and soul that, in process of
time, should leaven and redeem tlte race of humanity, and elevate it into kindred
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converse with upper skies ; that is, with soul and spirit 88 one in Life, Light and
Love.
~

IT is not always inspiring to look forward, nor satisfactory to look back. So
Sarah, the wife of Abram, laughed in supercilious ecorn at the idea of her having
a eon in her old age, in violation and contradiction of all the traditions and laws
of Nature. But neither Abram who believed, or Sarah, who laughed - under-stood the first principle of Esoteric life, wherein the germ imparted by divine
interposition, vitalized the mere normal blood into a living soul, inspired in the
Esoteric light and love.
Now, Abraham already had a son living, by Hagar. Ielunael-and his
posterity, the Arabs - have a name, and country: other sons by Keturah, also,
were born unto Abram. But in Isaac - only- wa.<i implanted the germ that
should, in process of advancement and achievement through many generations,
dominate the seat of empire, and establish a kingdom upon earth, that, in
true Esoteric principles, cannot be moved.
Isaac had two sons, Esau and Jacob. First Esau, another Cain who,
if he bad had 1m opportunity in the beginning, would have served hie brother
Jacob 88 Cain served Abel. But Jacob did not undtirtake to adjust the compli·
cations of the hour with Esau 118 Abel did with Cain so he ran away, leaving the adjustment for the decisions of another day. And Jacob, in the light of
all mbsequent history, was right.
His mother, Rebekah, was the foremost woman in the world. In her it was
inspiration to look forward, and satisfactory to look back.
.
•• Why am I thus?" she asked- when the twins-Esau and Jacob; nature
and spirit ; ei:oteric life, and esot.eric light and love, came to the birth ; wherein
there was an incipient movement for precedent and priority ; but first, that which
is natural-after, that which is spiritual.
So, by priority of birth, Esau was entitled to the inheritance of the material
abundauce of Abram and Isaac. And Esau had it, and in the pOBBeesion of .
it, there were dukes and princes in Edom long before there· were any kings in
Israel.
Now, we enter upon the germ and gist of the Esoteric promise of light and
love in life, as the one exponent of Faith, Hope and Charity.
Now if it be po11sible, in th:s benighted era of gross materialism in conflict
with the inspiration of the ages, to impart a glimpse of what we see and feel; for
one, I shall be thankful. But the proceSB of elimination is 110t cheering, and progress, by way of selection and choice is anything but inspiring.
Nevertheless it is a work and bounden duty on my part who for forty years
have sojourned with Moses in Egypt, and Moses in the service of Jethro, a priest
in Midian, and :Moses a leader of Israel in the Wilderness, to write as inspired
by selection and choice, in corret1pondence of facts historical with revealed truth.
We must needs therefore, adopt the solution of the ages, by the inspiration of
selection and choice, in order to adjust our external conditions by nature to our
internal conditions and capabilities in the spi1-it by grace.
Now as to the germ and gist of the Esoteric principles of life imparted to
Sarah. in contradiction to the law of nature, but in actual correspondence with
the laws of the spirit, we have the birth of Isaac, as centuries later on, appears
Jesus. Counterpart and yet identical, the one with tht other, as conceived con·
tnr.ry to the laws of conception. And if L'!&&C begat two sous - in whom we
have Edom and the twelve tribes of Israel; so Je&us had twelve disciples in
whom we have the hierarch of Edom in Pope and Prelates, as well as David and
Solomon in the kings and bishops of Protestant warfare.
They are far from ptirfect, because Edom, or Rome, on one 11ide would absorb all
the material gain of the universe, while Jacob is content in the enjovment of tho
careese11 of Leah and Rachel ; Leah the most faithful and Rachel most beautiful.
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Even so; all Christendom has repeated the histc.ty of Esau and Jacob, Edom
and Israel, classified a3 Papist or Catholic - both one and the other contentling
and deifyi11g their catholic verities as Evangelical truth.
But we ant.icipate, therefore let us return and take up the trend of prophecy in
its historical fulfilment. Therefore, as we have aJready intimated, we must look
for the development of Esoteric truth in the son of Sarah, in whom also is embodied the burden and vision of Exoteric life, as transmittad to Esau and Jacob.
Esau, in whom Isaac took special pleasure and designed special favors, Jacob,
whom Rebekah preferred and qualitied for future blessings and preferment.
Now when the infirm and blind old patriarch neared the end of his pilgrimage,
he called for Esau to indicate the seat of inheritance, and source of empire.
But through the interposition of Rebekah, the stream of light, life and love
diverged into blessings in another direction from that which the blind patriarch
intended. In his case man proposes, and hence Esau and Edom ; but God disposes ; and hence Jacob and Israel, wherein the exoteric materiai.istic life of Esau
at every point contrasts with the self-<liscipline and self-denial of his brother
Jacob in exile from home, and in the service of Laban, a puritanical old taskmaster, who spared neither himself or his children, in quest of material gain.
But the Esoteric vital principle of light and love that inspired and prompted
every thought and action of Jacob, lifted him up into kindred fellowship with
the faith of Isaac &Itd Abraham. Therefore we, with the intuitive instructions
and knowledge of the Scriptures, rtJckon Abraham, Isaac and Jacob as one: even
as the God of the three patriarchs are one.
Now the blessing of Isaac, pronounced with a kiss, and which Isaac lived long
enough to see on its way towards fulfilment, was, in substance, this : ·
"God give thee plenty of corn and wine :
" Be Lord over thy brethren. and thy mother's sons bow down to thee:
" Cursed ; He that curseth thee :
"Blessed; He that ble!\seth thee."
Now when Esau returned from his hunting expedition, he found! that his
father had miraculously been provided for; for his mother, Rebekah, who at
the birth of her twins, anxiously interrogated," Why am I thus?" and when told
that two nations were involved in the why and wherefore: she, as Mary cen·
turies later, treasured it up in her heart. So, as Esau grew up, and took wives
of the sons of Heth, her soul was troubled, and she said, "If Jacob also takes
a wife of the daughters of Heth, what good shall be my life unto me?" (Sic.)
So, Isaac called Jal'ob and said, ·'Tltou shalt not take of the daughters of
Canaan-a wife-"
And Jacob }.,ft father and mother to cleave unto a wife - of his mother's own
kindred- in the place from which she spimg.
.
From this time, we have continuous history familiar to every one that reads,
or has read, the Book of Moses, wherein the esoteric principle of inspiration, i. e.,
of light, love and life, dominates the exoteric materialism of life only.
In the words of Rebekah to faaac - " I am weary of my life, because of the
daughters of Heth," and, "if Jacob takes a wife of such as these. what good shall
my life do me?" Rebekah was a seeress, and knew the seat and source of her
inspiration. Her own life was of little worth even in her own estimation ; but
the light, love, and life of her son Jacob was predominant over and above all
othe1· considerations ; for if there were two nations struggling in the pangs of
giving birth to Esan and Jacob, " what good i;hall my life do me?" if the
<laughters of Heth, or sons of the daughters of Heth are predestined to rule?
And this postulate of esoteric well-being comes home to every living soul, kin to
Rebekah. who feels the phamix spirit rule within.
l"'ow we read that Abraham paid tithes to Melchizedek, but after the order of
Melchizedek another priest has risen to whom we are instructed to pay tithes,
·vi.~., the son of the virgin : that was crucified and lifted up - that all people and
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nations might in faith, and hope, and love, be ~hered unto him ! But
we anticipate. Therefore, to return to Jacob, the grandson of Abram, in ·
whom iQe seed of Abram and Isaac -or, as more potent, the conceptive prin·
ciple of the vital issue of light and love in Sarah and Rebekah, who" felt and
enjoyed the end from the beginuing; therefore, to return to Jacob- the nomenclature of hie father is out of plaee ; for as the father of tribes and nations, his
name is Israel - wherein Rebekah is justified in causing him to secure the trend
of empire and the blessing of humanity from the beginning of esoteric light and
love.
The sensual exoteric life of Esau in taking up with the daughters of Canaan,that Noah in pophetic vision had signalled as servant of servants, was distasteful
to the instincts and modest reserve of the refined and inspired woman ! Therefore her soul, life and intuitions told her that the dt1.ughters of Heth were not fit
wives for the sons of Abraham and Isaac. She was right; as the esoteric light
and love is one with inspiration · in the selection and choice, in distinction from
mere lust of the eye and exoteric pride of life. Therefore we must needs look
for the trend of Empire, jurisdiction, and love in the 11eed of Jaeob and Rachel
in distinction from that of Jaeob and his other wives.
The Book of Genesis is the beginning of Light, the beginning of the history of
Life, beginning of Love. It is not only the beginning. but a record of the process and progress of the dominating principle of the vital ·energy of soul and spirit.
Wherein the materialistic exoteric life of mere intellectual and physical force
imparts as it receives the mysteries of the part it plays; wherein, the inaugural
speech of Lamech of the house of Cain, to his two wives - Adah and Zillah indicates one part, aoJ the patents of hi11 sons -Jubal and Tubal-eain, sets forth
the other.
The first part alludes, in a remote way to the union of Church and State, i. e.,
sons of God and daughters of men i in other words, union or unity of the house of
Cain and Seth by marriage, and republican affinity in morals and religion- for as
Lameeh alludes to Abel .and consequent death of posterity, he is jubilant in the
statement that he also, has slain t-0 his own ''hurt," but rejoices in the fact of a
guarantee for life, and not death. Lamech recognizes in the indelible stamp
upon Cain, a guarantee of life for generations: (sic) he is jubilant.
But Enoch, in ee-0teric light walked with God, and named his son Methusaleh, signifying death and inundation. Lamech scouts the prophecy of Enoch,
and cites Cain in rebuttal. Now C:ain, by process of irrigation, caused the earth
to bring forth fruit instead of thorns and thistles ; therefore Lamech scouts the
prophecy of Enoch, that the inhabited part of the earth would be destroyed by
water. Evidently Lamech had no fears of a deluge. Nevertheless, the deluge
came, as prophesied - the year that Methusaleh died.
Now, we have no account that Noah, or either of his three sons had a record
of Ante-deluvian history, but tradition and memory, even as the Masonic
Ritual, is committed in trust and like the Masonic Ritual, is not written, but
descends as memorized; even as Homer recited the Poems of Homer; and all
goes to prove, tl1at the esoterie light and life of the spirit is one in light, life and
love.
When Christ Jesus addressed his disciples, saying, "I will not leave you eomfortless, for I will send the Paraelete, a comforter, and he will bring all things to
your remembrance and lead you in the way of all Truth ! "
This legacy of Christ to his apostles is in the direct line of all esoteric light
and truth, wherein the spirit of all truth resides, and remembrance has its seat
and source. Therefore, we need not hesitate or call in question the aeeuracy of
the narrative of Genesis, but rather be thankful and rejoice, that the children of
Adam lived, and so lived, that it wa.~ a bounden duty and desire that their children should enjoy a memory of all that was excellent to be imitated and all that
was evil to be avoided.
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Moses, therefore wrote the Book of Genesis, as inspired t.o write by tl\e Spirit
of all truth, and under the esoteric inspiration of selection and choice. Now the
garden of 1<:den may be a myth or fable, and Cain, Abel, and Seth, may be only
a representative type of individual humanity, but be that 88 it may, the truth of
it was not questioned by Elijah, David, or the Prophets, nor by Christ or His apostles; therefore, wherein is our wisdom aud knowledge so much superior t.o theirs
that we should presume t.o teach them knowledge?
The pyramids of Egypt teach us that we have yet t.o learn, and the Acropolis
of Greece. and the Parthenon of Rome indicate that we are only a compound of
the exoteric forces of phy11ical and intellectual culture, struggling like young eaglets to fly up against the attraction;of gravitation downwards, and down into the
deep abyss beneath would be the fall, but for the fl.uttering wings of the mother
eagle above them, who at the critical moment, spreads abroad her wings, and
t.akes them upon her wings, and bears them up, into a plac" of perfect security
and love, wherein •'Life is real, and life is earnest " in its aspirations for a higher
life, wherein soul and spirit resides. Therefore, we mui;t needs avail ourselves
of the paramount object of life, whereby we may render an accou11t of joy and
not of grief.
In connection and in correspondence we must have faith, not necessarily the
faith of Abra.ham only, but the inspiration of Rebekah, that in selection and
choice preferred Jacob for the inheritance of the promise made to Abram, instead
of, and t.o the exclusion of Esau. And the history of the tribes and nations that
sprung from the loins of Esau and Jacob proves that she was right. For as we
~e up the record, we find Edom and Israel: Edom as the type and representative of mere materialistic and physical force, verifying the blessing of Isaac upon
Esau: " by the sword shalt thou live, and serve thy brother."
But Israel, as type and represent.ative of the esoteric life and light of the sonl,
even in their lowest estate, preserving the essence of faith in overruling di~pensa
tions of the God of their Fathers.

THE REALITY AND SPHERE OF WILL.
[Read before the Australian Esoteric Branch, by Theodore Wright.]

No wonder that man is confused when he endeavors t.o coUlprehend the
idea of will: for all of it that has ever come into his possession and experience hitherto is what may happily be compared to a reflection of a will thrown
upon his external personality as upon a mirror ; the mere !'hadow of a will or a
life therefore, that pervades the universe has fallen upon him, and he is
vainly trying what he can accomplish now by the aid of that mere shadow.
In very truth there is no real difference between· will, spirit, life, foree or 'love.
But one perennial source for any or all ·of these things obtains in the universe:
they are in fact one primordial element of Omnipotence ; they ore hedged around
and carefully and eternally guarded by their own conditions; no one can be arbitrarily kept from them one moment who fulfils those conditions faithfully, and
no one can fully enrer upon them, appropriate, emptoy and so enjoy them, without as fully attending to the conditions by which they are hedged in, and so
guarded from profane hands. .
Faith is not merely an act of the mind, that is t.o say a mental act, for it i~
immensely more. It is the very hand of the Spirit stretched out, and by means
of which it appropriates will in exact accordance with its capacity to grasp, or
with the want of said capacity. Man is under no manner of restraint or restrictions, whatever, regardlell!j of the fact that he may appropriate mnch or little of
that will, spirit, love and life, save as he always formulates his own restrictions
exactly for himself.
When we allow ourselves to think or say, "I cannot believe this; I doubt
that; I fenr so and so, " these are the gyves and shackles we personally lock
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around our own wrists and ankles : and, depend upon it, until by our own efforts,
the wards of those locks are again turned, we shall find ourselves always just as
helpless as we have pel'llnaded ourselves we ai:e· Nor are we at all warranted in
flattering ourselves that we are not hedged in with and by Divinity; for Divinitv
can never be more or less, than our faith or unbelief, our knowledge or ignoranc'e
enables us to realize.
Our faith may grow, then, in grasp and efficiency until it becomes actually and
}ll'actically Omnipotent; or our wibelief may increase until it leaves us practically impotent. How very true, then, in this strong and clear light appears the
truth : " according to your faith " - or the want of it-" be it unto you." Faith
is a courageous spiritual act, of all things most hono1·ing to the great universal
will ; hence th966 the most honoring God thus, He will the most honor ; and those
doing the reverse He will as lightly esteem.
.
Man's highest id~ of God or truth is eminently promotive of unswerving
boldness and courage, unfaltering confidence and esteem, and unalloyed love.
and therefore liberty of action in any and every Divine direction. God especially
loves and favors those who reiw:h out their spiritual hands the most boldlv, the
most frequently, and al.~o the mast importunately for the many good thin'gs at
His disposal The bolder we become in giving expression to the higher truths
of God and spirit, the more of these hi&her truths will come - as by a process
of quiet growth - into our possession. Seeking them in the very way that God
delights, we shall assuredly be abundantly re.warded.
But let us look at this matter for one momeot in the light of man's present
surrounding. If a man dare, in this manner hl cut himself practically a\vay
from his fellows, and express himself freely and ieo.rlessly from hi~ very much
advanced standpoint, all the fearful and unbelieving la.rds who do not dare to
do as he has done, will at once bring to bear upon him all manner of hindering
influences, and if he has not already appropriated to himseH a sufficiency of the
universal will by the firm grasp of the spiritual hand of Faith. he will be very
surely and helplessly shackled, and so held back hy the doubting and retarding
influences of his unbelieving fellows.
Two widely Jiffering classes of humanity are thus either constituted helplesslv
weak, or inestimably strong, just as they show themselves to be the creawres ~f
circumstances, or thr- creators of the same. Many are found on every hand,
and moving in the highest mundane sphere amongst the former class ; but where
shall we look for tht: latter ?
Cre~tors of circumstances for themselves are kings who reign equally by the
approval and consent of the great universal will, or in their own conscious, divine
right. God always anoints such with the oil of gladness above their fellows,
simply because they were bold and fearless enough to dare to do what no one
else would, and for which they were accounted by their fellows, presumptuous
and foolish in the extreme. They actually made then1selves kings by as.~erting
the divinity within them and thereby creating their own circumstances, thus compelling all their surroundings to bend to an unyielding will.
On the same eternal principle others make tbemselve1' subjects or slaves, by
yielding to surrounding retarding. and afllictive circumstances, and not putting
themselves in a way to compel the circumstances that surround them to give way
instead. There is destined to be an inner circle of kings and priests unto God.
who are to reign and do duty on the earth ; and each and every one of these will
be by God anointed and endowed with power from on high, as son~ and daughters
of the Lord God Almighty; but the rulers and guides will not constitute the
masses of society in that era, for an innumerable multitude of subjects which no
man can number, outside of these, will be favored under their benign and saying
administration and reign.
This inner circle, or kingdom of the heavenly state. will constitute the " many
brethren," among whom Jesus of Nazareth will have the pre-eminence, because
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of his standing as " the firstrborn " among them ; this inner circle will also be
in reality the metropolitan city Of the new earth, the Apocalyptic New Jerusalem, into which the nations of the earth will, with wondrous ttpontaneity, bring
all that they glory in, and highly and honorably esteem.
That which we have not personally and critically examined, we can know bat
vaguely and incompletely, for we can speak intelligently only of that which has
grown into our experhmce. We have already said that man's experience in the
matter of will is that alone which has come to him by reflection, as from a
mirror. The will of the flesh and of the mind (that is to say, all that can be
denominated will for argument's sake, as showing itself in connection with our
physical or ruen::al nature), is nothing but a weak, worthless, and illusory thing,
of a purely negative character, and it is, therefore, allied to impotence.
Whatever the false ha.bits and acquired cravings of the animal nature by a
false education has been trained to love and appreciate, this carnal mind wills to
have and make the best use of, even although by so doing it robs the entire
organism of its ease, healtWulncss, and vitality, and so makes it the helpless victim of all the germs of disease, disaster, destruction, decay and death. Nor can
determina,ion towards any other, higher, or better course be possible or practicable until a true conceptiou is formed as to the very nature and limitation of
this carnal mind and impotent (because illusive) will, and next the eyes are
opent:d to all the dangers resultant from such an illusory and vain will having
any control whatever over the human organism.
Perhaps we can have a clearer view of all the facts of the case, and get more
directly at our present purpose by assuming, for the nonce, that man in his personality constitutes the holding ground for two widely different and opposite
wills. The will of the external carnal mind itt enmity against God. is not sulr
ject to His perfect laws, nor can it be trained to become so. Its nature is
such that it can never be converted, therefore the Divine decree is to destroy it aml all its works. It matters nothing, even when this carnal mind
makes a show of becoming religious ; it is just as impossible for that mind under
any circumstances to be subject to the laws of God, as it is for matter to act
apart from its own law of gravitation.
Until we' become thoroughly satisfied, however; and so form the clear conception that every thought, feeling, desire, and tendency of the external nature and its
wills are each and every one of them mocking and deceptive illusions, we cannot
become capable of appropriating, and so making pointed and personal application
of, the higher will. The will of the flesh and of the mind is more a negation
caused by the absence of activity than aught besides. The illustrafon alread~·
employed to show that it is only the reflection of the universal will or life is a.~
near trut~ upon the matter as can be. There is nothing real, nothing substantial.
nothing practical about it; being but a shadow we cannot accomplish anything
by means of it. Will as we may, while nothing save this illusory will is at oar
di.'lposal, no disease will flee before its impotence, no wrong will be righted by its
influence, and no good whatever in any direction can be achieved by its exertions.
As soon ns this truth is lovingly and intelligently grasped we shall understand
exactly what Paul meant when he said, "Most gladly therefore will I glory in
my infirmities that the power of Christ may rest upon me ; for when I am weak
then am I sti:ong." Until we have come to the clear understanding that the
agnostic will is a mere will-o'-the-wisp, a mockery, a delusion and a snare, we
shall never be in a position to lay hold of the real will, and so be at one with Omnipotence.
What but Omnipotence is taught in Scriptures, or understood to be the por·
tion - the inheritance - of the believer ? It it not true that ·•all things are possible to him that believeth ? " What but the crushing of tl1e external illusory
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wills of the flesh and of the mind then can be gathered from the utterance. '' This
kind goeth not out save by prayer and fasting?
Nothing can prevent the Omnipotent will achieving its purpose when once it
is grasped firmly, according to its own conditions by the spiritual hand of I<'aith.
It is an absolute truth that "all things are possible to him that believeth" therefore it as certainly follows that the one to whom all things have not become possible does not believe to any practical purpose. We sometimes hear people say
" I have tried this mental healing ; I have tried to treat my bodily ailments ~
illusion; I have willed that what was wrong in some part of my body should be
rectified; I have dbne all thi~, and yet nothing has i-esulted, therefore the teachings of the mental healers I have proved to be absurd." Is this a sober, sensible and truthful conclusion ? Is anything absurd about it save the conclusion ?
Or is it only another added to 'the many mocking illusions of the carnal mind already referred to which still-consciously or unconsciously- dominates us?
Mental healing cannot by any possibility fail under its own true conditions ; it
cannot by any possibility succeed however under other and false conditions.
When will proclaims by its results that it is impotent, the demonstrations of the
will of the flesh and of the mind· are in those actions exhibiting themselves, aml
that will is prove~ thereby and always to be only a shadow, a mere illusion. When
however, will proclaims its full potency, the demonstrations of the •?irit will be
forthcoming which evidence the reality.
That mental llealing is fact thousands have already established beyond the possibility of doubt. That which is possible to-day under certain conditions is always
possible under the si.me conditions. The laws of God and Nature are at all
points equally irrefragable and inviolable. Therefore when one heals mentally
and another fails, the differenre rests entirely in the widely differing coroditions
and particulars of the two cases.
There is but oue method that never fails to fulfil the highest ends expected or
demanded fr•m it, and that is the Omnipotent w'll, which every true believer
grasps with a firm hand. From the consequences of such logic there is only one
means of safe and satisfactory retreat, and that is to candidly admit-with
shame and confnsion if necessary- that we have in some way been victimized
by the "strong delusions," against which man has been forewarned, and therefore should have been forearmed.
"Ought," evidently has stood for little in man's history. What may have
been and could have been; what yet may be or rather yet will be, are simply
latent forces engermed in human nature, always awaiting their own fitting conditions to call them into being and activity, and so into position where they may
be developed from the weakly, infantile stage of existence up to the perfectly
matured man stage. Surroundings until the present, at any rate, have been the
reverse of favorable, for even the awakening of these divine pa.rtR of our intric,ate
nature. Not only should the shadow of the Divine will in its illusory impotence
show in some way upon man externally, but the very thing itself should well up
like a perennial spring from our very inmost, through the inner divine portion
of our nature with it.'! latent omnipotency, having been set fully free to act and
so assert its triumphant supremacy.
With such a glorions conception of latent potentialities hidden away in man's
very being, and obscured by the shadowy and vapory illusions of the eternal
flesh nature, we may approach the passage : - " Eye hath not seen, nor ear
heard, neither hath entered into the heart of man to conceive the things God
hath prepared for those that love him ; but He hath revealed them unto ns by
His spirit: for the spirit searcheth all things, even the deep things of God."
When once man is so wrought upon by the real as t.o be able to penetrate the
gloomy shadow and the mocking, vapory illusions of his external flesh nature, he
will then discover a wondrouR universe of harmony and concord, an abounding
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or overflowing treasury of wisdom, love, and power stretching out before him,
and upon which he <'.an ever draw to the highest amount possible for use without
e.s:hausting; or without in the slightest degree affecting or diminishing.

BIBLE REVIEWS.
Number Eleven.

GENESIS xvii, Verse 1. " Abram was ninety years old and nine, the
LORD appeared to Abram, and said unto him, I am the Almighty God;
walk before me and be thou perfect." This, Abram's case, is the only
account we have where God has repeated anything to a man, but to
Abram this promise repeats over and over again, but in the above verse
He prefaces His promise with the words, "walk before me and be thou
perfect," What had this to do with his becoming a great nation? The
low and even sensual man is often the father of more children than the
moral, upright man ; the only answer to this is found in the law of
''hereditary" conditions. Abram's mind must be thoroughly imbued
with the spiritual condition imparted by the frequent visits of messengers
from Gt)(} ; he is ndw prompt~d to especial zeal for a perfect life ; all the
ideas of morality, uprightness and perfection of character must be
studied by him, this study would develop in him characteristics that the
child woulcl inherit from him ; for it is a law in nature that every seed
should be the embodiment of the nature of the plant. · So with man, the
nature of man is made up· of the thoughts and desires of his parents, and
those thoughts most active will be the prominent traits of the child conceived after and during that time: therefore this preface to verse 2,
"And I will make my covenant between me and thee, and will multiply
thee exceedingly."
Herein there is evidently a special preparation going on for some
unusual result, something more than simply multiplying numbers of the
human species ; there is evidence that special effort is being put forth
here to obtain a certain quality as well as quantity, and the Creator of
all is giving special care to the preparat.ion of the seed that was to be
superior to all other races of the world; a people possessing virtues and
natural abilities that would justify the promise, "And I will make (or
establish) my covenant between me and thee," for God never changes,
neither is "a respecter of persons," therefore His posterity must comply
with natural law (for ALL law is God's law), in order to justify this
apparently especial blessing. For any one complying with the demands
of any of God's laws must reap the reward of ,Pis <leeds, whether good
or evil, i.e., whether in harmony with the Divine purpose, or against the
same.
Verse 3. "And Abram fell on his face : and God talked with him,
saying, As for me, behold my covenant is with thee and thou shalt be a
father of a multitude of nations."• This last expression sounds very
much like the motto of the United States," E pluribus Unum," (many in
one). 'Ve call especial attention to this because we have much to say
about it further on. The words " Thou shalt be a father of many nations
or a multitude of nations," are very broad terms, and lead!J us to inquire
•· has that ever been fulfilled?" Some may answer that it was, in the times
• I will hereafter whep I use the margiDal readings, use the sign adopted ha the Bible t.o
indicate the same.
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of Israel's sojourn in Palestine: for while they were but one nation they
were twelve tribes, and each tribe or "Family," had certain family laws
resembling the laws of the United States. yet they did not as fully govern
themselves as our different States do. But still they were one nation
until the death of Solomon, when the nation was divided under Jeroboam
and Rehoboam, and-became two nations, but even thev did not continue
long after; before they were taken captive and carried away from their
native land. Nine and one-half of these tribes were then 1;cattered
among the nations and never returned, leaving only Judah, Levi, ancl
the half tribe of Manasseh in possession of Jerusalem, ancl these were
the ones to whom Jesus came, after which time they were overthrown by
the Roma11s, and those. not slain at that time were scattered, and from
that time to the present they have not been known as a nation or nations.
Now if they have not become "many nations," then the Abramic· covenant has failed, and God has not kept His promise. But before ·examini!1$ this further we will look at the rest of the covenant:
Verse 5: "Neither shall thy name be any more called Abram
High Father), but thy name shall be Abr•ham (i.e., father of a multitude), for a father of many nations have I made thee." ' Here appears
to be a sealing of the covenant by the change of the name to suit his
" calling.'' as he was to become the progenitor of many nations.
Verse 6: "And I will make thee exceeding fruitful, and I will make
nations of thee, and kings shall come out of thee." " And I will establish my covenant between me an<l thee and thy seed after thee in thehgenerations, for an everlasting covenant, to be a God unto thee and to thy
seed after thee." "And I will give unto thee and to thy seed after thee,
the land wherein thou al't a stranger, all the land of Canaan, for an
everlasting possession ; and I will be their God." This la.<it vet·se promises
Abraham's seed the land of Palestine for an everlasting possession. This
verse appears almost a repetition of the seventh, the difference being
that this promise is the establishment of an everlasting covenant relation between them and God. There were two branches of Abraham's
seed, Ishmael and Isaac; the former have always possessed that land, an<l
do to.day.
But where are the sons of Isaac? To find an answer for this we will
quote from a pamphlet written some )ears ago by one Joseph T. Curry.
Though he was a man of some extreme ideas, yet he has presented the
&trongest evidences we have ever seen on this subject, therefore we
quote his argument. But first we will say that this man, once a Methodist minister, went from that sphere into the " Second Advent" ranks,
but did not stop there. He went Oil beyond them, an<l his peculiar work
was to unite the old and 11ew covenants; show us that God's promises,
though delayed, had not been forgotten nor failed, and, altl1ough all his
thought was from the materialistic side, yet it was that side of the truth
which is necessary to ns before we can have a correct idea of the practical import of the "Old Testament," or the material side of the New,
including that side of the mission of Jesus and Christianity, its travels
in accordance with the words of all the prophecies.
] t does not necessarily antagonize any of the Christian teachings or
<loctrines, but on the contrary i·t is the strongest evidence ever written of
.- ··· · ···-.,..._
the truth of the Bible.
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This little pamphlet is an epitomized statement. He published another
work called "The Voice of Elijah," in which he, more than any other
writer, gives the finest argument and many more evidences both from
histroy and prophecy, of the truth and harmony of the plan of God's
dealings ·with Abraham's posterity and the fulfilment of their miasion in
the world's history. Were it not for his peculiar ideas whi~h often manifest themselves in his work, it would have been of the greatest importance
to tbe Christian world of any hook now extant. If we had a copy of the
above work we would have quoted from it in place of this one, but if,
after the publication of this, there arises sufficient interest to guarantee
the expense we will get it and re-publish it perhaps, expunging from it
the extraneous matter.
1
We think it of use to publish all the first part a.a it appears in the
pamphlet, and leave out only such parts as his great f~ith caused him to
strain beyond the real meaning of prophecies and event.a applicable
to the then p1·esent time.
There are five points to be observed in the reading of this pamphlet
in order to discern its real value :
1st. The fulfilment of the Abramic and Abrahamic covenant: the fact
that it is still in progress and the ultimate is yet in the future.
2nd. The prophetic and historic agreement that we are the literal
descenclents of Abraham and Israel.
3rcl. By reading the reference given and the prophecies in general,
with this thought in mind, it will appear plain to any Bible student that
the " Old Testament" is not a thing of the past, because of all having
been fulfilled, but 011 the contrary it all points down to t'ie future.
4th. The clearly defined manner in which this, the Esoteric, work is to
be ultimated.
5th. That there is good reason for a time argumertt that point.a to our
time so clearly that no Bible student (who studies without prejudice),
can fail to see that the events are upon us indicating that the vision
given to .Jolm on the Isle of Patmos, is an EPITOME of all that Abraham,
Moses, the Prophets and Jesus were talking about.
This pamphlet should be read, with the above ideas in mind, five times
ove1· ; the first three times with the three first thoughts separate, without
anv attempt to look up the references. The fourth is the thought that
should first be read and then all the references looked up and read in
the text and con-text.
EATING FRUIT.- 'Tis true that fruit eaten green or between weals will
interfere with digestion and ca.use bowel troubles; but use fruit that is
perfectly ripe, at mealtime and only beneficial results will follow. Acids
prevent calcerous degenerations, keeping the bones elastic, as well as preventing the accumulation of ea,r thy matters. This is because of the solvent power of thu acids ; manufactured acids are not as harmless, as are
thosE\ which nature has prepared for us in the various kinds of fruits.
Fruit is perfect food when fully ripe and if it were in daily use from
youth to age there would be less gout, gall-stones and stones in the blad·
der.- Medical Classics.
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SYMBOLISM OF THE ZODIACAL SIG:N"S.

v.

progres~~]his

THE next step of man's
circle of the emblems is found
in the sign Virgo, or the Virgin. This is apportioned to the cl1emical
laboratory of the Grand Body, including the function we call the stomach
an<l also the abdominal region. Jt is pictorially represented by the
winged-figure of a woman, having in one hand a palm-branch, the symbol
of a holy festivity, and in the other hand an ear of corn, in which appears
the brilliant star Spica.
.
Here is symbolized the bearing of the Seed, or Christ; he who is to
bruise the Serpent's head. The position is significant, for the figure of
the Virgin lies prostrate along the ecliptic, though slightly raised above
it. In the Seed-bearing Virgin we find typified the birth of that last son
of Jacob, whom Rachel called Benooi, lmt whom his father named Benjamin. With this child of sorrow Nature is to-<lay in travail.
The Arabic appellation of the sign Virgo, is Sunbula, " she who bears;"
. whilo. the. meanings attached to the Hebrew and Cuptic names of the stars
in this symbol, "The desired," "The Son who cometh," •1 Ile who shall
liave dominion," " The branch or offshoot," and many other similar designations prove this sign to be that period in the great cycle toward which
all prophecy points.
The constellation Virgo is the Cumean Sybil, she who trusts her messages to the winds, and who has found her votaries in all lands and ages ;
for l!he is ever proclaiming the mystic truth that in this sign the great
order of the ages is newly born.
This zodiacal emblem is a star-recorded promise of the restoration of
the Golden Age, that fabulous time when all men were good and all men
were happy. Latona, the chaste, of Egypt and Alitta, and Mylitta of
the Assyrians typified the woman of the zodiac: '' She who bears, or
brings forth," that motherhood which is alone immaculate. Naturally in
all ages has the Virgin been worshipped, and so far as the truth here
symbolized is held in its a11cient significance we profoundly join in revP..rence for the Virgin, that principle of purity and chastity winch can alone
give birth to the regenerated race.
The sign Virgo, not without reason, has been associated with the Egyptian Sphinx, and truly a sphinx has this winged woman proved through
the ages, for man has failed to comprehend her mystic teaching. Those
who have not progre11sed farther than the letter of truth naturally find no
meaning in these heavenly hieroglyphics, which, like Egypt's monuments,
wait to-<lay man's deciphering.
Virgo is the symbol of Nature's human laboratory, the stomach, where
burn her fierce crucible fires in the maturing and perfecting of the seed
of the new life. Here she presides with impartial justice, relegating to
the different portions of the system that for which it has most affinity;
for here everything is apportioned to its own place in the body. That
nice discrimination as to the affinities of solids and fluids is here effected
which proves Nature to be no blundering chemist in' this transmutation
process.
At Seventy we find man in the sign Virgo, or Nature's crucible where
her work is finally accomplished. Here care and desire are no longer the
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spectres at bis feast. The fierce fires of the flesh are burned ont, and only
the refined and purified atoms which enshrine the spirit are left. He has
reached his Golden .Age, that period of innocence, and truth when the
gods of Charity, Peace and Good Will dwell with him, and perpetual
·spring delights the earth. If indeed Virgin-born, now does he become
again as a little chUd, and with the trust of his earliest years, goes on his
way knowing and caring not whither it· may lead, so that he has his Father's
hand. His work is clone, and he has put his house in order; the crucible
fires have burned low, and the last remnant of material dross is being
purged away, giving the spirit scope and freedom.
In this symbol of immaculate motherhood where Nature's work is ended, the Christ, or SeAd of the church, is typified; for Man has here
reached the innocence of wisdom. This is not to be confounded with the
innocence of childhood, which is that of ignorance. Not without significance in this connection, do we find as a. decan of this sign Centaurus,
laying the Victim upon the Altar.
September, which is the expression of the Symbol Virgo, is also the
seed-bearing time, for now Nature's harvest is ready to be garnered. The
order for which she has unceasingly labored, even when seemingly most
inert, is now restored. She also has ushered in her Golden Age, which
, brief a.CJ it must naturally bA, does but pre-figure that period which will be
truly golden ; and in which she too will share in hAr more purified conditions, when th~ Sun and Man shall have reached this sign in the gre.a.t cycle.
In September, the work which has been going ou in Nature's laboratory
is completed, for she has laid upon the altar all her natural forces,
passi11g through the Sun's crucible fires those grosser elements, whose
refined properties are here stored in her golden fruits and bending grain.
In the sign Virgo is accomplished the eleventh Herculean task, that
of gaining the golden apples from the garden of Hesperides, which are
guarded by the Dragon.
''Apples," signify }oy of the 1 heart; the original root of the word
means fragrance. This fruit, we remember, lost man his Eden ; in other
words, the perversion of those spiritual gifts which were his in the beginning, robbecl him of the peace an<l happiness which belong only to a
sinless state. Naturally do we find him now recovering these apples of
Eden.
In this labor he comes into his last combat with the dragon, which
here assumes the form of a son of Ares, or Mars, the cohesive principle.
The higher powers, or those of the Spirit, come to his aid, as to the
hero's ; and settle the contest. The dragon next takes the form of
Ncrens, and wrAstles with him, disclosing where the golden fruit is to
be found.
Nerens was the god of prophecy, who escaped from the importunities
of those who consulted him, by changing his form. In this combat with
Mars we see the wrestlings of soul, or the conflict waged in the breast
of man between the intimations of nature and spirit, which last finally
gains the mastery. In the struggle with Nereus, the god of prophecy,
we find typified that questioning of t11e future to which man is prone ;
the desire to have intellectual apprehension of what belongs wholly to
the pro\·ince of faith. Only in conflict with Nereus, howeve1., does he
learn where the golden apples are to be found.
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Like the hero, man also, at the altar of sacrifice bUTSts his bonds and
is henceforth free. In this labor the Sun-God again lends the victor his
cup, and by it the sea is crosied, and the land attained. 'The apples,
when gained, are given to Athena, for when man has overcome or ~
quered, the trophies of his prowess are ever due to \Visdom.
There is profound mystical teaching in this labor .which we will not
here attempt to enter upon. . \Ve cannot leave it however, without a .
brief allusion to Mt. Atlas, or the giant who bore up the heavens, but
who was prevailed upon to desist from this work long enough to procure
the golden apples which he alone could gain.
There is a tradition, which probably grew out of this same myth,
that the ancients held the conceit that the blue clome of the heavens
rested upon the highest mountains, and thus supported, it was prevented
from crushing man with its weight.
Mountains denote those heights of spirit where God is met, and where
only He holds direct communication with man. Thus we see the interior
sense folded away in this beautiful myth ; for only in the shekinah of the
mountain top does His glory pass by, that visible symbol which is the
witness of the Divine presence.
'Without the experience of the heights man would indeed be crushed
to the earth, for here alone does he gain a sense of stability. Truly do
the mountain-tops uphold anJ confirm the heavens ; and here man exchanges their insupportable weight for the golden apples of joy, which
are the fruit of this celestial knowledge.
The people of the itign Virgo, or those of the nature expressed in
September, are to-<lay in the crucible where the refining process is going
on. If, happily, this is a past experience, and they have attained the
stature of Benjamin, they are indeed the ••Beloved of the Lorcl," who
dwell in safety by Him in the place of power, as is evidenced in some
notable examples. Rarely do we find the people of this sign fitting in to
any but the higher walks of life. If not there, they clo not easily find
their place, for they are off of the business plane, and generally unable
to adapt themselves to its minutia. Order and harmony are so essential
to them, that existing conditions are the gnat-like irritations, which make
life almost insupportable. The people who excite our sympathies most
to-day are the finer natures of this sign, the Benoni's or children of
sorrow, whose unavailing efforts to bring in a Golden Age, to which they
properly belong, sadden and discourage them, or embitter their existence.
The symbolism of Virgo finds its correspondence in the fact that here
is typified the most abused function of the body-that )east <•onsidered,
and also most greatly regarded province, the stomach. Here Nature,
the faithful chemist, will tolerate no waste, and if the crucible fires are
kept up beyond their normal use by the quality of the fuel given her,
she turns upon man, ancl is insatiate in her demands that the crucible
shall not be idle.
Nature is indeed in 'travail with Benjamin to-day, and, like Rachel,
she has hard labor ; but she too has the assurance that this son will also
be given her. When Benjamin, howe\•er, comes to the birth Nature
will in her grosser form, like Rachel, then pass out. The recumbent
position of the symbol Virgo is not without its mystical teaching.
Before the race shall have attained the sign Virgo in the great cycle,
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man will, like the Crab, experience his metamorphosis. He also, will
cast the shell of an earlier growth which fetters his powers, and with
this, he too, will throw off the covering of the eyes_ the merely external
ear, and his present talon-like grip upon material things. (To complet.e
the simile we should add-and also the lining of the stomach with its
teeth.)
.
. In other words, Nature will have rel.-.a.sed her crab-like grip upon him,
all her demand~ having been met, for here will come in the seed of
the new age, that great Restoration which is prefigured in the symbol
.
of the Virgin.
The earth's yearly entrance into the sign Virgo is marked by the total
setting of the Hydra. This is a happy augury of that period in the
great cycle, when the sun and man shall both have attained this symbol.

[.Q]

The next and last step in the round of man's eartl1ly progress is found
in the sigu Leo, or the Lion. This emblem is apportione<l to the Heart
of the Grand Body, for the centre and source of life is now attained.
Here man, like the great luminary in this sign, is at home, because he
has reached that point from whence he commenced his declination. Leo
was also originally the Sun's solstitial point.
We firul the heart typified by the king of beasts, the lion, which is
a distinct type, not akin to any other species, nor running into them by
imperceptible degrees. Here is symbolized the S-o-n or Christ, for
man has now attained unto Spirit. "The f.ion is an ancient Christian
symbol of very frequent occurrence, and antiquaries are puzzled to
account for its significance. It is found placed at the entrance of many
of the old Lombardv churches; s:>metimes with, and sometimes without
a man in its paws." •
Strange would it have been, had not the lion always stood as the
symbol of Entrance and Exit, for it was so placed in the heavens in the
primeval ages marking the entrance and exit of man's life cycle. Like
the heart, whose first and last beat ushers him into and out of existence,
so does the lion, or spirit, ever stand guard at life's portal. Thoth, or
Hermes had this same significance to the Egyptians; the limit or
boundary of the way.
"The Lion typifies solitude, the wilderness. In this sense it is placed
near those saints who lived as hermits in the desert. The lion· also denotes death in the amphitheatre." This has peculiar significance, for the
fact that the lion is in the centre of the circle, bas found its mallerial
as well as its spiritual symbolism in all ages; for it has always been the
•• The common sentiment of
type of fortitude, resolution, courage.
mankind has always associat.ed the lion with royalty and dominion.
When he is assailed and thoroughly roused, h~ lift~ himself up in proud
contemplation of his foes, though they may be banded in troops about
him. His composed, grand and defiant mien is described as noble and
majestic beyond description."
The Lion of the zodiacal circle is represented with his foot over tha
head of the prostrate Serpent, symbolic of that new dispensation when
the 8-0-n shall have put all things under bis feet.
The function of the body which we find symbolized by the Lion, is
the seat of the affections and sensibilities; the spring of all action and
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purpose since it is the seat of the will. " The heart is tl1e most hitldeu
and interior organ of the bo<ly," where takes place its most mysterious
p1·ocesses. To 1·eceive, and give out again the life fluid which circulates
through every part of tht: system, is the heart's office; in which if it fails,
the whole action of the body stops, and death and disintegration follow.
This is the golden bowl, which is broken only at the fountain; for
the heart is the vessel wherein is wrought that higher alchemy in which
Natm·e has no part, and where her behests are unheeded, but toward
which she takes merely the place of a humble servant.
To those unfamiliar with the mechanism of this function, whose design
tra11scencls all human ingenuity, we would advise a study of its workings,
with reference to its three cups, and the part they play in its economy.
At Eighty, man has reached .the Heart, or the Source of life. Here
Nature has no farther claims upon him, as Spirit now takes precedence.
He is drinking at the fountain of perpetual youth, for he has attained
that pole of life where auroral 8kies are a continual shekinah. The
spirit is now gradually withdrawing from the body, but this disintegrating, or separating process is going on so gently that human vision fails
to perceive the miracle which is being wrought. This transformation
into the angel takes place before our very eyes, and we know it not, so
blind are we, and so occupied with our petty cares. The muck-rake in
our han<l abs01·bs all our attention, and we see not the crown which is
descending upon the heads of our tlear ones.
Those intervals of apparent mental abstraction, that are of longer or
shorter duration, which mark this period when the spirit is trying its
wings for a final flight, we l>lunderingly call loss of mind ; for, though
the body more or less fully performs its office, its former inmate, man,
exultant in his regained freedom, is ~ntering within the vail.
Our own Emerson was an example in point, when, in his last years,
he was thought to have lost his mind (that intellect, which had lighted
the torch of his age at Truth's altar fires!) because he was no longer
occupied with the things about him, and was with difficulty reca11ecl to
them. Elessecl loss, for such a gain! "Who would not turn from the
tt·ivial things of earth, to walk, white-robed, unclothed of flesh, with
that innum~rable throng who !lee the King in His beauty.
That wise, pathetic and tender conceit of the Scotch has always
stl'ougly appealed to us, that those are sacred whom God has laid His
hand upon,-the aged, the imbecile aud demented. ones.
August, the month symbolized by the Lion, is characterized by the
same separating, disintegrating process, which we found to be going on
in :Man, Midsummer, the very heart of the year, is here attained ; and
the Sun, which is directly overhead at this season (having reached its
highest altitude, and also its home in the sign of the Lion), is bringing
to bear its full power upon the rapidly ripening harvest. That 8irins,
the Dog-star, is also in the zenith, an«;i lending its rays to this work, is
not without import.
The great luminary is here dispeusing a force which is perfecting Nature's work, and in fact taking it out of her hands ; for like a leaping,
overcoming lion, do the Sun's rays bear down upon the st&.nding grain,
n•ncling all the bonds which Nature hM laid upon it, loosening and throwing off the husk, or shell in which she has !'O carefully enveloped and hid-
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d~n away her fruit.

With his potent power the Sun bursts every shackle
penetrating to the very heart of the ripening grain, and setting free every
minute life-germ upon which his rays may fall.
It is as if the higher powers were in league with Nature to accomplish
what she has begun, for rarely does a devastating storm ravage the fair
fields at this season.
No more does dire disease rack the frame, ovet' which Nature has no
longer control, for the higher power of spirit now alone holds sway O\'er
even the material atoms; and thus will finally pass out the dominion of
matter over man. Little wonder is it that the ancient heart-wisdom, the
Hermetic philosophy is accredited with solving and explaining all the
phenomena of nature, and thus triumphing over disease.
The month of August, corresponds to .the month Thoth of the Egyptians, which was held sacred by them. because the period of the Lion in
the great cycle was that Age still called " Golden," and which originated
the Hermetic philosophy. This wisdom, as the name implies,· was sealed
to all hut those illuminated souls who were able to understand the divine
teaching. To receive this truth was the test of spiritual development,
and also the proof of a man's right to thi11 knowledge. Th~ command
"Cast not your pearls before swine," was most rigorously adhered to in
communicating this philosophy; and, it thus became later wholly confined
to the priests, by whom it appears to have been finally degraded to alchemy and astrology.
Not without the divine will and purpose did the Alexandrian library,
with its treasury of Hermetic wisdom, go up in flame; for when the same
is again recovered by man it must be as of old, only through the teaching of Spirit, which is understood alone by the illuminated- those who
live the life of aspiration or of spidt rather than of sense.
To the sign Leo is attributed the tribe or dtaudard of Joseph, be who
was separate from bis brethren. The people symbolized by the Lion, or
those whose nature is expressed in August, are also peculiarly characterized by a separateness, or set-apartness, which they themselves fail to
understand, and which they regard as a. cros11, failing to grasp the gospel
teaching that only those who bear the Cross attain the Crown. The Leo
nature is a sealed one, rarely finding expression to-day, for t11e reason
that it is ever putting a.way the cross and seeking satisfaction for its
heart hunger in the worltl, rather than in the Gethsemane of solitude.
Man can only see anything i!l the natural world from his own objective
point, and so it is in the world of mind or spirit, which is the reflex of
the latter, ancl subject to the same laws. The position or objective point
of the Leo nature is at the Heart or Centre, and consequently theirs is
an all rounded view, so naturally are they considered extremists or radicals by those whose vantage ground is not as comprehensive. They are
generally unable to accept the usual standards, for being at the Centre or
Cuuse they do not have it to seek; while sight rather than the tedious
process of Reason is the means by which they arrh·e at truth. The first
is evolution, unfolding, or uncovering; the last involution, entangling or
involving. The former is the new covenant which God promised to make
with His people ''I will put my law in their inward parts, and w1·ite it in
their heart."
Coming in the very seat of life,
, love and emotion, that <.rgan of con-
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stant pulsation, the people of this sign earlier throw off the bonds an<l
fetters which Nature imposes upon the spirit. With them the vital or
flame prin'ciple rages so fiercely that the material elements are t!1e sooner
refined away. Many of this nature, however, go down to wreck and ruin
through their very intensity of life. 1\Thether Love's altar-fll'es burn
upward or downward i11 determined by what is laid upon them.
The heathen festivals in which the heart w:is torn from the living victim and offered npon the altar by the priests as a religious rite, find explanation in the symbolism of this sign, after the di vine science was degraded to
the letter, and man no-longer understQod its interior, or higher significance.
The people of Leo, unless as reformers, rarely come before the world
with any prominence. By their brethren they are ever termed ••dreamers," for they are apt to live in an ideal world, drawing their inspirations
from other than natural sources, which they find unsatisfying. The traditionary thirst of the lion is no myth, but a matter of heredity ; as the
common brooks and str.eams for them are always dry.
Many of this sign are to-day sequestrated, or separated from tl1e world
by pain and sufferiug, the consequence of spiritual inanition. In this
enforced solitude they find the development which is never gained in the
world's schools. In some manner this nature is ever treading the wine
press alone. Very fittingly has a recent writer so designated the heart ;
as the wine press of the blood, that vat of the body where is stored the
living wine.
Josepl1. we are told, was put in a tomb in Egypt, and only his bones
we1·e carried out. Here is a truth which has a deep significance; -as
the Christ or church is always sent into Egypt for that nourishment by
which alone its life is sustainecl, the principle which indeed found its
tomb in Egypt. With the death of Joseph went out the spiritual or
interior sight, which resulted in bringing the tribes of Israel more and
more fully into the servitude 0£ sense. Then Moses, the great Law
Giver,. in whom was personified Reason, or intellectual light, came with
its beacon to lead them out of the bondage into which they had fallen.
Only through knowledge is man suffieiently reinforced to undertake his
march toward Canaan.
Joshua, the sou of Nun, of the tribe of Joseph, alone of all his brethren went into the Mount with Moses, he who later succeeded the great
Law Giver as the leader of the tribes.
As in the wilderness, so it is to-clay, the leaders of the house of Joseph
first ~nter the land and report its goodly possessions. They are ready
and eager for the siege of their promi~ed country, and are fearless of the
giants who inti.midate their brethren.
Thus do they prove their Lion lineage, in that the spiritual country
has no foes for them, but is ••an exceeding good land ; a lancl which
Howeth with milk and honey."
The great head of this tribe did not come into his honors in Egypt
until he hacl served in Pharaoh's house, becoming versed in all the
wisdom of that country where symbolism was helcl as the science of all
sciences. He was also called to pass a crucial test, phenomenal in i~s
issue, because stripping away the conventional robe from truth ; which
brought upon him the reproach that is always the result of all such
uncovering.
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Not until a like ordeal is passed can the tribe of Joseph come into full
sway in Egypt, or in other words, be in a. condition to nourish their
brethren from its world-renowned granaries. Only the full-grown lion
is fitted to enter the arena, or the centre of the circle, to which place the
wisdom of primeval ages assigned him.
Little did Rome in her gladiatorial contests recognize the fact that
they were but the material type of the real conflict ever going on between
Man and the Lion, or Spirit and Matter. Perhaps we should better ask,
Did she recognize this truth, and had these contests their origin in a.
religious observance?
.
'Ve have now come to the twelfth labor, and the last which man in his
earthly cycle is called to accomplish ; but one that is peculiarly the work
of those born in this sign,-that is the bringing up of the three-headed
dog Cerberous from the under world, which is the task fittingly a.ppor, tioned to the Lion.
Like the hero ot the twelve labors, man also requires a certain preparation for this work, namely an initiation into the sacred mysteries
which naturally purify him for the task. Then does he, too, boldly
penetrate Pluto's domain, that world of shadows, which ever reCede as
he advances, and drag to the light of day the three-headed monster which
has thi>re hcltl guard.
Cerberus, the terror of the entrance to the under world, has only to be
shown in his powerlessness when held in the grasp of the Hero. Then
he is returned again to the region of phantoms, where only he had any
existence.
Exposing to bro;i.d day those chimeras of sense which, dragon-like,
haunt the portals of the unseen realm, is peculiarly the province of the .
Lion, or· those, only, who have made spiritual attainment. Au indomitable courage, which comes of a. great endowment of the spirit, is the
seal of man's divine sonship; and enables him to fearlessly penetrate
those labyrinths which are closed to sense, and which for him have no
terrors. If the lion indeed what superior foe has he to fear?
·we will now briefly consider the decans of the sign Leo, as they are
essential to its teaching. The11e are the Hydra, or Serpent, The Raven,
and The Cup, or Chalice.
' As we have previously said, the Serpent is here shown as conquered,
because his head is under the foot of the Lion. Here man's enemy is
vanquished, put under his . feet. That self-love which dominates man,
and which the head of the Serpent signifies, is finally overcome. . Tbe
Haven also typifies the annil1ilation of the body of, the monstar upon
which it is Meated, for "'Vhere the carcass is, there are the birds of prey
gathered."
The Cup, or Chalice, is so rich in significance as a decau of this sign,
that we have left it until the last. Here we find the Divining Cup of
Joseph. This ancient heirloom has descendetl through the latter tribe
in a straight line down the ages; for by the divine fiat, the inheritance
of the father's was not to be removed fi:om one tribe to another, but
always to 1·emai11 in the same tribe, so that the descendants should
enjoy, every man, the inheritance of his fathers.
The Divining Cup of Joseph is a precious family heirloom, into
which the children of this tribe are all too slowly entering; so loth are
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they to accept the contents. Only those, however, who quaff the cup's
potent drau~ht, can have the clearer vision which it gives.
That the Uup is associated with the Heart and its symbolism, is significant of the fact, that the mechanism of this function only goes on
through the unceasing action of its cups.
In the Celestial Chalice we find a starry. Crescent open to the West,
the symbol of immaculate generation, which the ancient world constantly
typified in their crescen1;-crowned goddesses. It was not the moon, but
this emblem of the Spirit-begotten, or the Christ-born, which the crescent
signified.
The Cup is the symbol of joy and sorrow. We meet it at Gethsemane
in our Lord's Passion, and also associ!l.ted with that mysterious petition
whil'h has been mistakenly supposed to refer to His death. He who
said," No man taketh my life from me, I lay it down of myself;" asked
not for a lengthened Rpan of years, but, that the bitterness of the Cup
might pass. That dire loneliness of spirit which only the Christ can
know in its fulness, was our Lord's agony in the Garden. Nevertheless
he quaffed it to the very dregs, and thus wrought the wondrous redemption for man. the mystery of which is too profound for human language
to express.
The Cnp, or Chalice, as the symbol of a heavenly guerdon for which
man should strive, has figured •always in song and story. The twelve
tribes, or Knights of the Round Table, are ever seeking the Holy Grail,
and in brief and awesome moments ''catching furtive gleams of the phantom of a Cup that comes and goes, which if a man could see or touch
he would be healed at once."
The legend of the same tells us how this was preserved by Arimatheari
Joseph, who took it from our Lord's own hand; but that finally times
grew ao wicked that the Holy Thing was caught away to heaven and disappeared, while Joseph built him a chapel on a lonely marsh, an<l spent
hia years in solitude, awaiting there his treasure's safe return.
''Sweet brother, I have seen the Holy Grail ;
For waked at dead of night, I heard a sound
As of a silver horn from o'er the hills
Blown,
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
and the slender llODDd
As from a diata.nce beyond distance grew
CMDing upon me - 0 never harp nor horn,
Nor aught we blow with breath, or touch with hand,
W 118 like that music 88 it came; and then Stream'd through my cell a cold and silver beam,
And down the long beain stole the Holy Grail,
Rcee-red with beatings in it, 88 if alive,
Till all the white walls of my cell wue dyed
With rosy colol'B leapiug on the wall ;
And then the music faded, and the Gri&il
P&1a'd, and the beam decayed, and from the walls
The rosy qniveringw died into the night.
So now the Holy Thing is here again
Among us, brother fast thou too and pray,
And tell thy brother, knights to fast and pray,
That so perchance the vision may be seen
By thee and them, and all the IJ)(}r[d be healed."
VEGA.
VBGA (at the top of page 464) leaves one point very obacure. We know that men of eeTMlty
are 110D1etimes more troublesome children to care for than babies ; neither do the life -ncea become refined becauee of age, but if we take this atatement as the condition of man aa a race when
the Sun with its system. enters the sign Virgo, then we agree with the author. But the idea that
man must 8?inander all the youth and vigor of hia days and tMn reach this high goal, when hia
powel'B are burned out" is moat untrue and baneful to all hope of eelf cnlture and attaiDD>eDt.
H. E. B.
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WHAT THE PEOPLE SAY.

BosroN, MA.SS., April 11, 1891.
Edito1·a Esoteric :-I wish to thank you for the opportunity of expressing my views upon this all important subject in the circular •• To Our
People." I thought I had a!1 understanding of the law of re-generation
as taught by our church devotees, previous to my investigation in this
line, aud endt::avored to put it in practice as then understood. But
the subject as treated through the OJlumns of your valuable m3.i:,11'3.Zine,
suggested to my 10incl thoughts of a deepe1-, broader, and more practical
nature than I had ever conceived before. It necessitated me to studv
11incerely the physiology of life; the laws govt~rnin~ my being in every
particular. First, I meditated upon the me:ming ot the word regeneration, what definition did our best authorities brive us; and there discovered the need of investigating also the l:i.w of generation; for the
former law must be based upon the latter.•
Then regeneration is simply replenishing anew, giving new life,
strength and vigor to both body and mind. The more abundant the life
of the body, the greater amount of force to be ntilizell by the brain organs.
This law applied in the human organism, is no vague dream of hope that
the regenerate life as taught by the ••Great Teacher," would some day be
experienced, but a present and liviug Peality. An earnest studen~ in
physiology can readily see the truth of this, Nature's method. It first
appeals to thei1· reason and if practiced, they have the evidence of the
heueiicial results. My observation has been that conservation of life,
Jeri ved through feeding the b(ldy with proper nourishment, and the inbrcathing of pure air, keeping at the sa.me time the mind in an elevated
state, tone down the angnlarities of both bo<ly and mind; resulting in
the fruitage of nobler, more coherent and harmonious thought, buoyancy.,
vivacity, elasticity, in thought and action; bringing bloom to the cheek,
fire in the eyes, and the palms (never cold and clammy,) dry and warm.
I first realized a healthier condition in my body; mind clearer, then
followecl intensity of mind, which I was necessitated to goveru, as my
thoughts formed more rapidly than it was possible for me to express in a
calm an<l logical manner ; I am still eudea\'Oring to overcome this phenomenon, and I realize to do this with any degree of success requires
a. cultivated and well directed will. The practice of breathing deep and
full, relaxation of the muscles by all possible methods ; studying the tone
qualities of the voice, endeavoring to make my breathing, muscles, and
voice as spontaneous and harmonious as possible, has aided rue much in
my thought and action, and banished many an imaginary irritation aml
pain arising from a disturbed mental condition. In fact, when 1 began tu
fill the body with new and abundant life, I realized that the body was only a
reser-voir for the brain to form thoughts out of; and also if one keeps the
•Generate. 1st. To procreate ; to cause to oo; to bri11g to life.
Generation-2nd. Origination by some process chemical or vital ; to produoe; fonuation.
Rcgeuerate.-lst. To generate or produce anew.
Regencrntion.-:.lnd. To give new life, strongth, or vigor. {physiol). The reproduotion
or ronowal of tissues, cells, etc., which have been used up and destroyed by the ordinary processes of life, as the continaal epithelial cells of the body, or the regeneration of the oontnctiLo
substance of muscles.
"The earthly anthor of my blood,
WhOIW 7outhfnl spirit in me r~gmerau,
Doth with a twofold vig-or lift me up." -Shakespeare
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mind intense and focalized ooly in one line, it inclined to a morbid state, ·
hence I am endeavoring to overcome all eccentl'ic tendencies. In fact,
the conversatiun of life is the main-spring of the human organism ; with
the limited knowledge of physiology to-day
" The better part of h111118D nature eleepe,
Not dreamfeasly, but u with fett.ered limbe
Pining for freedom in a priaon vault."

Sincerely yours in the enlightenment of a blinded face,
L. M.
CLEVELAND,

EARNEST.

Omo, April 5, 1891.

PROF. BUTLER,

Dear Friend:- In answer to your questions, will t1ay since I have
practiced regeneration understandingly, I have noticed marvelous improvement iri sensihility, sensation and physical endurance. It has strengthened my memory and made clear that which I never understooll before.
The Bible and spiritual matters are epecially clear to ,me.
My only regret is that I did not know it earlier.
A. }I. Y.
AUSTIN, T1<:XAB, April 7, 1891.
H. E. BuTI..ER,
Dear Sir and Brother:- We herewith send you our answers to the

questions in your circular ••To Our People."
1st. What effect hae the practice of the F.sot.erio Regeneration Theory had upon your gen11ral
physical condition ?

During all of our past life and up to the time when we fell in with the
regenerative teachings as set forth by you, we had lived on the animal
plane, giving full gratification to all the inclinations of the physical man,
beli1wing along with the mass of humanity, that the full gratification of
all the appetites and propensities were not only conducive to happiness,
but necessary t~ what passes eurrent for good health. 'Ve can now look
back upon our old condition as a perio(l of prostration from which we
have to a great extent recove1·ed. Our physical condition in every respect
has toned np, even in so short a time, to a wonderful degree.
2nd. What effect has it had upon the eemibilities, 1111nsations, et.o. ?

With us the sensibilities have become more acute in all we do. The
nature and disposition of people with whom we come in contact and association, is sensed more keenly, things which were once attractive, appetites that were at one time gratified with pleasure(?), associations and pastimes which once seemed necessary to happiness, have now become <lista.'lt~
ful to the extent that it is now by far, more pleasurable to avoid them. The
things which go to make up life from day to day, begin to assume a mol'e
new and extended pnt'p<>se.
3rd. Haa it increaeed your pbyainal endurance?

It certainly has beyond what we could well describe. If the results
which we have experienced in even 140 short a time could be produced by
a medicine that people could buy, no price would be too great and still
this is free, and within the reach of all who want it.
4th. Has it increued your mental clearness and capabilities ?

The increase in mental capacity has been fully in proportion to· the
extension of the faculties in every other respect.
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5th. Baa it adJed to your mental strength ?

Yes. in our experience the power in this respect ~ greatly increased;
mental effort is now a pleasure, where once it was more like a self-imposed and foreed task.
6th. Baa it increaaed your oapacity to wulerstand facta, and abttruae matters P

In our experience the development in this respect is very noticeable
and we feel much gratified and encouraged by the evidence we have had
of this fact.
7th. What eft'et't .hu it had ae to yonr capacity or ability to UDderstand spiritaal things;
Bible subjects and kindred matters hitherto not understood?

Although ouf study of spiritual subjects, and our experimentat.ion in
this matter, ™gan about the same time, as far as we may be allowed to
judge of our own progress, we have certainly got an insight into the import of spiritual things and scriptural symbolisms which we never thought
of before.
8th. Baa it givQD yon added ability in yonr sphere of aervice ? Baa it givea YOll oapllCity to
forsee the reeults of yonr acts in business ?
,

Yes, we can say it has in many ways.
9th. If married ud yonr companion is harmonious with yon in this thongbt, has it increaaed
love harmony and happiness in your home ?

These answers are by my wife and myself, we are in full harmony in
the study and practice of this doctrine, and since we have been following
the teaching (that is, t1·ying to the best of our ability), harmony,
conjugal attraction and general happiness iu every res~ct, have increased
to a wonderful extent.
11th. H married Md with a family, do you now see wherein these teachings wonld have
aaved yon much trouble, aickneu, etc., even with your present reeponeibilitiea as to the domestic
relations?

Yes, that is just what we have often remarked since we have made a
practical application of these most wonderful truths, we can, in looking
back, call to mind many, many troubles, and times of prostration, gloomy
depression, which we can now see, were only the shadows of our own condition.
In speaking of the increase of power and pleasurable sensations which
spring up in the person as the life forces increase. only a very external
idea can be expressed in a written description; to know what it is and t-0
app.reciate its value, it is necessary that each one must experience it iu
and for themselves; it is something which "No one knoweth ex1iept him
who receiveth it." We are willing to correspond with any one as to the
reason of the " Faith within us" and of the firmness of our conviction in
this matter.
Our little experience has convinced us beyond all doubt, that in the
doctrine of Uegeueration is contained the basic principle of the most important and the most precious of all things, the science of life.
vY e remain as ever, yours fraternally.
LomsA M. TAYLOR.

J. G.

TAYLOR.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., March 6, 1891.
To the Esoterfo :- It is a pleasure to rue to be able to state the effects
and results to me by my efforts in living a regenerate life. It has now
been nearly one year &ince I began to test and know for myself what was
to be gained by living the life of regeneration, and again I am at a 1088
for words to express the amount of true beneficial reRults I have enjoyed.

...
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What life is, in the absolute, is to my mind the deepest of all mysteries
but above all other methods of broadening the minds' capacity to know
and understand what constitutes true and lasting happiness, that of living the life of Regeneration is the best, and in my opinion the only way
through which the finer sensibilities of the Physical are developed more
and more perfectly, and the perfectness of anything with which we are
brought in contact, denotes in proportion to the closeness of that contact
the perfected state of our souls.
Now the question will iu all probability enter the minds of many, what
proof has he that he is indebted especially to living " the life?" In reply
I would simply say, •• I know by my experience, and nearly all persons, of
this age admit if I ~m clear about it, that the greatest and most tangible
proof of anything is obtained by one's own personal experience; hence I
do not h"pe to convince any one of the important results that I know and
am sure about; each and every one must have personally sometime experienced a' thing before knowing it.
One of the most marked beneficial results applicable to me is manifested by the increased ability I have in maintaining self-eoutrol, which
alone is worth, from any standpoint you can view it, a. great deal more
than many are capable of realizing until some degree of change in that
direction has been experienced.
My physical health has been much improved and I enjoy life more
since beginning to live the regenerate life than I ever did before. Others
cannot now cause me to do many things, that before living this life they
could, and clid, that afterwards always caused me to suffer.
And so I could truly tell of many changes I can distinctly note as
being more quickly accomplished than in anything like the same amount
of time before. But I will not tire the reader any more now.
With fraternal love of truth.

w ALTER E. BENCK.

· OAKLAND, CAL., March 8, 1891.
EDITOR ESOTERIC.

Dear Sir an.d Brother :-In answer "To Our People," by Professor
Butler, I would state that I have been living the Regenerate life for
nearly two years, a.~ tau~ht by THE ESOTERIC, and I am proud to give
my testimony of the practical ancl lasting benefits I have received from
Professor Butler's teachings. I had been searching for a knowledge of .
the troth for years, with seeming little results. I tried first one teacher,
then another, receiving good advice from some, but nothing practical
from any. I was almost discouraged when, by chance, I met Profeswr
Butler in Oakland, Cal., and I received more practical knowledge from
him in one hour than I had before received in years. I felt within my
soul that I ha<l at last found what I had been in search of for years ;
practical methods by which I could develop the spiritual power:i I was
confident I possessed.
At first I had great difficultie11 to encounter. I felt lazy and dull, and
was bardly able to attend to my work, bnt this feeling soon passed off
and to-day I am, thank God, so filled with life, physical and syiritnal,
that at times I almost feel like shouting for very joy. My meuta capacity has increased, my spiritual understanding ha.~ developed wonderfully,
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considering the short time I have been living this life. My consciousness
even when the body is asleep, is always active, and 1 now realize
truths which none cau take from me. Nor would I part with them for
untold wealth. I am a young man, would _therefore like to say a few
words to th., young men who ha"e determined to follow their highest
guidance. Never mind what friend or physician may say to the contrary,
live the Regenerate life. If you have not conquered, you can and will,
and in time you will be rewarded a thousand times more than at present
you can even dream of. I do not speak from the knowledge of any
person, but from my own personal experience, you will not have to go
many months before you will have the proof for yourself that Regenera.
tion is the only method to develop your spiritual understanding, mental
capacities and physical powers. Heart and soul, Mr. Editor, I am with
you in the good work.
·
.
I am, dear sir, your fellow-servant,

T. A.
Los

ANGELES, CAL.,

WILLISTON.

March 8, 1891.

ED. ESOTERIC.

Dear Friend:- I have been living the re-generate life for over two
years. I have overcome sex passions, but I have not succeeded in retaining the vital fluids in tho body. I get along all right, until the moon
enters my sign (II) then I fail. 1 have been interested in many things
of a material nature that has had much to do with my failure. I have
allowed my Gemini nature too much freedom. But all has been changed
this month. I am now, llithout care, trouble or future plans, except to be
of use to mankind. It has been a hard struggle to get to this point, but
I have succeeded, and I mean to maintain it.
I expect my regenerated life will date from the 15th of the present
month. I have had much trouble, though an evil spirit person or persons that would prevent me from being regenerated.
I have been having a little experience in thought transference, of which
the following is an example:
A few weeks ago a party who lives twenty-five miles from here, reque.eted me by letter to mail to him two dozen cards. I was busy when I
received his letter, so I put it in my pocket and thought no more about it.
About six days after, I seemed to feel him reminding me about his order.
I then remembered his order and mailed the cards. The next day a
young man called on me and stated that the first party would like for me
to send him the cards ordered.
At thl'ee o'clock the day before (which was the time I got the thought)
the first party requested him to call and remind me about bis order.
Hoping that I will be of greater use to mankind, I remain
Fratemally yours,
Mc IJ'.
M.Ulca 16, 18'11.

EDrroB'a NOT&

!Har Friend :-Thia ia one of the many advantagee which will come to you M Joa
faithfully lin the ~nerat.e life. .But do not fall llit.o the error that eo many do, namely thd
the consideration of the generative functions oonstitut.ee the 1D/wle of the regeneration theory.
Thia is but OM, and while it ia nry important yet if you do not also - k to control the oth•
attribut.ee of the organism, you will fail to reach the highest goal. Cut off eTill'T -119
hAbit and OT81"00Dl8 enry form of i-ion which the higher .if oond-•
N0tr dlil
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will come gradually and little by little, IO do not be at all discooraged booame yon do not attain
to the perfect poillt at once.
Upon every failure to ooufonn to1 the promptings of the higher nature, build a still firmer
foundation for the structure of &morrow. Do not nurture anger, impatience, goeeip nor a diapoeition to criticise those 'With whom you are 1laily brought in contact. Control the organs of
speech as suggested iu the '' Esot,erio Development '' articles and you will be surprised at the
increase of ability to control the so-ealled involuntary fuoctioos in sleep or waking. I have about
come to the conclosioo that the man who controls his voluntary {unctions will not long be troubled
with loeses of force reaoltiog from tbe action of involuntary fonctiona, or when he is asleep, or
otherwise pllllllive or unconsciooa. Give this point a more thorough attention than yon have ever
done before. Eliminate every syllable from your speech which denotes anythiJJg approaching
fanlt-findiog or criticism, then l believe you will oo longer be unable to folly control
these forces which eeek an entrance in your unconscioWI conditions, for after a whil" you will
not be nnconaciooa at all in the usual understanding of the term, for when a danger appl'Ollllhee
yon, the aool will have gained sufficient power to warn, and if oooesaary awaken you,-the physical.
Remember that impatience is nevw excusable, and as to criticism, it shoold be osed only when
you can do it io a spirit of true deeire to aid him who deserves and may be benefitted by it. and
then in a pore unimplllllliooed way on yc.ar own part, leat you be moved to semi-anger. Avoid
much talk, especially to those who are not ready lor thel!S truths. Broach the subject of regeneration to the average man and he will meet you with scoffing. This does him no good and ia
abeolutel;r harmfol to you. Therefore reserve your good things for those who have '•attentive
ears. " I shall be glad to hear from you in one month, and hope to hear of your continued advuoe.
·
Fraternally,
ED.

0No, SHA.STA. Co., CAL., March 20, 1891.
MR.

H. E.

BUTLER.

Dear F1·iend :-In compliance with your request for my experience iu
this new life, I will say 1 am trying, and refllize ·that I am spirit and a
though~ of -God, created for some good in this world. Born in the solar
sign .Q (Leo), it being my nativity and my polarity, which gives me a.
great variety of inclinations and dispositions, I am greatly affected
by the mental and physical condition of others. But this has not discouraged me. It has strengthened me to feel more determined to be of
some use, and by the aid of the regenerate life and the principles taught
in the Pradical Instructions, I can find out my possibilities and cayabilities, and of what use I can be in whatever surrounding conditions may
be placed in this life of experience.
First, I m11st live a perfect, pure, and chaste life. Truth, justice and
honesty in all words and deeds, and a loving kindness towards all livinrr
beings; and refrain from all self-pride, hate, malice, envy, anger, and
craving for worltlly advantages and all sensational feelings pertaining to
the animal propensities. All these and many more, if really conquered.
is in my mind the only way we can know the regenerate life, and
ourselves. This will lead me up to the higher knowledge to know
God. I claim that only a few Esoteric people need 11ave any discord in
this life ; only those who are unfortunately situated with an inharmonious
companion. Jn this I have had no experience. Since I l1ave been living
this life my physical strength has increased, and my mental powers for
a.;quiriug such knowledge a..'I will lead me to 11igher attainments in life.
I find in the Esoteric teachings all of the teachings that Christ taught
his disciples, and many other highly cultured subjects, which surely will
he a benefit to all who will take the time to read for themselves. The
Esoteric people can now see where they have made mistakes all through
life. And until people learn the higher possibilities of the human soul,
so long will humanity and society be filled with misery. Our body was
given tons for a divine use. Let us not abuse it, for it is the temple of
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the Ii ving Goel, and the house we live in. We are building this house of
ours (our body) continually with our thoughts, for thoughts are living
things and they produce their kind.
LoUISA LooMIS.
SAN FRANCISCO,

CAL., April 10, 1891.

My Dea1· Mr. Butler :-If the few words which I write will have any
weight with persons who may entertain doubts as to the practicability or
benefits, which may accrue from the application of the principles taught
in THE ESOTERIC, I deem it only just to state, that in so far as I have
applied the teachings they have accomplished the results as represent.e<l
by you and others. It gives• a cheerful, hopeful state of mind and
causes one to feel in themselves a "Tower of strength," which only
the neglect of, or indifference to the continuance of a desire to " Hold
fast to that which is good," can break down. It seems as if e~ery
thing and every person appears in a new light, and the desire to reach
out and help all, is so strong as to place in subjection, the love of self
which is so apt to overrule our better impulses. I will add in conclusion
that after having given my interest and all the attention I could to this
line of thought, and having noted the improvement in health-both
physical and mental, I, for a time allowed antagonistic influences *<>
sway me, and the giving up to these enemies of a peaceful mind, wa.'I
detrimental inasmuch ~ my health began to give way, and a realizin~
sense of the cause of my disturbed condition forcing it.~elf upon me, I
had to fight my way back ro the little world where peace and cont.en~
ment reign once more.
Very truly yours,
C. D.

ONO,
MR.

H. E.

SHASTA

Co., CAL. March 18, 1891.

BUTLER,

Dear Sir :-Your circular, addressed "To Our People," is received,
and carefully noted. and in answer I would say: the practice of the Esot.erio Regeneration Th~ry_, which I ha.ye strictly adhered to for nearly
three years, and the prmc1ples taught m THE ESOTERIC, and practical
instructions, is in my judgment of very great value to the human family.
It has greatly improved and strenght.ened my general physical condition.
It leads us to feel more acutely, the importance of allowing others the
right to their own views on all subjects, no matter of what vital importance we may consider them, by lea.ding us to more fully realize our own
individuality, and making us more willing to accord to others all the
rightR that we ask and demand for ourselves I And in making our feelings more sensitive, which leads us to realize that other people'$ feelings,
j\re also, sensitive, and that we should not wound them.
l can truly say that it bas added much to my physical endurance, and
has increased my mental clearness, and capacities, and has added to my
mental strength by enabling me to retain more of what I read, or bear,
and it has increased. my capacity to understand facts and abstruse ma~
ters.
It leads us to understand, and more fully realize the fact, that the real
mm or woman is spirit, and thereby to understand much more clearly
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spiritual things, and Bible subjects, and I feel that it has increased my
ability in my sphel'(' of service.
I am married, and my companion is harmonious with me in this thought
as is also our whole family, and we reali7.e that the practice of these principles and teachings have increased· love, harmony and happiness in our
home. And it leads us up to the knowledge that we are all more the
creatures of habit, than we ourselves generally realize, and that this force
of habit of ten leads us to commit errors that lead to serious results,
which we never would have perceived, had we not been led into this
knowledge.
But, I believe that the highest nee, and the greatest good, to be derived
from the practice of the rqenerative principle, and by following the Esoteric teachings, are to be found in raising a family. By imprinting their
importance upon the minds of children when young. By aiding in guiding- and directing the development of the child from its very conception
up to manhood and womanhood. And especially by engrafting in the
child's nature the great value to both body and mind, of conserving the
life germ, or life fluid, and turning it back into the regeneration, or the
rebuilding of the body and mind.
I am fully convinced that man is greatly benefitted, both physically,
ment:\lly and spiritually. by diligently following this course.
It is not in the practice or in the observance of any one of these principle.a, that we receive our reward, but in carefully studying all of them,
and by observing them as our reason dictates that they will rightly apply
t.o us.
For instance, the amount and kind of food we should eat, and the manner in which it should be eaten. The principle of cleanliness and taking
the proper care of the body. The principle of industry, with special care
to "Dot overwork ourselves, physically or mentally.
The principle that our thoughts are things, created by us for our use
that they belong to us and help to make us what we are. And that by
the proper exercising of the will, we can guide and direct this thought
element to a higher plane of thought, thereby enabling us to improve the
quality of our thoughts, and thus advance more rapidly to better conditions and a greater degree of happiness.
L. V. LOOMIS.
'
Yours sincerely,
ONO, SHASTA Co., CAL.,

Mar. 20, 1891.

H. E. BUTLER,
Dear Sir: - The circular entitled "To Our People'' was received
last week. I, myself, cannot _find lan~age to express my gratitude to
the leaders of the Esoteric movement lor the valuable service they have
done me, or in other words, the benefit I have derived from reading it,
for I have been a. reader of THE EBOTERIO since it first started.
Now where was I, that is the real man within the body, when I commenced reading THE ESOTERIC?
A mere shadow groping in the dark. For being born with Mars in my
Nativity (Capricorn) Venus in Polarity (Aquarius) and Mercury in Taurus, which ~ves me a strong or combined inclination to sensual pleasures.
Sometimes mclines to sensual indulgence far beyond the endurance of the
body; and not being guarded close enough against such things when
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young, I became an easy prey to the forces lurking in the dark ; and
when I commenced reading THE ESOTERIC was completely under the
mesmeric control of such forces, for it surely seems they have a strong
mesmeric influence over the mind, as real as ever a hypnotizer had over a
fit subject in the flesh. Please allow· me to extend my sincere thanks to
the contributors and leaders of the Esoteric Magazine and mo\·ement, for
it has heen through their influence, that 1 have been released from the
terrib]e chains and have commenced to learn something of what I am
and to realize these words of the old couplet.
" Dare to do right, dare to be true,
You haTe a work that none other can do. "

Although I have not as yet been able to ltve the regenerate life and
stop all wastes, but can realize and appreciate the great benefit to be
derived from a regenerate life.
I am now a.hove all desires and influences that used to lead and cramp
my life, and as might l..>e said, am just out of the fog.
Am much c]earer mentally, stronger physically, kinder in disposition,
and have greater individuality.
But not being able to live the regenerate life, I cannot give full justice
to the questions asked, but will try and answer them as far as my experienoe goeii.
1st. What effect baa the pract.ioe of the Eeoterio Regeneracion Theory had upon '10IU: ,_..
ral fhyaioal condition?

t has made my eyes brighter, has made me leM liable to colds and trivial ailments.
2nd. What effect baa it had upon the 11enaibilitie11,

~oua

etc. ?

1t has increased my sensibilities as to what I should eat, and has made me
much more sensitive to the qra.lities contained in all food, has changed
the chnracter of my appetite so that I no more desire animal food, has
brought me to a consciousness that I (the real man), live within, am spitit.
and as Rpirit am above the sensations of the body, and must not be ruled
by them.
Srd. Has it increued your phrioal end1111111oe>?

I am much strong"r phyHically can do a. days work without feeling exhausted at. night, and after a little rest feel perfectly refreshed, whereas
before entering upon this labor of living the regenerate life, I was completely exhausted and instead of being rested and able to stncly and read
in the evenings, I was ready to go right to sleep for rest.
4th. Haa it iucreaaed your mental c l - and oapabilitie8?

Yes am much clearer mentally.
oth. Has it added to your mental etrengtb ?

It has.
6th.

Has it increaaed your capacity to undenrtand facta, and abetrue mattma?

I can understand subjects that before was beyond my comprehension,
and can study with an understanding many Biblical and Spiritual subjects that to me before were foreign and uninteresting.
8th. Has it given you added ability in your sphere of lenioe ? Hu it giT91l you oapaaity to
fm'llee the results of your acta in b . _ ?

I can say yes.
Not being married I cannot answer nine, ten and eleven.
Yours respectfnlly,
A_.
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CASTILE,

N. Y., April 7, 1891.

EDITOR ESOTERIC.

Dear Sir:- I had vainly sought in churches and creeds for that " blessing" which they were reputed to hold, but the Holy Grail was not in their
keeping, when eight months ago it became podsible for me to begin systematically and faithfully to .follow Mr. Butler's tea.Chings, regeneration
or chastity being the foundation stone. Added to that I have taken a
prescribed course of baths, gymnastics, aud diet from which all meat is
excluded and from a state of chronic invalidism, I .am now far on the road
to health.
One year ago I was confined to my bed from nervous prostration,
scarcely able to feed myself or see my little ones long enough to say ••good
night." Nine months ago I could not remember fifteen minutes &.fter
writing a letter, what I had said.
If my lmmble experience in being led in that short time out of the
Slough of Despond and brought from the depths of misery and despair
to peace, that peace which passeth all understandmg, aud the heights of
spiritual discemrueut and, many times exaltation, could encourage or
strengthen one sad or struggling soul, willingly would I give it all.
My mind which has so long been held in the tl1rall of the senses though
oft.en unwillingly, is being emancipated and already the purpose for which
I W2'8 created is daily becoming clearer to me. There was a great struggle between tbe natUl'al and the spiritual, and many of the results of
wrong thinking and wrong living have still to be overcome, but, "to be
spiritually minded is life," and through the power conferred by Regeneration, I know that life will be mine.
The thought often used to come to me "Oh I if I only knew what was
right, I know that I have the courage to do it," Now I have the
power to know what is right for me, and every day as I obey the silent
inner monitor, I come into greater certainty of knowledge. When the
spirit speaks there is no longer any doubt.
While elevating and refining the mind, regeneration tends toward, nay,
more, developes. the most lofty and transcendent religious sentiment following naturaJly from effect back to cause which leads to God.
The creative force drawn upward to the brain, opens the mind to the
capabilities of one's own being, and gently led by pure desires, the life
broadens into usefulness and power.
Heretofo1·e the Bible has boon to me a sealed book, but now the veil
has been taken from my eyes, and I see the exalted wisdom behind the
mere letter.
I believe that it is impossible for the unregenerate to fully understand
the wisdom of this Esoteric Book, for as Paul says, ••the natural man
receive th not the things of God~ neither can he know them for they are
spiritually descerned." A chaste life then has not only given me clearer
vision in studying the Bible, but has added to mental clearness and understanding in all directions in which l turn my mind, and in the physical
has developed strength, tone and health. My husband has said many
times that never before has he been u.hle to endure the maximum of labor
(mental), with such minimum <1f fatigue, as in the last six months. In
one thing especially do I note a great change, and that is in my judgment
of people and events. Instead of simply noting acts and results, I seem
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to be conscious of a supreme power and mind working in and thJ"Ough
people, moulding everything to a higher force.
God grant that we may each and all do our share faithfully to help in
this onward and upward march. If many others, like myself, may not
answer the call of our leader in person, we can and will be with him in
earnest effort in our own sphere. supplementing his efforts io our own
smaller circles. If through his labors he had brought me nothing but
the purer more exalted understanding between my children, my husband
and myself, all my life I should pray God to bless him, bnt I know tha$
thro' all infinity we shall go on developing, progressing.
Yours with earnest hope
S. :M. L.
LAWRENCE, CAL.,

March 9, 1891.

MR. BUTLER.
Your request came in due time, and in justice to you and the cause I
will give as correct an answer as possible. I did want so much to write
and thank you for publishing that "Important Letter," in November
number. I bad wondered why some one did not write on that subject
for the benefit of humanity, and to the first 9,uestion I would say, a very
great effect for the better in every way. fhe physical strength much
. better, and I cannot see how any one can have a. high Rpiritual unfoldment and live on (or below) the animal plane. I can truly say the
Esoteric teaching has given mi:i a mental clearness and capability I
never could have obtained without; it has taught me how to systematize
my thoughts, and ha.s restored order where there was mental disorder. I
see now how I can work in several ways for the benefit of others, where
formerly I could not see that I could make myself useful in any way outside my own home.
I have a husband that does not understand these things in the way I
tlo, but does not oppose me. I can enjoy my own opinion undisturbed at
home, and am really quite happy.
If any one wishes to write to me I should be pleased to reply in Ng&rd
to what I have written.
Fraternally yours,
Mns. A. P.
CALDWELL, KAN.,

April 11. 1891.

Esoteric Friends and Reader3 :-I shall try through this medium to
flxpress my appreciation of the teaching of the trne doctrine of •• Regeneration," as taught in the columns of THE ESOTERIC. I have lived sixtythree years in this tabernacle of flesh, and the happiest moments of my
Jife have been in speaking for truth, and working for the upliftmeot of
of humanity. ••He that loveth not his brother, abidetb in death."
When the first ESOTERIC fell into my hands, July, 1887, I was in the
full realization of the words of Jesus, that I had not where to lay my
Joiead. I had proven to my own satisfaction tha.t beliefs had nothing iu
them to prove absolute truth. Since that time I have studied "Solar
:Biok,gy," "The Seven Creative Principles," ••The Narrow Way of
Attainment," and every copy of THE ESOTERIC, and used the methods
given in "Practical lnst.nlCtions," Vols. I and II. of · ESCYl'ERIC wit.II
the happiest results, consequently I still use them.
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My general health has been greatly improved, wy memory restored,
my eyes become stronger. Remember, I am livin~ the highest life as
taught through this medium, so far as possible. 1t has adJ.ed to my
mental strength, and increased my capacity of understanding, especially
in regard to spiritual things. In a word, I have become stronger in the
inner-man, renewed in the spirit of Christ.
My Bible does not seem like the same book to me. My heart is
always full of love to God, and neighbors. It really seems as if I had
Leen given new brain structure; and now the moment my thoughts revert
to these things (I do uot know how better to express it), than to say a
warm ~low of Divine love permeates my whole being, ancl fills me with
uew life; and renewed energy and happiness. Aud since my husband
bas become 11armonious with me in this life we have a happy home. 'Tis
re-generation only that can bring pure love. He that dwelleth in love
dwelleth in Uod, and God in him, and herein is our love made perfect.
My only regret is that I did not have such opportunities in earlv life.
Christ said, " I say unto you, that ye which have followed me in the
're-generation ; when the Son of Man shall sit in the throne (or power).
of his glory, ye also shall sit upon twelve thrones judging the twelve
'
tribes of ls1·ael (of soldiers) of God."
I investigate every thing that ha.<1 the appearance of good, and have
investigated other J.:nes of advanced thought, but have found none other so
helpful in self-development. It lifts us above personalities, and instructs
us how to develop our own God.given capabilities.. •• Make the tree
good, and the fruit also will be good."
Re-generation means dominion over all things, and when man gets
control of his appetites and passions, his dominion is complete, as he is the
highest, or greatest manifestations of life, •• being an epitome of the
universe, and quintessence of all that there is in the universe, the Spirit
of God included." So when m~n becomes fully acquainted with himself
he will know the only true 'iod, and every curse (death included),
will be abolished. Ch1·ist came to bring life and immortality to light, the
opposite of death. My greatest desire now is, to bring my will into
perfect harmony with the divine will, and as sure as there is a law of
demand and supply, my desires will come unto me. (Yahveh.)
May the time hasten when we will dwell together in unity; how my
soul longs to be associated with the regenerated souls that are still on
thi11 planet. •' He that overcometh shall inherit all things." " Prove all
things and hold fast that which is good." ••He that hath an ear, let
him hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches: to him that overcometh
will I give to eat of the hidden manna."
••To him that overcometh and keepeth my works unto the encl, to him
will I give power over the nations,'' "He that hath an ear, let him hear."

.

M. E.
WILTON,

COLLINS.

N. H., April 1, 1891

EDITOR ESOTERIC.

Dear Sir :-Having just received my magazine, and in one of the
first pages I find there some questions that you would like to have each
one interested in the good work, to write a few words giving their views
of what good they had received from ••Practical Inst1-uctions."
I feel as though I can safely say that I was not aware of wl1at J waa

•
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living for until reading my good EsoT11:RIC ; it is my guide and my lamp
and its light grows brighter day by day. and my general health is better
for the instructions. An<l as to sensations and sensibilitits, I feel that
theyJare of a purer nature and of a more refined character. It ha.~ increased
my physical endurance; had I not had this good in<Jtrmition I should
certainly have slowly passed away, but this has given me new life and
brighter hopes for the future. It has increased my mental clearness so
that I can see there is something to live for and to help others to do
likewise; it ha.8 added to my mental strength.
I feel that it has increased my capacity to understand facts, but I
could learn more if I had the time for thought and study, and as to the
Bible, it was a closed book to me until reading the pages of my magazine,
which has been of great good to me in more ways than one. I think it
has been of great good to me in my various duties of life, which I can
see are done better from the effects of true love to all. I am a mother,
and it has taught me how to live a better life and to help my husband
and children to see things in a purer form, and to have a more elevating,
influence over them than before, and true love is what makes the home.
I feel that my hu~band would be with rue in this most beautiful of all
works on earth to me, if he could or would take time to read and think.,
but his is a very active, busy life, and has ever been since our married
life began; his mind is too much on this earth plane to get good from
this way of life.
1 can see where these teachings would have saved me untold evil
iu regard to sickness and trouble. And now my dear friends, one and
all, it is my sincer" wi~h that God will bless you an<l aid you in th~ greatest work that man has ever·attempted to perform, and in order to have
success we must each one of us help to set the ladder up here on earth
aud it is here that our work is to begin, and the quicker we begin the better it is for us.
As I hav~ written more than I thought I could when I began, I will
now ask pardon for writing so much and hope you will look upon this as
from one who has not had the advantages of society or to be so as to help
others to love this new way, only as friend~ visit me, and then np here it
is looked upon as something above them. I think it is as plain as anything can be. I am not so situated as to be able to' help only by taking
my magazine which I could not do witliout.
:\fas. WILLIAM BASTON.
EMPIRE CITY, April 6, 1891,
EDITOR ESOTERIC.
Dear Friend :-Please add my experience to the many and say to the
world that the theory of Esoteric Regeneration has been worth more to
me than any other one thing received during my life. The struggle with
me has been a long hard one though I have b~n woll paid for every
effort, having been almost entirely cured of chronic dyspepsia. and the
weakness attending it. I am stronger phyRically, mentally and morally.
than ever before. My mind is clear and penetrating while befot·e it was
misty and dnll; both mind and affections are expanded aud are no longer
held to the narrow confines of self, and that " our church is right an1l all
else wrong." Sweet sensations often burn within my breast, making me
feel transparent while they last, that I did not know could be Mt.
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My married life bas been short but full of sweet harmony and lqve.
The thankful devoted cartlsses of a pure and high minded woman who
realizes in you her ideal, and who kn<1ws the hard lot of misery an<l
brutalism she has escaped, is enough to repay any man, ·with a he:lrt,
for the effort of self-denial.

;[: .
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Oh, Brother, in thy insane rush for pleume,
Why pollute the holieet act that heaven can meuure ?
If sweetest joya on earth you'd glean,
Crush lust from out thy imnoet cheama.
The fond carem of that pure wife
Who has eacaped the brutal life,
Though on this lonely earth is gi'f'8D
ls equal to the jovs of heaven ;
And though but one short line l'd write
Before these orbs shall cloee their sight.
1T°l8 this, and with my invocation
A. bleesing is Regeneration.

Yours truly for the gOod of humanity,

J<.

rr.:

·185

DR. L. J. TODD.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., March 15, 1891.
To THE ESOTERIC:
I find it difficult to give a true understanding of the benefits derived
from living the life of Regeneration, for a person must experience within
themselves a truth before they know it. There are persons in the world
who have reached a point in development where their nature demands a
higher expression of their life than the old life of Generation, and to snch
who hear these truths'as taught through the Esoteric, they will be accepted
at once and without doubt of the truth for the need of their nature will
recognize it as the only thing to fill the want.
This is my own experience, and is the only way I can explain my own
position. Formerly, I had thought my ideas were against nature, but
now I am so happy to know I am right, and that there can be a higher
expression of our lives than are used iu Generation.
I feel I have gained considerably in physical health, not having been
strong formerly and believe in time to be able to compare health with any
one, also I find my senses of enjoyment to be more keen, my taste,
hearing, sight, and being able to sense tho conditions and feelings of
others but what gives me greatest pleasure is the clearness to which my
mind is attaining. It seems as though a cloud had deared away and now
I can grasp thought more readily, also have more originality of thought
than before. In the spiritual sense, it has opened up to ,me a new beauty
in life which makes it a happiness to exist.
To know of all the knowledge which lies before us, which is ours only
by the taking. The living, or trying to live, up to the highest of what we
can feel to be right, brings such a calmness and peace to our souls born
from the harmony with Nature's laws.
I am not far on the road )et, but my experience in both lives is such as
to convince me, that for me at least, there is no other life but the life of
Regeneration. It woul<l be useless for me to describe to people in gen~
ral, my little experience which, even small as it is compared with the ultimate has brought me such satisfaction beyond any question, but if any
oi.e has a special desire to live the life, whatever I might be able to show
thl'Ough my experience to aid them I woultl most gladly do.
Respectfully,
MRs. M. lfAcDoNALD.
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What the People .Say.
WILSONVILLE, OREGON,

H. E.

[May and J~ne.
March 19, 1891.

BUTLER,

Dear Brother:- Your circular oontaining questions relative to " Esoteric Regeneration Theory " received. My sympathies are with you. in
your effort8 to uplift humanity, and believe that if 1our methods (even
though not wholly perfect), were followed in the spirit in which they are
given, would lift the race up to a higher and nobler plane of thought and
life. There is a power within me that will not permit me to follow implicitly any human guidance however pure and noble it may be; but in
so far as your instructions seemed right for me to follow, I have tried tO
do so, ancl with good results. They, in connection with my earnest study
of Mental or Christian Science, have made life doubly precious to me,
opening up as it has, a diviner purpose in existence, and far greater possibilities of unfoldment. My physical condition . has improved, with
greater power of endurance. Mental capabilities increased, understand
more readily, and can recognize greater mental strength. My mind can
more readily grasp abstruse subjects.
As to my sensibilities, I find myself more in the position of mastery,
aucl less in the power of the inharmonious condition of thought of those
about me.
.
The ability to understand spiritual things is greater. The Bible is no
longer a seale<l book, hut I begin to see far deeper and more spiritual
meanings, and can more readily see and understand its symbolic meanings. Am quite sure that I can render far mo~ efficitmt service to
humanity than formerly.
.
My domestic relations with my husband are if anything more harmonious than formerly. For a time my study of spiritual things seemed to
annoy and disturb him, but as I come into the more perfect understanding, I find that, insensibly, his mind becomes more harmonious. But be
is extremely skeptical as to the possibility of attaining these great spiritual powers and illuminations, and expresses great doubt of my ever
becoming a Mental Healer, and antagonizes my efforts to a considerable
extent, because I fail to demonstrate the power at once. Making it
cloubl7 difficult for me to come into the spiritual consciousness or underRtandmg, which thus far has only come in occasional flashes; but the
mighty powers which they. in these momentary gleams have reve.aled in
me, have given me a sublime courage that nothing can destroy, and even
continued defeats ha.ve excited me to greater a.nd more earnest e1fort, for
I know there is truth in the glorious promise held out for those who overcome ; though to see others outstripping me in the race for Truth, and,
while I do not envy them, yet I cannot understand why I fail to come
into the underi1tanding, but am consoled by the thought that" the race is
not alway!! to the swift, nor the battle to the strong," but for him who
"waits patiently on the Lord." It is because I hear the cry of suffering
humanity, and know I have that within which would, if unfolded, give
them the help they need, and I cry out so often "How long, 0 Lord, how
long," before I may be filled for the work that I do so· desire to be
doing now for His children.
Fraternally yours,
LYDIA B. GoULING.
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